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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SCOPE 
This handbook is a reference guide for the, memory and peripheral hard
ware options that can be installed on the L.SI-11 bus. It includes descrip
tions. specifications. configuration information. programming 
information as applicable to the options. and functional theory. The hard
ware options described in this handbook are designed to interface, with a 
processor via the LSI-11 bus. Therefofl3. the user should be familiar with 
the contents of the appropnate processol; handbook. 

1.2 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 
Digital Equipment Corporation desi!Jns and manufactures the memory 
and peripheral options described in this handbook. The general design 
criterion was to provide maximum systHm throughput for peripherals 
when installed on the LSI-11 bus. LSI-11 bus-compatible processors 
and peripherals are designed to work toglether. providing a broad spec
trum of system-compatible hardware options. The memory and periph
eral devices can be used with any LSI-11 bus configuration: the system 
can later be expanded or modified to meet new system requinaments. 
This hardware flexibility. when coupled with DIGITAL software and sup
port. provides a single soume for alii present and future microcomputer 
processing needs. 

1.3 LSI-11 FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS 
LSI-11 bus systems includE~ various processors. memory and peripheral 
device options. and software. Some of the characteristics of the LSI-11 
bus systems are as follows: 

• Low-cost. powerful processors for integration into any small- or 
medium-sized computer system. 

• Direct addressing of all memory locations and peripheral device reg
isters. 

• Efficient processing of a-bit bytHs (characters) without the need to 
rotate. swap. or mask. 

• Asynchronous bus operation that allows system components to run 
at their highest possible speed; replacement with faster devices 
means faster operation without other hardware or software changes. 

• A module component dE~sign that provides ease and flexibility in con
figunng systems. 
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• Inherent direct memory access capabilities for high data rate devices 

• A bus structure that provides position··clependent priority for periph
eral device interfaces connected to thEl 110 bus. 

• Vectored interrupts that allow service routine entry without device 
polling. 

1.4 PROCESSORS 
The processor is connected to the LSI-l1 bus (backplane) as a sub
system that executes programs and arbitrates usage of the LSI-11 bus 
for peripherals. It contains multiplE!, high-speed, general-purpose regis
ters that can be used as accumulators. address pointers, index registers, 
and other specialized functions. The processor can perform data trans
fers directly between peripheral inputloutput (I/O) devices and memory 
without disturbing the processor fl9gisters. Data transfers include both 
16-bit word and 8-bit byte dalta. 

1.5 LSI-11 BUS 
System components, inciudin£1 the processor, memory, and peripherals. 
are interconnected and communicate with each other via the LSI-ll 
bus. The form of communication is the same for all devices on the bus; 
instructions that communicate with memory can communicate with 
peripheral devices. Each device, including memory locations and periph
eral device registers. is assigned an individual byte or word address on 
the LSI-ll bus. 

The LSI-ll bus supports 18-bit addresses. However. processors and 
peripherals having a 1 6-bit addressing capability are completely PD P-ll 
hardware- and software-compatible within the 16-bit limitation By 
PDP-l1 convention, all peripheral device addresses are located within 
the upper 4K address space in the system, whether 16-bit or 18-bit 
addresses are used. This 4K address spacE! is called the 110 page or 
"bank 7." 

Whenever the 110 page is addressed, the processor must assert the 
BBS7 L bus signal. All peripheral devices use this signal line during 
addressing rather than decoding address bits (15: 13) or (17: 13) An 
active (asserted) BBS7 L signal will always indicate an address in the 110 
page, enabling peripheral device addressing. 

Peripheral device addresses within the liD page are decoded by each 
peripheral device. Each peripheral device will include one or more "de
vice register(s)." These registers can be accessed under program control 
in exactly the same manner as mHmory locations. Unique addresses 
within the 110 page are encoded on address bits (15:00). 

NOTE 
Address bits, for the purpose of this discussion. 
are logical states present on LSI-l1 bus signal 
lines BDAL (17:00) L dUI-ing the addressing por
tion of a bus cycle. 
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Refer to the appropriate processor handbook for a complete description 
of bus transactions. including bus cycles. addressing. etc. 

1.6 DEVICE REGISTERS 
All peripheral devices are defined b)' one or more device registers that 
are addressed as part of the main mE!morv. These registers are generally 
designated control and status register(s). 

Control and status registers (CSRs) contain all the necessary information 
to establish communications with the device. Some devices will require 
fewer than 16 status bits. while oth,sr devices could require more than 
16 bits and, therefore .. will require additional registers. The bits of the 
CSR have predetermined assigned functions. Typical bit functions in
clude interrupt enable, error, done or ready, and enable. 

Data buffer registers (DBRs) are for temporarily storing data to be trans
ferred into and out of the processor. The number and type of data regis
ters is a function of the individual peripheral device requirements. 

1.7 INTERRUPTS 
Interrupts allow devices to obtain processor service when they are 
"ready" for service. or "done,' with a specific operation. The interrupt 
structure allows the processor to ex,scut€! other programs while one or 
more peripherals are "busy." When a peripheral requires service. it 
requests an interrupt. The processor completes execution of the present 
instruction, saves PC and PS words on the stack, and acknowledges the 
interrupt. The highest priority peripheral device currently requesting in
terrupt service responds by inputtin~1 its interrupt vector address to the 
processor. The processor uses this vector address as a pointer to two 
memory locations containing the PC: (starting address) and PS for the 
peripheral device interrupt service routine. Program control is transferred 
from the Interrupted program to the routine associated with the request
ing peripheral device. Note that no device polling is required since the 
interrupt vector is unique for that device. Once the device service routine 
execution has been complet'sd, control is returned either to the pre
viously interrupted program or to another peripheral device requesting 
interrupt service. 

1.8 MEMORY ADDRESSES 
Memory addresses are generally limited to the address space other than 
the liD page. However, the liD pa~le can contain read-only memory 
(ROM) for disk bootstraps, paper tape loaders. diagnostics, etc. andlor 
readlwrite memory for OM A buffers. The system designer must use ca re 
In assigning memory addresses within the liD page to avoid conflicts 
with peripheral device addresses used for actual system hardware, or 
addresses that system software may attempt to access for peripheral 
devices not actually installed in the system. See Appendix A for the 
standard assignments of the addresses in the liD page. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LSI-" BUS PERIPHER,ALS AND OPTIONS 

GENERAL 
This chapter contains descriptions. features. specifications. con
figuration. and functional information for the LSI-11 bus peripherals and 
options. The data is arranged alphanumerically by option designation 
and IS summarized by categories in Table 2-1. The option designation is 
printed on the top of each page to assist in locating any specific option. 
All the peripherals and options interface with the LSI-11 bus. 

All the options include a module that connects to the bus backplane and 
provides the interface connections betwEten the bus and the peripheral 
device. Some options provide only the interface module and will provide 
direct connections from the user's device to the bus. Other options in
clude the device. such as I!ine printers and disk drives. Some options 
have the capability to interface mon~ than a single device. such as disk 
drives or terminals. 

Table 2-1 Peripherals and Option Designations 

Option Name 

INTERFACE OPTIONS 

AAV11-A 
ADV11-A 
DRV11 
DRV11-8 
DRV11-P 
IBV11-A 
KWV11-A 

4-Channel. 12-Bit D/A Converter 
Analog-to- Digital ConvBrter 
Parallel Line Interface 
DMA Interface 
LSI-11 Bus Interface Foundation Module 
Instrument Bus Interface 
Programmable Real-Time Clock 

COMMUNICATIONS OPTIONS 

DLV1 1 
DLV11-E 
DLV11-F 
DLV11-J 
DUV11 
DZV11 

Asynchronous Serial Line Interface 
Asynchronous Line Interface 
Asynchronous Line Interface 
Four Asynchronous Serial Interfaces 
Synchronous Line Interface 
Asynchronous Multiplexer 
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Page 

2-21 
2-31 
2-173 
2-193 
2-217 
2-295 
2-339 

2-81 
2-103 
2-125 
2-147 
2-245 
2-269 



Table 2-1 Peripherals and Option Designations (Cant) 

Option Name 

EXPANSION MEMORIES 

MMV11-A 
MRV11-AA 
MRV1 'I-BA 
MSV11-B 
MSV1'I-CD 
MSV11-0, -E 

PERIPHERALS 

LAV11 
LPV11 
RKV11-D 
RLV11 
RXV11 

4K by 16-Bit Core Memory 
4K by 16- Bit Read-Only Memory 
UV PROM/FlAM Memory 
4K by 16- Bit MOS Read/Write Memory 
16Kby 16-8it MOS ReadIWrite Memory 
8K, 16K,or32K Random Access Memory 

LA 180 Printer Option 
LA 180/LP05 Printer Option 
R K05 Disk Drive Option 
R LO 1 Disk Drive Option 
RXO 1 Flopp\! Disk Drive Option 

MISCELLANEOUS OPTIONS 
B OV 11 Diagnostic, Bootstrap, Terminator 
KPV11-A, -B, -C Power-Fail. Line-Time Clock, Terminator 
REV l1-A, -C OMA Refresh, Bootstrap, Terminator 
TEV11 Terminator 

GEN ERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Page 

2-395 
2-413 
2-425 
2-441 
2-447 
2-471 

2-361 
2-375 
2-509 
2-545 
2575 

2-51 
2-317 
2-491 
2-605 

All the I_SI-11 bus modules will operate under the following conditions: 

Temperature 
Humidity 

!5° to 60° C (41 ° to 140° F) 
10 to 95% (no condensation) 

When operating at the maximum outlet temperature (60° Cor 140° F). 
adequate air flow must be maintained to control the inlet to outlet tem
perature rise across the modules to 5° C (91° F) maximum. The air flow 
should be directed to flow across the modules. 

DETAILED SPECIFICATIOI\IS 
All the individual module sp<scifications are included in the detailed 
description of the peripheral or option. A summary of the module char~c
teristics is provided in Table 2-2; these characteristics are deflned.las 
follows. 

1. The option designation is the a Iphanumerical code assigned to the 
option. 
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Table 2-2 Module Specifications ---------Option Module Power Requirements Bus Loads' 
Desig. No(s). Description +5V±5% +12V±3% AC (Max) DC Size Page ,-
AAVll-A A6001 4-channel. 12-bit 1.5 A OAA 1.9 Quad 7 -2 1 

01 A converter 

ADVll-A A012 16-channel. 12-bit 2.0A OA5A 3.25 Quad 2-31 
AID converier 

BDVll M8012 Boot, term, 1.6A 0.07 p., 2.0 Quad 2 51 
diagnostic 

DLV11 M7940 Asynchronous serial lOA 018A 2.5 Double 2-81 
line interface 

DLVll-E M8017 Asynchronous line lOA 0.18A 1.6 Double 2103 
interface 

DLV11-F M8028 Asynchronous line 10 A 0.18A 2.2 Double 2-125 
interface 

DLVll-J M8043 4 asynchronous lOA 0.25 A Double 2·147 
serial interfaces 

'These ac loads figures were measured using standard TOR (time domain reflectometry) techniques The conversion facto r IS 9.35 
pF/ac load. These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of com
ponents used in the manufacturing of the product. 
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Table 2-2 Module Specifications (Cont) 

Option Module Power Requirements Bus Loads' 
Desig. No(s). Description +5 V ± 5% +12V±3% AC (Max) DC Size Page 

DRVll M7941 Parallel line unit 0.9 A 1.4 Double 2-173 
interface 

DRV11-B M7950 DMA interface 1.9A 3.3 Quad 2-193 

DRVll-P M7948 Foundation lOA 2.1 Quad 2217 
module + user logic 

DUV11 M7951 Synchronous serial O.86A 0.32 1.00 Quad 2-245 
line inteiface 

DZV1'-A M7957 Asynchronous 1 15 A 039 A 3.95 Ouad 2 269 
line interface 

IBV"-A M7954 Instrument bus 0.8 A 1.8 Double 2-295 
interface 

KPV1'-A M8016 Power-fali/line- 0.56 A 1.63 Double 2-317 

time clock 

'These ac loads figures were measured USing standard TDR (time domain reflectometry! techniques The conversion factor is 9.35 
pF/ac load. These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of com
ponents used In the manufacturing of the product. 



Table 2-2 Module Specifications (Cont) 

Option Module Power Requirements Bus Loads' 
Desig. No(s!. Description +5V±5% +12V±3% AC (Max) DC Size Page 

KPVll-B M8016-YB Power-fail/line- 0.56 A 1.63 Double 2-317 
time clockl 120 n 
bus term mator 

KPVll-C M8016-YC Power-fail/line- 0.56 A 163 Double 2-317 
time clock1220 n 
bus terminCltor 

KWVll-A M7952 Programmable 1.75A 0.01 A 3.4 Quad 2-339 
r:-' real-time clock 
U1 

LAVll M7949 LA 180 line printer 0.8A 18 Double 2361 
interface 

LPVll M8027 LA180/LP05 0.8 A 1.4 Double 2-375 
printer interface 

MMVll-A H223 4K X 16 core 1.91 2 quads 2-395 
G653 memory 

(standby current) 30A 02A 
(operating current) 7.0A 06A 

• These ac loads figures were measured using standard TD R (time domain reflectometry) techniques. The conversion factor is 9.35 
pF/ac load. These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of com-
ponents used in the manufacturing of the product. 
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Option 
Desig. 

Module 
No(s). 

MRV11-AA M7942 

MRV11-BA M8021 

Description 

4K X 16 read-only 
memory (less 
PROM integrated 
circuits 

Table 2-2 Module Specifications 

Power Requirements 
+5V±5% +12V±3% 

0.4 A 

Bus loads' 
AC (Max) DC 

1.8 

(with 32512 X 4 2.8 A 
PROM integrated 
circuits) 
(MRV11AC) 

UV PROM-
RAM (less PROM 
integrated circuits) 

(with 8 1 K X 8 
PROM Integrated 
circuits) 
(MRV11-BC) 

0.58A 0.34A 2.8 

0.62 A 0.5A 

Size Page 

Double 2-413 

Double 2-425 

'These ac loads figures were measured using standard TOR (time domain reflectometry) techniques. The conversion factor is 9.35 
pF/ac load These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of cum
ponents used in the manufacturing of the product. 
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Table 2-2 Module Specifications (Cont) 

Option Module Power Requirements Bus Loads' 
Desig. No(s). Description +5V±5% +12V±J% AC (Max) DC Size Page 

MSVll-8 M7944 4K X 16 read/write 0.6 A 0.54A 1.9 Double 244 1 
MOS memory 

MSV11 CD ~Y~7955-YD 16 K X 16 read!wiite 1.1 A 0.54A 2.3 Quad 2447 
MOS memory 

ivlSVll-D M8044 4K!i 6K/32K 1.7 A 0.34A 2.0 Double 247 1 
MOS memory 

ivlSVii·E M8045 4K/i 6K/32K 2.0A 0.41 A 2.0 Double 2471 
MOS memory 

REVll-A M9400-YA 120 11 terminator. 1.6 A 2.2 Double 249 1 
DMA refresh. 
bootstrap ROM 

REV11-C M9400-YC DMA refresh. 1.6 A 2.2 Double 2.49 1 
bootstrap ROM 

'These ac loads figures were measured using standard TDR (ti me domain ref!ectometry) techniques. The conversion factor is 9.35 
pF/ac load. These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of Com
ponents used in the manufacturing of the product 
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Option 
Desig. 

RI<V11-D 

RLV11 

nV\/1'" 1\ 
nAV I 1-1-'1. 

1EV11 

Table 2-2 Module Specifications (Cont) 

Module 
No(s). 

M7269 

M8013 

Description 

LSI-1 1 bus control 

for RKV11-D 

RL01 disk 
M8014 drive 

jvi7946 RXOi Interface 

M9400-VB 120!l terminator 

Power Requirements Bus Loads' 
+5 V ± 5% +12 V ± 3 % AC (Max) 

18 A 1.9 

6.5A 1.0 A 32 

15 A 1.8 

0.5 A 0 

DC Size Page 

Double 2-509 

2 quads 2545 

Double 2-575 

0 Double 2605 

'Th",se ae loads figures were measured using standard TDR (time domain reflectometry) techniques. The conversion factor IS 935 
p Flac load These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of com
ponents used in the manufacturing of the rroduct 



2. The module number is the number assigned to the interface modules 
that are connected to the LSI-ll bus. This number is printed on the 
module handle and can be used as a quick reference to determine 
what specific options are installed In any system. The mOdule num
bers are listed numerically in Table 2-3 so that the user can identify 
the options installed by uSing the module numbers. 

Table 2-3 Module Identification Numbers 

Module Option Description 

A012 ADVll-A 16··Channel. 12-Bit A/D Converter 

A600' AAV11-A 4-Channel, 12- Bit D/ A Converter 
G653 MMV11-A 4K X 16-Bit Core Memory 
H223 MMVll-A 4K X l6-Bit Core Memory 
M7269 RKV11-D RK05 Disk Drive Option 
M7940 DLVll Serial Line Unit Interface 
M794l DRVll Parallel Line Unit Interface 
M7942 MRVll-AA 4K X 16-Bit Read-Only Memory 

(Less PROMs) 
M7944 MSVll-B 4K X 16-Bit Read/Write MaS 

Memory 
M7946 RXV ll-A Floppy Disk Drive Option 
M7948 DRVll-P Foundation Module 
M7949 LAVll LA 180 Line Printer Option 
M7950 DRV11-B DMA Interface 
M7951 DUVll-DA Synchronous Serial Line Interface 
M7952 KWVll-A Programmable Real-Time Clock 
M7954 IBVll-A Instrument Bus Interface 
M7955-YD MSV11-C[) 16K X 16-Bit Read/Write MaS 

M7957 DZV11-A 
Memory 
Asynchronous Line Interface 

M8012 BDV11 Bootstrap, Diagnostic, and 
Terminator 

M8013 RLV11 R LO 1 Disk Drive Option 
M8014 RLV11 R La 1 Disk Drive Option 
M8016 KPVll-A Power- Fail/Line-Time Clock 
M80l6-YB KPV11-B Power- Fail/Line-Time Clock! 120-

Ohm Terminator 
M8016-YC KPV11-C Power-Fail/Line-Time Clockl220-

,Ynm '\ eTminator 
M8017 DLVll-E Asynchronous Line Interface 
M8021 MRVll-BA UV PROM/RAM (Less 

PROMs) 
M8027 LPV11 LA 180/LP05 Printer Option 
M8028 DLV11-F Asynchronous Line Interface 
M8043 DLV11-J Four Asynchronous Line Interfaces 
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Table 2-3 Module Identification Numbers (Cont) 

Module 

MB044 
MB045 
M9400-YA 

M9400-YB 
M9400YC 

Option 

MSV11-D 
MSV11-E 
REV11-A 

TEV11 
REV11-C 

Description 

4K, BK. 16K, 32K MOS Memory 
4K, SK,16K, 32K MOS Memory 
DMA Refresh/Bootstrap ROMi120-
Ohm Terminator 
120-0hm Terminator 
DMA Refresh/Bootstrap ROM 

3 The module description identifies the category of the option 

4 The power requirements specify the power used by the option when 
connected to the bus backplane. These requirements are used to 
determine the total power supply loadin~l within a single system as 
described in Chapter 4. 

5. The bus loads for ac and dc loading are provided so that the user can 
calculate the total ac and dc loading for any system. Complete details 
for the backplane requirements are contained in Chapter 4. 

6. The IIlterface modules are standardized as either a double or a quad 
and all are extended length. The double size module is 13,2 cm (5.2 
in) high, 22.S cm (B,9 in) long, and 1.27 cm (05 in) wide. The quad 
size module is 26.5 cm (10.5 in) high, 22.8 cm (B.9 in) long, and 1.27 
cm (05 in) wide (Figure 2-'1) 

CONFIGURATION 
The LSI .. 11 bus permits a unified addressing structure in which con
trol/status and data registers for peripheral devices are directly ad
dressed as memory locations. ,lid I operations on these registers, such as 
transferring information to or from them or manipulating data within 
them, a re performed by normal memory address instructions. The use of 
memory address instructions on peripheral device registers greatly in
creases the flexibility of input/output com munications, 

Addresses 
All the options except memories have at least one control and status 
register and may have several data registers. Each registGr is assigned an 
address through which the option Gan com municate with the processor. 
The upper 4K of memory address space is reserved for the processor and 
external input/output (I/O) registers. The user can select any address 
(Appendix A) in the range of 160000 through 177776 and assign it to 
the option interface module The modules are configured to the desired 
address by selecting dip switches, connecting or disconnecting wire
wrap pins, or installing or removing wired jumpers on the module. 
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Control and Status Registelrs 
The general form for the control and status registers, shown in Figure 2-
2, does not necessarily apply to every device, but IS presented as a guide 

15 12 11 10 6 S 

LI.--I .l...-...l..--~I -1-1 -L_ I I. __ I---'--'----'---'~ 
'--_"'_---1 I i ''---y-. .-J '----y--J ,---.~ 

ERRORS UNIT SELECT ! ! MEMOR\ DEVICE I EXTENSION FUNCTIOI\ 

g~NE \' :eNABlE: 

READY 

BUSY INTERRJPT 
ENABLE 

Figure 2-2 Controls and Status Register 

M any devices require less than 16 status bits, Other devices will require 
more than 16 bits and therefore will require additional status and control 
registers 

The bits in the control and status registers are generally assigned as 
described in Table 2-4, 

Bit 

15-12 

Table 2-4 Typical Control and Status Register 

Name 

Errors 

Functio,n 

Generally there is an individual bit 
associated with a specific error. 
When more bits are required for 
errors, they can be obtained by ex
panding the error section in the 
word or by using another status 
word. Generally bit 15 is the in
clusive-OR of all other error bits (if 
there is more than c ne). Most de
vices will have" hard" error condi
tions which will cause an interrupt If 
bit 6 is set. Some may also have 
"soft" errors (warning types) which 
do not cause immediate interrupts. 
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Table 2-4 Typical Control and Status Register (Cant) 

Bit Name Function 

11 Busy Set to indicate that a device oper
ation is being performed. 

10-8 Unit Select Some peripheral systems have more 
than one device per control. For 
example, a disk system can have 
multiple surfaces per control and an 
analog-to-digital converter can have 
mUltiple channels. The unit bits se
lect the proper surface or channel. 

7 Done or Ready The register can contain a done bit. 
a ready bit or a done-busy pair of 
bits, depending on the device. These 
bits are set and cleared by the pe
ripheral device, but may be queried 
by the program to determine the 
availability of the device. 

6 Interrupt Enable Set by the program to allow an 
interrupt to occur as a result of a 
function done or error condition. 

5-4 Memory Extension Allows devices to use a full 18 bits 
to specify addresses on the bus. 

3-1 Device Function Bits Specifies the operation that a device 
is to perform. 

o Enable Set to enable the device to perform 
an opmation. 

Data Buffer Registers 
The data buffer register is used for temporarily storing data to be trans
ferred into or out of the computer. The number and type of data registers 
is a function of the device. 

Interrupts 
Interrupts are requests, made by peripheral devices, which cause the 
processor to temporarily suspend its present (background) program exe
cution to service the requesting device. Each device that is capable of 
requesting an interrupt must have a user-supplied service routine that is 
automatically entered when the processor acknowledges the interrupt 
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request. After completing the service routine execution, program control 
is returned to the interrupted program. This type of operation is espe
cially useful for the slower peripheral devices. 

A device can interrupt the processor only when Interrupts are enabled 
and services interrupts only when the appropriate PSW bits are cleared. 
Device priority is highest for devices electnca Ily closest to the processor 
along the bus. Any device that can interrupt the processor can also inter
rupt the service routine execution of a lower priority device if the proces
sor's priority is set during thalt execution; hence, interrupt nesting to any 
level is possible with this interrupt structure. Each device normally con
tains a control/status register (CSR), which includes an interrupt enable 
bit. A program must set this bit before an interrupt can be generated by 
the device. 

Interrupt Vectors 
An interrupt vector associated with each device is hard-wired into the 
device's interface/control logic. This vector is an address pointer that is 
transmitted to the processor during the interrupt acknowledge sequence, 
allowing automatic entry into the service routine without device polling. 
The user can select an interrupt vector from within the range of 000 to 
777 for any interrupting options. The module can be configured to the 
desired interrupt vector by either selecting dip switches, connecting or 
disconnecting wire-wrap pins, or installing or removing wired jumpers on 
the module. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The functional description is provided for all the options in order to assist 
the user in understanding the theory of operation. 

CATEGORIES 
The LSI-11 bus peripherals and options are classified into general cate
gories that pertain to their performanc.e and function. This listing 
indicates the wide span of equipment capability available to the user. 

Interface Options 

AAV11-A The AAV 11 -A is a 4-channel, 12-bit digital-to-analog 
converter module that includes control and interfacing 
circuits. It has four D/ A converters, a dc-dc converter that 
provides power to the analog circuits, and a precision 
voltage reference. Each channel has its own holding reg
ister that can be addressed separately and provides 12 
bits of resolution Bits 0, 1,2, and 3 of the fourth holding 
register are brought out to the I/O connector so that they 
can be used as a 4-bit digital output register. 
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ADV11-A 

DRV11 

DRV11-B 

DRV11-P 

The ADVl "I·A is a 12-bit successive approximation 
analog-to-dlgital converter that samples analog data at 
specified rates and stores the digital equivalent value for 
processing. The multiplexer can accommodate up to 16 
single··ended or 8 Quasi-differential inputs. The converter 
uses a patented auto-zeroing design that measures the 
sampled data with respect to its own offset and therefore 
cancels out its own offset error 

External event inputs can originate at the user's equip
ment or from the Schmitt trigger output of the KWV11-A 
clock. Three reference signals are provided for self-testing 
any channel input. These signals consist of two de levels 
and one bipolar triangulal' waveform This output can be 
used with DIGITAL diagnostic software to produce a data 
base for extremely precise analog linearity testing. 

The DRV11 is a parallel interface module that is used to 
interconnect the LSI-11 bus with general-purpose, paral
lel line, TTL or DTL devices. It allows program-controlled 
data transfers at rates up to 40K words per second and 
uses LSI-11 bus interface and control logic to generate 
interrupts and process vector handling. The data is han
dled by 16 diode-clamped input lines and 16 latched out
put lines. There are two 40-pin connectors on the module 
for user interface applications. 

The DRV11-B is an interface module that uses direot 
memory access (DMA) to transfer data directly between 
the system memory and an I/O device. The interface is 
programmed by the processor to move variable length 
blocks of 8·· or 16-bit data words to or from specified 
locations in the system memory. Once programmed, 
there IS no processor intervention required. The module 
can transfer up to 250K 16-bit words per second in the 
single-cycle mode and up to 500K 16-bit words per sec
ond in the burst mode. It also allows read-modify-restore 
operations. 

The DRV11-·P is a foundation wire-wrap interface module 
with a 40-pin I/O connector. Approximately 25 percent 
of the module IS occupied by bus transceivers, interrupt 
vector generation logic, device comparator logic, protocol 
logic, and interrupt logic. The remaining 75 percent is for 
user applications; this portion has plated-throuHh holes 
for securing lies and wire-wrap pins for interconnecting 
the user's Circuits. The plated-through holes can accept 
6-,8-,14-,16-,18-,20-,22-,24-, and 40-pin dual-in
line integrated circuits or discrete components. 
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IBVll-A 

KWVll-A 

The IBVll-A is an Interface module that interconnects 
the LSI-II bus with the instrument bus described in IEEE 
standard 488-1975, "Digital Interface for Programmable 
Instrumentation ,. The IBVll-A makes a processor-con
trolled programmable instrument system possible. The 
module can accommodate up to 15 IEEE-488 devices 
and is PDP-II software-compatible. 

The KWVll-A is a programmable real-time clock/ 
counter that provides a means of determining time inter
vals or counting events. It can be used to generate inter
rupts to the processor at predetermined Intervals or 
establish timing between input and output events. It can 
also initialize the ADVll-A analog-to-digital converter by 
a clock counter overflow or by firing a Schmitt trigger. 
The clock counter has a resolution of 16 bits and can be 
driven by anyone of five crystal-controlled frequencies 
(100 Hz to 1 MHz), from a line frequency input, or from a 
Schmitt trigger fired by an external input. The module can 
operate in any of four programmable modes: single inter
val, repeated interval, external event timing, and external 
event timing from zew base. 

Communications Options 

DLVll 

DLVll-E 

DLVll-F 

The DLVll is a serial line unit (SLU) that interfaces with 
asynchronous serial I/O devices. The module has jumper
selectable baud rates (50-9600) and serial word format 
that includes the number of stop bits, number of data 
bits, and even, odd, or no parity bit. The DLVll can sup
port 20 mA current loop Interfaces or EIA "data leads 
only" interfaces. 

The DLVll-E is an asynchronous line interface module 
that interconneclts the LSI-Ill bus to standard serial com
munications lines. The module receives serial data, con
verts it to parallel data, and transfers it to the LSI-II bus. 
Also, it accepts parallel data from the LSI-l1 bus, con
verts it to serial data, and transmits it to the peripheral 
device. The module has jumper-selectable or software
selectable baud rates (50-19200), and jumper-select
able stop bit and data bit formats. The DLV11-E offers 
full modem control for EIA/CCITT interfaces. 

The DLV11-F is an asynchronous line interface module 
that interconnects the LSI-I! bus to several types of 
standard serial communications lines. The module 
receives serial data, converts it to parallel data, and trans
fers it to the LSI-II bus. It also accepts parallel data from 
the LSI-II bus, converts it to serial data, and transmits it 
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DLV11-J 

DUV11 

DZV11 

,,,. '\.\'" 1"""1"\"'''0\ c.~~)\:.e. ';'rIe m~~'U\'e 'rIo~ ~uffilJ'e\ l~%V",'L\' 
able or software-selectable baud rates (50-19200) and 
Jumper-selectable stop bits and data bits. The D LV 11- F 
supports either 20 mA CUI-rent loop or EIA standard lines. 
but does not include modem control. 

The DLV11·J contains four independent asynchronous 
serial line channels used to interface peripheral devices to 
the LSI-11 bus Each channel transmits and receives data 
from the peripheral device over EIA data leads (lines that 
do not use a control line) The module can be used with 
20 mA current loop devices if a DUV11-KA ad pater is 
used The DLV11-J has jumper-selectable baud rates 
from 150 to 38.4K baud. 

The DUV11 synchronous line interface module estab
lishes a data communication line between the LSI-11 bus 
and a Bell 201 synchronous modem or equivalent. The 
module IS fuily programmable with respect to sync char
acters. character length (5 to 8 bits). and parity selection 
The receiver logic accepts serial data from the modem 
and converts it to p21rallel data for the LSI-11 bus. The 
transmitter logic converts the parallel LSI-11 bus data 
into serial data for the transmission line. The interface 
logic converts the TTL logic levels to the EIA voltage lev
els required by the Bell 201 modems and also controls 
the modem for half-duplex or full-duplex. 

The DZV 11 liS an asynchronous multiplexer mterface 
module that interconnects the LSI-11 bus with up to four 
asynchronous serial data communications channels. The 
module provides EIA interface voltage levels and data set 
control to permit dial-up (auto-answer) operations with 
full-duplex modems such as Bell models 103. 113. 212. 
or equivalenll. The DZV11 does not support half-duplex 
operations or the secondary transmit and receive oper
ations available in some modems such as Bell 202. The 
DZV 11 has applications in data concentration and collec
tion systems where fronHmd systems interface to a host 
computer and for use in a cluster controller for terminal 
applications. 

Expansion Memories 

MMV11-A The M MV 11-A is a 4K by 16-bit core memory option 
that provides nonvolatile read/write storage. The memory 
can be configured by bank addressing switches. The 
module is Imnlited to LSI-11 bus backplanes that contain 
the LSI-11 bus in both the A/B and the C/D slots. 
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MRVll-AA The MRVll-AA is a read-only memory module on which 
the user can install fusible link, programmable, read-only 
memory (PROM) chips or masked read-onlv memory 
(ROM) chips. The user selects the address space of the 
memory by configuring removable jumper wires. 

MRVll-BA The MRV11-BA is a read-only memory module that uses 
ultraviolet (UV) erasable, programmable, read-only mem
ory (PROM) integrated circuits. The module also contains 
a 256 by 16-bit random access memory (RAM) that can 
be used as a "scratchpad" or "stack" by the system soft
ware. 

MSVll-B The MSVll-B is a 4K by 16-bit dynamic MaS 
read/write memory module. The user can select the 
memory addresses of the module by configuring remov
able jumpers. The memory refresh must be controlled by 
external bus si~lnals. 

MSVll-CD The MSVll-CD is a 16K by 16-bit dynamic MaS 
read/write memory module. Refresh is automatically per
formed by the module but it can be disabled if the user 
wishes to use the LSI-l1 bus refresh signals. This mem
ory module can be configured to operate in the battery 
backup mode. The user can configure the memory ad
dresses by selecting switch settings. 

MSV11-D, -E The MSV11-D module has either 8K, 16K, or 32 K by 16 
bits of MaS memory. The MSVll-E is the same as the 
MSVll-D except that it has an 18-bit word that gener
ates and detects byte parity for each word. The modules 
have an on-board memory refresh and perform the nec
essary LSI-ll bus cycles. The memory addressing is sel
ectable by the user by configuring switch settings. The 
module can use a battery backup system to preserve data 
when primary power is lost. 

Peripherals 

LAVll 

LPVll 

The LAVll optlion consists of an LA 180 DECprinter, an 
interface module, and a BCll S-25 interface cable. The 
interface module provides interconnection between the 
LA 180 DECprinter and the LSI-ll bus. The module out
puts ASCII characters to the printer and monitors various 
printer operations that require operator control. 

The LPVll printer option consists of an interface module, 
an interface cable, and either an LP05 or LA 180 line 
printer. The interface module provides programmed con
trol of data transfers and provides printer strobe signals 
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RKV11-0 

RLV11 

RXV11 

appropriate for either printer. The LA 180 DECprinter is a 
high-speed printer that prints 180 characters per second 
and the LP05 printer can print 240 or 300 lines per min
ute, depending on which model is selected. 

The RKV11-D option consists of an RK05 disk drive con
troller, an LSI-ll bus interface module, and an RK05J 
disk drive. The RK05 disk drive controller can be used 
with up to eight R K05J disk drive units to form a mass 
memory storage system that contains up to 21 M bytes of 
storage. The RKV11-0 system is block-oriented but is 
capable of transferring from 1 to 2 16 consecutive data 
words without reinitiation or processor intervention. The 
data transfers occur from the R KV 11 -0 to the system 
memory by direct memory access (OMA) and operate at 
maximum bus bandwidth. The system can use either 
RK05J or RK05F disk drives and the controller can be 
mounted in a standard 48.3 cm (19 in) cabinet. 

The RLV11 option interfaces the LSI-11 bus with an 
RL01 disk drive controller and an RL01 disk drive assem
bly. The controller can only be used in an H9273-A type 
backplane which incorporates on LSI- 1 1 bus in slots A 
and B, with an interboard bus in slots C and O. The con
troller can interface up to four RL01 disk drives for a 
complete system of 21 M bytes of storage. The RL01 disk 
drive is a random access, mass storage system that 
stores data in fixed length biocks on a preformatted disk 
cartridge. Each drive can store up to 5.24 million bytes 
and the complete system can store up to 21 million 
bytes. The RLV11 transfers data using direct memory ac
cess (OMA) techniques; this allows data transfers with
out processor intervention and at bus bandwidth speed. 

The RXV11 option consists of an interface module, cable 
assembly, and either a sin!~le or dual drive RXO 1 floppy 
disk. This option is a random access mass storage device 
that stores data in fixed-length blocks on a preformatted 
flexible diskette. Each diskette can store and retrieve up 
to 256K, 8-bit bytes of data. The RXV11 system is rack
mountable in the standard 48.3 em (19 in) cabinet. 

Miscellaneous Options 

BOV11 The BOV11 module has 2K words of read-only memory 
(ROM) that contains diagnostic and bootstrap programs. 
These programs are user-selectable by setting dip 
switches. The diagnostic programs will test the proces
sor, the memory, and the user's console. The bootstrap 
programs can boot LSI- 11 peripheral devices. The mod
ule also has 120-ohm bus termination circuits. 
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The user can add up to 16K words of read-only memory 
(ROM) and up to 2 K words of erasable programmable 
ROM (EPROM) on the module. This 18K words of addi
tional memory can be uSE~d with no increase in the 
amount of I/O address space. 

KPV11-A. -8. The KPV11-A module generates power-up and power-
-C down sequences. monitors for a power-fail condition. and 

generates the line-time clock ( LTC) function. The KPV 11-
8 is the same as the "A" except that it provides 120-ohm 
termination circuits. The KP'V11-C is the same as the "A" 
except that it provides 220-ohm termination circuits. The 
module can be Installed on any backplane or remotely 
installed via an optional cable. 

REV11-A. -C The REV11-C module has a bootstrap ROM and direct 
memory access (DMA) refresh circuits. The REV11-A is 
identical to the REV11-C except it has additional 120-
ohm termination circuits. 

TEV 11 The TEV 11 is a bus terminator module that provides 
120-ohm bus termination circuits. 
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AAV11-A 

AAV11-A 4-CHANNEL 12-BIT O/A CONVERTER 

GENERAL 
The AAV11-A is a 4-channel. digital-to-analog converter module that 
includes control and interfacing circuits. It has four D/A converters. a dc
dc converter that provides power to the analog circuits. and a precision 
voltage reference. Each channel has its own holding register that can be 
addressed separately and provides 12 bits of resolution. These registers 
can be written and read. using either word or byte format. In addition. 
bits O. 1.2 and 3 of the fourth holding register are brought out to the 1/0 
connector so they can be used as a 4-bit digital output register. 

FEATURES 

• Four 12-bit digital input channels. binary encoded for either unipolar 
mode or bipolar mode 

• Jumper-selected output ranges and modes: 
Bipolar mode ±2.56 V. ±5.12 V. ± 1 0.24 V 
Unipolar mode 0 to + 5.12 V. 0 to + 10.24 V 

• One part in 4096 resolution 

• 5 VI J.l,S slew rate 

• ± 5 mA drive capability per converter 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification A6001 

Size Quad 

Power +5.0 Vdc ± 5% at 1.5 A 
+12.0 Vdc ± 3% at 0.4 A 

Bus Loads 
AC 1.9 
DC 1.0 

Resolution 12-bits (1 part in 4096) 

Nu mber of DI A converters 4 

Digital input 12-bits (binary encoded for unipolar 
mode: offset binary encoded for bipolar 
mode) 
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AAV11-A 

Digital storage 

Output voltage range 
(jumper selected) 

Gain accuracy 

Gain temperature 
coefficient 

Offset temperature 
coefficient 

Linearity 

Differential linearity 

Output impedance 

Drive capability 

Slewing speed 

Rise and settling time (to 
0.1 % of final value) 

CON FI GU RATION 

General 

Read-write, word or byte operable, single 
buffered 

±2.56 V, ±5.12 V, ± 1 0.24 V bipolar, 0 V 
to +5.12 V, 0 V to +10.24 V unipolar 

Adjustable (factory set for bipolar ± 5.12 
V) 

10 PPM per DC, max. 

20 PPM of full scale range per °C, max. 

± 112 LSB max. non-linearity 

±1/2 LSB, monotonic 

1 ohm max. 

±6 mA max. per converter 

5 V//ls 

4 /ls (8 /lS with 5000 pF load in parallel 
with 1 k12) 

The following paragraphs describe how the user can configure the mod
ule so that it will function within his system by setting dip switches 
(Figure 1) to obtain the desired device address. The voltage range for 
each D/A converter (DAC 0 - DAC 3) can be independently configured 
by installing or removing the designated jumpers (Figure 1) associated 
with a specific 01 A converter. Also described in this section is the 
method of connecting external devices to the module. The standard fac
tory addresses for the registers are listed in Table 1. 

Register 

Holding 0 
Holding 1 
Holding 2 
Holding 3 

Table 1 Standard Addresses 

Mnemonic 

DACO 
DAC 1 
DAC2 
DAC3 
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Figure 1 AAV ll-A Connectors. Switches. and Jumpers 

Device Registers 
The device registers can be configured to respond to any address within 
the range 170000 to 177777. Each registe,r address does not have to be 
Individually set. The OAC 0 register address is selectable and the last 
digit will be zero. The remaining registers will use addresses 17 XXX2. 
17XXX4. and 17XXX6 for the OAC 1. DAC 2 and OAC 3 registers. 
respectively _ The factory-configured device address is 170440 as shown 
In Figure 2. The word formats for the OAC registers are described in 
Table 2. Note that all device registers artS always a sequence of four 
consecutive even locations. There is no vector used for this module. 

Dj A Converter Range and Mode 
The range and mode (bipolar or unipolar) voltages can be selected by the 
user Inserting or removing jumpers as shown in Figure 1. Four jumpers 
are associated with each 0/ A converter. The module is factory-con
figured for -5.12 to +5.12 V bipolar operation. The jumper con
figurations for the bipolar mode ranges are shown in Table 3; the 
unipolar ranges are shown III Table 4. 
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AAV11-A 
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Table 2 

Address Selection 

CAC Word Formats 

02 01 

1 1 

Bit CAC 0, CAC 1. CAe 2 CAC3 

00 I BoAl 
BIT 
POSITION 

MR 0855 

--------------------- ,--------------------15-12 Not used Not used 
11 Binary '11 Binary 11 
1 (I Binary 'I a Binary 1 a 
9 Binary H Binary 9 
8 Binary B Binary 8 
7 Binary 7 Binary 7 
6 Binary E) Binary 6 
5 Binary!> Binary 5 
4 Binary 4 Binary 4 
3 Binary:J Binary 3/Control 3 
2 Binary 2 Binary 2/Control 2 
1 Binary 'I Binary 1/Control 1 
a Binary () Binary a/Control a 

Table 3 Jumper Configurations for Bipolar Operation 

:±:2.S6 V :'::5.12 V :±:10.24 V 

IDAC 1 
W3 IN IN OUT 
W4 OUT OUT IN 
W5 IN OUT OUT 
W6 IN IN IN 
DAC 2 
W7 IN, IN OUT 
VV8 OUT OUT IN 
W9 IN OUT au: 
WlO IN IN IN 
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AAV11-A 

Table 3 Jumper Configurations fOlr Bipolar Operation (Cont) 

±2.S6 V =CS.12V ±10.24 V 

DAC 3 
Wll IN IN OUT 
W12 OUT OUT IN 
W13 IN OUT OUT 
W14 IN IN IN 
DAC 4 
W15 IN IN OUT 
W16 OUT OUT IN 
WI? IN OUT OUT 
WI8 IN IN IN 

Table 4 Jumper Configurations for Unipolar Operation 

o V - -;-5.1:! V OV-+IO.24V 

DAC I 
W3 IN IN 
W4 OUT OUT 
W5 IN OUT 
W6 OUT OUT 

DAC 2 
W? IN IN 
W8 OUT OUT 
W9 IN OUT 
WlO OUT OUT 

DAC 3 
Wll IN IN 
WI2 OUT OUT 
W13 IN OUT 
W14 OUT OUT 

DAC 4 
W15 IN IN 
WIG OUT OUT 
WI? IN OUT 
WI8 OUT OUT 
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fJ..AVi'i-A 

J 1 Output Connections 
Analog output devices such as oscilloscopes may be either grounded or 
floating. If the oscilloscope is grounded. either through its power plug or 
through contact between its chassis and a grounded cabinet. the 
oscilloscope ground should not be connected to any of the AAV11-A 
ground pins. Doing so may result in a ground loop which will adversely 
affect oscilloscope control results as well as ADV 11-A operation (if 
used). If the oscilloscope is floating. its ground should be connected to 
the AAV 11-A logic ground. J 1 pins L. N. R. or T. Note that the foregoing 
assumes that the LSI-11 power supply ground is connected to power 
line (earth) ground. If continuity checks reveal no such connection. 
attach a length of 12-gauge wire between the power supply ground and 
a convenient point associated with earth ground. 

Oscilloscope X and Y inputs may be either differential or single-ended. 
Differential inputs should be driven as in Figure 3. 

--~ -----0 

__ -r:. _ ... -0 

AA 

lC 

EE 

HH 
DAC! HQ GND _. ----0 

" OAC ;> HQ GNO ---
MM 

DAC J foQ GNu ---
pp 

- 15\1 TEST --
55 

+1':>'v T~Sl --
uu 

DAC C f.Q GN("-

BOARD SIDE 

v 

"
~--. 
8B 

DD 
--- BIT 3 OUT 

FF 
~81T 2 OUT 

aiT 1 OUT 
LL 

BIT a GUT 
NN 

GAC 3 OUT 

~~ DAC 2 OUT 
TT 

OAe lOUT 
vv 

OAe 0 OUT 

Figure 3 Connection to Oscilloscope with Differential Input 

When oscilloscopes with single-ended inputs are involved, the AAV 11 -A 
analog grounds (pins UU and HH) are not used. Return path for X and Y 
signal currents is through ground for a grounded oscilloscope or through 
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log;c gro<Jnd (pins L, N, R, or Tl for a floating oscilloscope. Since the 
grounder], single-ended oscilloscope receives an input voltage which is 
the slim of the AAV11-A output and the ground difference voltage 
between the oscilloscope a"d the AAV11-A, noise and line frequency 
errors may be minimized by plugging the oscilloscope into an ac socket 
as close as possible to th!3 LSI-11 system. Running sir.gle-ended 
oscilloscopes in a floating configuration will eliminate noise and line fre
quencv errors which are due to ground voltage differences. 

The effect of magnetic coupling into the oscilloscope input lines can be 
minimized for a differential-input oscilloscope by running the AAV11-A 
output and its return line in a twisted pair. No benefit is derived from a 
twisted pair with a single-ended oscilloscope input. 

The effect of electrostatic coupling into the oscilloscope input lines can 
be minimized by shielding the input 'lines from AAV11-A to the 
oscilloscope. The shield should be connected to ground at one end only. 
Grounding the shield at both ends may result in a ground loop which will 
adversely affect osciiloscope control results and any AOV11-A A/O 
operations (if usedl. 

Careful selection of cabling IS essential. The 0/ A outputs are capable of 
driving a maximum of 5000 pF. Output impedance is 1 ohm. Output 
current limit is 5 mAo 

Optional Equipment 
Figure 4 illustrates the H854 40-pin connector pin assignments for user 
outputs. These pins may be connected to the optional H322 distribution 
panel for convenient user access via an optional BC08R cable. The 
optional BC04Z is available for applications which require an untermi
nated cable. One end is terminated with an H856 connector that mates 
with the H854 connector on the AAV11-A module. The other end is an 
unterminated ribbon cable. The BC04Z cable is available in lengths of 
3.05 m (10 ft), 4.5 m (15 ft), and 7.6 m (25 ft). 

PROGRAMMING 
All four OAC holding registers are automatically set to zero on system 
initialization. This produces -5.12 V at the OAC outputs when the 
mode/level jumpers are connected as dEtlivered from the factory. Any 
holding register value remains in effect until changed by the processor in 
response to a program instruction. Coding to the Of A converters is offset 
binary for bipolar operation and straight binary for unipolar operation. 
Offset binary defines 0 as maximum ne!~ative voltage, mid-point (i.e., 
4000s for the 12-bit AAV11-Al as 0 V, and alils (7777 s) as maximum 
positive voltage. These relationships are illustrated in Table 5. 
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Figure 4 J 1 Connector Pin Assignments 

Table 5 AAV11-A Digital-to-Al'lalog Conversions' 

Bipol<lr Unipolar 

Input o V to o V to 
Code ±2.56 V ±5.12~ V ±10.24 V +5.12 V +10.24 V 
(octal) (volts) (volts)! (volts) (volts) (volts) 

0000 -2.56 -5.12 -10.24 +0.0 +0.0 
0001 -2.55875 -5.l17E> -10.235 +0.00125 +0.025 
3777t -0.00125 -0.0025 -0.005 +2.55875 +5.1175 
4000 0.0 0.0 0.0 +2.56 +5.12 
4001 +0.00125 +0.0025 +0.005 +2.56125 +5.1225 
7777 +2.55875 +5.l17E> +10235 +5.11875 -+ 10.2375 

• Offset binary for bipolar, straight binary for unipolar operating modes. Conver
sions may be made between 2'5 complement signed binary and offset binary 
numbE!rs by subtracting 40008 from the 2's complement number (or adding 40008 

to the offset binary number) and using only thE! low order 12 bits of the result. 
t Note that in all ranges, actual maximum positive voltage output is I LSB less 

than nominal maximum positive output. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The function of the AAV 11-A module is to convert digital data input to 
an analog de voltage output that is represl3ntative of the input. This is 
accomplished by the bus interface, the control logic, and the DI A con
verter 1functions as shown in IFi~jure 5. 
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Bus Interface 
The logic associated with the bus interface section maintains proper 
communications protocol between the processor LSI-11 bus and the 
AAV 11-A. This logic generates ;and monitors the bus signals involved 
during data transfers betwel~n the processor and the AAV11-A, permit
ting the AAV11-A to recognize when it is being addressed by the pro
cessor (address defined by sl~tting on the address switch pack). to accept 
input data from the processor. and to output data to the processor. 

Control Logic 
The AAV11-A has no control/status register. The four digital-ta-analog 
convBrters continually generate voltages at their outputs that reflect 
whatever digital values have most recBntly been written into their 
respective holding registers. The role of the control logic is to make the 
necessary discriminations bl~tween requests to change the state of the 
holding registers (i.e .. to write into the holding rBgisters). and requests to 
put the holding register contents onto the BO lines where they can be 
picked up through the transceivers by tho processor. 

DACs 0,1, and 2 
Digital-to-analog conversion functions are performed in each of the four 
AAV 11-A channels by identical circuits: 

• A holding register which stores the digital value output by the proces
sor 

• A digital-to-analog convel'ter (DAC) proper which generates a current 
that is a function of the holding register value and of the mode/level 
jumper conditions 

• An amplifier that translates the current into a proportional voltage. 
provides a low output impedance for the channel. and permits adjust
ment of signal offset. 

DAC 3 
OAC 3 is identical to DACs 0.1. and 2 e)(cept that holding register bits 
0-3 are routed to the I/O connector as well as to the DAC. This arrange
ment permits these bits to be routed to extemal equipment that requires 
binary control signals at programmable intervals. Control data in these 
bit positions affects any 12-bit 0/ A commrsion that they coincide with. 
but since they involve the IEiast significant bits of the word. the worst
case error is less than 0.5 pEircent. Consequently. DAC 3 can be used as 
a 12-bit DAC or as an 8-bit DAC plus four output bits for CRT Intensify. 
Store. Non-Store. Erase. etc. 
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ADV11-A ANALOG TO DIGIT~~l CONVERTER 

GENERAL 
The ADV 11-A is a 12-bit successive approximation analog-to-digital 
converter that samples analog data at specified rates and stores the 
digital equivalent value for processing. A multiplexer section can accom
modate up to 16 single-ended or 8 quasi-differential inputs. The con
verter section uses a patented auto-zeroing design that measures the 
sampled data with respect to its own circuitry offset and therefore can
cels out its own offset error. 

AID conversions are initiated by program command, clock overflow, or 
external events. The program control is determined by the control and 
status register (CSR). The clock overflow command is supplied by the 
KWV11-A option. External event inputs can originate at the user's 
equipment or from the Schmitt trigger output on the KWV11-A clock. 
The digital data output is routed throu~lh a buffer register to the bus, 
from which it can be transferred into memory. This buffer optimizes the 
throughput rate of the converter. 

Three reference signals are provided for self-testing on any channel 
input: two dc levels and one bipolar triangular waveform. This output 
can be used with DIGITAL diagnostic software to produce a data base 
for extremely thorough and precise analog linearity testing. 

FEATURES 

• 16-channel multiplexer 
• Sample-and-hold functions 
• Auto zeroing technique 
• Buffered data output 
• Self-testing features 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Type 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

A012 

Quad 

+5 Vdc ± 5% at 2.0 A 
+ 12 Vdc ± 3% at 450 mA 

3.3 
1 
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Inputs 
Analog input protection 

Logic Input protection 

Analog input 
full scale range (FSR) 

Analog Input 
drnamic resistance 
( Vin I ~ 5.12 V) 

Analoq input bias current 
( I Vin r ~ 5.12 V) 

Logic input voltages 

Logic input currents 

Logic input rise/fall time 

Coding 
A/D converter 

Resolution 

Format 

Fusible resistor guaranteed to open at 
::l:8!; V within 6.25 seconds Guaranteed 
not to open from -25 V to + 20 V at the 
input Overload affects no components 
other than thEl fusible resistor on the over
loaded channel; no other channels are 
affected. 

Fusible resistor guaranteed to open at 
::l:2t; V within 6.25 seconds. Guaranteed 
not to open from -4 V to + 9 V at the 
input 

10.24 V bipolar (-512 V to + 512 V) 

100 MQ, minimum 

50 nA maximum 

Low = 0.0 to +0.7 V 
High == +2 Vto +5V 

Low =, -6.8 m,~ at 0 V 
High == + 1 .3 mA at + 5 V 

400 ns, maximum 

12 bits, binary weighted (2.5 mV nominal) 

Parallel offset binary, right justified 

Input Voltage 

+FS-1 LSB 
o 
-FS 
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Output Code 

7777 
4000 
o 
(FS = 5.12 V. 
1 LSB = 2.5 mV) 



Vernier D/A 
Resolution 

Format 

Performance 
Gain error 

Offset error 

Differential linearity 

Integral linearity 

Temperature coefficients 

Noise 

Warm-up time 

Timing 
External Start 

Synchronization 

Conversion time 

Transition interval 
(reacquisition interval be
tween end of conversion or 
channel change and start 
of new conversion) 

ADV11-A 

8 bits, binary weighted 

Offset binary encoded 

Input Code 

377 

Approximate 
Offset Voltage 

200 
o 

+2.5 AID LSB (+6.4 mV) 
o 
-2.5 AID LSB (-6.4 mV) 

Adjustable to zero 

Adjustable to zero 

No skipped states; no states wider than 2 
LSB. 99% of state widths ±112 LSB 

:i: 1 LSB, maximum non-linearity (refer
enced to end points) 

Gain = 6 PPM per °C 
Linearity = 2 PPM of full-scale range per 
°C 
Offset = 7.5 PPM of full scale range per 
°C 

Module = 0.4 LSB rms; 2 L.SB peak 
System = 0.5 LSB rms; 2 LSB peak 

5 minutes, maximum 

Low level pulse, 50 ns minimum to 10 J,Ls 
maximum; conversion starts on leading 
edge 

o to T 

1 6 T (T = clock period = 2 J,Ls) 

9 J,LS 
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Test Signals 
The ADV 11-A provides three output voitaiJ'9s for test purposes: 

1. Positive de level, +4.4 V (± '15%) 
2. Negative de level, -4.4 II ! ± 1 5%) 
3. Triangular wave, 15 Hz nominal \± 1 b%) 

CONFIGURATION 

General 
This section describes how the user can configure the module so that it 
will function within his system by setting dip switches S1 and S2 (Figure 
1) to obtain the desired device address and interrupt vector as described 
in Table 1 When a jumper wire is inserted between the lugs, the single
ended inputs (16 channels) a!'e selected. When the wire is removed, 
quasi-differential inputs are selected. 

~ JL 
I ~ i~\ ___________ ~.~ ~" 

, . 

SI'J::;I_~-E\~-,t 

JU>.,!PER LUGS 

8U~~}'- ~~~-~~ 
- -'.' I 

, I 
8'''' S-·CT· I 

Figure 1 ADV 11 -A Connectors and Switches 
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Table 1 Standslrd Assignments 

First Second 
Module Module 

Description Mnemonic Address Address 
------

Registers 
Control and Status CSR 170400 170420 
Data Buffer DBR 170402 170422 

Interrupt Vectors 
Conversion Complete 400 410 
Error 404 414 

Registers 
The control and status register (CSI=l) address can be selected in the 
range of 170000 to 177774 by using the S2 dip switch as shown in 
Figure 2 Switch S2 is factory-set at 170400, which is the recom
mended address as illustrated in Figure 2. The functions of the CSR bits 
are shown in Figure 3 and detailed in Table 2. 

Figure 2 CSH Switch-SelEictable Address 

"~,,:~'" I.',: ~;'~I_cOs_88~! ~'::'.:--i,I-G:::5-,-"":O"":4,-'::'O''-tI,--=,:c:.''-nr! .:;.0_' T ~J 
REAOnVF11T lINT END. ',Tt.RT 

AD NCT IJ::;EC 

IN' ENA W1Nf 

Figure 3 CSFI Bit Format 
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Table 2 CSR Bit Functions 

Bit Description 

15 A/D Error (Read/Write) - The ,IVD Error bit may be program 
set or cleared and is clBared by asserting BINIT L It is set by 
any of the following conditions. 

14 

13-12 

11-8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

1. Attempting an external or clock start during the transition 
interval 

2. Attempting any start dunn!~ a conversion in progress 

3. Failing to read the result of a previous conversion before 
the end of the current conversion. 

Error Interrupt Enable (Read/VVrite)- When set. enables a 
program interrupt upon an error condition (A/D Error). Inter
rupt is generated whenever bits 14 and 15 are set. regard
less of which was set first. 

Not used. 

Multiplexer Address (Flead/Write) - Contain the number of 
the current analo~l input channel being addressed. 

A/D Done (Read) - Set at the completion of a conversion 
when the data buffer is updated. Cleared when the data buf
fer is read and by asserting BINIT L If enabled, interrupts are 
requested simultaneously by both bits 7 and 15; bit 7 has 
the higher priority. 

Done Interrupt Enable (Read/Write) - When set. enables a 
program interrupt at the completion of a conversion (A/D 
Done). Interrupt is generated when bit 7 and bit 6 are both 
set. regardless of sequence. 

Clock Start Enablll (Read/Write,) - When set, enables con
versions to be initiatlld by an overflow from the clock option. 

External Start Enable (Flead/Write) - When set. enables con
versions to be initiated by an Ilxternal signal or through a 
Schmitt trigger from the clock option. 

I D Enable (Read/Write) - When set causes bit 12 of the 
data buffer register to be 10adE~d to a 1 at the end of any 
conversion. 
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Table 2 CSR Bit Functions (Cont) 

Bit Description 

2 Maintenance (Read/Write) .- Loads, when set. all bits of the 
converted data output equal to multiplexer address LSB (bit 
8) at the completion of the next conversion. Cleared by 
asserting BI N IT L. Used for aliOs and all 1 s = tests of AID 
conversion Ionic. 

o 

Not used. 

AID Start (ReadlWrite) -- Initiates a conversion when set. 
Cleared at the completion of the conversion and by asserting 
BINIT L. 

The data buffer register (DBR) address will be the next even address 
following the selected CSFt address. This address has two separate DBR 
registers: one read only and the other write only. The functions of the 
register bits are shown in Figure 4- and described in Table 3. 

VERNIER 8/A (WRITE I 

~~SB--~--~---- -LS-S' 

(' 1'4 
13 

"I Y-LtrJ--+-ob l--r-05 I ~v4 I C-+-'I 02-,-0'. D 
~~ __________________ ___ --------y-.~~~ L5B 

ID CO'IJVERTED DATA (READI 

Figure 4 DBR Bit Format 

TablE! 3 DBR Bit Functions 

Bit Function 

Read Only 

15-13 

12 

11-0 

Not used. Should reacl as O. 

ID - When ID Enable (bit 3:) of the CSR has been set. DBR 
bit 12 will be set to a 1 at the end of conversion. 

Converted Data -- These bits contain the results of the last 
AID conversion. 
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Table 3 DBR Bit Functions (Cont) 

Bit Function 

Write Only 

15-8 

7-0 

Not used. 

Vernier DI A - These bits provide a programmed offset to the 
converted value (scaled 1 D/A LSB = 1/50 AID LSB) The 
hardware initializes this value to 2008 (mid-range). Values 
greater than 2008 make the input voltage appear more posi
tive. 

Vector Interrupt 
The AID conversion complete interrupt vector is set by dip switch S 1 
(Figure 1) Any address in the range of 000 to 777 can be selected by 
the user. The switch is factory-configured for 400, the recommended 
vector, as shown in Figure 5. The error interrupt vector will be four words 
higher than the AID conversion complete ,Interrupt vector. 

Figure Ei Interrupt Vector 

Mode Control 
The ADVll-A is equipped with the jumper lugs (Figure 1) that permit 
changing the operating mode from quasi-differential (no connection) to 
single-ended (jumper installed). The single-ended mode can also be 
selected by connecting H854 connector pin C to logic ground. This alter
native is provided to permit convenient external mode selection in instal
lations that require frequent alteration between one mode and the other. 

Analog Input Interfacing 

Single-Ended Mode - Single-ended analog input signals for the 
ADVll-A may be of two types, Ilrounded and floating. A grounded input 
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is one whose level is referenced to the !Jround of the instrument that is 
producing it as illustrated in Figure 6. Since the instrument may be 
located at a distance from the corn~utl~r, there may be some voltage 
difference between the instrument ground and the computer ground. 
The voltage seen by the I~DV ll-A will be the sum of the undesired 
ground difference voltage and the desimd instrument signal voltage. In 
cases where such differences are encountered, they can be minimized by 
plugging the instrument into an ac: outllet as close as possible to that 
providing power to the computer. Do not run a wire from user's ground 
to the ADV ll-A analog ground. Such a wire can cause ground loop 
currents which affect results not only on the input channel in question, 
but also on other channels. 

lus~ ~;;R~ ~,7c;~ 

~ T~~+-I _ I 
I I 
I I L ___ 

1 
___ --1 

J. 
uSER'S 
GR()UND 

r~~I1-;:--- -----, 
I I 

-t- ~ I 
t ~---- .. - :=1:;» I 

-t- .~ {:. I 
.-t- ~-1 I 

MUX ~ 

-t-- ADV"-A I I --r- GROuND I 
-i-- I 
-t- i I 
L·-------i-..J 

Figure 6 Single-Ended Input Referenced to User's Ground 

A floating input is one whOSE! signal voltage is developed with respect to 
a point not connected to ground, as illustrated in Figure 7. The identi
fying characteristic of a floating sourGe is that connecting the signal 
return to the ADV ll-A ground does not result in a current path between 
the ADVll-A ground and the instrument ground. 

Note that the return of a floating input must be connected to one of the 
ADV11-A's analog ground terminals. Ground points may be shared 
among channels, as illustrated by the battery-powered sources in the 
figure. 
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Figure 7 Floating ADV11-A Input Signals 

Quasi-Differential Mode - The "quasi" prefix in "quasi-differential" can 
best be explained in the context of a preliminary revi.ew of true differen
tial operation. A true differential input involves two signal lines con
nected to a differential amplifier in such a way that the output of the 
device is a function of the instantaneous difference between the voltages 
on the two signal lines. One advantage of such a configuration is illus
trated in Figure 8. 

Figure 8a assumes a single-ended generating device that produces a 
signal. V 5 with respect to its ground and is situated sufficiently far from 
the receiving device for a significant noise voltage. Vn. to be developed 
in the power distribution ground lines. The result is that. at any given 
instant. the differential amplifier in the receiving device sees both the 
signal voltage and the noise voltage. Its output. Vo. is a function of Vs + 
Vn and is in error with respect to Vs alone. 
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Figure 8 Single-Ended Versus True Differential Input Modes 

Figure 8b illustrates the same device connected in true differential mode. 
The same noise voltage eXllsts in the power distribution ground system. 
except the generating device ground is connected directly to the nega
tive input of the receiving differential amplifier. Since the instantaneous 
noise voltage is common to both the + and the - inputs. it is cancelled 
out of the final amplifier output. Vo now provides a valid representation 
of Vs alone. 

Figure 9 illustrates the ADVll-A operating in the quasi-differential 
mode. 

The major contrast between true differential operation as described 
above and the operation of the ADV 'Il-A in differential mode is that in 
the latter. the two sides of the signal are not simultaneously input to a 
differential amplifier. Rather. their difference is established by a sequen
tial operation that first samples the voltage at one of the two inputs and 
then. holding this value fixed. in effect subtracts from it the voltage at 
the second input. For near dc conditions. this procedure produces a 
result like that of true differential operation (i.e .. the output is a function 
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Figure 9 ADV11-A Quasi-Differential Mode 

of the difference between the two input voltages. and common mode 
voltages are cancelled out). But. since there is a significant time lapse 
between taking the sample and completing the final approximation. a 
possibility for error is introduced by the ADV11-A that increases as a 
function of common mode signal frequency. The result is that the com
mon mode rejection ratio. while essentially infinite at dc. rolls off for ac 
signals. and is about 40 dB at 60 Hz line frequency. In addition. since the 
holding action of the sample-and-hold circuit is only in effect on the first 
(non-inverting. signal) input but not on the second (inverting. return) 
input. the voltage rate of change on the second input should be kept 
below 25 mV/ms. This is the slope that results in a quarter-LSB change 
during the conversion interval. Such a rate of change corresponds to 125 
mV peak-to-peak at 60 Hz line frequency. This dynamic response differ
ence between the two inputs requires distinguishing the ADV 11-A's dif
ferential mode from true differential operation. Hence the term "quasi
differential. .. 

Installation Precautions 
As a preliminary step. confirm that the computer power supply ground is 
connected to power line (earth) ground. If continuity checks reveal no 
such connection. attach a length of 12-gauge wire between the power 
supply ground and a convenient point associated with earth ground. 
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Twisted Pair Input lines .- The effects of magnetic coupling on the 
input signals may be reduced for floating single-ended or differential 
Inputs by twisting the signal and return lines in the input cable. If the 
inductive pickup voltages of the two leads match. the net effect seen at 
the ADV11-A input is zero. Use of twisted pairs has no effect with a 
single-eilded non-floating signa! (referenced to ground at the instrument 
end) 

Shielded Input lines - The effects of elE!ctrostatic coupling on the input 
signals may be reduced by shielding the! signal wires. This is especially 
important if the instru ment or transducer has high source impedance. To 
prevent the shield from carrying current and thus developing ground loop 
voltages within the ADV11-A. connect it to ground at the instrument 
end only. 

Allowing for Input Settling with High Source Impedance - All solid
state multiplexers inject a small amount of charge into their input lines 
when changing channels. causing a transient error voltage that is dis
charged by the input signal's source impedance. The ADV11-A shares 
this characteristic. and also injects a small charge into the selected input 
line at the end of each conversion when the auto-zero switch is turned 
off. After any channel change and after any conversion. the ADV11-A's 
control logic allows a 9 J.lS interval (identified as the transition interval) 
during which conversions cannot start without generating error condi
tions. Normally. this is sufficient time for the input transient to settle out. 
However. more time may be needed when the multiplexer is switching 
into an input channel with high source, impedance. particularly when 
large amounts of shunt capacitance exist in the interconnecting cables. 
Source impedance/cable shunt capacitance products greater than 1 J.ls 
should be avoided whenever conversions are to be made at maximum 
rate with less than 112 LSB error. This means that cable shunt capaci
tance for a 1000 n source should not exceed 1000 pF (103 X 10-9 = 
10-6 ). that shunt capacitance for a 100 n source should not exceed 0.01 
J.lF (102 X 10-a = 10-6 ). etc. Assuming twisted pair cable capacitance of 
50 pF/foot. these constraints translate into a maximum run of 20 feet 
from a 1000 n source. 200 feet from a 100 n source. etc. Note that 
these values are consistent with good practice for avoiding noise pickup 
in long cable runs. Note also that settling errors can be eliminated by 
increasing the time between conversions or incorporating a software 
delay between channel changes and program start commands. 

Connections 
Figure 1 illustrates the location of user connectors and switches on the 
component side of the ADV11-A board. 
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Analog input signals are input to the ADV11-A through tile 40-Din con
nector. Pin assignments for t!1e connector are shown i,! Figure 10 The 
proper H856-to-H856 cable is the BC08R; the proper H856 to prepared 
open-ended cable is the BC04Z. 

BOARD SI~)E 

" -CH I" c~, J5 

''--- CH ~' , 
--CH -::.- t(H 06 

J----- ' - ("I J 

""'j''-- I 

,:.-- - ~~ ~;H ::: 
"~R 

~---- --- J 
p 

0-- - -- CH J 
>'V 

<)-- -- --- CH :] 

SI~G~E 
ENO( -) 

t(H 0 I 

Figure 10 ADV1 1 -A 40-Pin Connector Pin Assignments 

Distribution Panel - Figure 11 shows a H322 distribution panel that is 
connected on the rear to the ADV 1 1 -A Berg connector and on the front 
provides easily identifiable and conveniently accessible barrier strip con
nections for user apparatus. Each H3i22 accommodates two ADV1 1 -As 
or one ADV1 1 -A and one other single-connector device. The ADV1 1-A 
is shipped with decal sets that specifically iclemtify ADV1 1 -A inputs and 
outputs. Note that the H323-B potentiometer box may not be used with 
the ADV 1 1-A. 

External and Clock Starts - The external start signal line, pin B of the 
40-pin connector or TAB S (Figures 'I and 10), is a TTL-compatible input 
that presents five unit loads (8,0 mAl to any driving output. Conversions 
start on the high-to-Iow transitions of this signal. 
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Figure 11 H322 Distribution Panel 

Figure 12 Module Jumpers 

ADV11-A 

M 0599 

In most cases, the external start signal will be produced by a grounded 
(non-floating) pulse generator or logic circuitry located in a grounded 
instrument. The return path for the external start signal will be through 
the power line ground system. For this reason, ground differences 
between source and computer should be minimized to prevent spurious 
start pulses due to ground noise. In no case should a separate return line 
be run between grounded source and the computer ground. Only with 
floating devices should return lines be run between source logic ground 
and logic ground pins on the ADV11-A 40-pin connector. External 
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devices that require buffering can be interfaced to the ADV 1 1 -A through 
Schmitt trigger 1 of the KWVl 1 -A clock (STI), Connection is made by 
means of a DEC 70- 1 077 1 type jumper (Figure '12) to TAB S (Figure 1) 
of the ADVl l-A. 

Conversions that must be initiated in consequence of time intervals or on 
every nth external event may be triggered from the KWV 1 1 -A through a 
DEC 70- 1 077 1 type jumper connected from the clock output tab (ClK) 
to the ADVl 1 -A clock overflow tab (C) 

PROGRAMMING 
The following programming example reads 1008 AID conversions from 
channel 0 into locations 40008,-41768 and halts, 

STAPT: CLR aADSP 'C! EAP AID STATeS REGISTER 
'.A01J .4000,RO ,sn UP flPST ADDHSS 
I~C' -ADS!- ,START A/U CO,\VEf'STnN 

LO(JPI TSTP "ADSP ,:>~~c~ 00'[ fU!; 

BPL Lonp , • A I T I!~T IL FLAG Sf T 
I~C HDSP ISTAPT ~EXT C(lNvEFSJO~. 

'~n V ~ACBP,(P0)+ , PLACE CO\VEPTF[ \ A [ liE 
,fPOv All' pun E~ I'T(1 "E~OPY 

,L]CATIO' A r. D SET UP "EXT 
: LnCATTO~ FIR TPA',SfEP. 

C'~p po, .4200 ,C~EC~ IF 10 C CC~YE f'SIG~S 
,HA'IE' BEE " C''l ~ t 

~"E LOOP I ';n, GET " EXT C [1'~ \i ~ P S J U ~J 

HALT ; Dn~. E 
ADSPI 170400 , A 1[\ STATUS PFGJSTFf. ~DOPFSS 

ADSPI 170402 lAID ~UFfER PEGISTfP AOCPtSS 
.Et--D SHRT 

• Starting a subsequent conversion before moving data from a previous con
version is recommended only with systems equipped with non-processor mem
ory refresh. Without this capability, data will be lost occasionally by CPU 
memory refresh intervening between the INC and MOV commands, In general. 
non-processor memory refresh is essel1tial to realizing the full potential of the 
ADV11-A, 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The function of the ADVl 1 -A module is to convert analog input data to a 
1 2-bit digital word that is repn~sentative of the input, This is done by the 
channel selection, control logic, AID conVl911er, and bus interface func
tions as shown in Figure 13. 
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Channel Selection 
Channel selection is accompiisheci under program control by two 8· 
channel multiplexers and is a function of the data asserted in ':>its 8 
through 11 of the control/status register (CSR) Each of the 16 analog 
input channels is routed to the :;ingIE! output channel through a MaS 
field-effect transistor which acts as a normaily open sWitch. During the 
sample interval, the data pattern in CSR bits 8 rhrough 11 selects one of 
these transistors and causes it to change from a condition of learly 
infinite resistance (1 GQ or more) to one of very low resistance (1000 Q 
or less). Since in the selected state the transistor conducts current within 
the ± 5.12 V limits equally well in both directions, it now functions as a 
closed switch, effectively routing to the output line whatever analog sig
nal is connected to its input. 

AID Conversion 
A/D conversions can be initiated in three ways: under program control. 
on overflow from the KWV11-A real-time clock, or on external input. 
When a conversion is completed or the control program writes a multi
plexer address into the CSR. the control logic initiates the transition 
interval. a delay of about 9 fJ.S to allow the multiplexer adequate selec
tion and settling time and to permit a valid representation of the signal 
level to be established in the sample circuit. If no AID start signal has 
occurred by the time the transition interval has elapsed, the sample cir
cuit merely follows the signal transmitted to it through the selected mul
tiplexer channel and waits for an A/D start signal. When an AID start 
signal occurs - or at the end of the transition interval if A/D start was 
previously generated by the writing of the CSR GO bit - the sample-and
hold circuits are switched to hold, sustaining the sampled level for the 
next step. The multiplexer output is then set to its hold condition, I.e., to 
ground if the single-ended (SE) input is set low for single-ended mea
surement to the second differential input (return line) if the SE input is 
not set low. Note that if an external or clock start signal occurs during 
the transition interval, conversion starts immediately, without waiting for 
the transition interval to be completed. Bit 15 of the CSR (A/Error) IS set. 
however, and an interrupt is generated if bit 14 (error interrupt enable) is 
set - alerting the program that conversions are occurring too fast and are 
consequently liable to be in error. 

Under normal conditions, it is not until the transition interval is complete 
that the measurement process is begun. The successive approximation 
register (SAR) is cycled through 13 states by the clock. In the first state, 
its output code involves only the most significant bit (MSB) of the 12-bit 
SAR word. This output code causes the feedback digital-to-analog con
verter to generate an output equivalent to that produced by the hold 
circuits in response to a sample voltage of 0. The digital-to-analog con
verter output is summed with that produced by the hold circuits and with 
that coming from the grounded multiplexer output (single-ended mode) 
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or from the second differential input (quasi-differentia! mode) If the cur
rent from the summing mode is negative. the first approximation was 
too low, and the comparator signals the SAR to maintain the state of bit 
11 and repeat the process with bit 10. If the current from the summing 
mode is positive, the first a~proximation was too high and the SAR 
changes the state of bit 11 before cycling into the second approx· 
imat:on. ThiS process continues until all 12 bits in the word have been 
set. tested. and if necessary, changed The 13th state (end of conversion, 
or EOC) indicates that the measurement is complete and that the SAR 
now contaIns an offset binary equivalent of the sampled voltage and 
may therefore be transferred to the processor. EOC causes the sample
and-hoid circuits to return to the sample mode and to reset the SAR, 
preventing further SAR activity until the occurrence of the next hold 
conditi·Jn. 

Note that because the refmence point against which the sample voltage 
is compared is at the output of the multiplexer itself rather than internal 
to the sample-and-hold circuits. ali offset voltages generated by the 
intervening circuits are common to both sample-and-hold conditions and 
are therefore cancelled out of any measurement In single-ended mode, 
grounding the multiplexer output (and thereby establishing this refer
ence point) is identified as auto-zeroing, the converter. 

Bus Interface 
In addition to stopping thEl SAR clock and reestablishing the sample 
mode, the end-of-conversion Signal also initiates the process that causes 
the SAR data to be transfHrred to the processor. Since this operation 
takes a finite amount of time which would interfere with subsequent 
measuring operations, the SAR data is first transferred to a holding de
vice, the data buffer registBr (DBR), where it will remain until the proces
sor can be notified to read the conversion data for processing. In the 
meantime, the channel selection and A/D conversion circuits can begin 
the next measurement as dictated by control/status register (CSR) bit 
conditions controlled by the processor. 

Included in the ADV11-A Interface is an: extension of the DBR designed 
to accept 8-bit write information from the bus data/address lines. This 
buffer permits programmed setting of the vernier DAC. Also included are 
transceivers that connect the bidirectional bus data lines to the LSI-11 
bus data/address lines. Associated with these transceivers are switches 
that permit assigning devicEl and vector addresses to any given ADV11-
A 

Control Logic 
As the above discussion suggests, a large number of signals must be 
precisely orchestrated each time the ADV11-A executes a conversion. 
The control logic contains an assortmHnt of gates, latches, read-only 
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memories, and timing circuits designed to er'sure that multiplexer chan
nels are properl\! selected, sample durations are of adequate :ength, con
versions are not initiated durin~; uncompleted previous conversiuns, etc 
In general. this logic precludes the need for the user to attend to any but 
the most elementary details of the conversion process, e,g., mak,ng nec:
eS5Clry connections to the system and vvriting control progra'TI5 that 
make appropriate use of the CSR. 
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BDV1'l DIAGNOSTIC" BOOTSTRAP. TERMINATOR 

GENERAL 
The ElDJ 11 moduie has 2 K words of read-only memory (ROM) that 
contains both diagnostic programs and bootstrap programs. These pro
grams are user-selectable bV setting dip switches. The diagnostic pro
grams test the processor, the memory and the user's console. The 
bootstrap programs are used to boot a number of LSI-11-compatible 
peripherals. The module also contains 120-ohm bus terminator circuits. 

Space I» available on the module to allow the user to add up to 2K 
words of erasable programmable ROM (I:::PROM) and up to 16K words 
of read-only memory (ROM) 

A HALT/ENABLE sWitch allows the user to start and stop the processor 
and a RESTART switch enables the user to reboot the system. The mod
ule also has four programmable light-emitting diodes (LEDs) that 
Indicate a failure in a program and monitor the tests in progress. All the 
sWitches and indicators are edge-mounted on the module for easy ac-
cess 

NOTE 
There are two versions of the BDVll module: 
revisions 0 and .A The revisllon 0 module was 
produced in limited quantities and does not in
corporate all the characteristics of the revision 
A. The differences between these modules are 
listed at the end of this section. 

FEATURES 

• Programmed ROMs with bootstraps for RXV11, RXV21, RLV11, and 
R KV 11 disk options 

• DECnet bootstraps for DLV11-E, DLV11-F, and DUV11 serial line 
units 

• Capable of boooting a system automatically with no operator inter
vention 

• Can automatically load and start a 115K word program from ROMI 
EPROM to RAM 

• 12-blt readable configuration register 

• 16-blt read/write maintenance register 

• Software-controllable line-time clock {L Te) 

• Power OK monitor, green LED 

• 4-bit LED programmable display 

• RESTART and HALT switches 

• 120-ohm bus terminator 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Type 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

CONFIGURATION 

General 

M8012 
Quad 

+5Vdc±!3%atl.6A 
+ 12 Vdc ± 3% at 0 07 A 

2 
1 

The BDVll is factory-configured (Group A in Table 2) by DIGITAL to 
allow the user the capability of expanding the diagnostic and bootstrap 
programs by adding 2K of EPI'IOM and 16K of ROM/EPROM memory. 
The user is allowed to modify the configuration to allow the use of his 
own software requirements. There are 13 jumper wires located on the 
module as shown in Figure 1 Eight are used for selecting sockets and 
five are used to accommodate various types of memory chips used. The 
jumper wires are identified in Table 1. The switches used to select pro
grams are listed in the section entitled" Programming." 

Socket Selection 
The socket selection logic is controlled by jumpers Wl-W4 and 
W9-W12 and they can be configured in seven different ways as shown 
in Table 2. Group A assigns the PCR pages and socket selections 
Groups B-G allow the user a choice of where the program execution 
begins. such as having the processor execute instructions directly from a 
system ROM or EPROM when power is turned ON. rather than from the 
diagnostic/bootstrap ROM. 

Table 1 

Jumper 

Wl 
W2 
W3 
W4 
W5 
W6 
W7 
W8 
W9 
Wl0 
Wll 
W12 
W13 

Selectable Jumpers 

Function 

Socket selection 
Socket selection 
Socket selection 
Socket selection 
Chip selection 
Chip selection 
Chip selection 
Chip selection 
Socket selection 
Socket selection 
Socket selection 
Socket selection 
Chip selection 
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Table 2 Memory Configuration m 
C 

High Byte Low Byte Configuration ROM PCR Selection < 
Socket Socket Designation Address Page Signal ...a 

...a 

4K DIAGNOSTIC/BOOTSTRAP (DIGITAL) 

E53 E48 A 0-2K 0-17 SB1 L 
(2) (1 ) B 4K-6K 40-57 SB1 L 

C 16K-18K 200-217 SB1 L 
D 20K-22K 240-257 SB1 L 

E58 E44 A 2K-14K 20-37 SB2 L 
N (4) (3) B 6K-8K 60-77 SB2 L , 

C 18K-20K 220-237 SB2 L U1 
.j>. 

D 22K-24K 260-277 SB2 L 

2K USER EPROM 

E57 E40 A 4K-5K 40-47 SE1 L 
(3) (1 ) B 0-1K 0-7 SE1 L 

C 20K-21K 240-247 SE1 L 
D 16K-17K 200-207 SE1 L 

E52 E36 A 5K-6K 50-57 SE2 L 
(4) (2) B 1 K-2K 10-17 SE2 L 

C 21 K-22K 250-257 SE2 L 
D 17K-18K 210-217 SE2 L 



Table 2 Memory Configuration (Cont) 

High Byte Low Byte Configuration ROM PCR Selection 
Socket Socket Designation Address Page Signal 

16K USER ROM 

E54 E49 A 16K-18K 200-217 SP8 L 
(2) (1) E 16K-17K 200-207 SP8 L 

F 0-2K 0-17 SP8 L 
G 0-1K 0-7 SP8 L 

E59 E45 A 18K-20K 220-237 SP7 L 
r:-> (4) (3) E 18K-19K 220-227 SPP7 L 
U1 F 2K-4K 20-37 SP7 L 
U1 

G 2K-3K 20-27 SP7 L 

E60 E41 A 20K-22K 240-257 SP6 L 
(6) (5) E 18K-19K 240-247 SP6 L 

F 4K-6K 40-57 SP6 L 
G 4K-5K 40-47 SP6 L 

E55 E37 A 22K-24K 260-277 SP5 L 
(8) (7) E 22K-23K 260-267 SP5 L 

F 6K-8K 60-77 SP5 L 
G 6K-7K 60-67 SP5 L aJ 

C 
< --



Table 2 Memory Configuration (Cont) til 
C 

High Byte Low Byte Configuration ROM PCR Selection < 
~ 

Socket Socket Designation Address Page Signal ~ 

16K USER ROM (CONT) 

E51 E38 A 24K-26K 300-317 SP4 L 
(10) (9) E 17K-18K 210-217 SP4 L 

F 8K-10K 100-117 SP4 L 
G 1 K-2K 10-17 SP4 L 

E47 E42 A 26K-28K 320-337 SP3 L 
( 12) (1 1 ) E 19K-20K 230-237 SP3 L 

N 
F 10K-12K 120-137 SP3 L 

U1 
G 3K-4K 30-37 SP3 L O'l 

E43 E46 A 28K-30K 340-357 SP2 L 
1141 ( 13) E 21 K-22K 250257 SP2 L 

F 12K-14K 140-157 SP2 L 
G 5K-6K 50-57 SP2 L 

E39 E50 A 30K-32K 360-377 SPl L 
( 16) (15) E 23K-24K 270-277 SP1 L 

F 14K-16K 160-177 SPl L 
G 7K-8K 70-77 SP1 L 

NOTE 
The parenthetical numbers in the socket col-
umns indicate the order in which each ROM is 
to be installed. 
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Memory Configuration 
The user can change the configuration of the 8 DV 11 memory structure 
by using socket selection jumpers W1-W4 and W9-W12: the standard 
configuration is designated 'Au in Table 2. This table also indicates the 
installation order for the PROM/FlaM chips. The 8, C, D, E, F, and G 
configurations are shown as alternatt~ ways the user can map the ROM 
memory. The details of how to select a configuration using the socket 
selection jumpers are shown below 

Configuration SOCkElt Selection Jumpers' 
Designation W1 W2 W3 W4 W9 W10 W11 W12 

A R I I R I R R I 
8 X X X X I R I R 
C X X X X R I R I 
D X X X X R I I R 
E I R I R X X X X 
F R I R I X X X X 
G I R R I X X X X 

'I Installed, R Removed, X = Don't care. 

Chip Selection 
The system ROM sockets can be occupied by either 2K ROMs or 1 K 
ROMs The ROM socket I()!~ic uses jumpers W5-W8 and W13 to select 
the type of ROM that can be used all the BDV11. The jumper con
figuration IS detailed in Table 3, which also designates the type of ROM 
or PROM that is used with these configurations. 

Control Registers 
The 8DV11 module has five hardware registers which are software ad
dressable. These registers are assigned individual addresses that cannot 
be changed or modified. The registers are described in the following 
paragraphs: their designations and addresses are listed in Table 4. 

Page Control Register (PGR) - This register is word- or byte-address
able and can be read or written. The peR is a 16-bit register that con
sists of two 8-bit bytes. The low byte consists of bits 0-7 and the high 
byte consists of bits 8-1 Eo. When thEl low byte of the PCR is equal to 
page 6, then bus addresses 173000-173777 access the 128 ROM 
locations in the block 1400-1577. When a bus address falls in this 
range, the logic considers only the low byte of the PCR. However, if the 
bus address is in the range 1 73400-17' 3 7 77, only the high byte of the 
PCR is used to select the ROM location. 
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Table 3 Chip Selection Jumpers 

JlImpers Inserted' 
ROM Type W5 WS W7 W8 W13 

2708 2 R R I R 
2716 3 R Ft I R I 

8316E4 I FI I R R 
8316E5 R FI I R I 

NOTES 
1. I = inserted; R = removed 
2. CB2 and DB2 must be supplil3d with external 

--5 V power. 
3. Use only + 5 Vdc type components. 
4. Chip select signals must be programmed as 

follows: 

CS1 
LOW 

CS2 

LOW 

CS3 

LOW 

5. Chip select signals must be program med as 
follows: 

CS1 

LOW 

CS2 

LOW 
CS3 

HIGH 

Table 4 Standard Assi!~nments 

Reacl/ 
Register Writl~ Size 

Page Control R/W 16 bits 
Read/Write R/W '16 bits 
Configuration' R 12 bits 
Display' W 4 bits 
BEVNT* W 1 bit 

• Dual-purpose register. 

Address 

177520 
177522 
177524 
177524 
177546 

Table 5 relates the PCR contents to the PCR page for pages 0-17. As an 
example, if the PCR is loaded with data 000400, the PCR low byte 
contains data 000, while the hi~lh byte contains data 00 1. The PCR 
bytes can be loaded separately. To select ROM locations 1600-1777, 
for instance, one only needs to load the PCR high byte with page 7; thus, 
the high byte contains 007, while the low byte can contain anything. 
Table 6 lists the PCR contents fm the remaining PCR pages. 
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Read/Write Register - This register is used as a maintenance register 
for the diagnostic programs. The register is cleared when power is 
turned on or when the REST ART switch is activated. 

Configuration Register - This 12-bit register is read-only and is used 
for maintenance and system configuration by selecting diagnostics or 
bootstrap programs for execution. Bits 0-11 of the register are set by 
switches E 15-1 through E 15-8 and E21-1 through E21-4. These 
switches are associated with BDAL (0: 11) L; when an individual switch 
is closed (on). the corresponding BDAL signal is low (11. 

Display Register - This 4·bit register allows for program control of the 
diagnostic LED display. When bits 0-3 of the register are set. then the 
corresponding LEDs are off. The register is cleared by turning power on 
or activating the RESTART switch. 

Table 5 PCR Contents/Page Relationship, Pages 0-17 

PCR High Byte PCR Low Byte 
PCR Page PCR Contents (Bits 15-8) (Bits 7-01 

0 
000400 001 000 1 

2 
001402 003 002 3 

4 
002404 005 004 5 

6 
003406 007 006 7 

10 
004410 011 010 11 

12 
005412 013 012 

13 

14 
006414 015 014 

15 

16 
007416 017 016 

17 
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Table 6 PCR Contents. Pages 20-57.200-377 

Page Contents. Page Contents 

20,21 010420 260,261 130660 
22,23 011422 262,263 131662 
24,25 012424 264,265 132664 
26,27 013426 266,267 133666 
30,31 014430 270,271 134670 
32,33 015432 272,273 135672 
34,35 016434 274,275 136674 
36,37 017436 276,277 137676 

40,41 020440 :300,301 140700 
42,43 021442 302,303 141702 
44,45 022444 :304,305 142704 
46,47 023446 306,307 143706 
50,51 024450 310, 311 144710 
52,53 025452 312,313 145712 
54,55 026454 314,315 146714 
56,57 027456 :l16,317 147716 

200,201 100600 320,321 150720 
202 .. 203 101602 322,323 151722 
204,205 102604 324,325 152724 
206,207 103606 326,327 153726 
210, 211 104610 330,331 154730 
212.213 105612 3:l2,333 155732 
214,215 106614 334,335 156734 
216.217 107616 ~!36, 337 157736 

220,221 110620 340,341 160740 
222,223 111622 342,343 161742 
224,225 112624 344,345 162744 
226,227 113626 ~!46, 347 163746 
230,231 114630 350,351 164750 
232,233 115632 ~1!i2, 353 165752 
234,235 116634 ~!!i4, 355 166754 
236,237 117636 3!i6,357 167756 

240,241 120640 3EW, 361 170760 
242,243 121642 362,363 171762 
244,245 122644 364,365 172764 
246,247 123646 366,367 173766 
250,251 124650 370,371 174770 
252,253 125652 372,373 175772 
254,255 126654 374,375 176774 
256,257 127656 376,377 177776 
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BEVI'\IT Register - This SIr1(lle-bit register clamps the BEVNT signal low 
when the B EVNT switch is closed. This action permits program control 
of tile processor line-time clock (L Tel function. The register is cleared 
when the power IS turned on or when the RESTART switch is activated. 

PROGRAMMING 

General 
The B OV 11 contains dip switches that permit the user to select diagnos
tic and bootstrap programs for execution. These are monitored by the 
four LEOs that indicate when a pr09ram fails. A green LED monitors the 
+ 12 Vdc and + 5 Vdc and is illuminated when power is ON. There is 
also a HALT/ENABLE switch and a RESTART switch for the user to start 
and stop the processor. The switches and LEOs are shown in Figure 2. 

J3 J2 j 1 

D[] 0 

OFF ON 

~; 
__ 3 

--~ 
--0 

t 

OFF ON 

~
' 

__ 3 
__ 4 
__ 5 
__ 6 
__ 7 
__ B 

~ 

'---_flL_~~~ 
. " E2l / E15 CONNECTOR A 

iDlAGNOSTIC BOOTSTRAP IDIAGNOSTICiBOOTSTRAP 

SII'v'ITCHES. BEVNT SWITCH) SWITCHES) 

Fi9ure 2 BDV11 SWitches and Indicators 
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Diagnostic/Bootstrap Switches 
Dip switch units E15 and E21 allow the user to select diagnostic pro
grams and/or a bootstrap program, The switches are designated as 
A 1-A8, representing switches 1-8 of E 15, and B 1-B4, representing 
switches 1-4 of E21 , The programs selected by these switches are listed 
below, These 12 switches comprise the configuration register that can 
be read at address 177524, 

Switches A 1 -A4 are defined as follows, 

A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A4 

ON 
ON 
ON 
ON 
OFF 

Execute CPU test upon power-up or restart, 
Execute memory test upon power-up or restart, 
DECnet boot - A4, 5, 6, and 7 are arguments, 
Console test and dialog (A3 OFF), 
Turnkey boot dispatched by switch setting (A3 
OFF) 

DECnet boot arguments are: 

Boot' 

DUV11 
DLV11-E 
DLV11-F 

A4 

ON 
OFF 
OFF 

A5 

OFF 
ON 
ON 

A6 

OFF 
OFF 
OFF 

A7 

OFF 
OFF 
ON 

All boots other than the above D ECnet boots are controlled by the bit 
patterns in switches A5 through A8 and B 1 (shown in Table 7) or, if the 
console test is selected, by mnemonic and unit number, The console test 
prompts with 

xx 
START? 

where xx is the decimal multiplE~ of 1024 words of RAM found in the 
system when sized from 0 up lin 1024-word increments, The first word 
of each 1024-word segment is read and tl1'9n written back into itself, 

Allowed responses are a 2-character mnemonic with a 1-digit octal unit 
number or one of two special sllngle character mnemonics, The response 
must be followed by a RETURN, The special single character mnemonics 
are: 

Y Use switch settings to determine boot device 
N Halt - enter microcode ODT 

'DLV11-E CSR = 175610; DLV11-F CSR = 176500;DUV1 I CSR = 160040 
if no devices from 160010 to 160036, 
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Table 7 Diagnostic/Bootstrap Switch Selection 

Program 
Mnemonic AS A6 A7 AS B1 Selected' 

a a a a a Unused 
0 0 () 0 1 Loop on test 

OKn n < 8 0 0 0 1 a RKV11 Boot 
a 0 0 1 1 Unused 

OLn n < 4 a 0 11 a a RLV11 Boot 
a 0 1 0 1 Unused 
0 a 11 1 a Unused 
a a 1 1 1 Unused 

OXn n < 2 0 1 0 a a RXV11 Boot 
0 1 0 a 1 Unused 
0 1 0 1 a Unused 
a 1 0 1 1 Unused 

OYn n < 2 0 1 'I a a RXV21 Boot 
0 1 1 0 1 Unused 
0 1 'I 1 0 Unused 
0 1 1 1 1 Unused 
1 a a 0 a ROM Boot2 

1 a 0 a 1 Unused 
1 0 a 1 a Unused 
1 0 0 1 1 Unused 
1 0 1 a a Unused 
1 0 'I 0 1 Unused 
1 0 'I 1 a Unused 
1 a 1 1 1 Unused 
1 1 () a a Unused 
1 1 0 a 1 Unused 
1 1 () 1 a Unused 
1 1 a 1 1 Unused 
1 1 1 a a Unused 
1 1 'I 0 1 Unused 
1 1 1 1 a Unused 
1 1 'I 1 1 Unused 

NOTES 
1. All unused patterns or mnemonics will 

default to ROM boot if switch B2, B3, or B4 
is on. 

2. The ROM boot uses switches B2, B3, and B4 
to dispatch as follows: 

B2 B3 84 ROM 

1 X X Extended diagnostic 
0 1 X 2708 
0 0 1 Program ROM 

where X = don't care. 
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If an unrecognized mnemonic or switch setting (A5 through B 1) IS en
countered, the presence of additional ROM IS checked (by checking B2, 
3, 4) and, if present. the ROM boot is invoked, The mnemonic's first 
character is placed in the high byte of location 2, Both characters are 
converted to upper-case with bit 7 cleared, Location 0 IS loaded with the 
binary unit 'lumber, If an unrecognized switch setting is encQuntered 
instead, a copy of the sWitches IS placed I!Il location 2 with bit 15 set 

If no additional ROM exists, the sWitch chIBcking routine will halt or the 
mnemonic routine will reprompt. 

The above features allow the user to implement additional features or 
boots in additional ROMs without change to the base ROMs, If the addi
tional ROM encounters an unrecognized mnemonic, it should load ad
dress 173000 into the PC, which will restart the BDV11 base ROM and 
reprompt. 

Diagnostic Lights 
When a failure occurs in a diannostic test or in a bootstrap program, the 
diagnostic light display indicates the area of the failure as shown in Table 
8, A failure causes the error to be Indicated by the display and an error 
halt instruction is carried out by the processor, When entering the halt 
mode, the processor outputs the PC address at the time of the error on 
the console terminal. (The actual error address is one word less than the 
terminal printout) In the halt mode, the processor responds to console 
OOT commands and the operator can troubleshoot the error, Table 9 
lists the possible address and the cause of some errors, 

BEVNT L Switch 
Contact 5 of dip-socket SWitch E2 'I is the BEVNT L switch. When the 
SWitch is off (open). the LSI-l1 bus BEVNT L signal can be controlled by 
the power supply-generated LTC signal. When the switch is on (closed) 
the LTC function is program-controlled, I,e, a single-bit. write-only regis
ter in the logic (address 177546, bllt 6) clamps BEVNT L low when the 
register is cleared, (The reglstel' IS automatically cleared when tre power 
is turned on or when the RESTJl,RT switch is cycled,) 

Power OK LED 
This green LED is lighted when the + 12 Vdc supply voltage IS greater 
than +10 V and the +5 Vdc supply voltage is greater than -<-4 V for 
normal operating conditions The + 12 Vde voltage and the + 5 Vdc 
voltage can be measured at the tip jacks as Indicated below, (80th J2 
and J3 have a 560-ohm resistor in series to prevent damage from a 
short circuit: use at least a 20,000 ohm'V meter to measure the volt
age,) 

Jack 
J1 
J2 
J3 

Color 
Black 
Red 
Purple 
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HALT/ENABLE Switch 
When this switch is in the ENABLE position, the processor can operate 
under program control. If the switch is placed in the HALT position, the 
processor enters the halt mode and responds to console ODT com
mands. While in the halt mode. the processor can execute single instruc
tions, facilitating maintenance of the system. Program control is re
established by returning the switch to the ENABLE position and entering 
a "P" command at thEl console terminal (providing the contents of regis
ter R7 were not changed). Fiefer to the appropriate processor handbook 
for a description of console ODT commClnd usage. 

04 
Bit3 

On 

Off 

Off 

Off 

Off 

Off 

Off 

Off 

On 

On 

On 

Table 8 Diagnostic LED Error Display (01-04)' 

03 
Bit 2 

On 

Off 

Off 

Off 

On 

On 

On 

On 

Off 

Off 

Off 

02 
Bit 1 

On 

Off 

On 

On 

Off 

Off 

On 

On 

Off 

Off 

On 

01 
Bit 0 

On 

On 

Off 

On 

Off 

On 

Off 

On 

Off 

On 

Off 

Comments' 
(Typle of Error) 

System hung; halt switch on or 
power-up mode wrong. 

CPU, fault. or configuration error. 

M emory error; R 1 points to bad lo
cation. 

Console SLU will not transmit. 

Waiting for response from operator. 

Load device fault. 

Secondary boot incorrect (location 
o not a NOP). 

DECnet waiting for response from 
host. 

DECnet; received done flag set. 

DECnet; message received. 

ROM bootstrap error. 

"The light combination indicates the corresponding test is in progress or failed. 
Some tests retry (DECnet) and others will halt the CPU (CPU, memory, non
DECnet boots). 
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Address 
of Error 

173022 

173 040 

173 046 

173050 

173052 

173 106 

173202 

173240 

173366 

173402 

173 532 

173634 

173642 

173656 

173 656 

173670 

173706 

173712 

Table 9 List of Error Halts 

Cause of Error 

Memory error 1. Write address into itself. 

SLU switch selection incorrect. Error in switches. 

SLU error. SCR address for selected device. Check CSR 
for selected device in floating CSR address area. 

CP 1 error. RO contains address of error. 

Memory error 2. Data test failed. 

Memory error 3. Write and read bytes failed. 

ROM loader error. Checksum on data block. 

CP4 error. RO contains address of error. 

ROM loader error. Checksum on address block. 

ROM loader error. Jump address is odd. 

R L device error. 

CPU error 3. RO points to cause of error. 

In console terminal test a "no" typed. 

RK device error. 

Switch mode halt. Match was not made with switches. 

Console terminal test. No done flag 

CPU error 2. RO points to cause of error. 

RX device error. 
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RESTART Switch 
When the RESTART switch is cycled, i.e., moved from one side to the 
other and back, the CPU automatically carries out a power-up sequence. 
Thus, the system can be rebooted at any time for maintenance purposes. 

Addressing ROM on the BDV11 module 
A block of 256 LSI-11 bus addresses is reserved to address the ROM 
locations on the BDV11 module. This block resides in the upper 4K 
address bank (28K-32K). which is normally used for peripheral-device 
addressing, and consists of byte addresses 173000-173776. 

The BDV11 logic enables all 2048 locations in a selected 2K ROM (or 
1024 locations in a 1 K ROM) to be addressed by just these 256 bus 
addresses. The logic includes a page control register (PCRl at bus ad
dress 177520; the contents of this read/write register determine the 
specific ROM location that is accessed when 1 of the 256 bus addresses 
is placed on the BDAL lines. The PClR is loaded with "page" information, 
I.e., the PCR contents point to 1 of 16 (or 1 of 8) 128-word pages in the 
selected ROM (16 pages X 128 words ,= 2048 wordsl. To illustrate, if 
the PCR contents represent pages 0 and 1, bus addresses 
173000-173776 access ROM locations 0000-0377; if the PCR con
tents represent pages 10 and 11, bus addresses 173000-173776 
access ROM locations 2000-2377. Table 10 relates bus addresses, 
PCR pages, and ROM locations. 

At the top of each column of PCR pages in Table 10 appear two circuit 
component designations; column 1, for example, is headed by E53/E48. 
These designations represent the ROMs and EPROMs that one might 
find on a BDV11 module. For instance, the BDV11 is supplied with 2K 
words of diagnostic ROM. The ROM inserted in socket XE53 supplies 
the high byte (bits 8-1 5l of these 2 K words, while the ROM inserted in 
socket XE48 supplies the low byte (bits 0-7). To access the BDV11 
diagnostic ROM locations, the user must load the PCR with the pages in 
column 1; thus, when 12 and 13, for example, are loaded in the PCR, 
diagnostic ROM locations 2400-2777 can be addressed by the LSI-l1 
BDAL signals. Another variation of the BDV11 could have 1 K-word 
EPROMs inserted in sockets XE57-XE40 (E57 supplies the high byte, 
while E40 supplies the low byte). To access these EPROM locations, the 
user would load the PCR with pages in column 3; thus, with 44 and 45 
In the PCR, EPROM locations 1000-1377 are accessible. 
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Table 10 BDV11 Bus Addresses/PCR Pages 
to 

PCR Pages C 
ROM < .... 

E53/ E58/ E57/ E52/ E54/ E59/ E60/ E55/ E51/ E47/ E43/ E39/ Location .... 
Bus Address E48 E44 E40 E36 E49 E45 E41 E37 E38 E42 E46 E50 Accessed 

173000-173376 0 20 40 50 200 220 240 260 300 320 340 360 0000-0177 
173400-173777 1 21 41 51 201 221 241 261 301 321 341 361 0200-0377 

173000-173376 2 22 42 52 202 222 242 262 302 322 342 362 0400-0577 
173400-173777 3 23 43 53 203 223 243 263 303 323 343 363 0600-0777 

173000-173376 4 24 44 54 204 224 244 264 304 324 344 364 1000-1177 
IV 173400-173777 5 25 45 55 205 225 245 265 305 325 345 365 1200-1377 
en 
OJ 173000-173376 6 26 46 56 206 226 246 266 306 326 346 366 1400-1577 

173400173777 7 27 47 57 207 227 247 267 307 327 347 367 1600-1777 

173000-173376 10 30 210 230 250 270 310 330 350 370 2000-2177 
173400-173777 11 31 21 i 231 251 271 311 331 351 371 2200-2377 

173000-173376 12 32 212 232 252 272 312 332 352 372 2400-2577 
173400-173777 13 33 213 233 253 273 313 333 353 373 2600-2777 

173000-173376 14 34 214 234 254 274 314 334 354 374 3000-3177 
173400173777 15 35 215 235 255 275 315 335 355 375 3200-3377 

173000-173376 16 36 216 236 256 276 316 336 356 376 3400-3577 
173400-173777 17 37 217 237 257 277 317 337 357 377 3600-3777 
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As Table 10 implies, the PCR pages are assigned to specific module 
ROM sockets. Furthermore, the sockets are assigned specific kinds of 
ROMs, as indicated in Table 11, e.g., the diagnostic/bootstrap ROM can 
occupy only sockets XE53 and XE48. Thus, a specific ROM can be ad
dressed only when the PCR contains the page or pages assigned to the 
socket that the ROM occupies. To illustrate, if 2 K ROMs are inserted in 
sockets E39 and E50, they can be addressed only when the PCR con
tains pages 360-377. The page/socket assignments indicated in Table 
10 apply to the BDV11 module shipped by DIGITAL. There are eight 
locations on the BDV11 printed circuit board in which jumpers are in
serted selectively to achieve these assignments. It is possible to change 
the factory arrangement of these jumpers; by doing so, the user can 
cause the CPU to execute instructions directly from a ROM or EPROM of 
the user's choice when power is turned on, rather than from the diagnos
tic ROMs. 

Table 11 Functions of ROM Sockets 

Sockets ROM Function Sockets ROM Function 

XE53/XE48 2 K Diagnostic/Bootstrap XE47/XE42 2K System ROM 

XE58/XE44 2 K Diagnotic/Bootstrap XE51/XE38 2 K System ROM 
(reserved for DIGITAL) 

XE57/XE40 1 KEPROM XE55/XE37 2 K System ROM 

XE52/XE36 1 KEPROM XE60/XE41 2 K System ROM 

XE39/XE50 2K System ROM XE59/XE45 2K System ROM 

XE43/XE46 2 K System ROM XE54/XE49 2 K System ROM 

Loading ROM into RAM 
A utility is provided in the BDV11 firmware which will load user pro
grams from ROM to RAM at specified (and possibly scattered) addresses 
and transfer control to a specified address. This feature allows a pro
grammer to write a program (to be stored in ROM) without knowledge of 
the BDV11 mapping hardware or the necessity to "ROMize" the pro
gram. This utility will load either the DIGITAL-reserved space, the 2K 
EPROM, or the 16K ROM/EPROM areas. This utility uses the four high
est words of RAM «30K) as scratch space. 
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The format used is a modified version of absolute loader paper tape 
format. The standard format consists of sequential data blocks, byte or
ganized, as follows: 

1 BYTE 
o BYTE 
BCl 
BCH 
ADl 
ADH 
DATA 
CKB 

This indicates start of block. 
Required 
low-order eight bits of byte count. 
High-order eight bits of byte count. 
low-order eight bits of load address. 
High-order eight bits of load address. 
Sequential bytes of data. 
Checksum byte. 

These frames are repeated as required until a starting address block is 
encountered. This is indicated by a byte count of six, which is too short 
to allow a data field. The load address of this block is used as the starting 
address. 

The format skips every 255th and 256th location in the ROM pattern. 
These locations are filled with checkin~J information which allows 
DIGITAL diagnostics to determine that the ROMs are good and inserted 
in the correct socket. 

An RTll FORTRAN program follows which will generate ROM patterns 
from RT1l lDA files of paper tape programs. This program generates a 
data base only since blasting hardware is very installation specific. It 
should be noted that the RT'I 1 linker generates relatively short data 
blocks and that this leads to significant waste due to the overhead in 
each block. A user may customize the pattern generation program or 
linker to reduce this problem. 

The ROMs should be inserted as indicated in the ROM address chart 
The user program may be patched by changing only the last ROM of a 
set and by adding a new date; bIClck(s) before the starting address block. 
This block will overlay previously loaded data, 
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FORTRAN IV 

0001 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

0002 

0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 

C 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

0015 
0016 5 
0017 
0018 10 
0019 
0020 15 
0021 

BDV11 

V02.04 

PROGRAM RPAT:~ 

THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS ABSOLUTE LOADER IMAGE FILES (.LIIA) 
INTO THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF SEQUENTIAL ROM PATTERNS 
FOR USE WITH THE BDVII-AA'S ROM LOADER. 

TO USE THIS PROGRAM CREATE A .LDA FILE EITHER WITH THE 
RT11 LINKER OR PIP FROM A PAPER TAPE. 
LIST THE DIRECTORY TO GET THE NUMBER OF BLOCKS IN THE 
INPUT FILE THEN RUN THIS PROGRAM. 

THIS PROGRAM WILL REQUEST THE NAME OF THE INPUT FILE 
AND ITS LENGTH. THEN IT WILL REQUEST A SERIES OF 
OUTPUT FILE NAMES, ONE FOR EACH ROM REQUIRED. 

THE PROGRAM PROCESSES THE INPUT FILE ONE BYTE AT A TIME 
RECORDING THE BYTES IN THE OUTPUT FILE. EVERY 255 TH 
BYTE OF THE OUTPUT FILE IS SET )0 AND EVERY 256 TH BYTE 
CONTAINS A CHECKSUM OF THE PREVIOUS 255 LOCATIONS. 
NO INPUT BYTES ARE RECORDED IN THE 255 TH OR 256 TH BYTE. 
THESE LOCATIONS ARE USED BY DEC SUPPLIED DIAGNOSTICS 
AND ARE SKIPPED BY THE BDVll'S ROM LOADER. 

THE OUTPUT OF THIS PROGRAM CONSISTS OF ONE SEQUENTIAL 
FORMATTED FILE PER ROM PATTERN, EACH FILE CONSISTS OF 
SEQUENTIAL BYTES OF THE ROM WRITTEN IN 06 FORMAT, ONE 
BYTE PER RECORD (LINE). 

COMMON /DAT/IB,IEND,ILONG,INBLK,IBLK,IA(256),IBN,IL, 
C ISUM,IROM(2048),IRN,KMARK,I255 

LOGICAL*1 L(2),LAC~12) 

EQUIVALENCE (L(I),IL),(LA(l),IACI» 
DATA KMARK/·S25251 
IRN=O I INDEX VARIABLE FOR ROM ARRAY 
1255=0 J MOD 256 COUNTER 
ISUM=O I CHECKSUM OF ROM BYTES 
IBN=525 I CURRENT BYTE IN INPUT (INITIALIZED TO ',512) 

TO FORCE READING OF THE FIRST INPUT BLOCK 
INBLK=O ! NUMBER OF BLOCKS IN INF"UT FILE 
ILONG=O I LENGTH OF ROM 
IEND=O I FLAG THAT INDICATES LAST FRAME BEING PROCESSED 
IBLK=O I INDE. VARIABLE, CURRENT BLOCK OF INPUT FILE 
IB=O I THE CURRENT BYTE BEING PROCESSED 
IROM(2048) IS AN ARRAY USED TO STORE THE ROM IMAGE 
LA(512) IS A LOGICAL*l ARRAY HOLDING IMAGE OF INPUT FILE BLOCK 
LA(512) EQUIVALENCED TO IA(256) FOR I/O 
Lei) AND IL EQUIVALENCED FOR WORD/BYTE CONVERSIONS 

WRITE (5,5) 
FORMAT(IH ,'PROGRAM RPAT2 VERSION 2.1 RTII') 
WRITE(S,lO) 
FORMAT(lH ,'ENTER LENGTH OF ROM ',$) 
REA[I(5,15)ILONG 
FORMAT< 15) 
WRITE(S,20) 
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0022 20 
0023 
0024 
0025 25 
0026 
0027 

C 
C 
C 
C 

0028 100 
C 

0029 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0035 

0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 

C 

C 
0043 

C 
C 
C 
C 

0045 
0046 
0047 
0048 
0049 120 

C 
0050 

C 
005~ 

C 
C 

0053 200 
0054 
0055 
0056 1000 
0057 

F'ORTRAN IV 

0001 

0002 

0003 
0004 

C 
0005 
OOOl 100 
OOOB 
0010 
001J 
0012 200 
0013 
0014 
0015 

FORMAT(IH ,'ENTER INPUT FILE SPEC ',$1 
CALL ASSIGNell,'DUM',-I,'OLD','NC',11 
WRITE(S,2S) 
FORMATelH ,'ENTER LENGTH OF FILE IN BLOC,S ',$1 
REA[I(S,lS)INBLK 
DEFINE FILE IIeINBLK,256,U,IWHEREI 

START PATTERN PROCESSING 
GET THE FIRST BYTE OF THE ABS LOADER FRAME 

CALL NEXTB 
IF IT ISN'T A I WE HAVEN'T FOUND THE BEGINNING YET 
IFeIB.NE.IIGO TO 100 
CALL DUn 
CALL NEXTI 
IFeIB.NE.OISTOP 'INPUT FORMAT ERROR' 
CALL OUTB 
GET THE BYTE COUNT AND MAKE INTO A INTEGER 
CALL NEXTB 
LCII=IB 
CALL OUTI 
CALL NEXTB 
CALL OUTB 
LC21=IB 
INUM=IL 
IF THE LENGTH IS 6, THIS IS A STARTING ADDRESS BLOCK 
WHICH IS THE LAST ONE TO PROCESS 
IFeINUM.EQ.6IIEND=1 
COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF BYTES LEFT IN THIS FRAME 

= NUMBER OF BYTES IN FRAME - THE NUMBER ALREADY PROCESSlDe41 
PLUS THE CHECK BYTE, THEN PROCESS THE REMAINING BYTES OF THE 
FRAME. 
INUM=INUM-3 
DO 120 J=l,INUH 
CALL NEXIB 
CALL Dun 
CONTINUE 
IF IT WASN'T THE LAST FRAME DO [HE NEXT ONE 
IFeIEND.EQ.OIGO TO 100 
IEND=2 TELLS THE OUTPUT ROUTINE TO FINISH UP 
IEN[I=2 
SET IYTE TO ZERO AND OUTPUT TO END OF ROM 
THE OUTPUT ROUTINE WILL TERMINATE THE PROGRAM 
IB=O 
CALL OUTB 
GO TO 200 
STOP 
END 

V02.04 

SUBROUTINE NEXTB 
THIS ROUTINE GETS SEQUENTIAL BYTES FROM THE INPUT FILE 
COMMON /DAT/IB,JEND,ILONG.INBL~,IBLK,IA(256),lBN,IL, 

C ISUM,IROM(2048),IRN,KMARK,I255 
LOGICAL*l L(2),LA(512) 
EQUIVALENCE (L(l),IL),(LAll),IA I), 
IF IBN IS 512 OR GREATER READ A NEW BLOC~ 
IF(IBN.LT.512)GO TO 200 
IBLK= I BLK t1 
IFIIBLK.GT.INBLKISTOP 'NUMBER O' BLOCKS EXCEEDED' 
READe II' IBLK I IA 
IBN=O 
IBN=IBNtl 
IB=LA(IBN).AND.255 
RETURN 
END 
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Executing ROMs in the I/O Page 
ROMs may be executed in the I/O page provided their starting address is 
between 173016 and 173376. The next page lists a program which 
executes in the 110 page. It uses the ROM loader but only supplies a 
starting address block. It must start in the window between 173000 and 
173376 since the ROM boot is executing out of the other window. It is 
the programmer's responsibility to properly map the upper window and 
then manage all remapping!. 

A RT11 FORTRAN program follows (RPAT1 B) which will convert save 
image (SAV) files linked at 173000 and generate correct ROM patterns. 
This program inserts checking information every 255th and 256th ROM 
location as did the previous program. 

One assembly is required for every 256 words of ROM and they must be 
input in order of ascending page number (two 128-word pages at a 
time). 

F URTf~AN IV 

OOOl 

000.' 

0003 
0004 

C 
l 

OOO~J 1 ) 
0006 
000 

OOOf! 

0010 
0011 
00I~ 

0013 

0014 
()01S 
()016 

0017 

0019 

c 

C 
0020 1 ~JO 

V02.04 

SUBROUTINE OUTB 
THIS ROUTINE WR[TES SEQUENTIAL BYTES TO THE OUTPUT FILE 
AND ADDS CHECKING INFORMATION EVERY 255'TH AND 256'TH 
LOCATION. THIS [NFORMATION IS SKIPPED BY THE BDUI1-AA 
ROM LOAIIER BUT USE[I BY DEC SUF'F'LIED DIAGNOSTICS TO INSURE 
THAT THE ROMS ARE GOOD AND IN THE CORRECT SOCKETS. 
COMMON IDAT/IB,IENII,ILONG,INBLK,IBLK,IA(256),IBN,IL, 

C ISUH,IROM(2048),IRN,~MARKrI255 
LOGICAL*l L(2),LA(512) 
EQUIVALENCE (L( l),IL),(LA(l),IA(l» 
IRN=IRN+l 
IB=IB.AND.2S5 
r255:::1255tl 
IF THIS IS THE ~55 TH ADD 2 CHECK BYTES 
IF(I255.NE.255)GO 10 150 
SET NON ZERO NON -I IN 25S'fH BYTE AND RESET MOU 256 COUNTER 
IROM(IRN)=~MARK.ANII.255 
1255=0 
ISUM=(ISUM+~MAR~).AND.255 

IRN=IRNtl 
CALCULATE CHECKSUM FOR BDU1! DIAGNOSTIC 
ISUM=(-ISUM.AND.255) 
IROM(IRN)"ISUM 
ISUM=O 
IF THIS IS THE [NO OF A ROM WRITE PATTERN TO OUTPUT FILE 
IF(IRN.EQ.ILONG)GO TO 200 
IF WE JUST ADDED CHECK INFO OGTPUT THE CURRENT BrTE 
GO TO 10 
PUT BYTE IN ARRAY AND ADD TO ISUM 
IROM(IRN)=IE< 

0021 ISUM=(ISUM+IB).AND.255 
0022 RETURN 
OO:?3 200 
00;24 201 
0025 
0026 
0027 :2:.'0 
0028 

0029 
0030 

C 

C 

WRITE(5,20:l.) 
FORMAT(IH ,'ENTER UUTPUT FILE SPECIFICATION ',$) 
CALL ASSIGN(12,'DUM ' ,-1,'NEW','CC',1) 
WRITE(12,220)(IROMtJ),J=1,]LONG) 
FORMAT(1H ,06) 
CALL CL08E(12) 
RESET ROM IRN AhD IF END OF INPUT STOP PROGRAM 
IRN=O 
IF(IEND.EO.2)STOP 
OUTPUT THE CURRENT BYTE 

003:2 GO TO 10 
0033 END 
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0030 
0031 
0032 

C 
C 
C 
C 

0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0041 
0042 
0044 
0045 
0046 
004J l22 
0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 125 
00:')3 128 
0054 
0056 
0057 130 
0058 
0059 135 
0060 136 
0061 140 
006:;) 

0063 
0064 
0065 
006(.) 
0067 141 
0068 150 
0069 
0070 
0072 

FURTRAN I'J 

0001 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

CALL CLOSE(10) 
IFILEoIFILEtl 
IFIIFILE.NE.INUMIGO TO lOO 

THE FOLLOWING LOOF' SETS EVERY 255 fH LOCATION 0 
ANII INSERTS BYTE CHE:KSUMS IN E'JERf 256 rH LOCATIO~ 

DO 125 J==1,8 
ISUM1=0 
ISUM'2=O 
DO 125,JJ=1,2S6 
Jl=(256*J)tJJ-256 
IF(JJ.EQ.255)I(Jl)~KMARK 

IL=IUll 
IF(JJ.Ea.256)GO TO 1'22 
ISUM1~(ISUH1+L(1».AND,255 

ISUM2=(ISUM2tL(2».AND.255 
GO TO 125 
ISUM1=(-ISUH1).AN[I.255 
Llll =ISUMI 
ISUM2=(-ISUM2).AND.255 
L(2)·::;ISUM2 
IIJll=IL 
CONTINUE 
IBYTE=IBYTEtl 
IF(IBYTE.EQ.2)GO TO 14115 
WRITE(7d30) 
FORMAT(lH 1'ENTER LOI"; !:lY1E OUTF'!JT :3F'ECIFICATION ',$) 

GO TO 140 
WFnT[(7,136) 
FORMATllH .'ENTER HIGH BYTE OUTPUT SPECIfICATION' .SI 
CALL ASSIGN(ll,'DUH/,-l~/NEW','(:C' .1) 
DO 150 J=l, ILONG 
IL=I U) 
1 DUTB=LI I BYTE! 
IDUTB=IDUTB.AND.255 
WRIT[ll1.141)IOUTB 
FORMAT ( 1 H .06) 
CONTINUE 
CALL CLOSE(11) 
IF(IBYTE.LT.2)GO TO 128 
EN[t 

V02.04 

PROGRAM RPA T1 B 
THIS PROGRAM ACCEPTS SAVE IMAGE FILES AND GENERATES 
ROM PATTERNS SUITED FOR EXECUTION 
ON A BDVll-AA. 

THIS PROGRAM USES ONLY THE 124 TH BLOCK OF THE INPUT FILE 
WHICH CONTAINS ADDRESSES 173000 TO 173776 

THE PROGRAM USES A DIRECT IMAGE OF THE CODE BETWEEN 173000 
AND 173776 AND INSERTS CHECKING INFO IN EVERY 255 "H AND 256 TH 
LOCATION OF THE ROM PATTERN OVER-WRITING LOCATIONS 173774 
AND 173776 

EACH PAIR OF 2K X 8 ROMS CAN HOLD 8 ASSEMBLIES EACH LINKED 
AT 173000 AND NOT MORE THAN 256 WORDS LONG. THE FIl_E NAMES 
OF THE LINKED ASSEMBLIES MUST BE INPUTTED SEQUENTIALLY 
BY PAGE NUMBER. (EG. FIRST F'AGE 200/201 THEN 202/203 [CT.) 
RERUN THE PROGRAM FOR EACH GROUP Of 8 ASSEMBLIES. 

THE PROGRAM WILL OUTPUT 2 FORMATTED SEQUENTIAL FILES. ONE 
FOR THE LOW BYTE ROM. THEN ONE FOR THE HIGH BYTE ROM. EACH 
OUTPUT FILE CONSISTS OF SEQUENTIAL BYTES OF EITHER THE LOW 
OR BYTE ROM OR HIGH BYTE ROM. THE BYTES ARE WRITTEN IN 06 
FORMAT WITH ONE BYTE PER RECORD ILINE). 
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000:2 
0003 
0004 

0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
()01:! 
0013 5 
0014 
00l~! 1C 
0016 
00I? 11 
OOlS 
0019 1', 
0020 
0021 l()O 
0022 lel 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 l~O 

COMMON IROMDAT/JI2G48I,Jl(2561 
nATA KMARK/·525251 
LOGICAl*1 LI21 
LAND IL ARE USED 10 PICK OFF BYTES OF INTEGERS 
EQUIVALENCE CL(l),IL.) 
WRITE(7'!) 
rORMAT(lH ,'PROGRA~ RTll RPATl VERSION J.O') 

BDVll 

IBYTE-=O Irl_AG SET ro INtrICATE:: L.OW VYTE, lHEN HIGH 
IFILE=O IFLAG SET TO INIII(,A1E FIf(~,T m INUM f !LES 
]NUM=O IZERO T~{[ NUMBER OF INF'Ul FILES 
110 5 J= 1 , .~048 
1 U)~O 
CONTINUE 
WRITEC7,lO) 
FORMAT(lH ,'ENllR L[NGTH OF ROM ',,) 
f-.:EAII(5,11 )ILONG 
f-ORMAT (16) 
WRI1E (7,16) 
FORMATC1fi ,'ENT~R N0MBER OF INPUI FIllS ',$) 
F,EAII(S,llJINUn 
wRITE(7dOl) 
FORMATI1H ,'ENlER INPUT fill SPECIFICATION' ,$1 
CALL ASSIGN(10,'[I'JM / , l,'OlIi',/Ce',1) 
DEFINE FlLE 10\124,256,U,IV) 
REA[i(10'124)lD 
DO 1:~0 J=1,256 
Jl=Jt(256*1FILE) 
I (.Jl) =1[1 (.J) 

CONTINUE 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The functions of the BDVll are shown in Figure 3, The transceiver and 
control functions control the transfer of data between the bus and the 
BDVll The ROM address function decodes the address data from the 
bus and uses the socket selElction and ROM address functions to access 
the memory located on the BDVll, The ROM address function is also 
used to transfer data into the data selection function, Then data is placed 
on the LSI-ll bus by the control and transceiver functions, The data for 
the read/write registers is also transferred in and out by using the trans
ceiver and control functions, The BDVll uses power-up. BVENT, and 
display functions for monitoring program operations, 

Transceiver 
The transceiver logic monitors the LSI-l1 bus BDAL lines for the ad
dress of a BDV11 register or the address of a ROM location, When a 
register or a ROM has been addressed, the transceiver logic gates the 
address onto the BDV11 DAL lines, If a register was addressed. the 
transceiver logic generates the address match signal that activates the 
control logic, If a ROM address was generated. then the DAL lines trans
fer the address to the ROM address selection logic, The transceiver logic 
is also used to transfer data from the DAL lines to the LSI-ll bus BDAL 
lines, This data can be from either a register or ROM address when the 
transceiver receives XM IT H, For the detailed operation of the trans
ceiver logic (DC005 bidirectional buffer). refer to Chapter 5, 
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BDV11 

Controi 
The control logic consists of 0 DC004 protocol chip (Chapter 5) and an 
82523 PROM. The control logic is enabled by the address match signal 
from the transceiver logic. The PROM monitors some of the DAL lines 
and thE' address match si!~IlCJI and generates an enable signal for the 
DC004 chip whenever any of the assigned bus addresses (173000 to 
173777) is placed on the BDAL lines. The DC004 chip generates all the 
protocol signals used with the LSI-11 bus to permit data transfers. The 
control logic also generates the control signals for the read/write regis
ter's ROM address selection and the ROM socket selection logic. The 
bus control signals are defined in the appropriate processor handbook. 

Read/Write Registers 
The read/write register logic consists of two 8-bit universal shift regis
ters. When the registers are being read, the control logic asserts XMIT H 
and the information on the DAL lines is the data within the shift regis
ters. When the registers are to be written into, the XMIT signal is ne
gated and the registers are placed into a load condition. The registers are 
clocked and the information on the DAL lines is loaded into the registers 
as data The registers are cleared when power is turned on or when the 
system is booted. 

ROM Address Selection 
The ROM address selection logic uses the contents of the PCK register 
and the LSI-11 bus address to determine the address of the BDV11 
ROM locations. Each ROM has 2048 10 addresses available. The logic 
selects the high byte of the PCR register if bit 8 of the LSI-11 bus is a 
one and selects the low byte when bit 8 is a zero. The selected byte is 
shifted to the right one bit and used as the high byte of the BDV11 ad
dress. The low byte of the LSI-11 bus address is shifted one bit to the 
right and used as the low byte of the BDV11 address. The complete 
BDV 11 ROM address is formatted by using the combination of the high 
and low bytes generated. Table 10 is a listing of how the PCR contents 
and the LSI-11 bus addresses are used to generate ROM addresses. 

Socket Selection 
The socket (or ROM) selection logic (Figure 4) consists of two decoders 
(E30 and E35) that provide the outputs used to select the high byte and 
low byte sockets. The A 10 H to A 14 H inputs to these decoders are 
programmable by the user selecting jumper wires W1-W4 and 
W9-W12 to determine the configuration designation described in Table 
2. The SB1 Land SB2 L outputs are used to select the 4K of diagnos
tic/bootstrap DIGITAL programs. The SE 1 Land SE2 L outputs are used 
to select the 2K of user PROM. The SP1 L to SP8 L outputs are used to 
select the additional 16K of user ROM. 
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ROM Address 
The ROM address logic uses the socket select logic outputs and address 
lines AO to A 10 to select the desired address. The diagnostic/bootstrap 
ROMs are enabled by S B 1 Land S B2 L and are addressed by AO to 
A 10. The user EPROMs are enabled by SE 1 Land SE2 L and are ad
dressed by AO to A9. The user ROM sockets are enabled by SPl L to 
SP8 L and addressed by AO to A9. The output data from the ROMs is 
sent to the data selector logic. 

Data Selector 
The data selector receives data from the ROMs and the registers of the 
BDV11. This data is stored until the outputs are enabled by XMIT. The 
data is then gated to the DALO-15 bus lines where it is transferred to 
the LSI-ll bus by the transceiver and control logic. 

Display 
The display logic consists of four flip-flops and four LEDs. The contents 
of the display register (address 177524) are gated into the flip-flops and 
the outputs illuminate the display LED indicators. The display is used to 
indicate to the user the type of program error when a failure occurs. 

Power-Up 
The power-up logic includes the ENABLE/HALT switch and the RE
START switch. In normal operation. the ENABLE/HALT switch is in the 
ENABLE position. When the switch is placed in the HALT position, the 
bus signal BHALT L is asserted. The processor enters the halt mode and 
responds to the console OOT commands. To resume processor oper
ation, the user must set the switch to ENAB LE and enter a "P" com
mand from the console. 

The RESTART switch must be cycled to reboot the system. When the 
switch is cycled, a capacitor is charged to disable the bus BOCOK H 
signal and the DCNOK L is asserted in order to initialize the BOVll 
registers. When the capacitor discharges, the BDCOK H signal is 
enabled, the processor carries out a power-up sequence, and normal 
operation is resumed. 

BVENT 
The BVENT logic uses a switch located in E21 that allows the user to 
control the LTC function. When the switch is open, the bus BVENT L 
signal can be controlled by the LTC signal that is generated in the LSI-l1 
bus power supply. When the switch is closed, the BVENT L signal can be 
controlled by the program. 
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RI~VISIONS (I AND A 

1. The following part numbers distinguish re'Jision 0 from A. 

Socket 

E48 
E53 

RevO 

23-010E2 
23-011E2 

Rev A 

23-045E2 
23-046E2 

2. Revision 0 does not support auto-loading of more than 3 K words of 
ROM. 

3. Revision 0 does not support DEenet bootstrap for the DLV11-F and 
does not have the RXV21 boot. 

4. Revision 0 will test only 28K and print "?!''' for size if console test IS 

enabled. 

5. Revision 0 will only accept "Y" or "N" fm mnemonics and unit num
bers. 

6. Revision 0 does not default to ROM boot when it encounters an 
unrecognized switch pattern. 

7. Revision 0 uses switches B1, B2, and B3 for the ROM boot and is 
enabled by having switch B4 "ON" Revision A uses switches B2. B3, 
and B4 only. 
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DLV11 SERIAL LINE UNIT 

GENERAL 
The DLV11 serial line unit (SLU) interfaces asynchronous serial line 1/0 
devices with a 20 mA current loop or EIA interface to the LSI-ll bus. 

FEATURES 

• Either an optically isolated 20 mA current loop or an EIA interface 
selected by using the appropriate intorface cable option 

• Selectable crystal-controlled baud rates: 50. 75. 110. 134.5. 150. 
200. 3CJ. 600. 1200. '1800. 2400. 4800. 9600. and an externally 
supplied rate 

• Jumper-selectable stop bit and data bit formats 

• LSI-11 bus interface andl control logic for interrupt processing and 
vector generation 

• Control/status register (CSR) and data registers compatible with 
PDP-11 software routines. CSRs and data buffer registers directly 
accessed via processor instructions. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

CONFIGURATION 

General 

M7B40 

Double 

+ !S.O Vdc ± 5% at 1.0 A (1.6 A max) 
+ 12.0 Vdc ± 3% at 0.18 A (0.25 A max) 

2.5 
10 

The following paragraphs describe how the user can configure the mod
ule so that it will function within his system. The user can select the 
register address. parity. number of data bits. number of stop bits. baud 
rate. and type of serial interface. The descriptions of the registers and 
their standard factory addresses are listed in Table 1. Available jumpers 
are shown in Figure 1 and their applications are listed in Table 2. 
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Figure 1 DLV11 Jumper Locations 
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Register 

Table 1 Standard Addresses 

Mnemonic 
First 
Module 

DlV11 

Second 
Module 

Receiver control status 
Receiver data buffer 
Transmit control/status 
Transmit data buffer 

RCSR 
RBUF 
XCSR 
XBUF 
KCSR 
XCSR 

177560 
177562 
177564 
177566 

175610 
175612 
175614 
175616 

Standard vectors 060 
064 

330 
304 

Table 2 DLV11 SLU Factory Jumper Configuration 

Jumper 
Designation 

A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 
A 11 
A10 
A12 

V3 
V4 
V5 
V6 
V7 

NP 
2SB 
NB2 
NB1 

PEV 
FEH 
EIA 

Jumper 
State· Function Implemented 

I 
R 
R 
R 
I 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

I 
R 
R 
I 
I 

R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
I 
I 

This arrangement of jumpers A3 through A 12 
implements the octal device address 17756X. 
which is the assigned address for the console 
device SLU. The least significant digit is hard
wired on the module to address the four SLU 
device registers as follows: 

X=O. RCSR address 
X=2. Receive data register address 
X=4. XCSR address 
X= 6. Transmit data register address 

This jumper arrangement implements the inter
rupt vector: 60 for received data and 64 for 
transmitted data. 

No parity 
Two stop bits 
Eight data bits 

Even parity if N P installed 
Halt on framing error 
12 V EIA operation enabled 

• R = removed. I = installed 
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Table 2 DLV11 SLU Factory Jumper Configuration (Cont) 

Jumper Jumper 
Designation State· Function Implemented 

FRO 
FRl 
FR2 
FR3 

CL1 

Cl2 
Cl3 
Cl4 

R 
R 
R 
R 

:} 
I 

110 baud rate selected 

20 mA current loop active receiver and trans
mitter selected 

Jumpered with 180 ohm resistors 

• R = removed. I = installed 

Addresses 
Addresses for the DlVll can range from 160000 through 17777Xs. 
The least significant three bits (only bits 1 and 2 are used; bit 0 is 
ignored) address the desired register in the DlV11. as described in Table 
1. 

Address bits 3 through 12 are jumper-selected as shown in Figure 2. 

Since each DlV11 module has four registers. each requires four ad
dresses. Addresses 177560-177566 are reserved for the DlVl1 used 
with the console peripheral device. Additional DlVll modules should be 
assigned addresses from 175610 through 176176. allowing up to 30 
additional DlVll modules to be addressed. 

BOAL 

BITS r=",-------,-------,-...:. 
I, I, i ' I 
L-~I 

'11Ll I . 
"--------

ADORE.55 JUMPERS' 
',NSTAL ... ED'O 

Figure 2 CSR Address Selection 
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Word Format 
The word format for the RCSR register is detailed in Figure 3 and the 
functions are described in Table 3. 

ReSRD 
I 

OATASET 
STATUS 

(READ ONLY 

Bit 

15 

14-8 

7 

6 

5-1 

o 

~~!-L __ L-~ __ J-~ __ -L~I-J 
RECEIVER READER 

DONl ENABLE 
(READONLYl (WR!TE ONLY) 

~ECEIVER 
INTERRUPT 

ENABLE 
(READ/WRITE) 

Figure 3 RCSR Word Format 

Table 3 RCSR Word Format 

Function 

Dataset Status - Set when CARRIER or CLEAR TO SEND 
and DATA SET READY signals are asserted by an EIA 
device. Read-only bit. 

Not used. Read as O. 

Receiver Done - Set when an entire character has been 
received and is ready for input to the processor. This bit is 
automatically cleared when RBUF is addressed or when the 
BDCOK H signal goes false (low). A receiver interrupt is en
abled by the DLV11 when this bit is set and receiver inter
rupt is enabled (bit 6 is also set). Read-only bit. 

Interrupt Enable - Set under program control when It IS 

desired to generate a receiver interrupt request when a char
acter is ready for input to the processor (bit 7 is set). Cleared 
under program control or by the BINIT signal. Read/write 
bit. 

Not used. Read as O. 

Reader Enable _. Set by program control to advance the 
paper tape reader on a teletypewriter device to input a new 
character. Automatically cleared by the new character's start 
bit. Write-only bit. 
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The receiver data buffer register (RBUF) word format is shown in Figure 
4 and described in Table 4. 

o 

RBuF I'----'---...l.-----'--~_'________L_· '-r=_l~~-'---L~-----.J 
~ ____________ ~ ____ ~~--------- __ ----A-_____ ~~_. __ ~ ______ ~ 

Bit 

15-8 

7-0 

(NOT uSE 0) DATA AND PARITY 

(5- 7 9lT CATA IS RISHT JUSTIFIED. PARITY '5 BI, 7 
NO PAW!TY B,T IS PRESENT WHEN 8· BIT DATA IS uSED,) 

Figure 4 Receiver Data Buffer (RBUF) 

Table 4 RBUF Word Format 

Function 

Not used. Read as O. 

Contains five to eight data bits in a right-justified format 
MSB is the optional parity bit. Read-only bits. 

The transmit control/status register (XCSR) word format is shown in 
Figure 5 and described in Table 5. 

-RANSMIT 
READY 

IREADO~L.\ 

IREA~ IWR TE) 

Figure 5 Transmit Control Status (XCSR) 
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Bit 

15-8 

7 

6 

5-1 

o 

DLV11 

Table 5 XCSR Word Format 

Function 

Not used. Read as O. 

Transmit Ready - Set when XBUF is empty and can accept 
another character for transmission. It is also set during the 
power-up sequence by the BOCOK H signal. Automatically 
cleared when XBUF is loaded. When transmitter interrupt is 
enabled (bit 6 also set). an interrupt request is asserted by 
the 0 LV 11 when this bit liS set. Read-only bit. 

Interrupt Enable - Set under program control when it is de
sired to generate a transrnitter interrupt request when the 
DLV11 is ready to accept a character for transmission. Reset 
under program control or by the BINIT signal. Read/write 
bit. 

Not used. Read as O. 

Break - Set or reset under program control. When set. a 
continuous space level is transmitted. BI N IT resets this bit. 
Read/write bit. 

The transmit data buffer register (XBU F) word format is shown in Figure 
6 and described in Table 6. 

Bit 

15-8 

7-0 

o 

:- ~ 
I ~_~~-,I~~_~---'~--L-.~~ 

--.------"-----~-----. --~---- ~------~.------' 

(NOl USED) DATA 

Figure 6 Transmitter Data Buffer (XBU F) 

Table 6 XBUF Word Format 

Function 

Not used 

Contains five to eight right-justified data bits. Loaded under 
program control for serial transmission to a device. Write
only bits. 
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Interrupt Vectors 
Vectors can range from 0 through 37Xs. Vectors 60 and 64 are reserved 
for the console peripheral device. Additional DLV11 modules should be 
assigned vectors following any DRV11 modules installed in the system 
starting at 300. Vector bits 3 through 7 are selectable by the user to 
form the address as described in Figure 7. The factory configuration will 
set the receiver interrupt vector for 060 and the transmitter interrupt 
vector will be set at 064. 

BOAl 

BITS ,..:"-,--------"T-----.........:--'--

U ART Operation 

. -
'If :"':)f; JUMPER~ 

IfliSTAuED'O 
REMOVED ,I 

Figure 7 Interrupt Vector 

1 L 0 qEC[,II['" 
I <"IA!\jS"-',TTER 

RANGE (- ~"'4, 

The UART operation is programmed by using jumpers NP. 25B. N B 1. 
NB2. and PEV as shown below. 

Number of Data Bits 

NB1 NB2 

5 Installed Installed 
6 Removed Installed 
7 Installed Removed 
8 Removed Removed 

Number of Stop Bits Transmitted 
25B installed = One stop bit 
25B removed = Two stop bits 

Parity Transmitted 
NP removed = No parity bit 
NP and PEV installed = Odd parity 
NP installed and PEV removed = Even parity 

Baud Rate Selection 
Baud rate is programmed via jumpers FRO through FR3 as shown in 
Table 7. 
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Table 7 Baud Rate Selection 

Baud Rate FR3 FR2 FR! FRO 

50 I I R I 
75 I I R R 

110 R R R R 
134.5 I R I I 
150 R R R I 
200 I R I R 
300 R R I R 
600 I R R I 

1200 R I R R 
1800 R I R I 
2400 I R R R 
2400 R R I I 
4800 R I I R 
9600 R I I I 

External X 
(via pin BH 1) 

NOTE: 
I = installed X = don't care 
R = removed 

EIA Interface 
EIA drivers are enabled when jumper EIA is installed. This jumper applies 
-12 V to the EIA driver chip. It should be removed during 20 rnA current 
loop operation. 

20 rnA Current Loop Interface 
Jumpers CL 1 through Cl4 are associated with 20 rnA current loop inter
face operation. Remove EIA and remove or install Cl1 and Cl4 jumpers 
and Cl2 and Cl3 180 ohm resistors for the desired function as 
described below. 

The active current loop jumper configuration is shown in Figures 8 and 
9. 

Transmit: 

Receive: 

Cl4 jumper installed 
Cl3 resistor installed 

Cl1 jumper installed 
CL2 resistor installed 
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Figure 8 20 mA Active Current Loop Jumper Configuration 
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51 • I' 'I J 
20mA DAT~L~ KK t..--L ____ ~ _____ ~ 2 ~ __ ~_ :';ERI A ,_ our-

i 'I ,. i I 

I 
I 

CURRENT LOOP I 
MODE ENABLE --------------.. I I I I ' 

+12V ~~AA~,-i----~ 5 (---~ SERIA l _ our. 
-'VV'--_~""'_---~EE~T--+-__ --I--< 4 ~_~_ REAOER 

I 'I 'I I; ENABLE -

READ~~:!_N_~,pp {_I_~'_I __ ,~ __ ~ 6 (--~ READER 
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MODE ENABLE 1" I 

~VVP----~ 

Figure 9 Active 20 mA Current Loop Interface 
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The passive current loop jumper configuration is shown in Figures 10 
and 11. 

Transmit: 

Receive: 

CL4 jumper removed 
CL3 resistor removed 

CL 1 Jumper removed 
CL2 resistor removed 

The DLV11 IS supplied with jumpers CL 1 through CL4 wired for the 
active transmit. active receive mode (Figure 9). When in this mode, serial 
current limiting to 23 mA is provided by resistors (one each for transmit 
and receive functions) connected to the + 12 V source. Note that when 
module power is removed, the 20 mA transmit optical coupler closes the 
serial loop (active or passivH mode). When the DLV11 is used in the 
passive 20 mA mode (Figure 11 ). the serial device must produce the 20 
mA current Current limiting must be provided for transmit and receive 
currents in the serial device. 

DLV11 SERIAL LINE UNIT CIRCUITS 
(PASSiVE RECEIVE AND TRANSMIT) BC05M CABLE AS5Y SERIAL 20mA DEVICE 

r-----"'----~ 

20mA DATA IN Jl ~2 PI 
----r< s t-I ' ~ 3 

C.2 I I T I I 

+ 5V 

SERIAL 
DATA OUT 

---q- - 0 1 1 I I 1 '-----,----' ~?t3 ~-0 I I I I I 
CI10~~r< K ~mT -Frl-< 7 ~SERIAL IN - }-15V 

CL40-- -,--(1 AA~ -<5~SERIALOUT-- C- I 

SO H 

20mA IT~ _ RCVQ DATA ( L 

'I H" I 
S r H -Ic;Tc~TC-L ~SE""Rcc, ACCL--'--r-< E ~ 1 

DATA IN I 

1-------''--( KK ~ 

~ I 

1 
1 

I I 
-.l I 

I 1 

I I I 

+ 5Y 

SERIAL 
DATA IN 

~---'--~'I-<EE~ , -< 4 7 READER ENABLE-

I I 
1 

---'--,-- -++1 I 
-~ 

.-'-------
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Figure 11 20 rnA Passive Current Loop Jumper Configuration 

Framing Error Halt 
A framing error halt allows entry to console microcode directly from the 
console device by pressing the BREAK key. producing a framing error. A 
framing error occurs when the received character has no valid stop bit. 
This error condition is detected by the UART. FEH is factory-installed. 
causing the assertion of BHALT L when the framing error is detected 
The processor then executes console microcode. 

Installation 
Prior to installing the DLV11 on the backplane. first establish the desired 
priority level to determine the backplane slot in which the module will be 
installed. Then. check that jumpers are removed or installed as described 
for your application. Connection to the peripheral device is via an 
optional data interface cable. Cables are listed below. 

Application 

EIA Interface 
20 rnA Current Loop 

Cable Type" 

BC01V-Xor BC05C-X Modem Cable 
BC05M-X Cable Assembly 

• The -X in the cable number denotes length in feet. as follows: -1. -6. -10. -20. 
-25. For example. a 1 O-ft EIA interface cable would be ordered as BC05C-1 O. 
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Interfacing with 20 rnA Current Loop Devices 
When interfacing with 20 rnA current loop devices. the BC05M cable 
assembly provides the correct connections to the 40-pin connector on 
the DLVll. The peripheral device end of the cable is terminated with a 
Mate-N-Lok connector that is pin-compatible with the following periph
eral options: 

LA36 DECwriter 
L T33 Teletypewriter 
LT35 Teletypewrier 
VT05B Alphanumeric Terminal 
VT50 DECscope 
VT52 DECscope 
RT02 Alphanumeric Terminals 
DF01-A Acoustic Telephone Coupler 

The complete interface circuit provided by the BC05M cable and the 
associated DLV11 jumpers is shown in Figure 10. 

NOTE 
When the DLV11 is used with teletypewriter de
vices. a 0.005 JlF capacitor must be installed 
between split lugs TP1 and TP2. 

After configuring the module jumpers and installing the proper interface 
cable. the DLV11 can be installed in the backplane. 

Interfacing with EIA-Cornpatible Devices 
When interfacing with EIA devices. the BCO 1 V or BC05C modem cable 
provides the correct connection to the 40-pin connector on the D LV 11 . 
The peripheral device end of the cable is terminated with a Cinch DB25P 
connector that is pin-compatible with Bell 103. 113 modems. Connector 
pinning and signal levels conform to EIA specification RS232C. The 
complete EiA interface circuit IS shown in Figure 12; jumpers are shown 
in Figure 13 

OPTIONAL HARDWARE 

Cables 
BC05M 
BC05C 

20 rnA; H856 to Mate-N-Lok female 
EIA; H856 to Cinch 25-pin male. 
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Connectors 
H856 
Cinch DB25S 
Mate-N-Lok (male) 
Mate-N-Lok (male) 
Mate-N-Lok (female) 
Mate-N-Lok (female) 

Miscellaneous 
BC05F 

BC03P 

H312A 

To module 
To BC05C 
12-09340-01 connector 
12-09378-01 contacts 
12-09340-00 connector 
12-09379-01 contacts 

20 mA extension cable 
(Mate-N-Lok to Mate-N-Lok) 

Null modem cable 
(female Cinch to female Cinch) 

Null modem 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

DLV11 

The DLV11 functions as an interface between an asynchronous serial 
communication channel and the LSI-11 bus. It performs serial-to-paral
lei and parallel-to-serial data conversion with the universal asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter (UART) The UART includes the receiver functions 
and the transmitter functions. The receiver .performs serial-to-parallel 
conversion of 5-, 6-, 7- or 8-level codes. The character length is select
able and the characters appear right justified in the data buffer register 
stripped of start. stop, and parity bits. The transmitter section performs 
parallel-to-serial conversion of data provided by the LSI-11 bus. The 
character length and stop code are the same as used in the receiver 
section. This section adds the start. stop, and parity bits to the data 
being transmitted A function diagram of the module is shown in Figure 
14 

UART Operation 
The main function on the DLV 11 module is the universal asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter (UART) chip. This is a 40-pin LSI chip that is 
capable of parallel I/O with the computer bus and asynchronous serial 
I/O with an external device. Jumpers allow the user to select parity 
functions, number of stop bits. and number of data bits. Both transmit 
and receive functions are totally asynchronous in operation. The transmit 
clock is always driven by the baud rate generator's CLK L signal. CLK L 
is applied to one MSPAREB backplane pin (BK1). where it is connected 
to MSPAREB pin BL 1; this is the receive function UART clock input 
(RCLK L) signal. 
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When a user application requires split transmit and eceive baud rates. 
the MSPA.RE jumper can be broken from pins BK1 and BL 1 and an 
external receive baud rate signal can be applied to BL 1 (the drive fre
quency should be 16 times the desired baud ratel. 

Baud Rate Generator 
The baud rate generator produces the desired UART clock and a fixed 
24576 M Hz clock for the -12 V inverter circuit. A crystal-controlled 
oscillator produces the basic 2.457E> MHz frequency for the baud rate 
generator. A single baud rate generator chip divides this frequency to 
produce the available baud rates. Jumpers select the desired baud rate 
for the CLK L output signal 

Bus Drivers and Receivers 
Bus drivers and receivers interface directly with the LSI-11 bus. Line 
receivers produce RDABO--12 H signals in response to BDALO-12 L bus 
signals. When an input data or vector transfer is desired. function decod
ing and control logic generates an aGtive INPUT ENABLE signal. which 
enables the bus drivers. When a data input operation is selected. the 
UART receiver data buffm contents (RDO-7 Hl are routed through the 
data selector (DDABO-7 Hl to the BDAL bus. When responding to an 
interrupt acknowledge signal. interface control logic generates VEC L. 
which selects the vector address produced by jumpers W6-W1 O. In ad
dition. DALO. 6. 7. and 1!i are driven by CSR selection and gating cir
cuits when a data input transfer from either the receiver (RCSRl or 
transmitter (XCSFl controllstatus re9ister is performed. 

Address Decoding 
Address decoding logic responds to the address present on the bus 
when BSYNC L is asserted. The DLV11 device address is contained on 
RDAB3-12 H. along with address bits RDABO. 1, and 2 H. which are 
decoded by function decoding logic. Address bits are not required for 
bank selection since all devices, such as any DLV11, reside in the upper 
4K bank (addresses ranging from 28-32Kl. The processor generates an 
active BBS7 L signal. indicating an liD device addressing operation. Ad
dress selection jumpers A3-A 12 allow the user to configure address bits 
3-12. When the 0 LV 11 is addressed, device selection is indicated by an 
active ME signal. This signal remains active throughout the entire liD 
cycle (while BSYNC L remains active). enabling function decoding. 

Function Decoding and Control 
Function decoding and control logic decodes DLV11 internal gating 
functions based on address selection, address bits RDABO, 1, and 2 H, 
bus signals BDIN L BDOUT Land BSYNC L, and the VEC L signal 
generated by the interface control logic. In addition to generating func
tion select signals, this circuit inverts BSYNC L to produce SYNC H 
whose leading edge clocks the address decoding logic. A truth table af 
function select signals is provided in Table 8. 
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Table 8 DLV11 Function Decoding 

Address Inputs Control Inputs Function Select Signals (low-active) 

SEl SEl SEl SEl SEL SEl SEL 
Al A2 BOIN L BOOUT L MEL OIN L 21N L 41N L OOUTL 61N L 40UTL 60UT L 

N X X X X H H H H H H H H 

W L L L X L L H H H H H H 
(Xl H L L X L H L H H H H H 

L H L X L H H L H H H H 
L L H L L H H H L H H H 
L H H L L H H H H H L H 
H H H L L H H H H H H L 
H H L H L H H H H L H H 
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Interface Control Logic 
Interface control logic produces the BRPLY L signal in response to 1/0 
operations, contains the Interrupt control logic, and receives a nd dis
tributes the BI N IT L initialize signal. This function also contains the 
transmit data interrupt enable (TDINTEN H~ flip-flop and receiver data 
interrupt enable (RDINTENI H~ flip-flop; both flip-flops can be read or 
written by the LSI-ll bus. RDINTEN is set or reset by BDAL6 L; the flip
flop is clocked on the leading edge of SELOOUT L. Similarly, TDINTEN is 
set or reset by BDAL6 L; this flip-flop is clocked on the leading edge of 
SEL40UT L 

Receiver-generated interrupts occur as a result of the RDINTEN flip-flop 
being set (interrupts enabled) and an active receiver data available (DA 
H~ UART status signal. When this condition occurs, the receiver data 
interrupt request flip-flop sets and generates an active BI RO L signal. 
The LSI-ll bus responds (if Its PS bit 7 is not set) by asserting BDIN L; 
this enables the device requesting the interrupt to place its vector on the 
BOAL bus when the interrupt request is acknowledged. The processor 
then asserts BIAKO L, acknowledging the interrupt request, The inter
face control logic receives B IAKI L and responds by generating active 
VEC Land BRPLY L. signals, placing its interrupt vector on the LSI-11 
bus and clearing the BIRO L signal. The stored BIAK signal is cleared 
when the next BIAKI L signal is received and the DLV11 is not request
ing an interrupt 

Transmitter-generated interrupts occur in a manner similar to the 
receiver-generated interrupts. However, they occur as a result of the 
TOINTEN flip-flop being set (interrupts enabled~ and when the trans
mitter buffer empty (TBMT H~ UART signal is active (high~. Note that if 
the transmitter and receiver functions request interrupts simultaneously, 
the receiver interrupt vector will be transmitted on the first interrupt 
cycle, and the transmitter interrupt vector will be transmitted on a sub
sequent (separate) interrupt sequence, If BIAKI L is received and the 
DLV11 is not requesting an interrupt. it passes BIAKO L to the next 
device in the priority chain. 

The interface control logic also generates the DLV11 's BR PLY L signal. 
It generates this signal when any function select signal is asserted or 
VEC L is generated 

The system initialize signall (BINIT U is generated by the processor to 
reset all peripheral device registers. Interface control logic responds by 
clearing all control flip-flops, includil1g the interrupt request. interrupt 
acknowledge, and break flip-flops. The UART's R BU F and XBU F data 
registers are not cleared by BINIT L; however, the initialize signal does 
clear the DAH signal and set the TBMT H signal. 
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CSR Selection and Gating 
CSR selection and gating logic enables the LSI-11 bus to read receiver 
and transmitter control/status bits. Functions are summarized below. 

Read RCSR (SELOIN L asserted) 
CARRIER or CLR TO SEND Dr DATA SET READY -> BDAL 15 
DAH -> BDAL7 
RDINTEN H -> BDAL6 

Read XCSR (SEL4IN L asserted) 
TBMTH -> BDAL7 
TDINTEN H -> BDAL6 
BREAK H -> BDALO 

Break Logic 
Break logic comprises the break status flip-flop. It is set or cleared by the 
LSI-11 bus by BDALO while eXHcuting a bus output cycle with the 
XCSR. Thus. the duration of the break signal IS program controlled. The 
break flip-flop is clocked on the leading edge of the SEL40UT H signal. 
When set. the serial output line is continuously negated (space) or open 
circuit. The status of the break flip-flop can be read in XCSR bit a 

Reader Run Logic 
The reader run logic enables DLV11 generation of a READER RUN pulse 
for 20 mA current loop teletypewlriter devices. It is enabled by loading 
RCS R bit 0; the LSI-11 bus asserts B DA La and causes generation of the 
SELOOUT H signal (load RCSR). READER RUN is asserted and remains 
active until the received serial data has been in a mark condition for the 
duration of eight consecutive clock pulses. The start bit of the serial input 
(SI) from the low-speed reader initiates a 4-bit binary counter. When 
eight CLK L pulses have been counted (equivalent to one-half of the start 
bit). READER RUN is negated. 

EIA Interface Circuits 
An EIA interface is provided by EIA drivers and receivers. EIA signal 
drivers are provided for EIA TRANS DATA. ROSTTO SEND. DATA TER
MINAL READY (always an active high). and BUSY (always an active 
low). Jumper EIA applies -12 V to the EIA driver chip when the DLV11 
is used with EIA-compatible devices. EIA signal receivers are provided 
for EIA DATA IN. CARRIER or CLEAR TO SEND. and DATA SET 
READY. The optional BC05C modem cable connects the output signal of 
the EIA DATA IN driver (EIA/TTL RCVD DATA) to the TTL SERIAL 
DATA IN input to the UART. 
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20 rnA Loop Current Interface 
The 20 mA loop current interface is provided by optical isolation. An 
active 20 mA current loop is provided when jumpers Cll through Cl4 
are installed. If the jumpers are removed. 20 mA passive current loop 
operation is selected. The optional BC05M cable assembly connects the 
20 rnA/TTL RCVD DATA optical coupler signal output to the TTL 
SERIAL DATA IN input of the UART. When the DlVll is used with a 
110 baud teletypewriter device. a 0.005 /-IF. 100 V filter capacitor 
should be installed between terminals TPl and TP2. 

-12 V Inverter 
The -12 V inverter generates -12 V for use by the UART chip and EIA 
driver and receiver chips. Input to the circuit is the ClK signal (2.4576 
M Hz) and + 12 V. The output is zener regulated to -12 V. 
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DLV11-E ASYNCHRONOUS LINE INTERFACE 

GENERAL 
The DLV11-E is an asynchronous line interface module that interfaces 
the LSI-11 bus to any of several standard types of serial commu
nications lines. The module receives serial data from peripheral devices. 
assembles it into parallel data. and transfers it to the LSI-11 bus. It 
accepts data from the LSI-11 bus. converts it into serial data. and trans
mits it to the peripheral devices. The DLV11-E offers full modem control 
and EIA type interface. 

FEATURES 

• Jumper- or program-selectable. crystal-controlled baud rates: 50. 75. 
110.134.5.150.300.600.1200.1800.2000.2400.3600.4800. 
7200. 9600. and 19.200. Split transmit and receive baud rates are 
possible. 

• Provisions for user-supplied external clock inputs for baud rate con
trol 

• Jumper-selectable stop bit and data bit formats 

• LSI-11 bus interface and control logic for interrupt processing and 
vectored addressing of interrupt service routines 

• Control. status. and data buffer registers directly accessible via pro
cessor instructions 

• Full modem control (Bell 103. 113. 202C. 202D. and 212-com
patible) 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

M8017 

Double 

+5.0Vdc ± 5%at 1.0A 
+ 12.0 Vdc ± 3% at 0.18 A 

1.6 
1.0 
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CONFIGURATION 

General 
The following paragraphs describe how the user can configure the mod
ule so that it will function within his system. The user can select the 
register addresses. interrupt vectors. data format. baud rate. and inter
face mode. The descriptions of the registers and their standard factory 
addresses are listed in Table 1. The jumpers used on this module consist 
of wire-wrap pins to which the connections are made; their locations are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2. A complete listing of the jumpers and a de
scription of their functions are contained in Table 2. 

Addresses for the DLV11-E can range from 160000 through 1777708 

The least significant three bits (only bits 1 and 2 are used; bit 0 is 
ignored) address the desired register in the module. as described in Table 
1. Address bits 3 through 12 are jumper-selected as illustrated in Figure 
2. 

Since each module has four registers. each requires four addresses. Ad
dresses 177560-177566 are reserved for the module used with the 
console peripheral device. Additional modules should be assigned 
addresses from 175610 through 176176. allowing up to 30 additional 
DLV11-E modules to be addressed. 

Table 1 Standard Assignments 

Console Second 
Description Mnemonic Module Module 

Register 
Receiver Control/Status RCSR 177560 175610 
Receiver Data Buffer RBUF 177562 175612 
Transmit Control/Status XCSR 177564 175614 
Transmit Data Buffer XBUF 177566 175616 

Interrupts 
Receiver 60 300 
Transmitter 64 304 
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Figure 2 DLV11-E Addressing 

Table 2 DLV11-E Jumper Definitions 

NOTE 
Jumpers are inserted to enable the function they 
control except for those jumpers which indicate 
negation (such as "-B" and "E"). Negated jump
ers are removed to enable the functions they 
control. 

Function 

These jumpers correspond to bits 3 through 12 of the ad
dress word. When inserted, they will cause the bus interface 
to check for a true condition on the corresponding address 
bit 

Used to generate the vector during an interrupt transaction. 
Each inserted ju mper will assert the corresponding vector bit 
on the LSI-11 bus. 

Receiver and transmitter baud rate select jumpers during 
common speed operation. 

Receiver-only baud rate select jumpers during split speed 
operation as defined in Table 3. 

Transmitter baud rate select jumpers during split speed op
eration. 

Both receiver and transmitter baud rate if maintenance 
mode is entered during split speed operation as defined in 
Table 3. 
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Table 2 DLV11·E Jumper Definitions (Cont) 

Function 

Jumper is Inserted to enable break generation. 

Jumper is inserted for operation with parity. 

Removed for even parity: inserted for odd parity. 

These jumpers select the desired number of data bits. as 
defined in Table 4. 

Jumper is inserted to enable the programmable baud rate 
capability. 

These jumpers are inserted for common speed operation. 
(Note that Sand S 1 must be removed when C and C 1 are 
inserted.) . 

Inserted for split speed operation. (Note that C and C1 must 
be removed when Sand S 1 are inserted.) 

This jumper is inserted to assert BHAL T L when a framing 
error is received. except when the maintenance bit is set. 
This places the processor in the halt mode. 

Jumper B is inserted to negate BDCOK H when a break 
signal or framing error is received. except when the mainte· 
nance bit is set. This causes the processor to reboot. 
(Jumper ·B must be removed when B is inserted.) 

Jumper is removed to force data terminal ready signal on. 

Jumper is removed to force request to send signal on. 

This jumper is inserted to enable normal transmission of the 
request to send signal. 

Inserted to enable transmission of the force busy signal (for 
Bell model 103 E data sets). 

These are test jumpers used during the manufacture of the 
module. They are not defined for field use. 
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Interrupt Vectors 
The interrupt vectors are selected by uSing jumpers V3 to V8 The stand
ard configuration is shown In Figure 3 and Table 1 The vectors can 
range from 001 through 774. Note that vectors 60 and 64 are reserved 
for the console device. Additional D LV 11- E modules shou Id be assigned 
vectors following any DRV11 parallel interface modules installed in the 
system that start at address 300. 

BDAl 

81 T5 ,---"~----'-~-r----'----'--. 08 .,----,----r---r-,--,. '-'0 

1< 0 I j 0 I 0 I 0 I cTeH I R R I R I I c I~ 
SELECTED BY uSER I I I I I L 0 RECEIVER 

ASSERTED BY INTERRUPT ~ ~ ~: ~ :;. S; 1 'T~ANSMITTER 
LOGIC CIRCUIT '----------y-----'---" CONTROLLED BY INTERRUPT 

VE :TOR JUMPERS 
NST,UlED,1 

REMOVED' 0 

Figure 3 DLV11-E Interrupt Vectors 

Baud Rate Selection 

LOGIC CIR;:Ulr 

The DLV11-E allows the user to configure jumpers TO-T3 and RO-R3 
for the transmit baud rate and the receiver baud rate as shown in Table 
3. 

Data Bit Selection 
The number of data bits being transmitted or received by the DLV 11-E is 
user-selectable by installing or removing jumpers 1 and 2. The specific 
number of data bits as controlled by the cunfiguration of jumpers 1 and 
2 is shown in Table 4. 

Factory Configuration 
The user can reconfigure any of the jumpers so that the module will 
meet his requirements. The factory configuration as shipped is shown in 
Table 5 to assist the user in determining what changes are required. 

Registers 
The word format for the DLV11-E CSR is shown in Figure 4 and func
tionally described in Table 6. 
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Table 3 DLV1 1-E Baud Rate Selection 

Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit 
Program Control 15 14 13 12 11 • 
Receive Jumpers R3 R2 R1 RO Baud 
Transmit Jumpers T3 T2 T1 TO Rate 

I 50 
I R 75 

I I R I 110 
I I R R 134.5 
I R I I 150 
I R I R 300 
I R R I 600 
I R R R 1200 
R I I I 1800 
R I I R 2000 
R I R I 2400 
R I R R 3600 
R R I I 4800 
R R I R 7200 
R R R I 9600 
R R R R 19200 

I = Jumper inserted = program bit cleared. 
R = Jumper removed = program bit set 

• Bit 11 of the XCSR (write-only bit) must be set in order to select a new baud 
rate under program control. t~lso, jumper PB must be inserted to enable baud 
rate selection under program control. 

Table 4 DLV1 1 -E Data Bit Selection 

Jumpers Number of Data Bits 

2 1 

I 
I 
R 
R 

I 
R 
I 

R 
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Table 5 DLV11-E Factory Jumper Configuration 

Jumper 
Designation 

A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
AS 
A9 
A10 
A 11 
A12 

V3 
V4 
V5 
V6 
V7 
VS 

RO 
R1 
R2 
R3 

TO 
T1 
T2 
T3 

BG 
P 

E 

1 
2 

PB 

C 
C1 

Jumper 
State 

I 
R 
R 
R 
I 
I 
I 
R 
I 
I 

R 
R 
R 
I 
I 
R 

I 
R 
I 
I 

I 
R 
R 
R 

I 
R 

R 

R 
R 

R 

Function Implemented 

Jumpers A3 through A 12 implement de
vice address 17561 X. The least signifi
cant octal digit is hardwired on the 
module to address the four device regis
ters as follows: 

X=O 
X = 2 
X=4 
X=6 

RCSR 
RBUF 
XCSR 
XBUF 

This jumper selection implements inter
rupt vector address 3008 for receiver 
interrupts and 3048 for transmitter inter
rupts. 

The module is configured to receive at 
110 baud. 

The transmitter is configured for 9600 
baud if split speed operation is used. 

Break generation is enabled. 
Parity bit is disabled. 

Parity type is not applicable when P is re
moved 

Operation with S data bits per character. 

Programmable baud rate function dis
abled. 

Common speed operation enabled. 
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Table 5 DLV11-E Factory Jumper Configuration (Cont) 

Jumper 
Designation 

Jumper 
State Function Implemented 

S 
S1 

H 

B 

FD 

RS 

FB 

EF 

MT 

M 
M1 

Bit 

15 

R 
R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 
R 

Split speed operation disabled. 

Halt on framing error disabled. 

Boot on framing error disabled. 

The data terminal ready signal is not 
forced continuously true. 

The circuitry controlling the request to 
send signal is enabled. 

The force busy signal is disabled. 

Error flags are enabled. 

Maintenance bit disabled. 

Factory test jumpers. Not defined for field 
use. 

Figure 4 DLV11-E RCSR Word Format 

Table 6 DLV11-E RCSR Bit Assignments 

Name 

DATA SET INT 
(Data Set Interrupt) 

Description 

This bit initiates an interrupt se
quence provided the DSET INT EN B 
(bit 5) is also set. 
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Table 6 DLV11-E RCSR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Bit 

14 

13 

12 

11 

Name 

RING 

CLR TO SEND 
(Clear to Send) 

CAR DET 
(Carrier Detect) 

RCVR ACT 
(Receiver Active) 

Description 
---------------------This bit is set whenever CAR DET, 

CLR TO SEND, or SEC REC changes 
state, Ie., on a 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 tran
sition of anyone of these bits. It is 
also set when RING changes from 0 
to 1. 

Cleared by INIT or by reading the 
RCSR. Because reading the register 
clears the bit. it is, in effect. a "read
once" bit 

When set indicates that a ringing 
signal is being received from the 
data set Note that the ringing signal 
is not a level but an EIA control with 
a duty cycle of 2 seconds ON and 4 
seconds OFF. 

Read-only bit. 

The state of this bit is dependent on 
the state of the clear to send signal 
from the data set. When set. this bit 
indicates an ON condition: when 
clear, it indicates an OFF condition. 

Read-only bit. 

This bit is set when the data carrier 
is received. When clear, It indicates 
either the end of the current trans
mission activity or an error condi
tion. 

Read-oniy bit. 

When set. this bit indicates that the 
DLV11-E's receiver is active. The bit 
is set at the center of the start bit. 
which ,s the beginning of the input 
serial data from the device, and is 
cleared by the leading edge of R 

___________________________ D_O_N __ E_H. ________________ __ 
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Table 6 DLV1'I-E RCSR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name 

SEC REC 
(Secondary Received 
or Supervisory 
Received Data) 

Not Used 

RCVR DONE 
(Receiver Done) 

RCVR INT ENB 
(Receiver Interrupt 
Enable) 

DSET INT ENB 
(Data Set Interrupt 
Enable) 

Not Used 

Description 

Read-only bit; cleared by INIT or by 
F!DONE H (bit n 
This bit provides a receive capability 
for the reverse channel of a remote 
station. A space (+6 V) is read as a 
1. (A transmit capability is provided 
by bit 3.) 

Read-only bit. 

Fleserved for future use. 

This bit is set when an entire char
acter has been received and is ready 
for transfer to the processor. When 
set. initiates an interrupt sequence 
provided RCVR INT ENB (bit 6) is 
also set. 

Cleared whenever the receiver buf
fer (RBUF) is addressed. Also 
cleared by INIT. 

Read-only bit. 

When set. allows an interrupt se
quence to start when RCVR DONE 
(bit 7) sets. 

Read/write bit; cleared by IN IT. 
(See Note 1.) 

When set. allows an interrupt se
quence to start when DATA SET 
I NT (bit 15) sets. 

Read/write bit; cleared by IN IT. 
(See Note 1.) 

Reserved for future use. 
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Bit 

3 

2 

Table 6 DLV11-E RCSR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name 

SEC XMIT 
(Secondary 
Transmitted or 
Supervisory 
Transmitted Data) 

REO TO SEND 
(Request to Send) 

DTR 
(Data Terminal 
Ready) 

Description 

This bit provides a transmit capabil
ity for a reverse channel of a remote 
station. When set, transmits a space 
(~+ 11.5 V). (A receive capability is 
provided by bit 10.) 

Read/writH bit; cleared by I NIT. 

A control lead to the data set which 
is required for transmission. A 
jumper 011 the DLV11-E ties this bit 
to R EO TO SEN D or force busy in 
the data set. 

Read/writH bit; cleared by I N IT. 

A control lead for the data set com
munication channel. When set. per
mits connection to the channel. 
When clear, disconnects the inter
face from the channel. 

Read/write bit; must be cleared by 
the program; is not cleared by INIT. 
(See Note 2.) 

NOTES 
1. When clearing an Ilnterrupt enable bit first 

set the appropriate processor status bit = 1. 
After the interrupt enable bit at the module is 
cleared, the processor may be returned to its 
norm al priority. 

2. The state of this bit is not defined after 
power-up, 

3. INIT LSI-11 bus BINIT signal assertion. 
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The word format for the DLVll-E RBUF register is shown in Figure 5 
and functionally described in Table 7. 

Bit 

15 

14 

13 

., 06 J<; 04 0) 

L I J' 'e I 
l_·RR_' -"., ~_,_e--,-i _fR_R _f,,_c~ __ R_E SI::F;> ._EC __ -L-___ ~E_-(_ElV_EC_-_~A'_A_8_'~ s ___ ---.J 

Figure 5 DLVll-E RBUF Word Format 

Table 7 DlV11-E RBUF Bit Assignments 

Name 

ERROR 
(Error) 

Description 

Used to indicate that an error condi
tion IS present. This bit is the logical 
OR of OR ERR. FR ERR. and P ERR 
(bits 14. 13. and 12. respectively). 
Whenever one of these bits is set. it 
causes error to set. This bit is not 
connected to the interrupt logic. 

Head-only bit. cleared by removing 
the error-producing condition. 

NOTE 
Error indications remain present until the next 
character is I-ecelved. at which time the error 
bits are updated INIT clears the error bits. 

OR ERR 
(Overrun Errod 

FR ERR 
(Framing Error) 

When set. indicates that reading of 
the previously received character 
was not completed (RCVR DONE 
not cleared) prior to receiving a new 
character. 

Read-only bit. Cleared by INIT. 

When set. indicates that the charac
ter that was read had no valid stop 
bit. 

Read-only bit. Cleared by INIT. 
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Bit 

12 

11-8 

7-0 

Table 7 DLVll-E R BU F Bit Assignments (Cant) 

Name 

P ERR 
(Paiity Error) 

Not Used 

RECEIVED 
DATA BITS 

Description 

When set, indicates that the parity 
received does not agree with the ex
pected parity. This bit is always 0 if 
no parity is selected. 

Read-only bit. Cleared by INIT. 

Reserved for future use. 

Holds the character just read. If less 
than eight bits are selected, then the 
buffer is right-justified into the least 
significant bit positions. In this case, 
the higher unused bit or bits are 
read as Os. 

Read-only bits; not cleared by INIT. 

NOTE 
I N IT LSI-11 bus BIN IT signal assertion. 

The word format for the DLV11·E XCSR register is shown in Figure 6 
and functionally described in Table 8. 

Bit 

15-12 

to 09 08 07 06 C5 04 03 

RESERVED I X_~IT 
~y 

XM IT 
INT 
ENS 

~E5ERVED 

.~-~ 

Figure 6 D LV 11-E XCS R Word Format 

Table 8 DLVll-E X.CSR Bit Assignments 

Name 

PBR SEL 
(Programmable 
Baud Rate Select) 

Description 
.-----------------

When set. these bits choose a baud 
rate from 50-9600 baud. See Table 
3. 

Write-only bits. 
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Table 8 DLV11-E XCSR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name 

PBR ENB 
( Programmable 
Baud Rate Enable) 

Not Used 

XMIT ROY 
(Transmitter Ready) 

XMIT INT ENS 
(Transmitter 
Interrupt Enable) 

Not Used 

MAINT 

Not Used 

Description 

This bit must be set in order to 
select a new baud rate indicated by 
bits 12 to 15. 

Write-only bits. 

Reserved for future use. 

This bit is set when the transmitter 
buffer (XBU F) can accept another 
character. When set. it initiates an 
interrupt sequence provided XM IT 
I NT EN B (bit 6) is also set. 

When set. allows an interrupt 
sequence to start when XMIT ROY 
(bit 7) is set. 

Read/write bits; cleared by I NIT. 
(See Note.) 

Reserved for future use. 

Used for maintenance function. 
When set. connects the transmitter 
senal output to the receiver serial 
input while disconnecting the exter
nal device from the receiver serial 
input. It also forces the receiver to 
run at transmitter baud rate speed 
when common speed operation is 
enabled. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

Reserved for future use. 
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Bit 

o 

Table 8 DLV11-E XCSR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name 

BREAK 

Description 

When set. transmits a continuous 
space to the external device. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

NOTE 
When clearing an interrupt enable bit first set 
the appropriate processor status word bit = 1. 
After the interrupt enable bit at the module is 
cleared, the processor may be returned to its 
normal priority. 

The word format for the DLV11-E XBUF register is shown in Figure 7 
and functionally described in Table 9. 

'5 

Bit 

15-8 

7-0 

08 07 00 

RESERVED TRANSMITTER DATA BUFFER 

11-5155 

Figure 7 DLV11-E XBUF Word Format 

Table 9 DLV11-E XBUF Bit Assignments 

Name 

Not Used 

TRANSMITTER 
DATA BUFFER 

Description 

Not defined. Not necessarily read as 
Os. 

Holds the character to be trans
ferred to the external device. If less 
than eight bits are used, the charac
ter must be loaded so that it is right
justified into the least significant 
bits. 

Write-only bits. Not necessarily read 
as Os. 
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Installation 
Prior to installing the DLV111-E on the backplane, first establish the 
desired priority level to determine the backplane slot in which the mod
ule will be installed. Then. check that module configuration jumpers are 
configured as required for your application. Connection to the peripheral 
device is via an optional BC05C-X' modem cable for EIA interface appli
cations. 

The BC05C modem cable provides the correct connection to the 40-pin 
connector on the D LV 11-E. The peripheral device end of the cable is 
terminated with a Cinch D B2 5 P connector that is pin-compatible with 
Bell 103, 113, 202C, 202D. and 212 modems. Connector pinning and 
signal levels conform to EIA specification RS232C. The EIA interface 
circuit is shown in Figure 8; jumpers are shown in Figure 1. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
Major functions contained on the DLV11-E are shown in Figure 9. Com
munications between the processor and the DLV11-E are executed via 
programmed I/O operations or interrupt-driven routines. 

Bus Interface 
The bus interface circuit signal levels consist of data moving between 
the LSI-11 bus and the module's internal tri-state bus. It decodes the 
device address and produces an address match (MATCH H) signal and it 
places interrupt vectors on the LSI-11i bus. The bus interface receives 
from the LSI-11 bus unless lit IS switched to transmit to the LSI-11 bus. 
The Interrupt logic can cause the bus interface to transmit either a trans
mitter or receiver interrupt vector and the liD control logic can cause the 
bus Interface to transmit or receive data to or from the LSI-11 bus. 

The bus interface receives LSI 11 bus lines BDALOO L through BDAL 15 
L and places them on the module's tri-state bus. If BBS7 L is asserted. 
the CIrcuit decodes BDAL03 L through BDAL 12 L and asserts MATCH 
H. Jumpers A3-A 12 are configured to allow the option to respond to 
specific device register addresses. Jumpers V3-V8 select the options' 
II1te rrupt vector. 

I/O Control Logic 
When the liD control logic receives MATCH H from the bus interface, it 
decodes tri-state bus lines DATOO H through DAT02 H and selects the 
addressed device register. The liD control logic exchanges bus control 
signals with the processor to perform input and output data transfers . 

• X = Length in feet. Standard length is 2!; feet. 
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Figure 8 DLV11-E Peripheral Interface Signal Flow 
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During an Interrupt transaction, VECTOf~ H from the interrupt logic 
causes the circuit to assert BRPLY L in response to BDIN L During data 
transactions, the 1/0 control logic asserts INWD L to switch the bus 
interface transceivers from receiving to transmitting. 

Control/Status Registers 
The receiver control/status register (RCSf~) and the transmitter con
trol/status register (XCSR) are enabled by selectiDn signals from the 1/0 
control logic. The CSRs are byte addressable for reading status bits or 
writing control bits. 

Data Buffers 
The receiver buffer (R BU F) and transmitter buffer (XBU F) provide 
double-buffering in that one byte of data can be held while another byte 
is entering or exiting. This allows asynchronous, full-duplex operation. 
Data is handled in the low byte of the registers. The buffer control circuI
try places receiver buffer error flag bits in the high byte of the RBUF. It 
also sends a status bit to the RCSR and a framing error bit (FE H) to the 
break logic. 

Receiver Active Circuit 
This circuit monitors the received serial data line and sets a status bit 
(RCVR ACT) as soon as the RBUF begins receiving data. It clears the bit 
when a full character of data has been received. 

I nterrupt Logic 
The DLV11-E can generate transmitter Interrupts. If the XBUF is ready 
to serialize another character of data and the transmitter interrupt enable 
bit is set in the XCSR, the interrupt logic requests to interrupt the proces
sor (by asserting BIRO U. If the processor acknowledges via the 
BIAKI/BIAKO daisy-chain, the Interrupt logic asserts VECTOR Hand 
VECROSTB H. These signals cause the bus interface to place the trans
mitter function interrupt vector address on the LSI-l1 bus. 

The module also can request a receiver interrupt If the R BU F has 
received a character and the receiver interrupt bit is set in the RCSR 
When the interrupt request is acknowledged, the interrupt logic asserts 
VECTOR H. VECTOR H causes the bus interface circuit to place the 
receiver function interrupt vector on the LSI-ll bus. (VECROSTB H is 
used only for a transmitter interrupt.) 

The DLV11-E also generates a receiver Interrupt as a result of data set 
status. If the data set Interrupt enable bit is set in the RCSR, a receiver 
interrupt will result from a chang,e of state on any of the modem control 
lines (ring, clear to send, carrier, or secondary received data). 
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The Interrupt acknowiedge daisy-chain 18 IA KI/8 IA KG) passes through 
both the receiver and transmitter sections of the interrupt logic. It goes 
through the receiver section first. thereby giving the receiver channel 
priority over the transmitter channel. 

Baud Rate Control 
The baud rate control establishes the speed at which the data buffers 
handle serial data. It produces clock signals by dividing a crystal 
osciilator frequency by an amount selected by jumpers or the program. 
The CliCUit can be Jumpered to generate either independent transmitter 
3;10 reCei\er Clocks (spilt speed operation) or a common clcck (common 
speed operation). 

When the pro'Jrammable baud rate enable bit IS set in the XeSR. the 
baud rate control decodes tri-state bus lines D.AT12 H through DAT15 
H. These lJits control the receive baud rate in spiit speed operation and 
both transmit and receive baud rate in common speed operation. When 
programmable baud rate is not enabled, the baud rates are controlled by 
jumpers in split speed operation, jumpers RO-R3 control the receive 
baud rate and jumpers TO-T3 control the transmit baud rate. In common 
speed operation, RO-R3 control both baud rates. 

The circuit also has provisions for a user-supplied external clock. 

Break Logic 
A break signal is a continuous spacing condition on the serial data line. If 
the break bit IS set In the XeSR, the module will transmit a break signal 
to the peripheral device (normally another processor). If the module re
ceives a break signal from the peripheral device (normally a console 
device\. the R BU F control circuitry interprets the absence of stop bits as 
a framing error. The circuit can be jumpered to ignore the framing error, 
to place the processor in the halt mode, or to cause the processor to 
reboot. The break logic asserts B HALT L to halt the processor. It negates 
BDeOK H to reboot 

Maintenance Mode Logic 
The modules can check out their data paths up to (but not IIlciuding) the 
peripheral interface circuit by looping the XBUF's serial output back to 
the RBUF's serial IIlput. Data from the LSI-11 bus still goes to the pe
ripheral deVice, but no data is received from the peripheral in_this main
tenance mode. The program can compare received (looped) data with 
transmitted data to check for errors. The maintenance mode is entered 
by setting the maintenance bit WI the xes R. 
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Signal Peripheral Interface 
This circuit converts the module's TTL levels to EIA standard levels for 
modem control. It receives ring, carrier, clear to send, and secondary 
received data from the data set. It transmits data terminal ready, request 
to send, force busy, and secondary transmitted data to the data set. 
(Request to send and force busy are jumper-selectable.) If data set inter
rupts are enabled, a change in state on any of the received control lines 
initiates a receiver interrupt. Data is received on the received data line 
and transmitted on the transmitted data line. Handshake sequences are 
under program control. 

DC-to-DC Power Inverter 
The power inverter uses the + 12 V from the backplane to produce -12 
V for the peripheral interface and data buffer circuitry. It consists of an 
oscillator, rectifier, inductive charge pump, and a zener regulator. 
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DLV11-F ASYNCHRONOUS LINE INTERFACE 

GENERAL 
The 0 LV 1 1- F asynchronous line interface module interfaces the LSI-ll 
bus to any of several standard types of serial communications lines. The 
module receives serial data from peripheral devices, assembles it into 
parallel data. and transfers it to the LSI-11 bus. It accepts data from the 
LSI-11 bus, converts it into serial data, and transmits it to the peripheral 
devices. The D LV 11- F supports either 20 mA current loop or EIA-stand
ard lines but does not include modem control. 

FEATURES 

• Jumper- or program-selectable, crystal-controlled baud rates: 50,75, 
110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600. 1200, 1800, 2000, 2400, 3600, 4800, 
7200. 9600, and 19,200. Split transmit and receive baud rates are 
possible 

• Provisions for user-supplied external clock inputs for baud rate con
trol 

• Jumper-selectable stop bit and data bit formats 

• LS 1-1 1 bus interface and control logic for interrupt processing and 
vectored addressing of interrupt service routines 

• COrltr'JI. status. and data buffer registers directly accessible via pro
cessor Instructions 

• Support for' data leads onl'/' modem (Bell type 103. 113) 

• Gene:atiOrl of reader run ~.ignal for use with ASR type terminals 
(when equipped with reader run relay) 

SPECIFICATlOl\lS 

IJent,ficatior 

Size 

Powpr 

Bus c.oaJs 
AC 
DC 

M8028 

Double 

+5.0 \Ide ± 5% at 1.0 A 
+12.0Vdc ± 3%atO.18 A 

1.0 
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CONFIGURATION 

General 
The following paragraphs describe how the user can configure the mod
ule so that it will function within his system. The user can select the 
register addresses. interrupt vectors. data format. baud rate. and inter
face mode. The registers and their standard factory addresses are listed 
in Table 1. The jumpers used on this module consist of wire-wrap pins to 
which the connections are made; their locations are shown in Figure 1. 
A complete listing of the jumpers and a description of their functions are 
listed in Table 2. 

Addresses 
Addresses for the DLVll-F can range from 160000 through 1777708 . 

The least significant three bits (only bits 1 and 2 are used; bit 0 is 
ignored) address the desired register in the module, as described in Table 
1. Address bits 3 through 12 are jumper-selected as illustrated in Figure 
2. 

Since each module has four registers. each requires four addresses, Ad
dresses 177560-177566 are reserved for the module used with the 
console peripheral device. Additional modules should be assigned 
addresses from 175610 through 176176, a Ilowing up to 30 additional 
DLV11-F modules to be addressed. 

I nterrupt Vectors 
The interrupt vectors are selected by using jumpers V3 to va. The stand
ard configuration is shown in Figure 3 and Table 1. The vectors can 
range from 001 through 774. Note that vectors 60 and 64 are reserved 
for the console device. Additional DLV11-F modules should be assigned 
vectors following any DRV 11 peripheral interface module installed in the 
system that starts at address 300. 

Table 1 Standard Assignments 

Console Second 
Description Mnemonic Module Module 

Register 
Receiver Control/Status RCSR 177560 175610 
Receiver Data Buffer RBUF 177562 175612 
Transmit Control/Status XCSR 177564 175614 
Transmit Data Buffer XBUF 177566 175616 

Interrupts 
Receiver 60 300 
Transmitter 64 304 
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Jumper 

A3-A12 

V3-V8 

RO-R3 

TO-T3 

BG 

p 

E 

1. 2 

Table 2 DLV11-F Jumper Definitions 

NOTE 
Jumpers are inserted to enable the function they 
control except for those jumpers which indicate 
negation (such as ., -B" and "E"). Negated jump
ers are removed to enable the functions they 
control. 

Function 

These jumpers correspond to bits 3 through 12 of the 
address word. When inserted, they will cause the bus in
terface to check for a true condition on the corresponding 
address bit. 

Used to generate the vector during an interrupt transac
tion. Each inserted jumper will assert the corresponding 
vector bit on the LSI-11 bus. 

Receiver and transmitter baud rate select jumpers during 
common speed operation. 

Receiver-only baud rate select jumpers during spiit speed 
operation as defined in Table 3. 

Transmitter baud rate select jumpers during split speed 
operation. 

Both receiver and transmitter baud rate if maintenance 
mode is entered dUring split speed operation as defined 
in Table 3. 

Jumper is inserted to enable break generation. 

Jumper is inserted for operation with parity. 

Receiver checks for appropriate parity and transmitter in
serts appropriate parity. 

These jumpers select the desired number of data bits, as 
defined in Table 4 

-----------------_._------------
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Table 2 DlV11-F Jumper Definitions (Cont) 

Jumper Function 

PB Jumper is inserted to enable the programmable baud rate 
capability. 

C, C 1 These jumpers are inserted for common speed operation. 
(Note that Sand S1 must be removed when C and C1 are 
inserted.) 

S. Sl Inserted for split speed operation. (Note that C and C1 
must be removed when Sand S 1 are inserted.) 

H This jumper is inserted to assert BHAlT L when a fram
ing error is received. except when the maintenance bit is 
set. This places the processor in the halt mode. 

B, -B Jumper B is inserted to negate BDCOK H when a break 
signal or framing error liS received, except when the main
tenance bit is set. This causes the processor to reboot. 
(Jumper -8 must be removed when B is inserted.) 

1 A. 2A. 3A These three jumpers are inserted to make the 20 mA 
current loop receiver active. (Jumpers 1 P and 2 P must be 
removed when 1 A, 2A, and 3A are inserted.) 

1 p, 2P These jumpers are inserted to make the 20 mA current 
loop receiver passive. (Jumpers 1 A. 2A. and 3A must be 
removed when 1 P and 2P are installed.) 

4A, 5A Inserted to make the 20 mA current loop transmitter ac
tive. (Jumpers 3P and 4P must be removed when 4A and 
5A are inserted.) 

3 p, 4P Inserted to make the 20 mA current loop transmitter pas
sive. (Jumpers 4A and 5A must be removed when 3P 
and 4P are inserted.) 

EF Jumper is removed to enable the error flags to be read in 
the high byte of the receiver buffer. 

M, M 1 These are test jumpers used during the manufacture of 
the module. They are not defined for field use. 
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Baud Rate Selection 
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The DLV 11 -F allows the user to configure jumpers TO-T3 and RO-R3 
for the transmit baud rate and the receiver baud rate as shown in Table 
3. 

Data Bit Selection 
The number of data bits being transmitted or received by the DLV11- F is 
user-selectable by installing or removing jumpers 1 and 2. The specific 
number of data bits as controlled by the configuration of jumpers 1 and 
2 IS shown in Table 4. 
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Table 3 DLV11-F Baud Rate Selection 

Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit 
Program Control 15 14 13 12 11 • 
Receive Jumpers R3 R2 R1 RO Baud 
Transmit Jumpers T3 T2 T1 TO Rate 

I I I 50 
I I I R 75 
I I R I 110 
I I R R 134.5 
I R I I 150 
I R I R 300 
I R R I 600 
I R R R 1200 
R I I I 1800 
R I I R 2000 
R I R I 2400 
R I R R 3600 
R R I I 4800 
R R I R 7200 
R R R I 9600 
R R R R 19200 

I = Jumper Inserted = program bit cleared 
R = Jumper removed = program bit set 

• Bit 11 of the XCSR (write-only bit) must be set in order to select a new baud 
rate under program control. A.lso. jumper PB must be inserted to enable baud 
rate selection under program control. 

2 

I 
I 
R 
R 

Table 4 DLV11-F Data Bit Selection 

Jumpers Number of Data Bits 

I 
R 
I 
R 
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Factory Configuration 
The user has the option to reconfigure any of the jumpers so that the 
module will meet his requirements. Therefore. the factory-configuration 
as shipped is shown in Table 5 to assist the user in determining what 
changes are required. 

Table 5 DLVll-F Factory Jumper Configuration 

Jumper 
Designation 

A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 
Al0 
All 
A12 

V3 
V4 
V5 
V6 
V7 
V8 

RO 
Rl 
R2 
R3 

TO 
T1 
T2 
T3 

BG 

P 

E 

Jumper 
State 

R 
I 
I 
I 
R 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

R 
I 
I 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
I 
I 

I 
R 
R 
R 

R 

R 

Function Implemented 

Jumpers A3 through A 12 implement de
vice address 17756X. The least signifi
cant octal digit is hardwired on the 
module to address the four device regis
ters as follows: 

X = 0 
X = 2 
X = 4 
X = 6 

RCSR 
RBUF 
XCSR 
XBUF 

This jumper selection implements inter
rupt vector 608 for receiver interrupts and 
648 for transmitter interrupts. 

The module is configured to receive at 
110 baud. 

The transmitter is configured for 9600 
baud if split speed operation is used. 

Break generation is enabled. 

Parity bit is disabled. 

Parity type is not applicable when P is re
moved 
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Table 5 DLV11-F Factory Jumper Configuration (Cont) 

Jumper 
Designation 

1 
2 

PB 

C 
C1 

S 
S1 

H 

B 

1A 
2A 
3A 
1 P 
2P 

4A 
5A 
3P 
4P 

EF 

MT 

M 
M1 

Registers 

Jumper 
State 

R 
R 

R 

R 
R 

R 

I 
I 
I 
R 
R 

I 
I 
R 
R 

R 

R 
R 

Function Implemented 

Operation with 8 data bits per character. 

Programmable baud rate function dis
abled. 

Common speed operation enabled. 

Split speed operation disabled. 

Halt on framing error enabled. 

Boot on framing error disabled. 

The 20 mA current loop receiver is con
figured as an active receiver. 

The 20 mA current loop transmitter is 
configured for active operation. 

Error flags are disabled 

Maintenance bit disabled. 

Factory test Jumpers. Not defined for field 
use. 

The word format for the DL.V11-F RCSR is shown in Figure 4 and func
tionally described in Table 6. 
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15 14 13 12 

RESERVED 

05 04 03 02 0' 00 

RESERVED , ROR 
; ENB 

Figure 4 DLV11-F RCSR Word Format 

Bit 

15-12 

11 

10-8 

7 

6 

5-1 

Table 6 DLV11-F RCSR Bit Assignments 

Name 

Not Used 

RCVR ACT 
(Receiver Active) 

Not Used 

RCVR DONE 
(Receiver Done) 

RCVR INT ENS 
(Receiver Interrupt 
Enable) 

Not Used 

Description 

Reserved for future use. 

When set. this bit indicates that the 
D LV 1 1 -F interface receiver is ac
tive. The bit is set at the center of 
the start bit. which is the beginning 
of the input serial data from the de
vice and is cleared by the leading 
edge of RDONE H. 

Read-only bit: cleared by I N IT or by 
RCVR DONE (bit 7). 

Reserved for future use. 

This bit is set when an entire char
acter has been received and is ready 
for transfer to the processor. When 
set. initiates an interrupt sequence 
provided RCVR INT ENS (bit 6) is 
also set. 

Read-only bit. 

When set. allows an interrupt se
quence to start when RCVR DONE 
(bit 7) sets. 

Read/write bit: cleared by INIT. 

Reserved for future use. 

--------------------------------------------
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Table 6 DLV11-F RCSR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name 

RDR ENB 
(Reader Enable) 

Description 

When set. this bit advances the pa
per tape reader in DIGITAL-modi
fied TTY units (L T33-C, L T35-A, C) 
and clears the RCVR DONE bit (bit 
7). 

This bit is cleared at the middle of 
the start bit, which is the beginning 
of the serial input from an external 
device. Also cleared by INIT. 

Write-only bit. 

NOTE 
INIT LSI-11 bus BINIT signal assertion. 

The word format for the DlVl1-F RBUF register is shown in Figure 5 
and functionally described in Table 7. 

Bit 

15 

15 13 12 lC J9 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

r'R-RO-_': -;R-RR-! -;-RHR~E-~R-I~---RE-5E-:R-\ '-D -r=---RE-CE-'V-W-O-AT-A -8IT-5----J 

Figure 5 DLV11-F RBUF Word Format 

Table 7 DLV11-F RBUF Bit Assignments 

Name 

ERROR 

Description 

Used to indicate that an error condi
tion is present. This bit is the logical 
OR of OR ERR. FR ERR, and P ERR 
(bits 14, 13, and 12, respectively). 
Whenever one of these bits is set. it 
causes error to set. This bit is not 
connected to the interrupt logic. 
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Bit 

14 

13 

12 

11-8 

7-0 

Table 7 DLV11-F ABU F Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name Description 

Read-only bit; cleared by removing 
the error-producing condition. 

NOTE 
Error indications remain present until the next 
character is received, at which time the error 
bits are updated. I N IT clears the error bits. 

OR ERR 
(Overrun Error) 

FR ERR 
(Framing Error) 

P ERR 
(Parity Error) 

Not Used 

RECEIVED 
DATA BITS 

When set. indicates that reading of 
the previously received character 
was not completed (RCVR DONE 
not cleared) prior to receiving a new 
character. 

Read-only bit. Cleared by INIT. 

When set indicates that the charac
ter that was read had no valid stop 
bit. 

Read-only bit. Cleared by INIT. 

When set. indicates that the parity 
received does not agree with the ex
pected parity. This bit is always 0 if 
no panty is selected. 

Read-only bit. Cleared by I NIT. 

Reserved for future use. 

Holds the character Just read If less 
than eight bits are selected, then the 
buffer !s right-justified into the least 
significant bit positions. In this case, 
the higher unused bit or bits are 
read as Os. 

Read-only bits; not cleared by INiT. 

NOTE 
INIT LSI-11 bus BINIT signal assertion. 
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The word format for the OLV11-F XCSR register is shown in Figure 6 
and functionally described in Table 8. 

Bit 

15-12 

11 

10-8 

7 

6 

5-3 

Figure 6 OLV11-F XCSR Word Format 

Table 8 DLV11-F XCSR Bit Assignments 

Name 

PBR SEL 
( Programmable 
Baud Rate SelE3et) 

PBR ENB 
( Programmable 
Baud Rate Enable) 

Not Used 

XMIT ROY 
(Transmitter Ready) 

XMIT INT ENB 
(Transmitter 
Interrupt Enable) 

Not Used 

Description 

When set. these bits choose a baud 
rate from 50-9600 baud. See Table 
3. 

Write-only bits. 

This bit must be set in order to 
select a new baud rate indicated by 
bits 12 to 1 5. 

WritE3-only bits. 

Reserved for future use. 

This bit is set when the transmitter 
buffer (XBU F) can accept another 
character. When set. it initiates an 
interrupt sequence provided XM IT 
I NT EN B (bit 6) is also set. 

When set. allows an interrupt 
sequence to start when XMIT ROY 
(bit 7) is set. 

Read/write bits; cleared by INIT. 
(See Note.) 

Reserved for future use. 
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Bit 

2 

a 

Table a DLV11-F XCSR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name 

MAINT 

Not Used 

BREAK 

Description 

Used for maintenance function. 
When set connects the transmitter 
serial output to the receiver serial 
input while disconnecting the exter
nal device from the receiver serial 
input It also forces the receiver to 
run at transmitter baud rate speed 
when common speed operation is 
enabled. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

Reserved for future use. 

When set. transmits a continuous 
space 10 the external device. 

Read/write bit; cleared by I NIT. 

NOTE 
When clearing an interrupt enable bit, first set 
the appropriate processor status word bit = 1 
After the iflterrupt enable bit at the module IS 

cleared, the processor may be returned to its 
normal priority. 

The word format for the DLVll··F XBUF register is shown in Figure 7 
and functionally described in Table 9. 

'5 08 07 00 

RESERVED TRANSMITTER DATA BUFFER 

1 ~ 51 ~5 

Figure 7 DLV11-F XBUF Word Format 
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Table 9 DLV11 F XBUF Bit Assignments 

Bit 

15-8 

7-0 

----_ .. _._--

Name 

Not Used 

TRANSMITTER 
DATA BUFFER 

Installation 

Description 

Not defined. Not necessarily read as 
Os. 

Holds the character to be trans
ferred to the external device. If less 
than eight bits are used, the charac
ter must be loaded so that it is right
Justified into the ieast significant 
bits 

Wri'le-only bits. Not necessarily read 
as Os. 

Prior to installing the DLV11-F on the backplane, first establish the 
desired priority level to determine the backplane slot in which the mod
ule will be installed. Then, check that module configuration jumpers are 
configured as required for your application. Connection to the peripheral 
device is via an optional data interface cable. Cables are listed below. 

Application 

EIA Interface 
20 mA Current Loop 

Cable Type' 

BC01 V-X 01' BC05C-X Modem Cable 
BC05M-X Cable Assembly 

Interfacing EIA-Compatible Devices 
The D LV11- F supports only the data leads of EIA-compatible devices. It 
uses a BC05C modem cable to interface devices such as the Teletype® 
Model 37 Teietypewriter and the Bell Data Set Model 103 (in auto 
mode). The DLV11-F's EIA "data leads only" interface circuit is shown in 
Figure 8 and the jumpers are shown ill Figure 1. 

'X = Length In feet Standard length is 25 feet. 

'Teletype IS a registered trademark of Teletype Corporation. 
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Figure 8 Data Leads Only Interface 

Interfacing 20 rnA Current Loop Devices with the DLVll·F 
When Interfacing with 20 mA current loop devices, the BC05M cable 
assembly provides the correct connections to the 40-pin connector on 
the D LV11- F. The peripheral device end of the cable is terminated with a 
Mate· N- Lok connector that is pin-compatible with all DIG IT AL 20 mA 
serial interface terminals. 

The interface circuits provided by the BC05M cable and the associated 
DLV11· F jumpers are shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11. 

NOTE 
When the D LV 11· F is used with teletypewriter 
devices, a 0.005 J.1 F capacitor must be installed. 
(See Figure 1) 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
Major functions contained on the DLV 111- F are shown in Figure 1;: 
Communications between the processor and the DLV11 are executed 
via programmed I/O operations or interrupt·driven routines. 
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Bus Interface 
The bus interface circuit signal levels consist of data moving between 
the LSI-11 bus and the module's internal tri-state bus. It decodes the 
device address and produces an address match (MATCH H) signal. and it 
places interrupt vectors on the LSI-11 bus. The bus interface receives 
from the LSI-11 bus unless it is switched to transmit to the LSI-11 bus. 
The interrupt logic can cause the bus interface to transmit either a trans
mitter or receiver interrupt vector and the 1/0 control logic can cause the 
bus interface to transmit or receive data to or from the LSI-11 bus. 

The bus interface receives LSI-11 bus lines B DA LOO L through BDAL 15 
L and places them on the module's tri-state bus. If BBS7 L is asserted, 
the circuit decodes BDAL03 L through BDAL 12 L and asserts MATCH 
H. Jumpers A3-A 12 are configured to allow the option to respond to 
specific device register addresses. Jumpers V3-V8 select the options' 
interrupt vector. 

I/O Control Logic 
When the 1/0 control logic receives MATCH H from the bus interface, it 
decodes tri-state bus lines DATOO H through DAT02 H and selects the 
addressed device register. The I/O control logic exchanges bus control 
Signals with the processor to perform input and output data transfers. 
During an interrupt transaction, VECTOR H from the interrupt logic 
causes the circuit to assert BRPL.Y L in response to BDIN L. During data 
transactions, the 1/0 control logic asserts I NWD L to switch the bus 
interface transceivers from receiving to transmitting. 

Control/Status Registers 
The receiver control/status register (RCSR) and the transmitter con
trol/status register (XCSR) are enabled by selection signals from the 1/0 
control logic. The CSRs are byte addressable for reading status bits or 
writing control bits. 

Data Buffers 
The receiver buffer (RBUF) and transmitter buffer (XBUF) proVide 
double-buffering in that one byte of data can be held while another byte 
is entering or exiting. This allows asynchronous, full-duplex operation. 
Data is handled in the low byte of the registers. The buffer control circui
try places receiver buffer error flag bits in the high byte of the RBUF. It 
also sends a status bit to the RCSR and a framing error bit (FE H) to the 
break logic. 

Receiver Active Circuit 
This circuit monitors the received serial data line and sets a status bit 
(RCVR ACT) as soon as the R BU F begins receiving data. It clears the bit 
when a full character of data has been received. 
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Interrupt Logic 
The DLV11-F can generate transmitter interrupts. If the XBUF is ready 
to serialize another character of data and the transmitter interrupt enable 
bit is set in the XCSR. the interrupt 101~ic requests to interrupt the proces
sor (by asserting BIRO L) If the processor acknowledges via the 
BIAKI/BIAKO daisy-chain. the interrupt logic asserts VECTOR Hand 
VECROSTB H. These signals cause the, bus interface to place the trans
mitter function interrupt vector address on the LSI-l1 bus. 

The module also can request a receiver interrupt if the RBUF has 
received a character and the receiver interrupt bit is set in the RCSR. 
When the interrupt request IS acknowledged, the interrupt logic asserts 
VECTOR H. VECTOR H causes the bus interface circuit to place the 
receiver function interrupt vector address on the LSI-ll bus. 
(VECROSTB H is used only for a transmitter interrupt.) 

The interrupt acknowledne daisy-chain (BIAKI/BIAKO) passes through 
both the receiver and transmitter sections of the interrupt Ionic. It goes 
throunh the receiver section first. thereby giving the receiver channel 
priority over the transmitter channel. 

Baud Rate Control 
The baud rate control establishes the speed at which the data buffers 
handle serial data. It produces clock signals by dividing a crystal 
oscillator frequency by an amount selected by jumpers or the program. 
The circuit can be jumpered to generate either independent transmitter 
and receiver clocks (split speed operation) or a common clock (common 
speed operation). 

When the programmable baud rate enable bit is set in the XCSR, the 
baud rate control decodes tri-state bus lines DA T12 H through DA T1 5 
H. These bits control the receive baud rate in split speed operation and 
both transmit and receive baud rate in common speed operation. When 
programmable baud rate is not enabled, the baud rates are controlled by 
jumpers. I n split speed operation, jumpers RO-R3 control the receive 
baud rate and jumpers TO--T3 control the transmit baud rate. In common 
speed operation, RO-R3 control both baud rates. 

The circuit also has provisions for a user-supplied external clock. 

Break Logic 
A break signal is a continuous spacing condition on the serial data line. If 
the break bit is set in the XCSR, the module will transmit a break signal 
to the peripheral device Inormally another processor). If the module re
ceives a break signal from the peripheral device (normally a console 
device). the RBUF control circuitry interprets the absence of stop bits as 
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a framing error. The circuit can be jumpered to Ignore the framing error, 
to place the processor in the halt mode, or to cause the processor to 
reboot. The break logic asserts BHA,LT L to halt the processor. It negates 
BDCOK H to reboot. 

Maintenance Mode Logic 
The modules can check out their data paths up to (but not including) the 
peripheral interface circuit by looping the XBUF's serial output back to 
the RBU F's serial input. Data from the LSll1 bus still goes to the pe
ripheral device, but no data is received from the peripheral in this main
tenance mode. The program can compare received (looped) data with 
transmitted data to check for errors. The maintenance mode IS entered 
by setting the maintenance bit in the XCSR. 

Peripheral Interface 
This CirCUit can be jumpered to support either EIA-Ievel data leads (no 
modem control) or 20 mA current loop modes. When interfacing EIA
level data leads ("data leads only" operation), request to send, force 
busy, and data terminal ready are held continuously true by separate EIA 
drivers. No modem control Signals are received. 

In the current loop mode of operation, the circuit uses optical isolators to 
interface TTL to 20 mA current loops. Operation is jumper-selectable for 
either active or passive operation of the transmitter and receiver circui
try. 

The peripheral interface also produces a reader run current to advance 
the paper tape reader on a peripheral equipped with a reader run relay. 
This is controlled by the reader enable bit In the DLVll-F's RCSR. 

DC-to-DC Power Inverter 
The power inverter uses the + 1 2 V from the backplane to produce -12 
V for the peripheral interface and data buffer circuitry. It consists of an 
oscillator, rectifier, inductive chargEI pump, and a zener regulator. 
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DLV11-J FOU R ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL 
INTERFACES 

GENERAL 

DLV11-J 

The DLV11-J is a 4-channel asynchronous serial line unit used to inter
face peripheral equipment to an LSI-11 bus. The interface transmits and 
receives data from the peripheral device over Electronics I ndustry Asso
ciation (EIA) "data leads only" lines which do not use control lines. The 
module can be used with 20 mA current loop devices (with "reader-run" 
capabilities) when the DLV11-KA option is installed. With a DLV11-J 
interface, the processor can communicate with a local terminal such as a 
console teleprinter, a remote terminal via data sets and private line, pub
lic switched telephone facilities, or another local or remote processor. 

FEATURES 

• Four independent serial line channels with unique bus device and 
vector address assignments. 

• Serial line compatibility with EIA RS-232C and RS-423, AS-422 or 
20 mA current loop (depending on channel configuration and cable 
selection) 

• All channels may be configured for independent: 

Crystal-controlled baud rates: 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 
9600, 19,200 or 38.400 bits per second. When using the DLV11-
KA option, 110 bit/s rate is available. 

Character formats: 7 or 8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits. parity or no 
parity. and even or odd parity. 

• Channel 3 may be configured as a dedicated console device interface. 

• Channel 3 break condition response of bootstrap. halt (console 
emulator mode) or no response. 

• Hardware and software equivalent to four DLV11s. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification M8043 

Size Double 
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Power +5 V ± 5% at 1.0 A 
+12 V ± 3%at 0.25 A 

Bus Loading 
AC 
DC 

CONFIGURATION 

General 
The DLV11-J device and vector addressing, serial word formats, baud 
rates, interface type, etc. are selected by installing and/or removing 
jumpers. Wire-wrap posts are provided on the module for this purpose. 
The modu Ie is factory-configured and ready to use in most user appli
cations. However, as a system requires different device register ad
dresses and interrupt vectors or operations, the module may be 
reconfigured. The DLV11-J module is factory-configured for the follow
ing operations: 

• Base address = 176500 

• Base vector address = 300 

• Channel 3 enabled as the console device (device addresses 
177560-177566 and vector addresses 60 and 64). 

• Channel 3 halt on break enabled 

• Baud rates (transmit and receive are identical): 

Channels 0, 1 and 2 = 9.6K baud 

Channel 3 = 300 baud 

• Data/parity/stop bit format (all channels): 

Eight data bits 
One stop bit 
No parity 

• Serial line signal interface levels (all channels) compatible with both 
EIA RS-232C and RS-423, simultaneously (slew rate = 21ls) 

Figure 1 gives jumper and pad locations on the DLV11-J module and 
Table 1 gives a summary of the module's factory configuration. 
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Table 1 Factory Jumper Configuration 

Standard 
Label Configuration 

A12 X to 1 
All X to 1 
Al0 X to 1 
A9 X to 1 
A8 X to 0 
A7 R 
A6 I 
A5 X toO 

Cl X to 1 
C2 X to 1 

(Break X to H 
response) 

V7 
V6 
V5 

E 
D 
S 
P 

o 
1 
2 
3 

X to 0 

X toO 
X to 1 
X to 0 
Xto 1 

Oto N 
1 to N 
2 to N 
3 to T 

Function I Implemented 

This arran~,ement of jumpers A5-A 12 
implements the octal base device ad
dress 176!5XX. which is the assigned 
address for channel 0 RCSR. The least 
significant digit is decoded on the mod
lJIE~ during operation to address one of 
four SLU device registers as follows 

X = O. RCSR 
X = 2. RBUF 
X = 4. XCSR 
X = 6. XBUF 

These jumpers are used to enable 
channel 3 for console operation. Base 
address must be 176500 (factory-con
figured). 176540. or 177500 for the 
console. 

Thlls jumper determines channel 3 
break response. The board is con
figured for halt (console emulator 
mode) on break condition. 

This arrangement of jumpers V5-V7 
implements the octal "base" vector of 
300 with channel 3 at 60 and 64. 

Odd parity 
8 data bits 
1 stop bit 
Parity inh ibited 

9.6K baud 
9.6K baud 
9.6K baud 
300 baud 
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These jumpers deter
mine the word for
mat used by the 
channel. All channels 
are configured the 
same at the factory. 

These jumpers deter
mine the baud rate 
of the serial line 
channel for same 
baud rate daisy
chain wire-wraps. 
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Table 1 Factory Jumper Configuration (Cont) 

label 

NO-3 
MO-3 

Rl0 

R23 

Standard 
Configuration 

X to 3 
X to 3 

22 kS1 

22 kS1 

Function Implemented 

These ju mpers determine the E IA 
standard compatibility of the channel. 
All channels are set at the factory to be 
compatible to both EIA RS-423 and 
RS-232C simultaneously. 

Channeds 0 and 1, slew rate of 2 J.ls 
(used when configured for EIA RS-
423/R S-232C) 

Channe,ls 2 and 3, slew rate of 2 J.lS 
(used when configured for EIA RS-
423/RS-232C) -------------------------

Device Registers 
The DLVll-J contains 16 device re9isters that can be individually 
addressed by the program The four device registers provided for each of 
the SLU channels (0 through 3) al'e 

Receive Control/Status Register (RCSR) 
Receive Buffer (RBUF) 
Transmit Control/Status Register (XCSR) 
Transmit Buffer (XBUFI 

Wire-wrap Jumpers are configured ItO establish a "base" address (BA) for 
the module. This base address is the channel 0 RCSR address. The 
device address format is shown in Figure 2. The remaining device ad
dresses follow through 16 (total) contiguous word addresses; however, 
it IS possible to independently dedicate the last four addresses (channel 
3) to a console deVice. When configured for console device operation, 
the channel's deVice register addresses will be 177560-177 !566. For 
console operation, the board's base address must be one of the follow
ing 

176500 (factory-configured) 
176540 
177500 

The floating address confi!~urations are listed in Table 2 and the factory 
or standard configuration addresses are listed in Table 3. 
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NOTE 

1; 16 IS 14 13 12 10 O;l 08 ,I 06 O!) 04 O~ )2 J1 00 

I I r -----r-r--r--r-i------r---r I : ---.-----, 
, 1 A'.,! A 11 A 10 A9 II AS ;. 1 .'loti AS I 

.. ::::;' " " ' I II Tl~ I I i~L 
CONFIGURED ---. 1 1 () 1 ' 1 a 00 ~ RC,R 
BASE ADDRESS V"------.J'----y---J"--y--' 01"- RB0F 

• 176500 }>-------l-~:~: ~~:~~ 
3 WIRE WRAP POSTS 2 W' ~[ W,'lAP 00: CHANNEL a 
IX. 1, m ARE POSTS ARE 01" CHANNEL 1 
PROVIDED =OR PROviDED FOR If) = CHANNEL 2 
EACH BIT EAC'j BIT 11 CHANNEL 3 

JUMPE R X TO 1 - 1 
JUMPER X TO 0 = 0 

JUMPEH IN 0 1 
JUIVPER (JUT" a 

RANGE 1600008 -17777°8 NONEXTENDED ADDRESS 
7600008 7777708 EXTENDED ADDRESS 

Figure 2 Channel 0 RCSR Address Format 

Table 2 Address Assignments (with Console Selected) 

Device Associated 
Address Register Vector 

Channel 0 

Module Base RCSR Module Base Vector 
Address (BA) (BV) 
BA+2 RBUF 
BA+4 XCSR BV+4 
BA+6 XBUF 

Channel 1 

BA+l0 RCSR BV+l0 
BA+12 RBUF 
BA+14 XCSR BV+14 
BA+16 XBUF 

Channel 2 

BA+20 RCSR BV+20 

BA+22 RBUF 
BA+24 XCSR BV-1-24 

BA+26 XBUF 
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Table 2 Address Assignments (with Console Selected) (Cont) 

Device Associated 
Address Begister Vector 

Channel 3" 

177 560 f~CSR 
60 } 177562 f~BUF Console 

177564 XCSR Selected 
177566 XBUF 64 

'Cha'lnel 3 is used as a console device 

Table 3 Factory 01' Standard Addresses 

Address Register Vector 

176500 RCSR 
176502 RBUF 300 } 
176504 XCSR Channel 0 
176506 XBUF 304 

176510 RCSR 
176512 RBUF 310 } 
176514 XCSR Channel 1 
176516 XBUF 314 

176520 RCSR 
176522 RBUF 320 } 
176524 XCSR Channel 2 
176526 XBUF 324 

176560 RCSR 
176562 RBUF 60 } 176564 XCSR Channel 3 
176566 XBUF 64 

Four word formats, one for each device register within a channel. are 
shown In Figure 3 and described in Table 4. These word formats are 
typical of all channels on the DLV'11-J module. 
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Table 4 DLV11-J Word Formats 

Bit Description 

Receive Control/Status Register 

8/15 Not used On read = O. 

7 Receiver Done. Set when ar entire character has been re
ceived and is ready for input to the processor. This bit is 
automatically cleared when RBUF is read, when BINIT L 
signal goes true ilow), or when reader enable bit IS set. 
Read-only bit. 

If receiver interrupt enable (bit 6) is set, the setting of 
receiver done starts an interrupt sequence. 

6 Receive Interrupt Enable. Set under program control when it 
is desired to generate a receiver interrupt request (when a 
character is ready for input to the processor signified by bit 7 
being set). Cleared under program control or by the BINIT 
Signal. Read/write bit. 

1-5 Not used. On read = O. 

o Reader Enable. Setting this bit advances the paper tape 
reader on an L T33 terminal one character at a time. Setting 
of this bit clears receiver done (bit 7). Write-only bit. 

The DLV11-KA 20 mA cummt loop option is required for 
operation of this bit. 

Receive Buffer 

15 Channel Error Status. L.ogical OR of bits 14, 13, and 12. 
Read-only bit. 

14 Overrun Error. When set, indicates that the reading of the 
previously received character was not completed (receiver 
done not clearE!d) prior to receiving a new character. 

Cleared by BINIT signal. Read-only bit. 

NOTE 
When "back-to-back" characters are received, 
one full character time is allowed from the time 
instant receiver done (bllt 7 )15 set to the occur
rence of an overrun error. 
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Table 4 DLV11-J Word Formats (Cant) 

Bit Description 

13 Framing Error When set. Indicates that the character read 
had no valid stop bit 

Cleared by BINIT signal Read··only bit 

12 Parity Error. When set. indicates that the parity received 
does not agree with the expected parity. This bit is always 0 
if no-parity operation IS configured for the channel. Read
only bit. 

8-11 

0-7 

8-15 

7 

6 

NOTE 
Error bits remain valid until the next character is 
received. at which tIIne the error bits are up
dated. 

Not used. On read = O. 

Data bits. Contains seven or eight data bits in a right-Justi
fied format. Bit 7 == 0 when 7 data bits are enabled. Read
only bits. 

Transmit Control/Status Register 

Not used. On read = O. 

Transmit Ready. Set when XBUF is empty and can accept 
another character for transmission. It is also set by I N IT dur
ing the power-up sequence or during a reset instruction 
Read-only bit 

If transmitter interrupt enable (bit 6) is set. the setting of 
transmit ready will start on interrupt sequence. 

Transmit Interrupt Enable. Set under program control when 
it is desired to generate a transmitter Interrupt request 
(when transmitter IS ready to accept a character for trans
mission) 

The bit is cleared under program control. during power-up 
sequence. or reset instruction. Read/write bit. 

1-5 Not used. On read ,= O. 
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Table 4 DlV11-J Word Formats (Cont) 

Bit Description 

o Transmit Break. Set or reset under program control. When 
set, a continuous space level is transmitted. However, trans
mit done and transmit interl'upt can still operate allowing 
software timin~l of break When not set, normal character 
transmission can occur. 

Cleared by BIN IT. Read/write bit. 

Transmilt Buffer 

8-15 Not used. On rHad = O. 

0-7 Data bits Contains seven or eight right-justified data bits. 
Loaded under program control for serial transmission. 

---

I nterrupt Vectors 
Two interrupt vectors are provided for each of the four SLU channels 
(eight vectors total). The procedure IfQl' configuring the vectors is similar 
to that used when configuring the base device register address; the con
figured base vector is the channel 0 receiver interrupt vector. Each inter
rupt vector references two word locations in memory (the program 
counter address and the processor status word). Hence, sequential vec
tors a ppear In incre ments of four. 

The module IS factory-configured with an interrupt vector base of 300. 
However, it IS also configured for channel 3 operation as the console 
device; thus, channel 3 will automatically have interrupt vectors of 60 
and 64. The vector format IS shown in Fi£lure 4 and a summary of vector 
jumper configurations is provided in Table 5. Table 6 gives a list of the 
factory-configured vector assignments. 

Interrupt priority within the DLV11-J module is structured as follows: 

Interrupt Priority 
1 (highest) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 (lowest) 

Requestin!J Function 
Channel 0, receiver 
Channel 1, receiver 
Channel 2, receiver 
Channel 3, receiver 
Channel 0, transmitter 
Channel 1, transmitter 
Channel 2, transmitter 
Channel 3, transmitter 
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~-LI_15-L_-L_l_3-L_l_2---L_l_l---L_l0_0 ~j 0: : :=:1':10: ~I~~~ 
CHANN!:l 0 RECtIVE'R 
RFOUESTING IflJTI RRLPf 

Ir-.TERRUPT 1 TRM~SMII TEfl 
o 31 If'.Tf RRLPT 

FACTORY CONFIGJ 1U ~. 

NOTE: 

BASE I .... TERRlPT VI eTOR 1 
ADDRESS 300 '----..,.--' 

;~~T~~~EI:~~~I~ICED rJ 
FOR EACH BIT 
JUMPER 1r\1 = 1 
JUMPER OUT 0 (I 

THREE WII'1E WFIAP 
POSTS i\RE PROVIDED 
FOR BIT V5 

JUMPER X TO 1 = 1 

JUMPER X TO 0 = 0 I"JiTH COt~"OLE 
NO JUMPE 1 = 0 WI rHQUT CO'.SOU 

RANGE 0 31'7 8 104°8 NOT ALLOWED IN CONSOLE MODE) 

Label 

V7 

V6 

V5 

Figure 4 Interrupt Vector Format 

Table 5 Summary 01: Vector Jumper Configurations 

Logical 1 

Jumper installed. 

Jumper installed. 

Jumper installed hom 
wire-wrap post X to 1. 

2-1 !58 

Jumper removed. 

Jumper removed. 

Console not selected jumper 
removed. 

Console selected: jumper in
stalled from wire-wrap post X 
to O. 
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Table 6 Vector Assignments (with Console Selected) 
(Falctory Configured) 

Standard Address 

300 IModule Base Vector (BV) I 
304 (BV+4) 
310 (BV+ 10) 
314(BV+14) 
320 (BV+20) 
324 (BV+24) 

60 
64 

Console Selected 

NOTES 

Interrupt Vector 

Channel 0, Receiver 
Channel 0, Transmitter 
Channel 1, Receiver 
Channel 1, Transmitter 
Channel 2, Receiver 
Channel 2, Transmitter 

Channel 3, Receivel' 
Channel 3, Transmitter 

1. Module is factory-confi,gured for channel 3 as 
a console device. 

2. All addresses are in octal notation. 

Character Formats 
Each of the four channels may be independently configured for various 
character formats. When a character format is configured (by wire-wrap 
Jumpers) for a channel. both the transmitter and receiver will use the 
same format. The character may contain: 

7 or 8 data bits 
1 or 2 stop bits 
Parity or no parity 
Even or odd parity 

Configuration instructions for deterrninin~1 the character formats of each 
channel are shown in Table 7 

Baud Rates 
Each channel can be configured for baud rates ranging from 150 to 
38400 bits per second. One baud rate clock input wire-wrap pin is pro
vided for each channel (0 through 3). Both the transmitter and receiver 
for a given channel must operate at the same baud rate; ·split baud rate 
operation cannot be configured. Confilgure baud rates by connecting a 
jumper from the appropriate baud rate generator output wire-wrap pin to 
the clock input pin of the channel. Olle jumper is required for each chan
nel. When configuring the same baud rate for more than one channel. 
the wire-wrap pins may be daisy-chained. Table 8 lists the possible baud 
rates for each channel and their associated labels. 
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Table 7 Character Format Jumpers 

Channel 
Label Parameter 

D No. of data bits 

S No. of stop bits 

P Parity inhibit 

Wire-wrap Connection 
XtoO 

7 bits 

1 bit 

Parity generation and detec
tion enabled 

.... 
c: Even paiity en- Odd parity expected 

abled 

• Jumper must be installed to 0 or 1 even if no parity is selected. 

X to 1 

8 bits 

2 bits 

Parity bit deleted; parity error 
= 0 

Even parity expected 

c 
!< 
-10 
-10 

L 

Comments 

LSB transmitted first 

Only when P=O 
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Table 8 Baud Rate Generator Outputs 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Label 

U 
T 
V 
W 
Y 
L 
N 
K 
Z 

Baud Rate 
( Bit~s/Second) 

150 
300 
£iOO 

1,200 
2.400 
4,800 
9,000 

19,200 
38.400 

When using the DLV11-KA option, 110 bits/s operation is possible. A 
110 baud rate clock generator circuit on the option will supply the 
DLV11-J module with the proper clock; no baud rate jumper is con
figured on the module for the desired channel. 

Console Device Selection 
Channel 3 of the DLV11-J module may be independently dedicated for 
console device operation. To accomplish this, the console selec: ;..Jmpers 
must be properly configured. Table 9 gives channel 3 configuration in
structions. When configured for console operation, the device addresses 
are 177560-177566 and the interrupt vectors are 60 and 64. 

Table 9 Summary of Console Selection Jumper Configurations 

Label Console Selected Console Not Selected 

C1 I nstall jumper from wire- Install jumper from wire-wrap 
wrap pins X to 1. pins X to O. 

C2 Install jumper from wire- Install jumper from wire-wrap 
wrap pins X to 1. pins X to O. 

Break Response 
Channel 3 may be configured to either bootstrap, halt (console emulator 
mode). or have no response to a receive break condition. A bootstrap 
operation upon a receive break condition will cause the processor to 
execute the bootstrap program starting at the memory location defined 
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by the power-up mode jumpers of the processor. A halt operation upon 3 

receive break condition will cause the processor to halt and the console 
octal debugging technique (OOT) microcode to be Invoked. Con
figuration Instructions are given on Table '10. 

Table 10 Channel 3 Break Operation Jumper Summary 

Break 
Operation 
Response 

Boot' 

Halt 

No Response 

Jumper Connection 

Install jumper between wire wraps X to B 

Install ju'-nper between wire wrap pins X to H 

No jumpHr Installed 

• Do not send continual breaks to a system so configured, as it will cause contin
ued reinltlalizing of any device on the bus. 

Peripheral Interface Configuration 
Each of the channels can be independentlv configured for serial line 
signal compatibility with EIA RS-423 (slrllUltaneously RS-232C). RS-
422, or 20 mA current loop devices. When using 20 mA current loop 
devices, the OLV11-KA option is required. Configuration instructions for 
each of the standards are listed in Table 11. Table 12 is used when 
configuring EIA RS-423 (RS-232C compatible) slew rates. Use this 
table in conjunction with Table 1'1. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIOIN 

General 
The OLV11-J module is designed to interface peripheral devices that 
transm it and receive asynchronous serial data over EIA-compatlble data 
lines or 20 mA current loops to the parallel LSI-11 bus. When con
figured, the module transmits and receives the specified EIA signal levels 
on the Ireceive and transmit data lines of the cable. Also the module 
constantly asserts the data terminail ready signal. 

When configured for 20 mA current loop operation (OLV11-KA option 
Installed). the 0 LV 11 -J can support devices which contain program-con
trolled paper tape readers (such as DIGITAL's LT33 Teletypewriters or 
the ASFt33 Teletypewriter with the L T33 modification kit.) 
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Table 11 Summary of Serial Channel Signal Level Configurations 

":-' 
(J) 

Serial Channel 
Signal Level 
Modifiers 

MO-3 Jumper 

NO-3 Jumper 

EIA RS-422 

Connect wire-wrap pins X 
and 2. 

Connect wire-wrap pins X 
and 2. 

W Termination Re- Install a 100 \1, 114 W, 
sistor \olle per non-wire wound, fusible 
channel) resistor. 

Wave-Shaping 
Resistor (one per 
channel pair; 
channel pairs 0 
and 1; 2 and 3) 

Fuse F 1 

EIA RS-232C 
and RS-423 

Connect wire-wrap pins X 
and 3. 

Connect wire-wrap pins X 
and 3. 

Install resistor from Table 
12 (1/4 W non-wire 
wound). 

20 mA Current Loop 
(Using DLV11-KA) 

Connect wire-wrap pins X 
and 3. 

Connect wire wrap pins X 
and R for program-con
trolled paper tape reader. 

Install 1.0 A Pica fuse 
C 
r
< 
...l 

...l 
I c.. 
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Table 12 EIA RS-423 and RS-232C 
Slew Rate Resistor Values 

Baud Rate 

38.4 KB 
19.2 KB 
9.6 KB 
4.8 KB 
2.4 KB 
1.2 KB 
600 
300 
150 
110 

Rl0 or R23 

22 kfl 
51 kn 
120 k~l 
200 kn 
430 kn 
820 kn 
1 Mfl 
1 Mfl 
1 Mn 
1 Mfl 

During operation, the module is required to convert data from parallel to 
serial and serial to parallel. To accomplish this, a universal asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter (UART) is employed. When performing this con
version, the UART must also alter the speed and character format for the 
data (to meet user-selected parameters). In addition, the UART creates 
error bits to allow the programmer to check data transmission for errors. 
A block diagram of the DLV11-J module is shown in Figure 5. 

UART Operation 
The DLV11-J module is equipped with four universal asynchronous 
receiver/transmitters, one for each channel. The UART chip is capable of 
parallel data transfers with the computer and serial data transfers with 
the peripheral device. User-selectable jumpers determine the character 
format used during transmission. The jumpers select: 

7 or 8 data bits 
1 or 2 stop bits 
Parity or no parity 
Even or odd parity 

The receiver section performs serial-to-parallel conversion of data which 
will always appear right-justified in the receive data buffer. The start. 
stop, and parity bits are removed and error flags appended to the trans
mission as it enters the receive buffer. The error flags, when set. will not 
interrupt operation, but they are available to the programmer when read
ing the RBUF. 
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The transmitter performs parallel to serial conversion of data provided by 
the LSI-11 bus. The character length, stop bit code, parity, and baud rate 
are identical to the receiver section of the SLU channel. The transmitter, 
however. a ppends the proper start" stop, and parity bits to the data be
fore transmission. 

Baud Rate Generator 
The baud rate control circuit generates clock signals that control the 
speed at which the receive buffer (RBUF) and the transmit buffer (XBUF) 
move serial data. The circuit provides a common clock to both buffers of 
the channel. 

The speed at which a channel will operate is configured by the selection 
of wire-wrap jumpers which supply the desired baud rate clock. The 
clock is developed by a crystal-controlled oscillator driving a frequency 
division chip. The outputs of the frequency division chip are connected to 
wire-wrap posts which may be selectl~d when configuring the chan
nel(s). If more than one channel is used for a particular baud rate, the 
clock may be daisy-chainE!d between channels. 

When 110 baud operation is desired, the DLV11-KA option must be 
used. This option provides the 110 clock to the channel via the periph
eral device cable: no baud rate jumper may be configured on the module 
for the 110 baud channel. 

I/O Control Logic 
The 1/0 control logic directs data transfers between the computer and 
the D LV 11-J module. The logic monitors the LSI-11 bus control lines to 
determine the type of data transfer to be executed (from the LSI-11 bus 
to the register logic for an output operation or from the register logic to 
the LSI-l1 bus for an input operation). The following LSI-11 bus control 
lines are monitored by thE! 1/0 control logic during operation: 

BSYNC 

BDIN 

BDOUT 

Bus Synchronizl~d. Set when valid address has 
been placed on LSI-l1 bus. 

Bus Data Input. Set when processor is ready to 
receive input data. 

Bus Data Output. Set when processor is ready 
to transmit output data. 

The module asserts the B R PLY (reply from module) bus control line 
when the data transfer has been completed. 
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During operation the module receives the BSYNC signal indicating an 
address has been placed onto thl~ LSI-11 bus. The I/O control logic 
gates this address into the address latch of the module with a SYNC H 
gating signal. If the address received is a bus device address on the 
DLV11-J, the address latch sends a BD SEL signal to the I/O control 
logic (indicating a valid address has been received) The control logic 
may noVl! develop the proper gatin~J signals (BDOUT/BDIN) to move the 
data to its proper destination. When the data transfer is complete, the 
module Signals the processor via the BRPLY control line. 

Address Latch 
The address latch is used to hold the channel address (0-3), the device 
register address (RCSR, RBUF, XCSH, or XBUF), and the high-low byte 
indicator of the pending operation. When the program addresses the 
D LV 11 -J module, address bits 0-4 are presented to the address latch by 
the bus mterface circuit over the internal trl-state data bus. Simulta
neously, the address compare circuit and the bus interface circuit supply 
the address latch with the MATCH H signal (if the board address is 
correct) The address and the MATCH H signal are gated into the latch 
under the control of the I/O control logic circuit (SYNC H signal). The 
address latch now holds the address and a board select signal (BD SEL 
1) to be used by the I/O control/register logic during the completion of 
the desired operation. 

Address Compare Circuit 
The address compare circuit tests the user-configured base address of 
the module (wire-wrap jumpers A5, A8-12) against the LSI-11 bus in
put (BDAL 5, 8-12 L). If the addresses are the same, the address com
pare circuit generates a portion of the MATCH H signa!. (The remainder 
of MATCH H is supplied by the bus interface.) The MATCH H Signal is 
used by the address latch circuit when creating the BD SEL H signal 
required by the I/O control logic during data transfers. 

When channel 3 IS configured as a console device interface. the bus 
interface logic tests for a proper console device address on the LSI-11 
bus. if the address received by the bus Interface is a proper console 
address. ':he CON SEL 1 H signal is generated. This signal is Uansmltted 
from the bus interface to the address compare circUit to force console 
address recognition. 

Bus Interface 
The module contains bus drivers and receive:rs which interfere directly 
with the LSI-11 bus. This allows data movement between the '-51-11 
bus and the module's internal tn-state bus. These drivers also have the 
ability to transmit vector addres.ses received from the Interrupt vector 
generation logic onto the LSI-1 '! bus. 
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If the LSI-11 bus holds an address within the I/O page, the BBS7 L 
signal line IS asserted. This will caLise the bus interface circuit of the 
D LV 11J to test the B DA L 6-7 L lines against the user-configwed wire
wrap pinS (A6-7) when the addresses and the same MATCH H signal 
are allowed to be asserted to the address latch. Since this is a "wired
AND." the MATCH H signal from the address compare signal must also 
be asserted The MATCH H signal is required by the address latch to 
allow 1"0 data transfers. If channel 3 has been selected as a console 
deVice Interface (jumpers C1 and C2 installed between wire-wrap posts 
X and 1). the bus interface performs a match operation between the LSI-
11 bus lines (BDAL 3-5) and an internal address which is enabled by 
console select jumper C1 If the addresses agree, a CON SEL 1 H signal 
IS produced for the address compare circuit which will force a console 
address recognition. 

Interrupt and Vector Generation Logic 
When a peripheral device interfaced to a DLV11-J needs service, the 
module can, if enabled, interrupt the computer program and vector to a 
service routine The interrupt logic can initiate two types of interrupts: a 
receiver interrupt and a transmitter interrupt. These interrupts are han
dled through separate receiver and transmitter channels. 

For an Interrupt transaction to OCCLlr, the program must set the Interrupt 
enable bit (bit 6) In the control/status register (CSR). Next, the Interrupt 
logic must recognize a condition requiring service (indicated by the set
ting of bit 7 within the CSR) and then assert the interrupt request line 
(BIRQ L) on the LSI-11 bus. When the interrupt is acknowledged by the 
processor, the interrupt logic creates an input to the module's vector 
generation circuit which reflects the channel needing service (0, 1,2, or 
3) and the type of service needed (receive or transmit). The vector gener
ation logic creates a vector function address which may be modified by 
the user-configured "base vector" address jumpers (V5-7). This modi
fied address is output to the LSI-11 bus by the bus interface circuit. thus 
causing the processor to Jump to the proper peripheral device service 
routine. 

A receiver Interrupt request is initiated when the receive buffelr (RBUF) 
has received and assembled a character of data and is ready to transfer it 
to the processor. A transmitter interrupt is initiated when the transmitter 
buffer holding register (XBUF) is emptv and is ready for another data 
input from the processor. The interrupt logic is also used to initialize the 
DLV11-J module. On a system power-up sequence, the processor cre
ates BI NIT L on the LSI-11 bus which is converted by the interrupt logic 
into INITO H. This signal is distributed on the module to initialize the four 
UARTs and the interrupt status registers (held within the interrupt logic). 
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Control/Status Registers 
The control/status registers (CSRs) consist of a series of latches, data 
selectors, and gating circuitry During data transactions, the I/O control 
logic enables the XCSR or RCSF! to either latch in control bits or gate out 
status bits. 

The RCSR uses only three bits dUlring operation: 

Receiver done (bit n set by RBUF 
Receiver interrupt enable (bit 6)' set by program 
Reader enable (bit 0)' set by prowam 

All bits except the reader enable bit may be read by the program. 

The XCSR uses three bits during operation 

Transmitter ready (bit 7), set by XBUF 

Transmitter interrupt enable (bit 6)' set by program 

Break (bit 0), set by program and used only with the DLV11KA op
tion. 

All bits may be read by the program 

Break Logic 
During normal operation, the UART checks each received character for 
the proper nu mber of stop bits. It does thiS by testing for a marking 
condition at the appropriate bit time. If it finds a spacmg condition in
stead, It sets the framing error (FE) flag. The BREAK signal is a contin
uous spacing condition, and is interpreted by the UART as a data 
character that is missing its s~op bit(sl. The UART, therefore, responds to 
the BREi<\K signal by asserting FE H. If the channel 3 break response 
jumper is Installed from X to B, FE H willi,':;; 'c control line BDCOK H, 
BDCOK H indicates to the processor that dc power IS "OK" When FE H 
negates this signal, it causes the computer to restart at the bootstrap 
(provided proper processor power-up mode is selected) 

If the break jumper is installed from X to H, the computer will not "boot" 
on a framing error, but FE H will negate control line BHALT L. This 
causes the computer to halt when a framing error is received 

CAUTIION 
If the system is using MOS memory, data may 
be lost when BDCOK H IS negated because this 
action interrupts the me mory rehesh cycle. If 
the jumper is not instailled, the module will not 
take action. 
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Pe~ipheral interface 
Each S i .. U channel of the D LV l1-J module can be independently con
f'9ured 'or !:;-le slqna: compatmility with EIA RS-232C and RS-423, RS-
422 or 20 iTlA current looiJ o;Jeration (Figure 6), Each of the four Inter· 
faces m:JY be configc;ced to ,iU;Jport 20 rT1A current !oop devices with the 
addlt"or· of the DL\/11-KA option When Installed, the peripheral inter
face supplies all power SLpp!y voltages needed by this option If the 20 
'TlA ciev,ce contains a pape, tilpe reader that can be program-controlled 
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I , __ ~ 

I ' I ~ Q) R" I 
I ~ ,,0 3 1 
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L- _________ ...J 
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COr,FiGlH[D FOH E:;, !~S-4220pc'"1AT!Or'\.; 
(100 ~2 1 4 ',tv ~Jor\ WI hE: ',VOU:\,J[li 

R3l! LhM"~[LO 

Fi31 CHA~,"~Ej 

RJ? CHA!\[\J[ L :7 
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Q)Hy I~CHn~,EN FC'f~ PROf>rR SLFVI 

~'vH: \J CHi,,\JNE~ 'S COi\);cIGURH: ~()f

EIA ::;S-237C ... RS 423 OP[RATIOi~ 
R1(J -;ETSSLEW f~!\TE F(lR CHA:< '~[L: a 
A'\I[- 1 
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Figure 6 Typical Peripheral Interface 
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(such as DIGITAL's LT33 or an ASR:33 Telet\lpewnter with LT33 modifi
cation kit), the interface can be configured to advance the reader one 
character at a time_ 

DC-to-DC Power Converter 
The power converter produces -12 Vdc and + 5 Vdc from the LSI-11 
power supply voltage of + 12 Vdc_ These voltages are produced to 
power all chips on the DLV11-J module and to supply the DLV11-KA 20 
mA option. The power converter circuit consists of a crystal-controlled 
oscillator which drives a chargie pump. The charge pump during oper 
ation supplies the desired power supply output voltage. 
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DRV11 PARALLEL LINE UNIT 

GENERAL 
The DRVll IS a general-purpose interface unit used for connecting par
allel line TTL or DTL devices to the LSI-ll bus over up to 7.6 m (25 ft) of 
cable. It permits program-controlled data transfers at rates up to 40K 
words per second and provides LSI-l 'I bus interface and control logic for 
Interrupt processing and vector generation Data is handled by 16 diode
clamped Input lines and 16 latched output lines. Device address is user
assigned and control/status registelfS (CSR) and data registers are com
patible with PDP-ll software routines. 

FEATURES 

• 16 diode-clamped data input lines 

16 latched output lines 

• 1 6-blt word or 8-bit byte programmed data transfers 

• User-assigned device address decoding 

• LSI-l1 bus interface and control logic for interrupt process.ing and 
vector generation 

• Interrupt priority determined by electrical position along the LSI-l1 
bus 

• Control, status registers (CSR) and data registers that are compatible 
with PD P-l1 software routines 

• Four .. ~ontrollines to the perrpheral device for NEW DATA ROY, DATA 
TRANS, REO A, and REO B 

• Logic-compatible with TTL and DTL devices 

• Program-controlled data transfer rate of 40K words per second (max
imum) 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification M7941 

Size Double 
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Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

5.0 Vdc ± 5% at 0.9 A 

1.4 
1.0 

CONFIGURATION 
The following paragraphs describe how the user can configure the mod
ule by inserting or removing jumpers (Figure! 1) so that it will function 
within his system. The jumpers. listed in Table 1. indicate the factory 
configuration when shipped. 

c 
r----- --I 

vECTOR JL""'PERS 
I 1 

IV4- -V'I 

1 

1 

1 113 -- -\161 
L ___ =-: .. V:'-.J 

:- -~r;-o;ES;~U;PERS- -: 
I A3- _A9 I 
I A4- -AlO I 

I ii== ==~n I 
I A7- I 
LA-.!=-:::. _. _____ -.l 

S~l _jr_:>12 
JPTIONAL EXTERNAL 

CAPACITOR 

~-L---, 
M7941 ETCH REV C 

Figure 1 DRV11 Jumper Locations 
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Table 1 DRV11 PLU Factor" Jumper Configuration 

Jumper 
Designation 

A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 
A10 
A 11 
A12 

V3 
V4 
V5 
V6 
V7 

Jumper 
State' Function I mpletmented 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
I 

I 
I 
I 
R 
R 

This arrangement of jumpers A3 through A 12 
assigns the device address 16777X to the PLU. 
This address is the starting address of a reserved 
block in memory bank 7 which is recommended 
for user device address assignments. The least 
significant digit X is hardwired on the module to 
implement the three PLU device addresses as 
follows: 

X=O 
X = 2 
X=4 

DRCSR address 
Output buffer address 
Input buffer address 

This factory-installed jumper configuration im
plements the 1two interrupt vector addresses 
300 and 304 for use as defined by application 
requirements. 

• R = Removed. I = Installed 

Device Address 
Addresses for the DRV11 can range from 16000X through 17777X. The 
three least significant bits are predetermined for the other DRV11 regis
ters as shown in Table 2 and Figure 2. Addresses within 177560 to 
177566 are reserved for the console dEivice and should not be used for 
the DRV11 

Table 2 Standard Assignments 

First Second 
Read/ Module Module 

Description Mnemonic Write Address Address 

Registers 
Control and Status DRCSR R/IN 167770 167760 
Output Buffer DROUTBUF R/IN 167772 167762 
Input Buffer DRINBUF R 167774 167764 

Interrupt 
Request A REaA 300 310 
Request B REQ B 304 314 
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8857 L 
I,Ll 

o 
:i « <I 

"--- --- -------------..,---------

ADDRESS JUMPEBS 
INSTALLED '0 
REMOVE~) , 

I ' , I 
~- -:'---~8YT( $fLECT 

I L ;, h'gh 'ylel8 15) 

! C' 10. bole 10 71 

REG'STER 
L_ ~,OX ' O'<CSR 

C ~ )( C .. OuT" J' 
[,oilfliBUF 

RESPONSl 

Figure 2 DRV11 Device Address Selection 

Jumpers for bits 3 through 12 are installed or removed to produce the 
16-bit address word shown in Figure 2. ThE! appropriate jumpers are 
removed to produce logical 1 bits, and the appropriate jumpers are 
installed to produce logical 0 bits. 

Vectors 
The two vectors are selected within the rangl9 of 000 to 374 by using 
jumpers V3 to V7. Vector bits 3 through 7 al'e selected by the user to 
form the vector as described in Figure 3. The factory configuration sets 
the interrupt vector for 300 as shown in Table 2 and Figure 3. 

15 

Registers 

> ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I.. __ ~_--....-_____ ~ ~J 

VECTO>' ~U""PERS: 
INS .... ALLED'O 
R£',;OVE[ : 1 

Figure 3 DRV11 Interrupt Vector 

(ORCSI'{ - 15 
L REQl.cSTIN(- DEVI E 

C" REO A 
I 'REQ B 

The word format for the control and status register (DRCSR) is shown in 
Figure 4 and described in Table 3. 

15 

DRCSR I 
L-~! -L_~ __ L-~ __ -L __ ~ __ 

REQUEST E3 
iREAO ONLYI 

8 

! 
REO:)UEST A INT ENS E:I 

(READ ONLY) (RE. ... [)/WRtTE) 

I~T t-NB A 
(REt.Q WRI~E, 

Figure 4 DRCSR Word Format 
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Table 3 DRCSR Word Formats 

Bit Description 

15 Request B. This bit is under control of the user's device and 
may be used to initiate an interrupt sequence or to generate 
a flag that may be tested by the program. 

14-8 

7 

When used as an interl'upt request it is asserted by the ex
ternal device and Initiates an interrupt provided the I NT EN B 
B bit (bit 5) is also set. Whem used as a flag, this bit can be 
read by the program to monitor external device status. 

When the maintenance cable is used, the state of this bit is 
dependent on the state of CS R 1 (bit 1) This permits check
ing interface operation by loading a 0 or 1 into CSR 1 and 
then verifying that Request B is the same value. 

Read-only bit. Cleared by IN liT when in maintenance mode. 

Not used. Read as O. 

Request A. Performs the same function as Request B (bit 
15) except that an interrupt is generated only if I NT EN B A 
(bit 6) is also set. 

When the maintenance cable is used, the state of Request A 
is identical to Ithat of CSRO (bit 0). 

Read-only bit. Cleared by INIT when in maintenance mode. 

6 I NT EN B A. I nterrupt enable bit. When set allows an inter
rupt request to be generated, provided Request J~ (bit 7) 
become,s s'et. 

5 INT ENB B. Interrupt enable bit. When set allows an inter
rupt sequence to be initiated, provided Request B (bit 15) 
becomes set. 

4-2 Not used. Read as O. 

CSR 1. This bit can be 10adE!d or read (under program con
trol) and can be used for a user-defined command to the 
device (appears only on connector no. 1). 
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Table 3 DRCSB Word Formats (ContI 

Bit Description 

o 

When the maintenance cable is used. setting or c1eanng this 
bit causes an identical state in bit 15 (Request Bl. This per
mits checking operation of bit 1 5 which cannot be loaded by 
the program. 

Can be loaded or read by the program (read/write bit). 
Cleared by INIT. 

CSRO. Performs the same functions as CSR 1 (bit 1) but ap
pears only on connector 110. 2 

When the maintenal1ce Gable is used. the state of this bit 
controls the state of bit I' (Request A). 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

The word format for the transmit output buffer (DROUTBUF) is shown in 
Figure 5 and defined in Table 4. 

15 

DROUT8UF LI_-'-----'-_-'-_'---'-_...L 

Bit 

15-0 

'------ ---------~---------.~-
DATA OUT 

(REAO/WRI~Ei 

Figure 5 DROUTBUF Word Format 

Table 4 DROUTBUF Word Format 

Description 

Output Data Buffer. Contains a full 16-bit word or one or 
two 8-bit bytes; high byte = 15-8; low byte = 7-0. 

Loading is accomplished under a program-controlled DATO 
or DATOB bus CyelEt. It c:an be read under a program-con
trolled DATI cycle. 
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The word format for the receiver input buffer (DRINBUF) is shown in 
Figure 6 and defined in Table 5. 

o 

DR NBc' [ 

-----------~ 
D~ fA I f\j 

(FIr-A:::, IN _ YI 

Figure 6 DRINBUF Word Format 

Table 5 DRINBUF Word Format 

Bit Description 

15-0 Input Data Buffer. Contains a full 16-bit word or onE! or two 
8-bit bytes The entire 1 6-bit word is read under a program
controlled DATI bus cyclE!. 

Installation 
Prior to installing the D RV 11 on the backplane, first establish the desired 
priority level for the backplane slot installation. Check that proper device 
address vector jumpers arE! installed. The DRV11 can then be installed 
on the backplane. Connection to the user's device is via optional cables. 

Interfacing to the User's Device 
I nterfacll1g the D RV 11 to the user's device is via the two board-mounted 
H854 40-pln male connectors. Pins are located as shown in Figure 7. 
Signal pin assignments for input interface J2 (connector no. 2) and out
put Interface J 1 (connector no. 1) am listed in Table 6. Optional cables 
and connectors for use with the DRV11 include: 

BC08R-OT - Maintenance cable,; 40-conductor flat with H856 con
nectors on each end. 

BC07D-X' - Signal cable; two 20-conductor ribbon cables with a 
sll1gle H856 connector on one E!nd; remaining end is terminated by 
the user. Available in lengths of 3, 46, and 7.6 m (10, 15, and 25ft) 

• The -X 111 the cable number denotes length ill feet. -10, -12, -20. For example, a 
10-ft 8C07D cable would be ordered as 8C07D-10. 
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BC04Z-X' - Flat 40-conductor signal cable with a single H856 con
nector on one end; remaining end is terminated by the user. Available 
in lengths of 3. 4.6. and 7.6 m (10. 15. and 25ft) 

BCV7 7 -X' - Flat. 40-conductor. twisted pair cable with a single 
H856 connector on one end. The remaining end is connected by the 
user Available in lengths of 1.5. 3.4.6 6.1. and 7.6 m (5. 10. 15. 20. 
and 25 ft) 

H856 - Socket. 40-pin female. for user-fabricated cables. 

When using the BC07D cable. connect the free end of the ribbon cables 
using the wiring data contained in Table 7. Refer to the Hard
ware/Accessories Catalog for additional optional interface accessories. 

HB54 
CONNECTOR 

He56 CONNECTOR-~~ r 
Figure 7 J 1 or J2 Connector Pin Locations 

"The -x in the cable number denotes length in feet. -10. -12. -20. For example. a 
10-ft SC07D cable would be ordered as SC07D-10. 
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Table 6 DRV11 Input and Output Signal Pins 

Inputs Outputs 

Signal Connector Pin Signal Connector Pin 

INOO J2 TT aUTOO Jl C 
INOl J2 LL aUTOl Jl K 
IN02 J2 H.E aUT02 Jl NN 
IN03 J2 BB OUT03 Jl U 
IN04 J2 KK aUT04 Jl L 
IN05 J2 HH aUT05 Jl N 
IN06 J2 EE aUT06 Jl R 
IN07 J2 CC aUT07 Jl T 
IN08 J2 Z aUT08 Jl W 
IN09 J2 Y aUT09 Jl X 
IN10 J2 W auno Jl Z 
IN 11 J2 V aUT11 Jl AA 
IN12 J2 U OUT12 Jl BB 
IN13 J2 P aUT13 Jl FF 
IN14 J2 N aUT14 Jl HH 
IN15 J2 M aUT15 Jl JJ 
REQB J2 S REnA Jl LL 
DATA J2 C NEW DA.TA Jl W 
TRANS ROY 
CSRO J2 K CSRl Jl DO 
INIT J2 RR. NN INIT Jl P 

Table 7 BC07D Signal CSlble Connections 

Wire 
Cable 1 (connet:tor pins B-W) Cable 2 (connector pins A-UU) 

Color Pins Jl Signal J2 Signal P'ins Jl Signal J2 Signal 

blk B open open A open open 
brn D open open C OUTOO DATA TRANS 
red F open open E open IN02 
orn J GND GND H open IN02 
yel L QUT04 GND K QUTOI CSRO 
grn N QUT05 IN14 -- M GND IN15 
blu R QUT06 GND P INIT INl3 
vio T QUT07 GND S GND REQ B 
gry V GND INll U QUT03 IN12 
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Table 7 BC07D Signal Cable Connections (Cont) 

Cable 1 (connedor pins B-VV) Cable 2 (connector pins A-UU) 
Wire 
Color Pins J1 Signal J2 Signal ins Jl Signal J2 Signal 

wht X OUT09 GND W OUT08 INlO 
blk Z OUTlO IIN08 Y GND IN09 
brn SS OUTl2 IIN03 AA OUTll GND 
red DD CSRl GND CC GND INO? 
orn FF OUTl3 open EE GND IN06 
yel JJ OUTl5 GND HH OUTl4 IN05 
grn LL REQ A INOl KK GND IN04 
blu NN OUT02 

INIT 1{ GND GND 
via RR OUT02 INIT PP GND GND 
gry TT open INOO SS GND GND 
wht VV New DATA open UU GND GND 

RDY 

Output Data Interface 
The output interface is the 16- bit buffer (D FWUTSU F) It can be either 
loaded or read under program control. When loaded by a DATa or DA
TOS bus cycle, the NEW DATA RDY H pulse is generated to inform the 
user's device of the data transfm. The trailing edge of this positive-going 
pulse should be used to strobe the data into the user's device in order to 
allow data to settle on the intl3rface cable. The system initialize Signal 
(SINIT L) will clear DROUTSUF, 

All output signals are TTL levels capable of driving eight unit loads ex
cept for the following: 

New Data Ready = 10 u nit loads 
Data Transmitted 30 unit loads 
INIT (Initialize) = 10 units per connector 

Input Data Interface 
The input interface is the 1 6-bit DI=!IN BU F read-only register, comprising 
gated bus drivers that transfer data from the user's device onto the LSI-
11 bus under program control, DFlINBUF is not capable of storing data, 
hence the user must keep Input data on thl3 I N lines until read by the 
processor. When read, the DHV'I1 generates a positive-going DATA 
TRANS H pulse which informs the user's device that the data has been 
accepted. The trailing edge of the pulse indicates that the Input transfer 
has been completed. 
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All input signals are one standard TTL unit loads; inputs are protected by 
diode clamps to ground and + 5 V. 

Request Flags 
Two signal lines (REQ A Hand REQ B H) can be asserted by the user's 
device as flags in the DRCSR word. REQ B is available via connector no. 
2, and it can be read in DRCSR bit 15. REQ A is available via connector 
no. 1, and it can be read in DRCSR bit 7. Two DRCSR interrupt enable 
bits, INT ENB A (bit 6) and INT ENB 13 (bit 5). allow automatic gener
ation of an interrupt request when their respective REQ A or REQ B 
signals are asserted. Interrupt enable bits can be set or reset under pro
gram control. 

In a typical application, REQ A and REO B are generated by request flip
flops in the user's device. The user's request flip-flop must be set when 
servicing is required and must be cleared by the trailing edge of NEW 
DATA ROY or DATA TRA,NS when the appropriate data transaction has 
been completed. 

This timing is shown in Fil;Jure 8. The logic required by the user to imple
ment this is shown in Figure 9. The logic consists of a flip-flop that is set 
by the User Request pulse, which indicates that the user's device is 

OROUTBUF 

(OUT0il OLTI5) orf sel/reset 
by the DRV I' unoer conhoi of 
Ihe 11/03 

NEW DATA READY 

Pulsed by DRVII when 11'11 
11/03 .fI'el dolo 10 the DRV1' 

REQUEST A 

Set by USI" when reody tor new do"! 
fro"'11/03"eset~upon 
Iro",oq edge of NEW DATA READY 

ORCSR 

< b,t 6) In Ie" ... ." Enoble A 
Set by uur f1:; allow onlerrupt-dflyen 
dolo "on51lr 

DRCSR 

< b117) Fh!Q"nl A 1109 
Indlcoles slGte of REQUEST A lIne 

Figure 8 

(dolO ~ . ) (dolo = I) 

~:,::---'--------X ('ot,·.> 
-----!J '-------------

I 
I 
I !300ns 

WRITE DATA TO BUFFE.J 

WAIT FOR A RESPONSE TO 
THE I NTE RRUPT REOuEST 

DRV11 Interfacl3 Signal Sequence 
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r-------- USER REQUEST A" 

RQST A H4.----------+~ 

r 0 7474 IF-_~ 
NEW DATA ROY H ~L-C---"~--I 

AINITH~ 

r---------USER REOUEST S" 

RQST S H •• ---------+---- --------, 

o 

7474 

DATA TRANS H >-----lC o 

SINITH~F 
"SEE NOTE iN TEXT 

Figure 9 User Request Logic 

requesting a transfer. The flip-flop is reset by the trailing edge of the 
NEW DATA RDY signal or the DATA TRANS signal. 

NOTE 
The User Request signal must return to the 
"high" state pnor to the occurrence of the trail
ing edge of NEW D/HA HDY or DATA TRANS. 
The leading edge of NEW DATA I=lDY or DATA 
TRANS can be used for this purpose. In most 
appiic<Jt!Ons. a pulse on the User Flequest line of 
less than 10 /1s is adequate. 
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Initialization 
The BINIT L processor-generated initialize signal is applied to DRVll 
circuits for interface logic initialization. It is also available to the user's 
circuits via connectors J1 and J2 as follows: 

Connector/Pin 

J liP 
J2/RR 
J2/NN 

Signal 

AINIT H 
BINIT H 
BINIT H 

An active BINIT L signal will clear: DF!OUTBUF data; DRCSR bits 6,5, 
1. 0; bits 16 and 7 (when the maintenance cable is connected); and 
interrupt request and intl3rrupt acknowledge flip-flops. 

NEW DATA ROY and DATA TRANS Pulse Width Modification 
An optional capacitor can be added by the user to the DRVll module to 
extend the pulse Width of both the NEW DATA RDY and DATA TRANS 
pulse widths. The capacitor can be added in the location shown in Figure 
1 to produce the approxi mate pulse widths listed below 

Optional External 
Capacitance (j.lF) 

None 
0.0047 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 

Approximate Pulse Width (ns) 
NEW DATA ROY DATA TRANS 

350 
750 

1550 
2330 
3150 

1150 
1550 
2400 
3200 
3900 

BC08R Maintenance C.able 
When using the optional BC08R maintenance cable. the connections 
listed in Table 8 are provided. Cable connectors Pl and P2 are con
nected to DRVll connectors Jl and J2. respectively. Note that CSRO 
(J2-K). which can be set or reset IJndel- program control. is rOllted to the 
REO A input (J 1- LL); similarly. CSR 1 (.1 l-DD) is routed to REO B (J2-S) 
Hence. a maintenance program can output data to DROUTBUF and read 
the same data via the cable and DRINBUF. DRCSR bits 0 (CSRO) and 1 
(CSR1) can be used to simulate REO t, and REO B signals. respectively. 
If the appropriate INT ENB bit (DRCSFI bits 5 or 6) is set. the simulated 
signal will generate an interrupt request. Note that the BC08R cable 
must Incorporate a half-twist when connected to J 1 and J2. 
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Table 8 BC08R Maintenance! Cable Signal Connection 

-------
J2 Jl 

Pin Name Pin Name 

VV OPEr~ A OPEN 
UU GND B OPEN 
TT INOO C OUTOO 
55 GND 0 OPEN 
RR INIT H E OPEN 
PP GND F OPEN 
NN INIT H H OPEN 
MM GND J GND 
LL INOl K OUTOl 
KK IN04 L OUT04 
JJ GND M GND 
HH IN05 N OUTQ5 
FF OPEN P INIT H 
EE IN06 R OUT06 
DO GND 5 GND 
CC INO? T OUTO? 
BB IN03 U OUT03 
AA GND V GND 
Z IN08 W OUT08 
Y IN09 X OUT09 
X GND Y GND 
W INIO Z OUTlO 
V INll AA OUTll 
U IN12 BB OUTl2 
T GND CC GND 
5 REQ B DD C5Rl 
R GND EE GND 
P INl3 FF OUTl3 
N lN14 HH OUTl4 
M INl5 JJ OUTI5 
L GND KK GND 
K CSRO LL REQ A 
J GND MM GND 
H IN02 NN OUT02 
F OPEN PP GND 
E IN02 RR OUT02 
D OPEN 5S GND 
C DATA TRANS TT OPEN 
B OPEN UU GND 
A OPEN ! vv NEW DATA ROY 

--l... 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
~/le~Gr Cu~ctjO:iS cor t2ine(~ 0°) the [J RV11 ITlOj:.:\' re sho\!vr in F;gure 
i O. Cern rl''Jnicatior~" be:ween :he processor and :e DRV 1 1 ore exe
cu~aG ".!ja p~ogramrred I/O ooerDt.:JilS or !r;"err':~.t- PVt::f1 f()utir.e!::. 

Figure 10 DRVi 1 Parallel Line Unit 

The DRV 1 1 is capable of storing one 16-bit output word or two 8-bit 
output bytes in DROUTBU F The stored data (OUTO-15 H) is routed to 
the user's device via an optional 1/0 cable connected to J 1. Any pro
grammed operation that loads either .a byte or a word in DROUTBUF 
causes a NEW DATA RDY H signal to be generated. informing the user's 
device of the operation. 

Input data (DRINBUF) is gated onto the BDAL bus during a DATI bus 
cycle. All 16 bits are placed on the bus simultaneously; however, when 
the processor is involved in an 8-bit byte operation, it uses only the high 
or low byte. When the data is taken by the processor, a DATA TRANS H 
pulse is sent to the user's device to inform the device of the data trans
fer 

Addressing 
When addressing a peripheral del/ice interface such as the DRVll, the 
processor places an address on BDALO-15 L. which is received and 
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distributed as B R DO-1 5 H in the D FIV 11 . The address is In the upper 4 K 
(28-32K) address space. On the leading edge of BSYNC L, the address 
decoder decodes the address selectecl by jumpers A3-A 12 and sets the 
device selected flip-flop (not shown); the active flip-flop output is the ME 
signal. which enables function selection and 1/0 control logic operation. 
At the same time. function selection logic stores address bits BRDO-2 

NOTE 
When addressed. the DRV11 always responds 
to either BDIN L or BDOUT L by asserting 
BRPLY L (L = assertion) 

Function Selection 
Function selection and 1/0 control logic monitors the ME signal and bus 
signals BDIN L, BDOUT L, and BWTBT L. It responds by generating 
appropriate select signals which control intl3rnal data gating. NEW 
DATA RDY H or DATA TRANS H output signals for the user's device. 
and the B R PLY L bus signal which informs the processor that the 
DRV11 has responded to the pro~lrammed 1/0 operation. Since the 
DRV11 appears to the processor as three addressable registers (DRCSR. 
DROUTBLJF. and DRINBUF) that can be involved in either word or byte 
transfers. the three low-order address bits stored during the addressing 
portion of the bus cycle are used for Ifunction selection. The select sig
nals relative to 1/0 bus control si(lnals and address bits 0-2 are listed in 
Table 9. 

Function selection is performed bll a ROM located at E 15 on the D RV 11. 
The inputs to this ROM consist of the address bits and other LSI-11 bus 
signals as shown at the top of Table 9. ThiS table shows the functions 
performed by the ROM outputs for a specific input condition For 
example. when the output buffer is addressed by the processor. the last 
octal digit is decoded by the ROM to provide the SEL21N L and the RPLY 
L signals. The RPLY L signal is delayed and becomes the BRPLY L sig
nal. The SEL21N L signal is used by the DRV11 logic to enable the 
contents of the output buffer register to be placed on the data lines of 
the LSI-1'1 bus so that the processor can read the data. 

NEW DATA READY H is active for the duration of BDOUT L when in a 
DROUTBUF write operation. This signal is normally active for 350 ns. 
However. by adding an optional capacitor in the BRPLY L portion of the 
circuit. the leading edge of BRPLY is delayed. 13ffectively increasing the 
duration of the NEW DATA RDY H pulse. adding the capacitor also 
increases the DATA TRANS H pulse width by approximately the same 
amount. 

DATA TRANS H is active for the duration of BDIIN L when in a DRINBUF 
read operation. This signal is normally active for 1150 ns. The time. 
however. can be extended by adding the optional capacitor to the 
BRPLY L portion of the circuit as previously described. 
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Table 9 DRVll Device Function Decoding 

BWTBT L 
Programmed Stored Device During Bus Cycle 

Operation Addr. Bits 0·2 Data Transfer BDIN L BOOUT L Type Select Signals 

Write DRCSR 
0 0 H L DATO 

SELOOUT L 0 1 H L DATOB 

Read DRCSR 0 0 L H DATI or SELOIN L 
DATIO 

Write 
DROUTBUF 
Word 2 0 H L DATO SEL20UT 

r:-' 
(W+HB)L, 

-> 
SEL20UT 

00 (VJ + LB) L, and 
(!) NEW DATA 

RLA.DY H 

Low Byte 2 1 H L DATOB SEL20UT 
(W + LB) Land 
NEW DATA 
READY H 

High Byte 3 1 H L DATOB SEL20UT 
(W + HB) Land 
NEW DATA 
READY H 

Read 2 0 L H DATI or SEL21N L C 
DROUTBUF DATIO :IJ 

Read 4 0 L H DATI SEL41N Land < 
....II 

DRINBUF DATA TRANS H ....II 
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Read Data Multiplexer 
The read data multiplexer selects the proper data and places it on the 
BDAL bus when the processor inputs DRCSR, DROUTBUF or interrupt 
vectors; DRINBUF contents are gated onto the bus separately. The 
select signals (previously describedJI and VECTOR H, produced by the 
interrupt logic, control read data selection. 

DRCSR Functions 
The control/status register (DRGSR) is comprised of separate functions. 
Four of the six significant DRCSR bits can bE! involved in either write or 
read operations. The remainin£j two bits, 7 and 15, are read-only bits 
that are controlled by the external device via the REO A H and REO B H 
signals, respectively. The four rE!ad/write bits are stored in the 4-bit CSR 
latch. They represent CSRO and CSR1 (DRCSR bits 0 and 1, respec
tively). which can be used to simulate interrupt requests when used with 
an optional maintenance cable. INT ENB A and INT ENB B (bits 6 and 5, 
respectively) enable interrupt logic operation. Note that CSRO and CSR 1 
are available to the user's deviee for any user application. 

DRINBUF Input Data Transfer 
DRINBUF is an addressable 16-bit read-only register that receives data 
from the user's device for transmission to the LSI-11 bus. Data to be 
read is provided by the user's device on the I NO-15 H signal lines. Since 
the input buffer consists of gating logic rather than a flip-flop register, 
the user's device must hold the data on thE! lines until the data input 
transaction has been completed. 

The input data is read during a DATI sequence while bus drivers are 
enabled by the SEL41N L signal. The DATA TRANS pulse that is sent to 
the user's device by the function select logic informs the device of the 
transaction. Input data can be removl~d on the trailing edge of this pulse. 

DROUTBUF Output Data Transfer 
DROUTBUF comprises two 8-bit latehes, enabling either 16-bit word or 
8-bit byte output transfers. Two SEL2 signals function as clock signals 
for the latches. When in a DA TO bus cycle, both signals clock data from 
the internal B RDO-1 5 H bus into the latches. However, when in a 
DATOB cycle, only one signal clocks data into an 8-bit latch, as deter
mined by address bit 0 previously stored during the addressing portion of 
the bus cycle. 

The NEW DATA ROY H pulse generated by the function select logic is 
sent to the user's device to inform the device of the data transaction. The 
data can be input to the device on the trailing edge of this pulse. 
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Interrupts 
The D RV 11 contains LSI-11 bus-compatible interrupt logic that allows 
the user's device to generate interrupt requests. Two independent inter
rupt request signals (REQ A H and I~EQ B H) are capable of requesting 
processor service via separate interrupt vectors. In addition, DRCSR con
tains two interrupt enable bits (INT EN /-'\ and INT EN B) (bits 6 and 5, 
respectively). which independently E!nable or disable interrupt requests. 
REQ A and REQ B status can be read by the processor in DRCSR bits 7 
and 15, respectively. Since separate interrupt vectors are provided for 
each request. one of the requests could be used to imply that device data 
IS ready for input and the remaining re!quest could be used to imply that 
the device is ready to accept new data. 

An interrupt sequence is generated when a DRCSR INT EN bit (A or B) is 
set and ItS respective R EQ signal is assel'ted by the device The proces
sor responds (if its PS bit 7 is not set) by asserting BDIN L; this enables 
the device requesting the interrupt to place its vector on the BDAL bus 
when the interrupt request I'S acknowled£jed. The processor then asserts 
BIAKO L. acknowledging the interrupt request. The DRV 11 receives 
BIAKI L and the interrupt logic generates VECTOR H, which gates the 
Jumper-addressed vector informatiol1 through the read data mulltiplexer 
and bus drivers and onto the LSI-11 bus. The processor then proceeds to 
service the interrupt request 

Maintenance Mode 
The maintenance mode allows the user to check DRV11 operation by 
IIlstalling an optional BC081R cable between connectors J1 and .J2. This 
maintenance cable allows the contents of the output buffer DROUTBUF 
to be read during a DFllNBUF DATI bus cycle. In addition, interrupts can 
be simulated by using DRCSR bits CSRO and CSR1. CSR1 is rOlUted via 
the cable directly to the REO B H input and CSRO is routed to thE! REQ A 
H input. By setting or clearing INT EN A, liNT EN B, and CSRO and CSR1 
bits in the D RCSR register, a maintenance program can test the interrupt 
facility. 

I nitia I ization 
BINIT L IS received by a bus driver, inverted, and distributed to DRV11 
logic to initialize the device interface. The buffered initialize signal is 
available to the user's device via the AINIIT Hand BINIT H signal lines. 
DRV11 logic functions cleared by the BINIT signal include DROUTBUF, 
DRCSR (bits 0, 1, 5, and 6). and interrupt logic. 
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DRV11-B DMA INTEFtFACE 

GENERAL 
The DRVll-B is a general-purpose direct memory access (DMA) inter
face used to transfer data directly between the LSI-ll system memory 
and an \"0 device. The interface is pmgrammed by the processor to 
move variable length blocks of 8- or lEi-bit data words to or from speci
fied locations In memory by means of the LSI-11 bus. Once program
med, no processor interventilon is required. The DRVll-8 can transfer 
up to 250K l6-bit words per second In single cycle mode and up to 
500K l6-blt words per second In burst mode. The control structure also 
allows read-modify-restore operations. 

FEATURES 

• Buffered input/output data 

• Data transfer rate of up to 500K 16-bit words per second 

• Transfer of up to 32K l6-bit words 

• Compatible with LS 1-11 bus 

• 16-bit CSR available for control and status functions 

• Two 40-pin I/O connectors mounted on module for interface with 
user's hardware 

• SWitch-selectable device address and interrupt vector 

SPECIFICATIONS 

IdentificatIOn 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

M7950 

Quad 

+ 5 \ldc ± 5% at 1.9 A 

3.3 
1 
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COl" FIG U RATiO!'J 

General 
The :ntc;rfJCe consists of five ie~listers (~-able 1) word COUT:! reg!stc:: 
r\l\ICr ~~;U~ ci,-~r1r8S:~ i'egi~~c":' :S/:.F C'~i t;-·:~:istatl1:; ~cJi~~~e :'C'~R,\ ;'IP'. 

dGtc~ Gdfjc~ fe;Jister (:J8R,' and c) I!Pl'! f,;atd buffer re']js~e:'- (()~)BR/ Tj 
fT<)Ci ". dis:.) inci0de~- bus ::-aiscE;;·-.J8r:3 Jnd logic for inteijJr~ rE~U(~S>. 

adC~i 1;::;3,S cont.-rc' anci p:--otoc.:J!, a:-1C 0!\,11\ requests 

Table 1 Standard Addresses 
---_. __ ._--_._--_. 

Description 

Register 
\;\'old Count 
Bus Address 
Control/Status 
Input Data Buffer 
Output Data Buffer 

Interrupt 
I nterrupt Vector 

Mnemonic 

WCf, 
BAR 
CSR 

I DB '" 
ODBR 

Read/ 
Write 

R/'N 
R/W 
R/W 
R 
W 

Address 

17~'41O 

172412 
17~414 

17:: 41 E 
172415 

124 

The D RV 11· B contains one switch pac'< used to assign ail appropriate 
device address to the DMA Interface arld one svvitch pack to select an 
Interrupt vector. 

The address of the DRV11-B irlte,face and Ihe mterrupt vector selected 
b\' the position of the svvitches In sWitch pack S2 and S 1 respectively 
The location of the sWitches 011 the module is shown In Figure 1. The 
switches are set to the OFF position (open) to select a zero bit and the 
ON position (ciosed) tn select a olle 

Device Address Format 
The DRV11-B decodes four addresses. one for each of the registers 

Iisteo 

Register 

WCR 
BAf~ 

CSli 
DBI~ 

Octal Address 

1XXXXO 
1XXXX2 
1XXXX4 
lXXXX6 
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F'gure DRV ll-B Connector and Switch Locations 

Normally. the addresses assigned to the DMA start at 7724108 and 
Drogress ,)pward. SWitches 52-1 through :52-10 select the base address 
as indicated by the X portion of the octal code and the mdividual regis
ters are cecoded by the DM.A interface The relationship between the 
address format and the sWitches is shown in Figure 2, 

. 3 1 ;; 11 1 0 09 08 Ol,:...i -'---:"'----r-"-'--.---""-,--=--,-"'-.,-

I, !,T (l.el' 
US 04 C3 02 01 «I 

I 1 

~ , 
L-I "L-L ' .~~~~~: I '~~I ~'~'~~~~~~~ 

0 I 

OP~'.! - l-RO - \:F~ 

C:"'USED G:\E ON 

I I . I 
OFr OI~ OFF ON OFF nFF C·-r: Y'l 

I I I I I 
2 3 4 5 '= 7 5 9 '0 

~--------- -r-----~-~~~ 

S\I.,'ITCH 32 

Figure 2 Device Address Sw itch S2 Selection 

Interrupt Vector Selection 

~ 

The ,ntenlpt vectors for the LSI-l1 systems are allocated from 0-7748 
The recoTifTlended vector assigned to the DRV11-B is 1248, SWitches 
S 1 1 throug~ S 1 -8 are used to select the vector. The relationship be
,Vlieer' th," switches and vector format is shown in Figure 3 
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1£0 14 13 12 00 

OPE"~ lEAD OFF 
CLOSED ONE Q/\l 

Figure 3 Interrupt Vector Switch S 1 Selection 

Registers 
Each of the five registers can be addressed by the processor. The I D B R 
and ODBR are assigned the same address, and are read-only and write
only, respectively. 

Word Count Register (WeR) •. The WCR (Figure 4) is a 16-bit 
read/write counter which is loaded by the program with the 2's com
plement of the number of words or bytes to be transferred at one time 
between memory and the 110 device. At the end of each transfer, the 
WCR is incremented. When the count becomes zero (all 16 bits = 0). 
the DMA generates an interrupt request. The contents of the WCR can 
be monitored by the processor program. 

15 00 

READ'WRIH ADDRESS I 
xxxxxo . 

~~~~~==~==~~~~= 
16 BIT COL"ITEI-! 

Figure 4 Word Count Register 

Bus Address Register (BAR) - The BAR (Figure 5) is a 16-bit 
read/write register used to generat.~ the bus address which specifies the 
location to or from which data is to be transferred. The register is in
cremented after each transfer. It will increment across 32K boundary 
lines via the extended address bits in the control/status register. Bus 
address bit a is driven by the user device. 

Control and Status Register (CSR) - The CSR (Figure 6) contains 16 
bits of Information used to control the function and monitor the status of 
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the DMA transfers. The information in the CSR can be modified or read 
by the processor program in either 8··bit bytes or 16-bit words. Table 2 
lists and defines each of the 16 bits. 

Figure 5, Bus t\ddress Register 

ADDRfSS 1 15 
14 13 12 11 10 =:J' 0 

XXXXXI.I 
L---'-_---"-_-'-----l...-.-...-J_~~ _ _'____'_ _ ___'_ _ _'_______l _ ____', 

Bit 

15 

14 

Figure (3 Control/Status Register 

Table 2 DRV11-B Control/StatUis Register Bit Description 

Name 

Error 
(Read-only) 

~J EX 
I.Read/wri:e 
zero) 

Description 

1. Indicates a special condition. 
a. NEX(bit14) 
b. ATTN (bit 13) 

2. Sets READY (bit 7) and causes interrupt if IE 
(bit 6) is set 

3. Cleared by removing the special condition. 
a N EX is cleared by wnting to zero 
b. ATTN IS cleared by the user device. 

1. ~~onexistent memory indicates that as bus 
master, the DRV11-B did not receive BRPLY 
or that a DATIG cycle was not completed. 

2 Sets error (bit 15) 

3. Cleared by I N IT or by writing to zero 
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Table 2 DRV11-B Control Status Flegister Bit Description (Cont) 

Bit 

o 

Name 

GO 
(Write-onlyl 

Description 

Causes "NOT READY" to be sent to the user 
device indicating a command has been 
Issued. Clears READY (bit n Enables DMA 
transfers. 

Input Data Buffer Register (lDBR) - The IDBR (Figure 7) is used for 
read-only operations. Data is loaded into the register by the user's de
vice. The data may be read from the I D BR as a 1 6-bit word, an B-bit high 
byte, or an 8-bit low byte. Transfers are usually via DATa or DATOB 
DMA bus cycles The renister input connects to J2 mounted on the 
module. 

15 g 0 

ADOPESS I ~ ==.J XXXXX6 881'- HIGH gVH 8 BIT lOW BYTE 

==~==~==~~'===~~~ ~:==~===~==~===~==~=='------~ 
lR BIT DEVICE INPUT DATA WORD 

Figure 7 Input Data Buffer Register 

Output Data Buffer Register (ODBR) - The ODBR (Figure 8) is used 
dUring write-only operations. Data from the LSI-11 bus is loaded into 
the renister under program control and read from the register by the 
users device. The register can be loaded with a 16-bit data word or with 
an 8-blt high byte, or as an 8-bit low byte. Transfers are usually via DATI 
or DATIO DMA bus cycles. The output of the register connects to J 1 on 
the module. 

'5 8 Sif HIGH BVTE ~ 8 BIT LOW BYTE 

L-~ __ ~~ __ -L __ .~ __ L-_~~ __ J-__ ~~ __ -L __ ~ __ i __ ~ __ ~ 
16 BIT DATA WORD 

Figure 8 Output Data Buffer 
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PROGRAMMING 

General 
The 0 RV 11 -B interface operates as both a slave and master device. 
Prior to becoming bus master, all data transfers out (DATO) or data 
transfers in (DATI) are in respect to the processor. Once the DRV11-B IS 
granted bus mastership by the processor, all data transfers are in respect 
to the DFW11-B. 

DMA operation is initialized under program control by: loading the WCR 
with the 2's complement of the number of words to be transferred; 
loading the BAR with the first address to or from which data is to be 
transferred, or loading the CSR with the desired function bits. After the 
interface is initialized, data transfers are under control of the DMA logic. 

Program Control Transfers 
Data transfers may be performed under progl"am control by addressing 
the IDBR or ODBR and reading or writing data. 

DMA Control Transfers 
DMA input (DATI) or output (D.lHO) data transfers occur when the pro
cessor clears READY. For a DATO cycle (0 RV 11-B to memory transfer), 
the user's I/O device presets the control billS Iword count increment 
enable (WC INC EN B), bus address increment enable (BA INC EN B). C1, 
CO, ADO, and ATTNJ, and asserts CYCLE REOUEST to gain use of the 
LSI-11 bus. When CYCLE REOIJEST is asserted, input data is latched 
into the input DBR, the control bits are latched into the DRV11-B DMA 
control, and BUS goes low. A DATI cycle -- memory to DRV11-B trans
fer - is handled in a similar manner, except that the output data IS 
latched Into the output DBR at the end of the bus cycle. 

When the DRV11-B becomes bus master, a DATO or DATI cycle is 
performed directly to or from the memory location specified by the BA R. 
,At the erd of each cycle, the WCR and BAR are incremented and BUSY 
goes high while READY remains low. A second DATa or DATI cycle is 
performed when the user's I/O device again asserts CYCLE R EQU EST. 
DMA transfers will continue until the WCR Increments to zero, 2t which 
time RE.ll.DY goes high and the DRV11-B genMates an interrL:pt (if Inter
rupt enable is set) to the processor. 

If burst mode is selected (SINGLE CYCLE !owL only one CYCLE 
REQU EST is required for the complete transfer of the specified number 
of data words. 
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Device Cables and Signals 
Data, status, and control signals are transferred between the user's 1/0 
device and DMA by an input and an output cable assembly. The input 
cable attaches to connector J2 and the output cable attaches to con
nector J 1. Tables 3 and 4 list th,e connector pin and designations for 
each signal. Table 5 lists several recommended cable assemblies that 
are available from DIGITAL In the lengths indicated. The H856 female 
connector mates with either J 1 or J2 on the DRV11-B. To order cable 
assemblies in lengths not listed, contact a DIGITAL sales office. Cables 
up to 15.2 m (50 tt) maximum can be used. 

Table 3 DAIV11-B Input Connector Signals 

J2* 
Connector Pin 

B 
0 
F 
J 
K 
L 
N 
R 

~ } 
DO 
FF 
JJ 
LL 
NN 
RR 
TT 
VV 
CC 
EE 
HH 
KK 
MM 
pp 
SS 
UU 

Signal Name 

BUSY H 
ATTN H 
AOO H 
BA INC ENB 

FNCT 3 H 

CO H 
FNCT 2 H 
Cl H 
FNCT 1 H 
08 IN H 
09 IN H 
10 IN H 
11 IN H 
12 IN H 
13 IN H 
14 IN H 
15 IN H 
07 IN H 
06 IN H 
05 IN H 
04 IN H 
03 IN H 
02 IN H 
01 IN H 
00 IN H 

H 

Unit Loads 

10 (drive) 
1 
1 
1 

10 (drive) 

1 
10 (drive) 

1 
10 (drive) 

1 

':'AII remaining pins connect in common to logic ground by board etch. 
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Table 4 DRV11-8 Output C0'1rwctor Signals 

----------
j 1 ,:~ 

Connector Pi:l Signal Name Unit Loads 

B CYCLE REQUeST i1 
0 INIT \/2 H 10 (dc:ve) 
F READY H 10 (dr:ve) 
J WC INC ENB H 1 
K SINGLE CYCLE H 1 
L STATUS A 1 
N INIT H 10 (dnve) 
R STATUS B 1 

o } STATUS C 

DO 08 OUT H 
fT 09 OUT H 
JJ 10 OUT H 
LL j 1 OUT H 
NN 12 OUT H 
F~R 13 OUT H 
TT 14 OUT H 
'JV 15 OUT H 

10 (drive) C:C 07 OUT H 
EE 06 OUT H 
HH 05 OUT H 
KK 04 OUT H 
'11M 03 OUT H 
pp 02 OUT H 
SS 01 OUT H 
UU 00 OUT H 

'Ali rernai;-,ing pins connect in common to logic ground by board etch_ 

Table 5 Recommended Cable Assemblies 

Cable No. Connectors Type Standard Lengths (ft.) 

SC07D-XX H856 to open end 2. 20 conductor la, 15,25 
ri bbon 

BC08RXX H856 to H856 Shielded flat 1,6,10, 12,20,25,50 
BC04Z-XX H856 to open end S!lielded flat 6, 10, 15, 25. 50 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTiON 

Genera! 
Ba:.' c ·L~l('t:~-:I~ CC(l~;)"i;::\~lS '!le 0 R\,'! 1 Bare sh,-:\'\i:1 ;n Fig1-l"9 9 Ths 
fol!(:"Hii~ G3ras:~apk; ciFSC:·",f' the L!RV11-8 registers. bus operatiGi".5 
r~q;..: .. "(·.J fc:- [H·",,1/·. t:-anSf€Fs. Jnd O\'}.·\ tr3:-;sfer timii~;Y 

DRV11-B Registers 
The DRV11-B contains five ·egisters: 

Wo,d Couilt Register (W('R) 
Bus Address Register (Elt Ri 
Control! Stat,ls Register (CSR) 
Outudt Data Buffer Regis.or (ODBRl 
inpct Data Buffer Reglste' (IDBR) 

Word Count Register (WeR) - The WCR is a 16-bit read/write register 
that controls the number pi'transfers This register is loaded (under pro
gmrn controi) with the 2's ('Jmplenlcnt of the number of words to be 
tra'~sferred. At the end 0: ~ach transfer. the word count register is 
incremented. When the con! ents of the WCR are incremented to zero, 
transfers are terminated. REtl.DY is set and, if enabled. an interrupt IS 

requested. The WCR is worci-addressable only. 

Bus Address Register (BAR) - The BAR is a 15-bit read/write register. 
This register is loaded (under pro!:Fam control) with a bus address (not 
including address bit 0) which specifies the location to or from which 
data is to be transferred. The BAR is incremented after each transfer and 
can be incremented across 32K memory boundaries via the extended 
address feature of the D RV 11 -B. SysttHnS with only 16 address bits wiil 
"wrap-'!round" to location ZEro when the extended address bits are in
cremer ted. The BAR is worr.-addressable only. 

Control/Status Register (CSR) - The CSR is a 16-bit register used to 
control the functions and monitor the status of the interface. Bit 0 is a 
write-only bit and always reads as a zero. Bits 0-6 and bits 8 and 12 are 
read/w,ite bits. while bits 7'. 9-11, and 13-15 are read-only bits. Bit 14 
can be written to a zero. l3:ts 4 and 5 are the extended addressing bits. 
The CSR is both byte-· and word-adjressable. 

Input and Output Data Eluffer Registers (DBRs) - The two DBRs are 
16-bit registers. The input DBR is a read-only register: the output DBR is 
a write-only register. Data is loaded into the input DBR by the user's 
device and subsequently transferred to memory under DMA control by 
the DRV11-B. or under program Gontml by the processor. Conversely. 
data is written into the output DBR from memory under DMA control by 
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the DRV11-B, or under program control by the processor, and read by 
the user's device The input and output DBRs interface to the user's 
device by means of two separate 40-pin 1/0 connectors. These con
nectors may be cabled together (for maintenance purposes) to function 
as a read/write register. The rnput and output DBRs share the same bus 
address a nd are byte- and word-addressable. 

User's I/O Device to System Memory Transfer (DATO or DATOB) 
Data transfers from the user's I/O device to the memory are DMA trans
fers. Figure 10 illustrates the data flow for a DMA DATO or DATOB 
cycle. Referring to Figure 9 DMA transfers are initialized under program 
control by loading the DRV11 B WCFI (in 2's complement) with a count 
equal to the number of words to be transferred; loading the BAR with 
the starting memory address for word storage; and setting the CSR for 
transfers. 

f}"---

[Lpo< . 
~.---

k==-=--=-_-~J L-] 

Figure 10 DMA DATO/DATOB Data Flow Diagram 

Wherl the GO bit of the CSR is written to a "one," READY goes low and 
the user's !/O device conditions the ADO, BA INC ENB, WC INC ENB, 
ATTN, SiNGLE CYCLE (high for normal DMA transfers). and the CO, C1 
(Table 6) lines, and then asserts CYCLE REQUEST. The input data bits 
and concrol bits (CO, C1 and SINGLE CYCLE) are latched into the respec
tive DRV11-B registers. CYCLE REQUEST sets CYCLE and causes the 
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Table 6 DRV11-B Interface Connector Signals 

Mnemonic Description 

00 OUT - 15 OUT 16 TTL data output lines from the DRVll·B. 
One = high. 

00 IN - 15 IN 16 TTL data input lines from the user's device. 
One = high. 

STATUS A, B, C Three TTL status Input lines from the user's de· 
vice. The function olf these lines is defined by 
the user. 

FUNCT I, 2, 3 Three TTL output lines to the user's device. The 
function of these lines is defined by the user. 

INIT One TTL output line; used to initialize the user's 
device. 

INIT V2 One TTL output line; present when INIT is as· 
serted or when FUNCT 2 is written to a one. 
Used for interprocessor buffer applications. 

AOO One TTL input line from the user's device. This 
line is normally high for word transfers. During 
byte transfers this line controls address bit 00. 

BUSY One TTL output line to the user's device. BUSY 
is low when the DRVl1·B DMA control logic is 
requesting control of the LSI·ll bus or when a 
DMA cycle is in progress. A low·to·high transi· 
tion indicates end of cycle. 

READY One TTL output line to the user's device. When 
the READY line goes low DMA transfers may be 
initiated by the user's device. 

CO, Cl Two (2) TTL input lines from the user's device. 
These lines control the LSI·ll bus cycle for 
DMA transfers. CO, Cl codes for the four (4) 
possible bus cycles are listed below: 

Bus Cycle CO Cl 

DATI 0 0 
DATIO 1 0 
DATa 0 1 
DATOB 1 1 

SINGLE CYCLE One TTL input line from the user's device. This 
line is internally pulled high for normal DMA 
transfers. For burst mode operation SINGLE 
CYCLE is driven low by the user's device. 
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Table 6 DRV11-1B Interfclce Connector Signals (Cont) 

M nemonic DI~scription 

WC INC ENB 

BA INC ENB 

CYCLE REQUEST 

ATTN 

CAUTION 
When SINGLE CYCLE is driven low, total sys
tem operation is affected because the LSI-ll 
bus becomes dedicated to the DMA device, and 
other devices cannot use the bus. 

One TTL input Iline from the user's device. This 
line is normally high to enable incrementing 
the DRVll·E! word counter. Low inhibits incre
ment! ng. 

One TTL input line from the user's device. This 
linE! is normally high to enable incrementing the 
bus address counter. Low inhibits incrementing. 

Ol1e TTL input line from the user's device. A 
low-to·high transition of this line initiates a 
DMA request. 

One TTL input ,line from the user's device. This 
line is driven high to terminate DMA transfers, 
to set READY and request an interrupt if the in· 
terrupt enable bit is set. 

DRVll-B to assert BDMR, which makes an LSI-ll bus request and 
causes BU SY to go low. In response to B D M R, the processor asserts 
BDMGO which is received as BDMGI The DRV11-B becomes bus mas
ter and asserts BSACK and negates BDMR. The processor then termi
nates the bus grant sequence by negating BDMGO. 

As bus master, the DRVl 'I .. B performs a DATO or DATOB bus cycle by 
placing the memory address on BDAL lines, asserting BWTBT, and then 
asserting BSYNC. The memory decodes the address; then the DRVll-B 
removes the address from the BDAL lines, negates BWTBT (BWTBT will 
remain active for a DATOB), places the user's input data on the BDAL 
lines, and asserts BDOUT. Memory receives the data and asserts 
BRPLY In response to BRPLY, the DRVll-B negates BDOUT and then 
removes the user's input data from the BDAL lines. Memory now ne
gates B R PLY, the bus cycle is terminate,d, and the bus is released when 
the DRV11-B negates BSA,CK ancl BSYNC. 
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At the end of the first transfer the DRV1'I-B WCR and BAR are 111-

cremented, BUSY goes high, and REI~DY remains low. With BUSY high 
and READY low, the user's I/O device can initiate another DATO or 
DATOB cycle by again assertln~l CYCLE REGUEST DMA transfers can 
contillue until the WCR increments to zero and generates an interrupt 
request. If the interrupt enable bit liS set. 

When the WCR increments to zero, READY goes hi9h and the DRV11-B 
generates an interrupt request (if the interrupt circuits are enabled). The 
processor responds to the interrupt request IBIRO) by asserting BDIN 
followed by BIAKI (interrupt acknowledge) BIAKI is received by the 
DRV11-B and in response places a vector address on the BDAL lines, 
asserts BRPLY, and negates BIRO. The processor receives the vector 
address and negates BDIN and BIAKI. The DRV11-B now negates 
BRPLY, while the processor exits from the main program and enters a 
service program for the DRV 11 .. B via the vector address. 

Interrupt requests from the D RV11- B occur fOl' the following conditions 

1. When the WCR increments to zero - this is a normal interrupt at the 
end of a designated number of transfers. 

2. When the user's I/O device asserts ATTN - this is a special condition 
interrupt which may be defined by the user to override the WCR 

3. When a nonexistent memory location is addressed by the D RV 11- B -
this special condition interrupt is produced when no B R PLY is 
received from the memory. 

System Memory to User's Device Transfers (DATIO or DATI) 
DMA transfers from the memory to the user's I/O device occur in a 
manner similar to that described for user's I/O device to memory trans
fers. Figure 11 illustrates the data flow for a DMA DA TlO or DATI cycle. 
Under program control. the DRV11-B WCR IFigure 9) is loaded with a 
count equal to the number of transfers, while the BAR is loaded with the 
starting address from which the first word will come: the CSR is set for 
transfers 

With the CSR set. READY goes !:ow and the user's I/O device conditions 
the CO, C1 lines (Table 6) for a DATI or a DATIO and conditions the WC 
INC ENB, BA INC ENB, ATTN, SINGLE CYCLE (high for normal DMA 
transfers). signals, and asserts CYCLE REOUEST. BUSY from the 
DRV11-B goes low and the user's control bits "re latched into the 
DRVll-B The DRVll-B then asserts BDIVIR, which makes a bus 
request When the request is arbitrated, the DRV 11- B becomes bus 
master 
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Figure 11 DMA DATIO/DATI Data Flow Diagram 

When the DRV11-B becomes bus master, a DATI or DATIO bus cycle is 
performed (a DATI is described) The D RV 11 -B places the address of the 
memory location from which the first word is taken on the BDl\L lines 
and asserts BSYNC Memory decodes and latches the address. The 
DRV11-B then removes the address from the BDAL lines and asserts 
BDIN. Input data IS now placed on the BDAL lines by the memory and 
the memory asserts B R PLY The input data is accepted by the DfW 11 -B 
and BDIN IS negated. Memory negates BRPLY and the DRV11-B 
negates BSACK and BSYNC to terminate the bus cycle and release the 
bus. The output data bits for the user's 1/0 device are stored in the 
DRV11-B output data buffer register. These bits can be read by the 
user's device at the low-to-high transition of BUSY. 

At the end of the first transfer, the DRV11-B WCR and BAR are 
Incremented, BUSY goes high, and IREADY remains low. The user's de
vice can initiate another Df\TI or DATIO cycle by again setting CYCLE 
REQUEST. DMA transfers to the use'r's device can continue until the 
WCR increments to zero and causes an interrupt request to be gener
ated. 

DMA Transfers 
The DRV11-B interface is designed for DMA transfers which the user 
can accomplish in several ways. DM,Co. tral1sfers are always set up by the 
processor when it loads the BAR and WCR and sets the READY bit. The 
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user then has the option ot initiating trHL-f,,:rs either by prograno contro' 
(setting the GO bit in the CSR) or by the user device assertin~ CYCLE 
REQUEST for 1 /1S minimum. 

Type of I/O to be Performed- The user has the optior: of ~eie-:l;tl\: 
DA fl, DATa. DATOS, or DATtO bus c:yc:!% by asserting CO and C I pe, 
Tabk 6 Note that if Lyte transf'3rs are being performed, the byte addr"ss 
b;t (AOO) lfIust be manipulated by the user. (Refer to section entitled 
"Word or Byte Transfers.") 

Burst Mode vs Single Cycle DMA - Single cycle DMA allows the 
asynchronous transfer of data to or from the user's device. Each time the 
user's device is ready for a transfer. the .Jser asserts CYCLE REQUEST 
for I ps. A DMA cycle is requested from the LSI-11 bus, and when the 
bus is granted to the DRV; 1-8, trle BUS'{ line is asserted to in"orm the 
user that a data transfer is underway. The Llser must set up input data 
when CYCLE R EQU EST is asserted, and hold it valid until the next asser
tion 8f CYCLE REQUEST. The user must strobe outPLt data out of the 
DRV11 -B on the rising edge of BUSY. The data will be vaiid 250 ns 
minimum before the rising edge of BUSY. ! Figures 12 and 13 are da
tailed timing diagrams.) 

Burst mode DMA a!lows synchronous trensler of data between a user's 
device and the DRV11-B. Once a DMA seqlHmce is started (either by the 
user or by the processor). data wiil be transferred at a synchronous rate 
of 500K words per second. One data word will be transferred every 2 f.l.S 
The user must strobe data out of the D RV 11- B into the user's device on 
the rising edge of BUSY. The data to be transferred to the DRV11-B 
must be set up when the READY iine goes low (for the first data transfer) 
or on the rising edge of BUSY (for subsequ,snt data transfers). (Figures 
14 and 15 are detailed timing diagrams) 

Word or Byte Transfers - The DRV11-B can transfer words or bytes to 
memory. Transfers from memory are always on a word basis; if only one 
byte is required, the unused bytes are disregarded. To transfer data on a 
byte basis to memory, the following operations must be performed. 

1. AOO must be manipulated by the user to address the proper byte in 
memory. 

2. The byte to be transferred to memory must be input in its proper 
position in the input word, i.e, if AOO is 1, the byte to be input must 
be on input lines IN 8 H through IN 1 Ej H (high byte being trans
ferred). 

3. WC INC EN Hand BA INC EN H must be asserted dUring the write 
cycle of the fist byte of each word to inhibit the BAR and WCR from 
incrementing. 
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Figure 12 DRV11-B Timing: Singl13 Cycle, Asynchronous, 
User-Initiated 
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Figure 14 DRV11-B Timing' Burst Mode. User-Initiated 
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Figure 15 DRV11-B Timing: Burst Mode, Program-Initiated 
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Miscellaneous Signals - Four sets of signals exist to perform hand
shaking and status exchange between the processor and the user's de
vice They are: 

STATUS A, 8, C - These three TTL lines are used to input status to 
the DRV11-B from the user's device 

FUNCT " 2, 3 - These three TTL lines are used to output status from 
the DRV11-B to the user's device 

INIT, INIT V2 - INIT is asserted when the LSI-11 bus INIT signal is 
asserted. INIT V2 is asserted either when the LSI-11 bus INIT is 
asserted or when FUNCT 2 is a 'I 

ATTN - ATTN terminates a DMA transfer: this sets the R E,l\DY bit 
and causes an interrupt (if the interrupt enable bit had been set) 
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DRV11-P LSI-11 BUS FOUNDA.TION MODULE 

GENERAL 
The D RV 11 -P is an LSI-ll bus-compatible foundation wire-wrap inter
face module. Approximately one-quarter of the module is occupied by 
bus transceivers, interrupt vector generator logic, device address com
parator logic, protocol logic, and interrupt logic, as well as a 40-pin I/O 
connector. The remaining three-quarters of the module is for user appli
cation and has plated-through holes to accept ICs and wire-wrap pins 
(WP) for interconnecting the user's circuits. The plated-through holes 
can accept 6-, 8-, 14-, 16-, 18-, 20-, 22-, 24-, and 40-pin dual-in-line 
ICs or Ie sockets in various mounting areas of the module, or discrete 
components can be inserted into the plated-through holes. The D RV 11-
P can be inserted into anyone of the availlable interface option locations 
of any LSI-ll bus. 

FEATURES 

• An easy-to-use foundation module for custom interface applications. 

• Factory-installed LSI-ll bus-compatible interface circuits. 

• Device and interrupt vecltor that can be configured by the user. 

• Compact - occupies only two device locations on the bus. 

• Can accommodate up to 50 integrated circuits comprising the user's 
device logic. 

• Wire-wrap pins are provided for all si~lnals. 

• All user control signal lines are TTL-compatible, 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

M7948 

Quad 

5,0 Vdc ± 5'1'0 at '1,0 A 

2,1 
(plus user's logic) 
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CONFIGURATION 

General 
The D RV 11- P (Figure 1) is a versatile wire-wrap module that contains 
interface logic for operation with the LS 1-11 bus and provides adequate 
board area for mounting and connecting Integrated circuits (ICs) or dis
crete components. Because the bus interface logic is included the mod
ule can be efficiently configured bV the user to satisfy a variety of device 
interface logic applications 

A 40-pin connector, conveniently mounted at the board edge, facilitates 
the connection to a device through several cable assembly types avail
able from DIGITAL. 

Except for the bus interface connectiOns., all signals and voltages are 
terminated to wire-wrap pins for user connections. The bus control logic 
is provided with wire-wrap test points for monitoring the internal signals 
The test points are spaced at 0.254 cm (0 1 in) between pins to allow a 
40-pin connector to be inserted over the wire-wrap pins for automated 
test functions. 

ApprOXimately two-thirds of the surface area on the module consists of 
plated-through holes, each connected to a wire-wrap pin. The user can 
mount three different types of dual-in-line ICs or a variety of discrete 
components Into the holes and connect the proper voltages and signals 
by wire-wrapping leads on the board. 

DevicE~ Address Selection 
The DRV11-P will respond to up to four consecutive addresses in the 
bank 7 area (addresses between 1600008 and 1777768 ) The register 
addresses are sequential by even numbers and are as follows. 

Register 

2 
:3 
4 

BBS7 Octal Address 

16XXXO 
16XXX:Z 
16XXX4 
16XXX13 

The user selects a base address ending in zero for assignment to the first 
register by means of wire-wrap pins on the DRVll-P module. The mod
ule decodes this base address and the remaining register addresses are 
then pmperly decoded by the D RVll- P a~, they are received from the 
LSI-ll bus. 
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Figure 2 shows the address select format and presents the wire-wrap 
pin-to-blt relationship for device address selection. Bits to be decoded as 
"zero" bits in the base address are wire-wrapped to ground wire-wrap 
pins (WP). Bits to be decoded as "one" bits are left unwrapped as these 
bits are pulled up to the one state. 

DECODED 
BY BBS7 SEl ECHD 8'( W'RE - ",'fAP P No, 

Figure 2 DRV11-P Device Address Select Format 

BYTE 
'ONTRrJL 

Interrupt Vector Logic ~ The interrupt vHctor' logic is used in con
junction with the interrupt control logic to generate a vector on bus lines 
BDAL 00 L~BDAL 07 L. The interrupt vector is specified by the user and 
selected by installing jumper leads between wire-wrap pins on the 
M7948 module. The vectors available are from 0008 to 3748. The vector 
range can be increased from 0008 to 7748 with additional logic and 
wiring 

When the VECTOR H signal is asserted as a result of a device interrupt 
request. the interrupt vector is placed on the bus lines. 

Wire-wrap pins V3 through \/7 are used to assign the vector bits. A 
jumper lead installed selects a logical 0 address bit for its associated line 
and no lead selects a logical 1 address bit according to the format in 
Figure 3. 

Bit BDAL 02 L can be connected to the device interrupt request RQST A 
signailo specify a separate vector address for chanf"lel A and channel B. 
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Status and control information can be multiplexed through the same 
logic used to generate the vector address. Up to eight status and control 
bits can be assigned by the user and transferred to bus lines BDAL 00 
L-BDAL 07 L. The information can be gated onto the bus lines using a 
select level generated by the address decoding logic. 

Component Mounting Area 

General - Twelve vertical areas (A-L) are available on the M7948 mod
ule for mounting integrated circuits or discrete components as shown on 
Figure 1. Each area has a double row of wire-wrap pins that connect to 
an associated plated-through hole located at 0.254 cm (0.1 in) vertical 
spacing. Area A is for multi-use and is capable of accepting ICs with pin 
centers at 0.762 cm (0.3 in). 1.01 cm lOA in), or 1.52 cm (0.6 in). Area 
K will also accept ICs with pin centers at 0.762 cm or 1.01 cm. All 
remaining areas will only accept ICs with pin centers at 0.762 em. 

Table 1 lists the total number of ICs with 0.762 cm spacing that can be 
mounted In the user areas of the module, A through L. 

Table 'I DRVll-P IC Mounting Area 

IC Type Total Number 

14-pin 60 
16-pin 52 
l8-pin 44 
20-pin 44 ------
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Connector Wire Wrap Pins - The 36 contact pinS in rows C and 0 at 
the edge of the module connect to a double row of wire-wrap pins. 
These two rows are made available to the user for connecting signals 
and voltages from the backplane to the user-installed logic circuits. The 
following pins of rows C and 0 are normally dedicated to +5 V and 
GNO. 

The user can connect the power to the I C or components using the row 
C and row 0 wire-wrap pins. 

+5V 
GNO 

CA2,OA2 
CJ1.CM1,CT1 
OJ 1. OM 1. on 
CC2,002 

Device, Signals - Input and output data and status and control signals 
can be transferred between the device and the DRV11-P module using 
anyone of several cable assemblies listed ill Table 2 and available from 
OIGIHIL. One end of each cable is terminated with a 40-pin female 
connector which mates with the 40-pin male connector J 1 mounted on 
the M7948 module. The pins of J 1 connect to the user-installed logic 
through a series of wire-wrap pins. 

Table 2 Recommended Cable Assemblies 

Cable No. Connectors Type Length (XX) 

BC07A-XX H856 to open end 20-twisted pair 10, 15,25 
BC07D-XX H856 to open end 2, 20-Gonductor 10,15,25 

ribbon 
BC08R-XX H856 to H856 Shielded flat 1,6,10,12,20, 

25,50,75,100 
BC04Z-XX H856 to open end Shielded flat 6, 10, 15,25, 

50 

User Pin Selection 
The OR:V11-P provides many wire-wrap pins for the user to select that 
will assist him in determininl:l his configuration. These pins and their 
functions are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3 User Wire-Wrap Pins 

Wire··Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WPl SPARE a 

WP2 SPARE 3 

WP3 

WP4 SPARE 1 

WP5 V2 

WP6 ENB elK A H 

WP7 SPARE 2 

WP8 ENB B ST H 

WP9 IAKI l 
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Function 

Spare input to the vector ad
dress multiplexer. This input 
can be used to read part of a 
control/status register. 

See WP1. 

Ground for vector address bit 
V3. See WP23. 

See WP1. 

Vector address bit 2. 

EN B elK A H is the clock in
put to the enable A flip-flop of 
the A interrupt logic .. When 
EN B elK A H goes hi!~h, EN B 
DATA A is clocked into the 
enable A flip-flop. 

See WP1. 

EN B B ST H is the status out
put from the enable B flip-flop 
of the B interrupt logic. When 
ENB B ST H is high, the en
able B flip-flop is set. 

Test point for the BIAK I bus 
signal. BIAKI l is the proces
sor's response to BIRO land 
is daisy-chained such that the 
first requesting device blocks 
the signal propagation. Non
requesting devices pass the 
signal on as BIAKO l. The 
leading edge of BIAKI l 
causes BIRO l to be unas
serted by the requesting de
vice. 
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Table 3 Use:r Wire-Wrap Pins (Cont) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP10 001 L 

WPll BWTBT L 

WP12 RXCX 

WP13 BSYNC H 

WP14 000 H 
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Function 

Test point for data/address bit 
1. Useful when testing the 
protocol logic. DO 1 is latched 
in the protocol logic at the as
serted edge of BSYNC L. 001 
and 002 are decoded to pro
duce the SEL OEV outputs. 

Test point for the BWTBT bus 
si~lnal: while BOOUT L is as
serted, BWTBT L indicates a 
byte or word operation: 
BWTBT L asserted indicates 
byte operation: BWTBT L 
unasserted indicates word op
eration. BWTBT L decoded 
with BOOUT Land BOAL a L 
forms OUT LB L or OUT HB L. 

Test point for monitoring the 
delay of BRPLY. 

Test point for the BSYNC L 
bus signal. BSYNC L indicates 
that the address is valid. At 
thEi assertion of BSYNC L. ad
dress information is trapped in 
four latches. While unas
serted, disables all outputs ex
cept the vector term of 
BfitPLY L. BSYNC L is held 
throughout the entire bus 
cyc:le. 

One of 16 data or address 
lil119S from the transceivers for 
user applications. Address bit 
o is used for byte selection: 0 
= low byte: 1 = high byte. 
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Table 3 User Wire-Wrap Pins (Cont) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP15 BOOUT L 

WP16 IN WO L 

WP17 001 H 

WP18 INIT 0 L 

WP19 INIT 0 H 

WP20 BRPLY L 

WP21 VEC RQST B H 
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Function 

Test point for the BOOUT L 
bus signal. BOOUT is a strobe 
signal to effect a data output 
transaction. BOOUT L is de
coded with BWTBT Land 
BOALO to form OUT LB Land 
OUT HB L. BOOUT L also 
causes B RPL Y L to be issued 
through the delay circuit. 

In word (IN WO) is used to 
gate input data from a se
lected register onto the LSI-
11 bus. Enabled by BSYNC L 
and strobed by BO IN L. 

One of 16 data or address 
lines from the transceivers for 
user applications. 

An initialize signal (asserted 
low) for user applications. 

An initialize signal (asserted 
high) for user applications. 

Test point for the BRPLY L 
bus signal. BRPLY L is gener
ated by VECTOR H (vector 
term), or by BSYNC and ENB 
in combination with either 
BOIN Lor OBOUT L. Capaci
tor C37 can be added by the 
user to extend the delay. 

Used to distinguish whether 
device A or device B is mak
ing a request. VECT RQST B 
H is asserted for device B 
requests and unasserted for 
device A requests. 
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Table 3 User Wir<e-Wrap Pins (Cont) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP22 RQST A H 

WP23 V3 

WP24 ENB DATA A H 

WP25 BIAKO l 

WP26 ENBClKBH 
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Function 

When RQST A H IS asserted, 
the bus request flip-flop IS en
abled, and BIRO L becomes 
asserted If the interrupt en
able flip-flop IS set. 

Vector address bit 3 WP23 is 
used to select the state of 
ve<:tor address bit 3 When 
not wrapped to a ground pin. 
vector address bit 3 IS a 
"one." When wrapped to 
\I\/P3, vector address bit 3 is a 
zero. 

Interrupt enable A data line. 
The level on this line in con
Junction with the EN B ClK A 
H Isee VVP6) line, deterrnilles 
the state of the A Interrupt en
able flip-flop within the Inter
rupt logic 

Test point for the BIAKO l 
bus signal. BIAKO L IS the 
daisy-chained signal ttlat is 
passed by all devices not re
questing Interrupt service (see 
VVP9) 

EI\lB Cl)< B H IS the clock 1Il

put to the enable B flip-flop of 
the B Interrupt logic When 
EflJ B ClK B H goes high, EN B 
D AT A B IS clocked nto the 
enable B flip-flop 
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Tabie 3 User Wire-Wrap Pins (Cont) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP27 ENB DAT)>' B H 

WP28 RQST B H 

WP29 VECTOR H 

WP30 D02 l 

WP31 ENB H 
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Function 

Interrupt enable B data line. 
The level on this line. in con
junction with the ENB ClK B 
H (see WP26) lines. deter
mines the state of the B inter
rupt enable flip-flop within the 
interrupt logic. 

When RQST B H is asserted. 
the bus request flip-flop for 
device B in the interrupt logic 
is enabled. and BI RQ l be
comes asserted if the inter
rupt enable flip-flop is set. 

Test point for VECTOR H. This 
signal causes BRPlY l (vec
tor term) to be nenerated 
throunh a delay independent 
of BSYNC land ENB H. VEC
TOR H also gates the vector 
address onto the lSI-ll bus 
via the vector address gener
ator. 

Test point for data/address bit 
2. Useful when testing the 
protocol logic. D02 is latched 
at the asserted edge of 
BSYNC l. D02 and DOl are 
decoded to produce the SEl 
DEV outputs. 

Test point for ENB H. This sig
nal is the result of a compare 
between the device address 
on the lSI-11 bus and the de
vice address established by 
the user. When the addresses 
compare. ENB H is asserted 
and sent to the protocol logic. 
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Table 3 User Wire-Wrap Pins (Cont) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP32 SEL DEV 6L 

WP33 SEL DEV 4L 

WP34 SEL DEV 2L 

WP35 SEL DEV OL 

WP36 OUT LB L 

WP37 OUT HB L 

WP38 BIRQ L 
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Function 

One of four select signals that 
IS true as a function of BDAL 1 
Land BDAL2 L if EN B H (see 
W P31) is asserted at the as
serted edge of BSYNC L. The 
four select signals indicate 
that a user's register has been 
selected for a data transac
tion. The select signals remain 
asserted until BSYNC L be
comes unasserted. 

See WP32. 

See WP32. 

See WP32. 

Out low byte is used to load 
(write) data into the low byte 
of a selected user register. 
See WP37. 

Out high byte is used to load 
(write) data into the high byte 
of a selected user register. If 
used with OUT LB L, the 
higher, lower, or both bytes 
can be written. OUT HB L is 
enabled by BSYNC L and the 
decode of BWTBT Land 
BDALO L. and strobed by 
BDOUT L. 

Test point for the BIRQ L bus 
si9nal This signal is asserted 
by a device needing interrupt 
service. 
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Table 3 User Wire-Wrap Pins (Cant) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP39 BDMGO L 

WP40 BDMGI H 

WP41 ENB A ST H 

WP42 A12 

WP43 A09 

WP44 Al0 

WP45 All 
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Function 

This signal is generated by 
DMA devices as a result of ar
bitrating the BDMGI L line. 
Jumper W2 must be removed 
if the DRVll-P is to be used 
for DMA service. 

Used as a source for the 
BDMGI signal to drive the 
user's DMA request arbi
tration logic. See WP39. 

EN BAST H is the status out
put from the enable A flip-flop 
of the A interrupt logic. When 
ENB A ST H is high, the en
able A flip-flop is set. 

Used to select the user's de
vice address along with 
WP45, 44, 43, 47, 48, 46, 
51, 49, 50. When not 
wrapped to a ground pin, the 
particular device address bit 
will be a "one." When 
wrapped to a ground pin 
(WP62 for bit A 121. the par
ticular bit will be a "zero." 

User's device address bit 9. 
The associated ground pin is 
WP63. See WP42. 

User's device address bit 10. 
The associated ground pin is 
WP64. See WP42. 

User's device address bit 11. 
The associated ground pin is 
WP65. See WP42. 
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Table 3 User WirEt-Wrap Pins (Cont) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP46 A06 

WP47 A08 

WP48 A07 

WP49 A04 

WP50 A03 

WP51 A05 

W52 SPARE 4 

WP53 V4 

WP54 V7 

WP55 V5 

WP56 V6 
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Function 

USHr's dHvice address bit 6. 
The associated ground pin is 
WP66. See WP42. 

USElr's device address bit 8. 
The associated ground pin is 
WP67. See WP42. 

USElr's device address bit 7. 
The associated ground pin is 
WP68. See WP42. 

User's device address bit 4. 
The associated ground p in is 
WP69. See WP42. 

User's device address bit 3. 
The associated ground pin is 
WP70. See WP42. 

User's device address bit 5. 
The associated ground pin is 
WP71. See WP42 

See WP1. 

Vector address bit 3 The as
sociated ground pin is WP73. 
See WP23. 

Vector address bit 7. The as
sociated !Jround pin is WP74 
See WP23. 

Vector address bit 5. The as
sociated ground pin is WP7 5. 
See WP23. 

Vector address bit 6. The as
sociated ground pin is WP76. 
See WP23. 
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Table 3 User Wire-Wrap Pins (Cant) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP57 IN03 H 

WP58 SPARE ENB 0 

WP59 SPARE ENE! 1 

WP60 INOO H 

WP61 009 H 

WP62 

WP63 

WP64 

WP65 

WP66 

WP67 

WP68 
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Function 

One of 16 data or address 
lines to the transceivers for 
user applications. 

SPARE ENB 0 and SPARE 
ENB 1 (WP59) both must be 
driven low to write data from 
SPARE inputs 0 through 7 to 
the LSI-11 bus via the trans
ceiver. For 8-bit input appli
cations, SPARE ENB 0 could 
be driven by one of the SEL 
OEV lines, while SPARE ENB 
1 could be driven by IN WO L. 

See WP58. 

See WP57. 

See WP17. 

Ground for user's device ad
dress bit A 12. See WP42. 

Ground for user's device ad
dress bit A09. See WP42. 

Ground for user's device ad
dress bit A 10. See WP42. 

Ground for user's device ad
dress bit A 11. See WP42. 

Ground for user's device ad
dress bit A06. See WP42. 

Ground for user's device ad
dress bit AOa. See WP42. 

Ground for user's device ad
dress bit A07. See WP42. 
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Table 3 User Wire-Wrap Pins (Cont) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP69 

WP70 

WP71 

WP72 004 H 

WP73 

WP74 

WP75 

WP76 

WP77 88S7 H 

WP78 SPARE 6 

WP79 002 H 

WP80 IN 02 H 

WP81 015 H 

WP82 IN 13 H 

WP83 014 H 
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Function 

Ground for user's device ad
dress bit A04. See WP42. 

Ground for user's device ad
dress bit A03. See WP42. 

Ground for user's device ad
drl3ss bit A05. See WP42. 

See WP17. 

Ground for vector address bit 
V4. See WP23 

G round for vector address bit 
VEi. See WP23. 

Ground for vector address bit 
VEi. See WP23 

Ground for vector address bit 
V7. See WP23. 

Test point for the bank 7 se
IElct (88S7) bus signal. This 
line is asserted by the bus 
master when an address In 

the upper bank is placed on 
the LSI-11 bus. 

See WP1. 

See WP17. 

See WP57. 

See WP17. 

See WP57. 

See WP17. 



Wire-Wrap 
Pin 

WP84 

WP85 

WP86 

WP87 

WP88 

WP89 

WP90 

WP91 

WP92 

WP93 

WP94 

WP95 

WP96 

WP97 
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Table 3 User Wire-Wrap Pins (Cont) 

Mnemonic 

D13 H 

D12 H 

IN 12 H 

D03 H 

D07 H 

IN 10 H 

SPARE 7 

D10 H 

IN 09 H 

TRANS ENB C L 

TRANS ENB ID L 

IN 01 H 

VEC ENB H 
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Function 

See WP17. 

See WP17. 

See WP57. 

See WP17. 

See WP17. 

See WP57. 

See WP1. 

See WP17. 

See WP57. 

Not used. 

Enables user's data to be 
placed onto the LSI-11 bus. 
Both TRANS ENB C and A 
(WP94 and WP120) and 
TRANS ENB D and B (WP95 
and WP100) must be driven 
low prior to the processor's 
read data time. 

See WP94. 

See WP57. 

Test point for VEe ENB H. 
This signal gates the vector to 
the LSI-11 bus, provided that 
jumper W4 has not been re
moved. WP97 can be used as 
the source for VEC ENB H 
when adding an additional 
gate to the D RV 11 -P Ifor vec
tor expansion up to 7748 . 
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Wire-Wrap 
Pin 

WP98 

WP99 

WP100 

WP101 

WP102 

WP103 

WP104 

WP105 

WP106 

WP107 

WP108 

WP109 

WP110 

WP111 

WP112 

WP113 

WP114 

WP115 

Table 3 User Wire-Wrap Pins (ContI 

Mnemonic 

IN 06 H 

IN 04 H 

TRANS ENB B L 

IN 15 H 

IN 14 H 

D08 H 

D06 H 

IN 11 H 

D11 H 

SPARE 5 

IN 08 H 

BSYNC H 
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Function 

See WP57. 

See WP57. 

See WP94. 

See WP57. 

See WP57. 

Used to pull up the VEC EN B 
H line when jumper W4 is re
moved. 

Not used. 

I'llot used. 

Slee WP17. 

See WP57. 

See WP17. 

Not used. 

Not used. 

Slee WPI. 

Slee WP57. 

Not used. 

Test point for BSYNC H. At 
the asserted edge of this sig
nal, address information is 
trapped in four latches. 
BSYNC H is the inversion of 
BSYNC L. See WP13. 
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Table 3 Uiser Wire-Wrap Pins ICont) 

Wire-Wrap 
Pin Mnemonic 

WP116 

WPl '17 D05 H 

WP118 IN 07 H 

WP119 IN 05 H 

WP120 TRANS ENB A L 

+3 V 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

Function 

Not used. 

See WP17. 

See WP57 

See WP57 

See WP94. 

There are two + 3 V source 
wire-wrap pins on the 
ORV11-P. Each +3 V source 
can drive up to 13 TTL unit 
loads. These sources can be 
used for pulling up unused 
TTL inputs. 

The ORV 11-P contains 16 bus transceivl3rs, device selection and inter
rupt vector generation logic, Interrupt control, and control and status 
register functions The device data inputs and outputs of the bus trans
ceivers and the device control signals are made available to the user to 
complement control of up to four 113-bit registers. 

Address Selection Logic 
The address selection logic consists of a device address comparator and 
the protocol control logic. Up to four discl-ete addresses are made avail
able with the eXisting logic on the D FW 11-P and can be assigned to data 
rl3glsters. status and control registers, or word counters. By adding addi
tIOnal les, the user can increase the total number of addresses available. 
The ['lair· address of the DFIV11-P IS selected by monitoring the BBS7 
bus line dnd decoding address Information D03-D 12 from the bus. The 
main device address is assigned by the configuration of jumper leads 
(A03A08) attached W wire-wrap pinS. When the selected and input 
bus addresses are the same the devicl3 address comparator prOVides an 
EN B H level to the protoco,1 ,:ontrol logic The protocol control logic 
receives bus signals and address bits D01 and 002 to assert one of the 
four available output lines SEL DEV OL, SEL DEV 2L, SEL OEV 4L, and 
SEL OEV 6L In addition. the protocol control logic provides output sig
nals to speCify word or byte transfers. 
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Table 4 lists and defines the function of the control signals required or 
available for the user logic. 

Table 4 

Signal 

SEL DEV OL 
SEL DEV 2L 
SEL DEV 4L 
SEL DEV 6L 

OUT LB L 
OUT HB L 

IN WD L 

DRV11-P IProtocol Control L.ogic Signals 

Function 

Select device 0 through 4. One of four lines asserted 
by decoding the device address and available to select 
one of four user word registers. 

Out low byte, out high byte Used to load (write) data 
into low byte (8 bits) or hl£lh byte (8 bits) or both bytes 
(16 bits) of the sEllected word register. 

In word. Used to gate (read) data from the selected 
word register to the bus. 

The format for the device address selection is shown in Figure 2. A 
logical 1 is specified when no jumper lead is installed between the ap
propriate wire-wrap pin from A3--,tl, 12. A 'logical 0 is specified when a 
jumper lead is installed. 

I nterrupt Control Logic 
The interrupt control provides the circuits necessary to allow a program 
interrupt transaction between the bus and device. Two interrupt chan
nels (A and B) are available to the user with channel A assigned to the 
highest priority. Table 5 lists and defines the user-available signals asso
ciated with the interrupt control logic. 

Table 5 

Signal 

RQST A H 

ENB DATA A H 

DRV11-P Iinterrupt Control Logic Signals 

Function 

Interrupt Request A. Asserted by device logic and 
sets the channel A Interrupt request flip-flop when 
the channel A interrupt enable flip-flop is set. 

Interrupt Enablle A Data. Asserted by device logic 
and sets the channel A interrupt enable flip-flop 
when the ENB CLK A signal is asserted 
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Table 5 DRV11-P Interrupt Control Logic Signals (Cont) 

Signal Function 
------------------------------

EN B CLK A Interrupt Enable A Clock. Asserted by device logic 
to cause the channel A interrupt enable flip-flop to 
be set when ENE! DATA A signal is asserted. 

ENB A 5T H Interrupt Enable A Status. Indicates the status of 
the channel A interrupt enable flip-flop. 

RQST B H Interrupt Request B. Same as RQST A H signal ex
cept controls channel B interrupts. 

ENB DATA B H 

ENB CLK B 

ENB B ST H 

VECTOR H 

VEC RQST H 

INIT 0 l 

Interrupt Enable B Data. Same as ENB DATA A H 
signal IS:Kcept controls channel B interrupts. 

Interrupt Enable B Clock Same as EN B ClK A sig
nal except controls channel B interrupts. 

Interrupt Enable B Status. Same as EN BAST H 
except controls channel B interrupts. 

Interrupt Vector Gatls. Used by device logic to gate 
vector address onto the bus and to generate B 
RPlY signal. 

Vector Request. Asserted by device logic to specify 
that channel A vector address is required: negated 
to specify channel B vector address is required. 

Initialize Out. Buffered B INIT l signal from bus 
used for general linitialization. 

Device Address Comparator 
The device address comparator (Figure 4. sheet 1) receives address bits 
D03 H-D 12 H from the bus transceivers and compares these bits to the 
device address assignment bits (A03-A 12) wired by the user on the 
DRV11-P module. If the two addresses compare. an ENB H signal is 
applied to the protocol 109iC. The device address comparator logic is 
designed around two type 8136 ICs. The user's device addres.s is se
lected by means of wire-wrap pins. Wire·wrapping a device address pin 
to a ground pin makes that device address bit a "zero." Device address 
bits which are to be "ones" are left unwrapped. These bits will be pulled 
up to + 5 V ("one" state) via resistors on the module. 
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Bus Transceivers 
Referring to Figure 4, sheet 1, data output lines 000 through 015 reflect 
the state of the bus OBAL lines and will contain address and data infor
mation for any bus transfer, mgardless of the device involved. Output 
data is usually clocked into a register for use by the interface or a periph
eral since the length of time that Ithls data is available on the bus during 
the bus cycle is very short. The device address comparator and the pro
tocol 101;]ic determine if the data currently on the 000-015 lines is in
tended for the ORV 11-P. 

Input data present at the INOO-IN 15 lines will be applied to the bus 
when the TRANS ENB A, B, C, and 0 lines are asserted low. These lines 
are asserted by the protocol 10~lic to gate data onto the bus at the proper 
time during a bus cycle when addressed by the processor. The SEL OEV 
and IN WO lines would be driven by the protocol Ilogic to select a user's 
register. The bus transceivers consist of four type 8641 ICs. 

Protocoll Logic 
The protocol logic (Figure 4, sheet 1) functions as a register selector, 
providinn the sinnals necessary to control data flow into and out of up to 
four user registers (8 bytes). Designed around a special DIGITAL IC 
(DC004), the protocol logic operates as follows: when the proper device 
address has been decoded by the device address comparator, EN B H 
goes high, and is applied to a latch in the protocol logic. Address bits 
001 Hand 002 H are decoded by the protocol logic, producing one of 
the SEL DEV outputs, while bit DOO Hand BWTBT are decoded for 
output word/byte selection (OUT HB L. OUT LB L) The device select 
lines (SEL DEV OL. 2L, 4L, 6L) and word/byte select lines (IN WD L, 
OUT HB L, OUT LB L) are for user application and are available at wire
wrap pins (WP). Table 3 lists and defines the wire-wrap pins associated 
with the protocol logic. Generally, each DEV SEL output is used to select 
one of four user's registers, and the word/byte lines are used to deter
mine the type of transfer (word or byte) to or from these registers. The 
active state of the user's lines from !the protocol logic is a low assertion 
and the lines are TTL-compatible. The DEV SEL lines can sink up to 20 
mA. Split lugs are provided on the DRV11-P to accommodate C37. This 
capacitor may be installed by the user to vary the delay between BDIN L, 
BDOUT L, and VECTOR H inputs and the BRPLY output. 

The BRPL Y L signal is normally issued within 85 ns (max.) of receiving 
either BDIN L or BDOUT L, depending on the bus cycle. If the user's 
interface requires more time before ending the bus cycle, the BRPLY L 
signal can be delayed up to a maximum of 10 J.lS by adding capacitor 
C37 across the split lugs in the BRPLY delay circuit. 
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The BRPL Y L signal is also issued as the result of a signal on the VEC
TOR H input This is used when transmitting the vector during an inter
rupt sequence. 

Interrupt logic 
The interrupt logic (Figure 4. sheet 2) perlforms an interrupt transaction 
that uses the "pass-the-pulse" type arbitration scheme to assign prior
Ities to peripheral devices. The 0 RV 11- P interrupt logic has two chan
nels (A and B) for generating two interrupt requests. Channel A has 
higher priority than channel B. If a user's device wants control of the LSI-
11 bus, the interrupt enable flip-flop wlthi n the interrupt logic must first 
be set. This is accomplished by asserting '[logical 1) the ENB DATA line 
and then clocking the enable flip-flop by asserting (positive transition) 
the EN B ClK line. With the Interrupt enable flip-flop set. the user's de
vice may then make a bus request by asserting (logical 1) RQST. When 
RQST is asserted, and if the interrupt enable flip-flop is set, the interrupt 
logic asserts (logical 0) BI RG L, thus making a bus request. When the 
request is granted, the processor asserts (logical 0) BDIN L (Fi~lure 4, 
sheet 1). which is applied to the interrupt logic as IN L (Figure 4, sheet 
n IN l causes the interrupt logic to assert (logical 1) VECTOR H, which 
IS applied to the vector generator. A vector is thus placed on the I~SI-11 
bus to indicate the starting address of the service routine for the user's 
device which made the bus request. 

As mentioned previously, two Interrupt request channels (A and B) are 
contained within the interrupt logic. These channels can be used to ser
vice two user devices. However, because channel A has a higher priority 
than channel B, fast peripheral devices which cannot recover data if not 
serviced promptly should use channel A. 

There are three status lines from the DRV11-P interrupt logic available 
to the user. These are: ENS B ST H, ENB A ST H, and VEC RQST B H. 
ENB B ST Hand ENB A ST H indicate the status of the interrupt logic 
Interrupt enable flip-flops. Each line is asserted (logical 1) when the ap
propriate enable flip-flop is set. The VEC I~QST B line is asserted (logical 
1) when the user's device connecteci to channel B has been granted use 
of the bus. When VEC RQST B IS unasserted (logical 0). the user's device 
connected to channel A of the interrupt 10'i:jic has been granted use of the 
bus. These status lines can function as part of the user's control and 
status register (CSR), which can be constructed on the DRV11- P mod
ule. Additionally, the I N IT 0 and I N IT 0 H outputs from the interrupt logic 
Gan be used to initialize the user's 10~lic. 
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Interrupt Vector Generator 
The interrupt vector generator (Figure 4 sheet 2) produces a vector 
which points to a location In memory containing the address where a 
service routine is stored for the user's device requesting Interrupt ser
vice. The interrupt vector is selected by the user by means of wice-wrap 
pinS (WP) on the ORVll-P. Vector bits V3 through V7 are hard-wired by 
the user for either logical 1 s or Os. Wlre-w"applng an Interrupt vector Pin 
to a ground pin makes that vector bit a "2ero." Vector bits which are to 
be "ones" are left unwrapped These bits will be pulled up to +5 V 
("one" state) via resistors on the DfWll-P. When VECTOR H from the 
Iflterrupt logic goes high (logical 1), eight vector bits are gated onto the 
LSI-ll bus. It should be noted that the user can generally seiect the 
state of only SIX of the eight vector bits. The remaining bitS, \i00 and 
VOl, are preset by the ORVll-P vector generator. With this arrange
ment, the user can select an Interrupt vector In the normal user ran.ge of 
0008 to 3748 However, by adding one gate 1:0 the interrupt vector gen
erator encode logic, the user Ciln accommodate nine bits in the vector 
and thus extend the interrupt to 7748 . 

The interrupt vector generator is pmnanly deSigned around two type 
74157 multiplexer ICs. Each 74157 has two separate 4-blt Inputs which 
are multiplexed Thus, both 741,5 7s can accommodate two 8-bit bytes, 
one of which IS used for vector generation. This leaves one spare 8-bit 
Input for user application. The ~Ipare input can be used to gate onto the 
bus the lower byte of the user's CSfl on the DRVll-P. The data Oil the 
spare input can be gated to the LSI-ll bl,s by driVing both SPARE ENS 
o and SPARE ENS 1 inputs low (logical 0' ThiS IS best accomplished by 
using one of the SEL DEV lines from the protocol logic (Figure 4, sheet 
1) along with the IN WO line. The actual use of the spare Inputs IS at the 
user's discretion, but SPARE ENB 0 and SPARE ENS 1 should not be 
permanently held low as thiS could affect interrupt vector If not used, 
these inputs should be connected to the +3 V source 

Interrupt Vector Selection 
As manufactured, the DRVll-P can generate vectors In the range from 
0-3748 However, by adding one \;I8te to the DFIVll-P vector gener
ation 10\~IC, the user can extend the vector to 7748 The user selects the 
Interrupt vector by means of wire wrap pillS (WP) on the DRVllP mod
ule. 

Figure 3 shows the vector select format alld presents the wire· wrap pin
to-bit relationship for vector selectllOn. Bits to be decoded as 'zero" bits 
In the Interrupt vector are wire-wrapped to 9round wire-wrap pH1S (WP) 
SitS to be decoded as "one" bits are left urwrapped as these bits are 
pulled up to the one state 
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It is recommended that WF'Ei (vector bit 2) be wrapped to WP21 (VEC 
ROST B H). This will automatically decode the least significant bit of the 
interrupt vec:or as a 0 or a 4. When the VECTOR H signal is issued as a 
result of the B half of the interrupt logic becoming bus master, the VEC 
ROST B H (NP5) signal IS also issued, changing bit 2 of the interrupt 
vector, thus Jresentlng a different vector for interrupt B. 

The VEC RO ST B H line can be thought of as a one bit code indicating 
which half of the Interrupt logic is bus master. When bit 2 of the interrupt 
vector is a Zt ro, the A half IS bus master; a one indicates that the B half 
IS maste l . 

Bus Receivms 
All LSI-ll b JS data and control lines are fully buffered on the DRV11-P 
module. Buf1ering for the data and address lines (BDAL) is accomplished 
by the bus transceivers. Bus control lines (BWTBT, BDOUT, BDIN, 
BSYNC, BB!;Y, BIAKI, and BDMGI) are buffered on the DRV11-P with 
type 8640 t us receivers. These receivers are high-impedance receivers 
with the foil )Wlng input levels 

High = 
Low = 

.7 V min . 

. 3 V max. 

The receiver; have standard TTL-compatible outputs which are made 
available (fol most bus signals) to the user by means of wire-wrap pins 
(WP) 

+3 V Soure e 
There are tWJ +3 V wire-wrap pins on the DRV11-P module These pins 
provide a SOJrce of +3 V for pullin£1 Lip unused TTL inputs. Each +3 V 
source is capable of driving up to 1:3 TTL unit loads. The +3 V sources 
are derived f om resistor divllclers placed across the + 5 V logic source. 

Wire-Wrap Pins 
There are 112 user I/O lines and 12'2 wire-wrap pins (not counting the 
40 pinS for the I/O connector and the 70 pins for C and D module 
fingers) for L ser applications. The locations and functions of these pins 
are describe j in detail in Table 3. 
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DUV11 LINE INTERFACE 

GENERAL 
The DUV 11 line interface is a buffered, program-controlled, single-line 
communications interface device which is used to establish a data com
munications line between any LSI-11 bus and a Bell 201 synchronous 
modem or equivalent. The module is fully programmable with respect to 
sync characters, character length (5 to 8 bits). and parity selection. The 
DUV11 provides serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial data commu
nications. buffers TTL-to-EIA voltage levels and EIA-to-TTL voltage 
levels. and controls the modem for half- or full-duplex operation. 

FEATURES 

• I nterfaces synchronous and isochronous communications data 

• Interface signals meet EIA RS232C 

• Operates in full-duplex or half-duplex modes 

• Maximum baud rate is 19.2K baud 

• Uses variable length characters (5, 6, 7, or 8 bits plus parityl 

• Generates odd or even parity bits that are transmitted with the data 
character to the modem 

• Verifies received character parity 

• Inhibits transmitter output for maintenance purposes 

• Provides control signals to the modem and monitors the modem sta
tus lines 

• Establishes synchronization prior to receiving data 

• Generates program interrupt requests 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

M7951 

Quad 

+5 Vdc ± 5% at 0.86 A 
+ 1 2 Vdc ± 3% at 0.32 A 
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CONFIGURATION 

Genercll 
The following paragraphs describe how the user can configure the mod
ule so that it will function within his system. This module contains 
switches that are used to select the device address, vector interrupt and 
the selection of special control functions. The descriptions of the regis
ters and their standard factory addresses are listed in Table 1 and 
described below. 

Table 1 DUV11 Factory Addrl9ss Assignments 

Read/ DUV11 
Register Mnemonic Write Address 

Receiver Status RXC:SR R/W 160010 
Receiver Data Buffer' RXDBUF R 160012 
Parameter Status' P)~RCSR W 160012 
Transmitter Status TXCSR R/W 160014 
Transmitter Data BufferTXDBUF W 160016 
Interrupt Vector DONE 440 

• Dual-purpose read or write register 

Device Address 
The LSII-11 bus address and interrupt vector addresses must be deter
mined prior to operating the DU\l11.· The bus address IS selectable as 
are the interrupt vector The bus address (also referred to as the device 
address) is controlled by switches contained in two switch banks (E38 
and E39) (Figure 1). located in the address comparator logic. The posi
tion of these switches determines the required address state (1 or 0) of 
bus address bits 12-3. If a switch is set to ON, the switch contacts are 
closed and an address state of 1 is required on the related address bit to 
the address of the DUV11 Hence, electrically the DUV11 can have any 
device address within the ran\je of 160000 to 177777. However, the 
Digital Equipment Corporation software requires that the device address 
fall within the floating address range of 160010 to 163776. The device 
address is set to 160010 at the factory to facilitate manufacturing test
ing. The switch positions for address selection are described in Table 1 
and Figure 2. 

NOTE 
If a device address is selected which falls out
side the floating address ranI;Je. the software 
must be modified acc:ol'dingly. 
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I'" 
I'" ~- I-"----~-

ADDRESS/VECTOR 
ROCKER SWITCHES 

Figure 1 DUVll (M7951) Major Components 

13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 

I 0 I 0 I ( I 0 I 0 I 0 l~o~~~ 
rrrrrrr 

OFF OFF OfF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
TCH "-C' \.~1~---,-_~. 

LOG:c..t..l 1 - 'JI\ 

LOG'CA.L 0 OFF 
FACTORY ADDRESS 1600 

f 3:3 S\"iITCH 
~~ 

E39 
SWiTCH 

TXD BUF 

o RXCSR 
1 TXCSR 
TXDBUF 

Figure 2 Device Address Selection 
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Interrupt Vector 
The interrupt vector is also floating and IS set to 440 at the factory to 
facilitate factory testing. If it is necessary to change the vector, Simply 
change the six vector select switches contained in switch bank E39 
(Figure 1) as required. These switches control vector bits 8-3: therefore, 
vectors can be generated in the range of 000 to 774. However, the 
software requires that the vector fall within the floating range of 300 to 
777. The switch settings for vector selection are shown in Figure 3 

NOTE 
If a vector is selected which falls outside the 
floating address range, the software must be 
modified accordingly 

I ~' I ~41 ~31 ~21 ~' I ~o I triIfIPi.-,---O,--L-,--J~-'---L.---.J 
J'~ OFF OFF m, JFF m IC 

~ iii i i L QCilCAL 1 - Or'll 
LOGICAl a-OFF SWITCH'\JO 3456 1 E 

' ___ ~ ___ -C.J 
FACTORY ADDHESS 440 

E'39 SW:T ,~I< 

Figure 3 Interrupt Vector Selection 

Option Switches 
The DUV11 has the capability of selecting optional control functions that 
are used during operation. These control functions can be selected by 
using switches S 1 through Sa: of E55. The detailed operation of these 
switches is listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Switl:h Assignments 

Switch No.' Function 

SW1 Optional Clear - Switch ON enables CLR OPT, which is 
used to clear RXCSR bits 3, 2, and 1. 

SW2 Secondary Transmit - Switch ON enables secondary data 
channel betweHn thE! modem and DUV11 . 

• All switches are located on component reference designation E55 
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Table 2 Switch Assignments (Cont) 

Switch No.' Function 

SW3 Secondary Receive - Switch ON enables secondary data 
channel between the modern and DUV1 1. 

SW4 Sync Characters - Switch ON enables the receiver to 
synchronize internally upon receiving one sync character. 
The normal condition of I'eceiving two sync characters 
exists when SW4 is off. 

SW5 Special Feature - Switch ON allows external clock to be 
internaly generated; used when a modem is not being 
utilized 

SW6 Special Feature - Optional feature is switched ON for 
program control of data rate selection. 

SW7 Maintenance Clock - Switch ON enables the clock that is 
used for maintenance purposes only. 

SW8 Not used. 

• All switches are located on component reference designation E55. 

Optional Equipment 

Mating Connector 
Cable 

Registers 

H836 
BC05C-XX 

The RXCSR is a read/write register that controls the RCVR (receiver) 
portion of the interface; communicates interface status, requeslls, and 
supervisory data to the modem; and monitors status and supervisory 
data inputs from the modem. 

The word format for the RXCSR is shown in Figure 4 and described in 
Table 3. 

Figure 4 RXCSR Word Format 
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Bit 

15 

14 

13 

12 

Table 3 I~XCSR Word Format 

Name 

DAT SET CH 
(Data Set Change) 

RING 
(Ring) 

CLR TO SD 
(Clear to Send) 

CARRIER 
(Carrier) 

Description 

When set. this bit indicates a 
modem status change. 

This bit is set by a transition of any 
of the following lines: 

• Ring 
• Clear to Send 
• Carrier 
• Secondary Received Data 
• Data Set Ready 

If bit 5 of this register is set. the set
ting of this bit will cause a RCVR 
inter~upt. 

Read-only bit: cleared by INIT. mas
ter reset. and the OTI SEL a 
(RXCSR read strobe). 

This bit reflects the state of the 
modem ring line. When set. this bit 
indicates that a ring signal is being 
received from the modem. Read
only bit. 

This bit reflects the state of the clear 
to send line from the modem. When 
set. this bit indicates that the 
modem is ready to accept data from 
the interface for transmission. Read
only bit. 

This bit reflects the state of the 
modem carrier. When set. this bit 
indicates the carrier is up. Read-only 
bit. 
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Table 3 RXCSR Word Format (Cant) 

Name 

REC ACT 
(Receiver Active) 

SEC RCV OAT 
(Secondary Receive 
Data) 

OAT SET ROY 
(Data Set Ready) 

STRIP SYNC 
(Strip Sync) 

I) EISCri ption 

When the internal synchronous 
mode is selected, this bit is set 
when the proper number of con
tiguous sync characters (either 1 or 
2, no'mally set for 2) have been re
ceived. If external synchronous or 
isochmnous mode is selected, this 
bit follows the state of the search 
sync bit (bit 4 of this register). 

Read- only; cleared by IN IT, master 
reset and SCH SYNC (1) H '[search 
sync) making 1 to 0 transition. 

This bit reflects the state of the sec
ondary receive data line from the 
modem. 

This bit provides a receive channel 
for supervisory data from the 
modem to the processor Read-only 
bit 

This bit reflects the state of the data 
set ready line from the modem. 
When set this bit indicates that the 
modem is powered up and ready. 
Read-only bit. 

This bit determines whether sync 
characters received from the 
modem are to be presented to the 
program for reading. When this bit 
is set receive characters that match 
the contents of the sync register do 
not cause a RCVR interrupt pro
vided no errors are detected, i.e., bit 
15 of the RXDBUF is clear. 

Read/write bit; cleared by I N IT and 
master reset 
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Bit 

7 

6 

5 

4 

Table 3 RXC:SR Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

RX DONE 
(Receiver Done) 

RX INTEB 
(Receiver Interrupt 
Enable) 

DAT SET INTEB 
(Data Set Interrupt 
Enable) 

SCH SYNC 
(Search Sync) 

Description 

This bit is set when synchronization 
has been achieved and a character 
has been loaded Into the RXDBUF, 
provided the STRIP SYNC bit is not 
set If the STRIP SYNC bit is set and 
the received character is a sync 
character without errors, i,e" bit 1 5 
of the RXDBUF is clear, this bit will 
not be set, 

When set this bit will cause a RCVR 
interrupt request prOVided bit 6 of 
this register is set 

Read-only bit; cleared by INIT, mas
ter reset, and the DTI SEL 2 
(RXDBUF read strobe) 

When set allows a RCVR interrupt 
request to be generated when the 
RX DONE bit is set, 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT and 
master reset 

When set allows a RCVR interrupt 
request to be generated when the 
DAT SET CH bit is set 

When set in the internal synchro
nous mode, enables the R':::VR syn
chronization logic and causes the 
RCVR Ito start comparing incoming 
data bits to the contents of the sync 
register in an attempt to recognize a 
sync character, 

When set in the isochronous mode, 
enables the RX DONE flag gener
ation logic, 
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Table 3 RXCSR Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

SEC XMIT 
(Secondary Transmit 
Data) 

REO TO SO 
(Request to Send) 

DATA TERM ROY 
(Data Terminal 
Ready) 

Description 

When set in the external synchro
nOLis mode. enables the RX DONE 
flag generation logic and causes the 
RCVR to start framing incoming 
characters. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT and 
master reset. 

This bit reflects the state of the sec
ondary transmit data line to the 
modem. This bit provides a transmit 
channel for supervisory data from 
the processor to the modem. 

Read/write bit; cleared by I N IT and 
master reset. 

When set. this bit causes the 
request to send line to the modem 
to be asserted. The request to send 
line is a control lead to the modem. 
This line must be asserted before 
the interface can transmit data to 
the modem. 

Read/write bit; optionally cleared by 
I N IT and master reset. 

When set. this bit indicates the in
terface is powered up. programmed. 
and re·ady to receive data from the 
modern. 

Setting this bit causes the data ter
minal ready line to the modem to be 
asserted. The data terminal ready 
line is a control lead for the modem 
communication channel. When as
serted. it permits the interface to be 
connected to the channel. 

Read/write bit; optionally cleared by 
INIT and master reset. 
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The receiver data buffer (RXDBUF) and the parameter status register 
(PARCSR) have the same address location, but RXDBUF IS a read-only 
register and PARCSR is a write-only register. The RXDBUF register 
detects interface RCVR status flags and RCVR parallel data outputs. Its 
word format is shown in Figure 5 and described in Table 4. The PARCSR 
register establishes the overall operating parameters of the DUV11, i.e .. 
the mode of operation (synchronous or isochronous), word length (5, 6. 
7, or 8 bits plus parity), parity (enabled or disabled), parity sense (odd or 
even), and sync character configuration. Its word format is shown In 
Figure 6 and described in Table 5. 

15 '~4 -,-~,...:~-.:.:"~' ====-~O~8-r-~07:,,:-~ =' -=============::..::c-~o~o:.. 
~x OVRN 

ERR ERR 

Bit 

15 

14 

NOT USED RCVR DATA 

~--~--~--------
READ ONLY ----

Figure 5 RXDBUF Word Format 

Table 4 nXDBUF Word Format 

Name 

RX ERR 
(Receiver Error) 

OVRN ERR 
(Overru n Error) 

Description 

This bit is set whenever one of the 
three receiver error bits is set (log
ical OR of bits 14, 13, and 12) 

Read-only bit; cleared only when 
bits 14, 13, and 12 are cleared. 

When set, this bit indicates that the 
processor has failed to service the 
RX DONE flag within the time re
quired to load another character 
into the: RXDBUF, ie .. (1/baud rate) 
X (bits per character) seconds 
Hence, the previous character was 
overwritten (lost). This condition in
dicates the loss of at least one char
acter. 

Read-only bit; cleared byiNIT, mas
ter reset. and DTI SEL 2 (RXDBUF 
read strobe) 
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Table 4 RXDBUF Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

FRM ERR 
(Framing Error) 

PAR ERR 
(Parity Error) 

RCVR DATA 
(Receiver Data) 

Description 

When set. indicates that character 
received was not followed by a valid 
stop bit. This error only occurs in the 
isochronous mode of operation. 

Read-only bit; cleared by IN IT. mas
ter reset. and DTI SEL 2. 

When set. indicates that the parity 
of the received character does not 
agree with the parity programmed 
(odd or even). If parity is not pro
grammed. this bit is always cleared. 

Read-only bit; cleared by INIT. mas
ter rt~set. and DTI SEL 2. 

This register holds the received 
character for transfer to the pro
gram. The buffer is right-justified for 
5. 6. 7. or 8 bits. If parity is received 
it is also loaded into the buffer a~ 
the next vacant higher order bit po
sition. Therefore. if a 5-bit character 
plus parity is framed by the RCVR. 
the parity bit would be loaded into 
bit position 5 in the RXDBUF and 
presEinted to the program for read
ing. If an 8-bit character plus parity 
is framed. the parity bit would not 
be presented to the program for 
reading. 

Read-only buffer; cannot be 
clearl~d; INIT or master reset set the 
buffer to all 1 s. Reading the 
RDXI3IJF causes the RX DONE bit 
in the RXCSR to clear. 
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15 14 08 07---- ----~~-~-~~___+GO 

I ~~~ ~ __ -L __ ~~~~ __ -L~~ _________ SY_N_C_R_EG_'_ST_E_R ________ ~ 
~------------------ WRITE ONLY 

Bit 

13. 12 

11. 10 

Figure 6 PARCSR Word Format 

Table 5 PARCSR Word Format 

Name 

MODE SEL 
(Mode Select) 

WORD LEN SEL 
(Word Length Select) 

Description 

These bits control the mode of oper
ation. Modes are selected as fol
lows: 

Mode Bit 13 Bit 12 

Internal 
Synchronous 

External o 
Synchronous 

Isochronous 0 o 

Illegal 0 
(not used) 

Write-only bits. 

These bits control the length of 
characters received and transmitted 
by interface. Word length (not in
cluding parity) is selected as fol
lows: 

Bits/Char Bit 11 

5 0 
6 0 
7 1 
8 1 

Write-only bits. 

Bit 10 

o 
1 
o 
1 
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Table 5 P,t\RCSR Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

PAR ENB 

Description 

If this bit is set. parity for each char
acter will be (parity enable) gener
ated by the XMTR and che!cked by 
the RCVR. If character length is less 
than eight bits, the parity bit for 
received data is loaded Iinto the 
RtXDBUF for reading by the pro
gram. If bad parity is detected at the 
FitCVR, the parity error flag is set (bit 
12 of the RXDBUF) 

Write-only bit. 

PAR SEN SEL Whem the parity enable bit (bit 9 of 
(Parity Sense Select) this register) is set, the sense of the 

parity (odd or even) is controlled by 
this bit. When this bit is set. even 
pari1ty is generated by the XMTR 
and checked for by the RCVR. (The 
pro~lram does not have to provide a 
parity bit to the XMTR.) When this 
bit is cleared, odd parity is gener
ateel and checked. 

Sync Register 

Write-only bit. 

This register contains the sync char
acter. The sync character is used by 
the RCVR to detect received sync 
characters and thereby achieve syn
chronization. 

The sync character is used as a fill 
character by the XMTR when oper
ating in the synchronous mode. Fill 
characters are operating in the syn
chronous mode. Fill characters are 
transmitted when the program fails 
to provide characters to the XMTR 
fast enough to maintain continuous 
transmission, i.e., (1/baud rate) X 
(bits per character) seconds - 112 
(bit time). 
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The transmitter status register (TXCSR) is a read/write register that con
trols the XMTR (transmitter) portion of the interface, controls the reset
ting and initialization of the interface, and controls and monitors the 
maintenance mode operation of the interfacl9 

The TXCSR word format is shown in Figure 7 and described In Table 6. 

15 14 , 3 12 11 10 09 08 07 (6 (5 ('4 \~ 3 C' ~ {-oj DC 

~TTX i "Tl( I "NA! HA"f 
,RST i['ONEIIN~EBi:~rE8:SE\J:J1 ~_;p 
... -;;;.....I..-R RWip/W q'/y PI.,... ",~ 

Figure 7 TXCSR Word Format 

Table 6 T>(CSR Word Format 

Bit Name Description 
-------------------------15 DNA This bit is set by the XMTR when a 

14 

(Data Not Available) fill character IS transmitted. This 
applies only to the synchronous 
mode of operation and is caused by 
late program response to a TX 
DON E interrupt request 

MAINT DATA 
(Maintenance Data) 

The processor response to TX 
DON E must be within (1 /baud rate) 
X (bits per character) seconds - 1/2 
(bit time) If not, the fill character is 
transmittE!d. 

If bit 5 of this register is set, setting 
this bit causes an XMTR interrupt 
request, 

Read-only bit; cleared by INIT, mas
ter reset, and DTI SEL 4 (TXCSR 
read strobe). 

This bit is used in the internal loop 
and external loop maintenance 
modes by the diagnostic program to 
simulate serial input to the RCVR. 

Read/writ,e bit; cleared by I N IT or 
master reset 
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Table 6 TXCSR Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

SS ClK 
(Single Step 
Maintenance Clock) 

MS01/MSOO 
(Maintenance Mode 
Select 01 & 00) 

RX INP 
(Receiver Inputl 

MSTRST 
(M aster Reset) 

Description 

This bit is used in the internal loop 
and external loop maintenance 
modes by the diagnostic program to 
simulate the XMTR and RCVR 
clocks. 

Head/write bit; cleared by I N IT or 
master reset. 

These bits are used to select the 
normal mode of operation or one of 
tl1rel3 maintenance modes. Modes 
are selected as follows: 

Mode 
Normal 

Bit 12 
o 

Internal 0 
Maintenance 
loop 

External 
Maintenance 
loop 

SystHm Test 

Bit 11 
o 

o 

Rl3ad/write bits; cleared by I N IT and 
master reset. 

This bit monitors the RCVR input to 
the internal loop and external loop 
maintenance modes. 

Road-only bit. 

This bit is used to generate a ClR 
(cleal") pulse, which initializes the 
registers and the XMTR and RCVR 
and inhibits the BRPlY l (bus reply) 
si!~nal This bit remains at a (1) for 
only 3 fJ,S after being set. 

Read/write bit. 
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Bit 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

Table 6 TXCSR Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

TX DONE 
(Transmitter Done) 

TX INTEB 
(Transmitter Interrupt 
Enable) 

DNA INTEB 
(Data Not AvaiiablEl 
Interrupt Enable) 

SEND 
(Send) 

HALF DUP 
(Half Duplex) 

Description 

This bit is set by INIT and master 
reset and when the first bit of the 
character contained in the XMTR 
register is placed on the XMTR out
put line. If bit 6 of this register is set 
when this bit is set. an XMTR inter
rupt request is generated. 

Read-only bit: cleared by LD 
TXDBUF (TXDBUF load strobe). 

When set. this bit allows a XMTR 
Interrupt request to be generated by 
the TX DON E bit. 

lRead/wrlte bit: cleared by INIT and 
master rl3set. 

When set this bit allows an XMTR 
interrupt request to be generated by 
1ihe DNA bit. 

Read/write bit: cleared by I N IT and 
master reset. 

When S~lt this bit enables the 
XMTR and transmission will start 
when a character is loaded into the 
TXDBUF. This bit must remain set 
until the entire message is trans
mitted. II' not. transmission of the 
character currently in the XMTR 
register is completed and the XMTR 
will enter the idle state. 

lRead/write bit: cleared by INIT and 
master reset. 

When this bit is set operation will 
be in the half-duplex mode. In this 
mode. the RCVR is disabled when
ever bit L1f of this register is set 
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o 
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Table 6 TXCSR Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

BREAK 
( Break) 

Description 

I~ead/write bit; cleared by INIT and 
master reset. 

WhHn this bit is set. the senal XMTR 
output D5 SERIAL DATA OUT H is 
held in the space (constant low) 
condition; otherwise, operation is 
normal. This bit is used by the diag
nostic program in the internal loop 
or external loop maintenance 
modes to inhibit the XMTR output 
whiile inputting data to the RCVR via 
bit 14 of this register. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT and 
master reset. 

The transmitter data buffer (TXD BU F) is a write-only register that pro
vides parallel data to the Iinterface XMTR for serial transmission to the 
modem. The word format for the TXDBUF is shown in Figure 8 and 
described in Table 7. 

'5 .--..------- --~-------------------_ 08 07.~=========::=::::'':'O~O.., 
T 

NOT USED XMTR DATA 

14-----~---------------------- WRITE (lNL't'-------- ·1 

Bit 

7-0 

Figure 8 TXDBUF Word Format 

Table 7 TXDBUF Word Format 

Name 

XMTR DATA 
(Transmitter Data) 

Description 

This register is loaded by the pro
gram with the character to be trans
mitted. Character length is hom 5 to 
8 bits. The character is right-justi
fied. If a parity bit is enabled, it is 
generated by the interface. 

Writ1e-only bits; an I N IT or master 
rE!Set places all 1 s in this rE!gister. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The DUV11 interface module Gan be divided into six functional blocks 
that will control the data flow between an LSI-11 bus and a Bell 201 
modem or equivalent. The major functions. shown in Figure 9. are 
address comparator/command decoder. data multiplexer. modem inter
face logic. receiver logic. transmitter logic. and interrupt control logic. 
The address comparator provides addressable access to the LSI-11 bus 
and the command decoder recE!ives its control from the LSI-11 bus via 
the address comparator and direct connections. The data multiplexer 
receives status data from the modem interface logic. the receiver logic. 
and the transmitter logic. It also controls the data and status information 
to the transceivers which is output to the LSI-11 bus. The modem inter
face logic converts the TTL logic levels to the EIA voltage levels required 
by the Bell 201 modem. It also contains the transmit data line to the 
modem and the serial data input line and has access to the modem 
control signals. The receiver 10~lic accepts the EIA serial input and con
verts it into parallel data for the LSI-11 bus. The transmitter logic con
verts the parallel LSI-11 bus data into serial data for transmission over 
the com munications lines. The interrupt control logic enables the 
DUV11 module to become bus master over the LSI-ll bus by gener
ating a program interrupt to an interrupt address vector. 

Address Comparator 
The address comparator logic IS made up of the bus transceivers and 
address/vector rocker switches. The rocker switches are set before oper
atinng the DUVll. When the processor addresses the DUVl 1. the bus 
transceivers compare the preset address with the address on the LSI- 11 
bus (BDAL 00 through 15). If they compare. the MATCH signal is as
serted, which enables the command decoder (DC004 chip). Information 
then received at the transceivers is passed from the LSI-l 1 bus to the 
ODL BUS (ODL 00 through ODL 15) under control of the command 
decoder. Signal INWDB H enables the transceivers to receive data from 
the 0 BUS and place that data onto the ODL BUS. This signal originates 
from the 0 BUS as BDIN L. which is driven to become DIN L. DIN Lis 
applied to the command decoder and is output as INWD L when 
MATCH is asserted by the address comparator. INWD L is then gated to 
become INWDB L. Similarly. the signals SEL 0 L. SEL 2 L. and SEL 4 L. 
which are functions of ODL 00. ODL 01. and ODL 02 when MATCH is 
asserted to the command decoder. are gated to become EN ODL TO 
BDAL. This signal enables data from the ODL BUS which is applied to 
the transceivers to pass on to the LSI-1 1 bus. 

During an interrupt sequence. the address comparator circuitry provides 
passage of the preset interrupt vector address to the LSI- 1 1 bus. 
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Command Decoder (DC004) 
The command decoder logic controls the flow of data into the status 
registers within the DUV 11 and the passage of status information and 
data back out to the CPU 

The signals that enable the registers. of the DUV11 such as LD PARCSR. 
LD TXDBUF. etc., are generated by gating the outputs of the command 
decoder This logic receives bits 0 through 2 from the QDL BUS. When 
the address comparator outputs M}\TCH. these bus bits cause the com
mand decoder logic to output the proper select signal. For example, if 
the control logic selector asse'ts SEL 6 L along with OUTLB L, the re
sultant gated output is LD TXDBUF (1) L, which causes the transmitter 
data buffer to load parallel data from the QDL BUS. 

Data MUltiplexer 
The data multiplexer controls the passage of DUV11 status signals and 
data to the bus transceivers for output to the CPU Two signals, SEL 2 L 
and SE L 4 L, enable the selecl,ion of status signals and data which will 
pass on to the QDL BUS. 

Modem Interface Logic 
The modem interface logic coptains level converters to change the logic 
level si!~nals to the operating \/Olt891e levels of the Bell 201 modem. All 
logic si!~nals ranging from 2.4 to 3.5 V are converted to +6 V. All ground 
(0 V) logic signals a re converted to -6 V. 

ReceivllH Control Logic 
The receiver circuitry contains the synchronous/asynchronous receiver 
chip (SAR) and its supportive logic. Within the SAR, serial data received 
from the modem is converted to parallel data for output onto the QDL 
BUS. Parameter data is supplied Ilia the QDL BUS PARCSR (1) L loads 
this data into SAR. Having stored these parameters, the receiver detects 
the serial received character, accomplishes synchronization, frames the 
received character, detects errors, I'aises the RX DON E flag, and holds 
the framed character (for prowam reading) until the next character is 
framed. 

Once the RCVR logic is enabh~d, it operates as programmed. The SCH 
SYNC input enables the RVCR logic. The contents of the PARCSR deter
mine: 

1. Mode of operation (internal synchronous, external synchronous, or 
isochronous) 

2. Len~lth of character to be framed (5, 6, 7, or 8 bits plus parity) 

3. Parity (enabled or disabled) 
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4. Parity sense (odd or even) 

5. Sync character configuration. 

The method of achieving synchronization is the principal difference be
tween the modes of operation 

In the internal synchronous mode, two contiguous sync characters 
must be recognized by the RCVI~ logic to achieve synchronization. 
Once synchronization is achieved, the RCVR starts framing on the 
very next character bit. The received characters must arrive at the 
RCVR in a continuous senal bit stream or synchronization will be lost. 

2. The external synchronous mode is designed for use with commu
nication equipment which accomplishes synchronization external to 
the DUV 11 interface. Tlhe external synchronization logic prohibits 
RCVR operation by inhibiting the ass€!rtion of SCH SYNC until syn
chronization with the XMTR has been achieved. When external syn
chronization is achieved, SCH SYNC asserts, forcing the CVR logic to 
the synchronized state. The RCVR then starts framing immediately, 
beginning with the very next chal'actel' bit. 

3. In the isochronous mode, each received character is preceded by a 
start bit and succeeded by a stop bit which serves to synchronize the 
RCVR. In this mode, the receiver simplv does not start framing until it 
recognizes a start bit. It then frames the character following the start 
bit and looks for a stop bit If a stop bit is not detected, the character 
received is considered invalid, flagged as such, and held for reading 
by the program Hence, in the isochronous mode, characters need not 
be preceded by sync characters and nlged not arrive contiguously at 
the RCVR 

The strip synchronization character (STI~I P SYN C) input determines 
whether received sync characters are to be permitted to set the RX 
DONE flag. If STRIP SYNC is asserted, all sync characters are discarded 
provided no errors are detected. 

Transmitter Control Logic 
The transmitter circuitry contains the synchronous/asynchronous trans
mitter chip (SAT) and Its supportive logic. The SAT accepts parallel char
acters from the program, raises the TX DON E flag to request the next 
cha racter, and serially outputs the cLlrrent character to the modem. Be
fore transmitter operation can begin, the transmitter logic must be in
Itialized and the PARCSR and TXCSR re~listers programmed. 

The high-order bits from the QDL BUS are loaded into the XCSFi when 
signal LD TXCSR HB H is asserted. The low-order bits are loaded into 
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the TXCSR when LD TXCSR LB H is asserted. The signal LD PARCSR 
(1) L asserted enables parameter data into the SAT. 

The signal SEN D (1) H enables the tranS;lTIltter logic. Once the trans
mitter IS enabled, it operates as programmed. The contents of the 
PARCSR determine 

1. Mode of operation (synchronous or isochronous) 

2. Len~lth of character to be transmitted (5, 6, 7 or 8 bits plus parity) 

3. Parity (enabled or disabled) 

4. Parity sense (odd or even) 

5. Sync character configuration (used as fill character in synchronous 
mode) 

There are distinct differences between the two modes of operation: 

1. In the synchronous mode, the XMTR receives a parallel transmit char
acter from the program, generates parity If programmed, serially out
puts the character plus parity to the modem, and raises the TX DONE 
flag to request the next character. If the program fails to provide the 
next character before transmission of the current character is com
plete, the XMTR outputs fill characters to maintain continuous trans
mission until another data character is provided. Whenever a fill 
character is transmitted, the data not available (DNA) flag is raised to 
notify the program of fill character transmission. 

2. In the isochronous mode, the XMTR receives a parallel transmit char
acter from the program, generates paritv if progra mmed, outputs a 
start bit, serially outputs the character plus parity, outputs a stop bit, 
and raises the TX DONE fla~J to request the next character. However, 
in the isochronous mode, If the program fails to provide the next 
character before transmission of the cu rrent character IS complete, 
the XMTR simply pauses until the next character is provided. Hence, 
the DNA flag is never used In the isochronous mode 

The break input inhibits the XMTli output. Whenever the TXCSR break 
bit IS set, the break input to the XMTR loqlc asserts and inhibits the 
XMTR output. This input enables the program to inhibit the XMTR out
put, while inputting data directly to the RCVR via the RCVR Input select 
logiC in the Internal and external loop maintenance modes 
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I nterrupt Control Logic 
The Interrupt control logic consists of two DC003 chips and associated 
driving circuitry When the Interrupt control logic receives either 
RXDONE (11 H. TXDONE 11) H. D.ATA SET CH (1) H, or DNA. H with 
their associated Interrupt enable signal, it generates BI RQ l (interrupt 
request) to the processor. The processor responds with BIAKI l (inter
rupt acknowledge in) which searches the logic for the originator of the 
Interrupt. If the Interrupt was not originated at the DUV11, the signal 
BIAKO l (Irlterrupt acknowledge out) IS passed through with no action 
taken If the DUV11 had originated the request. EN VEC to BUS H is 
as~;erteci and, depending 0'1 the particular interrupt. EN UPPEFi VEC H 
may also be asserted. ThiS signal asserted then causes the addressing 
1091C to load, onto the lSI-11 bus, the contents of the preset vector 
address rocker sWitches. The processor will then perform the pre
programmed subroutine for that interrupt vector address 

Clear Logic 
Thp. clear logic genel'ates clear (CI.R) and optional clear (OPT ClR), 
which initialize all DUV11 logiC. The INIT signal or MSTRST asserted 
will activate the clear signals. INIT IS a function of BINIT, which IS 
received by the Interface whenever the computer activates the go func
tion, the processor executE'S a reset instruction, or the power·fail se
quence occurs. The clear 10~Jlc outputs are asserted as long as the BINIT 
slgllal remains low. MSTRST IS program-controlled and is generated by 
settln~) bit 8 of the TXCSF: When bit 8 of the TXCSR is set and lD 
TXCSR HB goes low. a 3 l~lS one-shot clsserts MSTRST and the clear 
signals remalll active for the duration of the one-shot. 

The OPT ClR output resets RXCSR bas 1, 2, and 3 and thereby clears 
the control lines to the modem. By not selecting SW1 option switch, 
OPT ClR IS disabled, allOWing the DUV1! to be cleared Without haVing 
to repeat the handshaking sequence BRPlY IS also inhibited as long as 
ClR IS asserted. 

Clock Control Logic 
The clock control logiC decodes the maintenance mode select bits and 
assigns the transmitter and receiver clocks. There are three possible 
clock sources the modelTI, the prowammable SS ClK (single step 
clockl. and the system test clock I'f the normal operating mode is 
decoded. the modem clocb are selectee MSOO (0) H IS asserted, en
ablln[l the modem clock Inputs (TRS ClK and REC ClK). If the internal 
loop or external loop maintenance mode IS decoded, the SS ClK IS se
lectee] ThiS program-controlled clock can be operated very slowly to 
faCilitate troubleshooting In the internal loop mode, MSOO (1) H is as
serted, enabling the SS ClK (1) H. In the external loop mode, MS01 (1) 
Hand MSOO (0) Hare asser:ted. enablin~.$S ClK (0) H, TRS CLK, and 
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REC ClK. SS ClK (0) H drive ClK EXT, which IS routed to the modem 
test connector, looped back and applied to the TRS ClK and REC ClK 
inputs. If the system test mode is decoded, the system test clock IS 
selected. This output provides an asynchronous clocking source for the 
system test mode. MS01 (1) Hand MSOO 10) H are asserted, enabling 
the internal system test clock to drive the transmitter and receiver In 
this mode, the modem clock inputs (TRS CI_K and REC ClK) are inhib
ited. When the DUV11 is transmitting In thE" half-duplex mode, REC elK 
is Inhibited. HALF DUP (0) l Clnd SEND (0) l go high In this condition, 
inhibiting REC ClK from reachin£l the receiver, 

+ 12 to -12 Power Converter 
Circuitry is provided to produce --12 Vdc for use by the EIA drivers, the 
SAT, and the SAR chips A 600 kHz clock is used to sWitch + 12 V Into a 
capacitor network to produce approXimately -20 V unregulated, This 
unregulated voltage is then regulated to -12 Vat the output of two tWin 
zener diode networks. The zeners keep the -12 V to within ±: 5% 

Maintenance Indicators 
Indicators in the form of light-emitting diodes are provided to display 
data lines and modem control states for maintenance purposes. Any of 
the following lines asserted will cause its respective lED to illuminate 
RING H, ClR TO SEND H, DATA SET RDY H, CARRIER H, SERIAL 
DATA OUT H, and SERIAL DATA IN H, 
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DZV11 ASYNCHRONOUS MULTIPLEXER 

GENERAL 
The DZVll IS an asynchronous multiplexer interface module that inter
connects the LSI-ll bus with up to fou r asynchronous serial data com
munications channels. The module provides EIA interface levels and 
enough data set control to perm it dial-up (auto-answer) operation with 
modems using full-duplex operations such as Bell models 103, 113, 
212. or equivalent The DZV11 does not support half-duplex operations 
such as remote operation over private lines for full-duplex point-to-point 
or full-duplex multipoint as a control (master) station. The DZV11-B 
Includes a BC11 U cable assembly for interconnection to the commu
nication devices 

The DZVll-B interface consists of the M7957 module, a BC11 U-25 
interface cable. and two accessory test connectors (H329 and H325). 
The H329 connector permits a stag~Jered loopback The H325 connector 
is used With the BC11 U cable to provide a single-line loopback. 

FEATURES 
• Selectable baud rates 01 50 to 9600 

• Character length of 5-, 6-. 7-, or 8-level code 

• Stop bits. or 2. for 6-. 7-, and 8-level code 

• Stop bits. or 15, for !i-Ievel code 

• Panty generation and detection for odd, even, and no parity 

• Transmitter and receiver Interrupts 

• Generates and detects break signals 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

Performance 

M7957 

Quad 

+ 5 Vdc ± 5% at 1 .15 A 
+ 12 Vdc ± 3% at 040 A 

4.1 
1 

Interface signals meet EIA standard RS-232C 
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CONFIIGURATION 

General 
The software control of the DZV 11 is performed by six device registers 
These registers are assigned addresses and can be read or loaded by the 
program DIGITAL software requires that the device addresses be within 
the range of 160000 to 177777 The M7!357 module utilizes the float
ing address space that starts at 1130010 and extends to 164000. The 
control and status register (CSR) is assigned the basic address by setting 
the rocker switches of E30 on the module as shown in Figure 1. The 
correlation between the bit assignments and the switches are detailed in 
Figure 2. The remaining register addresses will sequentially follow the 
basic address as shown in TabilB 1. A basic address IS preset at the 
factory; if the user requires a different address, the switches allow him to 
change the addresses to comply with his system. The interrupt vector IS 

also programmable and can be used with DIGITAL software, provided 
that the address is within 300 to 777. The switches of E2 on the module 
(Figure 1) allow the user to select an interrupt vector to function within 
his system. The correlation between the bit assignments and the 
switches are detailed in Figure 3. 

11 11 

~-----I ~. - -- -l 
~-.. _____ I ~ _. ____ ~ 

Al2 A3 V8 V3 

IJuOOuuuO[, l~lnl)JLul 

'Nons 
JUMPERS W9 W12 W13, W14, Wl l , AND Wlf ,'\Rf Rr'vHWED Or'-,LY ~IJq M-,,',L,rA( 
TURING TESTS THEY SHOULD ~JOT BE: Rf'. LiVED '~I THE FIE'LlJ 

JUMPERS WIG Ar'>ID W11 MUST REMAIN 11\j~TJ\LLE~) V'Y'H-N THE: MOOL' E IS t_,ED N 
A BACKPLANE THAT SUPPLIES LSl11 BUS :)IGNA,_S T) THE C AND ((J1\".,f CT()~S 

OF THE DZV11 ISUCH AS THE H9270) \'HEN TrlE 'JOOULE :5 USE 'J I\J A RACK 
PLANE THAT INTERCONNECTS TH~ C AI\'J 0 SE.cTiOf,,~ 10 .'\', ADJ;>.c~r<T '"'::)l1\...,'.; 

JUMPERS Wl0 AND Wl1 MUST BF REM(',iED 

Figure 'I M7957 Module 
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BITS 15 1 4 13 .-=' 2.,--'_' ,.;-:' 0:""--=--'_'--.--'-,-.:..6 ..,--':""_'--:-..,--':""_,.-'-, 

DFVIFC~R~DADTRESS 11 I, 11J~12 All A10 .l.SI A71 A61 A5i A41 A31 X I X I X I 

FACTOP\ 

CONFIGl.lRA110r". 
CSR 160010 

~ .,--l--,-l---,-1-,-L,l' L,-r L,r...L.,r---'--,r-'--r,.--L----J---'---J 
SELECTED) 0 0 0 0 a 1 

1111. 111 1 1 
1 SWITCrl O"J 
o SWITCH O~ F ,'-_2 __ 3 --"_~~.... 9 10, SWITCH 

SWITCHES E30 

Figure 2 DZVll CSFl Address Bits 

Table 1 DZV11 Register Address Assignments 

Read/ 
Register Mnemonic Address' Write 

Control and Status CSI~ 76XXXO R/W 
Receiver Buffert RBUF 76XXX2 R 
Line Parameter t LPFl 76XXX2 W 
Transmitter Control TCR 76XXX4 R/W 
Modem Status t NlSR 76XXX6 R 
Transmit Data t TOR 76XXX6 W 

. xxx == Selected in accordance with floating device address scheme 
tDual-purpose register. 

CONFIGU'1ATION 
-300 

1 =SWITCHON 
'2 = SWITCH OFF 

Jumpers 

Figure 3 

123456 
~--.-----J 

SWITCHES £2 

DZV11 Vector Bits 

Modem Control - There are eight jumpers (Wl-WB) used for modem 
control. Jumpers WI through W4 connect data terminal ready (DTR) to 
request to send (RTS) This allows the DZV 11 to assert both DTR and 
RTS when using a modem that requires the control of RTS. These jump
ers must be installed to run the externa I cable and test diagnostic pro
grams. Jumpers W5 through wa connect the forced busy leads to the 
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request to send leads. When these jumpers are installed, the assertion of 
an RTS signal places an 0 N or busy signal on the correspondlrlg forced 
busy lead, Forced busy jumpers \N5-W8 are normally removed unless 
they are required for the modem. These modem control Jumpers are 
listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 MODEM Control JumlPer Configuration 

Jumper 

W1 
W2 
W3 
W4 
W5 
W6 
W7 
W8 

Connection 

DTR to RTS 
DTR to RTS 
DTR to RTS 
DTR to RTS 
RTS to FB 
RTS to FB 
RTS to FB 
RTS to FB 

Line 

03 
02 
01 
00 
03 
02 
01 
00 

Bus Signals - Jumpers W10 and W11 must remain Installed when the 
module IS used in a backplane that supplies bus signals to C and D 
connectors such as the H9270. When the module is in a backplane that 
utilizes the C-D interconnect scheme (such as the H9273)' then Jumpers 
W10 and W11 must be removed 

Testing - Jumpers W9 and W12 through W16 are removed for manu
facturin'g test purposes only These jumpers should not be removed by 
the user 

Device Registers 
All software control of the DZV 11 is perfmmed by six device registers. 
Each re'gister is assigned a bus address that can be read or loaded The 
followlrlg paragraphs define the bits within a register and their specific 
function to the operation of the DZV11, Bits that are designated as "not 
used" and "write only" are alwavs read as zero and attempts to load 
these bits will have no effect on the operatIOn, 

Control and Status Register - The control and status register (CSR) IS a 
byte and word addressable register, All bits in the CSR are cleared by an 
occurrence of BINIT or by settlrlg device master clear (CSR 4) The for
mat is shown in Figure 4 and the bit assignments are listed in Table 3. 
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Figure 4 CSR Bit Assignments 

Table 3 eSR Bit Assignments 

Bit Name Description 

0-2 Not used 

3 Maintenance 

4 Master Clear 

This bit. when set. loops all the trans
mitter's serial output leads to the corre
sponding receiver's serial input leads on a 
TTL basis. While operating in mainte
nance mode, the EIA received data leads 
are disabled. Normal operating mode is 
assumed when this bit is cleared. This bit 
is a read/write bit. 

When written to a one, generates "in
itialize" within the DZV11. A readback of 
the CSR with this bit set indicates 
initialize in progress within the device. 
This bit is self-clearing. All registers, silos, 
and UART are cleared with the following 
exceptions: 

1. Only bit 15 of the receiver buffer regis
ter (valid data) is cleared; the remain
ing bits 0 through 14 are not. 

2. The high byte of the transmitter control 
register is not cleared by master clear. 

3. The modem status register is not 
cleared by master clear. 
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Table 3 CSR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Bit Name Description 
-------_. 

5. 

6 

7 

8-9 

10-11 

12 

Master Scan 
Enable 

Receiver 
Interrupt 
Enable 

Receiver Done 

Transmitter 
Line Number 

Not used 

Silo Alarm 
Enable 

This read/write bit must be set to perrnit 
the receiver and transmitter control sec
tions to begin scanning. When cleared, 
transmitter ready (CSR bit 15) will be 
illhiblted from setting and the received 
character buffers (silos) will be cleared. 

This bit. when set. permits the setting of 
CSR bits 7 and 13 to generate a receiver 
Interrupt request. This bit is a read/write 
bit. 

This IS a read-only bit that will set when a 
character appears at the output of the 
FI FO buffer. To operate in Interrupt per 
character mode, CSR bit 6 must be set 
and CSR bit 12 must be cleared With 
C:SFI bits 6 and 12 cleared, character flag 
mode would be indicated. Receiver done 
will clear when the receiver buffer register 
(RBUF) is read or when master scan 
enable (CSR bit 5) IS cleared. If the FIFO 
buffer contalr,s an additional character 
the receiver done flag will stay cieared a 
minimum of 1 f.1s before presenting that 
character. 

These read-only bits Indicate the line 
number whose transmit buffer requires 
servicing. These bits are valid only when 
transmitter ready (CSR bit 15) is set and 
will be cleamd when master scan enable 
15 cleared. Bit B IS the least significant bit. 

This IS a read/write bit: when set enables 
the sillo alarm counter to keep count of the 
number of characters stored in the FI FO 
buffer. The counter will be cleared when 
the silo alarm enable bit IS cleared. Condi
tioning of this bit must occur prior to any 
character reception. 
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Table 3 CSR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name 

Silo Alarm 

Transmitter 
Interrupt 
Enable 

Transmitter 
Ready 

Description ._-------
This is a read-only bit set by the hardware 
after '16 characters have been entered 
into the FI FO buffer. Silo alarm will be 
held cleared when silo alarm enable (CSR 
bit 12) is cleared. This bit will be reset by 
a read to the receiver buffer register and 
will not set until 16 additional characters 
are entered into the buffer. If receiver 
interrupt enable (CSR bit 6) is set. the 
occurrence of silo alarm will generate a 
receiver interrupt request. Reception with 
CSR bit 6 cleared permits flag mode oper
ation of the silo alarm bit. 

This bit must be set for transmittel' ready 
to generate an interrupt. It is a read/write 
bit. 

This bit is read-only and is set by the hard
ware. This bit will set when the trans
mitter clock stops on a line whose 
transmit buffer may be loaded with an
other character and whose associated 
TCR bit IS set. The transmitter line num
ber, spl9cified in CSR bits 8 and 9, is only 
valid when transmitter ready is set. Trans
mitter ready will be cleared by any of the 
following conditions: 

Master scan enable cleared 

2 When the associated TCR bit is cleared 
for the line number pointed to In CSR 
bits 8 and 9 

3 At the conclusion of the load instruc
tion of the transmit data register (low 
byte only). 

!f additional transmit lines require service, 
transmitter ready will reappear within 1.4 
/1S from the completion of the transmit 
data register 10'3d instruction The occur
rence of transmitter ready with trans
mitter Interrupt enable set will generate a 
transmitter Interrupt request. -----------.----
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Receiver Buffer - The receiver buffer (R BU F) IS a 16-bit read-only regIs
ter which contains the received character at the output of the FI FO buf
fer. A read of the register causes the character entry to be extracted from 
the buffer and all other entries to bubble down to the lowest unoccupied 
location. Only the valid data bit (RI3LJF bit 15) is cleared by BINIT or by 
setting device master clear (CSI1 bit 4) Bits 0--14 are not affected. The 
bit assignments for the RBUF register are listed in Table 4 and the for
mat IS shown in Figure 5 

Figure 5 Receiver Buffer Bit Assignments 

Table 4 RBUF Bit Assi~lnments 

Bit Name Des(:ription 
---------------------- ------------------------
0-7 Received These bits contain the received character, 

8-9 

10-11 

12 

13 

14 

Character ri9ht-justified. The least significant bit is 
bit O. Unused bits are 0 The parity bit is 
not shown. 

Received 
Character Line 
Number 

Not used 

Parity Error 

Framing Error 

Overrun Error 

These bits contain the line number upon 
which the aforementioned character was 
receivEld. Bit 8 is the least significant bit. 

This bit is set If the sense of the parity of 
the received character does not agree 
with that designated for that line. 

This bilt is set if the received character did 
not have a stop bit present at the proper 
time. This bit is usually interpreted as in
dicating the reception of a break. 

This bit is set if the rElceived character was 
preceded by a character that was lost due 
to the inability of the receiver scanner to 
slervilcH the UART receiver holding buffer 
on thalt line. 
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Table 4 RBUF Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name 

Valid Data 

Description 

This bit. when set. indicates that the data 
presented in bits 0-14 is valid. This bit 
permits the use of a character-handling 
program that takes characters from the 
FI FO buffer until there are no more avail
able. This is done by reading this register 
and checking bit 15 until the program ob
tains a word for which bit 15 is zero. 

Line Parameter Register - The line parameter rligister (LPR) controls 
the operating parameters associated with each line in the DZV11. The 
LPR is a word-addressable, write-only register. The line parameters for 
all Imes must be reloaded following an occurrence of either BINIT or 
device master clear. Table 5 lists bit assignments and the format is 
shown in Figure 6. 

Bit 

0-1 

2 

Figure 6 Line Parameter Register Bit Assignments 

Table 5 LPR Bit Assignments 

Name 

Parameter 
Line Number 

Not used 

Description 

These bits specify the line number for 
which the parameter information (bits 3 
through 12) is to apply. Bit 0 is the least 
significant bit. 

This bit must always be written as a zero 
when specilfying the parameter line num
ber. Writing this bit as a one will extend 
the parameter line number field into non
existent lines. Parameters for lines 0 
through 3 will not be affected. 
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Bit 

3-4 

5 

6 

7 

8-11 

Table 5 LPR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Name 

Character 
Length 

Stop Code 

Parity Enable 

Odd Parity 

Speed Code 

Description 

These bits are set to receive and transmit 
characters of the length (excluding parity) 
shown below. 

4 3 

0 0 5-bit 
0 1 6-bit 
1 0 7-bit 
1 1 8-bit 

This bit sets the stop code length (0 = 1-
unit stop. 1 = 2-unit stop. or 1.5-unit stop 
if a 5-level code is employed). 

If this bit is set. characters transmitted on 
the line have an appropriate parity bit af
fixed; characters received on the line have 
their parity checked. 

If this bit and bit 6 are set. characters of 
odd parity are generated on the line and 
incoming characters are expected to have 
odd parity. If this bit is not set but bit 6 is 
set. characters of even parity are gener
ated on the line and incoming characters 
are expected to have even parity. If bit 6 is 
not set. the setting of this bit is immate
rial. 

The state of these bits determines the op
erating speed for the transmitter and re
ceiver of the selected line. 

11 10 9 8 Baud Rate 

0 0 0 0 50 
0 0 0 1 75 
0 0 1 0 110 
0 a 1 1 1345 
0 1 a 0 150 
0 1 0 1 300 
0 1 1 0 600 
0 1 1 1 1200 
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Table 5 LPR Bit Assignments (Cont) 

Bit Name Description 

11 10 9 8 Baud Rate 

a a a 1800 
a a 1 2000 
a 1 a 2400 
a 1 1 3600 
1 a a 4800 
1 a 1 7200 
1 1 a 9600 
1 1 1 Invalid 

12 Receiver This bit must be set before the UART re-
Enable ceiver Ilogic can assemble characters from 

the seriail input line. This bit will be cleared 
foliowin!;1 a BINIT or device master clear. 

13-15 Not used 

Transmitter Control Register - The transmitter control register (TCR) is 
a byte· a nd word-addressable register. The low byte of the TCR contains 
the transmitter control bits which must be set to initiate transmission on 
a line. Each TCR bit position corresponds to a line number. For example, 
TCR bit a corresponds to line 0, bit 1 to line 1, etc. Setting of a TCR bit 
causes the transmitter scanner clock to stop if the UART for this line has 
a transmit buffer empty condition. An interrupt will then be generated if 
transmitter interrupt enable is set. The scanner clock will restart when 
either the transm it data register is loaded with a character or the TCR bit 
IS cleared for the line on which the clock has stopped. TCR bits must only 
be cleared when the scanner is not running. The format is shown in 
Figure 7. 

BIT) 14 

Figure 7 Transmitter Control Re!~ister Bit Assignments 

The TCR bits are represented in bits (I through 3. These bits are 
read/write and cleared by BINIT or device master clear. Bits 4 through 7 
are unused and read as zero 
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The high byte of the TCR contains the writable modem control lead, data 
terminal ready (DTR). Bit designations are as follows. 

Bit 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12-15 

Name 

DTR Line 0 
DTR Line 1 
DTR Line 2 
DTR Line 3 
Unused. Reiad as zero 

Assertion of a data terminal rElady bit puts an ON condition on the appro
priate modem circuit for that line. Data terminal ready bits are read/write 
and cleared only by BINIT. Jumpers have been provided to allow the 
request to send circuits to bE~ ass,erted with data terminal ready asser
tions. 

Modem Status Register - The modem status register (MSR) is a 16-blt 
read-only register. A read to this register results in the status of the 
readable modem control leads, ring and carrier. The ON condition of a 
modem control lead is interpreteid as a logical 1 . Bits 4 through 7 and 12 
throu!~h 15 are unused and I'ead as a zero. Remaining bit designations 
are shown in Figure 8 and explained below. 

Bit 

o 
1 
2 
3 

4-7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12--15 

Figure 8 Modem Status Register Bit Assignments 

Name 

Ring Line 0 
Ring Line 1 
Ring Line 2 
Ring Line 3 
Unused. Read as zero. 
Carrier Line 0 
Carrier Line 1 
Carrier Line 2 
Carrier Line 3 
Unused. Read as zero. 
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Transmit Data Register - The transmit data register (TOR) is a byte
and word-addressable, write-only re!~lster Characters for transmission 
are loaded into the low byte. TOR bit ° is the least significant bit Load
Ing of a character should occur only when transmitter ready (CSR bit 15) 
IS set The character that is loaded into this register is directed to the line 
defined in CSR bits 8 and 9. The high byte of the transmit data register is 
designated as the break control register. The bit designations are shown 
In Figure 9. 

Figure 9 Transmit Data Register Bit Assignments 

Each of the four multiplexer lines has a corresponding break bit for that 
line. TOR bit 8 represents the break bit for line 0, TOR bit 9 for line 1, 
etc. TOR bits 12 through 15 are unused. Setting a break bit will force 
that line's output to space. This condition will remain until cleared by the 
program. This register IS cleared by BII\JIT or device master clear. The 
break control register can be utilized regardless of the state of the device 
maintenance bit (CSR bit 3) 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The OZV11 module transmits communication data from the LSI-111 bus, 
through the interface, to the transmitt<er data register in the UARTs. 
There it is converted from parallel data to serial data and sent to the EIA 
transmitters The transmitters convert the serial data from TTL levels to 
EIA levels and send it to the communication line. A functional diagram of 
the module is shown in Figure 10. 

Data coming in from the communication lines is converted from EIA to 
TTL by the EIA receivers, then from serial to parallel by the UARTs. The 
parallel data leaves the UART receiver buffers and is stored in the silo 
buffer. From there it IS transferred via multiplexers to the bus interface. 
The bus interface places the data on the LSI-11 bus. 

The Interrupt logic requests interrupt service when a transmitter is empty 
and when the silo buffer has either 1 or 16 characters of received data, 
as selected by the program. 
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BIHO L 

BIAKI L 

BiAKO L 
BDIt\l L 

BSYNC L 

g~~04 ==~ SE L 6 Sf LEC1...QQ..h 
SE L 4 SELEC1.....QI"!: 

SEL 2 SELEC1~ 
SE lOSE LEC1~ 

OLJTHB -- -----

OUILS -- ------ D4 

LD LPR REG L 

LO TOR REG H 

LD TCR HIGH BYTE H 
lD TCA LOW BYTE H 
lD (SR HIGH BYTE h 

LD CSR lOW BYTE H 
READ Rev BUFFER H 

READ DE:vICE H 

L--_____________ _ 

Figure 10 Bus Interface, liD Control. and Interrupt Logic 

The transmitter control determinBs which of the four possible lines is to 
be used, and controls the loadin!~ of the data. 

The I'eceiver control scans the receiver status and controls the loading 
and unloading of the silo. 

The speed and format control generates clock signals for the UARTs. 
Under program control. it selects baud rate and stop bit parity bit, and 
character length parameters. 
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The break logic Inhibits output data to create a break signal The four 
lines operate Independently and under program control 

The maintenance mode data selector provides the capability of switch
Ing the data outputs and the data inputs. This is used to verify module 
operation 

The power supplies convert voltages available on the LSI-11 bus into 
other voltages also required by the module 

Bus Interface 
Data and control signals move between the LSI-11 bus and the DZV 11 
transmit and receive circuitry by means of a group of bus transceivers, 
multiplexers and latches. Fi\lure 10 indicates the functional relationship 
of these CirCUitS to the addressable device registers. 

fhe bus transceivers are contained In four DC005 transceiver chips 
These Interface LSI-l1 bus lines BD,I~L 00 through BDAL 15 to the 
module's internal deVice data bus lines 0 through 15. The device data 
bus lines have three logical conditions TTL low, TTL high, and disabled. 
The disabled state has a verv high impedance This permits the lillternal 
bus lines to be used in both directions by high-speed, low-power 
devices 

The transceiver chips also perform the functions of address decoding 
and vector generation Address decoding is accomplished by comparing 
the states of BDAL 03 through BDIl.L 1:2 with the states selected by 
address SWitches A03 through A 12 (SWitches 10 through 1, respec
tively, on SWitch pack E30) When the LSI-11 addresses an I/O deVice, it 
asserts BBS7 L (bank select 7) durinn address time. This indicates that 
the address IS In the 28-32 K range 01 addressing space, and enables the 
DC005 transceivers to decode the address. If the address matches the 
SWitch selection, the circuit asserts DI:VICI:: SELECT H to the I/O control 
logiC 

Du ring data time, the transceivers transfl3r data from the LSI-11 bus 
lines to the device data bus lines if the operation is an output data trans
fer. If the operation IS a Input: data tra nsfer, the 1/0 control logic asserts 
READ L and READ DEVICE H. This switches the transceivers to their 
opposite state in which they transfer data from the device data bus to 
the LSI-11 bus. 

The bus interface logiC generates vector addresses under the control of 
the Interrupt logiC and vector address switches V03 through V08 
(switches 6 through 1, respectively, on switch pack E2.) The vector 
SWitches set the states of vector bits 3 through 8 when the interrupt 
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logic enables vector generatl:on Bit 2 IS controlled directly by the Inter
rupt logic. It is set for a transmitter interrupt and cleared for a receiver 
interrupt. 

When an interrupt occurs. the conditions selected by the vector switches 
are immediately placed on the LSI-11 bus lilles The transceivers do this 
without need of READ L or READ DEVICE H from the 1/0 control circul:t 

I/O Control 
The 1/0 control logic controls the flow of status bits and data bits 
between the LSI-11 and the device registers. It monitors the three least 
significant bits of the address word to determine which register IS to be 
read or loaded. and which byte in the register is affected. It monitors 
BWTBT L (write byte) to determine if a by tEl is being loaded or a word IS 
being loaded. (The LSI-11 can write bytes. but reads only words I Con
trol signals BDIN Land BDOUT L indicate whether data IS to be moved 
into the computer or out of it 

The major element in the liD control circuit is a DC004 protocol chip 
The chip uses device data bus bits 1 and 2: to decode the device register 
address and then asserts one of four register select lines It uses device 
data bus bit 0 and BWTBT L to select either OUT HB for a high byte or 
OUT LB for a low byte If the operation ,IS an output data transfer (In
dicated by BDOUT L). the re~lister load decoder uses OUT LB or OUT HB 
(or both) and the register select signals to produce a load pulse. The load 
pulse enables the proper byte or bytes of the selected register to be 
loaded from the device data bus. 

The register select lines are also used to control the address lines on a 
group of eight multiplexers. If the operation is an input data transfer 
(indicated by BDIN L). the I/O control switches the multiplexers to the 
selected register and asserts READ L and READ DEVICE H READ L 
enables the multiplexers to place the data from the selected register 
onto the device data bus. READ L and READ DEVICE H together enable 
the bus transceivers to transfer the data from the device data bus to the 
LSI-11 bus. 

Vector Operation - The 110 control has the additional function of 
asserting BRPLY L in response to VECTOF:-TO-BUS H from the interrupt 
control circuit. This action is part of the interrupt sequence. and IS inde
pendent of the BSYNC L and DEVICE SELECT H. 

I nitialize Circuit - This circuit produces two initialization signals (I N
ITIALIZE H and INITIALIZE L) when it receives either BINIT L from the 
LSI-11 bus or the master clear bit from the CSA. In addition. both input 
signals generate other clear si~lnals. The initialization and clear Signals 
clear the registers and latches on the module to set initial conditions 
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Interrupt Logic 
Most of the logic for interrupts is contained in a single DC003 interrupt 
chip. The chip contains two interrupt channels: one for receiver inter
rupts and one for transmitter interrupts. The circuit generates a receiver 
interrupt either when the RBUF has one character ready for the com
puter (receiver done interrupt) or WhEtn the silo buffer has 16 characters 
ready (silo alarm interrupt.) 

The receiver done interrupt is enabled by setting CSR bit 6. The silo 
alarm interrupt is enabled by settinn bit 12. Setting bit 12, however, 
inhibits the receiver done signal from the RBUF. Therefore, receiver done 
Interrupts do not occur when silo alarm interrupts are enabled. 

The circuit generates a transmitter interrupt when the transmitter data 
register is empty and ready for another data output from the computer. 
The transmitter ready interrupt is enablod by setting CSR bit 14. 

Both the transmitter and receiver interrupt enable bits are located phys
ically in the DC003 interrupt chip although they are functionally part of 
the CSR. 

The LSI-ll bus interrupt acknowledge signal (BIAKI UBIAKO L) is 
daisy-chained through the devices on the LSI-ll bus. A device priority is 
established by its position in the interrupt acknowledge daisy-chain. In 
the DZV11 interrupt logic, the chain goes through both the receiver sec
tion and the transmitter section of the interrupt chip. It passes through 
the receiver section first. thereby giving receiver interrupts priority over 
transmitter interrupts. 

Interrupt Transactions - When interrupts are enabled and a condition 
requiring service occurs, the interrupt sequence proceeds as follows: 

1. The interrupt logic asserts BI RQ L, th,s interrupt request line. 

2. The LSI-ll bus responds to BI RQ L by asserting BDIN L and then 
BIAKI L. BIAK is the bused interrupt aGknowledge signal. It is passed 
down the priority chain until it reachl~s the section of the interrupt 
chip that initiated the request. 

3. When the interrupt logic receives both BDIN Land BIAKI L it asserts 
VECTOR-TO-BUS H to the vector selection switches. If the interrupt 
is a transmitter interrupt, the circuit also asserts VECTOR BIT 02 H. 
This signal adds four to the base (reGeiver interrupt) vector that is 
asserted by VECTOR-TO· BUS H. The circuit also negates BIBQ L. 
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4. VECTOR-TO-BUS H causes the I/O comrollo't)lc to issue BRPLY L to 
the LSI-11. VECTOR-TO-BUS H and, if applicable, VECTOR BIT 02 H 
cause the bus transceivers to place the selected vector on the LSI-11 
bus lines. 

5. ThEl computer reads in the intElrrupt vector and then, as a result of 
receiving BRPLY L, negates BDIN L. Shortly after this, it also negates 
BIA,KI L. 

6 The> interrupt logic negates VECTOR-TO-BUS H and, if applicable 
VECTOR BIT 02 H. 

7. The negation of VECTOR-TO-BUS H causes the I/O control logic to 
negate BRPLY L and the bus transceive>rs to remove the vector from 
the LSI-11 bus lines. 

An interrupt transaction does not require BBS7 L, DEVICE SELECT H, 
BSYNC L or READ L. The interrupt logic overrides the normal I/O pro
tocol. 

A silo alarm interrupt can be distinguishedl'rom a receiver done interrupt 
by checking the corresponding bits in the CSR when entering a service 
routine. 

EIA Receivers 
The DZV11 receives three modem signals for each of the four commu
nication lines it interfaces. Carrier detect. ring Indicator, and received 
data are received and converted from EIA levels to TTL levels. The carrier 
and ring signals go to the modem status register. The received data 
signals go to the RBUF (in the l),/\RTs) 

EIA Transmitters 
The DZV11 can control up to three modern control signals for each of 
the four communication lines it interfaces Control bits from the trans
mitter control register are converted from TTL levels to EIA levels to 
drive modem control lines. For each line there is a single control bit that 
is always connected to data terminal ready These signals may be jump
ered to also control request to send. If this is done, they may then be 
further jumpered to control forced busy (for Bell model 013E and 113B 
modems with the forced busy option). 

Data Ito be transmitted from the' computer to the lines moves from the 
transmitter data buffer to the Ell>. transmitters, where it IS converted 
from TTL levels to EIA levels and placed on the lines. 
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UARTs 
The DZV 11 uses four universal asynchronous receiverltransmitter 
(UART) chips, one for each of the four communication lines. Each UART 
performs part of the functions of the receiver buffer (RBUF), transmitter 
data register (TDR). and line parameter register (LPR) for the channel 
under its control. The RBUF takes serial data received by the EIA 
receivers, strips off the start. stop, and parity bits, converts it to parallel 
data. and places it on the device data bus. The TDR takes parallel data 
from the device data bus, appends start. stop, and parity bits, converts it 
to serial data, a nd sends it to the EIA transmitters. The LPR controls the 
speed, parity, and number of stop bits that the RBUF and TDR use. 

Setting Line Parameters _. The low byte of the LPR is contained inside 
the UARTs, and controls the data format. The high byte is contained in 
the baud rate generator circuits and conuols the speed at which data is 
transmitted and received. 

When the computer addresses the LPR, the 1/0 control logic generates a 
load pulse. The load pulse enables LPR bits 0 and 1 to strobe the 
selected UART and baud rate generator. Bits 3 through 7 are latched 
Into the UART to select the data format. Bits 8 through 11 are latched 
Into the baud rate generator to select the speed. Bit 12 enables the 
receiver clock signal to reach the UART. 

UART Receiver Operation - Serial data coming in from the EIA re
ceiver is applied to the receiver section of the selected UART. The UART 
samples the serial input at the receiver clock rate (16 times the data bit 
rate) The line is in a continuous marking state when idle. When a start 
bit arrives, the UART detects the mark-to-space transition. It samples 
the line again at the time corresponding to the middle of the start bit. If 
the line is marking, the UART logic assumes that the first sample was 
noise, and resu mes sampling. If it finds. that the line is still spacing, 
however, the logic assumes it is receiving a start bit. and enters the data 
entry mode. In this mode the UART shifts the data serially into an inter
nal register. If parity is enabled, the UART checks the total of the re
ceived data bits plus the parity bit. (It checks for an even total if even 
panty has been selected, and an odd total if odd parity has been se
lected.) A parity error causes the UART to set the parity error flag bit in 
the high byte of the RBUF word. 

The UART checks the stop bit to see if it is marking. If the line is spacing 
Instead, the UART sets the framing error flag bit. If the line is marking, 
the UART logic assumes there is a valid stop bit. 

About half-way through the stop bit time, the UART transfers the re
ceived character data, the parity error bit. and the framing error bit from 
the serial shift register to the holding register. At this time it asserts the 
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data available signal to the receiver control logic. If the previous charac
ter has not yet been serviced by the receiver control logic. the UART sets 
the overrun error flag bit to indicate that the previous character was lost. 

The receiver control loads the contents of the R BU F (data and status) 
into the silo buffer for subsequent transfer to the computer. The receiver 
control circuit determines when and what type of receiver interrupt to 
request. 

UART Transmitter Operation - During idle time. the UART transmits a 
continuous marking signal and holds the transmitter ready signal (TBMT) 
asserted. The transmitter control circuitry uses this signal to determine 
when to initiate a transmitter interrupt request. 

When the computer has data to transmit to a communication line. it uses 
a DATO or DATOB sequence to address the TOR and place the data on 
the bus lines. The low byte of the TOR word is loaded into a holding 
register in the UART. When the data enters the holding register. the 
UART negates TBMT. It then transfers the data in parallel from the hold
ing register to a serial shift register and reasserts TBMT. In the serial 
shift register. the UARTattaches start. stop. and parity bits. as set by the 
LPR. The assembled character is then shifted serially out to the EIA 
transmitter. 

Because the transmitter. like the receiver. is double-buffered. it can be 
loading in a second character before the first one moves out. 

Break Bits 
The transmission and reception of break bits are closely related to the 
transmission and reception of data. A break signal is a continuous spac
ing condition on the serial data line. When a UART receives a break 
signal. it interprets the continuous space as a character that is missing a 
stop bit. Therefore. it sets the framing error flag. The program then deter
mines how a framing error is handled. 

A break signal may be transmitted by interrupting the flow of serial data 
leaving the UART. The high byte of the TOR may be thought of as a 
break register. It contains one break bit for each of the four commu
nication channels. Setting one of these bits will inhibit the flow of data 
from the UART transmitter to the EIA transmitter. thereby causing a 
break to be transmitted on the communication line. 

Speed and Format Control 
The circuits controlling speed and format include the line parameter reg
ister. two dual baud rate generator chips. an oscillator. and two address
able latches. 
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When the LSI-11 bus writes a word out to the LPR, the followin9 events 
occur. 

1. During address time the bus interface and 1/0 control circuitry decode 
the address and produce a load PUlSE', LD LPR REGISTER L. 

2. DUring data time, the load pulse enables two addressable latches to 
be addressed by bits a throu9h 2 One latch routes the state of bit 12 
to a 9ate that inhibits or enables the receiver clock to the selected 
UART For a receive operation the clock is enabled; for a transmit 
operation It is inhibited. 

The other latch applies an enablin9 si!;Jnal (CONTROL STROBE H) to 
both the UA RT and the baud rate generator chip section that control 
the communication line selected by bits a through 2. 

3. Bits 3 through 7 are stl'Obed into the selected UART to select the 
number of data bits, the number of stop bits, and odd, even, or no 
parity 

4. Bits 8 through 11 are s~robed into the selected baud rate generator 
chip to control the amount by which the 5 M Hz oscillator is divided to 
produce the UART clock signal. 

Thus. the line parameter re';Jister is formed by the latches located in the 
UARTs, baud rate generators, and addressable latches. 

Receiver Control 

Receiver Scanner - The receiver scanner circuit samples the states of 
the data available signals from the UARTs. When it detects a true condi
tion, It generates a load pulse to transfer the received data from the 
UART to the silo buffer. The sequence in which the receiver data avail
able (DA) flags are scanned and the characters loaded into the silo buffer 
IS controlled by a 4-phase timing sequencer and a group of multiplexers, 
demultiplexers. and counters 

The sequencer produces four timing signals. The signal times are desig
nated Phase 1 through Phase 4. 

DUring Phase 1, a signal toggles the address generator to increment by 
one coun! The two least significant bits of the counter are used as a 2-
bit address code, designated RCV SCAN LEAD A and RCV SCAN LEAD 
B. These two signals address a multiple),er. The multiplexer selects the 
data available line from the UART corresponding to the address code 
and applies It to a gate. The other input to the gate is a ready signal from 
the silo buffer. This signal IS asserted when the silo is ready to load data. 
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If the data available signal is set and the silo buffer IS ready, the gate 
asserts SILO LOAD REQUEST H, The load request is applied to the load 
silo flip-flop 

RCV SCAN LEAD A and RCV SC.II,N LEAD 13 also address a demultlple 
xer, The demultiplexer places an enabling Signal (RCV DATA ENABLE) 
on the line to the UART addressed by the scan leads This IS the same 
UART that is having its DA line sampled, The ReV DATA ENABLE Signal 
enables the UART to place the contents of ItS receiver holding register 
on the lines to the silo buffer (RD1 through RD8) 

During Phase 2, the sequencer clocks the load silo flip-flop If SI LO 
LOAD IflEQUEST H is true, the flip-flop sets When the flip-flop sets, one 
output I~oes to the silo buffer as LOAD SILO H and strobes received data 
from the UART into the silo buffer, At the same time the data enters, 
status information is also loaded Into the silo, Framing error overrun 
error, and parity error bits from the selected UART are routed via multi 
plexers Into the silo, The states of RCV SC,cIN LEAD A and RCV SCAN 
LEAD 13 are loaded into the silo to indicate which communication ilne 
the received character came from, 

LOAD SI LO H also goes to a latch In the sequencer, From there It passes 
through a demultiplexer and asserts RESET DA to the selected UART 
RESET DA clears the data available flag in the UART so that another 
character may be received, 

At the beginning of Phase 4 time, the transition out of Phase 3 clocks 
the silo counter, The silo counter increments by one count to keep a tally 
of the number of times the silo buffer has been loaded 

Phase 4 reestablishes the initial conditions of the scanner circuit for the 
next scan cycle, 

Silo Buffer - The silo buffer comprises four 4 X 64 bit 3341 serial 
memory chips, The chips are arranged as a 16-blt long, 64-word deep 
first in-first out memory Data IS entered in the "top" of the memory as 
deSCribed in the previous section, The in ready signal means there IS a 
vacancv in the top word of thH memory, Similarly, the out ready Signal 
indicates there is a word in the "bottom" of the silo waiting to be shifted 
out, 

The buffer stores full RBUF words, Received character data IS stored In 
the low byte, and receiver status data in the high byte The buffer shifts 
data in when it receives LOAD SI LO H from the load silo flip-flop, and it 
shifts data out when it receives UNLOAD SILO H from the unload con
trol. 
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Data is shifted out as a result of either a receiver done interrupt or a silo 
alarm interrupt. The presence of an output ready signal from each of the 
four chips asserts RECEIVER DONE H to the interrupt logic. If the re
ceiver done interrupt enable bit is set. the interrupt logic will assert the 
interrupt request signal to the CPU. 

If the silo alarm Interrupt enable bit is set. RECEIVER DONE H is inhib
ited at the interrupt logic. In this case, a receiver interrupt is not 
requested until the silo buffer has 16 characters ready. Setting silo alarm 
enable allows the silo counter to increment each time the silo is loaded. 
On the 16th count. the silo counter overflows, and the carry out signal 
sets the silo alarm flip-flop The flip-flop in turn asserts SILO ALARM H 
to the Interrupt logiC. 

When the Interrupt request is acknowledged, the silo is unloaded. The 
unloading sequence is the same for both types of receiver interrupts. It 
proceeds as follows. 

When data reaches the bottom of the silo, the out ready Signals are 
gated together to produce RECEIVEH DONE H. 

2. RECEIVER DONE H is applied to a latch. When a CPU input transac
tion (DATI) addresses the RBUF, READ RCV BU>FFER H latches the 
state of RECEIVER DONE H. 

3. The output of the latch is VALID DATA H. This signal conditions one 
input of a one-shot. 

4. The trailing edge of READ RCV BUFFER H triggers the one-shot, 
which generates UN LOAD SI LO H. 

5. UNLOAD SILO H causes the silo buffer to shift out an RBUF word 
(character and status datal. The word is transferred via a multiplexer 
to the device data bus. From there the bus transceivers place it on the 
LSI-11 bus. VALID DATA H is appliEtd to the multiplexer along with 
the output of the silo buffer, where it becomes bit 15 of the RBUF 
word. 

Transmitter Control 
The transmitter control circuit checks the transmitter control register to 
determine which lines are enabled. It checks the UARTs to determine 
which are ready to transmit. and it enables the UART controlling the 
highest priority line to load data from the CPU. 

The sequence begins with the master scan enable signal from the CSR. 
MASTER SCAN ENBL H triggers a 350 ns one-shot. The leading edge of 
the one-shot output clocks a 4-bit latch. A true bit in the latch indicates 
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that the corresponding line is enabled and that the transmitter buffer 
empty flag is set for the UART controlling that line. Outputs from the 
latch are applied to a priority encoder. The priority encoder generates a 
2-bit code to represent the communication line number. When more 
than one channel is ready at the same time, the code always indicates 
the one having the highest priority (Line 3 has the highest priority: line 
0, the lowest.) This code addresses two multiplexers in the transmitter 
control circuit. and also goes to eSR bits 8 and 9. eSR bits TUNE A and 
TUNE B tell the program on which line the next character will be trans
mitted. The priority encoder also applies a ready signal to the transmitter 
ready flip-flop when any of the bits in the latch are true. 

The trailing edge of the 350 ns one-shot output performs two functions: 

1. The zero (false) output clocks the transmitter ready flip-flop. Assum
ing a line enable bit is set and a TBMT signal is true, the transmitter 
ready flip-flop asserts TRANSMITTER READY H to the interrupt logic 
and the CSR. If enabled, a transmitter interrupt request will be 
initiated. 

The transmitter ready flip-flop also disables the gate controlling the 
input to the 350 ns one-shot. This inhibits further clocking until the 
line can be serviced. At the same time, the signal enables the con
tents of the line enable latch to enter a multiplexer. 

2. The second function of the trailing edge of the 350 ns one-shot IS to 
trigger a 100 ns one-shot. The output of the 100 ns one-shot disables 
the input to the 350 ns one-shot. The 350 ns one-shot is inhibited to 
prevent loosing the latched-in line number. 

The assertion of TRANSMITTER READY H ultimately results in the CPU 
performing a DATOB to load data into the TDR. During address time the 
I/O control asserts load pulse LD TDR REGISTER H. LOAD IN PROG
RESS L from the I/O control strobes LD TDR 'R EGISTER H into a demul
tiplexer. The demultiplexer output is a transmitter holding register load 
pulse (THRL). It is routed to thE! UART that controls the line addressed 
by the priority encoder. This enables the UART transmitter to load char
acter data from the device data bus during data time. 

When LD TDR REGISTER H n~turns to the negated state, the trailing 
edge triggers a 100 ns one-shot. The output of the one-shot clears the 
transmitter ready flip-flop. It also disables the gate controlling the input 
to the 350 ns one-shot. The 350 ns one-shot is inhibited in order to 
allow the UART sufficient time to drop its transmitter buffer empty flag 
before the circuit starts another scan cycle. 
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When the program is finished sendin!J a message. it clears the line 
enable bit in the TCR. This occurs after enable bit and TMBT signl:lls have 
already been latched in and TRANSMITTER READY H has not asserted. 
It is therefore necessary to prevent the scanner from locking up on a line 
for which there is no datal. This is accomplished by clearing the trans
mitter ready flip-flop if it is set for a line which is no longer enabled. The 
states of the line enable bits from the TCR are applied to a multiplexer. 
The bit corresponding to the line addrElssed by the priority encoder is 
passed to a pulse forming circuit. If the bit is in the clear state, a 50 ns 
pulse is formed. This pulse clears the tr81nsmitter ready flip-flop. thereby 
negating TRANSMITTER FtEADY H and allowing the 350 ns one-shot to 
fire for the next transmitter scan cycle. 

Maintenance Mode 
The DZV11 can be switched to receive the data that it is transmitting. 
The four serial data lines leaving the UARTs are applied to both a data 
selector and the EIA transmitters. The data selector controls the inputs 
to the UART receivers. During normal operation. data from the, EIA re
ceivers is routed through the data selector to the UART receivers. In the 
maintenance mode the dalta selector i!;lnores the inputs from the EIA 
receivers. Instead, it routes the output data to the UART receivers. This 
internal "wrap-around" feature is enabled by setting the maintenance bit 
in the CSA. Setting CSFl bit 3 asserts MAINTENANCE H. which 
switches the data selector. 

Power Supplies 
In addition to the + 12 and + 5 V available on the lSI-11 bus. the 
DZV11 also requires +3. -9. and -1:2 V. The +3 V source is a voltage 
divider. The negative voltages are produced by two capacitive charge 
pump circuits. 

Each of the two charge pumps use the following scheme: 

1. An oscillator running at approximately 500 kHz switches a pair of 
drivers on and off. 

2. The outputs of the drives are capacitively coupled to a rectifier. 

3. The negative-going output of the rectifier builds up a charge on a 
capacitor. 

4. The charge is zener-regulated back to the required negative Voltage. 
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IBV11-A INSTRUMENT BUS INTERFACE 

GENERAL 
The I BV l1-A is an option that intElrfaces the LSI-11 bus with the 
instrument bus as described III I EEE Standard 488-1975, "Digital Inter
face for Programmable Instrumentation." An IBVll-A can be installed in 
any LSI-11 system. The IBV11-A consists of an M7954 interface mod
ule and a BN11-A cable for connecting the first instrument. Additional 
Instruments may be connected using a BN01A cable. 

The I BV 11 -A makes an LSI-11-based programmable instrument system 
possible 

FEATURES 

• PDP-11 software-compatible 

• Board-mounted, user-configured switches allow easy device (register 
address) and interrupt vector address selection 

• Software support available under FOFITRAN IV 

• System hardware-compatible with anv LSI-11 component system 

• Instrument bus compatible with th,e IEEE 488-1975 standard 

• The module supports cable length up to 20 m (65.6 tt) total 

• 15 devices (maximum) can connect to the bus 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Size 

Power 

B us Loads 
AC 
DC 

M7954 

Double 

+ 5.0 Vdc ± 5% at 0.8 A 

1.8 
1 
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The IBVll-A, when connecwd to the LSI-1', will meet the following 
subsets of IEEE Standard 488-1975: 

SH1 
AWl 
TS 
TE5 
LE3 

SRl 
RL1 
PP2 
DCl 

Cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 

This module is designed to be the only controller on the IEEE bus. There
fore. it will not respond to another controller on the bus that issues either 
a parallel poll configure command or a parallel poll control signal. 

CONFIGURATION 

General 
The IBVll-A option can be installed in any LSI-ll bus to interface 
various instruments via an "instrument bus." The instrument bus is de
fined in the IEEE Standard 488-1975. "Digital Interface for Program
mable ilnstrumentation." Any instruments dl3signed to interface with the 
bus defined in that standard can bEl interfaced to the LSI-ll system via 
the IBVll-A. 

The following paragraphs contain only the basic information necessary 
for configuring device register addresses and vector interrupts. general 
installation and interface to the instrument bus, and basic programming 
(device register functions. etc.). 

Device Address 
Device address switches provide a convenient means for the user to 
configure the I BV ll-A's register addresses. Only switches correspond
ing to BDAL lines (03: 12) are provided. By PDP-11 convention, the 
upper 4K address space (bank 7) is normally reserved for peripheral 
devices.. such as the IBV11-A. The processor module asserts BBS7 L 
whenever a bank 7 address IEiDAL (13: 151) L are asserted] is placed on 
the bus. Thus. BBS7 L must be asserted to enable an "address match" 
output from the address seleGtion function. Any address ranging from 
16000X to 17777X can be configured that does not conflict with other 
device addresses within the system; the X in the address represents 
register and byte selection within the module. 

Each I BV11-A module is factory-configured for a standard device regis
ter address (160150) and interrupt vector (420) Switches S 1 (interrupt 
vector) and S2 (device regist€!r address) configure the module. A sum
mary of register addressing and interrupt vectors is provided in Figures 2 
and 3. Observe that only the IBS register address is always the IBS 
address plus 2. Similarly. onll( the error interrupt vector is configured. 
The remaining three vectors are permanently assigned sequential 
addresses in address increments of four as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Standard Assignments 

Description 

Registers 
Control/Status 
Data 

Vectors 
Error 
Service 
Command and Talker 
Listener 

Mnemonic 

IBS 
IBD 

ER2. ER1 
SRO 
CMD. TKR 
LNR 

Read/ 
Write 

R/W 
FI/W 

First Module 
Address 

160150 
160152 

420 
424 
430 
434 

SWitches S 1 and S2 are located on the I BV 1 1 -A module as shown in 
Figure 1 S1 and S2 are switch assemblies. each containing several 
individual switches. The individual switches indicated in Figures 2 and 3 
are clearly marked on the S 1 and S2 assemblies. The ON and OFF posi
tions are also clearly marked. 

Interrupt Vectors 
The I BV 1 1 -A is capable of generating four separate interrupt requests; 
each have separate interrupt vectors and normally would have separate 
service routines. Interrupts can be requested only when the IBS IE (inter
rupt enable) bit is set Interrupt requests are priority structured in the 
IBV1 l-A. A summary of thE! four interrupt types is provided below. 

Priority 

Highest 

Second 
highest 

Third 
highest 

Associated 
Vector I BS Bit Cause of Interrupt 

OOOXNNOO ER2. ER1 Error condition. 

000XNN04 SRO A device connected to the in
strument bus is requesting 
service. 

OOOXNN10 TKR. CMD 
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Figure 1 I BV 1 'I-A Module Switch Locations 
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NOTES 
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The I BV ll-A IS an active lIs
tener and has a data byte to 
be read by the processor. 

X = User-configured Interrupt vector octal 
digit 

2 N = User-configured intel"rupt vector binary 
bits 

3 Associated I BS bits shown, when set. pro
duce Interrupt requests if the IE bit is set 
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Interrupt 
Interrupt VeGtl)r 

Error'n" (configured vector) 

Service 11 + 4 

Command and Talker 11 + 1 0 8 

Listener n + 148 

Preferred value range for "n" 300:;;; n ,,;;;; 760. 

Registers 
The IBV11-A communicates with devices connected to the Instrument 
bus under the control of the program being executed. All communication 
between the processor and the IBV11-A IS via the instrument bus status 
(IBS) and instrument bus data (IBD) registers. The programmer must be 
aware of the functional significance of eacr bit in both registers before 
any programs can be written that will control specific devices on the 
instrument bus. In addition, the programmer must establish instrument 
(device)1 addresses and conform to programming rules specified for each 
Instrument connected to the instrument bus See Figure 4 for a descrip
tion of the IEEE bus. 

The instrument bus status (IBS) register IS similar in function to other 
device control/status registers (CSRs). The instrument bus data (IBD) 
register is a 16-bit register that contains 8 read/write data bits In the low 
byte and 8 read-only bits In the high byte. The eight read-only bits allow 
the program to read the logical state of the control and management 
signals of the instrument bus. 

The I BS register provides the means for controlling the instrument bus 
signals control and management and IBV11-A functions relative to the 
LSI-11 bus. The low byte of the I B D register, on the other hand, is used 
for passing commands to devices connected to the bus and for trans
mitting and receiving data between the processor and talker and listener 
devices. In addition, the high byte of the lEW register allows for proces
sor monitoring of all instrument bus signal (control) lines. IBS and IBD 
registers are shown in Figure 5 and described in Tables 2 and 3. 
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Figure 4 Instrument Bus Signal Lines 
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INSTRUMENT 8US STATUS (185) 
06 05 04 OJ 02 01 DO 

.--'_---L.[ B LON I 'BC i "EM: EO"! cs 

INSTRUMENT 8US DATA 1I8S) 

El 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 011 05 04 I)J O? 01 00 

EE~I IFC I ReN I SRO I RFD I OA\~\C I 
! 

iO;> I 108 1('7 106 105 i().1 i '03 101 

Bit 

15 

14 

13 

Figure 5 Register Word Format 

Table 2 Instrumlmt Bus Status Word Format 

Name 

SRO 
(Service Request) 

ER2 
(Error 2) 

ER1 
(Error 1) 

Description 

Monitors the state of the instrument 
bus serlilce request line at all times. 
Set when the I B SRO line is low. 
Will cause an interrupt when both 
S RO and the interrupt enable bits 
are set. When the ER 1-inhiblt 
switch IS set. this bit will be written 
by any type of instruction that 
writes into the IBS. Read/write. 

Asserted if the I B reports that DAC 
is true when the I BV 11 -A tries to 
send a data or command byte. This 
condition will exist when there is no 
active listener or command acceptor 
on the lB. An ERR Interrupt occurs 
when both the ER2 and the inter
rupt enable bits are set. Cleared by 
clearing both TON and TCS. Read
only 

Unless inhibited by the E R 1 -inhibit 
switch, this bit is asserted whenever 
a conflict occurs between the IB 
ATN, I FC, or REN lines and their 
I BV 11-)\ control hardware, i.e, If 
one or more of these control lines is 
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Table 2 Instrument Bus Status Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

o 

o 

CMD 
(Command Done) 

TKR 
(Talker Ready) 

Description 

asserted when it should not be 
asserted or not asserted when it 
should be asserted. When asserted, 
the I SV 11-A will not assert the ATN 
line even though the TCS bit 
remains set. An ERR interrupt oc
curs when both the ER 1 and the in
terrupt enable bits are set, This 
condition can only be cleared by 
clearing the cause. Read-only. 

,odways read as a zero. Read-only, 

Always read as a zero. Read-only. 

Set when the I SV 11 -A is ready to 
send a command byte. Set by a suc
cessful TCS to indicate that ATN 
was asserted and the first command 
byte may be issued. Also set by 
DAC when a command has been 
completely accepted. A CMD/TKR 
interrupt occurs when both the 
CMD and the interrupt enable bits 
are set. This bit is cleared by I NIT, 
received IFC, writing a command 
into the ISO low byte, or by turning 
TCS off. Read-only. 

Set when the I SV 11-A is ready to 
send a data byte. Set when TON is 
on while TCS is turned off or by 
DAC when TON is on. A CMD/TKR 
interrupt occurs when both the TKR 
and the interrupt enable bits are set. 
Cleared by I N IT, received I Fe, writ
ing a data byte into the ISO low 
byte, or by turning TON off or TCS 
on. Rl9ad-only. 
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Bit 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

Table 2 Instrument Bus Status Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

LNR 
(Listener Ready) 

ACC 
(Accept Data) 

IE 
(Interrupt Enable)' 

TON 
(Talker On) 

LON 
(Listener On) 

IBC 
(Interface Bus CI,ear) 

Description 

Set when the I BV11-A has a data or 
command byte ready for reading 
from the IBO low byte. Set by OAV 
when LON is on. A LNR interrupt 
occurs when both the LN R and the 
interrupt enable bits are set. Cleared 
by reading the IBO low byte if ACC 
is off or by clearing the IBO low byte 
if ACC is on. Also cleared when 
LON is turned off and by I N IT or re
ceived I Fe. Read-only. 

Set and cleared under program con
trol When clear, reading the I BO 
will automatically clear the LN Rand 
assert OAC. When set. the program
mer must write zero to the IBO low 
byte in orde r to clear the LN R bit 
and assert OAC. When the TCS, 
LON, and TON bits are all off (clear), 
setting this bit will assert NRFO. 
Cleared by I N IT or received I Fe. 
Write-only. 

Set and cleared under program con
trol to enable and disable all inter
rupts. Cleared by INIT. Write-only. 

Set and cleared under program con
trol to enable and disable the talker 
function. Cleared by INIT or re
ceived IFC. Write-only. 

Set and cleared under program con
trol to enable and disable the lis
tener Ifunction. Cleared by INIT or 
receivEtd IFe. Write-only. 

Set under program control to cause 
the I Fe line to be asserted for about 
125 ,U.S. TCS will automatically be 
asserted at the end of I BC (out-go

____________ i_n.:e;g_IF~:). Cleared by INIT 
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Table 2 Instrument Bus Statu:s Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

REM 
(Remote On) 

EOP 
(End or Poll) 

TCS 
(Take Control 
Synchronously) 

Description 

Set and cleared under program con
trol to assert and unassert the REN 
line. Cleared by INIT or received IFC. 
Write-only. 

Set and cleared under program con
trol to assert and unassert the E01 
line. Cleared by INIT or received IFC, 
Write-only, 

Set and cleared under program con
trol to take control synchronously or 
to unassert ATN, Setting TCS will 
cause N R FD to be asserted for at 
least 500 ns before DAV is checked, 
ATN is then asserted when DAV is 
unasserted, N R FD is unasserted and 
CMD is set no sooner than 500 ns 
after ATN is asserted, Cleared by 
INIT or received IFC, Write-only, 

Table 3 Instrument Bus Data Word Format 

Name 

EOI 
(End or Identify) 

ATN 
(Attention) 

IFC 
(Interface Clear) 

REN 
(Remote Enable) 

Func:tion 

Monitors the IB EOlline at all times, 
Set when the IB EOI line is low, 
Read-only, 

MOnitors the I B ATN line at all 
times, Set when the IB ATN line is 
low, Read-only, 

Mon'ltors the IB IFC line at all times, 
Set when the IB IFC line is low, 
Read-only, 

Monitors the IB REN line at all 
times, Set when the IB REN line is 
low, Read-only, 
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Table 3 Instrument Bus Data Word Format (Cont) 

Bit Name 

1 1 SRO 
(Service Request) 

10 RFD 
(Ready for Data) 

9 DAV 
(Data Valid) 

8 DAC 
(Data Accepted) 

7-0 0108-0101 
I B Data 1/0 Lines 

Function 

Monitors the state of the instrument 
bus service request line at all times 
Set when the I B SRO line IS low 
Will cause an Interrupt when both 
SRO and the interrupt enable bits 
are set Read-only 

Monitors the IB NRFD line at all 
times. Set when the IBN R FD line is 
high. Read-only 

Monitors the I B DAV line at all 
times. Set when the I B DAV line is 
low. Read-only 

Monitors the IB NDAC line at all 
times. Set when the IBN DAC line is 
high. Read-only 

Reading the IBD low byte picks up 
unlatched data directly from the IB 
010 lines. Data on the IB 010 lines 
may change if the LN R bit IS not set 
Generally, the only reason to read 
the 010 lines when LNR is now set 
is when a parallel poll response is 
expected. Writing data to the I B 
010 lines is permitted when TON is 
set and DAV IS clear or when TCS 
and ATIIJ are set and DAV is clear 
Otherwise, writing into the I B 0 low 
byte will have no effect on the 010 
lines but will set DAC If both ACC 
and LN R are set Write-only 

The data and command output buf
fer is cleared by I N IT or received 
IFC 
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Connecting to External Equipment 
Connection from the I BV 11 -.A to the first device on the Instru ment bus is 
via a type BN11A cable (supplied with the M7954 module) as shown in 
Figure 6 One end is terminated with a 20-pin connector that mates with 
the 20-pin connector on the IBV11-A module The other end is termi
nated With a 24-pln "double-ended" connector that conforms with the 
IEEE 488-1975 standard; the cable ca1 be connected to anv device 
conforming to that standard. The double-ended connector contains a 
male 24-pln and a female 24-pin connector in the same connector hous
Ing. This allows for "linear" and "star" connections to Instruments con
nected to the instrument bus, as shown in Figure 7. One BJ'I.I 11 A is 
Included In the I BV 11 -A option 

The linear arrangement shown in the figure includes five devices (or 
Instruments). A through E. There is no particular significance to the 
sequence shown or electrical position along the instrument bus. Unlike 
the LSI-11 bus, position along the bus does not structure device priority 
In the system. 

The star arrangement shown In the figure allows five devices to be con
nected by stacking instrument cable connectors on the BN 11 A's double
ended connector. Double-ended connectors on instrument bus cables 
will normally Include captive locking screws on each connector assembly 
(two each). allowing stacked connectors to be secured together in a 
Single assembly. 

/ I . , 

~
"'" . P;NB 

----~--- / 
" ----------------

PIN W 

P N A 

Figure 6 BN 11 A Instrument Bus Cable 
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ef, '::' ::ll~l =: S 

/~--

(A) LINEAR ARRANGEMENT 

(8) STAR ARRAN'JE'v1:::NT 

Figure 7 Linear and Star Configurations 

The BN 11 A cable connector pin signal assignments are listed in Table 4 
for each connector. One BNllA cable is required for each IBVll-A 
module in a system. 

Optional Cables 

1. Connect M7954 module to first instrument: 

BNllA-02 
BNllA-04 

2 m (78.7 in) 
-4 m (157.5 in) 

2. Connect instrument to instrument: 

BNOl A-Ol 
BN01A-02 
BN01A-04 

1 m (39.4 In) 
2 m (78.7 in) 
4 m (157.5 in) 

PROGRAMMING EXAMPlI:S 

Example 1 - I BV11 -A to Listener Device 
This programming example illustrates how the IBVl 1 -A communicates 
with a listener device. Standard device and vec.tor addresses are used, as 
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Table 4 BN11A ConnectOlr Pin Assignments 

IBV11-A Signal Instrument Bus 
Connector Pin Name Connector Pin 

U 0101 1 
S 0102 2 
P 0103 3 
M 0104 4 
R EOI 5 
T OAV 6 
V NI~FO 7 
X ND.AC 8 
B IFC 9 
J SRQ 10 
F ATN 11 
W (SHIELD) 12 
K 0105 13 
H 0106 14 
E 0107 15 
C 0108 16 
0 REN 17 

{GND (OAV GNO) 18 
N GND (NRFD GNO) 19 

GND (NOAC GNO) 20 
A GND (lFC GNO) 21 

~ 

{ GND (SRQ GNO) 22 L 
GND (ATN GNO) 23 

w GND (LOGIC) 24 

shown in Figures 2 and 3. Once the program is started. and after point
ers have been initialized and the I BV 11 -J\. has taken control synchro
nously. the program communicates with the IBV11-A via an interrupt
driven service routine. No "background" program is used; the program 
simply "waits" until another interrupt occurs. 

Communication with the listener device includes the transmission of 2 
command bytes (read as words from a message buffer). followed by 24 
message bytes that program device functions. After all message bytes 
have been transmitted. the program halts (displayed HALT PC address 
= 1066). 

A program flowchart for this example is shown in Figure 8. and a sym
bolic listing is shown in Figure 9. 
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Example 2 - IBV11-A to T,alker Device 
This programming example illustrates how the IBV11-A communicates 
with a talker device. As in example 'I, this programming example 
assumes standard IBV11-A clevicE! and interrupt vector addresses. Com
munication between the instrument and the LSI-11 system is via IBV11-
A interrupt-driven service routines. No background program is used; the 
program simply "waits" untiil another interrupt occurs. 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Figure 8 Communicating with a Listener Device 
(Program Flowchart) 
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Communication with the instrument involves first transmitting the con
tent of the command message buffer, in a manner similar to the program 
operation described for example 1, followed by accepting instrument 
output data and storing it in a received data buffer. The content of the 
command message buffer typically includes first activating the device via 
its listen address, followed by setting up range mode. etc .. operating 
parameters for the instrument. an execute command, and finally, activat
ing the device as an active talker via Its talker address. Once the device 
has received the command message buffer data, it performs the pro
grammed measurements (or the function, depending on the instrument) 
and returns data to the LSI- 11 system via the IBV 11 -A; note that during 
this portion of program operation, the IBV1 1 -A functions as an active 
listener on the instrument bus. Once all measurements have been stored 
by the program, the program halts with a displayed PC address = 1102. 

A program flowchart for this example is shown in Figure 10 and a sym
bolic program listing is shown in Figure 1 1. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The functional logic blocks that comprise the IBV1 1 -A are shown in 
Figure 12. LSI- 11 software controls and communicates with the I BV 11-
A via programmed 1/0 transfers and interrupts. Programmed 1/0 trans
fers are made possible by assigning unique device addresses (also called 
"bus addresses") to the I BS and I BD registers. 

LSI-" Bus Interface 
LSI- 11 bus address selection. interrupt vector address generation, and 
bus data driverlreceiver (transceiver) functions are provided by trans
ceiver integrated circuits (DC005). Each integrated circuit provides the 
interface for four BDAL bus lines; thus, four transceivers comprise the 
16-line BDAL (00; 1 5) L LSI- 11 bus interface. 

Bit 1 of the least significant octal digit (BDAL 0) selects the IBS or IBD 
register. This is a byte pointer and it is significant for DATOB and 
DATIO B bus cycles only. Register address selection is actually per
formed in the LSI- 11 bus protocol and register selection circuit 
(DC004): the transceiver integrated circuit (DC005) simply routes the 
received low-order three address bits IDA 12 :0)1 to that function. 

All 1/0 transfers over the LSI- 11 bus are done according to a strict 
protocol. One bus protocol integrated circuit (DC004) performs this 
function and the register address selection previously discussed. When 
an active ADDRESS MATCH signal is present and BSYNC L signal is 
asserted, the bus protocol integrated cirCUit is enabled to complete its 
register selection function. BWTBT L, BDOUT Land BDIN L bus signals 
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are decoded in the Integrated circuit, as appropriate, to produce the 
LOAD IBS LOW BYTE, SELECT IBS, LOAD IBD LOW BYTE, and 
RECEIVE internal control signals for the IBV11-A logic functions. The 
Integrated circuit also asserts B R PLY L as required during the 1/0 
sequence to complete the programmed transfer. Refer to Chapter 5 for a 
detailed description of the DC003, DC004, and DC005 integrated cir
CUitS. 

NO 

Figure 10 Communicating with a Talker Device 
(Program Flowchart) 
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Interrupts are generated by one interrupt Integrated circuit (OC003) 
Four interrupt vectors can be generated b'y' this bus interrupt Interface 
function. A 5-bit vector switch allows the user to select the Interrupt 
vector for the I BV 11-A module. The I BV 11 -A base interrupt vector IS 
factory-configured for 420. The base inte'rupt vector can range from 
300 to 760; however, vector interrupts must not conflict with other bus 
devices or with those interrupts reserved for system vectors. 

Interrupt Vector 

000420 
000424 
000430 
000434 

I nterrupt Source 

Error 
Service request 
Command and talker 
listener 

These interrupt vectors allow the IBV11-A to generate Interrupts that 
can most efficiently be serviced bV four separate service routines 

Interrupt and vector control logic on the IBV11-A module generates the 
INTR eTl signals that initiate the Interrupts Inputs for this logiC function 
include the interrupt enable (I E) bit (stored In the control buffer)' com
mand or talker (CMO or TKR) and listener (LNR) ready flags. error (ERR) 
status from the error detection logiC, and the deVice service request (in
strument bus control Signal). 

Instrument Bus Control 
The control buffer is an 8-bit register that functions as the low byte of 
the IBS register. Bits stored In this register control generation of Inter
rupts. instrument bus clear, and instrument bus control and status logic 
Settin£1 the IBC bit actually triqgers a one-shot produclnq a 125!1s pulse 
that clears the instrument bus. Take control sync and handshake control 
logic function together with instrument bus control and handshake inter
face logic to communicate with instruments on the bus according to 
Instrument bus protocol. Output transactions with the low byte of the 
IBO register result in data being stored in the 8-bit command and talker 
output buffer. Instrument bus line drivers gate thiS byte onto the In
strument bus when the IBV11-/'>.. is an active talker or when it IS an 
active controller. 

Instrument Bus Interface 
The IBV11-A interfaces with the instrument bus via four Inteqrated cir
cuits, type MC3441. These integrated circuits are bus transceivers. each 
containing four bus drivers, four bus receiv81's, and bus terminations that 
comply with instrument bus specifications. 
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KPV11-A,-B,-C POWE:R-FAIL/LiNE-TIME 
CLOCK/TERMINATOR 

GENERAL 
The KPV 11 IS an LSI-11 power-fail/line-time clock (LTC) generator. 
Three versions of the KPV11 are available KPV11-A. which has only 
power-fail and LTC functions: KPV11-B, which has 120 rl bus termi
nations In addition to the power-fail and LTC: and KPV11-C, which is 
similar to the KPV11-B, but has 220 n bus terminations. The KPV11 is 
compatible with all LSI-11 component systems and LSI-11 backplane 
options. It IS deSigned for <nstallation into any LSI-11 bus-structured 
backplane or remote installation (not Installed into a backplane) via an 
optional cable which connects the KPV11 to the LSI-11 backplane. In 
order to use the KPV11-B or KPV11··C as bus terminators, they must be 
Installed In the LSI-11 backplane. An optional console panel and bezel 
are available for manual control of the LTC and the display of dc power 
on/off status and the processor run/halt state. 

FEATURES 

• Automatic generation of BPOK and BDCOK power-up/power-down 
signal sequence 

• Automatic program restoration and starting when used with non-vol
atile memory and appropriate software routines 

• Line-time clock time reference provided by a signal source (user-sup
plied) other than the power line 

• KPV11-8 and KPV11-C provide bus termination when plugged into 
an LSI-ll backplane 

• Can be Installed into the LSI-11 backplane or mounted remotely. An 
optional cable (DIGITAL part no. 70-12754) connects the KPV11 to 
the LSI-ll backplane 

• Expandable with the 54-11BOB console panel option 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Size 

MB016 (KPV11-A,) 
MB016-YB (KPV11-B) 
MB016-YC (t<PV11-C) 

Double 
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Power 

System DC 
DC Sensing 
Inputs 

AC Line Monitor 
Input 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

Options 
54-11808 

70-11656 

70-12754 

70-086120 

CONFIGURATION 

General 

+ 5 Vdc :±: 5% at ~;f)0 mA 

+5 Vdc ± 5%at 011 mA 

+ 12 Vde ~: 3% at 0.82 mA 

24 Vac ± 10% at :200 mA with grounded center 
tap (Figure 4) 

1.6 
1.0 

Console Panel (PC assembly) 

Console Bezel 

Remote Signal Cable (for remote mounting of 
KPVll ) 

Console Signal/Power Cable (for connecting op
tional console panel to the KPV 11) 

The KPVll can be installed into any LSI-ll system backplane or into a 
remote installation (not installed in a backplane). All KPVll installations 
require a user-supplied, 24 \/ac, center-tapped transformer capable of 
supplYing at least 0.2 A Remote KPVll installations also require the 
optional remote signal cable (part no. 70-12754) Users requiring man
ual control of the LTC and desiring the display of dc power on/off status 
and processor run/halt status need the optional console panel. console 
bezel. and console signal/power cable. Mounting hardware for the con
sole panel and remote installation must be provided by the user. 

Configuring LTC Jumpers 
LTC jumpers are located on the KPVll module as shown in Figure 1 and 
are factory-configured for programmable operation with the LKS (line 
clock status) register at addmss (1177546) as shown in Figure 2. Nor
mally, It will not be necessary to reconfigure LTC jumpers; however it is 
possible to alter LTC operation as listed in Table 1 and the LKS device 
address as shown in Figure 2 and listed in Table 2. 
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Figure 1 Jumper. Connector. Resistor. and Pad Locations 
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BANK 7 ADDRESS 
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I I I I 
.. 'ACi Jl-,~PER ')NF, ,J~L,TI()'\; 

I Jl\,:'Tf'._ ED 
R RE'v10\~D C 

Figure 2 Device Address (LKS Register) Jumpers 

Table 11 LTC Jumpers 

Jumper Installed 

WI2 Enable manual control or 
continuous LTC interrupt 
request operation. Do not 
install when W13 is installed. 

WI3 ':'LTC interrupt requests can 
be enabled and disabled by 
program. Do not install 
when W12 is installed. 

WI4 ':'Console (optional) LTC 
ON/OFF switch enabled. 

WI5:' LTC signal occurs at the 
power line frequency. 

Removed 

':'Disable continuous or man
ual operation_ 

LTC interrupt requests can
not be program controlled. 

Console LTC ON /OFF ~,witch 
disabled. 

LTC frequency is determined 
by an external source via 
EXT TIME REF etched pad 
on module. 

-----~~~----~----------,', Factory-jumpered configuration 

Description 

Register 
Line Clock Status 

Vector 
None 

Table 2 Standard Assignments 

Mnemonic 

LKS 

2·320 

Read/ 
Write 

R/W 

First Module 
Address 
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Installation in the LSI-ll Backplane 
The KPV11 module can be installed in any LSI-11 structured backplane. 
The K PV 11 may be inserted into any option location when not used as a 
terminator. This option does not require the use of the daisy-chained 
grant signals (BIAK Land BOMG L) and is not priority dependent on 
device position In the backplane. 

When used as a terminator (KPV11-B and KPV11-C), the module is 
Inserted after the last module in the last backplane 

When the optional console panel is used with the terminator option and 
the RUN indicator IS desired. the following must be performed. 

• I nsert the KPV 11 module in the Ilast option location in the backplane 
system . 

• Connect a wire on the backplane from pin CH 1 or AH 1 on the KPV11 
module to the SRUN L signal on the processor module. The wire 
must not exceed the length of the LSI-11 bus. This signal is located 
on pin AH 1 of the processor. 

Remote Installation 
The K PV 11 option can be mounted in a remote location (not installed in 
a backplane), as desired. Mounting holes are provided in the module for 
this purpose. Mounting details (mechanical) are shown in Figure 3. 

NOTE 
Program control of the LTC function and bus 
termination is not possible when remote instal
lation is used. However, manual control of the 
LTC function is available via the optional con
sole panel 

Electrical connection between the K PV1'1 option and the LSI-11 bus is 
made via a 1 a-pin connector (J 1) on the I<PV 11 and a 1 a-pin connector 
on the backplane (H9270 or 00V11-B) in which the processor is in
stalled. The optional signal cable (pa rt no. 70-12754) provides the elec
trical connection between the two 1 a-pin connectors. 

The + 5 V and + 12 Vdc voltage sense input must be provided by the 
user when the KPV11 option is not installed in an LSI-11 backplane. 
Etched pads are provided on the KPV 11 module for this purpose and are 
located as shown in Figure 1. Connect the + 5 V, + 12 V, and GN 0 pads 
to the respective LSI-11 backplane power terminals. 
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If the optional console panel is to be used and the RUN indicator func
tion IS desired, a wire must be Installed between the SRUN L pin (pin 3) 
on the 10-pin connector on the backplane and processor module pin 
AH 1. A wire IS normally factory-installed for this purpose on all back
planes except DDV11-B backplanes 

Power Sense Connections 
Three tabs on the KPVll are provided for connecting the option to a 24 
Vac center-tapped transformer. ThiS 50 or 60 Hz input voltage produces 
the required de operating voltages for the option, provides the 50 or 60 
Hz reference for the LTC "unction, and is the power-fail monitor signal 
for the power signal sequence circuit. This voltage must be supplied by 
the user. A transformer can be connected as shown in Figure 1 for this 
pllrpose. When the KPVl 'I is used with a 50 Hz input voltage, resistors 
R35 and R 54 must be removed for proper power-fail time to com
pensate for the change in Ifrequeney. The location of these resistors is 
shown In Figure 4. 

(Al 115'v CONNECTIONS (TYPICAL) 

GND - ----- ----,~ ---

IB1230' CONNECTIONS ITYPICAL I 

*, AMP FAST 8!_OW FUSES tIRE RECOMME"IDED 
ON THE AC INPUT LlNE~; TO PROVIDE II.DEJUAT! 
PROTECTION TO THE KFV!I, 

TO KPVt1 
24Vac INPUT 
TERMINALS 

TO t(PV11 
24 Vae INPUT 
TERMINALS 

Figure 4 Power Line Monitor Transformer Installation 
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Installing Console Panel 
The optional console panel can be mounted as shown in Figure 5. Elec
trical connections between the KPV11 and the console panel are made 
via 16-pin dual-in-line integrated circuit sockets located on each assem
bly. The electrical connection between the sockets is made using a sig· 
nal/power cable (part no. 70-08612-00). 

BEZEL 
(DEC PIN 70~ 11656) 

CABLE ASS'!' 

4EA 
*4-40 _. 
SCREWS 
(TYPICAL) 

(DEC PIN 70-08612) 

CONSOLE PC ASSV 
(DEC PIN 54 -11808) , 

TO Jl 
ON 

KPV\l-A 
{MSOi6) 
MODULE 

635cm 
{2-112 IN I 

102-:m 
(4 IN I 

Figure 5 Console Panel Installation 
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In addition to the LTC ON/OFF and RUN/ENABLE switch functions. the 
console panel includes a DC ON/OFf switch. This switch. when in the 
OFF position. disables BDCOK Hand BPOK H signal generation. If 
desired. this switch can also control the DC ON/OFF state of the user's 
power supply This function is enabled by connecting the REMOTE DC 
ON/OFF and GND etched pads on the KPV11 module to an appropriate 
control circuit in the power supply. The signal thus produced is TTL
compatible and is capable of sinking 16 mA signal current in its logical 
low (DC ON) state. The logical high state is the DC OFF condition 

Using an External Time Reference 
The KPV11 normally uses the 50 or 60 Hz input (via the three power 
tabs on the module) for LTC signal generation. However, an external 
frequency source may be used for producing LTC signals at frequencies 
other than the power line frequency. An etched pad is provided for this 
purpose on the KPV11 module. First, cut or remove jumper W15; this 
jumper and the external clock (EX eLl pad are located as shown in Fig
ure 1 Then. connect the external frequency source to the EX CL and 
GND pads The frequency source must be TTL logic-compatible; the 
KPV11 presents three TTL loads to the source. 

Console Operation 
The console panel option controls ilnd indicators are shown in Figure 6 
and described in Table 3. 

DC ON INDICATOR RUN INDICATOR 

Figure 6 Console Panel Controls and Indicators 
(P/N 54-11808 and 70-11656 shown) 
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Table 3 Console Panel Controls and Indicators 

Controll 
Indicator 

DC ON 

RUN 

Spare 

DC ON/OFF 

ENABLE/HALT 

LTC ON/OFF 

Type 

LED indicator 

LED indicator 

LED indicator 

Two-position 
toggle switch 

Two-position 
toggle switch 

Two-position 
toggle switch 

Function 

Illuminates when the DC ON/OFF 
toggle switch is set to ON and proper dc 
output voltages are being produced by 
the user's power supply and sensed by 
the KPV11 option. 

If either the +5 V or + 12 Ii output 
from the power supply is faulty, the 
DC ON indicator will not illuminate. 

Illuminates when the processor is In the 
run state (see ENABLE/HALT) 

When set to ON, enables thE' dc 
outputs of the user's power supply 
(if connected for this function-see 
instructions for installing the con· 
sole panel). The DC ON indicator 
will illuminate if the dc output volt
ages are of proper values_ 

When set to OFF, the power supply 
dc outputs are disabled and the DC 
ON indicator is extinguished. 

When selt to ENABLE, the BHAL T L 
line to the processor is not asserted 
and the processor is in the run
enable mode (RUN indicator IS il
luminated only when the processor 
is executing a program), 

When set to HALT, the BHAL T L 
line is asserted. The processor halts 
program execution and executes 
console ODT microcode. n,e RUN 
indicator is extinguished. 

When set to ON, enables KPV11 op
tion generation of LTC Interrupts. 
When set to OFF, disables LTC in
terrupts (W14 must be installed). 
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PROGRAMMING 

Power-Down and Power-Up Routines - Power-down and power-up 
routine examples for systems using core memory are provided in Figures 
7 and 8. The power-down routine shown provides an orderly power
down sequence of the system and saves the contents of the general
purpose registers along with the stack pointer and the processor status 
word. Other device registers which the user desires saved during power
down can be included through the use of the MOV @ NAME - (SP) 
instruction. 

The power-down routine is entered via the routine's starting address 
($PWRDN) in interrupt vector location 24; location 26 should contain 
200s to disable device interrupts during the power down sequence. The 
first MOV instruction temporarily replaces the power-down vector ad
dress with the address of a HALT instruction ($HLT). This prevents an 
erroneous power-up attempt during the power-down routine execution. 
A sequence of MOV instructions then saves register contents on the 
stack. The second from the last MOV instruction. however. saves the SP 
in location $SAVR6. which is dedicated by the program for this purpose. 
It is the last register saved by the routine. The starting address 
($PWRUP) for the power-up routine is then written into location 24. 
replacing the temporary $H L T address. Finally. the program halts and 
the power-down sequence is completed. 

$PWRDN: MOV #$HL T.(gj#24 ;DISABLE FALSE 
;RESTART SEQUENCE 

MOV RO.--(SP) ;PUSH RO ON STACK 
MOV R1.-(SP) ;PUSH R1 ON STACK 
MOV R2.-(SP) ;PUSH R2 ON STACK 
MOV R3.-(SP) ;PUSH R3 ON STACK 
MOV R4.-(SP) ;PUSH R4 ON STACK 
MOV R5.-(SP) ;PUSH R5 ON STACK 
MOV (g;NAME.-(SP) ;SAVE ANY NECESSARY 

;DEVICE REGISTERS 

MOV SP.$SAVR6 ;SAVE SP 
MOV #$PWRUP.C0#24 ;SET POWER-UP VECTOR 

$HLT: HALT ;POWER-DOWN 
SEQUENCE 
;DONE. READY FOR 
;POWER-UP SEQUENCE. 

$SAVR6: WORD 0 ;SP SAVED HERE 

Figure 7 Power-Down Routine Programming Example 
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$PWRUP MOV 

$PWRMG 

$ILLUP 

$POWEIR . 

MOV 
MOV 

MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 

TYPE 

.wORD 
RTI 
HALT 

BR 

. ASCIZ 

#$ILLUP.tL /124 
$SAVR6.SP 
(SP)+ .1[1 NAME 

(SP)+.I% 
(SP)+.1"l4 
(SP)+.113 
(SP)+.112 
(SP)+.I"ll 
(SP)+.I"lO 
#$PWFIDN.(o.#24 

$POWER 

.2 

; SET FOR FAST DOWN 
;GET SP 
;RESTORE ANY DEVICE 
;REGISTERS SAVED 

;POP STACK INTO R5 
;POP STACK INTO R4 
.POP STACK INTO R3 
;POP STACK INTO R2 
;POP STACK INTO R1 
;POP STACK INTO RO 
;SET UP THE POWER-
DOWN VECTOR 
;REPORT THE POWER 
;FAILURE 
;POWER FAIL MESSAGE 
;POINTER 
;THE POWER-UP 
;SEClUENCE WAS 
STARTED 
;BEFORE THE POWER-
DOWN 
;WAS COMPLETE 

<15><12>"POWER" 

Figure 8 Power-Up Floutine Programming Example 

When power is restored. the power-up routine is entered via the rou
tlne's starting address ($PWRLJ P) in interrupt vector location 24. The 
power-up routine shown in Figure 8 uses the $HLT and $SAVR6 loca
tions shown in the power-down routine for disabling false power down 
sequences and restoring the stack pointer. respectively. The first two 
MOV instructions reference those locations. A. sequence of MOV instruc
tions that follow restore device and processor registers. respectively. The 
last MOV instruction writes the starting address ($PWRDN) for the 
power-fail routine in location 24. repllacing the temporary $H L T address. 
Finally. the RTI instruction pops the PC and PS of the program where the 
power-down sequence occurs from the stack and normal program exe
cution is restored. 

Programming the LTC - The LTC function normally divides tlm8 into 
16-2/3 ms or 20 ms intervals determined bV thE: line frequency source 
(60 Hz or 50 Hz. respectively). It is possible to disable the line frequency 
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source and use an external frequenc1/ source (user- supplied). The pro
gram communicates with the LTC function via the LKS register (Figure 
9) contained in the KPV11 logic circuits. The LKS register's device ad
dress is normally configured to 177546 for system software com
patibility 

LhS (1 7 7546 

'5 oe 07 06 ~o 81T 

~L-~ ~_. C---,-; _! _( ,---------,-.I 0 i I_:--r-I 0-'-1 --'0 1---'1-0 '--1 0 TJ 
I 

L __ 'NTfR_RUPT ENAB,-E 

1 ENABLE 
0 0 DISABLE 

(READ/WRITE BITt 

L MON!'OR 
SE' TO 
SIGNAL 

Figure 9 Line-Time Clock Status Register (LKS) 

CLOCK 

LTC Interrupts. when enabled (LKS bit 6 = 1). occur as an interrupt 
request (bus low assertion) on the B EVNT L signal line. This causes the 
processor to execute a service routine via vector address 100. Memory 
location 100 must contain the PC (starting address) for the LTC service 
routine: similarly. memory location 102 must contain the PS (processor 
status word) for the service routine. As with all "external" interrupts. the 
processor will recognize the LTC interrupt request only when current PS 
bit 7 is cleared. When PS bit 7 = 1. external interrupts. including the 
LTC Interrupt. are ignored. The LTC interrupt has highest priority of all 
external Interrupts and does not require a vector address bus transfer. An 
Interrupt request via the B EVNT L bus signal line. as previously stated. 
always results in access to the service routine via vector address 100. 

The KPV11 is factory-configured for programmable operation as de
sCribed above. If the user's hardware configuration also includes the 
optional console pane/. the operator can disable or enable the LTC func
tion by setting the LTC ON/OFF switch to the desired position. When set 
to the 0 FF position. the LTC switch overrides program control and LTC 
operation is disabled. W14 must be installed for this function. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The KPV11-A provides two main functions - power signal sequence 
cirCUits and programmable Iline-time clock circuits. The KPV11-B and 
KPV 11 -C have. I n addition. bus termination circuits. 120 Q for the 
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KPV11-B and 220 n for the KPV11-C. Pili KPV11 modules have an 
interface for the optional console panel. Figure 10 illustrates the basIc 
KPV11 functions. 

f
~~;;\~-~C) 

5DAL C:)L 1--*-1 
• - OROA~RAr" I 

I L1 vl t 
- -l-r.-l 

I ~. E 
'RE .1 

[TC L j r~·1 ! 

! SEULfW ~ t -

. S~S::lR;F' - I., _j':<' loC;.,. -', I;; _ o. G~IJ 
-, (" -r 

(LSI'~US-s"~I+=ti·. i ---- _ {---;;-;-, , , 'ERMINATC~~ 
: ---

J2 

r;'EMOTE REMOTE 
:;IGNAL DC ONI 

CO ...... ECTOR OFF 
(OPTIONAL) 

Figure 10 KPV1°1 Functional Block Diagram 

Power Signal Sequence Circuits 
The power signal sequence circuits generate the proper LSI-11 bus 
power sequencing signals (BPOK Hand BDCOK H) for the processor 
power-up/power-down sequence and line-time clock interrupts at the 
power line frequency. Figure 11 illustrates the KPV 11 power signal se
quence timing. 

Power signal sequence circuits are s.hown in Figure 12. Operating power 
for these circuits is obtained from the 24 Vac, 50 Hz or 60 Hz input at 
the two ac terminals and GND Conventional full-wave rectifiers produce 
+ 1 7 V and -17 V operating voltages for the ac line monitor Schmitt 
trigger (01 and 02) and a 5 V, 3-terminal regulator; the regulator + 5 V 
is distributed throughout the powm signal sequence circuit for operating 
power. 
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Power-Up - During the power-up sequence, ac voltage from the trans
former secondary is applied to a Schmitt trigger circuit (01 and 02) The 
Schmitt trigger squares the ac sine-wave and drives level converter 03. 
03's output is a TTL-compatible signal. The square wave Signal is ap
plied to two 10 ms (nominal) one-shots (and the LTC circuits). One one
shot triggers on the positive-going transition of the square wave signal 
and the other triggers on the negative-going transitior .. The one-shot 
outputs are 0 Red, producing a high (normal) output at gate E6-13. Nor
mally, one one-shot or the other will be in the set state. If a transition of 
the square wave signal is not followed by a transition of the opposite 
polarity within 20 ms, both one-shots will time out and the logic signal 
at E6-13 will go low; this is a power-fail condition. 

During a power-up sequence voltage sense + 5 V and + 12 V (remote 
sense). or + 5 V and + 12 V (LSI-11 backplane voltages) inputs rise to 
voltage levels that cause voltage comparators A and B to produce high 
outputs. The comparator outputs are connected and applied to one input 
of gate A. The remaining input of gate A is enabled by the normally high 
gate E6-13 signal. which is applied (but not delayed) via the 3 ms delay 
circuit. Gate A's output goes high. This signal is then delayed 17 ms and 
inverted, producing a low signal which is applied to the non-inverting 
input of comparator C and gate C. Comparator C's output goes low, 
turning off 04 and producing an active BDCOK H signal 17 ms (mIn
imum) after ac power is applied. 

ACINPUT ~ 

BPOK H 

BOCCK H 

POWER SUPPLY Iv 
DC OUTPUT 

VOLTAGES ___ ...J 

~ t7mslMIN) 

~ ____ '_-y- - __ __ - _~ __ ---' 1.... •• -

POWER-UP 
SEQUENCE 

*26",s MINIMUM HOLD UP TIME IS 
REQUIRED OF THE POWER SUPPLIES 
USED WITH THE KPVll OPTION. 

-_ .... _-y--------- _. __ .. 
POWER-DOWN 

SEQUENCE 

Figure 11 Power Signal Sequence Timing 
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Gate C's output goes high, enabling gate B. The remaining gate B input 
IS enabled by the high gate E6-13 output signal. Gate B's high output 
signal is delayed 70 ms and inverted, producing a low signal (E10-10) 
which IS applied to the non·inverting input of comparator D. Comparator 
D's output signal goes low.. turning off 05, and producing the active 
BPOK H signal 70 ms after the active BDCOK H signal. With both sig
nals In the active (high) state, normal system operation can proceed. 

Power-Down - When an ac power failure occurs, the trigger pulses to 
the one-shots cease, and both one-shots tllme out. Gate E6-13 goes low, 
inhlbltin~1 gate B, and initiating the 3 ms delay. (E6-4 signal lIoltage 
starts to rise from the logical low state) Gate B's output goes low; this 
low signal is Inverted, but not delayed, bV the 70 ms delay circuit. and 
the resulting high signal is applied to the non-inverting input of com
parator [) Comparator D's output goes high, turning on Q5, and negat
Ing BPOK H Meanwhile, the 3 ms delay circuit. after the 3 ms delay, 
produces a low signal at E 1 0-14. A low si9nal inhibits gate A causing its 
output signal to go low. The low signal inhibits gate A, causing its output 
signal to go low. The low sl!Jnal is inverted (but not delayed) by the 17 
ms delay circuit and applied to the non-inverting input of comparator C. 
Comparator C's output goes high, turning on Q4 and negating the 
BDCOK H signal 3 ms after I3POK H becomes negated. Q6 monitors the 
17 ms delay circuit output and produce~, the DC ON H signal for the 
remote console panel display. When dc voltages are normal, E 1 0-12 
goes low. Q6 cuts off and DC ON H goes high. When dc voltages are not 
present, E10-12 goes high; Q6 turns on and negates DC ON H 

When tre remote console panel is connected to the KPV11, the DC 
ON/OFF switch can simulate a power line failure and control the user's 
power supply. The simulated power line failure occurs when a low DC 
POWER ON H occurs (DC OFF sWlltch position). This low signal pro
duces aow signal that clears both one-shots, and the simulated power 
failure results 

Remote control of the user's power supply is made possible via the 
REMOTE DC ON/OFF etched pad. The si9nal present at this point is the 
3 ms delay circuit signal (E 10-14) inverted by Q7. Thus, when normal 
line voltage is sensed and the remote console panel DC ON/OFF switch 
IS not in the OFF position, th!s signal goes low, activating a control 
Circuit In the user's power supply that turns dc voltages on. When this 
signal is high- a result of power-fail or placing the remote console panel 
DC ONIOFF switch in the OFF position - the user's power supply dc 
output voltages should turn off 

Programmable Line-Time Clock (LTC) Circuits 
Programmable line-time clock functions are shown in Figure 13. Jump
ers allow selection of line frequency or external time base operation, 
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console LTC ON/OFF switch enable/disable, and manual/programmable 
operation. Additional jumpers (W 1--W1 0) select the device address for 
the LKS register. Jumpers are factory-configured as shown in Figure 2. 

Program access to the LKS register is via the address configured by 
JU mpers W 1--W 10. The processor first places the KPV 11 LKS register 
address on BDAL (00: 15) L and asserts BBS7 L. Note that BBS7 Lis 
asserted only during an adcJressing operation when BDAL (13: 15) L are 
asserted; hence, the address decoders receive only BDAL (00: 12) Land 
BBS7 L Device selection occurs on the leading edge of BSYNC L. If the 
address Input matches the jumpered address, LKS H goes high (true). 
and remains true for the duration of the LSI-11 bus cycle. 

Two flip-flops comprise the two significant bits of the LKS register. Bit 6 
IS prodLced by the LTC enable flip-flop. Similarly, bit 7 is produced by 
the LTC monitor flip-flop. 

During a programmed write operation (DATa, DATOB, or the write por
tion of DA TIO. or DATIO B bus cycle). LKS L (LKS H inverted) and 
BDOUT L are AN Ded to produce an active (high) WRITE LKS H signal. 
The leading edge of LKS H clocks the logical state of RDAL06 H into the 
LTC EN B flip-flop, enablin9 or disabling LTC interrupts. The LTC MaN 
flip-flop however. can only be preset during the write cycle. Note that 
the LTC MaN flip-flop, when preset. is read as a logica! 0 via the flip
flop'S a output; when the flip-flop is reset. it is read as a logical 1. 
RDALO" L (O=hlgh) is A~JDed with WRITE LKS H, producin!1 a low 
signal that presets the flip-flop; MONITOR H then goes low. 

Normally, the LTC ON/OFF input to E"I 0-5 is passive (high), producing a 
low at E 1 0-6 that enables }\N D gate input E 13-12. When interrupts are 
enabled. LTC ENB (1) L enables E'13-11 and E13-13 goes hi~lh This 
signal then enables one input of the BEVI\JT L bus driver. The remaining 
bus driver input IS the LTC H signal. Thus, when LTC H goes high, 
BEVNT L goes low, and the LTC interrupt request is presented to the 
processor. 

The leacling edge of LTC H also clocks the LTC MaN flip-flop to the reset 
state and MONITOR H goes true (high). MONITOR H conditions one 
Input of the BDAL07 H bus driver. During a read cycle (DATI. or the read 
portion Jf the DATIO cycle), LKS L and ElDIN L are gated to produce an 
active (high) READ LKS H signal. READ LKS H enables both BDAL07 L 
and BDi\ L06 L bus drivers, gating the monitor and interrupt enable sta
tus bits onto the LSI-11 bus. 

DUring both programmed read and write bus cycles, the KPV11 must 
respond by asserting BRPLY L. READ LKS L and WRITE LKS L are 
ORed ald applied to the BRPLY L to produce the appropriate device 
response according to LSI-11 bus protocol. 
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The optional console panel includes the L.TC ON/OFF switch. When 
placed in the 0 FF position, J 1-4 is low; E 1 06 goes high, inhibiting E 13-
12 and L. TC interrupt requests are disabled This function can be disabled 
by removing W14. 

When manual-only LTC operation is desired, W13 IS removed and W12 
is Installed. E 13-11 is continuously enabled and LTC Interrupt "equests 
can be disabled via the console panel LTC ON/OFF sWitch; W14 must 
be installed for this operation. 

Bus Terminations 
The KPV11-C provides 120 n bus terminatl.on, while the KPV11-B has 
220 n bus terminations. Each bus signal line termination Includes two 
resistors as shown in Figure 14. Tmmination resistors are contained in 
16-pin dual-in-line packages that are physically identical to integrated 
circuit packages. Each package conllains 14 terminations. Daisy chained 
grant Signals are jumpered but are not terminated. BIAKI Lis jumpered 
to BIAKO Land BDBMGI Lis jumpered to BDMGO L. 

TO/FROM 
SIGNAL LINE 

-+- 5'. 

'80 n 

\90n 

'20[ 

TfRMINClTIQN 
(t<PV1: - B 

~ 330 lI. 

220l1. 

Figure 14 KPV11-B and KPV11-C Bus Terminations 

Console Panel Interface 
The option console panel intl9rfacl9s with the system via the KPV11 
module as shown in Figure 15. The DC ON indicator (D 1) is directly 
driven by the DC ON H driver (06) in the power signal sequence circuit 

The RUN indicator is driven bV the processor-generated SRUN L signal 
pulse. The 200 ms one-shot receives a continuous series of trigger 
pulses, when the processor is in the "run" (program execution) state, 
that keeps the one-shot in the retri.ggered state. When in this state, the 
one-shot produces a high signal that turns on the RUN indicator (D2) via 
the LE D driver. When the processor is halted, the 200 ms one-shot 
times out and the RUN indicator extinguishes. 
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The three console switches each Include a "debounce" circuit composed 
of cross-coupled inverters. DC OI\J/OFF and LTC ON/OFF functions are 
used as previously described for power signal sequence and program
mable line-time clock circuits. respectively 

The ENABLE/HALT sWitch enables the run mode (by flot dssertlflg 
BHALT L) or halts the proces»or; when halted, console ODT microcode 
operation is Invoked. An R-C filter and BHALT L bus driver Clrcllt un the 
KPVll module interface this function to the LSI-l1 bus. 
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KWV11-A PROGRAMMABL.E REAL-TIME CLOCK 

GENERAL 
The KWIJ11 A IS a programmable clock/counter that provides a variety 
of mean,; for determining time Intervals or counting events. It can be 
used to qenerate Interrupts to the processor at predetermined intervals, 
tr) synch'onlze the processor to external events, or to measure time In
tervals 0 establish programmed ratios between Input and output events. 
It can also be used to start the ADVll-A analog-to-dlgital converter 
either by clol:k counter overflow or by the firing of a Schmitt trl!;:)ger 

The clock counter has a resolution of 16 bits and can be driven from any 
of five lnterndl crystal-controlled frequencies (100 Hz to 1 MHz). from a 
!!:le frequency input or fron-I a Schmitt tringer fired by an external input 
The KW'J11 A can be operated Ifl any of four programmable modes: 
Single Ifltervdl, repeated Il1terval. e)(ternal event timing, and external 
event timing from zero base 

The KW'jll A Includes two Schmitt triggers, each with integral slope 
and level controls. The Schmitt triggers permit the user to start the clock, 
Initiate A. 'D converSions, or generate prowam Interrupts in response to 
external events. 

FEATUFIES 

• Resoltltion of 16 bits 

• Can be driven by an external input or from any of five internal fre
quencies 

• Four programmable modes 

• Slope and reference signal level selection switches 

• Can be used to start the ADV11-A analog-to-digital converter. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

I dentifica tion 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

M7952 

Quad 

+5 Vdc :±: E,% at 1.75 A 
+ 12 Vdc ± 3% at 0.01 A 

3.4 
1 
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Operational 

Clock 
Accuracy 

Range 

Input Signals 

001'1'0 

Base frequency (10M Hz) divldec into five 
selectable rates (1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10kHz, 
1 kHz, 100 Hz); line frequency Schmitt 
trigger 1 input 

1. STl IN (Schmitt Trigger 1 Input) 

Input Range 
(maximum limits) 

Assertion level 

Response Time 

Hysteresis 

Characteristics 

~30 V to +30 V 

Depends upon positIOn of slope reference 
selector switch and level control; trigger
ing range, ~ 12 V to + 12 V 

User device 

Depends on input waveform and ampli
tude, typically 600 ns with TTL logic input 

Approximately 0.5 V, positive a ld nega
tive 

Single-ended input; 100 kf2 Impedance to 
ground 

2. ST2 IN (Schmitt Trigger 2 Input) 

Same description as 
Sri IN 

Output Signals 

1. ClK OV (Clock Overflow) 

Asserted level 

Destination 

Duration 

low 

User device or ADV11-A 

Approximately 500 ns 
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TTL open-collector driver with 470 U pull
up to +!; V 

Maximum source current from output 
through load to ground when output is 
high (:;;'24 V) 5 mA 

Maximum sink current from external 
source voltage through load to output 
when output is low (~08 V) 8 mA 

2 ST1 Out (Schmitt Trigger 1 Output! 

Sa me description as 
ClK OV 

3 ST2 Out (Schmitt Trigger 2 Output! 

Same descriptIOn as 
ClK OV 

CONFIGURATION 
The following paragraphs describe the procedure for device and interrupt 
vector address selection, slope and reference level selection, user con
nections, and programming. (Refer to the ADV11-A when using the 
KWV11-1\ with that module) 

Device ,l\ddress Selection 
The KWV11 -A contains two deVice re';Jlsters that can be addressed by 
the processor. These registers are the control/status register (CSR) and 
buffer/preset register (BPR) The BPR's address is always equal to the 
CSR address plus two Thus only the CSFI address is configured by the 
user as shown In Table 1. 

Table 1 Standard Assignments 

Description 

Registers 
Control Status 
Buffer/F'reset 

Interrupts 
Clock Overflow 
Schmit1 Trigger 2 

Mnemonic 

CSR 
BPR 

ClK OV 
S12 

2-34'1 

Read/ 
Write 

R/W 
R/W 

First Module 
Address 

170420 
170422 

440 
444 
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Slope selection is accomplished by separate switches for ST1 and ST2, 
respectively, When the related switch is on, the firing point effectively 
occurs qn the positive slope of the input waveform, When the sWitch is 
off, th€! firing point occurs on the negative slope, R 18 or R 19 are used to 
set the level of the reference, Typical slope selection is shown in Figure 
5, 

NOTE 
User should take care that both TTL and variable 
switches for either Schmitt trigger are not on 
simultaneously, This condition will do no dam
age to components, but produces unpredictable 
reference levels, INote also thiH if no signal is 
connected to a Schmitt trigger input, both 
threshold switches for that ST should be open 
for noise immunity, Alternatively, ST1 IN and 
ST2 IN can be grounded externally, 

INPUT WAVEFOR,M SEE NOTE ~ ~ POSITIV .... E GOING THRESHOLD 

SELECTED TRIGGER ~-, '.- .. -~ .. - . -_. ~I/-~YSTERESIS 
LEVELIA180R19) _ "-;-___ _ _ __ -'- ________ , _ -05V 

, , 
! : NEGATIVE GOING THRESHOLD 

OUTPUT -r---~r-----
-l ~ SOOns -i \...- 500ns 

NOTE: 
ST IS AETRIGGEAED ONl Y AFTER INPUT WAVEFORM 
HAS MOVED BEYOND OPPOSITE THRESHOLD AND 
THEN AGAIN PASSED SELECTED THRESHOLD 

(a) SLOPE SELECTION: SLOPE SWITCH ON (POSITIVE SLOPE) 

INPUTWAVEFORM, 1SEE NOTE POSITIVE GOING THRES.-.tOLU 

SELECTED TRIGGER -" ~~ - '-A-~,,"/;-' ~-- - - - _._. f HYSTERESIS 
LEVELIRIBOAI9)./-- -- -Vlt. _. -- _. --,'" -...:::._~O.SV 

: \ NEGATIVE-GOING THRESHOLD 

OUTPUT -------jr 
· .. 11.· SOOn, 

NOTE, 
ST IS RETRIGGERED ONl Y AFTER INPUT WAVEFORM 
HAS MOVED BEYOND OPPOSITE THRESHOLD 4ND 
THEN AGAIN IS PASSED SELECTED THRESHOLD. 

----r-
-II-sOOn, 

ib) SLOPE SELECTION, SLOPE SWITCH OFF iNEGATIVE SLOPE) 

Figure 5 KWV1 i -A Slope Selection 
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Register Format 

CSR Bit Assignments - CSR bit assignments are identified in Figure 6 
and defined In Table 2. 

Figure 6 CSR Bit Assignments 

Table 2 KWV11-A CSR Bit Definitions 

Bit/CSR Name 

15/ST2 1=lag 

Read/write to 0 

14/INT 2 
(Interrupt 
on ST2) 

Read/write 

Set By/Clearedi By 

Set by the firing of 
Schmitt trigger 2 or :the 
setting of the MAINT 
ST2 bit in any mode 
while the GO bit or the 
ST2 Go Enable bit is 
set. Cleared under pro
gram control. Also 
cleared at the "1" -!Jo
ing transition of the GO 
bit unless the ST2 Go 
Enable bit has pre
viously been set. 

Remarks 

Must be cleared after 
servicing an ST2 inter
rupt to enable further 
interrupts. When 
cleared. any pending 
ST2 interrupt request 
will be cancelled. If 
enabled interrupts are 
requested at the same 
time by bits 7 and 15. 
bit 7 has the higher pri
ority. 

Set and cleared under When set the assertion 
program control. of ST2 Flag will cause 

an interrupt. If set while 
ST2 Flag is set. an in
terrupt is initiated. 
When cleared. any 
pending ST2 interrupt 
request will be can
celled. 
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Table 2 KWV11-A CSR Bit Definitions (Cont) 

Bit/CSR Name 

13/S12 Go 
Enable 

Read/write 

12/FOR 
(Flag Overrun) 

Read/write 

11/DIO 
(Disable Internal 
Oscillator) 

Read/write 

10/MAINT OSC 

Write only 

9/MAINT ST2 

Write only 

Set By/Clean~d By 

Set and cleared under 
program control Also 
cleared at the "1" -go
ing transltioC) of the GO 
bit. 

Set when an overflow 
occurs and the Over
flow flag is still set frorn 
a previous occurrence. 
or when ST2 fires and 
the ST2 fla!J IS already 
set. Cleared under pro
gram control and at the 
"1 "-golnlJ transition of 
the GO bit 

Set and cleared under 
program control. 

Set undel- prolJram con
trol. Clearing is not re
quired. Always read as 
a "0:-

Set under pr09ram con
trol. Clearin';:J is not re
qu ired. ,tI,lways read as 
a "0." 
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Remarks 

When set. the assertion 
of ST2 flag will set the 
GO bit and clear the 
ST2 Go Enable bit. 

ThiS bit provides the 
programmer With an In 

dication that tile hard
ware IS being asked to 
operate at a speed 
higher than IS com
patible with t'1e 50ft 

ware. 

For maintenance pur
poses. thiS bit inhibits 
the internal crystal 
oscillator from In
crementing the clock 
counter. Used In con
junction With bit 10 

For maintenance pur
poses, setting thiS bit 
high simulates one 
cycle of the internal 10 
M Hz crystal oscillator 
used to incre ment the 
clock counter. 

Setting thiS bit simu
lates the firing of 
Schmitt trigger 2 All 
functions initiated by 
ST2 can be exercised 
under program control 
by using this bit 
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Table 2 KWV1'I-A CSFI Bit Definitions (Cont) 

Bit/CSR Name 

Write only 

7/0VFLO FLAG 

Read/ wr te to 0 

6/INTOV 
Iinterrupt on 
Overflow I 

Read/write 

Set By/Cleared By 

Set under program con
trol. Clearing is not re
qUired f\lways read as 
a "0." 

Set each tir18 the 
counter overflows. 
Cleared under program 
control and at the" 1"
going transition of the 
GO bit. 

Remarks 

Setting this bit simu 
lates the firing of ST1. 
All functions initiated by 
ST1 can be exercised 
under program control 
by using this bit 

If bit 6 is set. bit 7 will 
Initiate an Interrupt. Bit 
7 must be cleared after 
the interrupt has been 
serviced to enable fur
ther overflow interrupts 
If cleared while an over
flow interrupt request to 
the processor IS pend
Ing, the request IS can
celled. If enabled 
interrupts are requested 
at the same time by bits 
7 and 15, bit 7 has the 
higher priority 

Set and cleared under When this bit is set. the 
program control. assertion of OVFLO flag 

will generate an inter
rupt Interrupt is also 
generated if bit 6 IS set 
while OVFLO flag is set. 
If cleared while an over
flow interrupt request to 
the processor is pend
ing, the request IS can
celled. 
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Table 2 KWVll-A CSR Bit Definitions (Cont) 

Bit/CSR Name 

5-3/RATE 

Read/write 

2-1/MODE 

Read/write 

O/GO 

Read/write 

Set By/Cleared By 

Set and cleared under 
program control. 

Set and cleared under 
program control. 

Set and cleared under 
program control. Also 
cleared when the 
counter overflows In 
mode O. 

Remarks 

These bits select clock 
counting rate a' source 

543 Rate 

000 STOP 
001 1 MHz 
010 100 kHz 
01 1 10kHz 
1 00 1 kHz 
101 100 Hz 
1 1 0 ST1 
1 1 1 Line (50/60 Hz) 

Function 2 

Mode O. 0 D 
Mode 1 0 1 
Mode 2 1 <] 

Mode 3 1 1 

Setting this bit initiates 
counter action as deter
milled by the rate and 
mode bits. In modes 1, 
2, and 3 It remains set 
until cleared. In mode 0 
it clears itself when 
counter overflow oc
curs. Clearin'J bit 0 
clears and inhibits the 
counter. 

Buffer/Preset Register (BPIt) .- The BPR is a 16-bit, word-oriented, 
read/write register. Any attempt to write a byte into this register will 
result in a whole word being written. In modes 0 and 1, the program 
may load it with the 2's complement of the number of counts desired 
before overflow. In modes 2 and 3, it permits indirect reading of the 
clock counter. 

Normal Control Sequences .- Mode 0 (Slingle Intervall 
Control code for operation In mode 0 must support the following 
sequence: 
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1. The control program writes the desired count (2's complement) into 
the 8 PR. 

2 The program writes the control code into the control/status register 
as indicated In Table 3. 

Table 3 CSR Bit Settings for Mode O. Single Interval 

Bit Condition 
CSR as Written by 

Bit No. Name Processor Remarks 

15 ST2 FLG 0 Will be set to 1 on ST2 event, 
Cleared by leading edge of GO 
bit assertion except when ST2 
GO ENA has previously been set, 

14 INT 2 x Set to 1 by program if interrupt 
on ST2 event is desired, 

13 ST2 GO ENA x Set to 1 by program if GO is to 
be set by external signal to ST2. 
Cleared by leading edge of GO 
bit assertion. 

12 FOR (0) 

11 010 0 

10 MAINT OSC 0 

9 MAINT ST2 0 

8 MAINT STl 0 

7 OVFLO FLG (0) Will be set to 1 by counter over· 
flow. Always cleared by leading 
edge of GO bit assertion, 

6 INT OV x Set to 1 by program for interrupt 
on counter overflow, 

5 RATE 2 x 

} 4 RATE 1 x See Table 2. 
3 RATE 0 x 

2 MODEl 0 Set by program to O. 

1 MODEO 0 Set by program to 0, 

0 GO x Set by program to 1 unless ST2 

GO ENA is set; remains 1 until 
written to 0 by program, Cleared 
when counter overflows, 

x:....= 0 or 1, depending on user requirements. 
(0) = Automatically cleared by GO bit assertion. 
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3. If the GO bit is set high, KWVll-A responds by loading the 16-bit 
counter from the BPR and enabling the counter; if the GO bit is set 
low and the ST2 Go Enablle bit is set high, KWVll-A waits for ST2 
event, then sets the GO bit and loads and enables the counter. 

4. The counter increments until overflow, then halts (GO bit is cleared). 

5. KWVll-A raises the Overflow flag and issues an interrupt if the CSR 
INT OV bit is set; if the interrupt is not ,enabled, KWVll-A waits for 
program intervention. 

6. The program responds to the interrupt or intervenes in consequence 
of other criteria (e.g .. testing the Overflow flag or the AID Done flag if 
overflow was used to start an AID conversion). The program reads 
the CSR, clears the Overflow flag, and if no counting or mode 
changes are required, sets the GO bit or the ST2 GO ENABLE bit to 
reenter the sequence at step 3 

Mode 1 (Repeated Interval) 
Control code for operation in mode 1 must support the following 
sequence: 

1. The control program writes the desired count (2's complement) into 
the BPR. 

2. The program writes the control code into the CSR as indicated in 
Table 4. 

3. If the GO bit is set high, KWVll-A responds by loading the 16-bit 
counter from the BPR anel enabling the counter; if the GO bit is set 
low and the ST2 GO ENABLE bit is set high, KWVll-A waits for ST2 
event then sets the GO bit and loads and enables the counter. 

4. The counter increments until overflow. 

5. KWVll-A reloads the counter from the B PR, reenables the counter, 
raises the Overflow flag in the CSR, and issues an interrupt to the 
processor if interrupt is enabled. 

6. If a second overflow occurs before the first is serviced (i.e., if Overflow 
flag is still high when next overflow occurs). the KWVll-A Flag Over
run (FOR) bit in the CSR is set high to alert the program that data has 
been lost. 

7. The program responds to the interrupt or intervenes in consequence 
of other criteria. The program reads the CSA. clears the Overflow flag, 
and if no counting or modie changes am required, sets the GO bit or 
the: ST2 Go Enable bit to reenter the sequence at step 3. 
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Table 4 CSR Bit Settings for Mode 1, Repeated Interval 

Bit !Condition 
CSR as Written by 

Bit No. Name Processor Remarks 

15 ST2 FLG 0 Will be set to 1 or ST2' event. 
Cleared by leading edge of GO 
bit assertion except when ST2 
GO ENA has previously been set. 

14 INT 2 x Set to 1 by program if interrupt 
on ST2 event is desired, 

13 ST2 GO ENA x Set to 1 by program if GO is to 
be set by external signal to ST2. 
Cleared by leading edge of GO 
bit assertion. 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

o 

FOR 

010 

MAINT OSC 

MAINT ST2 

MAINT STl 

OVFLO FLG 

INT OV 

RATE 2 

RATE 1 

RATE 0 

MODE 1 

MODE 0 

GO 

(0) 

o 
o 
o 
o 

(0) 

x 

x 
x 
x 

o 
1 

x 

Will be set to 1 by counter over· 
flow. Always cleared by leading 
edge of GO bit assertion .. 

Set to 1 by program for interrupt 
on counter overflow, 

}- See Table 2 

} Set by program to l. 

Same as for Mode 0, except that 
bit is not cleared when counter 
overflows. 

x = 0 o· 1, depending on user requirements. 
(0) = Aubmatlcally cleared by GO bit assNtlon, 

Mode 2 (External Event Timing) 
Control code for operation in mode 2 must support the following 
sequence: 

1, The program writes the control code into the CSR as indicated in 
Table 5. 
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Table 5 CSR Bit Settings for Mode 2, External Event Timing 

Bit Condition 
CSR as Written bll 

Bit No. Name Proce,ssor Remarks 

15 ST2 FLG 0 Will be set to 1 on STZ event. 
Cleared by leading edge of GO 
bit assertion except when ST2 
GO ENA has previously been set. 

14 INT 2 x Set to 1 by program if Interrupt 
on ST2 event is deSired. 

13 ST2 GO ENA x Set to 1 by program If GO is to 
be set by external signal to ST2. 
Cleared by leading edge of GO 
bit assertion. 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

o 

FOR 

010 

MAINT OSC 

MAINT ST2 

MAINT STl 

OVFLO FLG 

INT OV 

RATE 2 

RATE 1 

RATE 0 

MODE 1 

MOOEO 

GO 

(0) 
o 
o 
o 
o 

(0) 

x 

x 

x 
x 

o 
x 

Will be set to 1 by counter over· 
flow. Always cleared by leading 
edge of GO bit assertion. 

Set to 1 by program for Interrupt 
on counter overflow. 

Jsee Table 2 

~. Set by program to 2. 
) . 

Set by program to 1 unless ST2 
GO ENA is set; remains 1 until 
written to 0 by program. Cleared 
when counter overflows. 

x - 0 or 1, depending on user requirements. 
(0) = Automatically cleared by GO bit assertion. 

2. KWV "-A responds by incrementing the counter (cleared when the 
GO bit was cleared) at the selected rate until the GO bit is set to O. 

3 ST2 pulse loads the curren"t counter contents into the B PR, sets the 
ST2 flag, and generates an interrupt If I NT 2 is enabled. 
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4. Overflow sets OVFLO FLG high and, If INT OV bit is high, generates 
an Interrupt. 

5. The courlter continues to Increment until the processor sets the GO 
bit to 0 

Normally, the program enables the INT L' and/or INT OV bits, permitting 
the pro.:essor to synchronize its operations with the external 5T2 events 
and prevent loss of data by reinitiallzing the process after step 4. 

Mode :3 (External Event Timing from Zero Base) 
Operation is identical to that in mode 2 except that counter is cleared 
after th,," 5T2 pulse. The counter continues to increment until the GO bit 
IS set to O. 

Note that the interval between two ST2 events may be measured 
directly In mode 2 or 3 with processor assistance if the C5R 5T2 Go 
Enable and Interrupt 2 bits are set before the first event and the CoO bit is 
left cleEr. Under these conditions, the first 5T2 event will set the GO bit 
(and thus start the countlnq process) and simultaneously issue an inter
rupt If the Interrupt servicE' routine now clears the 5T2 flag bit. the next 
5T2 event will cause the BPR to be loaded from the counter in the 
normal mode 2 fashion. The choice of mode 2 or mode 3 for such mea
sureme'lts will depend on whether or not an on-going accumulation of 
time after the second evellt IS requil'ed by the application. If such an 
accumulation is necessary, mode 2 IS appropriate since the counter is 
not cleared after 5T2 events. 

Programming Example 
Record the point in double·precisioll timeframe for each S 12 event fol
lowing GO. The program makes use of a 32-bit counter, the low-order 
bits of which are taken directly from the KWV11-A (KWBPR) and the 
high order bits of which are taken from a software counter (HICNT) that 
IS incremented with each KWBPR overflow. 

'oJ 
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A 40-pin type H854 connector (J 1) IS provided on the KWV l1-A for 
user connections as shown In Figure 7. This connector will rnate with an 
H856 connector. External user-supplied slope and level controls can be 
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---<, elK ev 1 
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BOARD ~;IDE 

Figure 7 J 1 40- Pin Connector Pin Assignrnents 
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interfaced via this connector as shown in Figure 8. J 1 can be connected 
to the optional H322 distribution panel for convenient user access, via 
an optional BC08R cable. 

J 1 

r---~--r--~~ J 

L 
l 1'-' 20K 
IRIS 

NN OR PP 

~ ,usn t <---l"" " 4-

'--- --- --~ (BOTH ARE GND I 

52 

IN 

OFF 

'IN 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

UNUSED 

NOTE 

BOARD 
HANDLE 

BOARD 
FINGERS 

l 

------
)<TERNAL E 

S LOPE I 
SWITCH 
......--0 

E >:TERNAL 
SLOPE 2 
SWITCH 
...,...--; 

for proper operatIon of ell.ternol level controls, both f;'18 and RI9 

on KW Vll- A board must be set to approximate mid' pOInt of 
rotation, and the S2 s.itches must be set as shown 

N 

T 

R 

Figure 8 Connecting External User-Supplied Slope 
and level Controls 
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In addition, two tabs (ClK and sn ) are located on the module as shown 
in Figure 1. These tabs are electrically connected to J 1 pins RR (ClK OV 
l) and UU (ST1 OUT L); the tabs may be used to connect the KWV11-A 
functions to ADV11-A TAB S (external start) and TAB C (clock over
flow), respectively, in an ADV11-A. Optional jumpers (DEC part no. 70-
10771) are available for this purpose. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
Functions comprising the KWV11-A are shown in Figure 9. 
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The Ionic associated with the bus control block maintains proper com
munications protocol between the processor bus and the KWV11-A 
This loqlc generates and monitors the bus signals involved during inter
rupts and data transfers between the processor and the KWV11-A. It 
permits the KWV11-A to recognize when it is being addressed by the 
processor (address defined by the address switch pack). to prescribe the 
location In memory pointing to the starting addresses of interrupt service 
routmes (by means of the vector switch pack). to input control data from 
the processor, and to output data to the processor. 

Interrupts can be enabled for both counter overflow and operation of 
ST2 Since each of these conditions raises a flag bit in the control/status 
register, and since separate Interrupt vectors exist for each condition, the 
conditions may be distinguished either by vectors or by testing flag bits. 

Control/Status Register 
The control/status register (CSR) provides a means for the processor to 
control the operation of the KWV11-A and to derive information about 
its operating condition. 811s are provided for enabling interrupts, mode 
selection, maintenance operations, starting the counter, and overflow 
and SCI,mitt trigger event monitoring. 

Mode Control 
Logic circuitry associated With the mode control block permits KWV11-
A operation in four different modes as specified by bits 2-1 of the CSR. 

Mode 0 (Single Interval) - When the GO bit is set in this mode either 
by the processor or by a Schmitt tl"lggel- 2 event. the counter is loaded 
from the buffer/preset register (which has previously been loaded with 
the 2's complement of the number of counts desired before overflow). 
Once loaded, the counter will Increment at the selected rate until it over
flows. Overflow clears the GO bit. s.ets the Overflow flag, and Interrupts 
the processor if that function has been enabled. If interrupt has not been 
enabled, the KWV11-A waits for proce5,sor intervention. 

Mode "I (Repeated InterviiJl) - When the GO bit is set in this mode, the 
counter is loaded from the buffer/preset register (BPR) and is then in
cremented to overflow as for mode O. In mode 1, however, overflow 
does not clear the GO bit; Instead, it causes the counter to be reloaded 
from the B PR. raises the Overflow flag, initiates an interrupt sequence if 
the CSI'l Interrupt on Ovel'flow bit is set. and causes the count to be 
continued with no loss of data. 

Mode :;~ (External Event Timing) - When the GO bit is set in this mode, 
the counter IS set to 0 and then incremented at the selected rate as long 
as the (30 bit remains set. An external signal to Schmitt trigger 2 (ST2) 
causes the current contents of the counter to be loaded into the BPR 
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while the counter continues to run. At the same time. the ST2 flag is set 
and. if Interrupt 2 is enabled. an interrupt is generated. thus permitting 
the pro9ram to read the value held in the BPR. 

The counter continues to run after the ST2 Ewent and also cont, nues to 
run after overflow. Interrupt on Ov'erflow may be enabled to alert the 
program to the overflow condition. 

Mode 3 (External Event Timing fr()m Zero Base) - Operation ,n mode 
3 is identical to that in mode 2 except that the counter is zeroed each 
time an ST2 event loads its contents into the BPR. 

Flag Overrun - In all modes, if a second overflow occurs before the 
Overflow flag is reset (i.e .. before a prior event is serviced by the proces
sor). or if ST2 fires when the ST2 flag is already set. the Flag Overrun bit 
is set. 

Oscillator, Divider, Rate Control Chain 
The circuitry associated with these blocks provides the time base that is 
fed to the counter. The KWV11-A permits eight clock conditions to be 
specified by bits 5-3 of the CSR: STO P. 1 MHz. 100 kHz. 10kHz. 1 kHz. 
100 Hz. an external time base applied to S1'1. and line frequencv (50 or 
60 Hz) picked up from bus line BEVNT. External periodic or aperiodic 
pulses may be applied to S1'1 and counted. 

Buffer/Preset and Counter Registers 
The buffer/preset register is a word-oriented. 16-bit read/write register 
that can be loaded either under pro!~ram control or from the counter. In 
modes 2 and 3. the firing of ST2 causes the SPR to be loaded with the 
contents of the counter. The BPR cannot bEl loaded by the program in 
these modes as long as the GO bit is set. 

The counter is a 16-bit internal register accessible only by wav of the 
BPR; in modes 2 and 3 it can be rE~ad indirectly through the BPR 

Schmitt Triggers 
Both Schmitt triggers are equipped with switches to permit selecting 
slope direction (+ or -) and threshold reference level (TTL or -12 V to 
+ 12 V continuously variable). Each Schmitt trigger is also equipped with 
a screwdriver-operated potentiomE,ter to permit setting the variable 
threshold level. Switch pack and potentiometer terminals are all brought 
to multiple connector J 1 to permit attachment of external user-provided 
slope and level controls. 
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The two Schmitt triggers are used in somewhat different ways. 

STT - Performs as an external time base input or external input for 
aperiodic signals to be counted. Outputs both to 5T1 Faston con
nector to provide external start signals. to ADV11-A and, through rate 
control circuitry, to permit selection as input to the counter. Max
imum frequency varies as a function of input waveform. 

ST2 - When the 5T2 Go Enable bit is set. firing 5T2 in any mode sets 
the GO bit and initiates counter action, causes the 5T2 flag to be 
asserted, and generates an interrupt if that function is enabled. When 
the GO bit is set in modes 2 and 3, firing 5T2 causes the buf
fer/preset register to be loaded from the counter, the 5T2 flag to be 
set. and an interrupt to be generated if enabled. 
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LAV1" PRINTER OPTION 

GENERAL 
The LAVll IS an option that enables a processor to interface with an 
LA 180 DECprinter. The LAVll option consists of an interface module. 
an LA 180 DECprinter. and a BCll S-25 interface cable. The LAVll is 
software-controlled by the processor and outputs ASCII characters to 
the printer. The LAVll also monitors the various printer conditions that 
require Jperator control. 

FEATURES 

• Device addresses and interrupt vectors can be configured by user 

• Completely compatible with LSI-ll bus protocol and LA 180 protocol 

• Software compatible with all DIGITAL operating systems 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

CONFIGURATION 

M7949 

Double 

+ 5 V ± 5% at O.S: A 

1.8 
1 

The LAV11 Interface module is shipped from the factory with jumpers 
and switches configured for standard (Digital Equipment Corporation 
software-compatible) device and interrupt vector assignments. It is nor
mally not necessary for the user to configure the address or vector 
sWitches, unless special device addresses and/or interrupt vectors are 
desired. The factory-installed jumpers and switches are shown in Figure 
1. The jumpers can be removed by carefully cutting each end close to the 
printed CIrcuit board. Table 1 lists the special jumpers and the associated 
function that they control when the jumper is installed on the interface. 
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Figure 1 LAV11 SWitch and Jumper Locations 
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Jumper 

Wl 
W~ 
W~, 

WI" 
Wf., 
WE, 
Wi 

. I =, Inserted 

Device Address 

LAV11 

Table 1 Special ,Jumpers 

Shipped 
Condition' 

I 
R 
R 
I 
R 

R == removed 

Function if Inserted 

Transmit parity on line 
+ 5 Vdc sense from LA 180 
+5 Vdc sense from LAV11 
DEMAND is asserted low 
DEMAND is asserted high 
P STROBE is asserted low 
P STROBE is asserted high 

The devce address is selected by setting switches 1 to 5 in switch banks 
2 and 3 to the standard address (Table 2). The LAV11 has a factory-set 
standard address of 177514 for the device control/status register. The 
data buffer register (DBR) IS always set at the next address following the 
CSR address. The standard address for the DSR is 177516. If more than 
one LAV11 option IS installed in the system, or if special device 
addresses are desired. set the switches (one for each CSR address bit) as 
directed in Figure 2. 

Interrupt Vector 
The Interrupt vector is selected by settin!~ switches 1 to 8 in the switch 
bank to the standard vector The LAV 11 module has a factory-set stand
ard Intel rupt vector of 200s If more than one LAV 11 option is installed 
In the system or If a special Interrupt vector is desired, set the switches 
(one for each vector address bit) as directed in Figure 3, 

Description 

Registers 
Control/Status 
Data Buffer 

Interrupt 
Done or Error 

Table 2 Standard 

Read/ 
Mnemonic Write 

LPCSR R/W 
LPDSR R/W 
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Assignments 

First Module Second Module 
,Q,ddress Address 

177514 (Use floating 
177516 address space) 

200 (Use floating 
vector space) 
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(]1 (1( 

I l~ 
[ < IFI C 

L Pi ,~, 

Figure 2 LAVll Device Address Format 

Figure 3 LA V 1! 1 I nterrupt Vector Format 

Parity (W1) 
This jumper will allow a parity bit to be transmitted to the LA 180 when 
inserted. Removing the jumper will disable the parity bit. 

+5 Vdc Sense (W2, W3) 
These jumpers allow the user to sense 5 Vdc from either the LA 180 
printer or the LAVll interface. To sense the 5 Vdc from the LA 180. 
leave W2 installed and remove W3. To sense 5 Vdc from the interface 
module, leave W3 installed and remove W2. Under no conditions should 
both jumpers be installed or removed. 

Demand (W4, W5) 
These jumpers allow the user to assert INTERNAL DEMAND from the 
LA 180 on either a low level (zero) or a high level (one). For a low level. 
the user will leave W4 installed and remove W5. For a high level. the 
user will leave W5 installed and remove W4. Under no conditions should 
both jumpers be installed or removed. 

P Strobe (W6. W7) 
These jumpers allow the user to assert P STROBE on either a low level 
(zero) or a high level (one) For a low level. the user will leave W6 
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Installed and remove W7. For a high level. the user will leave W7 
Installed and remove W6. Under no condition should both jumpers be 
Installed or removed. 

LA180 to LAVll Interface Cable 
The only acceptable cable for use between the LA 180 and the LAV11 is 
the BC 11 S. The cable end labeled P2 must be attached to the LA 180. 
The end labeled P 1 must be attached to the LA V 11. 

LA180 Modifications 
Jumper W6 must be inserted on the LA,180 logic board (54-11023). 
This ensures +5 Vdc sense to the LAV11. Failure to insert this jumper 
will result in a continued error condition in the LAV11 LACS buffer. 

Device Registers 
All software control of the LAV 11 is performed by means of two device 
registers. Each register has been assigned a bus address and can be read 
or loaded (with the exceptions noted) lIsing any instruction that refers to 
those addresses. 

The following discussion presents the bit assignments within the two 
device registers. Bits referenced as "unused" and "write-only" are 
always read as zeros. Loading "unused" and "read-only" bits has no 
effect on those bits. 

Con:rol and Status Register (CSR) - The address of the CSR is 
177514 and the register data contains the control and status of the 
system. The data bit assignments of the register are shown in Figure 4. 
and the bit assignments are described in Table 3. 

Data Buffer Register (DBR) - The address of the DBR is 177516 and 
the register data contains the data being processed by the system. The 
data bit assignments on the' register are shown in Figure 5. and the bit 
assignments are described in Table 4. 

Interrupt Servicing 
Both the error and done bits are enabled by the same CSR bit (interrupt 
enable). When granted. the interrupt oceurs using the vector block at 
location 2008 (interrupt vector is limited to location 777 8 ). These bits do 
not occllr in the set condition simultaneously. When servicing an inter
rupt. therefore. the routine must check the state of error and done in the 
CSR (bits 15 and 7) to determine which of the two flags caused the 
Interrupt. Because the LAV11 is normally connected to the LSI-11 bus 
BIRQ L line. servicing the LAV11-originated interrupt request depends 
on its closeness to the processor via the priority daisy-chain network. 
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15 14 _________ _ 

EI -----------

Figure 4 LAVll CSR Bit !l,ssignments 

Table 3 LAVll CSR Bit Definitions 

Bit Name 
------------------------
15 

14-8 

7 

6 

Error 

Unused 

Done 

Interrupt 
Enable 

5-2 Unused 

On-Line 

o Busy 

DelsGription 

The error bit is asserted (1) when an error 
condition (i.e, torn or no paper) exists In 
the LA 180. This is a read-only bit. which 
is reset only by manual correction of the 
error condition. 

The done bit is asserted (1) when the 
printer is ready to accept another charac 
ter This is a read-only bit set by I N IT. The 
done bit is cleared by loading the LADB 
re~lister. An interrupt sequence IS started 
if IE (interrupt enable, bit 6) is also set 

The interrupt enable bit IS set or cleared 
(read or write bit) under program control. 
It is cleared by the INIT (initialize) signal 
on the LSI-l11 bus. (I N IT is caused by pro
grammed reset instruction, console start 
function, or a power-up or power-down 
condition.) When IE is set. an interrupt 
sequence IS started if either erro' or done 
is also set. 

The on-line bit is asserted (1) when the 
LA 1 BO prlrlter (only) IS on-line. It IS a 
read-only bit. 

The busy bit is asserted (1) when the 
LA 1 BO printer (only) is performir'g a print 
or paper advance operation 
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PRINTER DATA 
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Figure 5 LAVll DI3R Bit Assignments 

Table 4 LAV11 DBR Bit Definitions 

Bit 

15-8 

7 

6-0 

Name 

Unused 

Parity 

Data 

Description 

The parity bit is loaded with the data word 
if the parity jumper is installed It is a 
write-only bit. 

The data character comprises seven bits. 
with bit 6 being the most significant. This 
buffemd 7 -bit character will be transferred 
to the LA 180. These bits are all write-only 
bits. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The LAV 11 controller handles data one character at a time by means of 
an interrupt service routine. Basically. the controller may be divided into 
three major functions: address seleclion logic. interrupt logic. and 
LA 180 control logic. No data is stored in the controller; rather. the con
troller synchronizes the datel flow betwel3n the processor and the LA 180 
D ECprinter A block diagram of the LAV 11 is shown in Figure 6. The 
LA 180 contains a 1 32-character buffer. which is loaded serially. charac
ter by character. Although characters are loaded serially into the buffer. 
each character is formed by loadin\=1 seven bits (plus a parity bit) in paral
lel. resulting in an 8-bit character. 

Adddress Selection Logic Determines if LAVll ILA 180 DECprinter 
has been selected for use and what type 
of operation (load data or read status) is to 
be pmformed. 
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Interrupt Logic 

LA 180 Control Logic 

LAV11 

Permits the LA V 11 controller to interrupt 
the operation (background program) and 
cause execution of a device service rou
tine before returning control to the back
ground program 

Transfers data from the LA V 11 to the 
LA 180 and monitors the status register 
for conditions of interrupt enable, done, 
and error It contains data receiv
ers/drivers, status logic, interrupt network 
control, strobe circuitry, and all controlling 
logic. 

All signals to and from the I_A 180 are true In the low (00 to -to.8 V) 
state, except P DEMAND and P ON LINE, which are true high (+2,0 to 
-t 5.0 VI These two signals determine the operational state of the 
LA 180. The Signals are applied from the LA 180 to the LAVll, The P ON 
LINE H Signal indicates that the LA 180 primary ac power IS on, all paper 
Interlocks are closed, and the unit is on-line. The LA 180 indicates that it 
IS able to accept another printable character by causing P DEMAND H to 
go high 

Nine output lines Originate In the controller logic and terminate in the 
LA180, Seven of these are P DATA lines (P DATA 1 through P DATA 71. 
one IS a parity bit (P PARITY) transferred with the character code, and 
the nlntn is the P STROBE L line. When rhe P STROBE L signal asserts, 
InformaCion on the eight lines (7-bit character plus parity bit) is parallel 
transferred Into the LA180, causing P DEMAND H to go low until the 
LA 180 logiC has shifted the printable character into Its associated mem
ory 

Address Selection 
The adclress selection logiC decodes the address information from the 
LSI-ll bus and prOVides four gating signals (only three are used) and 
four select line signals (only two are used) to control the LA V 11 con
troller register selection. SWitch packs are arranged so that the LAV11 
responds to standard deVice register addresses 177514 and 177516, 
Actually the deVice IS capable of addressing from 16000x to 17777x (x 
= 0 or :)) With the use of these switch packs. Therefore, although these 
speCific addresses have been selected by DIGITAL as the standard 
address assignments for the LAV11 controller, the user may change the 
SWitches to any address deSired, However, any program that references 
the LAV 11 controller standard address assignment must be modified if 
other than the standard address assignments are used, 
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T he first five octal digits (17751 x) Indicate that the LAV 1 1 has been 
selected as the device to be used. The final octal digit. compris n~l DAL 
00-02. determines which register has been selected (status/daB buffer) 
by DAL 01-01 and If either a word or byte operation (DAL 00) staking 
place Two mode control lines (ElDIN Land BDOUT L) determine 
whether the selected register IS to perform an input or output iunctlon 
Notice that signals BDIN Land BDOUT L are always used with respect 
to the l.AVll controller. Thus. an out-trallsfer (BDOUT L) IS a transfer of 
data from the processor. through the LA V 11 controller. to the LA 180 
Likewise. an In-transfer (BDIN L) IS the operation of the cOlltroller fur
nishing Information to the processor. 

The address selection logic decodes the Incoming address as d·~scrtbed 
below 

Line DAL 00 is used for byte control 0 

2 Lines DA L 01-02 are decoded to select one of the two registers 

3. Decoding of lines DAL 03-12 IS determined by the sWltcil packs 
Whell a given line has ItS respective sWitch asserted. the address 
logic searches for a 0 on that line. If the switch IS off (not asserted). 
the logic searches for a 1. 

The address comparators compare the sWitch selected address with 
DAL 02-12 alld BBS7 L. Signal BBS7 L IS asserted by the LSI-' 1 when 
an address in its upper 4K bank is placed on the bus. The BSYNC L 
synchronize signal is then asserted by the LSI-11 to indicate that It has 
placed an address on the bus. The transfer IS considered to be in prog
ress until signal BSYNC L is ne!~ated. When the compartson is equal 
(DAL lines with the switches). a high output from the comparators 
asserts the EN B Input on the register selection chip This enable signal is 
latched Internally with the assertion of BSYNC L and IS used to enable 
the select outputs and the address term of signal BRPL Y L. The bus then 
asserts either BDOUT L or BDII\I 1_. Signal BDOUT L. when asserted. 
Implies that valid data is available on the BDAL 00-15 lines. and that an 
output transfer (with respect to the LAV11) will take place When 
asserted during BSYNC L time. signal BDII\! L implies an Input transfer 
will occur when the LAV11 is ready to accept information lit should be 
noted here that when signal BDIN L is asserted without signal BSYNC L. 
an interrupt operation is occulTIng. I 

Signal B R PLY IS asserted In response to B DIN L or BDOUT Land durtng 
interrupt operations. The signal IS generated by the LAV11 Ito the LSI-
11) to indicate that it has the expected address on the B DAL lines. or 
that it has accepted output data from the bus. Signal BDOUT L IS de
skewed with respect to data on the bus and the LAV11 mw;t assert 
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BRPLY L to complete the transfer. Signal BDIN L also requires the 
B R PL Y_ response; the LAV 11 must deskew input data from B R PLY L. 

The VECTOR H (interrupt vector gating) signal from the interrupt net
work generates signal BRPL Y L and gates the appropriate vector 
address onto the bus. 

The address selection (register select) 101;Jic outputs permit selection of 
the two LA V 11 device registers and prov'ldes three signals that are used 
for gating information into and out of the LAV11. Signals SEL a Land 
SE L 2 L (two additional lines are not used) are asserted by a function of 
DAL 01 or 02 if signal EN B H is assel"ted (at BSYNC L time). They 
indicate that a word register (status/data buffer) has been selected for a 
data transaction. Asserted with signal BSYNC L. they do not negate until 
BSYNC L negates. 

The OUTHB H (out high byte) signal is a function of DAL 00, BWTBT L. 
and BS YNC L, and is used to load data into the higher byte of the 
selected register. While signal BDOUT L is asserted, signal BWTBT 
Indicates either a byte or word operation (asserted = byte, not asserted 
= wordl. It IS decoded with signals BDOUT L and latched BDAL 00 to 
form OUTLB Lor OUTHB L (only OUTHB is used). 

Interrupt Logic 
The interrupt network logic allows the L.AV11 controller to perform an 
Interrupt operation. A switch pack offers the user a range of vector 
addresses from 000 to 777 8 . The switches are arranged, however, so 
that the logic has a normal vector address of 2008 . Although this is the 
recommended vector address, the user may alter the switches to any 
desired address, but MAIN DEC diagnostic programs and other software 
referenCing the standard vector address assignment of 2008 must be 
changecl to reflect the new assignments. 

An LAV 11 interrupt is generated by a 1 being written into the interrupt 
enable (IE) bit (DAL 06) of Ithe control/status register. When a 1 is writ
ten into bit 6 of the control/status register, it sets the ENA flip-flop to 
produce signal INT ENA STATUS H (lR:O EN), which determines the 
status of the internal interrupt enable "A" flip-flop. The data into the flip
flop is the 1 from DAL 06 and the clock input is the ENA CLK signal. INT 
ENA CLK (OUTHB and SEL 2 H). 

When the LAV11 is not busy, signal -BUSY H is inverted and generates 
INT REO H (ROSTA). If si91nal ROSTA is generated when the ENA ST 
flip-flop is asserted, the BIRO L signal is developed by the interrupt 
network and placed on the LSI-11 bus. This tells the processor that an 
Interrup': request is being made by the LAV11. The bus interrupt 
acknowledge in (BIAKI L) signal. preceded by BDIN L. is the processor's 
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response to BI RQ L being true. This signal IS daisy-chained so that the 
first requesting device blocks the signal propagation while the non-re
questing devices pass the signal on as BIAKO L to the next device in the 
chain. The leading edge of siI;Jnal BIAKI L causes signal BIRO L to be 
negated by the LA V 11 . 

Once signal BIRQ L is acknowledged. signal BIAKI L is seen on the bus. 
This results in signal VECTOR H being generated. which gates the appro
priate vector onto the bus. The signal also goes to the register selector 
logic to produce signal BRPL Y. the reply to the bus starting the interrupt 
was generated. 

Once the interrupt is generated. the interrupt vector is selected by the 
switch pack switches (V2-VB) The selectable 4-byte vecto' for the 
LAV11 is 2008 

LA 180 Control Logic 
The LA 180 control logic contains the data receivers/drivers and all the 
logic relative to the two device re~listers. 

When the control/status register is to be read. signal DAL 02 L must be 
asserted with BDIN L asserted. Signal DJ~L 02 L enables the status 
register select line (SEL 2). Then siI;Jnal BDIN L. the strobing si9nal from 
the processor. effects a data input transaction. This gates the con
trol/status register (LACS) onto the bus. 

The data buffer is a write-only register. Data is transmitted to the LA 180 
DECprinter by means of the output portion of a DATIO bus operation to 
the data buffer register (LADB). To place data on the P DATA 0-7 lines. 
both the DAL 02 and DAL 01 signals must be asserted low. This causes 
signal SEL 0 to be asserted low. placing a low on the ENB DATfl, input of 
the interrupt network. 

Simultaneously with SEL 0 L. signal OUTHB L generates PI DATA 
STROBE H. which loads the byte to be written (sent to the printer) into 
the data buffer register. Signal SEL 0 also inputs to a latching network. 
When the P DEMAND H arrives from the printer. the latching network 
(enabled by INIT) outputs a pulse to the ENB CLK input of the interrupt 
network. This is the clock pulse for the EN B DATA line The EN B STA
TUS output produced is delayed and inverted. and generates the P2 
STROBE H signal. The strobe is deskewed by 75 ns to guarantlle that P 
DATA has had time to settle at the line printer. Signal P2 STROBE H is 
inverted and becomes P STROBE L. which then sends P DATA 0-7 (and 
P PARITY) to the LA 180 to be printed. When the printer receives P 
STROBE and samples the data IinEls. signa'l P DEMAND H gOI~s false. 
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If the line printer is not operational. due either to a paper fault or a 
hardware error. an ERROR H signal is developed. This signal qualifies 
the same logic as described before to generate an INT REQ. Once the 
processor has received the interrupt request. it can read the status regis
ter bits to determine if the interrupt was caused by a data transfer being 
completed or because an error conciition exists. The program can then 
take appropriate action. 

An AND gate prior to DONE is qualified whenever the ERROR. BUSY. 
and ENE: STATUS signals occur. This permits the LAVll controller to 
recover and continue strobing without first issuing an INIT or delayed P2 
STROBE Once the error condition has been removed. the printer simply 
asserts P DEMAND H and operation begins. 

Basic bus signal and printer control timing requirements are illustrated in 
Figure 7 
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Figure 7 Bus Signal and LA 180 Control Timing 
(Typical DOUT Bus Cycle) 
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LPV11 PRINTER OPTIION 

GENERAL 
The LPV 11 printer option is CI high-speed line printer system for use with 
an LSI-l'! system. The system consists 01' an LPV11 interface module. 
an interface cable. and a line printer (either an LP05 or LA 180). The 
LPV 11 Interface module functions that are used with an LP05 or LA 180 
line printer are similar; however. the printer strobe signals required for 
each printer a re different. The specific interface cable allows the inter
face modJle to detect which printer it is interfacing to. and automatically 
supplies 1 he correct timing signals for the specific type of printer. The 
Interface module is program-controlled to transfer data from an LSI-l1 
bus to the line printer There are 12 option numbers that define the type 
of printer and four primary power (line) voltages Printer types include 
the LA 180 DECpnnter and two LP05 line printer models (uppercase 
letters only. and both uppercase and lowercase letters) These models 
and their Interface cables are defined in Table 1. 

Table 1 LPV11 Option Model Numbers 

Option No. Interface Primary Printer 
(Model) Cable' Power Model Description 

LPVll PA 8Cl15-25 11!3 V. 60 Hz LA 180-PA 180 char/s 
LPVll P8 8Cl15-25 230 V. 60 Hz LA 180-PB printer. 132 
LPVll PC 8Cl15-25 11!3 V. 50 Hz LA 180-PC column. upper-and 
LPV11 PO 8C115-25 230 V. 50 Hz LA 180-PO lowercase leHers 

LPV11-VA 70-11212-25 11!3 V. 60 Hz LP05-VA 300 line/min 
LPV11 V8 7011212-25 230 V. 60 Hz LP05-V8 printer. 132 
LPV11 VC 70-11212-25 11!; V. 50 Hz LP05-VC column. uppercase 
LPV11 -VO 70-11212-25 230 V. 50 Hz LP05-VO letters only 

LPV11-Wt, 70-11212-25 11!; V. 60 Hz LP05-WA 240 line/min 
LPV11WB 70-11212-25 230 V. 60 Hz LP05-WB printer. 132 column 
LPV11WC: 70-11212-25 11!; V, 50 Hz LP05-WC upper- and lower-
LPV11-WD 70-11212-25 230 V. 50 Hz LP05-WD case letters 

·7.62 m (25 ftl interface cable IS supplied with each option. 

FEATURES 

• Models available for 115 or 230 Vac operation at either 50 or 60 Hz 

• Line printers available with 132-column upper- and lowercase letters. 
or uppercase only 
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• Line printers available with speeds of 180 characters per second 
(LA180), or 300 or 240 lines per minute (LP05) 

• Interface module and interface cable s.upplied 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Module 
Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

Interface Cable 
Type 

Length 

LP05 Line Printer 
Power 

Printable Characters 
64-Character Set 

96-Character Set 

Type 

Size 

Code Format 

Characters Per Line 

M8027 

Double 

+- 5 V ± 5% at 0.8 A 

1.4 
1 

BCllS-25 or 70-11212-25, depending 
on L.PV 11 model (Table 1) 

7.62 m (25 ttl maximum 

115 Vac ± 10%,50/60 Hz ± 3 Hz or 
230 Vac ± 10%, 50/60 Hz ± 3 Hz 
700 W 

!"#$%&'( )*+,-.10123456789 <=>?(a. 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
[\1/\-

All of the above plus a through z ~ 

Open Gothic print 

Typically 0.024 cm (0095 in) high: 0.065 
cm (0.065 in) wide 

ASCII 

132 
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Character Drum Speed 

Printer Characteristics 
Format 

Paper-Feed 

Paper Slew Speed 

Prillt A.rea 

Character Spacing 
(horizontal) 

Line Spacing 

Lille tldvance Time 

Character 
Synchronization 

Physical Characteristics 
Height 
WicHt-
Depth 
Weight 

Ribbon Characteristics 
Type 
Width 
Length 
Thickness 

54-character drum: 1200 r/min 
95-character drum: 800 r/min 

LPV11 

Top-o'f-form control; single line advance 
with automatic perforation step-over. and 
carria~le return. Automatic vertical format 
control is optional. 

One pair of pin-feed tractors for 1.27 cm 
(112 in) hole center, edge-punched paper. 

50.8 cm (20 in) per second 

33.53 cm (13.2 in) wide, left justified 

0.254 ±: 0.0127 cm (0 1 ± 0.005 in) be
tween centers; maximum possible accu
mulative error for normal spacing is 
0.0254 cm (0.01 in) per 80- or 132-char
acter line. 

0.424 ± 0025 cm (0 157 ± 0.01 in) at 5 
lines per IIlGh; 0.3175 cm (0.125 Ill) at 8 
lines pelr inch. Each character within ± 
0.254 cm (0.1 in) from mean line through 
character. 

50 ms maximum 

Variable reluctance pick-off senses drum 
position. 

1.14 m (45 in) 
0.81 m (32 in) 
0.55 m (22 in) 
150 k£1 (330 Ib) 

Inked roll 
38.1 cm (1 Ei in) 
18.28B m (20 yd) 
0.01 cm (0004 in) 
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Paper Characteristics 
Type 

Width 

Weight 

Environmental 
Operating Temperature 
Humidity 

Print Rates 
LP05-VA, -VB, -VC, -VD 
(64-character drum) 

LP05-WA. -WB, -WC, 
-WD (96-character drum) 

LA 180 DECprinter 
Power 

Standard fanfold, edge punched, 27.94 
em (11 in) between folds 

10. '16 cm to 42,55 cm (4 In to 16-3/4 in) 
1 5-I;b bond minimum (single copv). 12-lb 
bond with single-sheet carbon for up to 
six parts (multiple copy) 

'I 5-lb bond minimum (single copv) 
'12-lb bond with single-sheet carbon for 
LIp to six parts (multiple copy) 

10° to 32° C (50° to 90° F) 
30 to 90% (no condensation) 

300 lines/min 

240 lines/min 

90--132 Vac or 180-264 Vac 
!:;O or 60 Hz :± 1 Hz 
400 W max (printing) 
200 W max (Idle) 

Printable Characters !l6 upper- and lowercase character set (7 
>< 7 dot matrix): 
+ ,-10123456789:; < = >?@, 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZI\I 
/\ -abcdefghi jkl mnopqrstuvwxyz 
I J.L I~'!"#$%&'()* 

Code Format ASCII 

Non-Printable Characters Six commands: BEL,BS,LF,FF,CR,DEL 

Number of Characters 13;~ max 
Per Line 

Type of Character Transfer Parallel (7-bit plus parity) 

Printer Characteristics 
Print Cycle Speed Up to 180 characters per second 
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line P~inting Speeds 70 lines per minute on full line 
300 lines. per minute on short lines 

Print Size 0.254 cm (10 characters per inch) hori
zontal 
0.233 ern (G lines per inch) vertical 

CONFIGURATION 

General 
The MB027 Interface module is shippod from the factory with jumpers 
configured for standard (DIC:JITAL software-compatible) device and in
terrupt vector assignments. It is normally not necessary for the user to 
configure the address or vector Jumpers, unless special device addresses 
and/or interrupt vectors are desired. The factory-installed jumpers are 
shown In Figure 1. These jumpers can be removed by carefully cutting 
oach one close to the printed circuit board. In addition to the factory 
JU mpers, there is an alternate set of wire-wrap pins that allow the user to 
install additional or replacement jumpers by using the designated wire
wrap pins. In Figure 1, the dots represent wire-wrap pins and a line 
indicatln~l a pair of pins shows the 191ectrica I connection that must be 
wire-wrapped to insert that jumper. Table 2 lists the factory jumpers 
installed and the additional jumpers that can be installed, as well as the 
associated functions. The factory-set addresses are listed in Table 3. 

Jumper" 

A3 
A4(W2) 
A5(W3) 
A6 
A7 (W4) 
AB 
A9 
Al0 
A 11 
A 12 
F(W6) 

NOTE 
Jumpers F+ (factory-installed W6) and F- do 
not have associated wire-wrap pins. These 
jumpers must be installed by soldering and 
removed by cutting or unsoldoring. 

Table 2 .Jumpel' Designations 

Function Jumper" Function 

Device Address P Parity 
Device Address T(W7) Translate to Uppercase 
Device Address V2 (W9 Interrupt Vector 
Device Address V3 (W1 0) Interrupt Vector 
Device Address V4 (Wll) I nterru pt Vector 
Device Address V5 (W12) I nterrupt Vector 
Device Address V6 (W13) I nterru pt Vector 
Device Address V7 I nterru pt Vector 
Device Address VB (W14) I nterrupt Vector 
Device Address WI Bus Reply Timing 
Error Filter 

• Jumpers without W designation are not normally installed by factory. 
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NOTES 

W2. W3, W4. W7, we. \"0'9, Wl0.Wl1, 
W12.W13.W14WIRE WRAPJUMPEAS 
WOULD NORMALLY HE USED TO 
REPLACE PREVIOUSl Y REMOVED 
FACTORV'~NSTALlFD ("W"I 
JUMPERS (SHOWN IN"TAU EOI 

O-WIRE WRAP PIN 

STANOARD 
CONFIGURATION IS 
INDICATED BY (W) 
JUMPERS. 

LPVll Interface Module 
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Table 3 Standard Assignments 

Read/ First Module Second Module 
Description Mnemonic Write Addlress Address 

Registers 
Control/Status 
Data Buffer 

Interrupts, 
Done or Error 

Device Address 

LPCS 
LPDB 

R/W 
R/W 

177514 
177516 

200 

(Use floating 
address space) 

(Use floating 
vector space) 

The LPV 11 is factory-configured for a dl3vice control/status register 
(CSR) address equal to 177514. The data buffer register (DBR) is always 
the configured CSR address +2: thus._ the standard DBR address is 
177516. If more than one LPV11 option is installed in the system, or if 
special device addresses are desired, remove and/or install jumpers (one 
for each CSR address bit) as directed in Figure 2. 

D'Vle, A,Do"R;; =15='=' =:12=:~-r~ r: I ; I ~ I ; I ; I 02 
IBAN> 7 SEL'eTEDI Tr 1 , , , , 

FACTORY R ARAtR IIR 
CONfiGURATION 

LPCS ~ 177514 
LPOB = 171516 ~~~~l~~~~~ 

0' 00 

I 0 I 
[0= L.pes 

1., tPOB 

A12 All ~uo A9 A.8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 JUMPER 

loINSTAlLED"I~OG CAl.O 
R=REMQVEO=lOGI :::Al~ 1 

(W41 (W3) (W21 (FACTORY INSTALLED) 

Figure 2 LPV 11 Device Address I;ormat and Jumpers 

Interrupt Vector 
The LPV 1'1 is factory-configured for an interrupt vector equal to 2008 . If 
more than one LPV11 option IS installed in the system, or if a special 
interrupt vector is desired, remove and/or install jumpers (one for each 
vector bit) as directed in Figure 3. 
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t~INSTAU .. EO"LOGICAL 0 
R .. R(a,.OVf;O"'LOGICAL 1 

IUMPE I~ V9 '/7 V6 ~ V4 V 3 
!FACTORY 1~ISTAlLEOI (WH) {W13} 1'14121 (W11j (W10! 

" 
0 

l 
I 

~ 
v;' 

jM') 

Figure 3 lPVll Interrupt Vector Format and Jumpers 

Bus Reply Timing 

00 

I o I 0 I 

Jumper D (Wl) is factory-installod to delay the BRPlY l bus signal 
timing for lPV 1 1 use with lA 1 SO printers. If desired. this Jumper can be 
removed for use with future printers; however, the lP05 will function if 
it is left installed. 

Uppercase Only 
Jumper W7 is factory-installed and Jumper T is not installed. enabling 
upper·· and lowercase letters to be printed. If lowercase letters are not 
desired, remove W7 and install jumper T. This will cause the lPV11 
interface to translate all lowercase letters to uppercase lette'rs before 
transmission to the printer. This feature will allow printing files con
figured for 96-character printers on 54-character printers with minimum 
software overhead. 

Do not configure the module with both jumpers W7 and T installed. 

Parity 
Jumpers WS and P select the desired parity mode. The lPVl 1 IS factory
configured with WS installed and jumper P not installed, enabling parity 
bit 7 to be transmitted to the printer. Confi!;Jure the parity option desired 
as follows. 

Parity Option 

Normal parity bit 
No parity, bit 7 low 
No parity, bit 7 high 

JumperW8 

Installed 
Removed 
Removed 

2-3S2 

Jumper P 

Removed 
Removed 
Installed 
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Do nol configure the module with both jumpers W8 and P installed. 

NI::>TE 
If the LPVll Interface module is used with an 
LP05 printer Bquipped with the Direct Access 
Vertical Form Unit (DAVFU). it is recommended 
that the user remove jumper W8. The LPVll 
Interface module does not 5upport the DAVFU 
function. 

Error Filter 
The LPVll interface module contains an error filter (time delay) circuit 
that is automatically selected when the module is used with an LA 180 
DECprinter. Jumper F+ (W6) IS factory-installed, selecting the error filter 
for use with LP05 prtnters; however, its use with the LP05 is optional If 
desired. remove the error filter by removing jumper W6 and installing 
jumper F-. Do not configure the module with both F-- and W6 installed. 

LPVll Device Registers 
All prowammed communication with the LPV11 option is via two device 
registers in the LPV 11 interface module These registers include the line 
printer control and status (lPCS) and .Iine printer data buffer (LPDB). 
These registers are factory-confil;lurecl with LSI-l1 bus addresses 
177514 and 177516, respectivel\" and are software-compatible with 
DIGITA,L software. However, if additional LPV11 options are added to 
the system. or if the user requires addresses other than those factory
configured, it will be necessary to alter interface module jumpers and 
provide an LPV11 program using these special device addresses. Each 
register is described in Tables 4 and 5 and both are shown in Figure 4 . 

LiI'CS 

ERROR 
(READ ONLY) 

• 7 

[ r I IJ.~---L--J,--L---J.~ 
J ''---~,------' _ (NOT , .... $£0) 

OON. 
(READ ON L YI . 

INTERRUPT EIIIA8L.E 
IREA.OflfftITE) 

15 08 01 

(NUT USED) 

ONl.INE 

.ftEAD·ONL'fi 

BUSY 
IREAO·ONlYI 

00 

u·os [ I I I I -rrIJ.-,--II-,--II-,--II--,--'--r--'i-,--lI-r--"I-,--I1 
'-----'NOT ;;;'-;;-, __ -.J I I I I I I I I 

PA.RITY 07 04; 05 O. OJ 02 D1 

CIA 08 

lOR PAPfR 
IHSTftUCTtON 
fDAL~j 

~--------~-----------
{READIWRlrEl 

Figure 4 LPV'I 1 Word Formats 
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Bit 

15 

14-8 

7 

Table 4 LPCS Register Bit Functions 

Name 

Error 

Not used 

Done 

Description 

Asserted (1 ) whenever an error con
dition exists in the line printer. Error 
conditions. include: 

LP05 Errors 

1. Power off 
2. No paper 
3. Printer drum gate open 
4. Over-temperature alarm 
5. PRINT INHIBIT switch off 
6. Printer off-line 
7. Torn paper 

LA 180 Errors 

1 Fault (paper fault) 
2. On-line switch (in OFF posi-

tion) 

Reset by manual correction of error 
condition if LPCS bit 6 is not set. If 
bit 6 is set. bit 1 5 is reset by manual 
correction of the error and: (1;' read
ing the interrupt vector if the inter
face is "ready," or (2) after reading 
the LPCS if the interface is "not 
ready." Read only. 

Rlead as as. 

LP05 - Asserted (1) whenever 
printer is ready for next character to 
bE! loaded. Indicates that previous 
function is either complete or has 
bE!en started and continued to a 
point where the printer can accept 
the next command. This bit is set by 
the processor asserting BINIT L; if 
bit 6 is also set. an interrupt se

.quence is initiated. Also set by the 
printer when on-line and ready to 
accept a character. Cleared by load
m!~ (writing into) the LPDS register. 
Inhibited when bit 15 is set. Read 
only. 
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Table 4 LPCS Register Bllt Functions (Cont) 

Name 

I nterrupt Enable 

Not used 

On Lifle 

Busy 

Deseription 

LI:I, 1 130 ~ Asserted (1) when the 
printer is ready to accept another 
character. Done is set by the pro
cessor asserting BINIT L and is 
cleared by loading (output transfer 
to) the LPDB register. If the Inter
rupt Enable bit is set setting Done 
will Initiate an interrupt request. 

Set or cleared by the program. Also 
cleared by the processor asserting 
BINIT L. When set, an interrupt se
quence is initiated if either the Error 
or Done bit is set 

Read as Os. 

Not supported and not required by 
DIGITAL software. The following 
information is provided for reference 
only. 

U:I, 1 130 ~ Set when the LA 1 80 is 
on-line. Read only. 

LPmi ~ Not used. Read as O. 

Not supported and not required by 
DIGITAL software. Information is 
provided below for reference only. 

LA 1 BO ~ Set when the LA 1 80 is 
printing a line or advancing paper. 

LPO!;, ~ Not used. Read as O. 
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Table 5 LPDB, Re~,ister Bit Functions 

Bit Name 

15-8 Not used 

7 Parity or 08 

6-0 Data 

Interrupts 

Description 

l=lead as Os. Data written into these 
bits is lost. 

Optional use. Read as 0 

LA 180 - Optional parity bit 

LP05 - Optional paper instruction 
bit. Not supported by the LPV 11. 
l=lead as O. 

7 -bit ASCII character register. Char
acters are sequentially output to the 
printer buffer via this register. Read 
as Os. 

Programs written for use with the LPV11 are generally composed of an 
interrupt-driven routine. When the LPCS regllster Interrupt Enable bit is 
set and either the Done or Error bit is set. an interrupt request is initiated. 
Entry to the LPV 11 service routine is normally via the factory-configured 
vector addresses 2008 (PC) and 202 8 (PS). When servicing an interrupt 
and a second interrupt occurs, the second ':and subsequent) interrupt 
may not be recognized. This condition can be avoided by checking for 
both interrupt conditions (Done and Error) in the interrupt service rou
tine. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The M8027 interface module can be divided into functional blocks as 
described in Figure 5. These functions control the flow of data between 
the LSI-11 bus and the line printer. The interface signals are different for 
the LP05 and the LA 180 line printers, but the LPV 11 detects a ground 
in the interface cable, and automatically configures itself for thE~ proper 
printer. Each function of the interface is described in the following para
graph. The LA 180 and LP05 strobe timing diagrams are shown in Fig
ures 6 and 7. 
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P DEMAND H } 

,.,6-11--=1 

DEMAND H 

IE7-121 ----'1 
READY H 

([15-51 

READY' ERR 

DELAY CKT 

11:21-51 

READY' ERR L 
IE21·6) 

READY HAG H 
/E23-14) ________ +-'\ 

ROST A H "6-111 _________ , 

BIRO l 
(E6-81 

DATA STROBE H 
IE2101 _________ _ 

lP STROBE L 
(E15-8) 

M STROBE 
(E28-81 

P STROBE (E28-10) _________ _ 

NOTES: 
•. TIMING SHOWN IS TYPICAL, AN[) StiQWN 

FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY 

2. TIMING SHOWN WITH JUMPER WI mSTAlLEO 

3. ( J ,. INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PINS. 

4. TIME IS DETERMINED BY LP05 PR"HER LOGIC. 

21-94 NS 

3-66 NS 
7·88 NS 

6-29 NS 

3-15 NS 

Figure 6 LP05 Internal Timing 
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P DEMAND H 
(E1&-11 

DEMAND H 

IE7·12< 

READY H 

(E1S-5! 

READY· ERR H 
DEL,l,Y CKl 

IE215\ 

READY· ERA L 
(E21·6) 

READY !'LAG H 
(E23-14) 

ROSf A H 

(E6-17) 

BIRQ L 

(E6-8! 

OAT A STHOBE H 
(E210! 

P STROBE 
IE2&'101 

~_'01N_S_ 

TIME 

NOTES 

467 NS (MINI 

(NOTE ,) 

1. JUMPER Wl INSTALLED (REQUIREI)I F:OR l"iMING SHOWN. 

2. TIMING IS TYPICAL, AND SHOWN FOR REFI:,RENCE PURPOSES ONL V. 

3, ( ) = INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PINS. 

Figure 7 LA 180 Internal Timing 

Bus Transceivers and Drivers 

LPV11 

11·5637 

Bus transceivers (DEC 8641) receive the LSI-ll bus BDAL (0: 7) L sig
nals and distribute the bits on DAL (O:7) H lines. In addition, they trans
mit LF'CS bits or interrupt vector address bits during a DATI bus cycle or 
interrupt sequence. Bus drivers (DEC 8881) transmit LPCS bits 8 and 15 
during a DATI bus cycle in which the LPCS is addressed. 
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Device Address Decoding 
Device address decoding logic receives DAL (2:71 H. BDAL (812) L. 
and B BS7 signals and compares the address to the device address 
jumpers; when LSI-11 bus address bits 2 through 15 equal the jumper
configured address for the LPV11. ENB H goes active. Note that address 
bits 13. 14. and 15 are not decoded by the LPV 11; the processor asserts 
B BS7 when these bits are all lo!~ical 1 s. indicating an address is present 
in bank 7. In addition. address bits (0: 2) are decoded for the device 
register land byte) in the bus control logic. Bus control logic program
med transfer functions a re enabled by the active EN B H signal. 

Print Data Transmission 
Print data is transmitted to the printer from the LSI-11 bus uncler pro
gram control. The print charactHr buffer funcltions as the LPDB register. 
It is an 8-bit register. including the optional parity/D8 bit. The bus con
trol logic produces WRITE DB H dUring a DATa or DATOB bus cycle In 
which the LPDB is addressed. Jumper W8 can be removed to disable 
program transfer of LPDB bit 7 to the printer. When W8 is removed. P 
DATA 8 is forced low; if desired. jumper P can be installed to force P 
DATA 8 high. 

Uppercase translation logic gives the user the option to prtnt 
upper/lowercase data files on an iJPpercasl~ letters-only printer (LP05-
VA. VB. VC. or VD) Software overhead is reduced by performing the 
lowercase to uppercase translation in hardware. rather than In software. 
Jumper W7 normally applies unmodified upper/lowercase ASCII charac
ters to the print character buffer. When the lowercase to uppercase let
ters translation is desired. jumper W7 IS removed and jumper T is 
installed The result is that ASCII codes 140 through 177 are translated 
to 100 through 137 (bit 5 = 0). as shown in Table 6. 

Read Data Select Logic 
Read data select logic functions enalble the processor to read the LPCS 
register under program control or th'9 LPV 11 s interrupt vector during an 
interrupt transaction. Control signals READ C:S H and VECTOR H select 
the bits. LPCS bits are produced by various LPV 11 Interface functions as 
shown in Figure 5. 

Ready Flag and LP Strobe Logic 
The ready flag (LPCS bit 7) and line printer (LP) strobe logic provide the 
proper control signal interface to the printer. The LP strobe function is 
used only for LP05 printers; the LA180 uses the DATA STROBE H 
signal generated by the bus control logiC. Selection of the appmpriate 
strobe source is automatically produced by the LA/LP select logiC func
tion. Connecting the proper interfacle cable for the LA 180 grounds the 
SELECT line. causing the LA/LP select logic to select LA 180 (data selec
tor port B) functions. When the LP05 is used. the interface cable does 
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Table 6 Uppercase-Only Code Translation 

ASCII Input ASCII Output 

Code Charalcter Code Character 

140 100 @ 

141 a 101 A 
142 b 102 B 
143 c 103 C 
144 d 104 D 
145 e 105 E 
146 f 106 F 
147 g 107 G 
150 h 110 H 
151 111 I 
152 J 112 J 
153 k 113 K 
154 I 114 L 
155 m 115 M 
156 n 116 N 
157 0 117 0 
160 P 120 P 
161 q 121 Q 

162 122 R 
163 s 123 S 
164 t 124 T 
165 u 125 U 
166 v 126 V 
167 w 127 W 
170 x 130 X 
171 y 131 Y 
172 z 132 Z 
173 133 I 
174 134 \ 
175 I 135 I 
176 /\ 136 /I. 
177 DEL 137 

not ground the line and LP05 (data selector port A) functions are se
lected. The LA 180 strobe is a negative-going pulse. The LP05 strobe is a 
positlvegomg pulse initiated by the leading edge of P DEMAND Hand 
cleared by the trailing edge of P DEMAND H. 
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The ready flag is produced by the logic function when the printer IS 
requesting a character (P DEMAND H £Ioes active) and no error IS 
present. In addition to settin!~ the LPCS ready flag, the RQST A signal 
input 10 the interrupt logic goes active; if Interrupts are enabled (LPCS 
bit 6 is set). an interrupt request is initiated (BIRQ L goes active). The 
ready flag is cleared by an active DATA STlWBE L signal when writing a 
new character into the print character buffer. 

When an error condition occurs in the printer, the printer asserts P 
FAULT L The fault is applied to thE! error flip-flop logic (via the M FAULT 
H signal). producing an active ERFIOR L si!~nal and an active ERROR H 
signal (LPCS bit 15). The ready flag logic function responds by not pro
ducing a ready flag, although P DEMAND H may be active, and by pro
ducing an active RQST A H signal. Thus, an error condition will Initiate 
an interrupt request (if LPCS bit 6 is set) and set LPCS bit 15. The error 
flag is cleared by the processor rE!ading the LPCS register if ~he ready 
flag is not set. or when the LPVl 'I interrupt vector is read 

Error Filter 
The error filter is always used (automatically selected) with the LA 180 
printer and jumper-selected for optional use with the LP05 printer. ThiS 
function is produced by a clock pulse generator/counter circuit that 
requires an active P FAU L T 1_ signal for 8 ms before ,the M FAU L T H 
signal is produced. The minimum time requirement for the fault signal 
presence prevents false errors due to noiSE!. 

BRPLY Delay 
Bus control logic generation of B RPLY L signals is delayecl 400 ns 
(approximately) by factory-installed jumper Wl. Wl connects C3 to the 
DC004 RxCx input pin, delaying the BRPLY L signal for proper operation 
with LA 180 printers. When LP05 printers are used, the jumper may be 
either left installed or removed to reduce the BRPLY delay, as desired. 

Initialization 
The processor initializes devicl3s on the LSI-ll bus by asserting BINIT L. 
BINIT L is received by the in1errupt logic and distributed as the INIT L 
signal. IN IT L clears the print character buffer, error flip-flop logic, and 
interrupt enable bit (LPCS bit 6). and sets the ready flag. 

LP05 Line Printers 
LP05 printers use a 132-column 64- (LPVll-VA, -VB, -VC, -VD) or 96-
(LPVll-WA, -WB, -WC, -WD) character rotating drum, and solenoid
driven hammers to print charactelrs. Characters are transmitted to the 
LP05's print buffer under pro£lram control via the M8027 interface mod
ule The LP05 print buffer stores up to a 132-character line. Each print 
cycle is initiated by a terminating character. Terminating characters in
clude carriage return (CR). line feed (LF), and form feed (FF) Printing 
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requires two revolutions of the dru m. Odd-numbered and even-num
bered columns are printed during alternate revolutions of the drum. Cir 
cuits IfI the LP05 scan the print buffer characters stored for a line in 
synchronization with the rotating drum. Each character is printed, as 
appropriate, by driving the hammer for those odd- or even-numbered 
columns In which a particular character appears. An inked ribbon and 
paper pass between the drum and the hammers, and thus the characters 
are printed 

Note that LP05 printers are available with uppercase letters only (64-
character set) or upper- and lowercase letters (96-character set). de
pendinn on model All models are capable of printing numerals and 
punctuation marks 

LA 180 DECprinter 
The LA180 OECprinter included with LPV11-PA, -PB, -PC, and -PO 
models IS a free-standing, pedestal-type Impact printer that is capable of 
prlntin£;. a maximum of 132 characters per line To initiate a print cycle, a 
line terminator character (LF, FF, or CR) IS required. The printer contains 
a 256 by 8 character buffer, which stores printable and non-printable 
characters. ThiS buffer is loaded character-by-character via the LPVll 
Interface under program control. ,A,tter each character IS stored in the 
buffer, a read function is performed to determine if the character is a line 
terminator character. If it is, the characters stored in the buffer are 
printed if It IS not. the next characters ar'9 input until the complete line is 
stored, as indicated when the line terminator character is received and 
stored 

Ea ch character is transferred to the printer as a parallel 7 -bit ASCII plus 
optional parity code. The printer is a high-speed dot matrix printer that 
prints at speeds up to 180 characters per second. It produces a hard 
copy original plus up to five duplicate copies on tractor-driven contin
uous forms, varying IfI width from 10.2 cm (4 in) to 37.8 cm (14-7/8 in). 
The average printing speeds are 70 Ilines per minute on full lines, and 
300 lines per minute on short lines The printer responds only to codes 
representing the LA 180 character set and six command characters All 
other codes are Ignored. 
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MMVll-A 4K BY 16-BIT CORE MEMORY 

GENERAL 
The MMVll-A 4K by 16-bit core memory option provides nonvolatile 
read/write storage of user programs and data. Memory 4K addressing is 
user-selected by switches contained on the option. The M MV ll-A is 
LSI-ll bus-compatible but it is limited to backplanes that contain the 
LSI-ll bus In both A/B and C/D slots. The MMVll-A is capable of 
either programmed I/O data transfers with the processor or transfers 
with another LSI-ll DMA bus device. 

FEATURES 

• 4096 by 16-bit capacity 

• Typical access time = 425 ns (475 ns maximum); full read/restore 
cycle time = 1.1 5 }1S 

• Nonvolatile read/write storage -- stored data remains valid when 
power is removed 

• User-selected bank address - three switches allow the user to select 
the bank address for the option 

• + 5 V and + 12 V power - only the normal backplane power is re
quired to power the option 

• No adjustments, no periodic maintena nce 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Size 

Power 
Standby 

Operational 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

G653/H223 

Two quads 

5.0 \ldc ± 5% at ~LO A 
12.0 Vdc ± 3% at 02 A 

5.0 \ldc ± 5'Yo at 7.0 A 
12.0 Vdc ± 3% at 0.6 

1.9 
1.0 
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CONFIGURATION 

General 
The M MV11-A is contained on two modules which are mated to com
prise a single assembly as shown in Figure 1. The modules include mem
ory interface and timing board (module type G653) and cere stack 
(module type H223). The G653 module indudes handles and r'3tractors 
on the top edge and fingers on the bottom edge which plug into the LSI-
11 bus. Circuits contained on this module include interface. control and 
timing logic. bus receivers and drivers. the 16-bit data paths. sense am
plifiers. and a +5 Vdc to -5 'Idc inverter. The H223 module is slightly 
smaller. includes no handles or bus fingers. and plugs onto the No.2 
(solder) side of the G653 module via special connector pins. Spacers are 
located between the modules to stiffen the assembly and to mai 'ltain the 
2.3 cm (0.9 in) dimension. Circuits contained on the H223 module 
include the 4096 by 16 core stack. 12-bit address register. X and Y 
drives. stack charge. temperature compensation. and a series + 11 V. 
Vee switch which removes drive power when BDCOK H goes low 
(power fail) or BINIT L is asserted. 

Figure 1 M MV 11-A Core M emory Option 

The M MV11-A core memory option comprises two modules (G653 and 
H223) that are mated by connoctor pins in a single assembly. It requires 
two device locations (electrical positions) on the backplane when in
stalled in H9270 slots A4-D4: otherwise. because of its total thickness 
(2.3 cm. 0.9 in). the MMV11-A requires four physical device locations 
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when Installed in any other backplane slot. Memory capacity is 4096 
16-bit words. Switches select the 4K bank address to which the 
MMV11-A will respond. 

NOTE 
The MMV11-A Gan only be ;nstalled in back
planes that contain the LSI-1 'I bus in both A/B 
and C/O slots. 

Switch-Selected Addressing 
The only preparation required for the M MV11-A before it is installed in 
the backplane is to select its bank address. This is accomplished by 
opening or closing switches in appropriatE! address bit locations to pro
duce the desired bank address decoding. 

MMV11-A bank address switches are located on the G653 module 
(component side) as shown in Figure 2. Bank address switches are used 
as shown in Figure 3, which illustrates a 16-bit address and how 
switches are assigned to each address bit. Open or close switches to 
produce the desired bank address as shown in Figure 3. 

Backplane Jumpers 
The BOMGI Land BIAKI L bus lines must be jumpered to BOMGO Land 
BIAKO L lines, respectively, under the H223 module when installed be
tween the processor and I/O device interface modules in order to main
tain daisy-chain signal continuity. 

_--.lL __ 

Figure 2 Bank Address Switch Locations 
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I a ~~~_15 14 13 

ADDRESS 
WORD 

I I I I 

"---------

~- i ~;=y 
-1_~ __ 1 j I I I 
_____________ --y---- ~ _____ ~ ___________ __ ,J 

SWl SW2 SWI 

ON ON ON 
ON ON OFF 
ON OFF ON 
ON OFF OFF 
OFF ON ON 
OFF ON OFF 
OFF OFF ON 
OFF OFF OFF 

BANK 

0 
I 
2 
J 
4 , 
6 
r 

4096 LOCATION 
ADDRESS 

ADDRESSES l 
2000~ = ~~:~~ 
40DQO - 57176 

60000 - 71 776 
100000 - 117776 

120000 - 13'176 
140()OO - 157776 
160000 - 117776 

NOTE 

Bank 7 '1 nOftnCllly reierved 

for peripherals 

Figure 3 MMV11-A Addressing 

Pins which must be connected are: 

From 
C01N2 
C01S2 

To 
C04M2 
C04R2 

PROGRAMMING 

Signal 
BIAKIIOL 
BDMGI/OL 

BYTE 
PO'NTEFI 

The program must terminate and issue a HALT instruction within 2 ms 
of the time that the BPOK signal indicates that a power failure trap 
occurred. Failure to do so could result in the loss of data in one or more 
memory locations. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The MMV11-A memory is a read/write. random access, coincident cur
rent magnetic core type with a cycle time of 1.15 JiS and an access time 
of 425 ns. It is organized in a 3D, 3-wire planar configuration. Word 
length is 16 bits and the memory consists of 4096 (4K) words 

Major functions contained in the MMV11-A are shown in Figure 4. 
Memory data can be stored (written) or read by executing appropriate 
bus cycles: DATO (16-bit word) write; DATOB (S-bit byte) write: DATI 
(16-bit word) read; DATIO (16-bit word) read-modify-write; and 
DATIOB (16-bit word) read-rnodify-(8-bit byte) write. 

Each of the functions shown in Figure 4 is briefly described below. 

Bus Receivers and D'rivers - These devices interface directly With the 
LSI-11 bus and the G653 logiC circuits. BDAL bus drivers are gated on 
by DATA OUT L during a read operation I DATI or the input portion of a 
DATIOS(S) bus cycleJ. 
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Bank Decoder - The bank decoder receives address bits A 13-1 Ei Land 
responds when the bank address is as user-selected on the three bank 
address switches on the G653 module. It responds by producing an 
acitve DSEL H signal which initiates memory cycle timing. This signal IS 

enabled only when power is normal and bus initialize or referesh oper
ations are not in progress. 

Timing and Control- Timing and control circuits receive bus and internal 
control signals and generate appropriate read/write timing and control 
signals. It also generates the BAPLY L signal in response to BDIN Land 
BDOUT L. 

Address Register - The address re!lister stores the 12-bit word address 
within the 4K bank during thE! addressing portion of the bus cycle 
Latched bits LA 1-6H are appliE!d to Y drive circuits and LA 7-12 Hare 
applied to X drive circuits. 

X and Y Drives - X and Y drive circuits control X and Y read/write 
currents through all core mats. ,A,ddress decoding activates 1 out of 64 X 
wires and 1 out of 64 Y wires. Because the active X and Y wires each 
have one-half the current requirod for core saturation, only 1 core out of 
4096 cores in each core mat is saturated. Direction of current is deter
mined by a read or write operation. 

Core Stack - The core stack comprises sixteen 4096-core mats .. Each 
mat is associated with one memory bit position at all 4096 locations. 
Each core has three wires passing through it: one X. one y, and one 
sense/inhibit wire. The sense/inhibit wire passes through all 4096 cores 
in one mat Hence, the stack contains 16 sonse/inhibit lines. 

The sense/inhibit line ends terminate at sense amplifier inputs. During a 
write operation, an inhibit current, equal to saturation current, is applied 
to the center of the sense/inhibit line when a logical 0 is to be written in 
the addressed core. This current splits and one-half saturation current 
flows through all cores in the rnat and into termination diodes at the 
sense amplifier inputs. The wire is threaded through the cores in a man
ner that causes the current to flow in a direction opposite to that of the Y 
write current; this prevents core saturation, which would write a logical 
1 in the addressed core. 

Sense Amplifiers - Sense amplifiers respond to induced voltage Im
pulses during the read cycle. They are strobed during a critical t,me of 
the cycle, producing an active (highl output when a logical 1 is read, 
regardless of the induced polarity on the two ends of the sense/inhibit 
wires for each bit 
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Inverters - The inverters receive sense amplifier outputs, invert them, 
and direct-set previously cleared memory data register bits when a log
ical 1 is sensed. 

Memorv Data Register - The 16-bit memory data register is cleared 
upon entry to a read cycle: sensed logical 1 s set appropriate bits. During 
a restol'e cycle (DATI bus cycle) (no memory contents are to be modi
fied). the same bits (low-active) al'e written into the same addressed 
location During a write cycle [DATO, DATOB, or the write portion of a 
DATIO( B) bus cyclej, bus data bits are clocked into the high and/or low 
byte(s). depending on the type of bus cycle (word or high byte or low 
byte) 

Inhibit Drivers - Inhibit drivers, one for each bit position, produce an 
inhibit current during the write cyclE! at INH TIME H if a logical 0 is to be 
written. The current inhibits core saturation, which would produce a 
stored logical 1. 

Charge Circuit - The charge circuit applies the correct operating voltage 
to X and Y drive circuits during the read and write memory cycles to 
prevent "sneak" currents through the' unselected stack diodes. 

x- Y Temperature Compensation - X-Y temperature compensation cir
cuits alter drive currents over the rE!quirE!d operating temperature range 
to provide reliable operation. 

DC,DC Inverter - The dc-dc invert,er circuit generates -5 V power for 
sense amplifiers from the + 5 V power. 

DC Protection - DC protection circuits respond to an active BIN IT L or 
passive BDCOK H signal by produGing active LOCKOUT L RESET H, 
RESET L, and passive VCC20K H signals. These signal conditions pre
vent memory circuit operation and the possible loss of stored data. 

Vee Switch - The Vee switch applie!s + 11.5 V to X and Y driver circuits 
when not in an initialize or power-fail condition. 

Core Addressing 
When a memory location is addressed, 1 core in each of the 16 mats is 
accessed for a read or write operation. Figure 5 illustrates a portion of 
the X-Y drive and associated circuits for one Y wire. Six address bits 
(A 1-A61 select 1 of 64 Y wires. A similar circuit (not shown) involving 
the remaining six address bits (A7-A 12) selects 1 of 64 X wires. Hence, 
by placing 64 cores (in each mat) on each Y wire and passing a different 
X wire through each core, 1 of 64 cores on the active Y wire will be 
selected. Since the remaining Y wires have a similar 64 cores each and 
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Figure 5 MMV1 'I-A Core Addressing 

receive the same X wires, 64 X 64, or 1 out of 4096 addressing is 
accomplished in each of the core mats. A single Y wire is driven as 
described below. 

Two 1: 8 (octal) decoders are used in Y wire selection. each receiving 
three address bits from the address register. Only one output from each 
decoder will be active during addmssing. ,Assuming address XXOO (the 
zeros are the Y portion of the 12·-bit addressl, the portion of the Y drive 
circuit shown will be enabled. During a read operation, READ EARLY L 
goes active and turns on one of the eight read current source transistors. 
A diode in its emitter circuit couples the drive to eight Y wires, each 
terminating at the diode steering matrix. The diodes provide a read cur
rent path to all eight read sink transistors. READ LATE L goes active 25 
ns after the Y source is turned on, and turns on one of the eight read sink 
transistors, completing a read curront path to ground. Hence, 1 of 64 Y 
wires is selected, producing a readi half-current through 64 cores in all 
memory mats. Similar X drive cirCUits will produce an X read half-current 
in 64 cores in each mat in exactly the salTIe manner. Only on,e core in 
each mat will receive an X and a Y read half-current. causing the core to 
saturate in the 0 state. If the core was previously in the 1 state, a voltage 
pulse will be induced in the sense/inhibit wire as it switches to the 0 
state. 
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A write cycle is always preceded by a read cycle. The write operation is 
similar to the read operation, except write current flows through the 
addressed wire in a direction opposite to the read current direction. The 
core In each mat receiving X and Y write half-currents will respond by 
saturating in the 1 state. However, since a 0 may be desired, a third wire 
(sense/Inhibit) will conduct a half-current which opposes the magne
tizing effect of the Y write currents. Thus, core saturation is not attained 
and the '~ores where Os are written remain saturated in the 0 state from 
the prev'ous read cycle. 

Temperature compensation IS applied to driver circuits via a source cur
rent, which is inversely proportional to temperature: an increase in tem
perature decreases available drive curl'ent. 

The stack charge circuit applies a + 11 V (approximately) signal to the 
Sink ends of all X (not shown) and Y wires during the write cycle. The 
level IS applied during WRITE EARLY time. Since WRITE LATE L occurs 
25 ns after WRITE EARLY L. the write sink transistor is cut off, and the 
full 11 V signal charges the stray capacitance of the X-V lines, reducing 
the capacitive delay effect as the X and Y write source transistors turn 
on: the 11 V signal also reverse biases diodes not selected by addressing 
circuits, preventing sneak current. The addressed sink transistor, turned 
on by the active WR ITE LATE L signal, provides the return path for the 
selected X and Y wires: only those two wires will go to approximately 0 
V, causing one X and one Y diode to become forward biased, enabling 
the write half-currents to flow. Resistors coupling the charge voltage to 
write sink transistors limit the charge current through the addressed 
write sink transistors during the remainder of the write cycle. The circuit 
performs the same function for read cyciEis by grounding the buses and 
preventing sneak currents through unselected stack diodes. 

Read/Write Data Path 
The basic read/write data path is shown in Figure 6. Upon entering a 
read cycle, the memory data register is cleared by CLRO and CLR 1 L. X 
and Y read currents produce active sense amplifier outputs for those 
cores containing stored logical 1 s as they are switched to the 0 states. 
These sig nals are inverted and applied to the direct-set inputs of the flip
flops comprising the memory data registers, setting the appropriate bits. 
During a write cycle, CLRO L (DATOS low byte address), CLR1 L (DA
TOS high byte address). or both CLRO and CLRl L (DATO word address) 
clear the preViously read data. The bus data is then received and clocked 
Into the register flip-flops by CLK MDRO Hand/or CLK MDRl H, as 
appropriate. Write data bits are then routed to inhibit drivers which in
hibit writing 1 s when write bits are Os (high). Inhibit half-current through 
addressed cores prevents X- Y write half-currents from switching cores 
to the 1 state 
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The sense/inhibit wire passes through all cores in a core mat. as shown 
in Figure 6. The circuit shown in the figure is repeated for each of the 16 
core mats. During the read portion of a memory cycle, a logical 1 stored 
in the addressed core will cause an induced voltage to appear on the 
sense/inhibit wire as the core switches from the 1 saturation state to the 
o saturation state. If a 0 was previously written, no appreciable voltage 
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Figure 6 MMV11-A ReadlWrite Bit Data Path 
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is produced since the core is already saturated in the 0 state. During the 
read operation, the sense/inhibit wire functions as a loop whose ends 
terminate at the sense amplifier inputs. Any difference in potential (ei
ther polarity) will enable a sense amplifier output. STROBE H occurs 
during X and Y drive read currents at a critical time (the time of peak 
core switching output when 1 s are mad). Thus, only the correct voltage 
pulse produced when a core goes from the 1 state to the 0 state is gated 
into the memory data register flip-flop. 

The threshold circuit establishes the signal voltage level at which a log
ical 1 is read during strobe time. A signal voltage magnitude greater than 
approximately 17 mV during strobe time results in a valid 1 level. 

Signal I evels less than the 17 mV threshold value are considered invalid 
and result in 0 levels being read. Four threshold circuits share a common 
source resistor. Each thre,shold circuit provides a reference amplifier 
input voltage to two sense amplifier les, each containing two sense 
amplifiers, hence, one threshold circuit provides a threshold voltage for 
four data bits. 

When in the write portion of the memory cycle, the inhibit driver remains 
off if a 1 write data bit is stored in the memory data register flip-flop. 
However, if a 0 is to be written, the write bit is high, enabling a gate 
input for the inhibit driver At INH TIME H during the write cycle, the 
inhibit driver produces an inhibit current equal to core saturation in a 
direction that would produce a logical O. However, note that the inhibit 
current is applied to the center of the sense/inhibit wire. Thus, half
currents flow into each half of the sense/inhibit wire, preventing the 
addressed core from saturating in the 1 state. Diodes at the sense ampli
fier ends of the wire provide a ground return for the two inhibit half
currents. The two resistors terminate the ends of the wires. The inhibit 
driver transistor collector is clamped to ground through a diode and re
sistor to prevent breakdown during turnoff. The emitter resistor limits 
peak current. 

Timing and Control 
All memory bus cycles comprise a read and a write operation. During a 
DATI bus transaction, a memory read-restore cycle is executed. The data 
is first read and placed on the I/O bus. The same data is then written in 
the same addressed location. During a DATO bus transaction, a memory 
read-modify-write cycle is executed. After reading the contents of the 
addressed location, bus data is clocked into the memory data register. 
Previously read data is lost. The modifiEld word is then written into the 
addressed location during the remainder of the cycle. If a DATOB bus 
transaction is being executed, only an 8-bit portion of the memory data 
register is modified, and one, byte of the previously read word is retained 
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for the write operation. A DA TlO bus trans,action actually initiates two 
separate memory cycles. The first cycle (read-restore) is initiatEld by the 
master device by placing the, memory address on BDALO- 15 Land 
asserting BSYNC L. After receiving and modifying the memory read 
data, the master device outputs the new data to the memory and asserts 
BDOUT L which initiates thEt next memory cycle (read-modify-write). 
Timing and control logic functions !~enerate all of the timing and control 
signals for the memory cycles descl'ibed above, Logic operation for each 
type of bus transaction is described in detail in the following paragraphs. 

A memory cycle is initiated when the correct bank address asserted by 
the bus master device is decoded on the leading edge of BSYNC L. 
DSEL H is the decoded bank address signal; note that it is ,nhlbited 
during refresh bus cycles (when B REF L is asserted), or when an initialize 
or power-fail condition exists, lhe logical state of DSEL H is clocked into 
the busy flip-flop on the leadin!~ edge of SYNC H (Figure 7) When DSEl 
H is active (high)' the busy flip-flop sets and FBUSY Hand FBUSY L go 
to their true states. FBUSY l enablos one input of the read initiate gate. 
The remaining gate input is enablEld by thE! negative-going pulse pro
duced by the RC circuit connected to FBUSY L. Thus, on the leading 
edge of FBUS L the state of FBUSY H is clocked into the read flip-flop, 
causing it to go to the set state, This sequence is shown in Figures 8 and 
9, 

The read-restore (DN) cycle continues as shown in Figure 8. FREAD H 
activates the read time generator, producil'llg time Signals prefixed with 
"RT," Each signal is a 225 positive!-going pulse whose leading edge is 
delayed with respect to FREAD H. Hence, the leading edge of RT225-H, 
shown in Figure 7, occurs 22!5 ns after the leading edge of FREAD H, 
and approximately 275 ns aftm BSYNC L is asserted. Note that RT225 
H is inverted and applied to the dElar input of the read flip-flop, estab
lishing the 225 ns pulse width for FiT pulses. RT225 H goes low 225 ns 
later. This time occurs 400 ns (total) after BSYNC L is asserted and it is 
referenced on Figure 7 as (T500L) 

The pulse produced by the RC network on the leading edge of FBUSY l 
is inverted to produce the CLFIO Land CLI~ 1 L signals, which dear the 
memory data register for the m~w read data. READ EARLY occurs on the 
leading edge of FREAD Hand !-ernains activE! for the duration of RT50 H, 
producing a 300 ns pulse, RT2:5 H goes high 25 ns later, producing the 
READ LATE L signal; this signal remains true for the duration of RT100, 
resulting in a 325 ns pulse. F~ead data is valid at the sense amplifier 
inputs from 200 to 275 ns afte'r READ EARiL.Y L goes active RT175 H is 
gated with RT50 H to produce the! sense amplifier strobes STROBE 0 
and 1 H. The trailing edge of RT50 H occurs 100 ns after the leading 
edge of RT1 75 H, negating the strobes. During strobe time, the sense 
amplifier data bits set the appropriate flip-flops that comprise the mem
ory data register, and store th,e memory read data. 
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The bus master device initiates the data transfer portion of the DATI 
transaction by asserting BDIN L. The replv enable flip-flop is s'et on the 
trailing edge of RT100 H 375 ns after BSYNC L. If RDIN H (BDIN l 
inverted) is received earlier than 375 ns after BSYNC L. the reply flip
flop input gates wait 375 ns to pmduce an active RPlY SET l signal 
(Figure 8). which direct-sets the rE!ply flip-flop and produces Hle active 
FRPlY Hand BRPlY l signals. I=RPlY l is gated with RDIN land 
inverted. producing the DATA OUT l signal which gates memory data 
register bits onto the BDAl bus. If RDIN H is received later than 375 ns 
after BSYNC l. the reply flip-flop !lets on the leading edge of RDIN H. 
The trailing edge of RT150 H (T425 l) is ~Iated with RPlY SET l. pro
ducing a write initiate pulse which clocks the high FBUSY H signal into 
the write flip-flop. initiating the reHtore portion of the memory cycle. 

Restore timing is produced by thB write time generator in a manner 
similar to that described for read time generation. At W700 H time. 
TINH Hand TINH l (475 ns pulses) are produced for the inhibit drivers. 
TINH H also inhibits the reply clear gate. and the reply flip-flop remains 
set for the remainder of the memory cycle. WEARl Y land STK CHG H 
go active on the leading edge of WT17 5 H and remain active for 350 ns. 
Similarly. WLA TE l goes active on the leading edge of WT1 75 Hand 
remains active for 325 ns. At WT250 H time. WClR l is produced. 
clearing the reply enable and erite flip-flops; thus. write time £jenerator 
outputs are 250 ns pulses. MHmorv data is restored (written) during the 
time that TIN H H. WEARlY IL. and WlATE l are active. The memory 
cycle terminates when both SYNC land FRPlY l go to their passive 
states. The busy clear gate detects this condition. producing a low pulse 
which clears the busy flip-flop. and the memory cycle ends. 

The DATO cycle is similar to the DATI cycle except that during the 
addressing portion of the bus cycle. the bus master device asserts 
BWTBT l. RWBT H goes high. and the leading edge of SYNC H clocks 
the byte flip-flop to the set state. The actiVE! FWBT l signal is only used 
when in the write portion of the DATIO cycle. as described later. How
ever. during a DATO bus transaction. RDIN H is not received; instead. 
RDOUT H is received. enabling the REPLY SET l gates. as !lhown in 
Figure 9. RDOUT enables one input to thl9 WRITE TIME l gate. At the 
same time that the write flip-flop clocks to the set state. WRITE TIME l 
goes low. enabling ClK MDRO and 1 H gates. Since a DATa bus cycle is 
in progress. BWTBT l remains passive during the data transfer portion of 
the bus cycle. Hence. RWBT H is low. WRITE WORD H is high. and the 
two byte select OR gates apply low signals to the remaining elK MDR 
gates. C lK M 0 R 0 and 1 H then clock the BOA l bus data into the 
memory data register; the previously read data is lost The write portion 
of the cycle continues as described for the restore portion of the DATI 
operation. 
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When executing a DATOB bus transaction. BWTBT land RWBT H re
main active for the duration of the bus cycle. Hence. the WRITE WORD 
H signal remains passive. The byte select flip-flop that stores byte ad
dressing bit RAO H during addressing time enables generation of only 
one ClK MD R H signal. WtlEln RAO H is low. FAO l goes high and elK 
MDR 0 H clocks low bytE! data bits from only BDAlO-7 l into the 
memory data register. Register bits 8-1 !5 remain unchanged. Similarly. 
when RAO H is high. FAO H goes high and ClK MDR 1 H clocks high 
byte data bits from only BDAl8-15 l into the memory data register. 
Register data bits 0-7 remain unchanged. The write portion of the mem
ory cycle then continues as previously dl~scribed. 

When e)(ecuting a DATIO bus cycle. two complete memory cycles are 
executed They include a DATI and a DATO or DATOB cycle as pre
viously described. However. when executing a DATIO bus transaction. 
BSYNC l remains active for the duration of the transaction. Hence. 
SYNC H. which generates FIBUSY L during the read-restore portion of 
the cycle. cannot initiate the second read-modify-write memory cycle. 
Instead. FWBT L. stored during the addrEtssing portion of the cycle. en
ables a'ead initiate pulse on the leadin~J edge of RDOUT H. The read 
flip-flop goes to the set state and operation continues as described for 
DATO or DATOB bus transactions. 

DC Protection and Vee Switch 
DC protection and Vee switch circuits are shown in Figure 10. The dc 
protection circuit is activatecl durin~1 power-fail or bus initialize condi
tions. BDCOK Hand BINIT l are inverted and ORed to produce lOCK
OUT L. Normally. this signal is passive (hllgh). enabling bank addreSSing 
and resulting in an active DSEl H signal when the memory is addressed. 
However. if BDCOK H goes low (pOlNE!r-fail) or BINIT l is asserted low. 
lOCKOUT l immediately inhibits the bank addressing function . 

... 1\ 5V TO 
X-Y DRIVERS 

Figure 10 DC Protection and Vee Switch Circuits 
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WARNING 
The program must terminate and issue a HA L T 
instruction within 2 ms of the time that the 
BPOK signal indicates that a power failure has 
occurred. Failure to do so could result in the loss 
of data in one or more memory locations. 

The reset signals are also generated by this circuit. RESET L goes active 
(low) whenever LOCKOUT L IS active. A 2 /1s delay circuit enables the 
memory to complete its present cycle before RESET. RESET L IS also 
inverted to produce RESET H; both signals are used to clear (,nitialize) 
memory timing control circuits. 

To produce a 5 V' source for reset circUits and bus receivers BSYNC L. 
BDIN L. BDOUT L. BWTBT L. and BREF L, + 12 V power is required 
Thus, if + 12 V is removed, all M MV 11 memory operations are disabled. 
However, if + 5 V is removed and the + 12 V remains, the 5 V' allows 
memory protect logic to remain functional. 

RESET L is also applied to the VCC20K H input to the Vee switch circuit 
This signal is high only when both + 5 V and + 12 V power sources are 
normal. The Vee switch comprises a transistor (Vee switch), which is 
turned on when power is normal to produce + 11.5 V power for X-V 
driver circuits. 

DC-DC Inverter 
The dc-dc inverter circuit is shown in Figure 11. It is comprised of an 
inverter oscillator using a saturable transformer, a negative rectifier, and 
a filter. A 3-terminal regulator chip produces the regulated -5 V for 
sense amplifier operation. 

- 5V TO 
SENSE AMPLIFIERS 

Figure 11 DC-DC Inverter Circuit 
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MRV'11-AA 4K BY 16-BIT READ-ONLY MEMORY 

GENEHAL 
The M RV11-AA IS a basic read-only memory module on which the user 
can Install programmable read-only memory (PROM) or masked read
only memory (ROM) chips 

FEATU RES 

• 4096 by 1 6-bit capacity using 512 by 4-bit chips, or 2048 by 16-bit 
capacity using 256 by 4··blt chips 

• Compatibility with chips available from multiple sources 

• Jum:Jers that allow the user to sielect the 4K memory address space 
to which the M RV 11-AA will respond, chip type, and upper or lower 
2K segment (when 256 by 4-bit chips are used) 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 
Size 
Power 

4K >< 16 ROM less 
PRO M integrated cir
cuits 
Thirty-two 512 X 4 
PROM Integrated cir
cuits 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

CONFIGURATION 

General 

M7942 
Double 

+ 5 V ± 5% at 0.4 A 

+5 V ± 5% at 2.8 A 

1.8 
1.0 

Depending on PROM type, the module's capacity is either 4096 16-bit 
words or 2048 16-bit words, uSln!J E,12 by 4-bit or 256 by 4-bit 
PROMs. respectively. Full address decocli:1g is provided on the module. 
The user can select the 4K address bank in which the module resides by 
Installing (or removing) jumpers on the module. Similarly, when using 
256 by 4-blt PROMs. the user can Jumper-select the upper or lower 2K 
segmert within the selected 4K address bank. Note that 512 by 4-bit 
and 256 by 4-blt PROMs cannot be mixed on a MRV11-AA module: the 
user cOllfigures jumpers on the module for the PROM type being used. 

A partial listing of manufacturer's PROMs that will operate in the 
M RV11-AA IS given In Table 1. 
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Table 1 MRV11-AA PROM Types 

Manufacturer 
or Source 

Digital Equipment Corp 
Intersil 
5ignetics 
MMI 

612 by 4-Bit 
~ROMs 

MRV11-AC 
IM5624 
825131 
6306 

266 by 4-Bit 
PROMs 

IM5623 
825129 
6301 

PROMs used must be tri-state output devices that conform to the device 
pinning. data. and addressing described herein. 

The user c.an install PROMs in increments of four each. When using 512 
by 4-bit PROMs. memory expansion is in 512-word increments. When 
using 256 by 4-bit PROMs. memory expansion is in 256-word in
crements. Jumpers on the MRV11-AA can be cut by the user to prevent 
an incorrect BRPLY L signal hom being generated when unpopulated 
locations are addressed on the module. 

The following information will enable the user to prepare the M RV 11 -
AA for use (jumper-selected addressing and PROM type selection) and 
includes information required for correct PROM and ROM programming. 

PROM Type Jumpers 
The module is supplied with jumpers WB. W9. and W 1 0 installed for use 
with 512 by 4-bit PROMs. When using 266 by 4-bit PROMs. WB. W9. 
and W1 0 must be cut or removed and jumpers W11 and W12 installed: 
in addition. either W13 (lower 2 Kl or W14 (upper 2 Kl must be installed 
to properly address the lower 2K or upper 2K address segment within 
the 4K memory bank. Jumpers are located as shown in Figure 1. 

Address and Reply Jumpers 
The user must consider both 4-bank address selection and B R PLY L 
signal generation when confiiguring a module for use. PROMs are 
arranged in eight physical rows (CEO-CE7) of four each. Entire rows can 
be unpopulated. allowing those addressed locations to be used by 
read/write memory contained on another module. When this is done. the 
BRPLY L jumpers (WO-W7) associated with the unused rows should be 
cut or removed to prevent the MRV11-AA from returning a BRPLY L 
signal when those rows are addressed. A listing of octal addresses 
(within a 4K bank). physical rows. and B R PLY L jumpers is provided in 
Table 2: use data listed for the PROM type being used. 
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Figure 1 MRV11-AA Jumper Locations 
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Table 2 PROM/ROM Addressing Data 

4K Bank Selection 

Word/Byte 
W15" W16" W17* Bank Address Range 

I I I 0 0-17777 
I I R I 20000-37777 
I R I :2 40000-57777 
I R R :3 60000-77777 
R I I 4 100000-117777 
R I R 1-

.J 120000-137777 
R R I 13 1 40000- 1 57777 
R R R "7 1 60000- 1 77 7 77 

• R = jumper removed, 1 = jumper installed 

• Jumper 
enabled. 

512 by 4-Bit PROM Addressing Within a Bank 

~WTE 

Jumpers W8, W9, IN10 arE! installed; W11. 
W12, W13, W14 are removed. 

Reply Physical IProm Octal 
Jumper" Row Address Range 

WO CEO 0-1777 
Wl CEl 2000-3777 
W2 CE2 4000-5777 
W3 CE3 6000-7777 
W4 CE4 10000-11777 
W5 CE5 12000-13777 
W6 CE6 14000-15777 
W7 CE7 1 6000- 1 77 77 

installed BRPLY L !lnabled; Jumper removed = 
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Table 2 PROM/ROM Addressing Data (Cont) 

256 by 4-Bit PROM Addressing Within Lower 
2K Porticm of Bank 

N()TE 
Jumpers Wll, W12. W13 are installed; WB. 

W9. Wl0. W14 are removed. 

Reply Physical PROM Octal 
Jumper Row Address Range 

WO CEO 0-777 
W4 CE4 1000-1777 
Wl CEl 2000-2777 
W5 CE5 3000-3777 
W2 CE2 4000-4777 
W6 CE6 5000-5777 
W3 CE3 6000-6777 
W7 eE7 7000-7777 

256 by 4-Bit PROM Addres,sing Within Upper 
21K Portion of Bank 

NOTE 
Jumpers Wl1. W12. W14 are installed; WB. 
W9. Wl0. Wl:3 are removed. 

Reply Physical! PROM Octal 
Jumper Row Address Range 

-
WO CEO 10000-10777 
W4 CE4 11000-11777 
Wl CEl 12000-12777 
W5 CE5 13000-13777 
W2 CE2 14000-14777 
W6 CE6 15000-15777 
W3 CE3 16000-16777 
W7 CE7 17000-17777 
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The 4K bank in which the M HV'11-AA resides is programmed by con
necting bank address jumpers W15-W17. as appropriate. The r10dule is 
supplied with all bank address jumpers installed (bank 0) Jumpers in
stalled represent logical Os; jumpers not installed represent logical 1 s. 
Figure 2 illustrates addressing words used with the M RV 11-AA. Refer to 
the addressing format for the type of PROMs or ROMs being used. 

~ 

~ ~ ~ c--....---------
4K ADDRESS 

SPACE JUMPERS 

2048· LCCAT I r)N ADDRt 55 
(WII AND 1'1'12 INST'~LLEO, W8-WIO RfM(VEC' 

L~ HIGH/ LOW 2K SEL EeT 
W13 INSTAL.-l.ED 
lOW 21< ,0-7777) 

1'1'14 INSTALLED; 
HIGH 2K (1000-17771) 

Figure 2 MRV1'I-AA Address Word Formats 

PROM Integrated Circuits 

--'---
BYTE 

The actual procedure for loading data into PROMs (or writing specifica
tions for masked ROMs) will vary. depending on the manufacturer 
Those procedures are beyond the scope of this document. (See 
PROM/ROM manufacturer's data sheets.) However. the user must be 
aware of the PROM pins versus LSI-l1 data bit relationship, and the 
pins versus memory address bits. Address and data pins are described 
below. 

As previously discussed. PROMs are arranged in rows of four each Each 
PROM contains locations of four bits. Hence. four PROMs are used to 
provide the 16-bit data word formats for each row. Rows are designated 
by their respective chip enable (CEO-CEl) signals. Dependin'~ on the 
PROM type used. a row of four F'ROMs contains 512 or 256 16-bit 
read-only memory locations. The actual PBOM within a row IS desig
nated by one additional digit (0. 1. 2. or 3). Hence. the data pins are 
assigned to LSI-11 bus bits as listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3 Data Pin Assignments 

PROM Pin PROMO PROM 1 PROM2 PROM 3 

9 BOAL3 BDAL7 BOAL 11 BOAL 15 
10 BOAL:2 BDAL6 BOAL 10 BOAL 14 
1 1 BOAL 1 BDAL5 BOAL9 BOAL13 
12 BOALO BDAL4 BOAL8 BOAL 12 

Addressing of PROMs is shown in Figure 3. All PROMs used on the 
M RV11-AA must conform to this information. Observe that the only 
difference between 512 by 4-bit and 2513 by 4-bit PROM pins is pin 14. 
The 512 by 4-bit part uses this pin for address bit OAL9; the 256 by 4-
bit part uses this pin for a chip enable when both bank address and 2 K 
segment address are true. Also note that bus address bits do not follow 
In sequence with PROM manufacturer's address designations. The pin
ning ar-angement shown allows for the use of commonly available 
PROMs and ROMs and optimum (compact) M RV11-AA module layout. 

DAl.7 L 

DAL6 ~ 

OAL5 L 

DAL4 L 

DAL 1 ~ 

DAL2 ~ 

DAL3 l.. 

NOTE 

LSI ~ 11 CHIP PI N SIGNIFICANCE 

----------------------------------
1~1 Vee 

121 47 -- DAL8 L 

141 As 0' CE __ ~ ___ 512 , ~~~~\PART 

131 CE -- CHIP EN~.8LE 

lTI 0, I (HOWl 

'~I °2 -OATil PINS 

'2. 03 

91 o. 
TOP VIEW 

Designatlor,s Immedlotely adJocent to pins Ore typical 

deSignations used by chip manufacturers -nol LSI-11 
deSignations LSI -11 deSignations for corH!C' 

addressing Jre located Qway from the chip Obser"e thol 
these signols ore low - actlve,they ore dOIJble -In .... erted 
bus signa Is ( low 0 logicol HI") 

Figure 3 PROM/ROM Pin Addressing 
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Programming PROMs 
Complete information for programming PROMs is contained in ::::hapter 
3. Do not attempt to program PROMs until you are thoroughly familiar 
with the information contained in that chapter. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
Major functions contained on the MRV11-M\ module are shown in Fig
ure 4. ROM data stored on the module can be addressed and read by the 
processor or other DMA devices by executing a DATI bus cycle. 
Data/address hnes BDALO~ 15 L and three bus interface control signals 
(BSYNC L, BDIN L. and BRPLY L) comprise all interface signals required 
for accessing the read-only memory. BREF L inhibits BRPLY Land 
BDAL bus drivers during memory refresh operations. 

Addressing 
A master device can address any 'Ie-bit word in the 4K module IJY plac
ing appropriate address bits on BD,A,L 1 ~ 15 L during the addressing por
tion of the DATI cycle. BDALO is not used on the M RV ll-AA since this 
address bit functions only as a byte pointer during DATOB and the write 
portion of DATIO B bus cycles. Bus receivers route DAL 1 3~ 15 H to the 
bank select decoder and DAL 1-12 H to the address storage latch. Bank 
selection occurs when the 4K address encoded on DAL 13~ 15 H is equal 
to the user-configured value sellected by jumpers W17~W15. The result
ing bank select (BS H) and address bits DAL 13~ 15 H are then stored in 
the address storage latch on the Ileading ed<ge of BSYNC L Stored ad
dress bits SA 1 ~8 H are buffered to produce I3A 1 ~9 L. which are applied 
to all ROM/PROM chips on the module. 

When 512 by 4-bit chips are used, SA9 H IS routed via ju mper W 10 to a 
buffer, producing the inverted BA9 L address bit for all chips (pin 14) 
However, when 256 by 4-bit chips .are used. Wl 0 is removed and W 12 
is connected, forcing a low (chllp enable) signal to be applied to all chips 
(pin 14); note that 256 by 4-bit chips do not receive address bit 9. 

Memory chip sockets are arranged in eight physical rows of four sockets 
each. The memory is expanded by installing all four chips in eacr desired 
row. Four chips provide the full 16-bit word storage for LSI-ll instruc
tions and data. Only one row is enabled bV a chip enable (CE) signal. 
produced by chip row select logic and chip type Jumpers. 
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MRV11-AA 

Figure 4 M RV 11-AA Logic Block Diagram 

8RP'_Y 

JUMPOl$ 

When 512 by 4-bit chips are used. jumpers WB. WS. and W10 are 
installed. The chip row select octal decoder receives stored address bits 
SA 10, S/\ 11, and SA 12 on its A. B. and C inputs. respectively. as shown 
in Figure 5. Bank select ston~d (SBS HI is gated to produce a low SEL L 
enable signal. which IS appliE~d to the D input of the decoder. (The deco
der is actually a decimal decoder; whenever a high signal is applied to its 
D input. outputs 0-7 are inhibited.) One decoder output goes low. en
abling the appropriate physical row addressed by bits SA 10-12 L. 

When 2~i6 by 4-bit chips are used, jumpers WB. WS. and W10 are 
removed and jumpers W11.W12. and either W13 or W14 are installed. 
as shown in Figure 6. SA 10 and SA 1 '1 are applied to octal decoder A 
and B inputs. respectively. Bit SAS. which is not used to directly address 
the 256 oy 4-bit chips, is then applied to input C of the octal decoder. 
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SA1-8 H ========:>r:-} BAI 8l 

SA 9 H ~' ~ JSA9 ~'fERJ. BA9 l I "DDRESS BI T) 

SAW H ~-------

SAI'H-~~~-

'-A 

'-B 
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Figure 5 5'2 by 4-Bit Chip-Jumper Configuration 

SA9Hi CEO l 0' 
CE I l I 

I i 

PHYSICAL 
MEMORY 
ROWS 

I 1-31~g 

SAIO H --+-t--
SAlI H--

_--, __ ,,-S,,-A 9",/...:'-,,2-,--" 

SAI2 H----<>WI3 OP SEl H 

A 

B 

C OCTA L 
DECODE" 

CE2l 
CE3l 
CE4l 
C E5 l 0--"-"-=--=--'-
CEGl 

~ ~PHYSICAl 
MEMORY 

4 ROWS 
5 

SAI2 l 0·.0- SEI l i {SBSH p:.:=-- D 
WI3 ANO Wl4 Af"tE 2 K 
SEGMENT SELECT JUMPERS 
lONE I NSTAllE ~) 

w13' lOWER 2" 
W14' UPPER 2 '( 

CE7l 6 i 
7 J 

Figure 6 256 by 4-Bit Chip-Jumper Configuration 

SA'2 H and SA' 2 L are available for jumpEH selection of the desired 2 K 
segment within the 4K bank, W, 3, when installed, selects the lower 2K; 
W'4 selects the upper 2K. When the selected segment is addressed, OP 
SEL goes high. This signal ii; gated with SBS H to produce the low 
(active) octal decoder enable signal. 

Caution must be used when sissigning memory to bank 7 to avoid con
flicts with preassigned device addresses. This 28-32 K address space is 
normally used for peripheral device addressE~s. Certain DIGITAL-supplied 
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system programs and operating systems determine the presence or ab
sence of some of these devices by accessing the assigned locations; if a 
response is obtained (i.e .. no bus time-out occurs). the program assumes 
that the device is present. Thus. havin'9 a memory respond to any of 
these preassigned locations will give the erroneous indication that the 
correspondtng device is installed in the system. 

Data Read Operation 
Once the ROM/PROM chip sockets are addressed. the data can be read 
by the bus master device. Data is available within 120 ns after BSYNC L 
is received. One active CEO-7 L Signal produces the active DO RPLY H 
signal. which enables reply and 0 BAL bus driver gating. Active DO RPLY 
H and SYNC H signals are !;jated. producing the REPLIED L signal. which 
enables one of the two bus driver enable inputs. The remaining enable 
input is MDIN L. The bus master device asserts BDIN L to request the 
data. DIN H is ANDed with the passive (high) SREF L signal. producing 
MDIN L. and read data is enabled onto BDALO-15 L. Active MDIN L. 
SYNC L. and DO RPLY H signals also enable the BRPLY L bus driver. 
producing the required response to B 01 N L. 

When the system is in a memory refresh operation, the MRV11-A must 
not respond to the BSYNC/BDIN refresh bus transactions. BRH L is 
asserted during the addressing portion of the bus cycle and the refresh 
latch stores REF H on the leading edge of SYNC L. SREF L goes low and 
inhibits the MDIN L Signal. Hence. BDAL and BRPLY L bus drivers are 
not enabled. 

I/O Timing and Bus Restrictions 
Addressed memory read data is available within 120 ns after the BSYNC 
L signal is received by the MRV11-AA. Logic on the module. responds to 
DATI bus cycles only. DATO or DATOS bus cycles will result in a bus 
time-out error. Logic functions on the module are not affected by the bus 
initialize (BINIT L) signal. 
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MRVll-BA LSI-11 UV PROM/BAM 

GENERAL 
The M RV 11 -BA is a memory option that contains eight sockets in which 
MRV11 BC ultraviolet (UV). erasable. programmable read-only memory 
(PRO M) Integrated circuits can be installed. 

The M RV 11 -BA also contains 256 by 16- bit static random access mem
ory (RAM) that can be used as a "scratchpad" and "stack" by system 
software. The RAM contents are volatile; that is. when operating power 
IS removed. memory data is lost. PROM contents are not volatile; pro
grams and data stored in Pf~OMs are available when operating power is 
restored 

Each MfW11-BC PROM option includes one 1024 (1K) by 8-bit unpro
grammed UV PROM integrated circuit (Intel 2708 PROM) UV PROMs 
can be erased by exposure to high-intensity ultraviolet light and then 
reprogrammed with new programs and data. A clear quartz window over" 
the PROM chip allows the ultraviolet light to be directed onto the chip. 
Optional QJV11 ROM/PROM formatter software is available for con
version of absolute loader format programs into listings and paper tapes 
In PRO M content format. 

FEATURES 

• On-board 256-word static: RAM 

• Sockets provided for installation of up to 4K words (8K bytes) of 
PROM in 1 K increments 

• PROM and RAM address space can be independently customer con
figured via jumpers 

• No special power is required. Only the normal +5 and + 12 Vdc 
operating voltages present on the LSI-11 bus are required. An on
board "charge pump" circuit provides the necessary -5 V operating 
voltane to the PROM array. 

• Completely compatible with LSI-11 bus protocol 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 
Size 
Power 

M8021 
Double 

LSI-11 UV PROM less 
PROM integrated cir
cuits 

+5 V ± 5% at 0.58 A 
+ 12 V ± 3% at 0.34 A 

With eight 1 K X 8 
PRO M integrated cir
cuits 

+5 V ± 5% at 0.62 A 
+ 12 V ± 3% at 0.5 A 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

CONFIGURATION 

General 
Jumper locations are included on the MRV11-BA module as shown in 
Figure 1. Jumpers allow independent selection of system memory start
ing addresses for the RAM and PHOM memory functions. In addition, 
four special jumper locations (VII 1 0, W18, 1lV21, and W22) are provided 

W10, when installed, disables the 256 RAM portion of the MRV11-BA 
when the RAM function is not desired. W18, when installed, enables 
PROM and/or RAM operation in bank 7 'ithe 4K memory addresses 
ranging from 160000 through 177777). Bank 7, by PDP-11 convention, 
is normally reserved for peripheral devices, and system memory would 
normally be configured for addresses ranging from 0 through 157777. 
The MRVI1-BA is factory configured with Wl0 removed a,d W18 
installed. 

W21 and W22 control the MHV11-BA response to attempts to "write" 
in PROM locations. The module is factory-configured with W21 installed 
and W22 removed. When configured in this manner, any attempt to 
write in the PROM will result in a bus time-out error. 

W21 can be removed and V1122 can be installed to enable 'pseudo
write" operations in PROM locations. Note that this jumper con
figuration only prevents bus time .. out errors: it is not possible to actually 
write into (output data to) PROM locations. This jumper configuration is 
required to support the following instructions. 

Mnemonic 
MTPS 
MUL 
DIV 
ASH 
ASHe 

Octal Code 

1064SS 
070RSS 
071RSS 
072RSS 
073RSS 
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000 0 
ISTIK 2NDIK 3RDIK 'ITHIK 
PROMS PROMS PROMS PROMS 
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o(:::::J<> W20 11I} RAM ADDRESS 
o(:::::J<> WI9 III 
o[~ WI8 BANK 7 ENABLE 

-=- W22 

{ 
oe:::Jc WI 7 

PROM ADDRESS ~ WI6 III 
"'----"" WI5 

{ 
oe:::Jc W 14 

PROM ENABLE ~ ::~ 
"'-------'" WII 

RAM DISABLE oe:::Jc 

"",00'''' {I 
PROM ADDRESS { g 

.CJe W21 

WIOI1I 
W9 
W8 
W7111 
W6 
W5 
W4 
W3 
W2 
WI 

L-_J-"L._ 
NOTE 

111 JUMPERS NOT FACTORY INSTALLED 
MR-Oi04 

Figure 1 MRV11··BA Jumper and Socket locations 
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All of the instructions listed require DATIO (read-modify-wrlte) bus 
cycles. If the source operand (SS) refers to a PROM location, the 
M RV11-BA must be configured with W2 'I removed and W22 installed 
in order to avoid bus time-out errors, See Chapter 3 for additional de
tails. 

Address selection jumpers allow PROM and RAM addreSSing t'1rough a 
128K address range. Bank 7 IS the highest 4K portion of the address 
range. RAM addresses can reside within a populated PROM :lank ad
dress. When this is done, RAM data will' be properly accessed and 
PROM contents are not enabled. Detailed instructions for configuring 
address jumpers are provided below. 

NOTE 
System memory must include memory location 
000004. This location may be either read-only 
or read-write memory. The processor executes a 
dummy read bus cycle during the power-up se
quence using this address and requires a reply 
to complete the bus cycle, The actual memory 
contents read from the location are not used and 
can be any value. 

RAM Address Jumpers 
RAM addresses can be located in any 256-word portion of system mem
ory, starting at 256-word-segment boundaries. The relationship 
between bus address bits and jumpers 19,2:0, and 3 through 9 IS shown 
in Figure 2. Configure the RAM starting address by removin<g and/or 
installing the appropriate jumpers. 

FACTORY 

CON'~~::::::~{~ I 
R' , 

41( AND 11( 

SELECT 

1 f'."u .. .,. Cl)nf,g..and add,_ ,,,n!le * 20000 - 20377 

2 I ~ Jum~' ,nsulted. R ~ JumpeJ ,,,,,,ovec! 
l Wl0 .emo~ft! ~ RAM ENABLE 

Wl0 ,ndalled ~ RAM OISABLE 

I ~ 1 

A"'O 

Figure 2 MRV1 1 -SA RAM Addressing 
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PROM Address Jumpers 
PROM addresses can be located in any 4K bank of system memory. The 
relationship between bus address bits, PROM size, and jumpers is 
shown 111 Figure 3 Configure the PFlOM starting address by removing 
and, Dr Installing the appropriate jumpers. Remove or install PROM size 
jumpers W11 through W14 as shown in the figure: these jumpers must 
be removed to conform to PRO M size (in increments of 1 K) to prevent 
erroneous addressing of unpopulated sockets. The M RV11-BA is fac
tory-configured with W11 through W14 installed. 

81-.., --+ 1/ 16 15 14 13 12 11 lU 09 OS 07 06 05 04 OJ 02 01 

ADD"" r - r - nT I I i II 
""MA ~ r ~ Tn L.-l._"---L----l_"---L----l __ -'---L--.J 

UM'" -+~, l ." ." "" ~L~ --~N-E~-~~-:~~r~~~7~~ulTs 
I I I I I P'1CMSIZ lIt< WITHIN4K BANKI 

fAC')~Y t .. t ,t DECODED 8Y ADDRESSING AND 

(-ONfl(,l'8ATIl",J .......... I CO~.TROl LOGIC. It< SEGMENTS 

'"

'''' .. ,'>EL~l r {~I I I ARE. ENAEILED VIA WII W14 

~ + PROM JUMPER CONf-IGURATION 

"---....~ SIZE 

---I-'=+"'+'-'+~ 

1 ~dct'" y cO "gur~d _,d",~" 'onqe 

2 I )'lmlJer ~"~llpd R - J"'np~f remQ,"" 

Figure 3 MRV11-BA. PI,OM Addressing 

MRV11-BC Handling Precautions 
MRV11-BC integrated circuit PROMs are metal oxide semiconductor 
(MaS) devices that can bEl damag,gd through improper handling. MaS 
devices can be easily damaged by static discharges due to their high 
input/output impedance. Safe installation requires that the conductive 
foam in which the chip is shipped be brought into physical and electrical 
contact with the MRV11-BA module or PROM programming equipment 
prior to removing the PROM from the foam. Unnecessary handling of 
PROMs should be avoided once removed from the foam. When pro
grammed and installed in MRV11-BA sockets, there is no danger of 
static discharge damaging the PROMs. 

Each MRV11-BC PROM IS implemented in a 24-pin integrated circuit 
package. Mechanical damage to the PROMs can occur if they are care
lessly handled. When insta'lling PROMs, ensure that all pins are properly 
started into the socket before pressing the PROM pins all the way into 
the socket. 
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An instruction sheet illustratin'9 proper handling procedures is Included 
with each purchase of MRV'11-BC PROMs, Refer to that sheet for 
PROM installation and removal instructions. 

Installing the MRV11- BA Module 
The MRV 11- BA module can be installed in any LSI-11 bus It only 
requires one option location and is not dE~pendent on position (device 
priority) along the bus. Hence. the module can be installed 111 any option 
location in single and mUltiple backplane systems. The module requires 
no special power; all operating power (+5 Vand +12 V) is supplied by 
the normal power present on the backplane. The MRV"-BA normally 
should not be configured for "pseudO-Write" operation if it IS being used 
in a DIGITAL operating system. The software may attempt to write in 
PROM locations resulting in bus time-out errors. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
Four major functions comprise the MRV"-BA option: addressing and 
control logic. 4K X 16 PROM array. 256 X 16 RAM array. and charge 
pump circuit. These functions are shown in Figure 4. The PROM and 
RAM arrays comprise the actual memory portion of the module The 
MRV1'-BA option contains factory-installed RAM integrated circuits: 
PROM integrated circuits (MRV11·BC) are optional. and must be pro
grammed prior to installation on the modulle,. The charge pump cirCUit is 
a dc-dc voltage converter that produces -~i V operating power for the 
PROM array. Each function is described in the following paragraphs. 

PROM Array 
Optional PROMs comprise the PROM array shown in Figure 5. Each 
MRV 1'-BC PROM includes one 1 K X 8 PROM integrated circuit W.hen 
two options are installed. they comprise a 1 K X 16 read-only memory 
The MRV"-BA option is expanded to 4K PROM by installing eight 
M RV 11 - BC options. 

Four chip enable signals ICE (0:3) LI select the addressed pair of 1024-
location by 8-bit (1 K X 8) PROMs. Only one chip enable signal will go 
active when the PROM array IS addressed. selecting a 1 K portion of the 
4K array. Addressing within the selected 1 K portion is controlled by 
buffered address Signals BA (1.,0) H. Addressing and control logic func
tions control the chip enable and buffered address signals. and place the 
PROM output data DAL (0: 1 Ei) on the LSI-11 bus where it can be read 
by the bus master. When not addressed by a chip enable signal. the 
PROM chip outputs go to a high-impedance state. effectively dis
connecting the PROM array from the DAL signal lines. 
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Figure 5 PROM Array 
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RAM Array 
Four factory-installed 256-location by 4-bit (256 X 4) RAM integrated 
circuits comprise the RAM array, as shown in Figure 6. SEL2 L is as
serted low by the addressing and control logic whenever the HAM array 
is addressed. When the RAM array is not addressed, SEL2 L goes high 
and the RAM input/output data pins IDAt (0: 15) HI go to a hl,tlh-imped
ance state, effectively disconnecting the array from the DAL lines 

DAL 121S H ~ 

DAl(811 H_ 

QAL '47 H 4--

QUTlBl -

OAL {Q 3 H 4--

BA (1 8 H ------

SEl2l ______ 

-I56~J RAM 

-{ --

I.~J ~M 

Figure 6 RAM Array 

When addressed, OUT H B l. and OUT LB L select a read or write oper
ation. When a read operation (DATI) is in progress, both OUT signals are 
high (write inhibit) During a 16,-bit (wordl write (DATa) operation, both 
signals are low. During an 8-bit (byte) write (DATOB) operation, only one 
OUT signal will go low, Self!ctin~1 the addressed byte 
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Addressing and Control Logic 
Addressing a nd control logic functions are shown in Figure 7. Separate 
address decoding logic is included for PROM and RAM arrays. A com
mon PROM/RAM address latch stores buffered address bits BA (1: 12) 
H for both memory functions. Protocol' logic contained in one integrated 
circu it (type DC004) controls the M RV11-BA interface according to a 
strict LS 1-11 bus protocol. 

II"'M~AOO"fSS 
lUMPtAS 

.r~;.-

Figure 7 M RV 11-BA Addressing and Control Logic 

The addressing and control logic also includes bus transceivers that 
receive and transmit address and data bits to and from the LSI-ll bus. 
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REC H. when high, inverts and gates BDM. (0: 15) L bits onto the DAL 
(0: 1 5) H lines. These lines comprise an internal 16-bit bidirectional 
data/address bus for the MRV11·BA module. When XMIT H is high and 
REC H is low, inverted DA (0: 15) H bits are placed on BDAL (0: 15) L. 

The PROM address can be configured via jumpers W15-W17 to reside 
in any 4K bank of system memory. PROM 32K address select decoder 
and jumpers W1 and W2 permit addressing in 128K memory systems 
(presently not implemented in LSI·11 systoms). 

When a bus master device places a PROM address on the LSI-11 bus, 
MATCH 4K H goes high: this signal is inverted and applied to the PROM 
select decoder, enabling further address selection. The state of DAL 
(11: 12) H determine which PROM select d~coder output will go active 
(low). Jumpers W11 through 14 apply the active signal to the PROM S 
H OR gate. Only one signal will go active during a PROM read sequence. 
indicating the addressed 1 K segment within the 4K bank. The jumpers 
can be removed to disable PROM S H when PROM sockets do not 
contain PROMs. PROM S H is ORed with flAM S H, producin9 ENB H. 
When active, EN B H indicates a valid addr'9ss is present. enabling pro
tocol logic operation. During thE! addressing portion of the bus cycle, 
BSYNC L goes active, latching thEt buffered address bits BA (1: 12) H. 
BA (11: 12) H are applied to the PROM 1 K address select decoder, pro
ducing one active chip enable signal (CEO L through CE3 L) that enables 
the appropriate pair of 1 K X 8 PROM integrated circuits for the duration 
of the PROM read sequence. BA (1: 1 0) H select the addressed location 
within the selected pair of 1 K PROMs. 

RAM addressing is accomplished by first d,ecoding the active 32K por
tion of memory configured via W3 and W4, and the 256-word portion 
within a 1 K segment configun~d via W19 and W20. When a bus master 
places an address on the bus that is within the configured 32 K and 256-
word address space, MATCH 256 H goes active (high), enabling the 
RAM 1 K address select decoder. On the leading edge of SYNC H. the 
RAM 1 K address select decoder latches th~~ "match" states of MATCH 
256 H. the address space configured via jumpers W5-W9. and 1 K ad
dress bits on DA L (11: 1 5) H. If the addmss is within the configured 
range, RAM S H goes active (high). producing active ENB H and RAM S 
H (B DA L 2 L) input signals for protocol logic operations. Word address
ing within the 256-word address space is controlled by buffered address 
bits BA (1 :8) H. In addition, during a write byte operation (DATOB). the 
protocol logic produces one active (low) OLJT HB L or OUT LB L signal 
that selects the appropriate RAM integrated circuit to write (store) data: 
during a word write operation (DATa). both signals go active. enabling 
both RAM integrated circuits to write data. If RAM operation IS not 
desired, RAM disable jumper Wl0 can be installed. When If1stalled. 
W10 prevents MATCH 256 H from going active and RAM addressing 
cannot occur. 
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Bank 7 addressing is normally reserved for devices other than system 
memory. By PD P-11 convention, the upper 4K address space contains 
peripheral device addresses that are compatible with system hardware 
and software options. W18 is factory-installed and BANK ENBL L re
mains active. enabling all bank addresses, including bank 7. With bank 7 
enable jumper W18 removed, an active BBS7 L (bank 7) bus signal 
causes BANK ENBL L to go high: at alii other times (bank addresses 
other than bank 7), this signal remains low, enabling RAM and PROM 
address decoders. 

PROM Read Sequence - The PROM read sequence is initiated when 
the LSI-'I 1 bus master device places a valid address on the BDAL (0: 15) 
H lines (Figure 8). A bank address falling within the user-configured 4K 
address space enables an active (high) MATCH 4K H signal. Similarly, 
the PROM 32K address select decoder enables MATCH 4K H when the 
LSI-ll bus address is within the configured 32 K space. When both con
ditions are true, MATCH 4K H goes high. This signal is inverted, produc
ing MATCH 4K L. enablin!~ the PROM select decoder. The decoder 
decodes DAL (11: 12) H address bits and produces one active (low) out
put that represents a 1 K segment of the addressed 4K bank. The active 
signal is routed via an appropriate jumper (Wl1 through W14) to the 
PROM S H OR gate. Thus, the reSUlting active PROM S H signal signifies 
that a populated portion of PROM is being addressed. 

The active PROM S H is ORed with the passive RAM S H signal. produc
ing a n active EN B H signal input to th.~ protocol logic. The leading edge 
of BSYNC L then stores buffered address bits BA (1: 12) H and causes 
protocol logic generation of an active (low) SEL6 L signal. SEL6 L pro
duces an active XMIT H si~lnal that enables the bus drivers in the bus 
transceivers: however. data is not actually placed on the bus until REC H 
goes low. SEL6 L also enables the PROM 1 K address select decoder. 
Only one decoder chip enable output (CEO through CE3) goes low, en
abling the addressed pair of 1 K by 8 PROMs to place read data on DAL 
(0: 1 5) H lines. The active chip enable si!~nal and buffered address bits 
BA (1: 1 0) H thus completE! the addressing portion of the PROM read 
sequence. 

The bus master then asserts BDIN L to initiate the data portion of the 
sequence. The protocol logic responds by negating REC H and PROM 
data is placed on BDAL (0: 15) L where it can be read by the bus master 
device. After a 600 ns delay from the leading edge of BDIN L. the pro
tocol lo.;)ic produces an aetive BRPLY L signal. indicating that the 
M RV 11 -BA has placed valicl data on the bus. The bus master then reads 
the data and negates BDIN L. The protocol logic responds by termi
nating B RPL Y L. Finally, the bus master terminates the bus cycle by 
negating BSYNC L. The protocol logic responds by producing an active 
(high) REC H signal. inhibiting bus transmitter portions and enabling bus 
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BSVNC L 

BOAL (0.15 1 l 

BOIN L 

BA 11 12 H 

MATCH 4K H 

PROM S H 

ENS H 

BRPLVL-++-.-J-~/ I\~\ 
I \ I 

REC H ---1------ ' \ T 
I 

\ 1-
-----9 ; SEL6 L 

--------I"c,....,/ / = XMITH __ ...J 

Figure 8 PROM R:ead Sequence (DATI) 

receiver portions of the bus transceivers. and negating SEL6 l. The pas
sive SH6 L signal inhibits PROM chip enable signal decoding and pro
duces a passive XMIT H si!;Jnal. and the PROM read sequence is 
completed. 

PROM Reply to DATIO(B) Bus C:ycles - The MRVll-BA module is 
factory-configured to reply only to DATI (read) cycles when PROM is 
addressed. However. in certain applications the reply to the PROM 
pseudo-write sequence may bH required to prevent bus time-out errors. 
The module is factory-configured with W21 installed and W22 removed. 
This enables the DOUT L signal input to the protocol logic (Figure 8) only 
when the 256 RAM is addressed (SEL2 L is asserted low). When PROM 
is addressed. SEL2 L goes high and inhibits DOUr. Thus. attempting to 
write in PROM will result in bus time-out since DOUT is not received by 
the protocol logic. 
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Figure 9 RAM Read Sequence (DATI) 

When reply to DOUT is required, W2i is mmoved and W22 is installed, 
Thus, the protocol logic receives DOUT during PROM pseudo-write 
sequences. Note that no useful function is performed by the protocol 
logic other than asserting BRPLY L to complete the bus cycle: thus, bus 
time-out errors are prevented. 

RAM Read Sequence - A RAM read sequence is initiated when a bus 
master device places an address on the LSI- 11 bus (Figure 9). The RAM 
32K and 256 (word) address select decoders produce a high (active) 
MATCH 256 H signal if the address IS within the user-configured 32K 
and 256 address space. MATCH 25El H enables the RAM 1 K address 
select decoder. If the bus address bits IBDAL (11: 1 5) LI are equal to the 
user-configured 1 K address segment. RAM S H goes high (active), pro
ducing an active EN B H signal that enables protocol logic operation. The 
bus master then asserts BSYNC L latching the state of RAM SHand 
buffered address bits BA ('I: 1 2) H: the protocol logic responds to 
BSYNC L by producing an active SEL2 L signal. and the addressing 
portion of the sequence is completed, 
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The active SEL2 L signal is applied. to RAM integrated circuit chip enable 
inputs, enabling data to be read. Buffered clddress bits BA (1: 8) H select 
tha addressed word within the 256-word memory array. SEL2 L also 
produces an active XMIT H signal. enabling the transmit function in the 
bus transceivers; however, data is not placed on the BDAL (0 15) L bus 
until REC H goes low. 

The bus master enters the data portion of the bus cycle by asserting 
BDIN L. MRV11-BA protocol logic: responds to BDIN L by negating REC 
H and asserting BRPLY L 6100 ns after the leading edge of BDIN L, 
indicating the presence of valid RAM data. The bus master then reads 
the RAM data and negates BDIN L. MRV11-BA protocol logic then re
sponds by producing an active REC H si~lnaL removing data from the 
bus, and negating BR PLY L. The bus master then responds to the pas
sive B R PLY L signal by negating BSYNC L. terminating the bus cycle 
The M RV 11 -BA then responds to the passive BSYNC L signal by negat
ing RAM SHand SEL2 L signals. The passive RAM S H signal inhibits 
ENB H. SEL2 L (high) produces a passive (low) XMIT H signal and the 
RAM read sequence is completed. 

RAM Write Sequence - A RAM write sequence is initiated by the 
addressing portion of the bus cycle as described for the RAM read se
quence. However, REC H remains high fQr the duration of the sequence 
(Figure 10). enabling the receiver portions of the bus transceivers. The 
data portion of the sef:luence is initiated when the bus master device 
places the write data word on BDAL (0 15) L for a DATO operation, or a 
data byte on BDAL (0:7) L (low byte) or BDAL (8: 15) L (high byte). The 
bus master then asserts BDOUT L indicating that valid write data is on 
the bus. The M RV 11 -BA protocol logic responds to BDOUT L by assert
ing both OUT HB L and OUT LB L. if BWTBT L is presently not asserted 
(high) by the bus master. (DATO bus CyclE!). or only one OUT HB/LB L 
signal if BWTBT L is asserted (low). The logical state of BDALO during 
the addressing portion of the sequence determines which OUT signal 
becomes active. In this manner, BDALO L serves as a byte pointer. If it 
was not asserted (high) during the addreSSing portion of the sequence. 
OUT LB L goes active (low). enabling writing into the low b'Y1e only of 
the addressed RAM location; similarly, if BDALO L was asserted (low)' 
OUT HB L goes low, enabling writing into the high byte oClly of the 
addressed RAM location. 

The protocol logic also responds to BDOLJT L by asserting B R PLY L 600 
ns after receiving BDOUT L indicating that the write operation has been 
completed. The bus master responds to BFIPLY L by negating BDOUT L. 
The protocol logic then responds to the high BDOUT L signal by negat
ing the OUT HB L and/or OUT LB L signal(s) and terminating BRPLY L. 
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Figure 10 RAM Write Sequence (DATO or DATOB) 

Finally. the bus master responds to the passive (high) BRPl Y l signal by 
negating BSYNC l and terminating the bus cycle. The MRV11-BA then 
responds. to the passive BSYNC l signal by terminating the RAM S H. 
ENB H. and SEl2 l signals and the RAM write sequence is completed. 

Charge Pump Circuit 
The charge pump circuit produces the -·5 V operatin,9 power for the 
PROM array integrated circuits. The basic components comprising the 
charge pump circuit are shown in Figure, 11. Input power is obtained 
from the +12 V present on the lSI-11 bus. Hence. the MRVll-BA 
module does not require external power other than the usual + 5 V and 
+ 12 V present on the backplane. 
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Figure 11 -5 V Charge Pump Circuit (Simplified) 

The oscillator provides the basic rectangular pulse that drives current 
switch 03. When the oscillator turns 03 on. + 12 V is applied to L 1 for 
approximately 25 ms and an increasing current is produced. When the 
oscillator turns off, the energy stored in L 1 produces a negative voltage 
(at the top of L 1 as shown in the figure). charging C41 via diode 03. 
Thus, stored energy in L 1 is transferred to C41 as a negative voltage. 
Successive oscillator pulses cause C41's voltage to build up to approx
imately 10 V. At this point. the zener voltage of 02 is exceeded and 01 
conducts. 01 then produces a threshold control voltage that reduces the 
duty cycle of the oscillator drive voltage applied to 03 ("on" time is 
decreased and "off" time is increased). The feedback circuit thus pro
duced automatically adjusts the duty cycle of the 20 kHz oscillator to 
control the energy stored in L 1 and maintain C41's voltage at -10 V 
under any normal load conditions. 

The actual regulated -5 V output is produced by a 3-terminal. -5 V 
regulator. The regulator also c:ontains overcurrent and thermal overload 
protection circuits. 
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MSV11-B 4K BY 16-BIT MOS READ/WRITE MEMORY 

GENERAL 
The MSV 11 -8 IS a 4K by 16,bit dynamic MOS read/write memory mod
ule which can be used for storage of user programs and data. The stor
age capacity is 4096 16-bit words. Memory address selection is user
configured by installing or removing jumpers contained on the module. 

Memory refresh is directly controlled externally by LSI-11 bus signals. 
The MSVll-8 is LSI-11 bus-compatible and capable of either pro
grammed I/O data transfers with the processor or DMA transfers with 
other LSI-ll bus modules 

FEATURES 

• 4096 by 16-bit word 
• Fast access time - 550 ns maximum 
• Lower power - 12.7 W for the module, maximum 
• Dynamic MOS memory chips - Refresh is externally controlled 

• User· configured 4K addresses - Three jumpers allow user address 
configuration. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 
Size 
Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

CONFIGURATION 

General 

M7944 
Double 
+5V±5%atO.13A 
+ 12 V ± 3% at 0.54 A 

1.9 
1.0 

The user can select the 4K address space (bank) in which the module is 
addressed by installing or removing jumpers. The MSV11-8 module is 
factory-configured to respond to addresses in bank 0 (addresses 
0-177713) and not reply to rlsfresh. 

Address Jumpers 
MSV 11- 8 address jumpers are located as shown in Figure 1. The mod
ule is supplied with all address jumpers installed. Figure 2 illustrates a 
16-bit address and how jumpers are assigned for the MSV11-8 module. 
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Figure MSV111-B Jumper Locations 
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Addr e,,~ Octal Addre .. ~ 

Ran 

OAI 

481 
8-1:! 

12·16 
16·20 
20-24 

Ran:~e 

000000017776 
020000·0377 76 
040000057776 
060000077776 
100000 117776 
120000137776 

,K 140000157776 242,· 
283: 'K 160000 177776 

NOH I Installed, R co Remov ,d 

Figure 2 MSV11-B Address Format/Jumpers 

Reply to Refresh Jumpers 

BYTE 
POINTER 

Only one dynamic memory module in a system is required to reply to the 
refresh bus transactions initiated bV the refreshing device, The module 
selected to reply should be the module with the slowest access time or 
physlca!ly the farthest from the refreshin~j device, Jumper W4 enables or 
inhibits the MSV11-B replv as follows, 

W4 installed: MSV11-B will not assert BRPLY in response to refresh 
bus signals, 

W4 removed' MSV11-B will reply to refresh bus BSYNC/BDIN trans
actions by asserting BRPLY L, 

Refresh Requirements 
The MSV11-B module contains dynamic MOS integrated memory cir
cuits which must be complletely refreshed once every 2 ms or less, The 
refresh operation can be performed by the processor, by the REV11 
series refresh/bootstrap module, or by special DMA logic provided by 
the user 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
Major functions contained on the IVlSV11-B module are shown In Figure 
3. M emory data can be stored '[written) or read by the processor or other 
bus master devices operating in th,e 0 MA mode. with appropriate bus 
cycles: DATa (16-word write operation); DATOB (8-bit byte wnte oper
ation); DATI (16-bit read operation); or DJ\TIOB 116-bit read-modify
write (8- or 16-bit) operation I 

Addressing is initiated by a master device (either the processor or a 
DMA device) by placing the 1 fl-bit address on BDALO-15 L and assert
ing BSYNC L. latching the address (and bank select information) in the 
address register. Address bits are routed from the BDAL bus receivers 
onto the module's DALO-15 H bus to the 1 3-bit address and bank select 
register input Address bits BDAL'I 3-15 L are decoded by the bank 
address decoder. Decoded output signal BS H will go active (high) only 
when the jumper-selected bank address is decoded. The active BS H 
signal is stored along with the '1 3-bit memory address for the dw-ation of 
the operation. 

The memory array comprises sixteen 16-pin 4K by 1-bit memory chips 
which require the address multiplexer to address the array with two 16-
bit bytes. Address mUltiplexer control logic n~sponds to the active SYNC 
H and stored active bank select (L BS L) si~lnal by immediately gener
ating an active row address strobe (RAS). This signal remains aGtive for 
the duration of the active SYNC H signal. Address mUltiplex control 
AMX L IS initially passive (highl'. multiplexing the stored row address bits 
(LDAL7-12 H) through the 12:6-bit address multiplexer and into all 
memory chips. After approximately 150 ns. address multiplex control 
logic generates an active column address strobe (CAS) and a'1 active 
AMX L signal. Multiplexer column address bits (LDAL 1-6 H) are then 
strobed into all memory chips. This completes the chip addressing por
tion of the memory operation. 

When in a memory read operation. the bus master device asserts BDIN 
L. The data from the accessed memory locatllon is present on the 00-15 
H bus and at bus driver inputs_ Reply logic responds to BDIN L by gener
ating an active DRIVE L signal which gates the memory read data onto 
BOA LO--1 5 L for input to the requesting device; reply logic also asserts 
BRPLY L to complete the datal transfer portion of the cycle. 

When in a memory write operation (or the write portion of a DA TlOB 
cycle). the addressing portion of the operation is similar to the read cycle 
addressing. After the addressing portion of the cycle has been com
pleted. the master device asserts BDOUT L. and BWTBT L eittler goes 
passive (high) if a DATa (word) write cycle is to be performed. or 
remains asserted if a DA TaB (byte) write cycle is to be pel'formed 
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Word/byte select logic responds to the DATO cycle by asserting both 
WO L and WI L for the duration of the cycl1e. enabling DALO-l ~i H bits 
to be written into the address locatl,on in all memory chips. However in a 
DATOB cycle with AO H low (evBn byte) only WO L goes active, 
enabling the writing of DALO-7 H into the addressed locatior in the 
appropriate eight memory chips. Similarly, if AO H is high (odd byte). 
only WI L goes active, enablin~1 only DAL8-15 H bits to be written into 
the addressed location in the appropriate eil~ht memory chips The reply 
logic also responds to the active BDOUT L si1tlnal by asserting B HPL Y L, 
indicating that the data has been written, completing the data transfer. 

The memory chips in the MSVll-B require a refresh operation once 
every 1.6 ms. This operation is entirely under the control of either pro
cessor microcode or a DMA device, as selected by the user. The address 
multiplex control logic responds to BREF L generated by the refresh
controlling device, by simulating a 'bank selected" operation. (All sys
tem memory banks are simultaneously selected during refresh.) I':tefresh 
is then accomplished by a device by execLiting 64 successive BSYNC 
UBDIN L operations while incr,ementing BDAL 1-6 by one on each bus 
transaction. Refresh is simply a series of forced memory read operations 
where only the row addresses are si!lnificant. Each of the 64 rows in all 
dynamic MOS memory chips in an LSI-II system are simultaneously 
refreshed in this manner. The REF H signal inhibits all BDAL bus drivers 
for the duration of the refresh operation. 

A dc-to-dc inverter circuit is included on the module for negative \/oltage 
generation. Output voltages include -9 V for the MOS memory chips 
and - 5 V for linear devices in th,e address multiplex control logic. Hence, 
only + 12 V and + 5 V power inputs are required for module op'3ration. 
The BDCOK H signal starts dc-to-dc inverter oscillation when bus. power 
is applied. 
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MSV11-CD 16K BY '16-BIT MOS READ-WRITE 
MEMORY 

GENEFIAL 
The MSV11-CD IS a 16K dynamic MOS read/write memory option that 
can be Installed in any LSI-11 bus. Memory contents are volatile; that is. 
when operating power is removed. memory data is lost. 

FEATURES 
• On-board refresh circuit that eliminates need for refresh signals on 

the LSI-11 bus. 

• The system memory address space to which the option will respond 
IS user-configured via switches contained on the module. An address 
can start at any 4K bank boundary. 

• It wi! perform DATI. DATa. DATOB. DATIO. and DATIOB bus cycles 
according to LSI-11 bus protocol 

• Jumpers allow the module to bEl configured for using external bus 
refresh signals and disabling the internal refresh function. 

• No special power is required. Only the normal +5 and + 12 Vdc 
voltanes are necessary. An on-board charge pump circuit provides the 
necessary -5 V operatin!~ voltagEl to the memory circuits. 

• Jumpers allow the user Ito implemEmt battery backup power. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Identification 

Size 

Power 

System Power 

+5 V ± 5% 
+ 12 V ± 3% 
Powe( 

M7!)!55-YD 

Quad 

Operating 

1.1 A 
0.54A 
12 VV 

Battery Backup Power 

+5 V ± 5% 
+12 V ± 3% 

Bus Loaejs 
AC 
DC 

0.8 A 
0.16 A 

2.3 
1 
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Operational 
Operating Speed - The operating speeds stated below are based on the 
bus not attempting a memory CYClE' during a refresh operation and that 
an arbitration was not necessary. 

Access Time 

Bus Cycle Type 

DATI. DATIO 
DATO(B) 

Cycle Time 

Bus Cycle Type 

DATI 
DATO(B) 

Access Time 

300 ns typo (350 ns max. from RSYNC H) 
300 ns typo (350 ns max. from RDOUT H). 

Cycle Time 

650 ns typo (750 n:> max. from RSYNC H) 
650 ns typo (750 ns max. from RDOUT H) 

N()TE 
If a bus cycle is being done as a result of win
ning the synchronization arbitration, the bus 
cycle will be delayed or increased from 0 to 80 
ns. If a refresh operation is in progress when a 
cycle is requested, a delay from 0 to 750 ns will 
occur before the bus cvcle starts. 

CONFIGURATION 

General 
Configuring the MSV1 1 -CD will alter its operation for a specific system 
application. The following items can be configured: 

1. Select the starting address for the contiguous memory contained on 
the module 

2. Select the number of banks required on the memory 

3. Refresh mode: on-board or external refresh, and reply to external 
refresh signals 

4. Battery backup power 

5. Bus grant (BIAK Land BDMG L) signals. 

In most applications, the user will simply configure the starting address 
and install the module. Refer to the following paragraphs for procedures 
for configuring each item. 
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Address Selection 
The MSV11-CD address can start at any 4K bank boundary. The address 
configured is the starting address for the contiguous 16K portion of 
memory contained on the module. Set the switches, located as shown 
on Figure 1. to the desired startin~1 address as listed in Table 1. The 
upper 4 K address space is normally reserved for peripheral device and 
register addresses. Thus, bank 7 (addresses 160000-177777) normally 
should not be used for system memory in a 32 K addressable system. 

Number of Banks Selection 
It may be necessary in some systems to use less than the 16K of mem
ory that is available on the MSV11-CD The 4K banks of memory can 
only be disabled consecutively from the top bank down. Table 2 identi
fies the proper configuration of the jumpers. 

-'=SF? 

~---+-+--+--'W6 W, "S 

OFF· -ON 

W3 
W12 W4 

Figure 1 MSV11-CD Switch and Jumper Locations 
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Table 1 MSV11-C[) Addressing Summary 

Switch 

Starting Address 
Settings 

-------~----- .. 

Address Banks Range 51 52 53 54 55 

0 0-3 0-7777'7 1 1 1 1 1 
20000 1-4 20000-1177'77 0 1 1 1 1 
40000 2-5 40000-1377'77 1 0 1 1 1 
60000 3-6 60000-1577'77 0 0 1 1 1 

100000 4-7 100000-1777"77 1 1 0 1 1 
120000 5-10 120000-:2177"77 0 1 0 1 1 
140000 6-11 140000-:2377'77 1 0 0 1 1 
160000 7-12 160000-:257777 0 0 0 1 1 
200000 1O-l3 200000-:2777:77 1 1 1 0 1 
220000 11-14 220000-3177:77 0 1 1 0 1 
240000 12-15 240000-3377:77 1 0 1 0 1 
260000 13-16 260000-3577:77 0 0 1 0 1 
300000 14-17 300000-377777 1 1 0 0 1 
320000 15-20 320000-4177:77 0 1 0 0 1 
340000 16-21 340000-437777 1 0 0 0 1 
360000 17-22 360000-4577:77 0 0 0 0 1 
400000 20-23 400000-4777:77 1 1 1 1 0 
420000 21-24 420000-!517777 0 1 1 1 0 
440000 22-25 440000-!5377:77 1 0 1 1 0 
460000 23-26 460000-!557777 0 0 1 1 0 
500000 24-27 500000-!5777:77 1 1 0 1 0 
520000 25-30 520000-6177:77 0 1 0 1 0 
540000 26-31 540000-6377:77 1 0 0 1 0 
560000 27-32 560000-6577:77 0 0 0 1 0 
600000 30-33 600000-6777:77 1 1 1 0 0 
620000 31-34 620000-n 77?7 0 1 1 0 0 
640000 32-35 640000-7377?7 1 0 1 0 0 
660000 33-36 660000-J577?7 0 0 1 0 0 
700000 34-37 700000-7777?7 1 1 0 0 0 
720000 x x-)( 0 1 0 0 0 
740000 x x-)( 1 0 0 0 0 
760000 x x-)( 0 0 0 0 0 

NOTES 
L Switch setti ngs: 

1 = ON 
0=: OFF 

2_ Each memory bank = one 4K address space. 
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Table 2 Bank Selection 

Banks Disabled W4 W8 W12 W16 

None I I I 
3 I I R 
2.3 I R R 
1.2.3 I~ R R 

Refresh Mode Selection 
The MSV11-CD module is factory··conflgured for internal (on-board) 
memory refresh and no reply (assertion of BRPLY L) in response to re
fresh cycles on the LSI-11 bus. Factory-installed wire-wrap jumpers W6 
and W7. located as shown in Figure 1. provide these functions. W7. 
when installed. enables internal refresh. W6. when removed. enables the 
MSV11-CD to reply to external (LSI-11 bus) refresh cycles. W6 must be 
installed if W7 is installed to prevent erroneous assertion of the B RPL Y L 
signal. A summary of refresh mode jumpers is provided in Table 3. 

The reply to external refresh cycles is normally enabled when the module 
is deemed the slowest dynamic MaS memory device in the system. The 
slowest device (in this application) is generally the device located the 
greatest electrical distance from the device generating the refresh bus 
cycles. Only one device should be pmrnitlted to reply to refresh bus sig
nals. 

Jumper 
W6 W7 

In 
Out 
In 
Out 

In 
In 
Out 
Out 

Battery Backup 

Table 3 Refresh Mode Selection 

Refresh Mode Function 

Factory confi~luration. Internal refresh: no reply. 
Illegal - do not use. 
External refresh: no reply. 
External refresh: reply enabled. 

The MSV11-CD module is designed so that the dc power required to 
support it during a backup period is minimized. Jumper wires are pro
vided on this module to allow the user to disconnect the memory and 
refresh logic from the normal bus power and connect it to a separate 
battery backup system. When supplie,d by DIGITAL. these jumpers allow 
the memory and refresh logic to be powered off the normal bus back
plane power by having all power jumpers (W1. W2. W3. and W5) in
stalled. The Jumpers connect normal system power to battery backup 
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power pins. If battery backup is to be used with the MSV11-CO, cut or 
remove jumpers Wl and W5 as described below. The module will then 
receive dc operating voltages (+ 5 V and + 12 V) from the battery 
backup source 

To support battery backup, the user-configurable jumpers shown In Fig
ure 1 should be configured as follows. 

Wl, W5 

W2, W3 

W6, W7 

Remove to separate the battery power from t'1e bused 
system power. 

I nsert to connect the battery power to the refresh 
logic. 

Insert to enable internal refresh and to prevent the 
module from asserting BHPLY during refresr. 

If battery backup power IS available but not desired for a particular 
MSV11-CO module, cut or remove jumpers W2 and W3, jumpers Wl 
and W5 must remain installed. 

To use the MSVll-CO in a battery backup system, the battery system 
must be capable of supplying the following! power. 

+5 Vdc ± 5% 

+12 Vdc ± 3% 

1 Module 

0.8 A 

0.18.fl, 

2 Modules 

1.6 A 

032 A 

These voltages must remain within ±3 percent of the voltages for the 
LSI-ll bus at all times and must not chan~le by more than ± 3 percent 
during the transition to or from the battery. One MSV 11-CO module 
draws approximately 7.5 W of power whil'8 in the backup mode This 
means that for a typical backup system that is 30 percent efficient. a 2.5 
A~hr battery will support one module for approximately 1 5 hours. 

When used in a PO P-ll V03 system or equivalent, no additional cooling 
of this module is required durtng the backup period if the room temper
ature is maintatned at less than 313 0 C (97 0 F) for one module and at less 
than 28 0 C (82 0 F) for two modules. 

Bus Grant Continuity 
Bus grant continuity jumpers W14 and WI5 are factorY-Installed and 
normally should not be removed. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The basIc functions that comprise the MSV11-CD are shown in Figure 2. 
All signals Interface with the LSI-11 bus via bus receivers, bus drivers, 
and bus transceivers, which contain both receiver and driver functions. 
The receiver function of the bus transceivers shown in the figure dis
tributes the 16 Input data/address lines (D 100-15 H) to the memory 
array a nd to addressing logic. 

"' co 
<D 

H 

"' -' 

BsnJC L ------
801 N L 

BDOUT L ------,,-
BRPL.Y L 

8DCOK H 

8RE F L -----

+5v 

+1~_ 

GND 

RDlr~ L 
FRPLV(1)l 

""'''1 C:)NTROL 
LOGIC 

t 
REFRESH }_._ 

LOG I C 

,\ CHARGE} 
PuMP CKT - .... -- 5V 

15 H 

MEMORY 
ARRAY 

ADDRESSING 
LOG I C 

Figure 2 IVISV11-CD Block Diagram 

Timing and control logic rleceives BSEL. H from the addressing logic 
whenevl3r the bus address r'eceived is within the range configured by the 
operator This is the signal that allows the timing and control logic to 
communicate with the bus and genl~rate appropriate timing and control 
signals from the option. 
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The memory responds to address and control signals by storing (writing) 
an 8-bit byte or 1 6-bit word. or by outputting 1 6-bit (word) read data to 
the LSI-11 bus. 

Additional functions include refresh logic and a charge pump circuit. The 
refresh logic is capable of respondin'tl to LSI-11 bus ("external") refresh 
signals. or it can produce refresh signals (including row address) inde
pendent of the LSI-11 bus ("internal refresh"). Memory chips are re
freshed by forcing a read cycle at all 64 row addresses once every 2 ms. 
maximum. The MSV11-CD refresh logic refreshes one row address 
every 25 !J.S. 

The charge pump circuit eliminates the need for backplane power other 
than the standard + 5 V and + 12 V. It contains an inverter circuit that 
receives + 12 V input power and produces a negative voltage output. A 
zener-diode regulator produces -5 V for the memory integrated Circuits. 

Memory Array 
The memory array (Figure 3) consists of sixteen 4K by 1-bit integrated 
circuits per memory bank; four memory banks are included in the option. 
Hence. 64 integrated circuits comprise the array. Each integrated circuit 
provides 1 -bit by 4096-location storage. 

CAS0,1 L -~~~~.r-~~

CS0. \ L --~---+i 

A00-05A, BL -~-

RASA l ----~-----' 

RAse L ~---~_ 

~os MEMORY ARRAY 

BITS 00 - ,n BITS 00-15 
'------.".--------" ~- ----y- ---

0100 - 15H • 
L-----t--------4----~ 

W80L-~~~~~-J I 
-----~-- --~ WBll 

Figure ~I lVIemory Array 
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The memory array is arranged so thai' one bank oUf of four can be 
accessed at a time. The row addmss strobe (RASAL. RASBL. RASCL. 
and RASDL) signals select the deBired bank. During a write operation, 
control signals WBO L and \/liB 1 L enable writing in the "low" byte (data 
bits 00-07) or "high" byte (data bits 08-15). or full word (both bytes 
accessed simultaneously). 

Duplicate drivers are used for certain signals. These signals include col
umn address strobe (CAS). chip select ICS), and address lines 00-05. 

The duplicate driver output signals include: 

Drivers 

CAS 
CS 
Address 

Output Signals 

CASO L and CAS 1 L 
CSO Land CS1 L 
AOO-05A Land AOO-05B L 

Each memory mtegrated circuit has six address input pins and contains a 
12-bit address latch. Addressing the 4096 locations is accomplished by 
mUltiplexing the 12-bit address in two 6-bit segments. The low-order six 
bits (bus address bits 0 '1-06) are first multiplexed onto AOO-05A 
UAOO--058 L signal lines and latched in the addressed 16 integrated 
cirCUits by the active row address strobe signal. This is followed by multi
plexmg the high-order six bus addrE!ss bits 07-12 onto the same six 
address lines; the column address strobe signals latch the address bits in 
the memory integrated circuits. ThE! memory array is ready for the read 
or write operation once the addressing sequence has been completed. A 
detailed description of the complete addressing and read or write 
sequence is included in the following paragraphs. 

Addressing Logic 
The addressing logic (FiglJre 4) decodes a memory bank within the user
defined address space, latches the word or byte address within the 
selected bank, and routes time-multiplexed 6-bit address segments to 
the memory array for 1 of 4096 word addresses within the bank. In 
addition, it routes the refresh address to the memory bank during a re
fresh cycle. The following paragraphs describe addressing logic functions 
in deta I. Generation of the control signals and how they relate to a 
complete memory read or write operation are described in the paragraph 
entitled "Timing and Control Logic." 

A memory read or write cycle IS initiated by the addressing portion of the 
LSI-11 bus cycle. The "bus master" first places the address on 
BDALOO-15 Land BADH5 and 17' L. (13AD16 and 17 L are presently 
not used by LSI-11 system hardware, but are available for future system 
confl9ucations.) The bus master then asserts BSYNC L. indicating that a 
valid address is on the bus. LATCH L occurs on the leading edge of 
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BSYNC L. latching the received address bits RAO-17 H and the received 
bus write/byte control signal, RWBT H, for the duration of the bus cycle. 
Note that RWBT H is activH durinlJ the addressing portion of DATa or 
DATOS bus cycles, indicating that a memory write operation will follow. 

Start address switches S 1-S5 are configured by the user to select the 
address space that the 16K memory will occupy. ADDR OFFSET 13-17 
L signals are the encoded starting address switch bits. The bits are 
applied to the adder and decoder logic, where they are added to latched 
address bits LA 13-17 L. One decoded output (ROWO-3 L) goes active 
(low) only when the latched addrE!ss is within the 16K address space 
selected by the user. Wh,en the latched address is not wltt~in the 
assigned address space, the decoder outputs remain passive (high). 
These signals are applied to the BSEL H and bank select OR gates. Any 
active output (or an active LAT EXT REF L signal) produces an active 
(high) BSEL H signal; BSEL H enables the timing and control logic to 
start a memory cycle. 

Bank select OR gates receive one active ROW silJnal via jumper W4, 
W8, W12, or W16 or an active REF L signal and produce one active 
BANK A-D H for normal memory cycles, or all active BANK A-D H 
signals dUring a memory rHfresh operation. The active BANK A-D H 
signal is AN Ded with TRAS (1) H for proper timing during the memory 
cycle. The appropriate row address driver then produces one active RAS 
A- D L signal that enables one memory bank; all four signals go to the 
active state during a refresh operation to allow all memory banks to be 
refreshed simultaneously. 

The 3. 1 address multiplexe,r and address drivers select and apply the 
6-bit address to the memory array. During a normal (non-refresh) mem
ory cycle, MUX Hand INT HEF (1) H are passive (low). and the low-order 
six address bits are applied to the memory array and latched in each 
memory integrated circuit. IV! UX H then goes high, selecting the high
order SIX bits, which are then latched in the memory integrated circuits 
to comprise the 12-blt addl-E!SS. During an internal memory refresh oper
ation, INT REF (1) H goes active, selHcting the refresh address bits 
(RAO-~, H). which are applied to the memory array. If the external mem
ory refresh mode of operation is configured by the user, the low-order 
address bits (LA 1-6 H) are used for the refresh address. 

During a write operation, the bus I/O sequence can be a DATa (word) or 
DA TO B (byte) cycle. Bus si~lnal BWTBT L goes passive during the data 
portion of a DATa cycle, enabling wrltin'g in all 16 bits of the addressed 
word RWBT H goes low, inhibiting the byte inhibit gates, and HBWINH 
Land LBWINH L go passive (high), ,enablling WBO Land WB 1 L memory 
array drivers. The drivers are enabled only- during an output data transfer 
(BDOUT L IS active) and a non-refresh operation. The active MUX H 
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signal gates the drivers on at the proper time during the bus cycle. Dur
ing a DATOB bus cycle, RWBT H goes active, enabling the byte inhibit 
gates. Latched address bit a (signals LAOO Hand LAOO L) Inhibits the 
WBO L or WB 1 L signals, as appropriate, to enable writing in only the 
addressed 8-bit byte within the addressed 16-bit location. 

When backplane power is abnormal. DCOK H goes low. This signal 
inhibits WBO Land WB 1 L. preventing erroneous write operations. 

Timing and Control Logic 
Timing and control logic (Figure 5) interfaces the MSVll-CD to the LSI-
11 bus and produces the internal control signals required for memory 
operation. This function produces timing and control signals for three 
types of memory cycles: read (DATI). write (DATO or DATOB). and re
fresh. In addition, read-modify-write cycles (DATIO or DATIOB) Gan be 
executed according to LSI-ll bus protocol. The MSVll-CD will also 
respond to externally generated refresh cycles if that refresh mode is 
configured by the user. 

The control signal sequence for a memory read operation is shown in 
Figure 6. All bus transactions involving the MSVll-CD are Initiated by 
the addressing portion of the bus cyGle. The bus master first places an 
address on the BDALOO-15 L (and optional BAD16, 17 L) lines and 
asserts BSYNC L. BSYNC L is received and distributed as RSYNC Hand 
LATCH L. The leading edge of LATCH L latches the address in the 
addressing logic and the address will remain valid for the duration of the 
bus transaction (during the active state of BSYNC L). 

Initially, NO DIN L and LOCKOUT L are passive (high). enabling two 
inputs of the read cycle initiate gate. RSYNC H enables a third input to 
the gate. When the latched address is within the MSVll-CD's address 
space configured by the user, BSE L H goes high, producing a low 
(active) read cycle initiate gate output. The low signal is ORed, producing 
an active GOTIM H signal. This is the signal that starts the memory 
cycle. 

GOTIM H is then applied to the 80-ns delay circuit. The delay circuit 
inserts an 80-ns delay only during internal refresh operation. The delay 
circuit is shown in Figure 7. 

If an internal refresh cycle is in progress when BSYNC L is asserted, the 
memory read or write cycle cannot be executed until the refresh cycle 
has been completed. However, if an internal refresh cycle is requested 
after GOTIM H is generated for a read or write cycle, the read or write 
cycle is first executed. 
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BSYNC L --r--
LATCH L --~-
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BSEL H ~ II r--:-- -----
" 1 ' ' 

GOTIM H '1J(ly-_I'f--1 _-1---+--__ 

LOCKOUT L ! I i/ -;-t-' ___ ",: c1::.J 
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Figure 6 MSVl 1 -CD Read (DATI) Sequence 
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'I - 4~91 

Figure 7 80 ns Delay Circuit 

START L is the active (low) delay circuit output and it sets the row 
address strobe flip-flop. Active TRAS (1) Hand TRAS (1) L signals are 
produced. Active TRAS (1) Lis ORHd with OFF L and the lockout flip
flop to ~lenerate LOCKOUT L. LOCKOUT Lis ANDed in the read cycle 
Initiate ~late, the write cycle initiate Hate, and the internal refresh gate to 
Inhibit the GOTI M H signal from occurring until the present cycle is 
complete. The lockout flip-flop is used to generate a delay from the reset 
of TRAS (1) L to ensure proper memory tllming. TRAS (1) L is gated with 
passive (low) SRPLY Hand INTRH H signals, producing a high signal 
that clocks the Go Inhibit flip-flop 110 thH set state: note that the high 
(active) RSYNC H signal applied to the data input of the flip-flop when 
clocked by the leadinH edge of TRAS (1) L enables the set state on the 
positive· going leading edge of the clock input to the flip-flop. The result
Ing high flip-flop output signal is ORed to produce an active (low) NO 
01 N L signal that inhibits the read cycle initiate gate to prevent multiple 
DATI cycles from occurring without RSYNC H being reset. 

TRAS ('I) H enables column address strobe drivers that latch the high
order 6-bit address in the memory .array later in the read cycle. 

TRAS (1) L activates an R-C ramp voltage generator that applies a rising 
voltage (Figure 6) to the voltage comparator circuits. Four voltage com
parators, each having diffemnt referElnce voltage inputs, produce the four 
control signals: MUX H, CAS H, SRPLY H, and OFF L. The reference 
voltage applied to a comparator determines the point along the ramp 
voltage at which the comparator's output will change logical state. 
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Hence, the reference voltage, relative to the ramp voltage, determines 
the time delay produced by each comparator circuit, 

The first active signal produced by the comparator circuit IS MUX H 
MUX H selects the high-order six address bits that are applied to the 
memory array, MUX H is ANDed with the passive REF L signal, produc
ing the active chip select (CSO Land CS 1 L) signals, 

The next voltage comparator output signal that goes active IS CAS H, 
CAS HIs ANDed with the active TRAS (1) H signal, producing the active 
column address strobe (CASO Land CAS1 L) signals, These signals latch 
the high-order six address bits in the memory array integrated circuits, 
completing the 12-bit address within the accessed 4K bank, Read data 
is then available on DOUTOO-l 5 H, 

The next voltage comparator output signdl that goes active IS SRPLY H, 
SRPL Y H is applied to a pulse ~Ienerator circuit whose 30 ns output 
pulse IS ANDed with the passive REF L signal; the resulting low pulse 
sets the reply flip-flop, and FRPLY (1) Hand FRPLY (1) L signals go to 
their active states, The BRPLY L bus driver asserts the BRPLY L Signal 
and driver portions of the bus transceivers, enabled by RDIN L (received 
BDIN L) and FRPL Y (1) L, place the memory read data on BDA LOO-1 5 
L. 

The last voltage comparator si!Jnal produced is OFF L, OFF L clears the 
row address strobe flip-flop and TRAS (1) Hand TRAS (1) L go to their 
passive states, The passive (low) TFIAS (1) H signal inhibits the column 
address strobe drivers and C,l,SO L and CAS 1 L go to their passive 
states The passive (high) TRAS (1) L signal resets the ramp voltage and 
MUX H, CSO L, CS1 L, CAS H, SRPLY H, and OFF L go to their passive 
states 

The bus master responds to Hle active B R F'L Y L Signal by reading the 
data from the bus and terminating the BDIN L signal. BDIN L (passive) is 
received and inverted, producing a negative-!Joing trailing edge on BDIN 
H, BDIN His ORed with RDOUT H, producin't,l a positive-going transition 
at the clock input of the reply flip-flop, This transition clocks the flip-flop 
to the reset state FRPLY (1) H ~Ioes low, inhibiting the BRPLY L bus 
driver and FRPL Y (1) L goes hi~Jh, Inhibiting the BDALOO-15 L read data 
bus drivers, The bus master responds by terminating BSYNC L, and the 
memory read cycle is completed, 

A memory write (DATO or DATOEI) cycle IS somewhat similar to the 
memory read cycle, However, durin(J the addressing portion of the cycle, 
the bus master asserts BWTBT l, indicating an output (write) operation 
is to follow, The signal sequence for the timing and control logic write 
operation is shown in Figure 8, BWTBT is received (RWBT H) and 
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BOAl 0i1-15 , WRITE DATA 

BSYNC ~ 
/ r'----

LArCH l ... ---------- i 
LA 00' 17 H ___ .. Zf-'c-_________ AD_D_RESS lATC_HE_D ______ +-\ __ 

L'ltBT'~~ 

aSEl .... ~ 
ADDRESS 
MULTIPLE XOR I 
D~lVER lIt-4ES 
A00-05A L, A"0-058 L 

BOuUT 

START 

TRA::; (l) 

l :)CIUUT 

MUX • 

C50 L. CSI 

WB0 L. 1"1'8' 

CAS' 

CAS0L,CAS1, 

S R ~ ~ y " 

iFF, 

\ 

---T-

Figure 8 MSV11-CD Write (DATO or DATOB) Sequence 
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latched by the active LATCH L signal; the address bits are latched In the 
same manner as previously described. The latched signal (LWBT H) 
inhibits the read cycle initiate gate and prevents immediate generation of 
the GOTI M H signal. However, the latched row address bits L.A 1-6 H 
are routed via the 3: 1 address multiplexer to the memory array. 

The bus master then places the write data on the BDAL bus and asserts 
BDOUT L BDOUT L is received, producing RDOUT H. RDOUT H is 
gated with passive (high) LOCKOUT L. FRPLY (1) L. and active WRITE 
ENBL H signals to produce the active GOTIM H signal. 

Operation of the timing and control logic continues as described for read 
operation generation of the MUX H, CAS H, SRPLY H, and OFF L sig
nals. However, the RDOUT siHnal enables WBO Land/or WB1 L signal 
generation in the addressing logic. and the received data is written In the 
addressed location. 

The bus master responds to the BRPLY L signal by terminating BDOUT 
L and removing the write data from the BDAL bus lines RDOUT H. 
which is ORed with the passive RDIN H signal. goes low, and the low to 
high transition resets the reply flip-flop. B RPLY L then goes passive 
(high). The bus master responds by terminating BSYNC L and the write 
operation is completed. 

The memory read-modify-write operation is produced by the DATIO (or 
DATIOB) bus cycle. The bus master first Initiates a "memory read" oper
ation at the addressed location. However, instead of terminating BSYNC 
L after the read portion of the cycle has been completed, BSYNC L 
remains asserted; the bus master places the write (modified) data on the 
bus and asserts BDOUT L The MSV11-CD responds by writing the data 
in the addressed word or byte location. The BWTBT L signal is asserted 
with the write data to indicate a DATIO bus cycle is in progress. when 
appropriate. Except for the addressing portion being omitted for the 
write portion of the DATIO (or DATIOB) bus cycle, operation of the 
MSV11-CD is as p,-eviously described for memory read and memory 
write operations. 

Memory Refresh Operation 
Dynamic MOS memory integrated circuits comprising the memory array 
require periodic refreshing in order to retain stored data. This i5 accom
plished by forcing a memory read operation on each of the 64 row 
addresses; one read operation is required for each row address. Each 
row address must be refreshed in this manner once every 2 ms (max
imum). 

MSVll-CD memory refresh can be accomplished by using me on-DOC/ro 
(internal) refresh logic signals, or by using refresh signals present on the 
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LSI-11 bus (external refresh) The internal refresh circuit is most trans
parent to the LSI-11 system since It automatically refreshes one row 
address every 25 !is; bus-generated refresh cycles are not required 
when the internal refresh mode is selected When other memory system 
components In the system require LSI-11 bus memory refresh signals. 
the MSV11-CD Internal refresh mode can be disabled and the refresh 
operation can be controlled externally by LSI-11 bus signals. Note 
thatwhen the external refresh mode i~, selected. all system memory com
ponents are refreshed simultaneously. 

The MSV11-CD refresh logic circuit is shown in Figure 9. The sequence 
of internal refresh operation is shown in Figure 10. When the internal 
refresh mode is selected. jumper WI' is installed. producing the active 
(high) CLK EN H signal. This signal activates the 25 !is clock and places 
a high level at the internal refresh cycle fllp-flop's data input. The posi
tive-gain!] transition of the 25 !is clock clocks the flip-flop to the set 
state. causing GO REF L and GO REF H to go to their active states (low 
and high. respectively). GO REF H conditions the data input of the inter
nal refresh flip-flop. 

When the MSV11-CD IS not Involved in a read or write operation. FRPLY 
(1) L and LOCKOUT L are passive (Figure 5). These passive signals are 
gated with the active GO REF H signal. producing an active GOTIM H 
signal. The leading edge of GOTIM H clocks the internal refresh flip-flop 
to the set state and INTREF ': 1) H goes higlh. INTREF (1) H is ORed with 
the passive LAT EXT REF H Signal to produce an active (low) REF L 
signal. 

GO REF L is applied to the 80 ns delay circuit (Figure 7). forcing the 80 
ns delay to occur. The delay provid~s settling time for the internal refresh 
flip-flop. After the 80 ns delay has completed. START L goes active. 
setting the row address strobe flip-flop. and TRAS (1) Land TRAS (1) H 
go to their active states. TRAS (1) L provides an active LOCKOUT L 
signal. inhibiting the GOTIM H signal. Operation then continues as in the 
memory read cycle, except the active INTREF (1) H signal selects 
RAOO-O~) H refresh address (row) bits, which are routed through the 
address r'lultiplexer and applied to this memory array; passive (low) col
umn address bits are applied to the memory array during the active state 
of MUX H, but are not significant during the refresh operation. The active 
REF L si!]nal. applied to the reply circuit via jumper W6, also inhibits 
SRPLY H from setting the reply flip··flop and generating an erroneous 
BRPLY L signal. 

SRPL Y H is gated with INTHEF (1) H, producing a low clear signal for 
the internal refresh cycle flip-flop, and GO REF L and GO REF H go 
passive. GOTIM H goes passive and the 80 ns delay circuit START L 
Signal !Joes passive. OFF L then goes active (low). clearing the internal 
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Figure 10 MSV11-CD Internal Refresh Sequence 

refresh and row address strobe flip-flops, REF l, TRAS (1) L. lOCKOUT 
l, MUX H, CAS H, SRPlY H, and OFF L signals go to their passive 
states, 

The Internal refresh counter is incremented by the trailing edge of REF 
ClK H prior to the next internal refrel;h operation, Hence, each succes
sive internal refresh operation uses the next sequential row address. 

When a memory read or write operation is initiated just prior to the 
refresh operation, and the read or write cycle is still in progress, the 
leading edge of GOTIM H clocks the passive (low) GO REF H signal into 
the IIlternal refresh flip-flop; II\ITREF (1) H I'emains reset for the duration 
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of the memory cycle. The refresh operation will not be enabled until 
lOCKOUT land FRPl Y (1) L go passive Ihigh) at the end of the read or 
write cycle. enabling a new GOTIM H signal. If thiS condition occurs. the 
leading edge of the new GOTI M H signal clocks the active (high) GO RE F 
F signal into the internal refresh flip-flop. and the refresh operation con
tinues as described previously. 

When the external refresh mode IS selected. Jumper W7 is removed. ClK 
EN H goes low. and the internal refresh cycle flip-flop cannot be set by 
the 25 J1S clock signal. ClK EoN L goes hi~Jh. enabling one input to the 
LAT EXT REF L gate. 

An external refresh cycle IS initiated by the bus master assertln£1 BREF L; 
EXT REF H goes high. The bus master places the refresh row address on 
the BDAl 1-6 L lines and asserts BSYNC L. BSYNC L procluces the 
active (low) LATCH L Signal that latches the 6-bit address In the address 
latch (Figure 4). and the EXT FiEF H si(;lnal (Figure 9). producing the 
active (high) LAT EXT REF H signa/. This signal is gated With eLK EN L. 
prodUCing the LAT EXT REF L si9nal and forcing an active BSEL H signal 
in the addressing logic. Thus. the MSV11-CD is addressed and enabled 
for the refresh operation. The exte!'nal refresh signal sequence is shown 
in Figure 11. 

BREF L ~ ________ ~--

EI[IALl-6 L 

BSYNC L l+-
1:-, .. ----LAT ExT REF H .:J ' 

------'.-. ~ \ 

LA0p·06 H ______ \_1 .... -L_== = 
/ 

LAT EXT REF L ------riqr-______ _ 
____ .r----- --BSEL H 

----1 <1\, 
-.~~--

80lN L 

BRPLY L 

Figure 11 MSV 11-CD External Refresh Signal SequencE' 
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The refresh operation continues as described for a memory read oper
ation, except the active REF l signal (produced by the active lAT EXT 
REF H signals) inhibits a BRPLY L signal, as described for the internal 
refresh operation. If the MSV11-CD must reply during the external re
fresh bus transaction, jumper W6 is removed; REF L will not inhibit the 
reply Circuit and B RPL Y L vvill be generated. Only one MOS memory 
module In a system IS required to reply to the refresh bus transactions. 
The module that should reply is the module with the slowest access time 
relative to the bus master device. This module is generally the module 
located the greatest electrical distance on the LSI-11 bus from the bus 
master device controllll1g the refresh operation. 

Charge Pump Circuit 
The charge pump circuit (Figure 12) provides the -5 V power for the 
MOS memory array integrated circuits. The input power source for this 
circuit IS + 12 V. An oscillator circuit, running at approximately 40 kHz, 
produces a square-wave drive signal to the rectifier circuit. Q2 switches 
the ground alternation for the char'tje pump capacitors, reducing the 
sWltchinn current requirement for the oscillator circuit. The rectifier out
put is-1 0 V (approximately), The -5 V output is zener-diode regulat&d. 
Note that this circuit eliminates the n,eed for backplane power other than 
the stanclard + 5 V and + 12 V. The circuit remains active when battery 
backup power is used. 

T1Z~1_ J~.W;~.~CH 02 

CHAF~GE 

POU5~P - . -r-1 (- -------l_-.~,___--"h',,-__r_----.---.. - 5 v 

~ I 

I -1 
'--H-- 1 I I 

5V 

Figure 12 MSV11-CD Char~le Pump Circuit 
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MSV11-D, -E MEMOFtY 

GENERAL 
All M SV 11 -D and M SV11-E memory modules plug into any LSI-11 bus. 
There are eight versions of this module and they are listed below. 

Memory Parity 
Model Capacity lVIodule Bits 

MSV11-DA 4K by 16 bits IVIS044-A No 
MSV11-DB SK by 16 bits IVIS044-B No 
MSV11-DC 16K by 1 6 bits I\IIS044-C No 
MSV11-DD 32K by 16 bits IVIS044-D No 
MSV11-EA 4K by lS bits IVIS04'5-A Yes 
MSV11-EB SK by lS bits I\IIS04!5-B Yes 
MSV11-EC 16K by lS bits IVIS04!5-C Yes 
MSV11-EO 32K by lS bits I\IIS04!5-D Yes 

NOTE 
K == 1024 (e.g., 4K == 4096) 

Memory storage is provided by either 4K by 1 bit or 16K by 1 bit 
Integrated circuits, dependinl;) on model. The integrated circuits are dy
namic metal oxide semicondluctor (I\IIOS) types that the processor can 
access during read and write operations. Memory contents are volatile: 
that is, when operating powm is lost. memory data is lost. However, 
memory contents can be protected during system power failures by sup
plying battery backup power 

FEATURES 

• On-board memory refresh is provided, eliminating the need for refresh 
signals on the LSI-l1 bus 

• The system memory addrEiss spacEi to which the module will respond 
IS user-configured via switches containe.d on the module. An address 
can start at any 4K bank boundary ranging through the 0-12SK 
address range. 

• Memo'v modules perform DATI, DATO, DATOB, DATIO, and 
DATIO B bus cycles accordlllg to LSI-11 bus protocol. 

• No special power IS required. Only the normal +5 V and +12 V 
present on the LSI-11 backplane ClrEi necessary. An on-board charge 
pump :ircuit produces the necessary -!5 V operating voltage for the 
memory integrated circuits. 
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• Jumpers allow the user to implement battery backup power 

• Memory access is disabled when "bank 7" IS addressed (BBS7 L IS 
asserted) or when "external" memory refresh bus cycles are In prog
ress. The lower 2K of bank '7 can be enabled by a user-installed 
jumper. (Bank 7, the upper 4K system address space, IS normally 
reserved for peripheral device addressing.) 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 
MSVll-DX 
MSVll-EX 

M8044-X 
M8045-X IX ,= A,B,C,D) 

Size Double 

Power 

Supply Voltage 

MSVll-DA,-DC + 5 V system power 
(4K or 16K) + 5 V battery backup 

+ 12 V system power 
or battery backup 

MSVll-DB,-DD + 5 V system power 
(8K or 32K) + 5 V battery backup 

+ 12 V system power 
or battery backup 

MSVll-EA,-EB + 5 V system power 
(4K or 16K) + 5 V battery backup 

+ 1 2 V system power 
or battery backup 

MSVll-EC,-ED + 5 V system power 
(8K or 32K) + 5 V battery backup 

+ 12 V system power 
or battery backup 

Bus Loading 
AC 2 
DC 1 

2472 

Typical Typical 
Operating Standby 
Power Power 

1.7 A '1.7 A 
0.7 A 07A 
0.34A 0.06A 

1.7A '1.7 A 
0.7 A 0.7 A 
0.37 A 0.08 A 

2.0A 2.0A 
1.0 A 'lOA 
0.38 A 0.06 A 

2.0A 2.0 A 
1.0 A 1.0A 
OA1A 0.09 A 
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Operational 

MSV11-D 

Bus Cycle Access Ti me (ns) Cycle Time (ns) 
Typ'e Typ Max Notes Typ Max 

DATI 210 225 1,2 500 520 
DATO(B) 100 110 1,2 545 565 
DATIO(B) 630 650 1,:3 1075 1100 

MSVI1-E 

Bus Cycle Access Time (ns) Cycle Time (ns) 
Type Typ Max Notel; Typ Max 

DATI 250 265 1,2 500 520 
DATO(B) 100 110 1,2 545 565 
DATIO(B) 670 690 1,3 1115 1140 

All Models 

Refresh cycle time (7) 575 ns typ., 600 ns max. 

NOTES 
1. All operating speeds are in nanoseconds and 

are based on memory not busy and no re
fresh arbitration. Refmsh arbitration adds 
100 ns typical (120 ns maximum) to access 
and cycle times. Refresh conflicts add 575 ns 
typical (600 ns maximum) to access and 
cycle times. 

2. Access times are defined as internal SYNC H 
to REPLY H with minimum times (25 or 50 
ns) from SYI\IC H to DIN H or DOUT H. The 
DATO(B) access and cycle times assume a 
minimum 50 ns from SYNC H to DOUT H at 
bus receiver outputs. For actual LSI-11 bus 
measurements, 150 ns should be added to 
DATO(B) times, i.e., access time (typical) = 
100 + 150 = 250 ns. 

3 Access times are defined as internal SYNC H 
to REPLY H [DATO(B)] with minimum time 
(25 ns) from SYNC H to DIN H, and min
imum time (350 ns) from RPLY H (DATI) 
asserted to DOUT H asserted. 
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4. Cycle times are defined as Internal SYNC H 
to LOCKOUT L negated. 

5 Cycle times are defined as Internal SYNC H 
to LOCKOUT L negated with minimum time 
(50 ns) from SYNC H to DOUT H. 

6 Cycle times are defined as Internal SYNC H 
to LOCKOUT L IDATO(B)I with minimum 
times (25 ns) from SYNC H to DIN Hand 
minimum time (3!;0 ns) from RPLY H (DATI) 
asserted to DOUT asserted 

7. Refresh cycle time is defined as internal REF 
REQ L to LOCI(OUT L negated. 

CONFIGURATION 

General 
Configuring the MSV11-D or MSV11-E will alter its operation for a spe
cific system application. The following items can be configured 

1. Select the starting address for the conti9uouS memory cont3lned on 
the module 

2 Battery backup power 

3. Enable/disable 2 K word portion of bank 7 

NOTES 
1. If the MSV11-D or MSV11-E memory mod

ule is installed in a system that contains a 
KD 11-F processor module etch revision C or 
D, CS revision H2 or earlier, BDAL 16 Land 
BDAL 17 L bus Imes (AC1 and AD1, respec
tively) must be terminated. An REV11-A, 
TEV11, or BC\l1 B cable set will also accom
plish this termination. 

2 Each MSV11-D or -E module contains two 
factory-installed wire-wrap jumpers that se
lect memory sizE! (4K, 8K, 16K, or 32K); 
these jumper configurations normally should 
not be changed. 
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Address Selection 
The MSVll-0 or MSVll-E address can start at any 4K bank boundary. 
The address configured is the starting address for the contiguous portion 
of mem::Jry !4K, 8K, 16K, or 32K) contained on the module. Set the 
sWitches, located as shown In Figure 1, to the desired starting address 
as listed In Table 1. The upper 4K address space is normally reserved for 
peripheral device and register addresses. 

Factory-configured modules will not respond to bank 7 addresses. In 
special Cipplications that permit the use of the lower 2 K portion of bank 7 
for system memory, enable the lower :2 K portion of bank 7 by removing 
the jumper from wire-wrap pins 1 and 3 and connecting a new jumper 
from 1 to 2 

Battery Backup Power 
The MSV11-D and MSV11-E modules are factory-configured with the 
power jll mpers installed for normal system power. In this configuration, 
the memory and refresh logic are powered from the normal bus back
plane power The modules are designed so that the dc power required to 
support them dUring a backup period is minimized. The jumpers are pro
vided to allow the user to disconnect the memory and refresh logic from 
the normal bus power and connect it to a separate battery source. The 
user car configure the jumpers, shown in Figure 1, for battery backup 
operatiol as follows 

W2, W3 Remove to separate the module from the bus-powered 
backplane. 

W4, W5 Insert to connect the battery power to the memory and 
refresh logic. 

To use the MSV11-D or MSV11-E modules in a battery backup system, 
the battE'ry or source must be capable of supplying the following: 

+5 Vdc ± 3% 
+12 Vdc ± 5% 

MSV11·D 
(1 Module) 

0.7 A 
0.37 A 

MSV11·E 
(1 Module) 

1.01 A 
0.41 A max 

These voltages must remain within ±3% of the bus voltage at all times 
and not vary more than ±3% during the transition to or from the battery. 
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~~'5V 

{

W._P @, •• 
BATTERY BACKUP 
POWER .AJMPERS 'Q("i> ·012 \I 

W4-~0'1211 

AODRE~ { ~:l=±= S1_3 
SWITCHES C 

~~~ORV {~~~t :~~ Sl_~ .. 6e} 
5 • PARITViNO PARITY 

OPERATION ,e_ 

L 
_____ L_~_~ _ _I-Tl. _______ ___I 

BANk 7 
ENABLE/DISABLE: 

MR 0345 

Figure 1 MSV11-D. MSV11-E Switch and Jumper Locations 
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Table 1 MSV11-0, MSV11-E Addressing Summary 

Starting Switch Settings Memory Bank(s) Selected 
Address S1-1 S1-2 S1-3 S1-4 S1-5 -OA,-EA -DB, -EB -DC, -EC -~O, -ED 

0 C C C C C 0 0-1 0-3 0~7 

20000 C C C c a 1 1-2 1-4 1-10 
40000 C C C a c 2 2-3 2-5 2-11 
60000 C C C a a 3 3-4 3-6 3-12 

100000 C C a c c 4 4-5 4-7 4-13 
120000 C C a c a 5 5-6 5-10 5-14 
140000 C C a a c 6 6-7 6-11 6-15 
160000 C C a a f"'I 7 -, 1 f"\ 7-12 7-16 v I-IV 

tv 200000 C a c c C 10 10-11 10-13 10-17 
, 220000 C a c c a 11 11-12 11-14 11-20 ~ 

---.J 240000 C f"'I f' f"'I C 12 12-13 12-15 12-21 
---.J v '-' v 

260000 C a c 0 a i3 13-14 13-16 13-22 
300000 C 0 f"'I f' ("' 1 A 1 It 1 C 1 It 1"" 1 It "'"l 

V '-' '-' I'"T 1 ..... - I;".J l£.t- I I I "'+-L..J 

320000 C a a c a 15 15-16 15-20 15-24 
340000 C a a a c 16 16-17 16-21 16-25 
360000 C a a a a 17 17-20 17-22 17-26 
400000 a c c c C 20 20-21 20-23 20-27 

S 420000 a c c c a 21 21-22 21-24 21-30 
440000 a c c a c 22 22-23 22-25 22-31 CJ) 

460000 a c c a a 23 23-24 23-26 23-32 < -500000 a c a c c 24 24-25 24-27 24-33 -520000 a c a c a 25 25-26 25-30 25-34 I 

540000 a c a a c 26 26-27 26-31 26-35 0 . 
560000 a c a a a 27 27-30 27-32 27-36 I 

600000 a a c c C 30 30-31 30-33 30-37 m 



Starting 
Address S1-1 

620000 0 
640000 0 
660000 0 
700000 0 
720000 0 
740000 0 
760000 0 

tv 
-Po 
-...J 
co 

Table 1 MSV11-D. MSV11-E Addressing Summary (Cont) 

Switch Settings Memory Bank(s) Selected 
S1-2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

S1-3 S1-4 S1-5 -DA. -EA -DB. -EB 

C C 0 31 31-32 
C 0 C 32 32-33 
C 0 0 33 33-34 
0 C C 34 34-35 
0 C 0 35 35-36 
0 0 C 36 36-37 
0 0 0 37 X 

NOTES 
1. Switch settings 

C == ON 
o = OFF 

2. Bank 7 cannot be selected as factory-con
figured; however, the user can enable the 
lower 2 K portion of bank 7 for use. 

3. X Do not use. 

4. Rocker switch positions are defined by press
ing the desired side of the rocker, not by the 
red line on the opposite side of the rocker. 

-DC. -EC -DO. -ED 

31-34 X 
32-35 X 
33-36 X 
34-37 X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

s: 
en 
< 
~ 

~ 

I 

C 

m 
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One MSV11-E module draws approximately 7 W when operating in the 
battery backup mode. A typical backup s\fstem that is 30% efficient with 
a 2.5 ampere-hour battery will support each module for approximately 2 
hours. When used in a PD P-11 /03 system, or equivalent. no additional 
cooling of the module is required during the backup period, if the room 
temperature is maintained to less than 32° C (90° F). 

Parity 
One jumper is factory-installed for non parity (MSV11-D) or parity 
(MSV11-E) operation, depending on model. Do not reconfigure this 
Jumper Standard jumper configurations are listed below for reference 
purposes. Refer to the functional description section on parity for recom
mended implementation. 

All MSV11-D models Jumper installed from pin 7 to pin 5 
All MSV11-E models Jumper installed from pin 6 to pin 5 

Memory Size 
Two jumpers are factory-installed to configure addressing logic for mem
ory size (nu mber and type of memor\{ integrated circuits). Do not reconfi
gure these jumpers. Standard jumper configurations are listed below for 
reference purposes. 

Models 

MSV11-DA.-EA 
MSV11-DB,-EB 
MSV11-DC,-EC 
MSV11-DD,-ED 

Jump.ars (Two Installed) 
Memory Range Pins Memory Select Pins 

From 17 to '15 From 1 7 to 14 
From 17 to '15 From 12 to 14 
From 16 to '15 From 16 to 14 
From 1 6 to 1 5 From 10 to 14 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
Logic functions and circuits that comprise MSV11-D and MSV11-E 
memory modules are shown In Figure 2. Both types of memory modules 
are identical. with the exception that MSV11-E models include parity 
logiC, MSV11-D models do not include parity. 

Memory Array 
The memory array is the main function contained on the module. De
pending on model. the module will contain 16 or 32 dynamic random 
access -nemory (RAM) integrated circuits (iCs): MSV11-E models 
Include an additional two or four RAM ICs, depending on model. as p3rt 
of the parity logic. All RAM ICs will be identical types for a given model. 
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PAR ERR H, lAT O· 0 15 'H 

8DIN l 

.----~-----

XCVRS l----L-~I-.I 

REFRESH 

CLOCK 

AND 
ADDRESS 
COUNTER 

ADDRESSING 

Figure 2 MSV11-D and MSV11·E Logic Functions 

Two types are used: 4K by 1 bit and 16K by 1 bit. The number and type 
of RAMS used are listed for each memory model as follows. 

Model 

MSV11-DA 
MSV11-DB 
MSV11-DC 
MSV11-DD 
MSV11-EA 
MSV11-EB 
MSV11-EC 
MSV11-ED 

RAMie 
Type 

4K X 1 
4K X 1 
16K X 1 
16K X 1 
4K X 1 
4K X 1 
16K X 1 
16K X 1 

Oty RAM les in 
Memory Array 

16 
32 
16 
32 
16 
32 
16 
32 

Oty RAM les in 
Parity LOllie 

None 
None 
None 
None 
2 
4 
2 
4 

The memory array is organized as. shown in Figure 3. As previously 
listed. either 16 or 32 memory les comprise the memory array. Models 
that include only 16 ICs are organized with 8 ICs in the high byte and 8 
les in the low byte of the low range array shown on the figure. Models 
that include 32 ICs include the 16 ICs described for the 16-IC models. 
plus an additional 16 ICs for the high and low bytes of the hi~:h range 
array. Row address strobe (RASa L and Rt~S 1 L) control signals. pro
duced by the addressing logic. select the appropriate low or hi9h range 
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array. Write byte (WTST1 Land WTSTO L) control signals are produced 
by the addressing logic during a memory write operation to select the 
addressed byte (DATOS bus cycle); during a word write operation 
(DATO tus cycle), WTST L IS high and selects both bytes. 

WRITE 

DATA 
IHIGI-<SYTE~' '"0'1\18'(1[1 
DAL 0815 H CAL 0007 -H 1---- -

00- 00:07 H 

~ 
iHIGH BYTEI (LOW BYTEI 

L-----r I 

READ 

• HIGH RANGE ARRAY IS PRESENT ON THE FOLLOWING 

MODELSOfJLY MSV11 D8,MSV11 DO 

MSV11-EB. MSV11 ED 

Figure 3 Memory Array 

Fourteen address bits are required for 1 E,K by 1 bit RAM ICs, and 12 
address bits are required for 4K by 1 bit A:AMs. The required 12- or 14-
bit address IS multiplexed over 6 or 7 address lines IMUX (A 1 :A 7)H] to 
all RAM ICS that comprise the memory array. Addressing is controlled by 
column address strobe (CASO L and CAS 1 L) and row address strobe 
(RASO Land RAS1 L) signals. 

Addressing Logic 
Addressing logic (Figure 4) receives addresses from the LSI-11 bus and 
produces address bits and control signals when the received address is 
for a me mory location on the module. The user configures a starting 
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address (described in Table 1) that defines the lowest address in the 
module's range When an address is I'eceived that resides in the mod
ule's uspr-conflgured range, SELECT L 90es active. SELECT L is pro
duced bv decoding address bits DAL ('13: 1 5) H and the starting address 
c:onfl(,lured bv S 1--S5. Memory array size Jumpers select the appropriate 
SELECT L and LOW RANGE L decoder ROM outputs, depending on 
MSV11-D or MSV11-E model; these jumpers are factory-configured 
and norr:lallv should not be changed. SELECT L initiates the memory 
cycle Ifl the t!min9 and control logic. LOW RANGE L controls selection of 
RASa L or RAS 1 L Signals that select the low range array for all models, 
CH the h gh range array when addressed on MSV11-DB, -DD, -EB, and 
. En models. 

The startlflg address decoder is always inhibited during external refresh 
operations; EXT REF H goes low during normal memory access oper
ations 

The upper 4K address space in a/l systems is normally reserved for 
penphera I devices. However, the user can enable the use of the lower 2 K 
portion of bank 7 by Installing a jumper. When bank 7 is not enabled, 
B BS7 L IS Inverted by a bus receiver producing BAN K 7 SEL H; the high 
Signal Inhibits the starting address decoder ROM and no active outputs 
are produced When the lower 2 K portion of bank 7 is enabled, a jumper 
on the Iflput of the BBS7 L bus receiver is reconfigured to inhibit the bus 
receiver when B DAL 12 L IS high (the lower 2 K portion). Thus, BAN K 7 
SEL H will go high only when an address resides in the upper 2 K portion 
of bank 7 and inhibits memory address decoding 

MSV11-D and MSVll-E models will not respond to external refresh 
signals, only to "on-board" refresh described in the paragraph entitled 
"Memorv Refresh.' When the externally !;Ienerated BREF L signal is as
serted, EXT REF H goes high and inhibits the starting address decoder 
ROM 

Timing and Control Logic 
Circuits comprising timing and control logic are shown in Figure 5. Sig
nal sequences for DATI, DATO(B). DATIO(B), and refresh cycles are 
shown In Figures 6 through 9, respectively. 

The major portions of timing and control functions are contained in the 
timing ard refresh arbitration logic (Figure 5) Basic timing for any mem
ory cycle IS produced by a tapped delay line and appropriate gating logic. 
Additional logic functions arbitrate refresh cycles, produce cOlltrol sig
nals for the memory array, addressing 10!;lic, and parity logic functions, 
and genE'rate appropriate B H PLY L signals during any memory access 
operatior 
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R,\SO L 

C,\SO l 

MUX<Al:.t I ~ H 

DATI REO L 

LOCKOUT L 

RPlY H 

MSV11-0, -E 

'---------~ 

"'----------/ 

'---_______ J 
~ _____________ Jr NEW MEMORY 

I'"\-- CYCLE ENABLED 

-+ ______ ...f 'b BUS MASTER READS DATA 

_t-_______________ -==><~ ___ LA_T_C_HE_D_D_A_TA_V_A_L_'D ___ _ 

MR·0351 

Figure 6 DATI Signal Sequence 

I 
=i~-. 

I ~~--------
i 

DATa REO L 

--------/ 

~'------. ..../ 

.-/ ,,~----. 

Figure 7 

~---------------~y ''}-- ~!~L~EE~~~LEO 

~~-------
____ -Jx'---_______ _ 

DATO(B) Signal Sequence 
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r--.---------------.-"-5"'----{(-r--,,---t- ~!~~, 
RE~<:I._K~~ ---

""EOl ~ ~,----------
I 

"'---
____ -J/ 

RefRESH ",OIl'tAOOR =:=:>< ________ _ 
----l-~/ 

Figure 9 ME!mory Refresh Signal Sequence 

A memory cycle (other than refresh) is initiated by the active SELECT L 
signal produced by addressing logic. The leading edge of SYNC H clocks 
either the DATI or DATO flip-flop to the set state. depending on the state 
of WTBT Hand WTBT L; these two signals. produced by the LSI-ll bus 
BWT BT L signal. go active during the addressing portion of the cycle 
only when a DATO(B) cycle is in progress; DATO H enables DATA REO 
L when DOUT H goes active (high). The appropriate DATI REO L or 
DATO I=lEO L signal IS ORed with REF HEO L. producing a high signal 
that miliates the timing sequence. 

If a refresh cycle is in progress when the DATI. DATO(B). or DATIO(B) 
cycle is initiated. the refresh operation is first completed before contin
uing thE! memory access operation; LOCKOUT L goes active during any 
cycle timing sequence and inhibits the new request from starting an
other cvcle until the present cycle has been completed. However. if a 
memory access cycle is initiated (addressing portion completed) and a 
refresh:ycle request occurs. refresh arbitration logic delays the start of 
the memory access cycle approximatel\! 100 ns. If a refresh conflict 
occurs I refresh wins). the refresh cycle will be first completed and add' 
approximately 575 ns to the DATI or DATO(B) cycle time. If memory has 
been accessed (LOCKOUT L goes passive). a refresh cycle can be 
mitiated although the bus cycle "handshaking" may not have been com
pleted. 

A DATIO(B) bus cycle is similar to a DATI cycle followed by a DATD(B) 
cycle; however. only the alddressing portion of the cycle prior to the 
DATI portion occurs. according to LSI-ll bus protocol. 
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Write-byte operations (DATOB or the DATOB portion of DATIOB cycles) 
are controlled by the bus BWTBT L signal and the addressing loqic The 
timing and control functions are exactly the same for write byte ::>r write 
word operations. 

Memory Refresh 
Memory refresh request logic is shown in f'i,;jure 10. A 14.5 /1S refresh 
clock operates the refresh request time to allow completion of 128 
refresh cycles during an~ 2 ms period. A refresh address cou lter in

crements once on each refresh cycle, producing the current refresh row 
address Sequential row addresses are thus refreshed, completing all 
128 rows within 2 ms for 16K by 1 bit memory integrated circuits, or 64 
rows within 1 ms for 4K by 1 bit memory integrated circuits. 

+12 V 

REF KILLl 

MSPARE B CONNECTION 

ON BACKPLANE 

"LT" L_ 
CAPACITOf:J 

REFRESH 
ADDRESS 
TO ADDRESSING l cell: 

REF eLK H 

Figure 10 Refresh LOllie: and Charge Pump Circuit 

Charge Pump Circuit 
The charge pump circuit (Figure 10) produe:es -5 Vdc for the '11emory 
array. Input power is obtained from the + 1:Z V system or battery backup 
power applied via the refresh clock. The resulting 12 V 14.5 /1s refresh 
clock pulse is applied to a rectifier circuit which produces a - 11 Vdc 
(approximately) output. A 3-terminal re'9ulator then produces the 
required regulated -5 Vdc. 
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Note that the -5 V is applied to the filter capacitors via MSPAREB back
plane CJInS This IS done for manufacturing test purposes. These pins are 
connected on all LSI-11 backplanes as shown on the figure. If non
standard backplanes (user-supplied) are used, be certain that these pins 
are connected. 

MSV11-E Parity Logic 
MSV11-E parity logic functions are shown in Figure 11. The basic func
tions include a parity generator for memory write data, a 2-bit memory 
al ray, 13 panty detector, and a latch circuit. The parity generator produces 
two parity bits, one for each main memory byte. Address and control 
signal (not shown) lines are identical to those applied to the main mem
ory array When any main memory location is read, the corresponding 

,--, 
r--'--' I 

WRITE OAT'" __ ......,. __ ~ I R[.~O DATA I DATA LAT, 000 15 H 
~-- -- I Mf'>10A'r' ARRAY 1----1 LATCH 

I' XCVR 

~=I I 
L_.J 

SYNC L ---_._-

L ___ ---l I I 
L_..J 

MEMORY 

14K8K. 

16K, OR 
J2KI 

Figure 11 Parilty Logic 
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parity memory location is read. Parity bits are checked by the panty 
detector and the result is stored in the output latch. If a parity error is 
detected (PAR ERROR IND H is active), PAl, ERR H is gated onto the 
BDAL 16 L bus line. The processor reads the error during the memory 
read (DATI) cycle and responds accordingly. 

MSVll-E memory modules respond to bus master devices by delaYing 
BRPL Y L assertion to accommodate the parity generator anel panty 
detector logic. This timing is jumper-selected (factory-configured) and 
should not be changed. 

Parity logic functions are tested when running memory diagnostics by 
writing incorrect parity bits. ThE! processor forces this condition elunng a 
DATO(B) cycle by asserting BDAL 16 L during the output data transfer 
portion of the bus cycle. BDAL 16 L is received, inverted to produce 
"write wrong parity" (WWPA 1 B H), and applied to the parity generator, 
forcing it to store incorrect parity bits. The error is then detected by 
subsequent memory read cycles. 

LSI-ll processors do not support the parity implementation used on the 
MSVll··E. However, the user may implement logic to use the P;\R ERR 
signal that is gated onto the B DAL 16, and to assert it for testing the 
parity function. A recommended method could be a module that clocked 
BDAL 16 on the trailing edge of DIN. Any time BDAL 16 is assl~rted, a 
parity error has occurred. The user can th,sn cause an interrupt. in
crement a counter, etc. Note that the instruction execution cannot be 
aborted under this scheme, as is the normal procedure when detecting a 
parity error. 
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REV11-A DMA REFRESH, 
BOOTSTRAP/TERMINATOR 
REV11-C DMA REFIRESH, BOOTSTRAP 

GENEI~AL 

REV11-A 
REV11-C 

The REV11-A DMA refresh, bootstrap/terminator module consists of 
DMA refresh circuits, a bootstrap ROM, and 120-ohm termination cir
cuits. The REV11-C is similar to the RI::V11-A, but does not have the 
120-ohm termination circuits. 

FEATU RES 

• Dynamic MOS memory refresh 

• ROM programs for booting paper tapes, RXV11 floppy disks, and 
R KV 11 cartridge disks 

• ROM diagnostics for CPU and memory 

• 120-ohm LSI-11 bus terminations (REV11-A only) 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Identification 

Power 

Bus '-odds 
AC 
DC 

M9400-YA (REV11-A) 
M9400-YC (F!EV11-C) 

Double 

+ t. V ± 5% at 1 .64 A (R EV 11 -A) 
+!:' V ± 5% at 10 A (REV11-C) 

2.2 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The REV 11 modules provide the following functional operations: DMA 
refresh for volatile semiconductor memories; bootstrap programs for 
paper tape the RXV11 floppy disk system, and the RKV11 cartridge disk 
system CPU and memory diagnostics; and 120-ohm terminations 
required for the LSI-11 bus lines. Only the REV11-A has the termi
nations 
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DMA Refresh Logic 

General - DMA refresh logic consists of the three main functions shown 
in Figure 1. Arbitration logic requests the 1/0 bus once every 30 IlS 
(approx) and completes the required DMA signal sequence with the pro
cessor. When it becomes bus master, it enables the bus control logic to 
execute a single refresh BSYI\IC L/BDIN L bus transaction, simulta
neously refreshing one row in all dvnamic MOS memory chips contained 
in the system. The refresh address logic places a 6-bit memory chip 
"row" address on the BDAL 1-6 lines durinu the addressing portion of 
the I/O bus cycle. Once the cycle has been completed, the row address 
is incremented by one for the next refresh cycle, and the I/O bus is 
released. The actual refresh transaction for one row address takes ap
proximately 1.2 Ils. Each dynamic MOS memory chip contains 64 row 
addresses. Hence, the DMA refresh logic is capable of refreshing all 
dynamic MOS memory contained ill the system within the required 2 ms 
(maximum) period (i.e, 64 rows X 30 jl.S between refresh bus cycles = 
1.92 ms) 

SO INITH 

I~ 

SO INITH ~~~.1-6 L 

'--_________ <:}---_~QGOK H 

Figure 1 DMA Refresh Logic 
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Arbitration Logic - Arbitration 10<;Jic is shown in Figure 2; timing is 
shown In Figure 3. The DMA refresh sequence is initiated once every 30 
/1S by a clock oscillator. GRAB BUS H IS the clock output signal. It is 
Invertecl and gated with a wound (enable) signal. supplied via refresh 
disable Jumper W2, to produce the REO H signal. REQ H clocks the 
DM R flip-flop to the set state, proc!ucln9 active R PEN DI N G (1) Hand 
BDMR L Signals. The processor arbitrates the DMA request and re
sponds by asserting the daisy-chained BDMGI L signal when the present 
bus cycle is completed BDIVIGI L is received and inverted, producing the 
active DMGR H signal. The! leading edge of this signal clocks the active 
R PENDING (1) H signal into the Mine flip-flop, causing it to go the set 
state MINE (1) H goes high and MINE (0) H goes low, inhibiting the 
BDMGO L Signal logic. 

When not requesting the bus for a refresh bus transaction, the arbitration 
logic passes BDMGI L signals to its BDMGO L output so that the daisy
chained signal continuity IS maintained to the lower priority device 
requesting the bus. The high MINE (0) H signal enables generation of a 
delayed BDMGO L signal. The 100 ns delay ensures that the Mine flip
flop has sufficient time to go to the set state, if the DMA refresh option is 
requesting the I/O bus. 

, .. -.'.':'.;l'cNEC\ 

~ 
BDINITH-~ --,=~ ____________ ~-.. RCLR L 

[-) --

I ------- - ---- ---~-~~~-
MINE (O)H 

..-'j i R':LRL-.J +5\1 
I 

l ' lOa",,, ~l 
1 _{>=B Hl~{:>o-<{>-~-I"-~- T~ ~ ~rBDMGO L 

~ T L.. OMG DLVD H t 
= ,---~ - ---~ ~------- ~~ --

Figure 2 Arbitration Logic 
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GRAB B0S H --_1\ 
REOH~ 

RP[NDIr.3'1''-1 ~ _________ _ ------ --, ,-

flCLRL ~ , 

<, 

~-----
BDMRL ~ ',j 

B[lMGI L 

i, -w------
< 'L ___ ,_ 
[1----

, __ ......J; 

MY ENllBlE L q'L. __ _ ~---

"IREF l \~~--- ___ --'r---
----HL-__ 

~--

PRE~,YNC H _____ r-
BSYNC l 'L

BOIN L 

B!,PlY L 

< \(' L 
<\-----~-_~_' ..J, 

AP.:r (I) H _______ _ ~--~~---

DONE (0) H 

Figure 3 DMA Refresh Log'lc Signal Sequence 

Bus Control Logic - The bus control logic: operation is initiated when 
the arbitration logic asserts the MIN E (1) Hand DMG D L YD H signals, 
These signals are gated with passive SYNC Hand R PLY H signals to 
produce the MCLK H signal. as shown in Figure 4, MCLK H clocks the 
master flip-flop to the set state: MASTER (1) H goes high and 'v1ASTER 
(0) H goes low, 
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,--- __ -_1=0-- BRU l 

i r--------- MAS1 ER ' '" 

1 ______ _ 
--_MASTER ~ SCLKH 

80 INIT L------' 

80 : NIT :... 

Figure 4 Bus Control Logic 

The active MASTER (1) H signal is applied to the arbitration logic (Figure 
2) where it generates an active BS.L~CK L signal. The active BSACK L 
signal informs the processor that a DMA device has become bus master. 
and the ,)MA grant sequence is completHd. MASTER (1) H also clears 
thH Mine flip-flop; R PENDING (1) H !Joes low. negating BDMR Land 
enabling the RCLR L logic. (RCLR L is generated later in the sequence 
when the done flip-flop becomes set) 

MASTER (1) H is inverted. producing the active BREF Lsignal (Figure 41. 
BREF L causes all dynamic MOS memori,es contained in the system to 
be simullaneously addressed during the refresh bus transaction. a:1d it 
remains active for the duration of the refresh operation. MASTER (1) H is 
applied tJ refresh address IO!Jic where it produces the MY ENAB LE L 
signal. This signal enables low byte BOA L (0-7) bus drivers. and row 
address bits are placed on thH BDAL. bus 

The sequence of operations Involving the bus control logiC is controlled 
by sequence flip-flops A anel B. (Note that the A flip-flop is shown 
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inverted.) Operations are synchronized by the positive-goin~l leading 
edge of the 220 ns clock SCLK H signal. as shown in Figure 3. On the 
SCLK H leading edge following the actiVE! MASTER (1) H signal. the 
master-sync flip-flop clocks to the set state" producing the active MAS
TER SYNC (1) H signal. The MASTER SYNC (1) Hand B (0) H signals 
are gated to produce a low si!~nal that clocks sequence flip-flop A to the 
set state on the following SCLK H pulse. The RPLY (0) H signal,s initially 
high since the refresh bus transaction with system memory has not been 
completed. Thus, the high RPLY (0) H, passive (low) BDINIT H, and A (0) 
H signals are gated, producin!~ a low signal that keeps the A flip-flop set 
until the RPLY (0) H signal galls low. The low A (0) H signal is ORed with 
B (0) H to produce the PRE SYNC H signal. PRE SYNC H and the active 
MASTER (1) H signal are gated by the BSYNC L bus driver, causing that 
bus signal to become asserted. 

On the third SCLK H leading edge, the B sequence flip-flop clocks to the 
set state, producing the high E! (1) H and low B (0) H signals. B (1) Hand 
A (1) H are gated by the B DI N L bus driver, causing that signal to 
become asserted. Bus control logic remail1s in this state until system 
memory responds to the refresh transaction by asserting BR PL Y L. (This 
may occur one or more SCLK H signals later, depending 01 system 
delays.) 

BRPLY L is received and inverted, producing RPLY H. On the next lead
ing edge of SCLK H, the reply flip-flop clocks to the set state, and high 
RPL Y (1) H and low R PLY (0) H signals are produced. The low R PLY (0) 
H signal inhibits the A seqUiance flip-flop clear gate, and the flip-flop 
clocks to the reset state on the following SCLK H pulse. A (1) H goes 
low, inhibiting the BDIN L bus driver, and terminating that signal. RPLY 
(1) Hand B (1) H are AN Ded to produce a low signal which presets the 
B sequence flip-flop. This prevents resettling the B flip-flop as long as 
RPLY (1) H is in the active s1tate. 

System memory responds to the passive BDIN L signal by terminating 
the BRPLY L signal. On the next SCLK L pulse, the reply flip-flop clocks 
to the reset state; RPLY (1) H goes low and RPLY (0) H goes high. The 
following SCLK L pulse then clocks the B sequence flip-flop to the reset 
state and B (1) H goes passive; PRE SYNC Hand BSYNC L go to the 
passive states. 

Low R PENDING (1) H and DONE (0) H signals are gated to produce the 
active (low) RCLR L signal (Figure 2) which clears the Mine flip-flop; 
BSACK L and MINE (0) H signals go high. RCLR L also clears the master 
flip-flop in the bus control logic (Figure 4), causing BREF L to go passive 
and MY ENABLE L in the refresh address logic (Figure 5) to go passive, 
inhibiting the BDAL bus drivers. On the nlaxt SCLK H pulse, MASTER 
SYNC (1) H goes passive (Figure 4), and the refresh bus transaction is 
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completed. The passive MASTER SYNC (') H signal resets the done flip
flop, enabling the next refresh operation. 

Refresh Address Logic - Refresh address logic is shown in Figure 5. A 
6-bit binary counter produces the six row address bits that are placed on 
the B DA L bus during the addressing portion of the refresh bus transac
tion. The low MASTER (0) H signal enables the counter output bits dur
Ing the operation. Upon completing the transaction, R PLY (1) H goes 
passive, inhibiting the CK IL gate: the CK L signal goes high, in
crementing the 6-bit binary counter by one count. Hence, on each suc
cessive refresh operation, a new row add'ress is used. 

80 T",TRAP ReM --6-1 
"'_S'ER '0' H -<J ::,5 , 6 I' _-4 ~ __ _ 

MAS'FRf H-D-CKl 6 81T ~ 
-- --ICK) eINAR) REF1~6H 

RPL Y (I H COUNTER ------

BOAL 

DR~~~RS I------y BOAL 1·6 L 

* Be 1,<,T H -

*-Also used ,n Boolsf'0f: Rom LogiC 

Figure 5 Refresh ,A,ddress Logic 

Initialization - OMA refresh logic initialization is controlled by the 
BOCOK H signal. Initialization occurs only during power-up or power
down cOClditions (when BOC:OK H is. in the low passive state). All flip
flops (except the done flip-flop) are initialized by either the BO INIT H 
(Inverted passive BOCOK H) BO INIT L. (inverted BO INIT H), or RCLR L 
(gated BD INIT H) Signals. 

Bootstrap ROM/Diagnostic 

Addressing -- The module includes a 512 X 16-bit ROM array that is 
addressed in two 256-word segments. These address segments are re
served for REV" options and reside in the upper 4K address f:Jank, 
normally used for peripheral device addresses. The reserved addresses 
range from' 65000-1657713 and 173000-173776, A power-up mode, 
which will cause the processor to access ROM location 173000 upon 
power-up. is jumper-selectable on the processor module. 

CirCUits assOCiated with bootstrap ROM logic are shown in Figure 6. 
Wired irputs to an address comparator circuit reserve the ROM 
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Figure 6 Bootstrap ROM Logic 

addresses. The address comparator responds to any of the reserved ad
dresses during the addressing portion of a bus 1/0 cycle by generating an 
active MY BANK H signal. MY BANK H is ANDed with DIN H to pro
duce a BRPLY H signal when the ROM word is read by the processor 
MY BAN K M is also inverted and applied to the ROM array chip enable 
inputs. 

DAL 1-8 Hand DAL 10 H address bits are stored in the 9-blt address 
latch on the leading-edge of SYNC H. The stored BA 1-8 Hand BA 10 H 
address bits select the desired word location to be read within the two 
256-word address segment detected by the address comparator. 

Data Transfer - After the addressing portion of the bus DATI cycle has 
been completed, the ROM 0--15 H data becomes available on the BDAL 
bus driver inputs. Note that the ROM array consists of four 512 X 4-bit 
les. Hence, the four 4-bit outputs comprise the 16-bit LSI-11 word. MY 
ENABLE L strobes the 16-bit word onto the 1/0 bus in respo'1se to the 
DIN H signal. The processor then receives the data, terminates BDIN L. 
and the bootstrap ROM logic I"esponds by terminating BRPL Y Land 
inhibiting the BDAL bus drivers 
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Initialization - The bootstrap ROM logic is initialized only when BOCOK 
H goes fetlse This condition occurs eluring a power failure and produces 
active BD INIT Hand BO INIT L signals. These signals clear the 9-bit 
address latch and circuits contained in the OMA refresh logic. The option 
does not respond to the LSI-11 bus BINIT L signal. 

Terminations (REV11-A Only) 
Each bu~. signal line terminates with two resistors as shown in Figure 7. 
These termination resistors are generally contained in a 16-pin. dual-in
line package which is identical to an IC package. Each package contains 
14 termination pairs. The values used are shown in the figure. Oaisy
chained want signals are terminated and jumpered. BIAKI Lis jumpered 
(with etch) to BIAKO Land BOMGI L is connected to BOMGO L via 
factory-installed jumper W 1. 

t:,V 

1",0," 

10 FRO\ll 
BU'; --
S L~jAL 
L I ~. £ S 

3~IO !2 

Figure 7 Typical 120-0hm Bus Termination 

USING REV11-A AND REV11-C COMMANDS 

General - The REV11 hardware option contains programs stored in 
read-only memory. The normal starting address for the programs is 
173000. When started at this location. the program that is executed is a 
non-memory modifying processor test If no errors are detected, the pro
gram outputs a dollar-sign ($) for display on the console device. This 
character IS the prompt character for the operator to enter a command. 

The starting address can bl~ entered and program operation started 
either manually, using the console OOT go command, or automatically 
during power-up. Automatic operation is accomplished by selecting 
power-up mode 2 by appropriately configu ring jumpers on the processor 
module. T he normal power-up response for this mode results in the con
sole device displaying the $ prompt character instead of the @ console 
DOT prorlpt character. 
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Unsuccessful execution of the non-memory modifying processor test 
program results in the $ prompt character not being displayed. Instead. 
the program hangs (branch to self) when a sequence of instructions does 
not execute properly. or the processor halts due to a double bus error; a 
halt normally results in the c()nsoll~ terminal displaying the PC contents 
(the address of the halt +2). followed by the console DDT prompt char
acter (~. 

REV11-A and REV11-C Command Set - Once the $ prompt character 
is displayed. the operator can ent!!r one of the commands described in 
Table 1. Note that in the command examplles. characters printed by the 
program are shown underlined; characters not underlined are entered by 
the operator. Command inputs to the pro~Jram can either be upper- or 
lowercase characters. If an invalid command is entered following the $ 
prompt character. the program rI~sponds by displaying? after t'1e invalid 
command and a new $ prompt character on a new line. For example. 
program response to the invalid "XJ" command is shown below 

! XJ.? 

~ 

NOTE 
The <CR> function in Table 1 represents the 
nonprintable character "carriage return" that is 
recognized as an execute command. 

Table 1 REV11 ROM Program Commands 

Command Function 

00 DDT (Halt). This allows the operator to examine 
and/or alter memory and register locations via the 
console device. Control can be returned to the 
REV11 program by entering the DDT P (proceed) 
command if the PC has not been altered. and the 
console device will display the $ prompt Gharacter. 
If the PC has been altered. the operator can start 
program exec:ution by entering the starting address 
165006 and the G (go) commands as follows: 

@, 16500f3G 

$ 

The proc:essor responds by displaying the $ prompt 
character on a new line and another REV11 com
mand can be entered 
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Table 1 REV11 ROM Program Commands (Cont) 

Command Function 

XM<CF~> Memory diagnostic program. After successfully 
completing the diagnostic, the prompt character ($) 
is displayed on the console device. Errors are in
dicated by the following displays on the console 
device. 

1. 17:3732 

@, 

This is an address test error. ,he expected (nor
mal) data is in R3 and the invalid data is in the 
memory location pointed to by R2. If desired, 
continue diagnostic program execution by enter
ing the OOT P command. 

2. 173756 

This is a data test error. The expected (normal) 
data is stored in R3 and the invalid data is in the 
memory location pointed to by R2. If desired, 
continue diagnostic program execution by enter
ing the OOT P command. 

3.000010 ---

A time-out trap has occurred in testing memory 
locations outside of the first (lowest) 4K mem
ory. 

4. nnnnnn 

A time-out trap has occurred in testing memory 
locations within the first 4K memory. The 
nnnnnn displayed is an indeterminate number. 
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Table' REV" ROM Program Commands (Cont) 

Command Function 

XC<CR> 

AL<CR> 

The actual: test consists of an address test and a 
data test. The address test first writes all memory 
locations with addresses; it then reads and verifies 
the addresses. The data test consists of two parts. 
An "all 1 s·, word is first walked through all memory 
locations, which are initially O. The second part 
consists of wal.king an "aliOs" word through all 
memory locations which are all 1 s. 

Processor diagnostic program. This is a memory
modifying instruction test. Successful execdtion of 
the diagnostic program results in the prompt char
acter ($) bein(jl displayed on the console device. 
Errors are indicated by: 

1. The prograrn haltin~l when an instruction se
quence is not correctly executed 

2. The program halting in the trap vector area for 
various traps. 

Absolute loader program. normal (absolute 
address) loadi ng operation. Entering A l. < CR > 
specifies that a paper tape is to be loaded via the 
console device (CSR address = 177560 .. How
ever, another device can be specified by enteri ng 
the appropriate CSR address. For example. to load 
paper tapes in absolute loader format via a device 
whose CSR address IS 177550, enter the follOWing 
command 

$ AL 177550<CR> 

The program responds by first executing the mem
ory-modifyin~l CPU instruction test and rnemol'y 
test (refer to the XC and XM commands). Success
ful test execution results in execution of the abso
lute loade' pr09ram 
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Table 1 REV11 BOM Program Commands (Cont) 

Command FuncticHl 

A successful program load is indicated by one of 
the following thl"ee things. 

1. The console device displays: 

165fl26 

@ 

2. The loaded program automatically starts execu
tion. 

3. Absolute loacler errors are: 

• Checksum error, with the program halting 
and producing the following display: 

1t55534 

• Program halts in the trap vector area for traps 
other than a time-out trap. 

• Time-out trap occurs, causing the display of 
$ on a new linEI on the console device. 

This program can be restarted without first execu
ting the diagnostic programs. This is accomplished 
as follows. 

1. Load FI4 with 165414 (AL starting address). 

2. Load the high,sst available memory address into 
R5. (For example, if the system contains 4K of 
read/write memory, load R5 with 17776.) 

3. Start the program at 165242. 
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Table 1 REV11 ROM Program Commands (Cont) 

Command Functilln 

AR<CR> Absolute loader pro!~ram. relocated loading oper
ation. When this command is entered. the memory 
modifying CPU instruction test and memory test 
are automatically first executed (refer to the XC and 
XM commands). followed by the absolute loader 
program. Successful execution of the tests results 
in the program halting with the following console 
display 

165412 

The oporator must then enter the appropriate "soft
ware switch register" contents in R4. To select 
relocated loading. which uses an address (bias) 
contained in the software switch register. enter the 
following commands: 

@ R4/ xxxxxx nnllnnn<CR> 

@P 

The value nnnnnn is a relocation value selected by 
the operator as directed in the PDP-11 Paper Tape 
Software Handbook (OEC-11-XPTSA-B-O). Ob
serve that the least significant "n" value entered 
must be an odd number; this sets the software 
switch register (R4) bit 0 to a logical 1. selecting 
the relocated loading mode. Note that the program 
being loaded must be in position independent code 
(PIC) format for relocated loading. 

When large programs are contained on more than 
one tape. the program halts at the end of the first 
tape. Install the second tape in the reader and enter 
a "1" in R4 using the OOT command shown below; 
resume loading by entering the P command. 

@ R4/xxxxxx 1 <CR > 

@P 
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Table 1 REV11 FIOM Program Commands (Cont) 

Command Function 

DX<CR> or 
DXn<CR> 

The six octal di!~its (xxxxxx) are the present con
tents of R4. Entering a value of 1 selects relocated 
loading for the next program tape, starting at the 
address following the end of the previous load op
eration. The P command allows the absolute loader 
program execution to continue the loading process 
once the software switch register value has been 
entered. 

A successful program load is indicated when the 
loaded program automatically starts execution, or 
the console device displays: 

165Ei26 

Absolute loader errors are as described for the AL 
command. 

This program can be restarted without first execu
ting the diagnostic programs. This is accomplished 
as follows. 

1. Load R4 with 165406 (AR starting address). 

2. Load the highest available memory address in 
R5. (For example, if the system contains 4K of 
read/write memory, load R5 with 17776) 

3. Start the prowam at 165242. 

RXV 11 floppy disk system bootstrap. Entering the 
DX<CR> command starts the memory-modifying 
CPU instruction test and memory test execution. 
(See the XC and XM commands.) Successful test 
execution results in execution of the bootstrap pro
gram for disk drive 0, the system disk. Otherwise, 
specify the drive number (n) as 0 (drive 0) or 1 
(drive 1) 
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Table 1 REV11 ROM Program Commands (Cont} 

Command Function 

Floppy disk bootstrap errors are: 

1. The prouram halts and the console device dis
plays 

165316 

indicating that the device done flag In the 
RXV11 interface was not set within the required 
time (approx. 1.3 secondsl. The bootstrap can 
be restarted by entering the P command. the $ 
is then displayed on the console device and the 
boots.trap command can be entered. 

2. The program halts and the console displays: 

165644 

indicating that a bootstrap error occurred. The 
RXV1i 1 error register contents are sto'-ed In R2 
By examining the Gontents of R2 and uSing the 
information in this handbook on the RXV 11. the 
exact natLre of the error can be deterr1ined Ex
amin,3 the contents of R2 (nnnnnnl as follows 

(g R2/nnnnnn<CR> 

@P 

$ 

After examining R2, the bootstrap can be re
started bV the P command. enter the desired 
bootstrap command immediately after the $ 
prompt character. 
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Table 1 REV11 ROM Program Commands (Cont) 

Command Function 

DK<CR> or 
DKn<CR> 

3. The program halts in the trap vector for traps; a 
time-out trap returns the program to the $ 
prompt charclcter. If a time-out trap occcurs 
first. check for proper system cable connections 
and device interface module installation. Then, 
attempt to successfully bootstrap the system by 
again enterin~1 the desired bootstrap command. 

The bootstrap for disk drive 0 (DX) can be started 
Without first executing the diagnostic pro~jrams. 

This is accomplished as follows. 

Load R4 with 165264 (the DX bootstrap start
ing address). 

2 Start the pro~lram at 165242 

RKV11-D disk drive svstem bootstrap. Entering the 
DK command starts the memory-modifying CPU 
Instruction test and memory test execution (See 
the XC and XM commands.) Successful test execu
tion results in execution of the bootstrap program 
for disk drive 0, the system disk. Otherwise, specify 
the drive number n as 0 (drive 0). 1 (drive 1), or 2 
(drive 2) 

Disk bootstrap errors are. 

The program halts and the console device dis
plays 

16ti724 

indicating that the device done flag in the 
R KV 11 -D interface was not set within the re
quired time (approx 1.3 seconds). The bootstrap 
can be startecl by entering the P command; the 
$ is then displayed on the terminal and the boot
strap command call be entered. 
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Table 1 REV11 ROM Program Commands (Cont) 

Command Function 

2. The program halts and the console displays 

165644 

indicatin!J that a bootstrap error occurred. The 
R KV 11 - [) error re9ister contents a re stored In 
R2. By examining the contents of R2 and using 
the information contained in the RKV11-0 op
tion description, the nature of the error can be 
determined. Examine the contents of R2 
(nnnnnn) as follows 

@:o f~2/nnnnn < C:I~ > 
@:op 

$ 

After examining H2, the bootstrap Celll be re
started by the P command: enter the desired 
bootstrap command immediately aft'iH the $ 
prompt character. 

3. The progra m halts in the trap vector for traps: a 
time-out trap returns the program to the $ 
prompt character. If a time-out trap occurs first. 
check for proper system cable connections and 
device interface module installation. Then, at
tempt to successfully bootstrap the system by 
again entering the desired bootstrap command 
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RKV11-D RK05 DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER 

GENERAL 
The R KV 11- 0 option consists of an R KO!i disk drive controller. an LSI-
11 bus interface module. and an RKOS-J disk drive. The controller and 
the RK05-J disk drive form a mass storage system. Up to eight RKOS-J 
or four RKOS-F disk drives can be used with one RKV11-0 controller. 
The R KV11-0/RKOS system is block-oriented but is capable of transfer
ring from 1 to 2 16 consecutive data words without reinitiation or proces
sor intervention. The data transfers occur from the RKV11-0 to the 
system memory by direct memory access IDMA). which does not require 
processor interruption and operates at maximum bus bandwidth. 

The RKV11-0 is housed in a rack-mountable, 48.2 cm (19-in) wide cabi
net that IS 8.9 cm (3-112 in) high. This cabinet houses four controller 
modules and an H780 power supply. A double-height bus control mod
ule plugs into the LSI-11 bus and provides the RKV11-0/LSI-11 inter
face. A sixth module terminates the RKOS drive bus (DR bus) at the last 
used RKOS disk drive. Each HKOS drive requires an M7700 module (Rev 
J or later!' and a backpanel (Rev A or later). The RKV 11-0 is cabled to 
the first RK05 disk drive with a pair of 120-ohm, 40-conductor flat ca
bles (70·09026-02). Two BCOSL cables are used to connect the 
RKV11-D to the LSI-11 bus controller module. Eight versions of the 
RKV11-D system are available. 

Option No, Voltage Controller RK06-J Cabinet· 

RKV11-AA 11SV/60Hz Yes Yes No 
RKV11-AB 230 V/60 Hl~ Yes Yes No 
RKV11-BA 11SV/SOHz Yes Yes No 
RKV11-BB 230 V/SO Hz Yes Yes No 
RKV11-DE 11SV/60Hl~ Yes Yes Yes 
RKVll-DF 230 V/60 Hz Yes Yes Yes 
RKV11-DH 11SV/SOH2: Yes Yes Yes 
RKV11-CiJ 230 V/SO Hz Yes Yes Yes 

"The cabinet is an H967-M cabinet. 127.0 cm (50 in) tall. that provides 106.7 
em (42 In) of raek·mo'untable area (48.2 crn. 19 in). The RK05-J and the 
RKV ll-D controller occupy 3!).6 em (14 in) of the rack area. 

FEATURES 

• 2.S million byte storage is available in the RKOS-J cartridge disk. 

• S million byte storage is available in the RKOS-F fixed disk. 

• 20 million byte storage is available per system. 
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• Up to eight RK05-J disk drives can be used with one RKV11-D con
troller. 

• DMA data can be transferred to and from the LSI-11 bus. 

• R K05-J and R K05- F disk drives can be operated from the same 
RKV11-D controller. 

• RKV11-D controller can be mounted in a standard 48.2 crn (19 in) 
equipment rack, along with the disk drives. 

• The RKV11-D controller has a self-contained power supply and its 
own status indicators. 

• Only one double-height module slot of the LSI-11 bus is used. 

• The LSI-11 bus is not extended. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

LSI-11 Bus Module 

Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

RKV11-0 Controller 

Input Voltage 
RKV11-DA 
RKV11-DB 

Input Power 

Power Supply 

Line Protection 
115 Vac 
230 Vac 

M726~3 

DoublE! 

+ 5 V :±: 5% at 1.8 A 

1.9 
1 

100-127 Vac, 50/60 Hz ± 1 Hz 
200-254 Vac, 50/60 Hz ± 1 Hz 

140W max 

H780 

5 A fast blow fuse 
2.5 A fast blow fuse 
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LSI-11 bus back
plane signal from 
RKV11-D power 
supply 

Module Complement 
M7254 
M7255 
M7256 
M7268 
M930 
M7269 

Cables 

CONFIGURATION 

General 

BPOKH (power supply AC LO) 
BDCOKH (Bus DC LO) 

Control/Status 
Disk Control 
Data Paths 
Bus Adapter 
Drive Bus Terminator 
Bus Control 

RKV11-0 

Two 40-conductor flat 70-09026-02 (to first 
R KOEi drive) 

Two 40-conductor flat BC05L (to LSI-11 bus 
interface) 

The RKV11-D/RK05 disk drive system can be configured with up to 
eight RK05-J disk drives daisy-chained on the drive bus (DR bus) Each 
disk drive must have an 1\117700 module of revision J or later. The 
M7700 'Ilodule has a rotary switch that defines the logical disk drive DR 
bus position. The first disk drive on the DF! bus is normally set to switch 
pOSition 1 on the M7700 module and is designated as disk drive O. The 
second disk drive would then be designated as drive 1 (switch position 
2)' and so on. up to the eighth disk drive (switch position 8). This con
figuration (Figure 1) may be varied as DF! bus length allows. The max
Imum length of the DR bus IS 15 m (50 ft) The DR bus must be 
terminated with the M930 module at the last RK05 on the bus 

Module Jumpers 
The M 7269 module has jumpers to configure the interrupt vector and 
device register addresses. The M7256. M7255. and M7254 modules 
have jumpers to configure cHrtain RK05 disk drive functions. The jump
ers on the M7269 module have been factory-configured for an interrupt 
vector of 2208 and device addresses of 1774008 through 1774168 . 

These addresses are the normal user addresses and should not be 
altered. Figure 2 shows the jumper locations for the interrupt vector and 
device address jumpers on the M7269 module. The interrupt vector and 
device address word formats are shown in Figures 3 and 4 and 
described in Table 1. Figures 5. 6. and 7 show the locations of the 
Jumpers on the M7256. M7255. and M7254 modules. respectively. 
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These jumpers should not be changed by users using only RK05 disk 
drives on the REV11-D controller. For detads on these module jumpers, 
refer to Field Maintenance Print Set M P00223. There are no ju mpers on 
the M7268 module. 

Table 1 Standard Assignments 

Description Mnemonic 

Registers 
Drive Status RKDS 
Error IRKER 
Control/Status RKCS 
Word Count RKWC 
Bus Address/Current IRKBA 

Memory Address 
Disk Address IRKDA 
Unused 
Data Buffer RKDB 

Interrupt 
Interrupt Vector 

RKY11-O ADAI"TER BUS 

15 METERS IIlAX 
150 feET ..... X. 

Read/ 
Write 

R 
R 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 

R/W 

R (PIG) 

M7269 
Module 
Address 

177400 
177402 
177404 
177406 
177410 

177412 
177414 
177416 

220 

Figure 1 RKV11·D/RK05 System Configuration 
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INTERRUPT 
VECTOR 
JUMPERS 

LSI-ll BUS 

c 

ADDRESS --+-----" 
JUMPERS 

J1 1 

Figure 2 M7269 Module Jumpers 
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7 7 a 
~ ,-----"-, ,..----"""---., ~ ,-----"-------

1 ~) 1. 13 12 " 1u 09 OB 07 06 05 D. 03 02 01 00 

I 1 : : 1 : : ~~i : 1 

I 

~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 i' a 0 ~ 
0 0 a 

JUMPER ON I I I 
_W1 W2 W3 W6 W7 WB 1'12 W13 W14 - INS'-ALLED 

M7269 MODULE 

I I I I I I I I I 
1=1 0 RF'JlOVfD 

FACTOA'1 

CONFIGURED --+ R R R R " I I I 
ADDRE'5S (177400) 

DEVICE t,DDRESS 

Figure 3 M7269 Device .A.ddress Format 

2 

,--~-,,.------~ r----------~ 

'5 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 1)4 03 02 01 00 

"'---'0 Ir---a;'---o r-: -'---1 0 -'---;' -r-: 0 I~~ I 0 :.,-1-' : 0--,-1 0 -'--> :] 
JUMPER ON I I I T~--L-rll 
~::';:::DULE - T T T T T T T .'1' 
CONFIGURED -----. I I I I R 

ADOR ESS (2201 

Figure 4 M7269 Interrupt Vector Format 
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r-----------------------------------------~._ 

Wl 

II I'I I W31 IW4 W7 11 N~ IW8 
II II I 

Factory Configuration: 
W1. W3. W4. 1/1./6. 1/1./8 - REMOVED 
W2. W~i. W7 - INSTALLED 

Figure 5 M7256 Jumper Locations and Configuration 
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~--------------------------------------------~ 

W5 

--IV6 

W4 

Vl3 

W2 

W1 

• 
U-____________________________ , _______________ -" 

Factory Configuration: 
W1, W2, Wf3 - INSTALLED 
W3, W4, W!:> - REMOVED 

Figure 6 M7255 Jumper Locations and Configuratiol 

2:-!; 16 

L!l 
L!l 
N 
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W3 

W' IN 2 

W5 

W4 

W7 

Factory Configuration 
Wl, W4, W6, W7 - INSTALLED 
W2, W3. W5 - REMOVED 

RKV11-0 

W6 

MR-0866 

Figure 7 M7254 Jumper Locations and Configuration 
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Module Utilization 
Of the six modules supplied with the R KV11- O. four are installed in the 
RKV11-0 controller backplane as shown in Figure 8. The M9:!0 termI
nator module is plugged into the last RK05 disk drive on the OR bus. and 
the M7269 module is plugged into the LSI-11 bus. The M7269 IS a 
double-height module. The RI<V'11-0 is a DMA device. Priority of OMA 
devices on the LSI-11 bus is determined by the devices' electrical dis
tance from the processor. The OMA device closest to the processor has 
the highest OMA priority. 

M7254 
STATUS 
CONTROL 

M7255 
DISK 

CONTROL H7BO POWER 

DATA SUPPl Y 
M7256 

PATHS 

M7268 
BUS 
AO..:.PTEB 

Figure 8 RKV11 0 Module Utilization 

Cabling 
The RKV11-0 IS supplied with two BC05L cables which cornect the 
M7269 LSI-11 bus control module to the M7268 bus adapter module 
The BCO 5 L cables are connected from J 1 to J 1 and from J2 to J2 on 
each module (Figures 2 and 9) Two 70-09026-02 cables are also sup
plied These cables are connected from J3 and J4 on the M7268 module 
(Figure 9) to the RK05 M993-Y/\ module. 

TO M7269 

ILSlllBUSI 

~ ~ 

TO M993 YA 
(11K051 

• • 
r---~~r--------------------+-+-~ 

M7:268 

MR-1629 

Figure 9 M7268 Cable Connections 
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RegistHrs 
The R K V 11 -D contains seven 16-bit programmable registers that pro
vide software Interface to the LSI-11 bus. These registers are address
able frcm the processor and are listed in Table 2. The formats for these 
registers are shown in Figlures 10 through 16. Bit descriptions are in 
Tables 3 through 9 

Bit 

0-3 

Table 2 A KV11-D Addressable Registers 

Register Name 

RKV11-D Drive Status Register 
R KV 11 -D Error Register 
RKV11-D Control/Status Register 
RKV11-D Word Count Register 
R KV 1 ~ -D Bus Address Register 

(Current Memory Address) 
RKV11-D Disk Address Register 
RKV11-D Data Buffer Register 

• Address 177414 is unused. 

NOTE 

Mnemonic 

RKDS 
RKER 
RKCS 
RKWC 
RKBA 

RKDA 
RKDB 

Address' 

177400 
177402 
177404 
177406 
177410 

177412 
177416 

This register is a read-only re9ister. and contains 
the selected dnve status and current sector ad
dress 

Figure 10 Drive Status Register (I~KDS) - Address 177400 

Table 3 Drive Status Flegister Bit Descriptions 

Name 

SC 
(Sector Counter) 

Description 

These four bits are the current sec
tor address of the selected drive. 
Sector address 0 is defined as the 
sector following the sector that con
tains the index pulse. 
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Bit 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Table 3 Drive Status Register Bit Descriptions (Cont) 

Name 

SC=SA 
(Sector Counter 
Equals Sector 
Address) 

WPS 
(Write Protect 
Status) 

R/W/S ROY 
( Read/Write/Seek 
Ready) 

DRY 
(Drive Ready) 

Description 

Indicates that the disk heads are 
positlonHd over the disk address 
currently held in the sector address 
register. 

Sets wh,en the selected disk is In the 
write-protected mode. 

Indicates that the selected drive 
head mechanism is not in motion, 
and that the drive is ready to accept 
a new function. 

Indicates that the selected disk 
drive complies with the following 
conditions: 

a. The drive is properly supplied 
with power. 

b, The drive is loaded with a disk 
cartridge. 

c. The disk drive door is closed. 

d. The LOAD/RUN switch IS set to 
RUN. 

e. The disk is rotating at a proper 
speed. 

f, The heads are properly loaded. 

g, The disk is not in a DRU (bit 10 
of RK.DS) condition. 

SOK Indicates that the sector counter op-
(Sector Counter 01<) erating on the selected drive is not 

in the process of changing. and is 
ready for examination. If this bit is 
not set. the sector counter is not 
ready for examination and a second 
attempt should be made. 
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Table 3 Drive Status Register Bit Descriptions (Cont) 

Bit 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1315 

Name 

SIN 
(Seek Incomplete) 

DRU 
(Drive Unsafe) 

RK05 
(R K05 Disk On Line) 

DPL 
(Drive Power l.ow) 

10 
(Identification of 
Drive) 

Description 

I ndic:ates that due to some unusual 
condition, the seek function cannot 
be completed. Can be accompanied 
by RKER 15 (drive error) Cleared by 
a drive reset function. 

Indicates that an unusual condition 
has occurred in the disk drive, and it 
IS unable to properly perform any 
operations. Reset by setting the 
RUI\I/LOAD switch to LOAD. If, 
when the switch is returned to RUN, 
the condition recurs, an inoperative 
drive can be assumed, and correc
tive maintenafJce procedures should 
begin. Can be accompanied by 
RKER 15 (drive error) 

Always set to identify the selected 
disk drive as R K05. 

Sets when an attempt IS made to 
initiate a new function, or If a func
tion IS actively in process when the 
control senses a loss of power to 
one of the disk drives. Can be 
accompanied by RKER 15 (drive er
ror) Reset by a BUS INIT or a con
trol reset function. 

If an interrupt occurs as the result of 
a hal'dware poll operation, these bits 
will contain the binary representa
tion of the logical drive number that 
caused the interrupt. 
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14 13 11 10 09 08 07 06 04 03 02 0 00 

lORE I aVR I WLa I SKE I PGE I NXM I aLT ! TE J::EJ----,-"s I ----L-~N--'--USE~ --"-.1 C'TI 

Bit 

o 

NOTE 
This is a read-only re~lister 

Figure 11 Error Register !RKER)- Address 177402 

Table 4 Error Register Bilt Descriptions 

Name 

WCE 
(Write Check Error) 

CSE 
(Checksum Error) 

Descripltion 

Indicates that an error was encoun
tered during a write check function 
as a result of a faulty bit comparison 
between disk data and memory 
data. Clears upon the initiation of a 
new fu nction This is a soft error 
condition. 

Sets while performing a read func
tion as a result of a faulty recalcula
tion of the checksum. Cleared upon 
the initiation of any new function 
This IS a soft error condition 

2-4 Unused 

5 

6 

NOTE 
The remaining bits of the RKER are all hard er 
rors, and are cleared only by a BUS INIT or a 
control reset function 

NXS 
(Nonexistent Sector) 

NXC 
(Nonexistent 
Cylinder) 

I ndicates that an attempt was made 
to a sector address greater than 
138 

Indicates that an attempt was made 
to initiate a transfer to a cyillder ad
dress greater than 312, 
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Bit 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

RKV11-0 

Table 4 Error Register Bit Descriptions (Cont) 

Name 

NXD 
(Nonexistent Disk) 

TE 
(Timing Error) 

DLT 
IData Late) 

NXM 
iNonexistent 
Memory) 

PGE 

Description 

Indicates that an attempt was made 
to in itiate a function on a nonex
istent drive. 

Indicates that a loss of timing pulses 
for at least 5 !1S has been detected. 

Sets during a write or write check 
function when the multibuffer file is 
empty and the operation is not yet 
complete Sets during a read func
tion when the multi buffer file is 
filled and the operation is not yet 
complete. 

Sets if memory does not respond 
with a RPL Y within 20 !1S of the 
time when the RKV11-D becomes 
bus master during a DMA se
quence. Because of the speed of the 
R KO!) disk drive, it is possible that 
NXM will be accompanied by RKER 
9 (data late) 

(Programming Error) 
Indicates that RKCS 10 (format) 
was set while initiating a function 
other than read or write. 

SKE 
I Seek Error) 

WLO 
I Write Lockout 
Violation) 

Sets if the disk head mechanism is 
not properly positioned while execu
ting a normal read, write, read 
check, or write check function. The 
control checks 16 times before flag
ging this error. A simple jumper 
chan'ge will force the control to 
check just once. 

Sets if an attempt is made to write 
on a disk that is currently write-pro
tected. 
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Bit 

14 

15 

Bit 

o 

Table 4 Error Re!Jister Bit Descriptions (Cont) 

Name 

OVR 
(Overrun) 

ORE 
(Drive Error) 

UNUSED UNUSEO 

Description 

Indicates that. during a react write, 
read check, or write check function, 
operations on sector 138 , surface 1 
of cylinder address 3128 were fIn
ished, and the RKWC has not yet 
overflowed. This is essentially an 
attempt to overflow out of a disk 
drive. 

Sets If a function is either mtlated 
or in process, and: 

a. One of the drives in the system 
senses a loss of either cc or dc 
powel', or 

b. The selected drive is not ready. 
or is In some error condition. 

Figure 12 Control/Status Re~lister (RKCS) -- Address 177404 

Table 5 Control/Status Register Bit Descriptions 

Name 

GO 

Description 

This bit can be loaded by the oper
ator and causes the control to carry 
out thB function contained in bits 
1-3 of the R KCS (functions) Re
mains set until the control actually 
begins to respond to GO, which may 
take from 1 /ls to 3.3 ms, depending 
on the current operation of the se
lected dllsk drive (to protect the for
mat structure of the sector!. Write-
only bl1t. ___________ _ 
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1-3 

4, 5 

6 
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Table 5 Control/Status Reglister Bit Descriptions (Cont) 

Name 

Function 

Unused 

IDE 
(I nterrupt on Done 
Enable) 

IDescription 

The function register, or function 
bits, are loaded with the binary rep
resentation of the function to be 
perfmmed by the control when a 
GO command is initiated. These bits 
arB loaded by the program and 
cleared by BUS INIT. The binary 
I;odings are as follows. 

3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 

Bit 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 

Operation 
Control reset 
Write 
Read 
Write check 
Seek 
Read check 
Drive reset 
Write lock 

RBad/write bits. 

NOTE 
The FIKV1 1 -0 uses these bits. Since 
the LSI- 1 1 bus structure has no 
provision for extended addressing, 
no connection is made to the bus 
from these bits on the RKV11-D. 
They will respond as two unused 
read/write bits in the status register, 
but like the RKV11-D they will in
crement should the RKBA overflow. 

When set, causes the control to is
sue CI bus request and interrupt to 
vector address 220 if: 

a. A function has completed activ
ity. 

b. A hard error is encountered. 

c. A soft error is encountered and 
bit 8 of the RKCS (SSE) is set 

d. RKCS 7 (ROY) is set and GO is 
not set . 

. ___ :ReadlWrite bit. 
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Table 5 Control/Status Re~lister Bit Descriptions (Cont) 

Bit 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Name 

ROY 
(Control Ready) 

SSE 
(Stop on Soft Error) 

Unused 

FMT 
(Format) 

Description 

Indicates that the control is ready to 
perform a function. Set by INIT, a 
hard error condition, or by the 
termination of a function. CIE!ared by 
GO being set. Read-only bit. 

If a soft error is encountered when 
this bit is set: 

a. All control action will stop at the 
end of the current sector If RKCS 
6 (IDE) is reset. or 

b. All control action will stop and a 
bus request will occur at the end 
of the current sector if RKCS 6 
(IDE) is set 

Read/write bit. 

FMT is under program control. and 
must be used only in conjunction 
with normal read and write func
tions. Used to format a new disk 
pack or to reformat any sector 
13rased due to control or drive fail
ure. Alters the normal write oper
ation under which the header is 
rewritten each time the associated 
sector is rewritten; the head posi
tion is not checked for proper posi
tioning before the write. Alters the 
110rmal read operation In that only 
one word, the header word, IS trans
ferred to memory per sector. For 
i3xample, a 3-word read function in 
format mode will transfer header 
words from three consecutive sec
tors to three consecutive memory 
locations for software checking. 
I~ead/write bit 
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Table 5 Control/Staltus Register Bit Descriptions (Cont) 

Bit 

1 1 

Name 

IBA 
(Inhibit Incrementing 
the RKBA) 

12 Unused 

13 SCP 
(Search Complete) 

14 HE 
(Hard Error) 

15 ERR 
( Error) 

15 ,. 13 12 10 o. 

E' WC15 04--- , L-.....l.. 

08 

Description 

Inhibits the RKBA from in
crementing during a normal transfer 
function. This allows data transfers 
10 occur to or from the same mem
ory location throughout the entire 
lransfer operation. Read/write bit. 

I ndicates that the previous interrupt 
was the result of some previous 
seek or drive reset function. Cleared 
at the' initiation of any new function. 
I~eadonly bit. 

Sets when any of R KER 5--15 are 
set. Stops all control action, and 
processor reaction is dictated by 
I~KCS 6 (IDE). until cleared, along 
with RKER 5-15, by INIT or a con
trol reset function. Read-only bit. 

Sets when any bit of the RKER sets. 
Processor reaction is dictated by 
HKCS 6 and RKCS 8 (IDE and SSE). 
Cleared if all bits in the RKER are 
cleared. Read-only bit. 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 ,-----, 
: : : : :wcoo I , ----L 

CP 3140 

FigLre 13 Word Count Register (RKWC) - Address 177406 
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Bit 

0-15 

IS I. 

18A1S~ : 

Table 6 Word Count Register Bit Descriptions 

Name 

WCOO-WC15 

13 12 11 10 09 08 

Description 

The bits in this register contain the 
2's complement of words to be af
fected or transferred by a given 
function. The register increments by 
one after each word transfer. When 
the regis.ter overflows (all WC bits 
go to zero). the transfer is complete 
and RKV11-0 operation is termi
nated at the end of the present disk 
sector. However, only the number of 
words specified in the RKWC are 
transfermd. 

07 06 OS 04 03 02 01 00 
I----r-

3 1---1.-
CI' 313'> 

Figure 14 Bus Address Flegister (RKBA) - Address 177410 

Bit 

0-15 

Table 7 Bus Addn~ss Register Bit Descriptions 

Name 

BAOO-BA15 

Description 

The bits in this register contain the 
bus address to or from which data 
will be transferred. The re£lister is 
incremented by two at the end of 
each transfer. Read/write bit. 

NOTE 
This register will not respond to commands 
while the controller is busy. Therefore, R KDA 
bits are loaded from the bus data lines only in 
the control ready (bit 7 of the R KCS) state, and 
are cleared by BUS INIT and control reset. The 
RKDA is incremented automatically at the end 
of each disk sector. 
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15 14.~_':.::.J~.;,:12'----.-...:'...:1. ~ 09 I 08 ~...:06Z-..--::0::...S -,-::=0.:...,....:0:::,.3--,...::02:....,.....:0:.;.1-......:0:::,.0..., 

~_;E..ll:E_C.::..:---LI--.:......J:L..::6-.l1L..::~......1Y~.IN~EAIAD~AE:~......:...1 --1..: --=--...JI_S_U_R.LI_3=--SL:C....:T~:...R..J.:A_O.:..~_RE.L~_S O~ 
CP 3136 

Figure 15 Disk /1I,ddress Register (FlKDA) - Address 177412 

Bit 

0-3 

4 

5-12 

13-15 

1S 14 

1061<_ 

Table 8 Disk Address Hegister Bit Descriptions 

Name 

SA 
ISector Address) 

SUR 
ISurface) 

CYL ADDR 
ICylinder Address) 

DR SEL 
(Drive Select) 

13 12 11 10 00 08 

Description 

8inary representation of the disk 
sector to be addressed for the next 
·functlon. The largest valid address 
(or number) for the sector address is 
138 

When active. enables the lower disk 
head so that operation is performed 
on the lower surface: when inactive. 
13nables the upper disk head. 

Binary representation of the cylinder 
address currently being selected. 
The largest valid address or number 
for the cylinder address is 312 8 . 

Binary representation of the logical 
drive number currently being se
lected. 

0' 06 os O. 03 02 01 00 
~--,--

: : : : I I 
.l----L .......L I 

0800 w 

CP 3134 

Figure 16 Data Buffer Register (RI<DB) - Address 177416 
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Table 9 Data Buffer R:egister Bit Descriptions 

Bit Name 

0-15 BOOO-OB15 

PROGRAMMING 

Data Format 

Description 

The bits of this register work as a 
general data handler in that allinfor
mation transferred between the 
control and the disk drive must pass 
through this register. Loaded from 
the bus only while the R KV1 '1 - 0 is 
bus master during a OMA se
quence. Read-·only PIO 

Data IS stored on the disk cartridge in groups of 12 sectors per track 
Each of the 12 disk sectors contains 256'0 words and IS defined by 
physical sector marks. These sector marks generate a sector pulse that IS 
passed from the disk drive to the controller. /\ similar physical dl~;k mark. 
called an index mark, defines the starting pOint for the sequencE of sec
tors. The sector which follows a sector containing the index mark IS 
defined as sector O. All of the sectors are formatted identicaill/ In five 
parts: preamble (terminated with a sync bit), header. data. checksum, 
and postamble (Figure 17) 

PREAMBLE SYNC BIT HEADE 

1----------

15"WQADS 1 CHINO 

DFZEROES ADORE 9 
GAlA (.HE:.CKSUM PQS1AMBlf 

~--

256'0 400, SECTOR 1 W)RD 

SS WORDS CHECKSUM OF 2EAO!::S 

'1 WOR DJ 1 (1 WORDi 

Figure 17 Sector Data Format 

The preamble and postamble areas of a sector serve as boundaries be
fore and after the InformatIOn major states (header data. and checksum) 
to ensure compatibility betweell disk drives at the cartridge level despite 
variations in sector pulse positionillg. (Refer to the RK05 Disk Drive 
Maintenance Manual, EK-RK5.JF-MM-001) 
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The preamble consists of 1 ~iEl words of zeros, adequate to guarantee that 
RD GA"-E will turn on durin9 a known 2:ero data field under all condi
tions The disk drive head then waits for the first" 1" to occur (sync bit) 
and begills 10 read with the header word. During a write function, the 
sync bit IS automatically written by hal'dware following the 158 words of 
zeros 

The header area of a sector consists of a single word containing the 
cylinder address from RKD,l\ 5-12 Before a data transfer function is 
performed, the header word is read and checked against the cylinder 
address portion of the RKDA to ensure that the disk drive heads are 
positioned at the proper cylinder. The write function always rewrites the 
header on the disk, using the cylinder address portion of the RKDA. The 
sector format for a raw (unformatted) cartridge is written under program 
control In conjunction with FIKCS 10 (HilT) 

The data area consists of 2!36 '0 data words. These words, like all of the 
words In each area of the sector, are 16 bits long. 

The checksum area of a sector cOCJsists of a single word that is the 
checksu 11 of all 256 data words. This checksum is compared by the 
controllE·r to the checksum that it calculates itself whenever a write, 
check, read, or read check I'u nction is performed within a given sector. 
For a wllte function, the controller calculates a checksum and writes it 
on the disk cartridge followrng the last data word. 

Short portions (less than 2 !36 data words) of a sector may be read or 
written as long as thiS short sector is the last sector of the data transfer. 
When a short sector IS written, the remainder of a sector is automatically 
written with zeros. The write check function may be performed on a 
short sector as long as the number of words write checked is equal to 
the numiJer of words previously written Into the sector. Because the read 
check function IS essentially a parity che~k, it must be performed on a 
whole·sector basIs only. 

Progra m Interrupts 
A prowam interrupt is initiated by an interrupt request, which can only 
occur If RKCS 6 (IDE), IS set. Six hardware conditions can generate an 
Interrupt request to the processor. 

The occurrence of a hard error condition (RKCS 14) 

2. The presence of a soft error condition (l'lKCS 8 and either RKER 00 or 
RKER 01 IS set) 

3. Completion of transfer of the designated number of words 
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4. The acceptance (address acknowledge) of a seek or drive reset func~ 
tion by the selected disk drive, freeing the controller for hardware 
polling or a new function 

5. The Initiation of a write lock function on a disk drive, indicating that 
the controller is free to perform a new function 

6. The completion of hardware polling (RKCS 13, SCP). indicating that 
the disk drive in the drive 10 bits of the I~ KDS has completed a seek 
or drive reset function (RKDS 6, RIW/S ROY) 

Because of the format structure of the RKV 11-0, any interruptl,Jn of the 
write function cannot be tolerated until the end of the current sector. as 
it would result in what would be essentially an unformatted disk car~ 
tridge. As a result. outside intervemtion is inhibited until the current sec
tor is completed, including control reset functions and processor initialize 
(BUS INIT) signals. This means that such functions as control reset. 
seek, and write lock, which take only a few microseconds to initiate, can 
take as long as 3.3 ms if initiated during a write function. For thiS reason, 
seek, drive, reset. and write lock functions cause an interrupt as soon as 
the function is initiated, provided FIKCS 6 II DE.) IS set. 

Timing Considerations 
RKV11-D timing is a consideration in the performance of overlapping 
seek or drive reset functions, because these functions can be initiated on 
free disk drives while previous see!< or drlVl3 reset functions are in pro
cess on other disk drives. Thus, up to eight disk drives can be performing 
a seek or drive reset function simultaneously. The hardware poll logiC of 
the disk control module generates an interrupt when a disk drive has 
completed the seek or drive reset function (RKDS 6, R/W/S ROY set) 
When a seek or drive reset function has been initiated on the disk drive 
(address acknowledge). an interrupt requE!st occurs if RKCS 6 (IDE) IS 

set. This process normally requires 1 p..s but may range up to 3.3 ms, if 
an attempt is made to abort a write function. Head movement. however, 
may take as long as 80 ms, after which a second interrupt (RKCS 13, 
Search Complete) occurs (if IDE is set) In the interval between these 
two events, the selected disk drive is busV moving its heads but the 
controller is free to perform any RI<V11-D function on any other avail
able disk drive. Once a disk drive has begun moving its head mechanism, 
only a drive reset function can stop it. An attempt to perform any other 
function on a disk drive whose heads are in motion results in a hard error 
condition 

The data transfer functions (read, write, read check, and write check) all 
begin with an automatic "implied" seek. Tl1lls allows the user of a single 
disk drive system to ignore the seek function completely and initiate data 
transfer functions directly. Th'9 hardware poll logic is initiated only for 
seek and drive reset functions and not for the "implied" seek portion of 
data transfer functions. 
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Ppwer-Fail 
An RKV 11-0 system contains a number of power supplies, each with its 
own cir:Ultry for detection of a power failure: 

1. The central processor and other computer-related supplies 
2. The RKV11-0 box 
3. The R K05 disk drives. 

If the power to the entire system is interrupted, a variety of events can 
occur depending on which of the system supplies first senses a power 
loss, the worst of which is the abortion of the function currently in pro
cess in ',he RKV11-0. Also, if a writH function was in process at the time 
of the failure, the sector being writtHn at the time of the power loss may 
contain erroneous but readable data. All of the RK05 c·ives will unload 
their heads, and no data or format on any disk drive will be lost. 

If one or more of the computer-related supplies should malfunction, the 
program being executed is interrupted and a power-down sequence 
occurs in the computer. ThEl result is the same as a system power failure 
except that the R K05 disk drives do not unload their heads. No data or 
format on any disk drive will be los,t. 

If the RKV11-0 power supply malfunctions, the result is the same as a 
system power failure except that thH computer and its parts will con
tinue to operate. Because 110 dc power is available to the RKV11-0, no 
interrupt or error condition will occur to notify the computer that a failure 
has occurred. In most cases the RKV 11-0 controls the system disk, and 
this sort of malfunction would "han9" thle software in the computer. The 
same unreportable error occurs if any of the computer-related power 
supplies has a similar malfunction. 

An RKV11-0 power supply malfunction is easily identified both phys
ically and logically. Physically the "DC ON" LED on the power supply 
console will extinguish, and all the disk drives will unload their heads. 
Logically, all RKV11-o addressable registers contain all zeros. 

If any of the R K05 disk drives senses a loss of ac or dc power, no new 
functions can be initiated. If an ac power loss is sensed and a function is 
in progress, the current sector will finish properly, and the next sector 
pulse will unload the heads, setting bit 15 RKER (ORE). If a malfunction 
occurs and a dc power loss occurs, the function is aborted; and, if writ
ing, the sector being written may be lo!~ically damaged and in need of 
reformatting before it can be used again. Bit 15 RKER (ORE) and bit 12 
RKoS 10PL) are set. 
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R KV11 Boot Programs 
The following boot program can be used to boot an RKVll/RK05 sys
tem from drive unit O. 

@, 1000/000000 
001002 000000 
001004 000000 
001006 000000 
001010 000000 
001012 000000 
001014 000000 
001016 000000 
001020 000000 
@, 1000G 

12700<LF> 
177406<LF> 
12710<LF> 
177400<LF> 
12740<LF> 
~i<LF> 
105710<LF> 
100376<LF> 
S007<CR> 

The following boot program is used to boot an RKVll/RK05 system 
from an RK05 disk drive with unit numbers 1 through 7. 

(g 1 000/000000 
001002 000000 
001004 000000 
001006 000000 
001010 000000 
001012 000000 
001014 000000 
001016 000000 
001020 000000 
001022 000000 
001024 000000 
001026 000000 
001030 000000 
001032 000000 
(g 1000G 

'Unit No. Contents 

1 20000 
2 40000 
3 60000 
4 100000 
5 120000 
6 140000 
7 160000 

12700<LF> 
177406< LF> 
12760<LF> 
(unit)<LF> • 
4<LF> 
12700<LF> 
177406<LF> 
12710<LF> 
177400<LF> 
12740<LF> 
5<LF> 
1057'1O<LF> 
1003:'6<LF> 
5007<CR> 

Nons 
<LF> == Line Feed 

<CR> ,= Carriage Return 
Starting address = 1000 
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This pro£lram may also be used to boot an operating system from any 
RK05 when the system does not contain a hardware bootstrap module 
or contai CIS a defective bootstrap module. 

,RO = drive number in bits 15, 14, 13; all others are zero. 
,R1 = 177404 (= RKCS Address) 

001000 ~00005 START: RESET 
001002 ~10061 MOV RO,6(Rl) ;LOAD RKDA 
001004 000006 
001006 012761 MOV #-256.2(Rl);LOAD RKWC = -256 
001010 177400 
001012 000002 
001014 012711 MOV #5,(Rl) ;LOAD READ & GO 
001016 000005 
001020 105711 1$ TSTB (I~ 1 ) ;TEST READY 
001022 100376 BPL 1$ ;AWAIT READY 
001024 005007 CLR PC ;FORCE PC TO 

ABSOLUTE ZERO 

Oscillating Seek Program 
This program aids in checking servo signals and performing head align
ment. Load the program into memory using the hardware ODT feature 
and select the desired drive. cylindel', and surface addresses. The pro
gram will then cause the drive to seek back and forth between the cylin
der addresses contained in the high and low bytes of RO. If both bytes of 
RO contain the same cylinder address, the drive will stay at that cylinder. 

Equivalent Tra(:k Addresses 

Decimal Octal 

0 0 
4 4 

64 100 
85 125 

105 151 
125 175 
202 :112 

,RO = two cylinder addresses, one in each byte 
;Rl = 177404 (RKCS address) 
,R2 = drive number in bits 15, 14, 13; surface number in bit 4; all 
others are zero. 
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001000 000005 START RESET 
001002 010003 LOOP MOV RO,R3 ,R3 = CYLINDEf~ 

ADDRESS 
001004 042703 BIC #377,R3 ,MASK FOR SINGLE 

ADDRESS 
001006 000377 
001010 000241 CLC 
001012 006003 ROl1 R3 
001014 006003 ROl1 R3 ,POSTION ADDFtESS 
001016 006003 ROl1 R3 
001020 010361 MOV R3,6(Rll ,LOAD CYLINDER 

ADDRESS 
001022 000006 
001024 050261 BIS R2,61RlI ,LOAD DRIVE SURFACE 

ADDRESS 
001026 000006 
001030 012711 MOV #ll,IRll ,LOAD SEEK & GO 
001032 000011 
001034 105711 1$ TSTB IR1) 
001036 100376 BPl. 1$ ;AWAIT READY 
001040 032737 BIT #100,RKDS ;AWAIT R/W/S FtDY 
001042 000100 
001044 177400 
001046 001774 2$ BEG 2$ 
001050 000300 SWAB RO ,POSITION SECOND 

ADDRESS 
001052 000753 BR LOOP 

Format Program - This program allows the user to format an unfor-
matted disk on any disk pack in the system. Any information formerly 
contained in the disk is lost. and the entire disk is filled with the contents 
of memory address 000000. When the program halts, check the con-
tents of the R KER register (177402). It wiH contain 000100 if the for 
mat was successfully completed. If this register contains any other data, 
the format did not complete successfully. 

; RO = drive number in bits 1 !:;, 14, 13; all others are zero. 
;R1 = 177404 (= RKCS) 

001000 000005 START RESET 
001002 010061 MOV RO,6IR1) ;RKDA = DRIVE 

NUMBER 
001004 000006 
001006 005161 LOOP: OM 21Rl ) ;RKWC = -1 
001010 000002 
001012 012711 MOV #6003,1 Fll) ;LOAD WRITE FORMAT, 

IBA + GO 
001014 006003 
001016 105711 TSTB IR1 ) ; READY? 
001020 100376 1$ BPL 1$ ;AWAIT READY 
001022 005711 TST IRl ) ;ERROR? 
001024 100370 BPL LOOP ;IF NOT, LOOP 
001026 000000 HALT 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Genersil 
The RKV11-D disk drive controller is implemented on five functional 
modules as shown in Figure 18. The paragraphs which follow provide a 
brief description of each module. 

M7254 Control/Status Module 
The M7254 module initiates the pro~Irammable functions of the RKV11-
D and monitors logic stalllls conditions by means of a programmable 
control/status register (RKCS). word count register (RKWC). and error 
register (RKER) 

The RKCS receives function and control information from the lSI-11 
bus and Implements it bV initiating and directing RKV11-D functions, 
ge~eratlng interrupt requests. and monitoring RKV11-D status informa
tion. which it transmits to the data paths module (M7256) 

The RKWC receives data transfer word count information from the lSI-
11 bU~3, IS Incremented for each word of data that is transferred, and 
overflcws Iword count overflow, we OVF) to indicate the end of non
processor request (NPR) transfers. 

The R <ER provides error status information to the RKCS control logic 
and to the programmer. 

M7255 Disk Control Module 
The M7255 module controls the fupctions of the RK05 disk drive 
accorclng to commands received from the M7254 status control. 

The DR bus conveys disk drive status information to the drive, and 
includes control signals DR DC LO, ADD ACK, IllEGAL ADD, lAST 
SECTOR, DR BUS RD elK, and DR BUS RD DATA. ClK from the 
M7255 disk control is the WT ClK for a write function, or the DSK RD 
ClK f-om the selected disk drive for read, read check, or write check 
functions. 

M7256 Data Paths Module 
The 1\117256 module control bidirectional data flow (read or write) 
between a selected disk drive anel the lSI-11 bus, It also controls the 
flow of data within the RKV11-D and contains the programmable disk 
address register (RKDA) and the bus address register (RKBA) 

For a read function, the 1\117255 disk control supplies serial data from a 
selected disk drive to an in-buffer shift register on the M7256 module. 
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When a data word is complete, it is parallel-loaded into one of four word 
locatiom. in a 4-word file. From the file, the data is loaded into the 
M 7256 :Jata buffer register (R KDB) for transfer to the LSI-11 bus. The 
data wo-d is then mUltiplexed to the M7268 RK 11 bus adapter, and 
from there transferred to the M72fi9 bus control module and placed 
onto the bus. The word transfer is a DMA transfer. Meanwhile, sub
sequent data words are transferred from the RKDB in-buffer to other 
locatiom in the 4-word file. During a read check function, the 4-word file 
IS not used 

M7268 R KV11 Bus Adapter Module 
The M7268 module contains no logic. This module is a connector mod
ule that has four 40-pin connectors. These connectors and the two 
70-090L'6-02 cables and the two BC05L cables provide the mechanical 
Interface between the RK05 disk drive and the RKV11-D. and between 
the LSI-l1 bus (via the M7269 module) and the RKV11-D. 

M7269 Bus Control Module 
The M7269 module is the RKV11-D's interface to the LSI-11 bus. This 
module contains bus transc-eivers for interfacing to the bus, device ad
dress decoders, and interrupt vector ~leneration logic. Two BC05L cables 
connect the M7269 modulE! to the 1V172138 module. 

Selectable Functions 
Through software control. tlhe RKV11-D can perform four control func
tions (control reset. seek, drive reset and write lock) and four data trans
fer fu ncllons (write, read, write check, and read check). The hardware 
poll feature enables more than one disk drive to perform multiple seek or 
drive reset functions simultaneously. The RKV 11-D also initiates an 
Interrupt sequence on the LSI-11 bus in response to any of six interrupt 
conditions. 

The data transfer functions I.read, write, read check, and write check) all 
begin with an automatic "implied" seek operation. This allows the user 
of a single disk drive system to ignore the seek function completely and 
initiate data transfer functions directly. The hardware poll logic is 
initiated only for seek and drive reset functions and not for the "implied" 
seek portion of data transfer functions. 

Control Reset - The control reset function initializes all internal regis
ters and flip-flops and clears all of the bits of the seven programmable 
registers except RKCS 7 (READY). which it sets, and RKDS 0 through 
11. which are not affected. Disk drivl3 operation is only affected 
indirectly as a result of RKV11-D logic being cleared. 
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Control reset serves as an effective "abort." because it terminates all 
controller action; however, care should be taken during a write operation 
as the abort does not occur until completion of the current sector If a 
control reset function is used to abort a function in process to allow a 
high-priority user access to a disk drive, that drive must first be checked 
for head motion (indicated by RKD S 6, read/write/seek ready I If the 
function is initiated before the heads have stopped, a hard error results, 
after which a drive reset function must be performed on that dr:vH before 
it can be used again. 

Seek Function - For a seek function, the R KV 11 - [) directs the selected 
disk drive to move its head mechanism to the cylinder address specified 
by RKDA 5-12. When this portion of a seek has been initiated, the 
controller returns to the ready state (RKCS 7) If the specified cylinder 
address is greater than 312 8 , the function is aborted and bit {) (non
existent cylinder) of the RKER is set. RKCS 6 (IDE) then determines the 
program reaction. 

The selected disk drive completes the seek function by moving Its head 
mechanism to the desired cylincier, whereupon RKDS 6 (RIW/S HDY) is 
set. The time required to initiate a seek function is normally 1 /1S but may 
range up to 3.3 ms if an attempt is made to abort a write function. Head 
movement may take up to a maximum of 80 ms. 

Drive Reset Function - For a drive reset function, the controller directs 
the selected disk drive to move its head mechanism to cylinder Elddress 
000 and reset all active error status lines. To the controller, the drive 
reset function is the same as a seek functllon, even to the manner in 
which the hardware poll logic is used; however, a drive reset function 
can take much longer than a seek function to execute. The time required 
to complete a drive reset function depends on the physical position of 
the head mechanism at the time the function is initiated and therefore 
may take a maximum of 2 seconds. 

Write Lock Function - The write lock function write-protects a selected 
disk drive until the condition is overridden by operation of the corre
sponding WT PROT (write protect) switch on the disk drive (refer to 
RK05 Disk Drive Maintenance Manual, EK-RK5JF-MM-001) The disk 
drive is automatically write-enabled when power is first applied 0' when 
the disk drive RUN/LOAD switch is set to FIUN. 

Write Function - For a write function, the controller automatica lIy per
forms an "implied" seek operation. When that is completed, the next 
header word is read and checked for correct cylinder identification (cylin
der address). If the header is correct the controller begins the write 
operation when the sector counter (R KDA 0-3) equals the sector ad
dress (RKDS 0-3), hereafter refem~d to as SC = SA (RKDS 4) 
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A preamble consisting of 1:; words of zeros is written, followed by a 
sync bit Then the header word is reWritten automatically, followed im
mediate y by the data words for the sector. As the data words pass 
through the controller, a one-word checksum word is calculated and 
automatically written after the last sector data word, followed by one 
word of zeros for the postamble. If the cylinder address is incorrect. the 
controller makes 16 attempts to establish the correct cylinder address 
before the function is aborted, setting RKER 12 (seek error) (Com
patlbdlt~ with the RK 11-C. which makes only one attempt. may be 
achieved by cutting a jumper on the status control module.) 

An RKWC overflow at any twne from the start of the write function stops 
the OM/~ data transfers and sets RKCS 7 (ROY) at the end of the current 
sector If the RKWC has not overflowed Elt the end of a given sector, the 
function IS continued at the next contiguous sector; however, if the last 
sector of the disk cartridge is transferred without R KWC having over
flowed, then RKER 14 (OVR) IS set 

Read Function - For a read function, the controller automatically per
forms al "implied" seek operation. When that is completed, the con
troller waits for SC = SA then reads and checks the header word. If the 
cylinder address IS correct. the controllel' continues reading the sector, 
and OMA transfers the data words onto the LSI-11 bus. If the cylinder 
address IS initially incorrect. the controller makes 16 attempts (jumper
selectable to one) to establish the correct cylinder address before the 
function IS aborted, setting Fl KER 12. As the data words of a sector pass 
throunh the controller, a 1 -word checksum word is calculated and com
pared with the checksum read from the disk drive. If there is a dis
crepancy between the two checksums, F:KER 1 (checksum error) is set. 
and the controller reaction IS determined by RKCS 6 (IDE) and RKCS 8 
(SSE) .A,n RKWC overflow at any time from the start of the read function 
stops the OMA data transfers and sets RKCS 7 (ROY) at the end of the 
current sector. If the RKWC has not overflowed at the end of the given 
sector, t he function is continued at the next sector. 

Write C heck Function - The write check function is used to compare 
the contents of memory to the contE!nts of a continuous block of data on 
a disk cartridge. The controller automatically performs an "implied" seek 
operation, just as for a write function and then reads and checks the next 
header word. If the cylinder address IS correct. the controller waits for SC 
= SA. then begins reading the rest of the sector (data and checksum) 
while performing OMA transfers for each data word. Each data word 
from the disk drive IS compared, bit by bit, with memory data from the 
LSI-l1 bus The disk drive checksum, in turn. is compared with the 
checksum calculated by the controller. If any bit is found to be in error, 
RKER a (write check error) is set. Controller reaction is then determined 
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by RKCS 6 (IDE) and RKCS B (SSE) The write check functior may be 
performed on a short sector (less than 256 data words) as lorg as the 
number of words write-checked is equal to the number of words pre
viously written into the sector. 

Read Check Function - The read check function IS identical t03 normal 
read function, except that no DMA data transfers occur. Only the check
sum is calculated and compared with the checksum read from the disk 
drive. This function enables the program to know beforehand I' a given 
block of data is readable and error free. Because the read check s essen
tially a parity check, it must be performed on a whole-sector basIs only 

Hardware Poll - The controller is capable of permitting any or all disk 
drives to perform a seek or drive reset function simultaneously. The hard
ware poll feature in the disk:ontrol module identifies the logical disk 
drive In RKO S 13-15 (I D) for any disk drive that has completed a seek or 
drive reset function This poll causes an interrupt if R KCS 6 (IDE) IS set. 
the controller is in the ready state m KCS 7 set). and the control er IS not 
already attempting to initiate an interrupt from some other functIOn. If 
two or more disk drives complete a seek or drive reset function simulta
neously, the controller interrupts once for each disk drive and Identifies 
each In turn to the RKOS. In this situation, the processor interrupt level 
must be raised in order to shut off interrupts, or a second Interrupt will 
occur immediately after the first. causing the interrupt service routine to 
be interrupted. Similarly, back-to-back interrupts will also result from 
directing the heads to a cylinder at which they a re already positioned, 
with the first interrupt coming from the initiation of a seek function and 
the second coming from notification from the hardware poll that the 
heads are already at the desired address. 

Disk Drive 
The RK05 is a moving head disk drive that uses RK03-KA disk car
tridges for data storage. Data is stored on both sides of the disk by a pair 
of movable heads, which are always positioned over opposing surfaces 
of the same cylinder. Each side of the disk contains 203 10 tracks. each of 
which contains 1210 sectors capable of storing 4008 or 25!>10 data 
words. 

The sector format consists of 158 words of preamble terminating in a 
sync bit followed by a 1-word header, 4008 data words, a 1-word check
sum, and one word of postamble. A sector pulse indicates the beginning 
of each sector. The index pulse occurs dunng the last sector, and the 
sector following the index pulse is sector 0 

The 0 R bus has up to eight disk drives connected In daisy-chain fashion, 
each of which can be write-protected either by an RKV11-0 controller 
write lock function or by manual intervention. 
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On a disk cartridge, the upper surface is defined as surface 0 and is 
active when RKOA 4 (SUR) is clear. If a data transfer requires an over
flow fran surface 0, SUR IS set automatically, and surface 1 (the lower 
surface 8f the cartridge) is activated at sector O. If a data transfer 
requires an overflow from surface 1, the H KV 11-0 automatically moves 
the disk drive heads to the next cylinder, checks the header word to 
verify head positioning, and resumes the data transfer at sector 0 of 
surface 0 Attempting this cross-cylinder operation from surface 1 of the 
last cylirder will result in an error condition (RKER 14). 

For morE' detailed Information on the disk drive operation and the related 
power supply, refer to the HK05 Disk Drive Maintenance Manual (EK
R K5J F-M M -00 1) That manual also contains a complete description of 
the OR bus lines. 
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RLV11 RL01 DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER 

GENERAL 
The R LV 11 option is designed to interface R La 1 disk drives with the 
LSI-11 bus. The RLV11 controller can only be used in an H9273-A type 
backplane (PDP-11/03L or BA11-NEl. which incorporates the LSI-11 
bus In slot AB and an interboard bus in slot CD. The 2-card controller 
can interface up to four RLO 1 disk drives for a complete system. The 
RLV11 option consists of two quad s.ize boards. an RL01 disk drive. and 
all the necessary cables. 

The R LC 1 disk drive is a random .access. mass storage system that 
stores data in fixed-length blocks on a preformatted disk cartridge. Each 
drive car store 5.24 million bytes and a complete system can store up to 
21 mrllicn bytes. The R LV 1 '1 transfers data to and from the LSI-11 bus 
using direct memory access (DMA) techniques. This allows data trans
fers to occur without any processor interruptions and at the bus band
width speed 

FEATURES 

• 5.24 million bytes per RL01 disk drive; 21 million bytes per system 

• Up to four RL01 disk drives can be, used with one RLV11 controller 

• Universal power supply. 110/220 V. 50/60 Hz 

• Bootstrap provided on BDV11 

• Mounts in a PDP-11/03L system. BA 11-N expansion box. or H9273-
A backplane 

• DMA transfers to and from the LSI-l1 bus at 256K words per second 

• 256K word silo buffer that eliminates late data errors on normal reads 
and writes 

SPECIFICATIONS 

LSI-11 Bus Modules 

Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus Loads 
AC 
DC 

M8013 
M8014 

Two quads 

+5 Vdc ± 5% at 6.5 A 
+ 1 2 Vdc ± 3% at 1 A 
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RL01 Disk Drive 

Data Organization 

Formatted Capacity 

Recording Density 

Recording Method 

Performance 
Peak Transfer Rate 

Head Positioning Time 

Rotational Latency 

Operating Environment 
Temperature Range 

Relative Humidity 
Without Condensation 
Max. Wet Bulb 

Altitude 

Heat Dissipation 

Operation 
Start Time 

Stop Time 

Rotational Speed 

256 bytes per sector 
40 sectors per track 
256 tracks per surface 
256 cylinders per cartridge 
2 surfaces per cartridge 

10,240 bytes per track 
20,480 bytes per cylinder 
5.24M bytes per cartridge 
21 M bytes per controller 

125 tracks/in 
3725 bits/in (max) 

MFM 

3.9 ps per word 
51 2.5 K bytes per second 

15 ms track-to-track 
55 ms average 
100 ms maximum 

12.5 ms average 

10° 1040° C (50° to 104° =) at sea 
level 

10 to 90% 
28° C (820 F) 

Up to 240 m (8000 ft) at max. tem
perature of 36° C (96 C F) 

150 W (600 Btu/hr) 

50 seconds 

30 seconds 

2400 rev/min 
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Power 
Drive 

Start Current/Running 
Current 

Mechanical Drive 
Size 

Weight 

MOL,ntlng 

Cartridge 

Cable LE·ngths 

Standard 
Power 
Controller to Drive 
Drive to Drive 

Optional 
Drive Cables 

RLV11 

Single-phase 

5 A/·1.6 A max. 110 V. 50/60 Hz 
25 Jl./0.85 A max .. 230 V. 50/60 
Hz 

48 cm wide X 63.4 cm deep X 27 
cm high (19 in wide X 25 in deep 
>< 10.5 in high) 

337!:i kg (75Ib) 

=1 ETMA standard 48.26 cm (19 in) 
-ack-mounted on slides (provided). 
=1ecornmended maximum height 
'rom floor is 18.9 cm (48 in) 

3tand-alone cabinets for expansion 
standard option) available 

2 data surfaces 
=:mbedded servo 
rop loading 

305 rn (10ft) 
3.05 rn (10ft) 
3.05 m (10ft) 

3.!~6. 12.19. 18.29 m (20. 40. 60 
't) 

NCTE 
Maximum physical lengh from controller to last 
drive should be 30.48 M (100 ft). 
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CONFIGURATION 

General 
All software control of the R I_V 11 1 controller is performed by means of 
four device registers. These registers are assigned addresses and can be 
read or written (as required) under software control. DIGITAL software 
requires that the device addresses a re within the range of 1 Haaaa to 
177777. This device addres~; is preset at the factory to 174400 The 
address can be changed by setting the rocker switches designated "bus 
address switches" in Figure 1. These switches are used to assign a spe
cific address to the control/status register (CSR) and the remaining reg
isters will be assigned the next three addresses as shown in Table 1. A 
logical 1 is represented when the SWitch IS placed to the ON position 
Figure 2 shows the switch pOSitions for the factory set address. The 
M8014 module must be located immediately after the M801:3 module 
on the LSI-11 bus priority chain. 

----------------_. 

COMPONENT SIJE 1 
RLVll BUS INTERFACE BOARD MB014 

MSB~ 
VECT OR 51/1.'1 -O-f 

LSB 

D 
L---__ L __ ~ " 

DY1 OAl CYl CA' BY1 BA" AYl .i<Al 

Figure 1 RLV11 Bus Interface Module (M8014) 
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Table 1 Standard Assignments 

Description 

Registers 
Control/Status 
Bus Address 
Disk Address 
MUltipurpose 

Interrupts 
Interrupt vector 

DEVICE ADDRESS FORMAT 

CSR 17-1400 
BAR 174402 
DAR 174404 
MPR 174406 

o ~ SWITCH C'FF 
1 '" SWITCH (IN 

o 

1 

Read/ 
Mnemonic Write 

CSR R/W 
BAR R/W 
DAR R/W 
MPR R/W 

o 0 

1 1 
o 

1 I 
. 

BUS ADDRESS SWITCH 

10 , 

Figure 2 RLV11 Device Address Format 

RLV11 

Address 

174400 
174402 
174404 
174406 

160 

The interrupt vectors are allocated memory locations from 0-774. The 
recommended interrupt vector for the RLV 11 is 160 and is preset at the 
factory for this vector. The user may set the rocker switches designated 
"vector switches" in Figure 1 for any vector within the allocation. A 
logical 1 is presented when the switch is placed to the ON position. 
Figure 3 shows the switch positions for the factory set address. 

Jumpers 
There are four jumpers (W'I to W4) installed on the M8013 printed 
circuit board as shown in Figure 4. These jumpers are installed in the 
factory and are used as described in Tabl,e 2. 
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INTERRUPT VECTOR FORMAT 

1~_~_5~I_W_o~I_I_3~1 __ 12~ __ I_I-L_10 __ ~I_:_~;-rl :f I :~~nn: V: :3 :2 ~~ 
FACTORY 

CONFIGURATION 
160 

0' SWITCH OFF 
I 'SWITCH ON Figure 3 

CAB LE CONNECTOR 

TO DRIVE 

o 0 I I I 0 0 

i i J iii! 
~! 2 3~5 b 7 

RLVll Interrudf.~~H&T'FOrmat 

·BC06R CABLE 

. RED STRIPE 

W2 ¢ rn VCO POT i5 K 

GND TP 
o 0 VCI IF 

o VCO TP 

COMPONENT SIDE, 
RLV" DRIVE BOARD MBO'3 

JUMPERS W2 & W4 IN PlA.CE FOR E. PI~OM USE 
JUMPERS Wl & W3 IN PLACE FOP MASKED ROM USE 

Wl 

Q 

OR W4 W3 
R~4~D Q Q 

EPROM 

'--_----'FlL.-.-___ L __ ~ __ 
DVl 

NOTE 

DAl CYl 

JUMPERS ARE a-OHM COMPOSITION RESISTORS 

BA" AYl 

Figure 4 RLVll Drive Module (M8013) 
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Table 2 MB0131 Jumpers 

Jumper Definition 

W1 Used with masked ROMs 
W2 Used with EPROMs 
W3 Used with masked ROMs 
W4 Used with EPROMs 

Masked ROMs W1, W31 - These jumpers are installed when using 
masked ROMs in E49. Jumpers l1li2 and W4 are removed. 

EPROMs W2, W4 - ThesH jumpers are installed when using EPROMs 
In E49 Jumpers W1 and W3 are removed 

Registers 
Control/Status Register (GSR) - The control/status register (Figure 5) 
is a 16-blt. word-addressable register with a standard address .of 
174400. Bits 1 through 9 can be read or written; the other bits can only 
be read. The bit functions are described in Table 3. 

When the LSI-11 bus is mitialized (BINIT L), bits 1-6 and 8-13 are 
cleareci. and bit 7 is set. Bit 0 is set whenever the selected drive is in the 
ready condition, otherwise the bit is cleared. Bit 14 is cleared as long as 
therH is no drive error; otherwise the bit is set and remains set until the 
drive error IS corrected or the drive error is cleared by a get status com
mand with drive reset (bit 3) set. Bit 15 is set only when there is a drive 
or connoller error (bits 10-14), 

CONTROL STATUS REGISTER {CSRI 

HeRe 
L----...--__ --A-___ ~ 

READ ONLY READIWRITE READ 
ONLY 

Figure 5 Control/Status Register 
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Bit 

o 

1-3 

4, 5 

Table 3 GSR Word F4Jrmat 

Name 

DRDY 
(Drive Ready) 

F2-FO 
(Function Code) 

BA16, BA 17 
(Bus Address 
Extension Bits) 

Description 

When set this bit indicates that the 
selected drive IS ready to receive a 
command or supply valid read data 
The bit IS cleared when a seek oper
ation IS initiated and set wren the 
seek operation is completed 

These bits are set by software to 
indicate the command to be exe
cuted: 

Octal 
F2 F1 FO Command Code 

(I 0 0 Maintenance 0 
Mode 

o 0 Write Check 

o 0 Get Status 2 

o Seek 3 

o 0 Read Header 4 

o Write Data 5 

o Read Data 6 

Read Data 7 
Without 
Header Check 

Command execution starts when 
CRDY (bit 7) of the CSR is cleared 
by software. In a sense, then, bit 7 
can be considered a negative GO 
bit. 

Two upper order bus address bits. 
Flead and written as bits 4 and 5 of 
the CSR:, they function as address 
bits 16 and 17 of the BAR. 
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Bit 

6 

7 

8, 9 

10 

11 

12 

RLV11 

Table 3 CSR Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

IE 
(Interrupt Enable) 

CRDY 
(Controller Ready) 

DSO, DS1 
(Drive Select) 

OPI (Operation 
Incomplete) 

DCRC 
(Data CRC) 
or 
HCRC 
(Header CRC) 

DLT 
(Data Late) 
or 
HNF Error 
(Header Not Found) 

Description 

When this bit is set by software, the 
controller is allowed to interrupt the 
processor at the assertion of CRDY. 
This occurs at the normal or error 
termination of a command. Once an 
Interrupt request is posted in the 
LSI bus, it is not removed until ser
viced even if IE is cleared. 

When cleared by software, this bit 
indicates that the command in bits 
1-3 is to be executed. Software 
cannot set this bit because no regis
ters are accessible while CRDY is O. 

These bits determine which drive 
will communicate with the con
troller via the drive bus. 

When set, this bit indicates that the 
current command was not com
pleted within the OPI timer period. 

If OPI (bit 10) is cleared and bit 11 
IS set, the CRC error occurred on the 
data (DCRC) If OPI (bit 10) is set 
anel bit 11 is also set, the CRC error 
occurred on the header (HCRC). 

NOTE 
Cyclic redundancy checking is done 
onlv on the desired header. It is per
formed on the first and second 
header words, even though the sec
ond header word is always 0, 

When OPI (bit 10) is cleared and bit 
12 IS set, it indicates that a data late 
condition occurred on a read with
out header check operation. The 
FI FO was more than half full and the 
controller was unable to transfer the 
next sequential sector. 
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Bit 

13 

14 

15 

Table 3 CSFI Word Format (Cant) 

Name 

NXM 
(Non- Existent 
Memory) 

DE 
(Drive Error) 

ERR 
(Composite Error) 

Descriptiion 

When 0 PI (bit 10) IS set and bit 12 
is also set. it indicates that a time
out occurred while the ccntroller 
was searching for the correct sector 
to read or write (no header com
pare). 

When set. this bit indicates that dur
ing a DMIA data transfer, thE! mem
ory location addressed did not 
respond within 10 /-ls 

This bit I s buffered from the drive 
error interface line. When set. it 
indicates that the selected dlive has 
flagged an error, the source of 
which can be determined by execu
ting a get status command. 

One way to clear the drive err'or IS to 
reset the drive error register le.g., by 
setting bit 3 of the get status com
mand word) 

When sel, this brt indicates that one 
or more of the error bits Iblts 
10-14) is set When ar error 
occurs, the current operatlor termi
nates and an interrupt routine IS 
Initiated If the Interrupt enE ble bit 
(~it 6 of the CS R) is set 

At the beginning of each controller command. error bits 10-13 are auto
matically cleared. At the completion of each controller command, bit 7 IS 
automatically set. (Bit 7 is also set if an error is detected durin;) com
mand execution.) 

The functions of control/status reqlster bits 1-3 are descrbed In the 
following paragraphs. 
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Mamtt'nance Function (0) - The maintenance com mand provides a 
means of exercising the controller logic circuits to test whether the ma
jor daU paths and data storage functions are operating. This command is 
used during the diskless diagnostic routine to detect controller malfunc
tIOns c r to establish a level of confidence in controller operations. 

The first circuitry tested is the microsequencer wait and branch logic, 
followed bv branch conditions WCOFLW and MISMATCH. Upon suc
cessfu completion of this test, the DAR is incremented by 1. This is used 
as a trace feature to show in which test a failure occurred. 

The next circuit element to be tested IS the silo (first-in/first-out buffer) 
A m!,crosequencer routine IS initiated to transfer 256 words of data from 
merTIOIY Into the Silo and then back to memory again. This exchange is 
perforr'led under DMA control anel again the DAR is incremented by 1 
(which IS the original OAF! + 3) 

Next a tesl word previously loaded into the disk address register (DAR) 
is sequenced throu~lh the controller data path and cyclic redundancy 
checkillg (CRC) logic to end up in the silo. The resultant silo word IS in 
the tor'n of the CRC of the test word. 

The DAR IS then Increme'nted by one and the test word + 1 is 
sequenced through the same data paths and CRC to become the second 
silo word This second silo word i!; in the form of the CRC of the test 
word -I 1 The DAR is then Incremented by one again. 

Finally, to t~xerclse the silo serial output stage, this second silo word is 
shifted out of the Silo and sequenced through the same data paths and 
CRe ci'cult another time before coming to rest in the silo again. It now 
becomes the new second silo word and has the form of the CRC of the 
test wClrd -+- 1 The DAR IS then incremented by one again. 

The resc.Jlts of thiS exercise are two adjacent data blocks in memory, two 
test words residing in the silo, and the test word + 3 residing in the 
DAR. 

The silo buffer contains 2!;,!:i words and each data block in memory oc
cupies 256 locations. 

The two words residing in the silo can be accessed via the mUltipurpose 
register The first word is a test of the data paths The second word is a 
test of the data paths plus the silo serial output stage. These words are 
read In"o memory and sof1vvare monitored for malfunctions. 

Wote Check (1) The write check com mand compares the data in the 
memor\, buffer to the data on the disk. Write check functions the same 
as a read, except the data transfer IS from the memory. 
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Get Status Function (2) - The get status command initiates a mlcro
sequencer routine that shifts a drive command word from the controller 
to a selected drive. This word is a status request word that asks tile drive 
to return information concernin!~ its current operation and error status. If 
the reset bit in the status request IS set. the drive will first clear all soft 
errors (those no longer present) before senciing back drive statu~,. When 
the drive sends back its status word. it is stored in the controller silo to 
await later access through the mUltipurpose register. 

One prerequisite for issuing the get status command is a knowledge that 
the controller is in the ready state It is important to note that the drive 
does not have to be ready (for example. dUiring a seek or when in the 
load state) to issue a get status command. 

The only program ming prerequisite is that the status request word be 
loaded first into the disk address register before issuing the get status 
command. 

Seek Function (3) - The seek command initiates a microsequencer rou
tine that shifts a drive command word from the controller OAF! to the 
drive. This drive command word contains head positioning information 
that includes the cylinder distance to be moved. the direction 0" move
ment. and the head to be selected for the nl3xt data transfer operation 
Once this positioning information is received by the drive. the heads seek 
to the new track location. 

There are several prerequisites for Issuing a seek command. Frst the 
present location must be known and this is available from the read 
header function. Once this is known. then the software must calculate 
the cylinder difference information needed bV the drive to reposition the 
heads. Then before issuing the seek command. the software must know 
that the controller is in the ready state. 

The only programming prerequisite is to load the disk address register 
with the head positioning information prior to issuing the seek function. 

Read Header Function (4) - The functions of the read header command 
are to read the first header encountered on the selected drive and to 
store the three header words in the silo. These are header WO'I which 
contains the cylinder address. head select. and sector; header W02. 
which contains all zeros; and header W03. which contains the header 
CRe. One or more header words call then be extracted from the silo by 
reading the MPR. Extracting the first headH word alone provides suf
ficient head positioning information to perrnit software calculation of 
cylinder difference for a subsequent seek operation to a new track ad
dress. 

The only prerequisite for issuing the read header command is a knowl
edge that the controller is in the ready state. 
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Write Data Function (5) - The write data command initiates a micro
sequencer routine that enables the controller DMA circuitry. The con
troller eventually becomes L51-11 bus master and data words are loaded 
Into the silo. When the drive IS ready. header information is continually 
read off the disk and compclred with the first sector address stored in the 
DAR Once a header match is found. the silo data is written on the disk 
In successive sectors until the word counter overflows. For partial sector 
writes. the remaining sector area is filled with as. 

There are two prerequisites for the write data command. The first is that 
the heclds must already be located at the correct track This implies 
ISSUing a seek com mand if necessary. Also. the software must know that 
the controller IS In the ready state before issuing a command. 

Read Data Function (6) - The read data command initiates a controller 
mlcrosequencer routine that reads sucoBssive headers off the disk and 
compares them against the first sector address in the DAR. When a 
header match is found. disk data is transferred into the silo and out to 
the LSll1 bus under DM,£\, control. The data transfer ends when the 
word counter overflows. 

There are two prerequisites for the read data command. The first is that 
the heads must be located at the correct track. This implies issuing a 
seek command if necessary. The second IS that software must know that 
the controller IS ready to accept a command. 

Read Without Header Check Function (7) - This command allows the 
recovery of data if the headers becom~ unreadable. If header not found 
(HNF) or header CRC (HCHC) errors are encountered on a particular 
sector. 'hen data is not recoverable by the standard read data command. 

To convert this data. a seek command must be issued if the heads are 
not already located on the track whl3r13 the bad sector is. Then the sector 
precedi 19 the bad sector must be located by performing successive read 
header com mands. Finally a read header without header check com
mand (an be issued within 300 ~tS to recover the next sector if the 
controller IS ready 

Bus Address Register (BAR) - The bus address register (Figure 6) is a 
16-bit. word-addressable register with an address of 174402. Bits a 
througr 15 can be read or written; bit a should normally be written as O. 
ExpanSion bits 16 and 17 are programmable via bits 4 and 5 of the CSR. 

The bus address register indicates the memory location involl?ed in the 
DMA data transfer during a read or write operation. The contents of the 
BA R are automatically incremented by 2 as each word is transferred 
between system memory and contmller 
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BUS ADDRESS REGISTER (BAFI! 

"":"':~~...2,.....:.::....,...:..:..,.:.:::...,:0:.::-9 08 J7 06 85 04 03 02 01 !O 

L...-...L-.---l~..l-r-'-~L,...l.B_A'E~'A7IBA618A"IBA41 B"31 BA21 BA ,1 ) 1 
8A14 BA12 BA 10 

'------------ ~----~ ------' 
I~EAD ,\'\'RITE 

Figure 6 13us Address Register 

Clearing of the BAR is accomplished by executing a BUS INIT 

Disk Address Register (DAR) - The disk address register is a 16-blt. 
read/write, word-addressable register with an address of 174404 Its 
contents can have one of three meanings, depending on the function 
being performed. Clearing of this register is accomplished by executing a 
BUS INIT. 

DAR During a Seek Command- To perform a seek function it is neces
sary to provide address differencl~, head select and head directional 
information to the selected drive as indicated in Figure 7 The word 
format is described in Table 4. 

Bit 

° 

DAR DURING SEEK COMMAND 

15 14 13 , 2 11 10 09 08 1)7 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

1 0 I0F7IOF6IOF5IOF4IOF3IOF2EItG Bi IOIRI 0 1'1 

Figure 7 DAR Seek Command 

Table 4 DAR Seek CClmmandi Word Format 

Name 

MRKR 
(Marker) 

IDescription 

Must bEl a 1. 

Must be a 0, indicating to the drive 
that a seek command IS being re
quested and that the remaining bits 
in the reljister will contain the seek 
specifications. 
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5. 6 

7-14 

15 
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Table 4 DAR Seek Command Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

DIR 
(Direction) 

HS 
(Head Select) 

OF (07:00) 
(Cylinder Address 
Difference 

Description 

This bit indicates the direction in 
which a seek is to take place. When 
the bit is set. the heads move 
toward the spindle (to a higher cyl
inder address). When the bit is 
cleared. the heads move away from 
the spindle (to a lower cylinder ad
dress). The actual distance moved 
depends on the cylinder address dif
ference (bits 7-14). 

Must be a O. 

Indicates which head (disk surface) 
is to be selected. Set = lower. clear 
= upper. 

Reserved 

Indicates the number of cylinders 
the heads are to move on a seek. 

Must be a O. 

DAR During Read or Write Data Command - For a read. write. or write 
check operation. the DAR is loaded with the address of the first sector to 
be transferred. Thereafter. as each adjoining sector is transferred. the 
DAR is automatically incremented by 1 (Figure 8). If the DAR 
Increments to the nonexistent sector address (50s). an OPI time-out will 
occur. The word format is described in Table 5. 

DAR DURING READING OR WRITING DATA COMMANDS 
1S 14 13 12 11 10 09 os 07 06 os 04 03 02 01 00 

o ICA71cA61cASlcA41cA31cA21cA11cAOI HS ISASIsA41sA3isA21 SA11sAOI 

Figure 8 DAR Read/Write Data Command 
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Table 5 DAR Read/Write Data Command Word Format 

Bit 

0-5 

6 

7-14 

15 

Name 

SA (5:0) 
(Sector Address) 

HS 
(Head Select) 

CA (7:0) 
(Cylinder Address) 

Descril)tion 

Address of one of the 40 sectois on 
a track (Octal range is 0 to 47) 

Indicates which head (disk surface) 
is to be selected. Set = lower: clear 
= upper. 

Address of one of the 256 cylinders. 
(Octal range is 0 to 377.) 

Must be a O. 

DAR During a Get Status Command - AftElr the get status command is 
deposited in the CSR, it is the DAR's responsibility to get the command 
transferred to the drive. Therefore, the DAR must also be pro';Jrammed 
along with the CSR to do the get status command. 

For a get status command, the DAR register bits must be programmed 
as shown in Figure 9: the word format is described in Table 6. 

DAR DURING GET STATUS COMMAND 
15 14 13 12 11 10 03 08 07 Of; 05 04 03 02 C1 DC 

Figure 9 DAR Get Status Command 

Table 6 DAR Get Status Command Word Format 

Bit Name Description 

0 MRKR Must be a 1. 
(Marker) 
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Table 6 DAR Get Status Command Word Format (Cont) 

Bit 

2 

3 

4-7 

8-15 

Name 

GS 
IGet Status) 

RST 
IReset) 

Description 

Must be a 1, indicating to the drive 
that its status word is being 
requHsted. At the completion of the 
get status command, the drive sta
tus word is read into the controller 
multipurpose (M P) register (output 
stage- of FI Fa). With this bit set. bits 
8--1 5 are ignored by the drive. 

Must be a O. 

When this bit is set. the drive clears 
its error register of soft errors before 
sending a status word to the con
troller. 

Must be a O. 

Not used. 

Multipurpose Register (MPR) - The M PR is two registers bearing the 
same base address. When writing into that location, the word counter 
accepts the data. When reading from that location, the FIFO output buf
fer provides the data. 

MPR During a Get Status Command .- When a get status command is 
executecl and a status word is returned to the controller, the M PR (FI Fa 
output stage) format is as shown in Figure 10 and described in Table 7. 

MPR DURING GET STATUS COMMAND 

15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

FD+CEI WL I IspeEGlE1 vc IDSEI ~I co I HO I SH ISTCISTSISTAI 
I SKTO 

Figure 10M PH Status Word 
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Bit 

0-2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Table 7 MPR Status Word Format 

Name 

State (C:A) 

BH 
(Brush Home) 

HO 
(Heads Out) 

CO 
(Cover Open) 

HS 
(Head Select) 

DSE 
(Drive Select Error) 

VC 
(Volume Check) 

DesCril)tion 

These bits define the stare of the 
drive: 

C B A 

0 0 0 Load State 
0 0 1 Spin up 
0 1 0 Brush cycle 
0 1 1 Load heads 
1 a 0 Seek track 

counting 
0 Seek linear 

mode (lock on) 
0 Unload hl3ads 
1 Spin down 

Asserted when the brushe,; are not 
over tht! disk. 

Asserted when the heads are over 
the disk. 

Asserted when the cover is open or 
the dust cover is not in place 

Indicates the currently selected 
head. 

Reserved. Will be 0 

Indicates multiple drive selection is 
detected. 

VC is set every time the drive goes 
into load heads state. This asserts a 
drive error at the controller but not 
on the front panel. VC is an in
dication that program does not 
really know which disk is present 
until it has read the serial number 
and bad sector file. (The disk might 
have been changed while the heads 
were unloaded.) 



Bit 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
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Table 7 MPR Status Word Format (Cont) 

Name 

WGE 
(Write Gate Error) 

SPE 
(Spin Error) 

SKTO 
(Seek Time Out) 

WL 
(Write Lock) 

HCE 
(Head Current 
Error) 

WOE 
(Write Data Error) 

Description 

I ndicates the drive sensed that write 
gate was asserted when sector 
pulse was asserted, or write gate 
was set with the drive not ready, or 
the drive was write-locked. 

Indicates the spindle is not reaching 
speed in the required time, or over 
speeding. 

Indicates the heads did not come on 
track in the required time during a 
seek command. 

Indicates write lock status of se
lected drive. 

Indicates write current was de
tected in the heads when write gate 
was not asserted. 

Indicates write gate was asserted 
but no transitions were detected on 
the write data line. 

MPR During a Read Header Command -- When a read header command 
is executed. three words will be stored in the multipurpose register (FIFO 
output bufferl. The first header word will contain sector address, head 
select and cylinder address information. The second word will contain 
all Os. The third word will contain the header CRC information. All three 
words are readable by the main prolJram (Figure 11). 

MPR DUling Read/Write Data Commands - When transferring data via 
DMA. the M PR functions as a word counter and is loaded by the pro
gram wit"l the 2's complement of the number of words to be transferred. 
It is then Incremented by 1 by the controller as each word is transferred. 
The readlllg or writing operation generally is terminated when the word 
counter overflows. The word countel- can keep track of from one data 
word to the full 40-sector count of Ei 120 data words (decimal). The 
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maximum number of words that can be transferred in a single operation 
is limited by the number of sectors available to be written in the track 
(Figure 12). The word counter format is dHscribed in Table 8 

Bit 

0-12 

MPR DURING READ HEADEg COMMAND 

15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 ("7 IJ€ 05 04 03 07 01 ou 

W6RDI a 1CA7ICA6ICA51CA4IC~:A2ICA 'ICAO:~'" ISA5ISA4ISA31 SA~ 1 SA 1 i ~ 

15 14 13 12 11 0 09 08 (7 06 05 04 03 02 0 1 O(~ 

2ND I 
WORD 0 1 0 I a 1 a 1 0 1 ~ a 1 a I) I 0 1 a I a 1 0 i 0 ! 0 l~ 

3RD 
WORD 

r::"""":":',...:.':"'''':'''::--''':'':'r 0 09 08 07 J6 01 00 

,"W '"Co, ric: Ilc!,;·r-LC...,RC-5L..,.....1.-r-.L,--l--,-il T 
CRC14 CRC12 CRelJ CRCa C~IC6 CRC4 ':RC. RCe 

Figure 11 M PF~ Three Header Words 

MPR DURING READ/WRITE COMMANDS FOR WORD COUNT 

r::"""":":''''''':':'''-='--,_r---ro9 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

L.....1._.L-l--,-...L,...:.L,-Lv3""CBIWC7 I" C6 tvc5IWC4IWC3IWC21 we' Iweol 

well 

Figure 12 M PR Used as Word Counter 

Table 8 MPR Word Counter Format 

Name 

WC (120) 
(Word Count) 

Descril>tion 

2's complement of total number of 
words to be transferred. 

13-15 Must be a 1 for word count in cor
rect range. 
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Operator Controls and Indicators 
The following switchl3s and indicators are located on the RL01 front 
bezel 

1. RUN; STOP switch with LOAD indicator light 
2. UNIT SELECT switch with READY indicator light 
3. FAULT indicator light 
4. WRITE PROTECT switch WRITE PROTECT indicator light 

Power ON/OFF control is via a rear panel circuit breaker switch which is 
norm'lily left in the ON position. Operation of this circuit breaker switch 
will not damage the drive in any way 

RUN/STOP Switch with L.OAD Indicator - The RUN'STOP switch is 
a push/push alternating action switch which, when depressed, energizes 
the spindle motor. When released, it de-energizes the spindle motor pro
vided the heads are not loaded and the brushes are retracted. If the 
heads are loaded, it causes the heads to unload and then de-energizes 
the spindle motor 

The switch contains mechanical memory. In the event of main power 
disruption and subsequent restoration, the drive will cycle up if the 
sWitch I~, in the depressed state 

The LOAD indicator is lit whenever the spindle is stopped, heads home, 
brushes home, and the spindle motor is not energized. A cartridge can be 
loaded when this indicator is lit. 

UNIT SELECT Switch with READY Indicator - The UNIT SELECT 
switch is a cam-operated switch which is actuated by inserting a num
bered Gam button. The numbered cam button is such that the drive logic 
will recognize the drive address code corresponding to the unit select 
number on the cam button. The numbered indicator lights to indicate the 
conditior> identified as heads loaded and locked on a cylinder, drive ready 
for read 0 r write operations. 

FAULT Indicator - The FAULT indicator is lit whenever a fault or error 
condition occurs in the drive. 

WRITE PROTECT Switch with WRITE PROTECT Indicator -The 
WRITE PROTECT switch is a push/push alternating action switch. When 
depressed, it sets the drive In write protect mode. If the drive is in the 
process of writing at the time that the switch is depressed, writing will 
continue until write gate is negated at the next sector pulse, The WRITE 
PROTECT indicator will not be illuminated until the write protect func
tion is enabled. Removal of write protect will occur immediately upon 
the deactivation of the WRITE PROTECT switch. 
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I/O Transfer Operations 
There are three kinds of 1/0 transfers that are used to Interface the 
processor with the RLV11 controll'er. They are programmed I/O trans
fers, 0 MA transfers, or interrupt-driven transfers. 

Programmed 1/0 transfers arEl executed by single- or double-operand 
PDP-11 instructions. By including the device's address as the effective 
source or destination address, the user specifies the transfer as an input 
or output operation. Program med 1/0 allows information to be trans
ferred between the RLV 11 addressable registers and LSI-11 memory 
locations and processor registms. The transfer of each word requires the 
execution of a PO P-11 instruction. 

DMA transfers, on the other hand, require only a few programmed 1/0 
transfers to set control information. Then a large block of data can be 
moved to or from memory without any support from the processor. DMA 
transfers are the fastest method of transferring data between memory 
and a device. They can occur between processor bus cycles and do not 
alter processor status in any way. Bllocks of data can be moved at speeds 
that are not limited by processor instruction execution via the DMA 
transfer mode. The read and write data in the controller FI FO is received 
and transmitted under DMA control. 

Interrupt-driven transfers allow the processor to continue a programmed 
operation without waiting for the controller to become ready. When the 
controller becomes ready, it interrupts the processor's background pro
gram sequence and causes execution of the controller's servicE! routine. 
After the controller's service routlrl13 has been executed, the background 
program is restored and program execution resumes at the pOint where 
it was interrupted. 

Programmed I/O Transfers -- Eve'ry processor instruction requires one 
or more 1/0 operations, The first operation required is a data input trans
fer (DATI), which fetches an instruction from memory at the location 
addressed by the program counter. This operation is called a DATI bus 
cycle. If the controller is referenced, additional DATI. or data output 
transfer (DATO) bus cycles are required. 

Writing Controller Registers - When writing the controller registers, the 
CPU is the bus master and the controller is the slave. The initial DATI 
fetch cycle is followed by a DATO cycle, 

Reading Controller Registers -- When reading the controller registers, the 
CPU is bus master and the controller is the slave, The processor per
forms a DATI cycle to obtain the data from the RLV11 registers. The 
DATI cycle is a result of a processor programmed instruction which ad
dresses the controller registers. 
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DMA I/O Transfers - Direct memory access (DMA) IS used to transfer 
data between the controller FIFO and memory without program control. 
The processor can service DMA requests between bus cycles. Upon 
receiving '3 D M R requests from the bus, the processor sets up the condi
tions for a DMA transfer by granting bus mastership to the BDMG prior
Ity daisy-chain. If a high-priority device is I'equesting bus mastership, it 
will receive it and inhibit passage of the processor's grant. regardless of 
other lower priority requests. If it is not requesting bus mastership, it will 
pass the processor's BDMGO through other non-requesting devices to 
the one that is requesting. In practice, the disk controller is the highest 
priority dE'vice after memory in the ~;ystem. 

Once the ::ontroller is bus master and memory is the slave, DMA trans
fers can occur without processor intervention. The DMA protocol circuit 
limits transfers to four words at a time to allow other devices to be 
serviced and to prevent interference with the memory refresh cycle. 
After a tlllle-out of 4 IlS If the processor is bus master, the controller can 
reassert rr astershlp and continue the transfer with another four words. 

Interrupt- Driven I/O Transfers - I nterrupts are requests made by the 
controller that cause the processor to temporarily suspend its present 
progra m sequence to execute the controller service routine. The con
troller can IIlterrupt the processor on IV when Its interrupt control circuit 
IS enablec: ThiS circuit is enabled by an interrupt enable (IE) bit In the 
control'sOtus register A program must set this bit before an interrupt 
request Ciln be issued 

An interrL pt vector associated with the R LV 11 controller is located in 
the controller Interface/control logic. ThiS vector is an address pointer 
that allo\/\' s automatic entry Into the controller service routine Without 
deVice po ling The vector is sWitch-selectable in the range 0-774. 

The contrJller requests interrupt service bV asserting BIRQ L. The pro
cessor acknowledges the interrupt request by asserting BDIN L followed 
by BIAKO L. The first device on the bus receives this daisy-chained 
SI(lnal at ItS BIAKI L Input If It is not requesting service, it passes the 
slqnal via Its BIAKO L output to the next deVice, and so on, until the 
requestl n(1 deVice receives the signal. The requesting device responds by 
asserting B R PLY L and plaCing ,ts interrupt vector on the data/address 
bus I Illes BDA L (0 151 L. Automatic entry to the service routine is then 
executed by tile processor 

Bus Signal Timing 
Diagrams illustratlllg the bus timing requirements between the proces
sor and the RLV11 controller, given In ';Jenera I master/slave device 
terms, may be found in the Microcomputer Processors Handbook pub
lished by Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
The RLV11 controller was designed to interface the RL01 disk drives to 
the LSI-11 bus. One RLV11 controller can support up to four F L01 disk 
drives. The controller consists of two quad height modules 'hat plug 
directly into an LSI-11 backplane assembly The backplane should be 
structured as an H9273 (slot!> AS are LSI-11 bus and slots CD are an 
interboard bus) (Refer to the section on H9273 backplanes Ir Chapter 
4) 

The MB014 module contains all the LSI-11 bus-related CIrCUitS. Items 
such as the bus control cirCUits, bus transceivers and decoders, ,)rogram
mabie registers, and the FIFO circuits are located on this module. The 
bus control function consists of the register protocol. interrupt control, 
operation incomplete timer, direct memory access, and nOlexistent 
memory timer. The bus transceiver cirCUits transmit and recnlve both 
data and address information on the bus. The programmable registers 
consist of the control status, bus address word counter, disk address, 
and the mUltipurpose register. The FIFO circuits are a first in-first out 
memory that can store up to 256 16-blt data words. 

The MB013 module contains all the controller timing and sequence logic 
and the data formatting circuits necessary to read and write on the disk 
The microsequencer logiC decodes the function command and :Hoceeds 
to the address of the routine associated with the command. The write 
precompensation logic encodes the data into modified frequency mod
ulation and precompensates the data for peak shifting effects. T he cycliC 
redundancy checker is used to detect errors and compute CRC cn a write 
operation. The data source selector allows the multiplexing of the data 
under control of the microsequencer, The header compare cirCUits com
pare the first header word received from the data separator with the 
serial disk address word coming from the disk address register. 

The major functional sections of the RLV11 controller are shown In Fig
ure 13. The processor controls the RL01 disk drives indirectly by means 
of the R LV11 controller. The controller has four registers the bus 
address register (BAR), disk address register (DAR), control/status regis
ter (CSR), and a mUltipurpose re9ister (MPFI). Of these four registers, the 
CSR is always written last because it initiates the microsequencer oper
ation. These registers can be addressed like any other memory location 
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To Issue a function command, the processor places the address end data 
onto the LSI~ll bus In a multiplexed fashion The RLV11 cDntrolier de
codes the Information and channels it to the appropriate register Once 
the desired function command IS written Into the control/status-enlster, 
it begins the microsequencer routine, The control microsequenc er goes 
through a different routine for each of the eight possible command func
tions, These routines manipulate the data formatting circuits te format 
the data properly Included in the data formatting functlol1 IS jn error 
detection feature that uses cyclic redundancy checklnn rCRC) 

The data buffer (silo) is a data storane element used primarily when 
reading or writing the RL01 K disk under DM,II. control, It!s a FIFO 111em 
ory that can store up to 256 words of data The data buffer a'so performs 
data conversion functions, It converts parallel data comlnn off ;he LSI-
11 bus Into the serial form that can be wntten onto the dis~, When 
performlllg a read operation, i1 reverses the direction of data f,ow and 
converts the serral disk data back Into its parallel form, 

Bus Control Functions 
The bus control block consists of five separate functional units 

• Register Protocol Circuit - This Circuit seiects 1he contrcdler register 
to be read or written and supplies the reqUired contro' si£11als for 
load inn and reading, 

• Interrupt Control CirCUit - ThiS circuit sends out a b.Js IIHerrupt 
request to the processor when the controller has completed a ,om~ 
mand operation and the Interrupt enable bit is set It al50 pc sses or 
blocks the processor interrupt acknowledge along the prloritl dalsy~ 
challl and produces control Signals for the neneratl()rl cf RF LY and 
vector data, 

• OPI CirCUit - ThiS cirCUit IS the operation incomplete (OPI! tlner ThiS 
timer is Initiated upon Issuing a controller command, If the ccrnilland 
sequence is not completed Within the 490 ms nomillal OPI t me~out 
period, an OPI error bit IS set In the control/status register 1 he con~ 
troller ready bit IS also set and -rhe processor receives an Interrupt 
request If enabled 

• DMA Control Circuit - The direct memory access (DMAI CirCUit 
coordinates the timing of the controller FIFO during DMA data 
exchannes With memory 

NXM Crrcult - The nonexistent memory' I ~JXM) crrcult IS " timer used 
when the controller is attempting to read or write from nemury It IS 
Initialized by the bus SYNC Signal and gives the memory cevlce 10 /1S 
to reply to a controller data ,n (DIN) or data out IDOUT) sign".! If the 
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replv ( BR PLY) is not received within 10 /J-S, the NXM error bit is set in 
the CSR NXM time-out can also occur because of a failure at the 
controller or drive. 

B\Js Transceivers 
Th8se CirCUits transmit a nd receive both data and address information on 
the bu~ The address decoder circuit compares each incoming address 
With the controller's preset base address. When a match is found, the 
register protocol circuit is enabled 

Programmable Registers 

Control/Status Register (CSR) - The eSR is a holding register for 
command control information such as drive select. function to be per
formed interrupt enable, and extended address bits. It also indicates 
drive ready and error conditions. 

Bus Address Register (BAR) - The BAR contains the 16-bit memory 
address to which the next DMA transfer IS to be made. It is incremented 
by two under control of the DMA control circuit at the end of each DMA 
transfer 

Disk Address Register (DAR) - The DAR contains the next sector 
address where data is to be read or written on the disk. It is incremented 
by aile dt the end of each sector read or written. The DAR is also used to 
store dtlve command information that is sent to the drive durin9'a seek 
or get ~.tatus operation 

Multipurpose Register (MPR) - The M PR is not a single physical entity 
like the other registers. It consists of two separate registers, the word 
counter and the FI FO output buffer. both bearing the same base address. 

When writing the M PR, the data word is loaded into the word counter 
lWei mgister The we register contains the number of data words 
remalni 19 to be transferred under DMA control. The we register is in
cremented by 1 under control of the DMA control circuit at the end of 
each DIVlA transfer. 

When reading the M PR, the data word is read from the FI FO output 
buffer. /\fter a read header command, it contains the header words. After 
a get status, it contains disk drive status. 

FIFO 
The FI FO IS a first-in/first-out silo-type memory element that can store 
up to 256 data words. When full, it holds two sectors of data. A FIFO 
serializH cirCUit converts the FIFO parallel data into the serial form 
needed for writing to the disk. Similarly, the serial data read from the 
disk is converted to parallel form through the same serializer circuit. 
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The FI FO contents can be recovered by reading the current data word in 
the MPR. For example. to recover three FIFO words requires three suc
cessive readings of the M PRo During disk read and write operations. the 
FIFO is emptied and filled under control of the OMA logic 

Microsequencer Logic 
The microsequencer first decodes the function command by using three 
function bits to point to an address in its sequencer ROM. There It finds a 
routine that corresponds to the command I,ssued. It then proceeds to 
generate the timing and control signals needed to channel the incoming 
or outgoing data through all its various paths within the controller. 

Write Precompensation 
This circuit performs two major functions It encodes digital data into its 
M FM form. and it precompensates this data for peak shifting effects. 

MFM encoding is a magnetic recording technique used by the RL01 
drive. A flux reversal is written on the disk in a center of a bl t cell to 
represent a logical 1. To represent two successive logical Os. a flux re
versal is written at this common cell boundary. This recording technique 
guarantees at least one flux reversal for every two cell bits. 

One of the problems associated with magnetic recording is a phenome
non called peak shift. Adjacent flux reversals on a track appear to be 
displaced from where they were written. To offset peak shift. :he pre
compensation logic is used to displace the encoded data pulses in the 
opposite direction as the expected peak shift before they are written. 

Data Separator 
The data separator circuit makes use of a phase-locked loop OSCillator to 
detect and decode incoming MFM disk data into its digital logical repre
sentation. It also generates the timing signals used by the micro
sequencer to control the read data operations. 

CRC Circuit 
The cyclic redundancy checker (CRC) is an error-detection circuit. For 
any data written on the disk. a code is generated in the CRC circuit by an 
internal algorithm. The code is then appended onto the end of each 
header or sector in the form of a CRC word. When this header or sector 
is read from the disk. the data is channeled through the CRC circuit. Any 
errors introduced into the data or its CRC word are detected and a CRC 
error bit is set in the CSR. 

Data Source Selector 
This circuit allows the multiple'xing of different data sources under the 
control of the microsequencer. There are five different sources of data: 
CRC data. serial disk address data. serial FI FO output data. data separa
tor (OS) data. and the write marker pulse. 
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Header Compare Circuit 
The function of the header compare circuit is to compare the fist header 
word coming from the data separator with the serial disk address word 
coming from the DAR This compare is done serially on a bit-by-bit basis. 
If any pair of bits is not identical, a mismatch signal is generated. At the 
end of c compare, the result is available to the microsequencer. 
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RXV11 FLOPPY DISK OPTION 

GENERAL 
The RXV11 floppy disk option is a random access mass memory device 
that stores data in fixed-length blocks on a preformatted flexible 
diskette Each diskette can store and retrieve up to 256 K 8-bit bytes of 
data The RXV11 system is rack-mountable and consists of an interface 
module an tnterface cable, and either a single or dual RXO 1 floppy disk 
drive. 

The Interface module converts the HX01 I/O bus to the LSI-11 bus 
structure. It controls the RX01 interrupts to the processor, decodes 
deVice addresses for register selection, and handles the data interchange 
between the RXO 1 and the processor. Power for the interface module is 
supplied by the LSI-11 bus. 

The RXV 11 floppy disk system is available in the configurations 
desCrIbed in Table 1. 

Table 1 RXVl 'I Configurations 

System 

FlXV 11-AA 
FlXV 11-AC 
FlXV11-AD 
FlXV11-BA 
FlXV11-BC 
F!XV11-BD 

Disk Drive 

Single drive system 
Single drive system 
Single drive system 
Dual drive system 
Dual drive system 
Dual drive system 

Line Voltage' 

115 V/60 Hz 
115 V/50 Hz 
230 V/50 Hz 
115 V/60 Hz 
115V/50Hz 
230 V/50 Hz 

. 50 Hz Jersions are available in voltages of 105, 115. 220. and 240 Vac by 
fleld-pluflgable conversion. Refer to the RXO 1/RX8/RX11 Floppy Disk System 
Maintenance Manual for complete input power modification details. 

FEATURES 

• Compact disk system 

• Stores/retrieves 256K 8-bit bytes of data 

• Rack mountable 

• Available with either sin<gle or dual disk drive 

• Available for 115 or 230 Vac, 50 or 150 Hz 

• Can be converted (50 Hz version) for 105, 115, 220, or 240 Vac 
operation 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Module 
Identification 

Size 

Power 

Bus loads 
AC 
DC 

Drive 
Identification 

Size 

Recommended Service 
Clearance (front and rear) 

AC Power 

Cable Included 

Drive Performance 
Capacity (8-bit bytes) 

Per diskette 
Per track 
Per sector 

Data transfer rate 
Diskette to contrplier 
buffer 

Buffer to RXV 1 1 
interface 

RXV 11 interface to 
LSI-11 I/O bus 

Track-to-track move 

Head settle time 

V17946 

Double 

+ 5 V ± 5% a'l 1.5 A 

1.8 
1 

HX01 

46.3 cm w X 28.7 cm h X 53.3 em d 
(19 in w X 10.5 in h X 21 in d) 

!;5 em (22 In) 

4 A at 115 Vac 2 A at 230 Vac 
(dual drive) 

BC05L-15 (1 ~i ft) 

256,256 bytes 
3,328 bytes 
'128 bytes 

4 /1s/data bit 250K bits/s) 

2 /1s/bit (500 K bits/s) 

118 /1s/8-bit byte « !50K bytes/s) 

10 ms/track maximurn 

20 ms maximum 
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ROl ational speed 

Recording surfaces 
per disk 

Tra:ks per disk 

Sectors per track 

Recording technique 

Bit density 

Track denSity 

RXV11 

360 rpm + 25%: 166 ms/rev nominal 

77 (O-7€i) or (O-1148) 

26 (1-26) or (0-328) 

Double frequency 

3200 bits/in at inner track 

48 tracks/in 

Average access 488 ms, computed as follows: 

Seek SeWe Rotate Total 
177 tks/2) X 10 ms + 20 ms + (166 msl2) = 488 ms 

Environmental Characteristics 
T emperatu re 

RXO 1, operating 

RXO 1, nonoperating 

Media, nonoperating 

15° to 32° C (59° to 90° F) ambient: 
maximum temperature gradient = -6.7° 
C/ hr (:wo F/hr) 

--35° to +6()0 C (-30° to +140° F) 

NOTE 
Media temperature must be within operating 
temperature range before use. 

Relative humidity 
RX01, operating 

RXO 1, nonoperating 

Media, nonoperating 

Magnetic field 

25° C ('77° F) maximum wet bulb 
2° C (315 C F) minimum dew point 
20% to 80% relative humidity 

!5% to 98% relative humidity 
Ino condensation) 

10% to 80% relative humidity 

Media exposed to a magnetic field 
strength of 50 oersteds or greater may 
lose data. 
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System Reliability 
Minimum number of 
revolutions/track 

Seek error rate 

Soft read error rate 

Hard read error rate 

1 million/media (head-loaded) 

in 106 seeks 

in 109 bits read 

in 10 '2 bits read 

NOTE 
The above error rates only apply to media that IS 
properly cared for Seek error and soft read 
errors are usually attributable to random effects 
in the head/media Interface, such as electrical 
noise, dirt, or dust. Both are called "soft" errors 
if the error is recoverable in ten additIOnal tnes 
or less. "Hard" errors cannot be recovered. Seek 
error retries should be Dreceded by an Initialize 

CONFIGURATION 

General 
The factory Jumper locations on the M7946 Interface module ,Ire shown 
in Figure 1. Note that two styles of modLlles are used one ,'tyle letch 
Rev B) has machine inserted jumpers, the other letch ReJ CI has wlre
wrap Jumpers All M7946 interface modules are configured and shipped 
with preselected register addresses and vectors as shoV\n In FiSJure 2 
The control/status register (RXCS) address IS 177170, and the data bd 
fer re~Jlster (RXDB) address is 177172. The Interrupt vector IS 264" As 
supplied, the factory-configured Jumpers are for the norrnal 3ddresses 
used with DIGITAL software However, in applications where more than 
one RXV11 system is required, appropriate register addresse~ and vec
tors may be configured by "nstalling or removing jumpers A second 
RXV11 system would normally be assigned register addresse,; 177174 
(RXCS) and 1 771 76 (RXD B) with an interrupt vector of 270 s Table 2) 

Register Descriptions 

Command and Status Register (RXCS) (177170) - The format for the 
RXCS register IS shown in Figure 3. Bit descriptions are presented In 
Table 3 Loading the RXCS register while the RX01 IS not busy and with 
bit 0= 1 will initiate a function described In Table 3 
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RXC5-,P'7Q 

, , 

Figure 2 Device Register Address and Interrupt Vector 

Table 2 Standard Assignments 

First Second 
Read/ Module Module 

Description Mnemonic Write Address Address 

Registers 
Control/Status RXCS R/W 177170 11'7174 
Data Buffer RXDI3 R/W 177172 11'7176 

Interrupt 
Function Complete Done 264 270 

ex 
I NIT 

INT 
ENEI 

liNIT 
SE L 

Figure 3 RXCS Format 
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Table 3 RXCS Bit Descriptions 

Bit Description 

o Go. Initiates a command to RX01 This is a write-only bit. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

3 Function Select. These bits code one of the eight possible 
functions descl'ibed in detail within this section. These are 
write-only bits. 

Unit Select. ThiS bit selects one of the two possible disks for 
execution of the desired function. This a write-only bit. 

Done. ThiS bit indicates the completion of a function. Done 
will generate an interrupt when asserted if interrupt enable 
(RXCS bit 6) IS set. ThiS 's a read-only bit. 

Interrupt Enable. This bit IS set by the program to enable an 
Interrupt when the RX01 has completed an operation 
Idone) The condition of this bit is normally determined at 
the time a function is initiated. This bit is cleared by the LSI-
11 bus Initialize (BINIT L) si£lnal, but it is not cleared by the 
RXV11 initialize bit (RXCS bit 14) This is a read/write bit. 

Transfer Request. This bit signifies that the RXV 11 needs 
data or has data available. This is a read-only bit. 

8-13 Unused. 

14 RXV11 Initialize. This bit is set by the program to initialize 
the RXV11 without initializing all of the devices on the LSI-
11 bus. This is a write-only bit. 

CAUTION 
1. Loading the lower byte of the RXCS will also 

load the upper bvte of the RXCS. 

2. Settin!;l this bit (BIS Instruction) will not clear 
the int'3rrupt enable bit (RXCS bit 6) 

Upon setting this bit in the RXCS, the RXV11 will negate 
done and move the head position mechanism of drive 1 (if 
two are available) to track O. Upon completion of a success
ful initialize, the RX01 will zem the error and status register, 
set initialize done, and set RXES bit 7 (DRV ROY) if unit a is 
ready. It will also read sector 1 of track 1 on drive 0 
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Table 3 RXCS Bit Descriptions (Cont) 

Bit Description 

15 Error. This bit IS set by the RXO'l to indicate that an error has 
occurred during an attempt to execute a comma"d. This 
read-only bit is cleared by the initiation of a new command 
or by setting the initialize bit When an error IS detected, the 
RXES is automatically read into the RXDB. 

Data Buffer Register (RXDB) (177172) - This RX01 interface reglstel 
serves as a general-purpose data path between the RXO 1 and t 1e Inter 
face. It may represent one of five FIXO 1 registers according to the pro
tocol of the com mand function in progress. The RXO 1 registers Include 
RXDB, RXTA. RXSA. RXES, and RXER; each is described below 

Th is register is read/write If the RXO 1 is not in the process of executing a 
command, that is, it may be ·nanliJulated without affecting the RXOl 
subsystem If the RXO 1 is actively executing a command, this register 
will only accept data if RXCS bit 7 (TR) is set In addition, valid data can 
only be read when TR is set 

CAUTION 
Violation of protocol in manipulation of this reg 
ister may cause permanent data loss. 

RX Data Buffer (RXDB) (Figure 4) - All information transferred to and 
from the floppy media passes through this register a nd is add -essable 
only under the protocol of the function in pl'ogress 

15 ~4 t 3 12 10 09 08 07 JE 05 

G-.----L-_____ -__ .. ---'---v----L---___ . __ - _______ _ 

NOT uSED 

Figure 4 nXDB Format 

RX Track Address (RXTA) (FigurE! 5) - This register IS loaded to in
dicate on which of the 1148 tracks a given function IS to operate It can 
be addressed only under the protocol of the function In progres" Bits 8 
through 1 5 are unused and are ignored by the control. 
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Figure 5 RXTA Format 

RX Sector Address (RXSA) (Figure 6) - This register is loaded to in
dicate 011 which of the 328 sectors a given function is to operate. It can 
be addressed only under the protocol of the function in progress. Bits 8 
through 15 dre unused and are ignored by the control. 

r-. r ~SEr 1-j2 8 

Figure 6 RXSA Format 

RX Error and Status (RXES) (Figure 7) - This register contains the 
current error and status conditions of the drive selected by bit 4 (unit 
select! of the RXeS. ThiS read-only register can be addressed only under 
the protJcol of the function in pro';Jress The RXES is located in the 
RXDB UIJOn completion of a function. Table 4 lists the RXES bit descrip
tions 

'4 :2 10 (.19 08 07 06 05 04 O~ 02 01 00 

~--~ Qli\; _D_D~_---L_---L_---,---_:::D-------,_FTI'AP eRe 1 I R )'1 ! 
_---'-_--L_--L_~_~ _ __L_ 

---~-------- --~ \.. -----....r-~--------' 

'WT uSED NOT USED 

Figure 7 RXES Format 
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Table 4 FIXES Bit Descriptions 

Bit Description 

o eRe Error. A cyclic redundancy check error was detected as 
information was retrieved from a data field of the diskette 
The RXES is moved to the RXDB, and error and jone are 
asserted. 

Parity Error. A parity error was detected on com mand or on 
address information being transferred to the RXO 1 from the 
LSI-11 bus interface. A parity error Indication could mean 
that there is a problem in the interface cable between the 
RXO 1 and the interface. Upon detection of a parity error, the 
current function is terminated; the RXES is moved to the 
RXDB, and error and done are asserted. 

2 Initialize Done. This bit is asserted in the RXES to Indicate 
completion of the initialize routine, which can be caused by 
RX01 power failure. system power failure. or programmable 
or LSI-11 bus initialize. 

3-5 Unused. 

6 Deleted Data Detected. During data recovery. the identi
fication mark preceding the data field was decoded as a 
deleted data mark. 

7 Drive Ready. This bit IS asserted if the unit currently selected 
exists, is properly supplied with power. has a diskette in
stalled correctly, has its door closed, and has a diskette up to 
speed. 

NOTES 
The drive ready bit is onl\l valid when retrieved 
via a read status function or at completion of 
initialize when it Indicates status of drive O. 

If the error bit was set in the RXeS but error bits 
are not set in the RXES, then specific error con
ditions contained in the RXER can be accessed 
from the RXDB via a read mror register function. 
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RX Error (RXER) (Figure 8) - This register is located in the RXOl and 
contains specific RXOl error information. This information is normally 
accessed when RXCS error bit 15 "S set but RXES error bits 0 and 1 are 
not set This is a read-only register. 

15 I> 

[I 

r 
Octal 
Code 

010 

020 

030 

040 

050 

060 

070 

110 

120 

130 

' 3 12 II 10 09 08 07 06 05 T-----r 
!~ I 

NOT JSEO 

Error Code Meaning 

Drive 0 failed to see home on initialize. 

Drive 1 failed to see home on initialize. 

04 03 

Found home when stepping out 10 tracks for IN IT. 

Tried to access a track greater than 77. 

Home was found before desired track was reached. 

Self-diagnostic error. 

02 01 00 

Desired sector could not btl found after looking at 52 headers 
(2 revolutions). 

More than 40 I1s and no SEP clock seen. 

A preamble could not be found. 

Preamble found but no I/O mark found within allowable time 
span. 

140 CRC error on what was thought to be a header. 

150 The header track address of a good header does not compare 
with the desired track. 

160 Too many tries for an lOAM (identifies headed. 

170 Data AM not found In allotted time. 

200 CRC error on reading the secotr from the disk. No code appears 
in the ERREG. 

210 All parity errors. 

Figlure 8 RXEH Format 
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Function Codes 
Data storage and recovery on the RXV11 system is accomplished by 
careful manipulation of the RXeS and RXDB registers accordin~1 to the 
strict protocol of individual functions. The penalty for violation of pro
tocol can be permanent data loss. Each of the functions are encoded and 
written into RXCS bits 1-3, as shown in Figure 3. Programmlllg protocol 
for each function is described below. 

Fill Buffer (000) - This function is used to fill the RX01 buffer wth 128 
8-bit bytes of data from the host processor. Fill buffer is a complete 
function in itself; the function erds when the buffer has been fill'3d. The 
contents of the buffer can be written onto the diskette by rnea1S of a 
subsequent write sector function, or the contents can be returned to the 
host processor by an empty buffer function. 

RXCS bit 4 (unit select) does not affect this function, since no oiskette 
drive is involved. When the command has been loaded, RXCS bit 5 
(done) is negated. When the TR bit is asserted, the first byte of data may 
be loaded into the data buffer. The same TR cycle will occur as eaGh byte 
of data is loaded. The RX01 counts the bytes transferred, it will not 
accept less than 128 bytes and will ignore those in excess. Any "ead of 
the RXDB during the cycle of 12:8 transfers results in invalid read data 

Empty Buffer (001) - This function is used to empty the Internal buffer 
of the 128 data bytes loaded from a previous read sector or fill buffer 
command This function will ignore RXCS bit 4 (unit select) and legate 
done. 

When TR sets, the program may unload the first of 128 data bytes from 
the RXDB. Then the RXV11 a~laln negates TR. When TR resets, the 
second byte of data may be unloaded from the RXDB, which again ne
gates TR Alternate checks on TR and data transfers from the RXDB 
continue until 128 bytes of data have been moved from the RXDB Done 
sets, ending the operation and initiating an interrupt if RXCS bit 6 (inter
rupt enable) is set. RXES contents are moved to the RXD B where they 
can be read. 

NOTE 
The empty buffer function does not destroy the 
contents of the sector buffer. 

If the deleted data address mark was detected, the control will assert 
RXES bit 6 (DD). As data enters the sector buffer, a CRC is computed, 
based on the data field and CRe bytes previously recorded. A non-zero 
residue indicates that a CRC error has occurred. The control sets RXES 
bit 0 (CRe error) and RXCS bit 1 !j (error). The RXV 11 ends the opEration 
by moving the contents of the RXES to the RXDB, sets done, and 
initiates an interrupt if RXCS bit 6 (interrupt enable) is set. 
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Read Status (101) - The RXV11 will negate RXCS bit 5 (done) and 
begin to assemble the current contents of the RXES into the RXDB. 
RXES bit 7 (drive ready) will reflect the status of the drive selected by 
RXCS bit 4 (unit select) at the time thle function was given. All other 
RXES bits will reflect the conditions created by the last command. RXES 
may be sampled when RXeS bit 5 Idone) is again asserted. An Interrupt 
will occur if RXCS bit 6 (interrupt enable) is set. 

NOTE 
The average time for this function is 250 ms. 
Excessive use of this function will result in sub
stantially reduced throughput. 

Write Sector with Deleted Data 11110:1 - This operation is identical to 
functiocl 010 (write sector) with the exception that a deleted data ad
dress mark precedes the data field instead of a standard data address 
mark. 

Read Error Register Fum:tion (111) - The read error register function 
can be used to retrieve explicit error information contained in the RXER 
when FlXCS error bit 15 is set. ThE! function is initiated. and bits 0-6 of 
the RX ES are cleared. Out is asse·rted and done is negated. The con
troller 1hen generates the appropriate number of shift pulses to transfer 
the spE·cific error code from the RXER to the interface register and com
pletes 1 he function by asse,rting done. The RXDB program can then read 
the error code to determine the type of failure that occurred (Figure 8). 

NOTE 
Care should be exercisHd in the use of this func
tion since. under certain conditions. erroneous 
error information may resul1. 

Power Fail - There is no actual function code associated with power 
fail. Wt-en the RX01 senses a loss of power. it will unload the head and 
abort all controller action. All status signals are invalid while power is 
low. 

When 1he RX01 senses the return of power. it will remove done and 
begin a sequence to: 

Move drive 0 head position meehanism to track O. 

2. Clear any active error bits. 

3. Read sector 1 of track 1 of driv1e a into the sector buffer. 
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4. Set RXES bit 2 (initialize done) after which done is agam asserted. 

5. Set drive ready of the RXES according to the status of drive 0 

Write Sector (010) - This function is used to locate a desired track and 
sector and write the sector with thE! contents of the internal sector buf
fer. The initiation of this function clears bits 0, 1, and 6 of RXES (CRC 
error, parity error, and deleted data detect.~d) and negates don,s. 

When TR is asserted, the pro\~ram must first move the desired sector 
address into the RXDB, which will negate TR. When TR IS again 
asserted, the program must move the desired track address Into the 
RXDB, which will negate TR. If the desired track is not found, the RXV11 
will abort the operation, move the contents of the RXES to the RXDB, 
set RXCS bit 15 (error), assert done. and initiate an interrupt If RXeS bit 
6 (interrupt enable) is set. 

TR will remain negated while the RX01 at"tElmpts to locate the desired 
sector. If the RX01 is unable to locate the desired sector within two 
diskette revolutions, the RXV 1 '1 will abort the operation, move the con
tents of the RXES to the RXDB, set nxcs bit 15 (error). assert done. and 
initiate an interrupt if RXCS bit 6 (interrupt enable) is set. 

If the desired sector is successfully located. the RXV 11 will write the 
128 bytes stored in the internal bufflsr followed by a 1 6-bit CRC charac
ter that is automatically calculated by the RX01. The RXV 11 ends the 
operation by asserting done and initiating an interrupt if RXCS bit 6 
(interrupt enable) is set. 

NOTES 
The contents of th.~ sector buffer are not valid 
data after a power loss has been detected by the 
RX01. The write sector function, however, will 
be accepted as a valid fu nction. and the random 
contents of the buffer will be written, followed 
by a valid CRC. 

The write sector function does not destroy the 
contents of the sector buffer. 

Read Sector (011) - This function iB used to locate a desired track and 
sector and transfer the contents of the data field to the llCPU controller 
sector buffer. The initiation of this function clears bits 0, 1, and 6 of 
RXES (CRC error, parity error, dEileteci data detected) and negates done. 

When TR is asserted, the program must first move the desired sector 
address into the RXDB, which will negate TR. When TR is again 
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asserted. the program must move the desired track address into the 
RXDB. which will negate TR. 

If the desired track IS not found. the RXVll will abort the operation, 
move the contents of the RXES to thIS RXDB, set RXeS bit 15 (error), 
assert done, and initiate an interrupt if RXeS bit 6 (interrupt enable) is 
set 

TR and done will remain nelJated while the RXOl attempts to locate the 
deSIred track and sector. If the RXO'I is unable to locate the desired 
sector within two diskette revolutions after locating the presumably cor
rect track, the RXV 11 will abort the operation, move the contents of the 
RXES to the RXDB, set RXeS bit 15 (,error), assert done, and initiate an 
Interrupt if RXeS bit ~) (inte'rrupt enable) is set. 

If the desired sector IS successfully locat,ed, the control will attempt to 
locate a standard data address mark or a deleted data address mark. If 
either m 3rk is properly located, the control will read data from the sector 
Into the sector buffer. 

There is no guarantee that information being written at the time of a 
power failure will be retrievable. However, all other information on the 
diskette will remain unaltered. 

One merhod of aborting a function is through the use of RXeS bit 14 
(RXV11 Initialize), however, this will not clear the interrupt enable bit 
(RXeS bit 6) Another method IS through the use of the system initialize 
srgnal that is generated by the PDp·ll F1ESET instruction, the console 
ODT Go command, or system power failure. 

PROGRAMMING 

General 

The RX\, 11 IS controlled by the proCE!SSor by two registers located on 
the M7946 interface module. These regisllers, shown in Figure 9, are the 
command status register (RXeS) and a mUltipurpose data buffer register 
(RXDB) These registers can be read or loaded by program instructions 
that refe' to the device addresses. For programming details and instruc
tions, refer to the RXVll User's Manual. 

The RXO 1 has a read/write data buffer that can contain one full sector 
(128 8-blt bytes) of diskette data. This buffer and other RXO 1 registers 
are also shown in Figure 9. The program has direct access to the RXeS 
and RXDB only. Access to the RXOl registers is through the RXDB. 
Read and write data transfers always require two steps. When writing 
data, the program first fills th,e buffer with write data via program trans
fers with the RXDB. Once the buffer is filled, the program issues a write 
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RXV11 INTERFACE 

Wf~ 1 E 
~JNCT,'JN 

4~ ~ 

REGISTER 

0" 
BUFFER 

L--__ _ 

Figure 9 RXV11 System Re~lister Functions 

sector command via the RXeS and the buffer's contents are written to 
the diskette. During a read operation, the diskette data is first read into 
the buffer. The program then reads the data via the RXDB. 

Restrictions and Programming Pidalls - tl set of restrictions and pro
gramming pitfalls for the RXV11 is presented below. 

1. Depending on how much data handling is done by the program 
between sectors, the minimum interleave of two sectors may be 
used, but to be safe a 3-sector interleave is recommended. 

2. If an error occurs and the pro£lram executes a read error register 
function (111). a parity error may occur for that command. The error 
status would not be for the error in which the read error register 
function was originally requ ired. 

3. The DRV SEL RDY bit is present only at the time of a read status 
function (101) for both drives, and after an initialize, depending on the 
status of drive O. 

4. It is not required to load the drive select bit into the RXeS when the 
command is fill buffer (000) or E!mpty buffer (010) 

5. Sector Addressing: 
Track Addressing: 

1-26 (No sector 0) 
0-76 
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6. A power failure causing the recalibration of the drives will result in a 
done condition, the same as finishing the reading of a sector. How
ever, dunng a power failure, R)(ES bit 2 (initialize done) will set 
Checking this bit will indicate a power-fail condition. 

7. Excessive usage of the read status function (101) will result in drasti
cally decreased throughput because a read status function requires 
between one and two diskette revolutions or about 250 ms to com
plete. 

Error Recovery - There are two error indications given by the RXV11 
system. The read status function will ass.emble the current contents of 
the RXES, which can be sampled to determine errors. The read error 
register function can also be used to retrieve explicit error information 
from the RXER 

A list of error codes associated with the RXER is shown in Figure 8. 

NOTE 
A read status function is. not necessary if the 
ORV ROY bit is not going to be interrogated, 
because the RXES is in the interface register at 
the completion of every function. 

Programming Examples 

Read Data/Write Data - Figure 10 presents a program for implement
ing a write, write deleted data, or a read function, depending on the 
function code that is used. The first instl'uctions set up the error retry 
counters. PTRY, CTRY, and STRY. The instruction RETRY moves the 
commanj word for a write, write deleted data, or read into the RXCS. 

The set {If three instructions beginning at the label 1 $ moves the sector 
address to the RXV11 after transfelr request (TR), which is bit 7, has 
been set. The three instructions beginning at the label 2$ move the track 
address 10 the RXV 11 after TR has been set. The group of instructions 
beginninq at the label 3$ looks for the done flag to set and checks for 
errors. 

An error condition, indicated by bit '15 se'tting, is checked beginning at 
ERFLAG If bit 0 is set a CRe error has occurred, and a branch is made 
to CRCER. If bit 1 is set, a parity error has occurred, and a branch is 
made to PARER. If neither of the above bits is set a seek error is as
sumed to have occurred and a branch is made to SEEKER, where the 
system is initialized, In the case of a write function, the sector buffer is 
refilled by a JM P to FI LLBU F. In the! caSEl of a read function, a JM P is 
made to EMPBUFF. 
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N , 
0'1 
to 
N 

1 
2 
3 
4 , 
6 
7 
8 
9 

18 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 111.11 
17 001116 
18 101U4 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 Ielln 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
'0 
41 
42 
43 
44 .-
46 
47 

011131 
011134 
011136 

011144 
nil 51 
~n152 

177171 
177112 
177112 
177172 
177172 

0127&7 
n2767 
112767 

~16767 

10,767 
00171' 
116767 

105767 
0017" 
116767 

171170 
171170 
171713 

JD030~ 

171134 

0.10274 

117120 

;,,1262 

111321 
nl314 
ne311 

171141 

171126 

171112 

Figure 10 

,AlS 
,PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE' rOR THE RXil/Axll 'LExIILE DISKETTE , 
,THE ro~LoWING 15 THE RXll IUNDARD DEVICE ADDRESS AND VECTOR AOORUS , 

COMM.NO 'TATUS RtGIlTEO 
DATA BurrER REG liTER 
stC'OR AOOUSS REGISTER 
TRACK .OORESS REOISTER 
ERROO ITA TUS REG liTER 

RXCS·i7117. 
RXOB·177172 
RXSA·171172 
RXTAo177172 
RXE'·177172 , 
; ~~E w~m~wmTiS D~~m;R~:~!~G o~X~~:~t A~r .mo~R2~2C~~H~E~~m~TI Dr mGOAM 
,LOC.TION lECTOR, or TRACK "T" CTHE CONTENTS or PROGRAM LOCATION TRACK' , 
START' MOV '-11, pTRY 

MOV '-11, CTAY 
MOV '-U, STRY , 

ml:M~T~~u~mm 
, IHK RETRy COUNTER 

,WRIT[, WRITE OELETEO OAT •• OR RUD 

aliS iiol;;v oF' PROCRAM 1.0CATlQN COMMAND CONTJdpt; THE 'UNCTION 

BIT 4. M[4NS U~IT 1 •• tl!rA~J U~J' " 

I aITS 3 TIotR'U 1 II HIE COMMAND C 4 • WJIIITE, 14 • "'''IlL OEL-LTEO OAf;', •• ,,'''0; , 
RETRY' MOV COMM.NO. "XCS , UNIT. (WRITE. WRITE OELETED OATA. OR OEAO, , 
,WAIT '0" THE TR.NSrt" REQUEST rLAG THEN TRANSrtR THE lECTOR .DORUS , 
11' TSTB RXCS 

BEQ 11 
MOVB SECTOR. RUA 

;gT U~9~L \;~[ '~mmR o~m:~T;~~:G ItTl 
LO'D IfeTOR AoORU' , 

,WAI T 'OR TME TRANsrE" REgyESl; 'LAG THEN TR.~SrtR THE TR'CK ADDRUS , 
21 , TSTB Rxes 

BEQ 21 
~OVB TRACK. RX"'''' 

;~~T u~97L T~~E T~m~~~R °mmr'~~~G lEn 
,O.D UACK ADORE IS 

: "~E SEC "a'" .~o "RAGI(' AOOQ[SS£S 'lAVE .r[~ TR'NS~ER"£O TO TtotE R'11 , 
'WS.IT rOR TME Oo~E n.AIi .~D C"ECK FOR .~, ERROR5 , 
I If ~)o/£ rUNCTloN ~AS CO",pI"EHO SJCCtss'UI.L.Y I~O ERIltOR ',-U;I TH[N HAI.T 
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,8 091161 "32767 \.1210,,~0 171102 35 I 81T 'OONEBIT. RXCS mT J~~~' T~~E °g~~/~~:G stU 49 001166 ,301774 8EQ JS 
50 01U71 01,767 1]7074 TST RXCS T[ST 'OR TWE ERROR r,AG 

51 001'7 4 0010., BN[ ERr\. 4G 'NC I' AN (IIROR w.S OCcu"tO 

52 011176 ~~""IiH' HAl. T O~ • COMP,fHO 

54 ;TME ERROR ."C 13 SP 
55 
56 I THE CONTENTS or THE RHS IS TWE ERROR ST, TUI 
57 
58 ; I' THE RXES BITS 1 ANO I • THEN SOWE TYPE 0' SECK ERRoR OCCUREO 

59 I IF" THE RXES BIT I • 1 TH(~ CRC ERROR HAS OCCUREO 

60 ; I' THE RXES BIT 1 • 1 THEN PUITY ERROR HAS OCCUREO 

61 ; 

62 OU100 032767 ~(U'''0J 177216. ERrLAGI BIT '3, RXE'S TEST 'OR CRC 'NO "R\T' EROOOS 

63 001106 001'1' BEQ SEEK NOT A "RITY OR CRC ~MUSTJ BE , SEEK 

6' 0JI1l0 ~32767 000002 177." 81T '2. AXE3 TEST 'OR PARITy CRROR 

65 011116 001'.' 8E 0 CRC NOT' 'ARITY ERROR IMUlTl IE A CRC 

66 
67 : .. PARI'TY E'ARaR ,"us I'lCCUA(O 

6e 
69 II"CREMENT ANO TEST THE ,UITY ERROR RETAY COUNTER PROGR'" ,0CArION • ,TAY • 

N 71 I , 
71 ; ANO RETRY THE" eoMMANO " UNTI, TWE ,ARITY fRROR RECOVERS 

U1 72 I 
W 

" lOR UNT Il THE IHRY COUNTE:R OVE"'LQWS T~ 
W ,. I 

75 •• 11121 III ",'26 7 •. 1!H~2i!12 ttiC prAY 

'6 01112' •• ,336 INE RETRY RETOY THE COM","O 

77 i30iij.26 lirJilH!l!ii ~A'" ":' \.lA~O 'l"ARIT'f r~~o~ 

78 ,. ;A CRC ERROR "'5 OCCUREO 
80 
81 I INCREMENT ANO TEST TMf CRC EROO~ RET~. COUNfER PRoGRAM ,0CHlaN • CTRY • 

82 I 
83 lANO RETRY THE COMMAND UN'I, TMC eRe CRROR REeoVERI 

8' I 
85 lOR U~TI, TME CTRY COUNTtR oVERr~Ows TO 
86 ; 

87 .01131 •• '267 000174 CRe I INC CTAY 
88 00113' .01332 8NE RETRY RETRY THE CO"MANO 

8. • 01136 00010 • IoIAL i KUll CRe ERROR 

:0 
X 
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!H[ (RROR rLAG IS SET 

THE ERROR IS (N,:)") A iIIARPY ERROR '\10 I. (NOT) .. CRe ERROR 

THERtreRE I T MUST BE: ... sEn< EIitROR 

(STATE or Axes BPS ,~o 1 H[ 0) 

EEK: MeV 'IN!!j RXes !NtT!.~I!E 

INCREM("l'l' ANO TEST TH[ SEEK tRRoR R[TIH ~oU"lTER P"OCRAM ~CC'TJON • s'I'"y " 

AND RETRY THE CO"'I"'ANO Ut-4TII.. T~( SE:E~ (IUo" "rCOV£RI 

JR J~~!1. 'l'Ht C"!'RY ::J",,\I'l'ER QVCltr ... o'"'S '0 

: >.JC S ""'" 
BNe: RETRy 
HAl.. ,. 

ItErRY '!'HE: eCHfoIA,NC 
"'00 5£EK rRROR 
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In each of the PAR. CRC. and SEEK routines. the command sequence is 
retried ter times by decrementing the I-espective retry counter. If an error 
persists after ten tries. it is a hard error. ThE! retry counters can be set up 
to retry as many times as desired. 

NOH 
A fill buffer function is performed before a write 
function. and an empty buffer function is per
formed after a read function. 

Empty Buffer Function - Figure 11 shows a program for implementing 
an empty buffer function. The first instruction sets the number of error 
retries to ten. The address of the memory buffer is placed in register RO. 
and thp empty buffer command is placed m the RXCS. Existence of a 
parity error is checked starting at instruction 3$. If a parity error is de
tected. thE empty buffer command is loadecl again. If an error persists for 
ten retries. the error is consiclered hard. 

If no error is Indicated. the program looks for the transfer request (TR) 
flag to set. The error flag is retested if TR IS not set. Once TR sets. a byte 
IS moved from the RXV11 sector buffer to the core locations of BUFFER. 
The process continues until the sector buffel' is empty and the done bit is 
set 

Fill B utter Function - Figure 12 presents a program to implement a fill 
buffer function It is very similar to the empty buffer example. 

Bootstrapping the RXV11 
The RXV11 bootstrap loader program loads the system monitor from 
disk into s'lstem memory. No system operation can occur until the mon
Itor is COn1 ained in system memory. BootstrapPing ("booting") the sys
tem can be accomplished via a hardware-implemented bootstrap in the 
REVllA. REVll-C. or the BDVll option. or it can be entered and 
executed via the console device. 

When a bootstrap option is not included In the system. the operator 
must ente' a bootstrap program via the console device. Place the pro
cessor In the Halt mode and proceed as shown below; observe that 
underlmed characters are printed by the processor and non-underlined 
characters are entered by the operata' 
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16~ ;THE rO~~OWING IS A PROGRA~MINC EXAM~LE or P~OTOCO~ RtQUIRED TO < 
161 ; -162 J EMpTY T~E SECTOR BUrrER or 121 I-BIT BYTES -163 J 
164 UiZ42 ~12767 17777~ eUU6 EENTRYJ MOV '-le, pTRY 8 TAYS TO EMpTY THE .ECTOR BurrER 
165 U.Z51J U27ee ~~J~J4Z ESETUPJ MOV 'BurrER, He 'ROHGR'HS OATA Burrt~ 
166 e~eZ54 ~16767 ~~ee54 176706 MOV COMMAND, RXCS ISSUE THE COMMAND 
167 J 
168 ;WAIT fOR A TRANsrER REQUEST f~AG BtrD~E TAA~SrERRING DATA TO THE PROG~AMS 
169 
17' ;DATA BUrrER fRON THE Rxel SECTOR Bu,rER 
171 
172 JWAIT fOR A DONE r~AC TO INDICATE THE COMp~ETIoN 0' THE £H~TY BUrrER COMMAND 
17J 
114 ;P~IoR To TESTIN G T~E ERROR r~A: 
175 J 
116 0U262 10"6' 1767~Z E~OOPJ TSTB RXCS TtST rOR T~ANsrER REQUEST rLAG 

f\.) 177 """266 "01~14 eNE EMPTY 'Nt tr TRA~srER ~EQUrST r~AG IS SET , 
178 Ue27e ~32767 ~~0040 17&612 alT 'OONEaIT, RXCS TtST rOR DONE r~AG 

01 
to 179 00,,76 '01771 SEQ ELOOP IEQ UNTI~ THE DONE rLAG ItTS 
0) 180 J 

181 ;THE OONE r~AG IS SET 
182 
18J ;TEST fOR ANY [RRORS (ON"Y tRROR POSSIB~£ IS A PARITY ERRoR) 
184 
185 eUJ,e ~"'6' 176664 TST RXCS 
186 ,.eJe4 ~e1001 aNt 1$ 
187 eUJ06 00.e00 HA~T ; NO t~RDR' • OK - COM'~ETE 

188 ; 
189 IINCfEMENT AND TEST THE PARITY ERROR R£T~Y P.OCRAM ~OC.TION • ,TRY • 
190 . 
191 lAND RETRY THE Cn~MANO UNTI~ T~E ERROR R[CoVERS 
192 I 
19J ;DR UNTI" THE pTRY CUNTER oVERr~oWS TO e 
:94 
195 a0.JU ~.'267 ~J0012 15: INC PTRY 

Figure 11 Empty Buffer (Sheet 1 of 2) 



196 n~3:4 J~13" 
197 JJ~316 J0~~J~ 

198 
:99 
2~~ 
2~':' 
202 
203 ~U32~ 116730 176646 
204 ~~~324 JJ07'6 

206 
207 
208 000326 00~000 

2~9 000330 J00000 
210 000332 J~0000 

211 
2:2 
213 
214 

N 215 
216 000334 00~000 

(J'l 217 
(,0 

218 -...J 
219 
22~ 000336 D00~0~ 

221 
222 
223 
224 000340 ~~0000 

225 
226 
227 
228 000~40 

229 H0~00 

230 000342 
231 J00542 
232 000~~1 

B~E [SE'J· 
\oj Al ,. 

~ErRY ro ["PTY THE S[CTO~ BurF[R 
"ARC PARITV ERROR 

.r~E T~A~SrER REaUEST '~AG IS Sr. 

;TRANSFER DATA TO T"E PMOGRA. OAT' 3UrrtR '~O" THt R.ill SECTOR BUFFER 

EMp",Y! I.lOv9 RXD9. '(~2')+ 
8R LLOOP 

ITHE rOLLO~ING 3 PRUGH'. ~OC"IO~S ,~[ T~L E~ROR RETRY COUNTER! 

nRy 
eTRV 
STRy 

'A~ITY ERROR RETRy COUNTER 
eRe ~R~OR ~ETRY CCUNTt~ 
SLtK E~ROR RETRy COUNTER 

1 
;pROGRI~ LOCATION· COMMAND· CONTAINS T~E COMMANO TO BE ISSUED VIA TME ~CO lOT 

;wRITE (4), WRITE DE~(TEO DATA (14), O~ ~EAO 16), OR EMPTY BurrER (2) 
I 
COM~ANDI 

I 
jP~OGRAH ~OCATION 

SECTOR: ~ 

S~CiO~ 

; 4, 14, 6, OR 2 • (G 0 BIT 1 • 1) 

CO~T.j~S TMl SECTOR AOORE'S (1 TO J2 OCTA~) 

; 1 TO J2 OCH~ 
j 
;PROGRAM "OCATION .. THAC~ .. CONTAINS T~E TRACK ADDRESS (2 TO 114 OCTA~) 
; 
TRICKI 

;PRoGRA~ EQUIVA~r~TS 

DONEBI To4~ 
INIT.40U0 
BUFFER' , 

, .BUrr(R.~0~ 
.END 

; ~ TO 114 OCTA~ 

Figure 11 Empty Buffer (Sheet 2 of 21 
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111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 

N 129 
(1l 130 
CO 131 
00 132 

133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
:44 
145 
140 
1" 

0111156 
0U164 
000170 

BllJJ176 
UI202 
00111204 
008212 

~0~214 
U0221 
000222 

~12767 
U2700 
016767 

U,767 
001414 
032767 
001771 

~0'767 
001801 
~0U00 

17717~ 0U142 
0a0342 
o~014a 176772 

170706 

0J0040 1767'6 

176750 

THE rO~~OWINC IS A ~HOGRAMMINC tXAM'Lt or TWE PROTOCO~ REQUIRED TO 

rl~L THE SEeToN BUrrER WITH 128 a-SIT SYTES 

I NOTE; THE DATA To rl~L T~E SECTO~ BurrER CAN BE ASSEMBLED IN CORE IN T~E 
EVEN ADDRESSES BYTES Dr 128 WO~D' OR IN BOT~ BYTES or 64 WOROS I . 

'ENTRY; MOV '-11. PTRY 8 TRYS TO 'ILL THE SECTOR aurrER 
SETUP I MOV nurrER. H0 'ROGRA~S DATA BurrER 

HOV COMMAND. Axes ISSUE THE COMMANO 
J 
IWAIT rOR A TRANsrER H[QUEST 'LAC 8ErORE TRA~srERRING OATA fROM THE PROGRAMS 
I 
;OATA BurrER TO THE Rxel SCCTOR !urrER 

IWAIT roR A DONE 'LAT To I~DICAT[ T~[ COMPLETioN 0' T~[ rlL~ aUrr£R COMMAND 
J 
;PRIOR To TESTING THE ERROR fLAC 

LOOP' fSfB Rj(~S iEST rOA T~.NS~ER RtQUESi ;~.G 

atC 'ILL IEQ rr TRA~srER REQUEST rLAC SET 
91T 'DONCBIT. RXCS TEST rOR TWE DON! rLAC 
BtC LOOP BEQ UNTIL THE DO~[ r,AC StTS 

T~E OO~£ rLAG lS S~T 

TEST rOR ANY ERRORS (oNLY ERROR ~OSSIBLE IS A ~ARITY ERROR) 

TST RXCS 
BNE lS 
HALT ~o [RRORS • O~ - COM'LETE 

I 
;INCREMENT AND TEST THE PARITY ERROR RET~Y P~OGRAM LOCATION· ,TRY • 

;A~D RETRY THE CO~MANO JNTIL THE ERROR RECOVERS 

lOR uNri~ r~l ~TR~ ~o~~Tl~ 0¥[~r~Q"S To 

Figure 12 Full Buffer (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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148 
149 
15~ 

151 
152 
153 
154 

N 155 , 156 
~ 157 
W 158 

~eB224 
~~B23B 
a~8232 

a~'267 
~~1 J" 
B~eea~ 

0~aB76 

00e~~4 11~e67 1167~2 
BU248 a~B7" 

I 
1$: 

I 

INC PTRY 
BNt srrup 
~ALT 

ITHE TRANsrER REQUEST r,AG IS SET 
I 

R~TRY TO r!" THE SECTOR BurrER 
~ARO PARITV ERROR 

,TRANsr[A CATA FROM TH~ PROGRAMS OAT A BurFER TO THE RX81 SECTOR BurFER 
I 
rH.'-: t-iOVB .{R~i+, phDB 

9Ft L.OOP 
; PRO'AA~S DATA BurrER IS 64 WOROS IN ,ENGTH 

Figure 12 Full Buffer (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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RXV11 

Full L.ength Version 

.ili.. 1000/000000 12702 < LF > 

Abbreviated Version 
(DR:VE 0 ONLY) 

001002/000000 1002n7 <LF>' ~1QOO/OOOOOO 500e} <:.F> 
001004/00000012701 <LF> 001002/00000012701 <LF> ---.--
001006/000000 177170 < i-F:> 001004/000000 177 170 < LF> --- --- ----
00101Q/OOOOOO 130211 <LF> 001006/000000 105711 <'_F> 
00i012/000000 1776 <LF> 001010/0000001776 <_F> --- --_. 
001014/000000112703 <l.F> 001012/00000012711 <U> --_. 
001016/0000007 <LF> 001014/0000003 <J> 
001020/000000 10100 <Lf'> 0010H,/000000 5711 <_F> ----
001022/000000 10220 <U:> 001020/000000 1776 <!J:> ---
001024/000000402 < LF> 00102:UOOOOOO 100405 <LF> --- ---. 
00102§/000000 12710 <U> 00102~f/000000 1057 11 <LF> 
001030/000000 1 <LF> 001026/000000 100004 < L F> 
001032/0000006203 <LF> 001030/000000 116120 <IF> ---. 
001034/000000 103402 < I.. F> 001 03:UOOOOOO 2 < J> .---- .--
001036/000000 112711 <L.F> 0010:34/000000 no <u:> 
001040/000000111023 <LF> 001036/0000000 <J> 
001042/000000 30211 <LF> 001040/000000500·' <:R> 
001044/000000 1776 < LF > 
001046/000000 100756 <LF> 
001050/000000 103766 <L:F> 
001052/000000 105711 <LF> 
001054/000000 100771 <LF> 
001056/0000005000 <LF> 
001060100000022710 <LF> 
001062/000000240 <LF> 
001064/000000 1347 <LF> 
001066/000000 122702 <LF> 
001070/000000247 <LF> ---
001072/0000005500 <LF> 
001074/000000 5007 <CR> 

• r. '-= 4 for Unit 0 

n = 6 for Unit 1 

<LF> = Line Feed 

<CR> = Carriage Return 

---.--
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RXV11 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General' 
This overall system block description covers all hardware components in 
the RXV 11 option. A detailed description is included for the M7946 
Interface module only. Refer to the RX01/RXB/RX11 Floppy Disk Sys
tem Maintenance Manual for detailed descriptions of hardware con
tained in the RXO 1 floppy disk drive. 

RXV11 System Block Diagram 
The RXVll floppy disk system consists of four elements (Figure 13): 

1. Drive mechanics, which Include actuators and transducers (up to two 
per cc:>ntroller) 

2. Read/write electronics, which intlsrfacl3 drive mechanics to the j.lCPU 
controller 

3. /./CPU controller, which includes all control logic 

4. M 7946 interface, which interfaces the LSI-ll bus to the RXO 1. 

There are three levels of data transmission in the floppy disk system 
(Figure '13): 

1. The LSI-ll bus for data transmission between the RXV 11 interface 
module and the processor 

2. The RX01 data bus for data transmission between the RXOl /./CPU 
controller and the RXVll interface module (BC05L-15 interface 
cable I 

3. The disk drive interface (M 7946) for data and control information 
transmiSSion between the read/wlrite electronics and the RXO 1 j.lCPU 
controller 

~----------------~ I RXOI FI_OP;;:>Y DISK DRIVE I 
I DISK )RIVE I 

/ INTERFACE 

i E' I /L.-L-

1 ~ L----.J 

I I 
: I --- -- ---- _ ... ----------"" 

Figure 1:-1 RXVll System Block Diagram 
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RXV11 

In addition to the data transmission signals, analog signals between the 
read/write electronics and mechanical drive control head motion and 
sense diskette speed and position 

M7946 Interface Signals 
C~nnector J1 on the RXV11 interface module !M7946) provides the 
interface for the following RXO 1 signals as shown in Figure 14. 

fiX iNIT L - The RX01 responds to RX INIT L by negating DONE Land 
m"\,ng the head position mechanism of both drives (if two are availablel 
to ,'~,ck 0 The RXO 1 will also read sector 1 of track 1 of drive 0 and then 
2ssert f~X DO~~ E L (without errm) to indicate successful comr:letion of 
th,o initl21ize function. 

RX DONE l- The RXOl asserts RX DONE L to indicate that no RX01 
function is in progress. Initiating any function will cause RX DONE L to 
go false fcr the duration of that function. Attempting to initiate any func
ti,w other than initialize while RX DONE L is false IS illegal and may 
res:...:l! in an error. 

RX RUN L - The RXV1 i intflrface asserts RX RUN L to Initiate com 
;11:li1d or data transfers between the interface module and me RX01 
,uCPU controller. If asserted when RX DONE L !S asserted, the byte 
1: ansferred from the RXV 11 interface module to the RXO 1 IS tre.)wd as a 
cQfnm3fld if asserted while RX DONE Ls negated. a commancl is being 
executed and the byte transferred IS considered to be read or VII-ite data, 
sector or track address, or error and status information 

RX OUT L - The RXO 1 /-lCPU controller controls this signal to Irform the 
RXV 11 interface module of thH direction in which it is prepared to trans
fer a byte. When asserted (low), the direr;tion of serial data transmiSSion 
is from the RXO 1 to the RXV 11 interface module. When not asserted 
(high), serial data transmission IS from the RXV11 interface rrodule to 
t>J RX01. RX OUT L is never asserted when RX DONE L IS asserted: 
WhSll RX DO N E L is asserted. the transfer IS a command byte from the 
R)~Vi 1 Interface module to the RX01. RX iNIT L, when asserted. causes 
HX DUT L to become negated. 

RX TRANS REO L - RX TR;:\NS REO L, ~sed with RX RUN l_ and RX 
OUT L signals, comprise the basic control signal interface between the 
RXOi and the RXV11 interface module. The RXOl asserts this Signal 
af18f receiving a new command to indicate that it is ready to receive an 
addresl3 or data byte, or it is ready to output an erTOr status byte or data 
to the RXV 11 IIlterface. Note that thiS signal is not asserted to initiate a 
command byte; it is asserted by the RXOl to request transfer of each 
rlc'l)-command byte during the e;(ecution of a command. 
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RXV11 

RX DATA L - RX DATA L is the bidirectional serial data line over which 
all command and data bytes are transferred. 

RX SHIFT L - RX SHIFT L is a series of pulses generated by the RX01 
which serially shift commands and data into or out of the RXV11 Inter
face module. Pulse width is 200 ns (nominal); pulses occur at 1 J.lS 
intervals (nominal). 

RX ERROR L - The RX01 asserts this signal when an error is detected 
An error results in the RX01 sending RXES information to the RXV11 
interface and aborting the present operation; RX DONE L is then 
asserted. This signal is cleared eithBr by the RXV11 interface asserting 
RX INIT L or by sending a new command to the RX01. 

8/12 BITS L - This signal is not Llsed in RXV11 systems; it IS termi
nated in RX01. 
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TEV11 

TEV11 TERMINATOR 

GEi\JERAL 
The TEV 11 terminator module provides 120-ohm ternination circuits as 
shown In Figure 1 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Ideptificatlon M9400-YB 

Double 

Power +13 Vdc ± 5%at 0.54A 

Bus Loads 
f-..C 
DC 

o 
o 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 
E3ch bJS signal line terminates with two resistors as shown in Figure 2. 
These 'ermmat!on resistor!; are generally contained in a , 6-pin, dllal-in
line package wr>!ch is identical to an Ie package. Each package contains 
14 terrnina!lon pairs. The vaiues uSl3d are shown in the figure, Daisy
chalne(~ grant signals are terminated anci jumpered, BIAKI Lis jumpered 
to BIAKO Land BDMGI L is con'1ected to BDMGO L via factory
Instalied jumper \IV 1 

+5 

180 [1 

TO/FROM 

SIGNAL ------1 
LINES 

390n 

Figure 1 TEV" Functions 

M f~ 1171 

Figure 2 Typical 
120-0hm Bus Termination 
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CHAPTER 3 

USING PROMs 

3.1 GENERAL 
This chapter contains specl'fic instructions for programming. loading. and 
erasing MRV11-AC and MRV11-BC PROMs. Instructions are also 
included for using the OJV11 PIWM formatter program. The OJV11 
program reads binary object program paper tapes and produces PROM 
listings and paper tapes for use with automatic PROM loaders 

NOTE 
MRV11-AC and MRV11-BC PROMs are used 
on MRV11-AA and IVIRV11-BA PROM module 
options. These options are described in Chapter 
2 

3.2 PROGRAMMING NOTES 

Generally, programs or data that can be read from read/write memory 
can also be read from IVIIW 11-AC PRO Ms. However, special care is 
required when using the MTPS instruction and KEV11 option EIS 
instructions. These instructions are listed below. 

Mnemonic 

MTPS 
MUL 
DIV 
ASH 
ASHC 

Octal Code 

1064SS 
070RSS 
071RSS 
072RSS 
073RSS 

FIJnction 

Move byte to PS 
Multiply 
Divide 
Shift arithmetically 
Al'ithmetic shift combined 

These Instructions, when executed, fetch source operands via the DATIO 
bus cycle, rather than the DATI bus cycle. Hence, fetching a source 
operand from a PROM location will result in a bus error (time-out) be
cause the processor will attempt to wl-ite into the addressed location 
after fetching the operand. 

There are two ways to avoid this potential problem. One involves the 
MRV11-BA UV PROM module (refer to the MRV11-BA option descrip
tion in Chapter 2) because it has the capability to reply to a DATIO bus 
cycle although the write operation will not actually "write into" PROM. 
When configured to reply to DATIO cycles, the above list of instructions 
can be executed from PROM However, precautions must be taken if a 
module that is configured to reply to IDA TlO cycles is used in any system 
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running DIGITAL software or bootstraps. Most DI(JITAL softwa;e, such 
as RT·11, determines memory size by attempting to write into a iocatlon 
within the memory If a timeout occurs, it is ensured that no RAM 
memory is present at that location. PROM memory will normaly tirT'e· 
out as It will not reply to a write cycle. When the M RV 11· SA is con· 
figured to reply to write cycles, DIGITAL software will assume RtlM IS 
present and attempt to write data into it. When the software tries to 
write data Into a PROM, the resultant errors will probably "crash' the 
system. Therefore any MRV11·SA module used wltr; DIGITAL spftware 
or bootstraps must not be configurEd to reply to DATIO cycles 

The second way to avoid this potential problem is to include separate 
MOVe instructions within the pro9ram. First, MOVe the source operand 
from the PROM location to a general register or a location in read/write 
memory The MTPS or appropriate EIS instruction is then executed us· 
ing the general register or the read/write temporal"y (TEM Pi location as 
the source operand. 

Two examples are shown below uSing general register R4 and rnernory 
location TEM P as the source operand 

Using a general register 

MOV NEWPS,R4 

MTPS R4 

;MOVE SOURCE OPERAND FROM ?ROM 
TO TEMPORARY (GENERAL) REGISHR 

:MOVE f\lEWPS TO PS 

2. USlflg a temporary read/write memory location 

MOV CONS,TEMP 

MUL Rl ,TEMP 

:MOVE SOURCE OPERAND FROM PROMI 
;TO TEMPORARY LOCATION I~, 

:READ/WRITE MEMORY. 

;MULTIPLY THE CONTENTS OF Rl BY THE 
;COI\JSTt,NT IN TEMP. 

When programming M RV 11·AG PROMs for use as an RT -11 bootstrap, 
use 256 X 4 PROMs. This will allow the MRV11-AA address to be 
configured in the 173000-173776 range, Processor module power-up 
mode 2 can then be used for automatically bootstrapping RT-1 'I during 
system turn-on. Avoid using 512 X 4 PROIVls in this application. If 512 
X 4 PROMs are used, the MRV11-/\A will respond in the 
172000-173776 address ran~le and the RT·i1 Editor (EDIT.SAV) can
not run properly. This problem exists because the Editor tests for a 
peripheral device (the VT11) in the 172000-172776 address range The 
problem can be avoided by using 256 X 4 PROMs, as described 
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3.3 LOADING AND II\ISTALL.lNG PROMs 

3.3.1 General 
Loading (blasting. burning. or programming) PROMs is the process 
where the binary informatllon is stored in the PROM locations. This is a 
process that must be carefully executed as directed by the appropriate 
PROM loader manufacturer's instructions 

The procedures for loading and installing PROMs for use in MRV11-AA 
and M RV11-BA applications are somewhat different. Refer to Paragraph 
3.3.2 for the procedures applicable to PROMs used in the MRV11-AA. 
Similar procedures are included for the MRV11-BA in Paragraph 3.3.3. 

3.3.2 MRV11-AA Procedures 

3.3.2.1 PROM Types - Basically, two general types of PROMs can 
be used In the MRV11-AA module: 512 X 4 bit and 256 X 4 bit The 
M RV 11-AA module contains sockets for installation of up to 32 PROMs. 
Only the types listed in this chapter are recommended; the particular 
pinning and 1/0 levels for the devices listed are fully compatible with the 
M RV 11 -AA addressing and data interface. Note that PROMs are always 
used in multiples of four. comprising the 16-bit word format Hence. a 
minimum configuration of four PROMs will comprise either a 256 X 16 
or 512 X 16 read-only memory function. Recommended types are listed 
in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1 MRV11-A.A PROM Types 

Manufacturer 
or Source 

Diqital Equipment Corporation 
Intersil 
Sinnetlcs 
MMI 

• These parts are Identical. 

5124-Bit 
PROMs 

MRV11-AC" 
IM5624 
825131" 
6306 

2564-Bit 
PROMs 

IM5623 
825129 
6301 

3.3.2,;2 Word Format .- Each PROM word, when read by the proces
sor. is stored in four 4-bit slices in four separate PROMs. Each word is 
simultaneously addressed and produces its respective 4-bit portion of 
the 16-bit word that is read. For example, consider the CMPB instruction 
shown in Figure 3-1. Its machin's code. using the addressing modes 
shown. is 1213438 or 10'10001011100011 2 , The binary bits are stored 
in PROMs numbered from 1 to 4. Output pins, as indicated, will yield the 
read data bits for this instruction when addressed. 



SYMBOLIC 1 
SODE J 

MACHINE} 

CODE 

CMPB (R31.-(R3J 

4 

! 21343 0 10:000:0 

I I I + ! ! ' t 
. L~ I i L.~ 
~:~: 

SEG'" ENT OR 
CH IP NO 

1 .. 4---J 
I a 0 0 I I 

, I + ! l1+ 
I L:' L~ 

i L-_L i H 

L---_L L-H 

~'NS 

. 2 

'I 

10 

9 

, I ,. ~ 8 ~ 4 

Figure 3-1 M RV 11 -AA Data Format 

Since the word format is contairled :n four 4-bit slices (one Sieen each 
PROM)' :he user must load e3ch PROM with successive memory loca
tions. This information can be generated manua!ly--an error prone. 
time-consuming process-or it can be generated 8utomatrcall\ iJSlng 

the optional QJV 11 PROM format~el' program. described later. 

3.3.2.3 Addressing - PROMs. when installed ,n the MRV11-AA 
module. are addressed by low active address bits. When !oa(!rng 
PROMs. the user must be careful that the oorrect addres~,ing teLilnlc;ue 
is used. An example of this addressing tecr.r.ique. relative to PRO,'vl oills. 
is provided in Table 3-2. Note that 2:,6 X 4 bit and 512 X 4 bit PROMs 
are addressed in exactly the same manner. except for pin 14. Vdllch ,s 
A8 in the 512 X 4 bit part, and CE in the 2!56 X 4 bit part. Ai~.o note 
that lSI-l1 bus address bit 0 (DALO l) is not used in this aDp'icatlon 
since all read operations are 1 6-bit "liord bus transfers 

Table 3-2 MRVll-!~.II. PROM ,il,ddressing 

Address~ 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 ~Address (DALI Bits 

Octal Binary 14 3 4 7 (; 5 ~PROM Chi~ Pins 
--.-

0 000000000 H H " H H H H H 
000000010 H H H H H H H L 

4 000000100 H H " H H H H 
6 000000110 H H H H H H L L 

10 000001000 H H H H H L H H 
12 000001010 H H H H H L H L Actuai 
14 000001100 H H H H H L L H Logic 
16 000001110 H H H H H l L L L<=:"Jeis 
LV COOO10000 H H H H L H H H Requl'ed 

:,';?56 1 f LOC.ltl(JrlS) 

774 111111100 L L L L L l_ H 
776 111111110 L L L L L L L 

• Address bit 0 is not used; hence, on:,y even-numbered addresses are shuwn 
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The optio'lal OJV11 PROM formatter program addresses PROMs in the 
manner described. 

The l'v1RVll-AA aadress word format for 512 X 4 and 256 X 4 PROM 
applications is shown in Figure 3··2. Note that BDALD is not used in the 
address word format; BDAL 1 corresponds to PROM chip address bit AD. 
The 4K bank select bits and 2K segment select bit (256 X 4 PROM 
applications only) are jurnper-cor,figured on the M RV11-AA module. 

~~~\ ___ 15 '4 13 12 II 10 09 08 

. [ , " '-,----. -.,..---" I : I \ ' i i 

01 oc 1 
I I f, ~~bM4 _~~l ,I. _________ --'-, ---I .. 

: L PROM SET VI --t-----. 51? K 4 ----...J , (eE '.0 ?ROI'."l A:)DRESS 6175 

L. ___ b1~K __ ~ . I ; I S, .f" · I 
, PR(W .;~ ~ '1(1 _ 1 256 ~ 4 I 
1- 'CE -,::'II -1-'------ PRCM ADDRESS BITS -------, 1 

C~_-,-.. --'---"l_._-_·" ""--'..1 _I~:. i ] Jf ~~~~4 
• 21< SE.",IE"l'" 
-- SELtcCr 8 T 

Figure 3-2 M RV11-AA Address Word Format 

3.~.2.4 Instailing PROMs - Aftti PROMs are properly programmed, 
loade(" and verified, they em be In:013118d on the properly configured 
MhVI1·AA ,nouu:e (as je~("/;beJ ii' Chapter 2) Refer to Figure 3-3 for 
prcpe locjtiun of PROMs. ObserVe; that PROMs are always installed in 
sets of four--one for each segmen~. Segment and set numbe~s corre
spGild to these indicated in the Q,JVi 1 PROM I;sting output 

An addressing summarv for PROM sets as arranged by physicai 10Gd

tlOilS CE 'lumbers marked on the M RV11-AA module.! is provided in 
Tat!€ 3-3 

Table 3-3 MRV1'-AA PROM Addressing Summary 

512 7. 4 PROMs 256 .. 4 PROMs 

Address Rang" Address Range 
Physical Physical 

Set No. Decimal Octal lOI~ation Decimal Octal Location 

0 0-511 0-11777 CEO 0-255 0-777 CEO 
1 51:-1023 2000-13777 CEl 256-511 1000-1777 CE4 
2 ]02"--1545 4000-15717 CE2 512-7157 2000-2777 CE1 
3 154(.-2047 6000-17777 CE3 768-1023 3000-3777 CE5 
4 : 042·-2557 0000-11777 CE4 1024-1279 4000-4777 CE2 
J 256C'-3071 2000-137 n CE5 1280-1545 5000-5777 CE6 
6 :'\072-3583 4000-J57'!7 CE6 1546-1791 6000-6777 CE3 
7 ~584-4095 6000- t 7777 CE7 l792-2047 7000-7777 eEl 
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o o 0 

12-15 9-11 4-7 

C--:-:::::J C J L ] 
C:::::~=:J E---=: =-=J 
C::::::-==:J E----:=J C=-=J 

C:::==:: E==: F-- ] 
[=='~ E __ l C:=] 
L_=:::::J E- J L ___ =J 

~-~-______ I c:~== 

C:::--=: 
1 

F---] 

E---] 

1 
C---] E===I:EO-

! 1 
'-----------.-----y----~ ---

SEGMENT "'0 
CHIP LOCATIONS 

512_4 256.4 
SET NO 3ET NO 
LOCATIOr-.S _OC,~TIONS 

~t-~ '-l- j 

~----- 7 .- --

5· 

----- - 5 .. --

3· -

? ... ------

---- -- a _ --- ---

Figure 3-3 PROM Set and Se~Jrnent Positions 
on the M RV 11 -AA Module 
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3.3.3 MRV11-BA Procedures 

3.3.3.1 Data Word Format - Each PROM word, when read by the 
pf0ce,;sor. ~s stored in two bytes in two separate PROMs. Each word IS 

s,iT1u!taneuusly addressed and produces its respective 8-bit portion of 
the 1 E-G,t word that ;s read Since the word format is contair,ed 'n two 
8 bit !,ytes (nne byte in each PROM). the user must load each PROM 
with ~ eJC<>,sS've memory locations. Th,s information can be '::jenerated 
mar1U,l:lyor It C8" be gell'9rated using the optional OJV11 PROM for
matte prc,:,)rdm described later 

3.3.3.2 Addressing - pnOM Integrated circuits, when Insta!led ;n the 
M R'v 11- B A module. are addressed by high-active address bits. When 
i()ad~nJ ?RO~vls. the use,' must be careful that the correct addressing 
techni~ue IS used An eX:Hnp!e of th,s addressing technique, relative to 
PRClrV pires, is provided Ii! Table 3-4. Note that LSI-11 bus address bit 
opHai'oflS are 16-blt word bus trar,sfers 

3.3.33 installing PROMs - PfWMs should be instal!ed in the 
MRV11-8A sockets shown In Chapter 2 (MRV1 i-SA Option Descrip
t!O~',: DRO\1s are normally installed stiFting With the first 1 K locations 
IE28 E'ld E:29) Check PROM size jumpers to ensure that they ag~ee With 
the flu:nber of PROMs installed A so. be sure to install the low byte and 
h,g:! b·;te "RCMs :n approrJrlate wckets 

3.33.4 f:rasing PROMs - PROMs can be erased by exposure to 
uitravi'Jiet light at a wavelength of 2537 A. The recommended in
tag'.3ted !!~;ht (light :ntensty X exposu'e timel is 10 W-s/cm2 The iamp 
is norr"aiiy placed approximately 2.54 em (1 inl away from the PROM to 
be 8ra'·;ed and turned on "or a period of time The time required can be 
detem;;nec empirically or refer to typical times recommended by PROM 
inteW2 ted cirCUit manufacturers TypicE! times may vary from 10 to 30 
mlrutE s ia;Jproximately) 

3.4 PROM FORMATTING USING THE QJV11 PROGRAM 

3.4 1 General 
Tne Q,JV1 ~ PROM formatter program ,s a paper tape software option 
thai 9 -eatiy reduces the work required for coding binary patterns for 
Ind'vldJa! PRO I\~ chips. ODJect tapes punched in absolute loader format 
are th,' input to the pro9ram OJV11 will produce and verify PROM 
tapes end I'stings for PRO Vis for use in lhe M RV11-AA and M RV 11-BA. 
and ?POI\ts lil other confi~luratlons for special user applications. 

3-4.2 Loading QJV11 
OJ\' 11 IS suppiied on punched paper tape in absolute loader format 
load t'le wagram IJsing the absolute loader program (OEC-l1-UABLB
A-PO) or H'e REV11-A or REV11-C AL (absolute loader) command. 
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Table 3-4 MRV11-8C PROM Addressing 

Address· 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 ~Address Bits 

Octal Binary 22 23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ~PROM Pins 

0 0000000000 L L L L °l L L L L 

~l w 2 0000000001 L L L L L L L L L 
, 4 0000000010 L L L L L L L L H 

00 
6 0000000011 L L L L L L L L H H 

~ 
Actual 

10 0000000100 L L L L L L L H L L Logic 
12 0000000101 L L L L L L L H L H Levels 
14 0000000110 L L L L L L L H H L Required 

J (102410 Locations) 

3776 1111111111 H H H H H H H H H 

• Bus address bit 0 is not used; hence. only even-numbered addresses are shown. 



Hardwa 'e requIrements include 8K read/write memory (minimum), and 
either a high-speed paper tape reader (GSR address = 177550) or a 
low-speed reader (Teletype')) used as the console terminal (CSR address 
= 177560) OJVll is self-starting; when it has been correctly loaded, 
the program automatically starts and the initial message shown in Figure 
3-4 is displayed OJV 11 is now ready to receive specific input parame
ters 

PROM VOl·OO 

ENTER AN OCTAL VALUE IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS 
WHICH HEQUIRE A NUMERIC RESPONSE. TYPE 'Y' FOR 
YES AND 'N' OR NOTHING FOR NO. TERMINATE ALL 
RESPONSES WITH A <CR> (CARRI!\GE HETURN). 
RUBOUT MAY BE USED TO DELETE ONE CHARACTER AT 
A TIME BEFORE <CR> IS TYPED. CTRL/U MAY BE 
USED TO DELETE THE ENTIIHE RESPONSE. CTRL/O 
MAY BE TYPED TO TURN OFF OUTPUT TO THE 
TERMINAL 

HOW MANY WORDS ARE IN A PROM:' 1000 
HOW MANY BITS ARE IN A PROM WORD? 4 
HOW MANY PROMS ARE USED IN PARALLEL? 1-
ARE THE DATA BITS INVERTED? N 
ARE THE ADDRESS LINES II'IVERTED? Y. 
HOW MANY BYTES ARE IN THE AREA TO BE 
OUTPUT' 20000 
WHAT IS THE STARTING ADDRESS OF THE AREA TO 
BE OUTPUT? Q 
IS YOUR INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICE ON THE HIGH SPEED 
READER/PUNCH? Y 
READY INPUT, TYPE-<CR> WHEN READY. <CR> 

DO YOU WISH TO PUNCH TAPES? ~: 

DO YOU WANT TO VERIFY A TAPE? N 
DO YOU WANT A LIST OF THE PRm;i" CONTENTS? X 
DO YOU WANT IT ON A LINE PRINTER? Y 
DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANOTHER TAPE?- !i 

Initial 
Message 

Input 
Parameters 

1 QJVll 
r Operation 

J 

Figure 3-4 OJV 11 Pro~lram Execution (for 512 X 4 PROMs) 

3.4.3 Entering Parameters 
OJVll requires certain inputs that must be supplied for each PROM 
loading session. The dialogue between the QJV 11 user and the program 
is as shown in Figure 3-4 fm 512 X 4 PROMs (to be used in the 
M RV 11-I-~A PROM module); a similar example for 1 K X 8 PROMs (for 
use in the M RV11-BA module) is shown in Figure 3-5. 

® Teletype is a registered trademark of Tuletype Corporation. 
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PROM VOl-OO 

ENTER AN OCTAL VALUE IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS 
WHICH REQUIRE A NUMERIC RESPONSE. TYPE 'Y' FOR 
YES AND 'N' OR NOTHING FOR NO. TERMINATE ALL 
RESPONSES WITH A <CR> (C.AR:~IAGE RETURN). 
RUBOUT MAY BE USED TO DELETE ONE CHARACTER AT 
A TIME BEFORE <CR> IS TYPED. CTRL/U MAY BE 
USED TO DELETE THE ENTIF1E RESPONSE_ CTRL/O 
MAY BE TYPED TO TURN OF'" OUTPUT TO THE 
TERMINAL_ 

HOW MANY WORDS ARE IN II PROM? 2000 
HOW MANY BITS ARE IN A PROM WORD?lO 
HOW MANY PROMS ARE USED IN PARALLEl? 1.. 
ARE THE DATA BITS INVERTED? N 
ARE THE ADDRESS LINES INVERTED? N 
HOW MANY BYTES ARE IN THE AF1EA TO BE 
OUTPUT? 2000..9 
WHAT IS THE STARTING ADDRESS OF THE AREA TO 
BE OUTPUT? Q 
IS YOUR INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICE ON THE HIGH SPEED 
READER/PUNCH? Y 
READY INPUT, TYPE <CR> WHEN READY. <C.,B> 

DO YOU WISH TO PUNCH TAPES? Y 
DO YOU WANT TO VERIFY A TAPE? Y 
READY INPUT, TYPE <CR> WHEN READY. <CR> 
DO YOU WANT A LIST OF THE PROM CONTENTS? r 
DO YOU WANT IT ON A liNE PRINTER' l:i 

Intla' 
Mf)Ssage 

! InJut 
: P"rarneters 
i 
i 

~ 

i Q.!Vl1 
:Oi)eratior. 

Figure 3-5 QJV11 Program Execution (for 1 K X 8 PROMs) 

The first parameter to be entered IS the number of words (Ioca:ions) in a 
PROM. The parameter is requested in the form of a question at tile end 
of the initial message. Operator response to QJV 11 requests III Figures 
3-4 and 3-5 are underlined. Refer to Table :3-5 for a list of valie parame
ter inputs for specific applications. 

When reading source tapes for MRV11-AA programs tha': are not 
greater than 4K, only a single pass of the source tape is req'Jired, the 
QJV11 source buffer is 4K words (4096 X 16 bits). However, longer 
programs will require one additional pass for each 4K word buffer stO"' 
age. The appropriate portion of thE! program is read into the buffer when 
reading the source tape as specified by the "STARTING ADDRESS OF 
THE AREA TO BE OUTPUT." Hence, the starting addresses shown 'n 
Table 3-5 are applicable for both multiple-pass programs to siJecify the 
startmg address for that pass and programs that do not reside :n the first 
4K of system memory (addresses 0-17776). 
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Parameter 

No. words in a PROM (Ns) 

No. bits in a PROM 
word (Ns) 

No. PROMs used in parallel 
Cf 

Are data bits inverted 

Are addr. lines inverted 

How many bytes in the area 
to be output (Ns) 

Starting Address 

I/O device on the H.S. 
reader / pu nch 

Table 3-5 QJV11 Input Parameters 

MRVll-AA Applications MRVll-BA Applications 

512 X 4 PROMs 256 X 4 PROMs 1K X 8 PROMs 

1000 400 2000 

4 4 10 

4 4 2 

N N N 

Y Y N 

20000 10000 20000 

0, 20000, 40000, 0, 10000, 20000, 0, 20000, 40000, 
60000, 100000, 30000, 40000, 60000, 100000, 
etc. etc. etc. 

Y or N Y or N Y or N 

Special Applications 

Any integer power of two 
(2000 max.) 

I, 2, 4, or J 0 (8 10) 

Any number; however, 
No. bits X No. PROMs 
must not exceed 20 
(16 10), 

N or Y 

N or Y 

Any integer power of two 
(20000 max.) 

Any integer multiple of 
the no. of bytes in the 
area to be output. 

Y or N 



The final input to QJV11 is the source program to be loaded into the 
PROMs. The program must be in absolute loader format. Place the 
source tape in the tape reader. Preiss the RETURN key (shown as <CR> 
in program examples) on the console device to initiate tape reading. 

3.4.4 QJV11 Operation 

3.4.4.1 General - Once the ir,put parameters and sourCE p'ogram 
have been antered. QJV11 is ready to output tapes or listings. or to 
verify tapes. Operation is simple: respond to QJV11 questions by typing 
Y or N to indicate the operation(s) desired. The Y answers ::ause the 
appropriate QJV 11 function to execute immediately. The examp:es 
shown in Figures 3-4 and 3-!5 do not contain the PROM program listing 
because the separate line winter was selected for the ii'3tin~l. (QJV11 
assumes a iine printer CSR address = 177514) If the line p,'inter was 
not selected. the listing would appear immediately below the listing 
request. 

3.4.4.2 PROM Paper Tape Fc:;rmats -. The QJV1; outP'Jt tape is 
punched with as many segments i3S there are PROMs ~o be ioaded for a 
particular application. A segment contains the information necessary for 
loading one PROM. Since multiple PROMs are normally required for the 
16-bit PDP-11 word format. either two segments (M RV11- BA appii
cations) or four segments (MRV11-AA appii::ations) are requlrec. com
prising a set. Therefore. the minimum-size QJV11 output wouln occur 
when programming d single set Gf two PROMs for the MR\" ~ -cA 0; 

four PROMs for the MRV11 .. AA. 

The tape is punched for MRV11-AA arplica~lons as show,. in Figure 3-6. 
Special alternate punched frames (16 total) identify tha~ a PROM set 
follows. This area IS foliowEid b't' 32 fra ;-nes with all frame5 punched 
(377 8 ). followed by an unpunched frame (0). The first data frar1e foliows 
immediately after the unpunehed frame. 

This frame contains the low-order four Dits of the l6-bi! PROVI word "t 
the iowest address (0) in this DROM set; t~e bits are read over 
BDALO-3 bus lines. Successive frames ccntair. 4-bit slices. each repri~
sentlng the 4-bit contents of PROM location. A frame IS pC'1cred 'Of 

each of the 256 or 512 locations In the PRO M segmer:t. Frames are 
punched in high-active PROM address sequence rarher tt~3n LSI .. 11 bus 
address sequence. (LSI .. 11 bus address bits are inverted; hence. PRO Ms 
are programmed starting at the highest hus address or 'OWEst FROM 
location address.) 

The punched tape for MRV11-BA applications v.;'! differ from the 
MRV11-AA type. Instead of the first data frame contilinin~; roc'r bits. this 
frame contains the low-order eight bits of the 1 €-bit PROM word at the 
lowest address (0) in this PROM set; the bits are read over BDAL (0:7) 
bus lines. Successsive frames contain S-bit bytes. each repres.3ntll1g the 
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8-blt cortents of a PROM location. I~ frame is punched for each of the 
1 K iocations 'n the PROM se~lment. Frames for M RV11- BA appliGations 
are puncned In high-active PI~OM address sequence. 

'SE. TO' L.EADER
ALTERJ'..A"[ FRAMES 

OF 252 8 AND 125 E 

/~. CDR PORA TJ~.~ ••.••• 1l~fl.~/lm'r.~:::'tfm1::::::::::: : •• ::: •• :::.,.~:' <-- .................. ~~~ .. :::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::: .. : .. ::::.:: .. :' . . . .. ................................. . .. .. . . . . ................................. . 
• • • II •••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••• 

" • • •••••••••••• 11 •••••••••••••••••••••• 
"---__ •• ••••• ............ f •••••••••• ~(11 ••••• "' ..... 

-- "::~- ',1:- Nl 
c "TA ,:"p-lV1rs 

________ .,.~ ________ i '-___ .• ---y~ ____ ~ 

'SEGM[NT LfA,)E>i SEGMENT Cl 
32 F'lAtJE:':: ,ifJ.-t, FRA~ES 

OF 3779 EACH I 

-- - _._. ---- ~~- ------ _. - -'-------- .. - ---_/ 

"-------_____ --y _______ . __ _ J \ ~ __ _ 

SEU/fNT 02 
::,r, .' '~"MES 

Fi\Jure 3-e OJV11 PROM Tape For'l1at lor MRV11-AC Applic3tions 

3.44.3 Verifying Tapes - Tapes punched by OJV11 con be I/erified 
by comparing the punched tape with the ClJV11 source bu~er cuntents. 
Resporld to the "DO YOU WANT TO VERIFY A TAPE?" n:quest by typ
Ing Y <CR> The program responds with "READY INPUT. ;YPE <CR> 
VJHE~; READY." Place the tape in the reader and press the RETURN key 
Or] the cc:nso;e device. 

If an err()r IS found, the pro\;jram responds with "ERROR VERiFYING 
TAPE. ' Wher. an error is fau nd, it is necessary to punch another tape. If 
errors a't; not found. the program responds with "DO YOU VVi~NT A 
LIST OF THE PROM CONTENTS?" 

3.4.4.4 QJV11 PROM Listing Formats - Sample portions of PROM 
listingS for MRV11-AA and MRV11-BA applications are shown In Fig
ures 3-7 and 3-8, respectively. The listings are organized by sets. Each 
set contains the successive PROM addresses. octal and binary codes for 
each of the PROM sets, the system memory address obtained from the 
absolute ioader format source tape, Elnd the octal content of the '16-bit 
PROM w:Jrd. 
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PROM 
CHIP -+ 

PROM SET 
IDENTIFIER 

PROM 
SEGMENT 

IDENTIFIER STORED 
WORD 

de,", j~~ MEMORY 
ADDRI::SS 

I FF:(lt"I ~ "1...---- ' ... , ¥ I I 
ADDRESS ,,"1 "J I , 

Figure 3-7 

"1,-, 

'-'\1 

11 

1 ! 
I 

'-'1 ''''1 

'1 
I ! ! 

1 1 I ! " ! I 

'-.,-J~ 

OCTAL VALUE OF {OCT'~I __ .J I 
PROM CONTENTS BI NARY-~ 

1 ~ j 

l.! 

L 1"\ 

J'i 11 

ST~RTIN~7 
ADDRESS 

j I 1 ~ 

I I 
:j! I !11 

,; 

'1 

~ : • 1 

j - ~ I 

11-3850 

QJV11 PROM Listing Format for MRV11-AA Applications 
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PROM 
PROM SET SEGMENT 
IDENTiFIER IDENTIFIER 

PROM 'F"li" R I 

t ~./1 
, ; T u(', . • --1'--- , 

.~ (,', 
ADD~~;'t 

'.):','_, ,L!':) I() .<, ",,('.{\/) 

1;0" \.'» ~o ()~·O(' :' l )';," 1('; ::,1 
',). ('<>0 '."<';:1 (,,;-OO\! n·). , i~H.!' ".}I.' I 0 

Of),;) '. "C" " " \ ',.')(',1 " i 1 
()<\().l I):"~) 0<;1) (-("!f l '! ':)() 1 )('0; " I \,'0 
~)o() :<:': 00':) (.(10,' (~o')' J )('J )(),)1.(,.J 

I"(.,f}t, 0:')() O(;()l ('C'O''> (\:),'> ,(J\ ,('" 1 1 I () 
oe") , O:'?O 0001 COO'.) (J:) / '(~O(l\: 1 1 I 
(.)I)!', «I() ()()O:~ 0('0" c) I ,) 'lOfH) ~ :)(:0 

1 i / Ll'~ {)O<)l( r}1 ~ ,i j '1 1 ': ~\! 

'7/ 

: T't, 
1777 

():: j :H)') ; . ,ot : ~ I ~ I 1: ~ j :1 

'------' ~~ '--~J \~ 
OCTAL BINARY OCTAL BINARY 

(HIGH BYTE) (LOW BYTE) 

'-./ 
PROM CONTEI\'TS 

(\ <',,\ <"OlCC' t ()., 
:"11 O.')J GO.! oJ" 

21 "j' 
217 

OJV11 PROM LISTING 
THROUGH PROM SET 003 

• 10001111 ';.76 :1,[1110 
10001111 2T7 11111111 

MEMORY STORED 
ADDRESS WORD 

I I 
~ ~ 

()()<;()·~·o ().( 00(,,0 
'·,o:.,no:> GJ 0-.\01 
".'()u()':'4 1)10,:),'):' 

()()·::'O('I, 0"[ O()O:~ 
(~I ><"0 1. (;, () I OO(l4 
(~() {,\ (~, J :.) <11 ():',():", 

000014 0:10006 
000016 (I(lOO? 
(,O(JO:'O O.~OOJ 0 

('Ie,:~ , / (I i,' I J J ;,., 

~IO 1,,' /' ()1 1//) 

Oil/?4 lOll!,', 
0171/6 10nn 

115056 

Figure 3-8 QJVll PROM Listing Format for MRV11-BA Applications 

3.4.4.5 Using QJV11 PROM Tap'es - PROM tapes can be used with 
automatic PROM loaders. such as those manufactured by DATA 1/0 
Corporation and PRO-LOG Instruments Corporation. Refer to documen
tations supplied with the PROM loader for the procedure for using the 
PROM tapes generated by QJV11. 
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CHAPTER 4 

HJl~RDWARE OPTIONS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter contains detailed descriptions. specifications, and installa
tion and operation information for LSI-11 bus hardware options. This 
chapter is organized into sHveral subgroups as follows: 

• Backplanes 
• EncloSllres 
• Cabinets 
• Wire-Wrappable Modules 
• Power Supply 
• Cables and Connectors 

General information for options contained within each subgroup is sum
marIZed in Table 4- 'I. The option desigination is printed on the top of 
each page to assist in locating a specific option. 

Table 4-1 Hardware Option Summary 

Option Description 

Backplanes 

H9270 A 4 X 4 (four rows of four 
slots each) backplane With 
card guide assembly, LSI-11 
bus in rows A.-B and C-D. 

H927:l-A A 9 X 4 (ninH rows of four 
slots each) backplane With 
card guide assembly. LSI-11 
bus in rows A-B only. Special 
interconnect bus in rows C-D. 

H928" A 2-slot backplane available 
in 4-, 8-, or 12-slot options. 

DDV11-B A 9 X 6 (nine rows of ~;ix slots 
each) backplane. LSI-11 bus 
in rows A-B and C-D. Flows E
Fare unbussed except for +- 5 
V and ground. 

4-1 

Remarks 

Accepts 8 double-height 
modules or 4 quad-height 
modules or combinations 
of both. 

Accepts double-height or 
quad-height modules. 

Accepts double-height 
modules only, 

Accepts 18 double-height 
or 9 quad-height modules 
or combinations of both. 



Table 4-1 Hardware ()ption Summary (Cont) 

Option 

H909-C 

BA11-M 

BA 11-N 

H984-B 

Description 

E:nclosures 

A 13 3 em (5.25 in) high, 
48.3 em (19 in) wide .;lnclo
sure which can be mounted in 
a 48 3 em (19 in) rack or as a 
stand-alone. Acco mmodates 
the DDV11-B backplane or a 
9 X 6 system mounting unit 
or houses non .. standard 
mounting arrangement. 

A 8.9 em (35 in) high, 483 
em (19 in) wide expansion 
box which can be mounted in 
48.3 em (19 in) rack. 

A 13.2 cm (5.19 in) high, 
48.3 crn (19 in) wide mount
ing box which can be 
mounted in 3 48.3 em (19 in) 
rack. 

Cabinets 

A low-profile cabinet with 
four casters. Provides mount
ing space for standard 48.3 
em (19 in) panels and enclo
sures in rack at both front or 
rear. 

H9800-A A low-profile system desk 
with casters. Provides mount
ing space for standard 48.3 
em (19 in) panels and enclo
sures. 
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Remarks 

Includes cooling fan, cord 
guide, cable restraints, 
front bezel. and ccnnector 
block 

Includes H9270 back
plane, H780 power supply, 
blank front panel or bezel. 
and cooling fan. 

Includes H9273-A back
plane. H786 power supply. 
H403-A ae input panel. 
blank front panel or bezel. 
and cooling fa!"' 

Includes distribution panel 
(115 Vac. 230 Vae) 

Includes distribution panel 
(115 Vac. 230 Vac' 



Option 

W9511 

W9514 

W9512 

W9515 

H780 

Table 4-' Hardware Option Summary (Cont) 

Description Remarks 

Wire-Wrappable Modules 

LSI-11 bus compatiblE! quad
height module which accepts 
a variety of IC packag,e types 
and discrete components. No 
01 P sockets included. 

Same as the W9511 (above) 
except with 58 pre-mounted 
01 P sockets. 

Double-height module. No 
01 P sockets included. 

Same as W9512 except with 
25 premounted DIP sockets. 

Power Supply 

Provides +5 V ± 4%. 18 A 
(max) and + 12 V ± :3%. 3.5 
A (max) at 1 10 Vac and fea
tures line-time clock. and 
power-fail/automatic restart. 
Available primary power of 
115 or 230 Vac and with or 
without master and slave con
sole. 

Includes 40-pin male con
nector on module. 

Same as above 

Same as above 

Same as above 

Cables and Connectors 

Six preassembled cable types 
are available in a variety of 
lengths. All consist of an 
H856 connection on one end. 
Two BC05L cables are used 
in both the BCVl B option and 
the BCVl A option. 
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4.2 BACKPLANE OPTIONS 
The four backpiane options available for the LSI-" bus are presented in 
the fullowiiig paragraphs. They include 

H9270 
H9273-A 
H9281 
DDV1'-B 

4.2.1 H9270 Backplane 
The H9270 consists of an 8-slot backplane with a card guide assembly. 
This backplane is designed to accept up to ei~lht double-heig'lt modu:es 
(including processor). four quad modules, or CI combination c; qU3d and 
douDle-height modules. \I\/hen usecl for bus expansIOn in mu't:ple back
plane systems, the H9270 proVides space for up to six option modules, 
plus the required expansion cable connectol- module(s) ar.lor termi
nator module. 

M ount:'1g dimensions and possible methods of mounting 1 ;le :-19270 
backplane arc shown in Figure 4-1. Option positions are shown in Figure 
4-2. Slot numbers indicate device interrupt and/or DMA priority il LSI-
11 bus systems. The lowest numbered posilions receive the ;~i[!heSl pn
ority 

Mounting the Backplane 
Mountin~j of tr,e H9270 backplane can be accomplished in an,! orle of 
three planes, as shown Ir :=igure 4-1. 

DC Power Cunnections 

Voltage and Current Requirements - A power supplv :·:;r a singie 
H9270 backplane LSi-l1 system should have the follovJ'[~g capacity 

T 5 V ± 5% load; 0-18 A s1atic/jynamiG 
+- 12 V ± 3% load; 0-2.5 A static/dynamic 
+ 5 ripple less than 1 % of nominal 'voltage 
+- 12 rlppie iess t:lan 150 mV p-p (fiequency 5 kHz) 

NOTE 
Regulation at the H9270 backplane must be 
malrltaired to· the specifications I,'sted above. 

The H780 power supply option prO'l/!cles sufficient cc power and gener
ates the required bus signals. Insta iatlon details are included in the 
H780 power supply description (Pa,agraph 46) 
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H9270 

A power supply for a DDV 11 -B, or a multiple-backplane system uSing 
H9270 backplanes, should have the same voltage regulation and ripple 
specifications as listed for the single H9270 backplane. However, it will 
be necessary to calculate the actual power requirements, based on indi
vidual power requirements for modules used in the system. 

Backplane Power Connectiom. - 11 the H780 power supply option IS 

not used, perform the following steps to connect power to the H9270 
backplane (Figure 4-3) 

1. Select wire size. (14 gauge is recommended.) Consider load current 
and distance between the power supply and backplane. 

2. For a standard system, connect the applicable wires to the H9270 
connector block per Table 4-2, 

For battery backup, remove the jumper between + 5 V and + 5 8 and 
connect the applicable wires to the H9270 connector block. 

3. Connect the ground terminals at the power sources. 

4. It is recommended that the backplane frame/casting be electrically 
connected to system/power supply ground. 

The signal connections to the H9270 backplane are shown in Figure 
4-4. 

Table 4-2 H9270 Backplane Standard Power Connections 

Power Source 
(From) 

+12 V 
+5V 

GND 
GND 
-12 V 

:~2VVJI 
+58 
GND 
GND 
-12 V 
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H9270 Connector Block 
(To) 

Factory 
ConnE!c:ted 

Factory 
Connected 

This voltage is not required. The 
connection is available for cus
tom interfaces. 
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H9273-A 

4.2.2 H9273-A Backplane 
The H9273-A backplane logic assernbly consists of a 9 X 4 backplane 
(nine rows of four slots each) and a card frame assembly. The H!3273-A 
backplane logic assembly is shown in Figure 4-5. Power and signals are 
supplied to the backplane to connectors J7 and J8. These connectors 
are shown in Figures 4-5,4-6, and 4-7. Connectors J9 (GND) anel J10 
(-12 V) are also shown in Figure 4-6. 

Figure 4-5 H9273··A Backplane Logic Assembly 

1 
J7 l r~ (J)1 + 12 VDCIB) 

o 2 + 12 VOC I FIG 
47 o 3 GND -+-,2VOC 

<s~ 
(J) 4 GND +5VDC 

o 5 +5VOC 

06 +5 VDCIB) 

(J) 7 GNO + 5VDC J10 

o 8 +5 VDC 
-12v -[ 

... " '\ ~4 

Figure 4-6 H9273-J\ Power Connections 
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i 
J8 

A8. 1 -------~Ei.POKHA21 
SRi B-~~----~---LTC : 

3 1 
Afl-------~,RUNl I 

1Ro\\ ,. ===~=_-:::=~~~ LJ I 
!7 8 

BA2 DA2----- .- .. 5VDC 

------~--- ---t----' 
A P1--------------B··ALT L 

Bt·l- ------- -----B[ICQK f-I 

Figure 4-7 H9273-..ll, Signal Connections 

H9273-A 

The H 92 73-A backplane is designed to accept both double-height and 
quad-height modules with the exception of the MMVll-A core memory 
module. The backplane structure is uniquE! in that it provides two distinct 
buses: the LSI-11 bus signals (slots A and B) and the CD bus (slots C 
and D) The connectors that comprise this backplane are arranged in 
nine rows (Figure 4-8). Each connE!ctor has two slots, each of which 
contaills 36 pins, 18 on either side of the slot. 

The connectors designated "Connector 1" in Figure 4-8 are wired ac
cording to the LSI-11 bus specification. Slots A and B carry the LSI-11 
bus Signals and are termed the LSI-11 bus slots. The connectors desig
nated "Connector 2" are wired for + 5 V and ground, and have no con
nections to the LSI-11 bus; instead, C· and D-slot pins on side 2 of each 
row are connected to the C-and D-slot pins on side 1 in the next lower 
row. Del ails on the CD interconnection scheme are depicted in Figure 4-
9. 

I nsta lIation 
The H 927 3-A backplane logic assembly is designed to mount into a 
BA 11 -N mounting box or equivalent. R13fer to the BA 11-N mounting 
box description (Para~Jraph 43.3) for more information. 

NOTE 
Connector block pins do not extend beyond the 
H9273-A printed circuit etch card, thus elimi
natlllg the possibility of backplane wire-wrap
ping. 
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Three jumpers (W1, W2, and W'3) are stlOwn in Figure 4-8. JU.llper W1 
enables the line-time clock when iilserted and disables:t when removed 

I\IOTE 
Only one BA 11-N mounting box in any system 
may have the line-time cloci( enabled. 

When inserted, jumpers W2 and V113 allow the LSI-l1 quad-height CPU 
to run in row 1 Jumpers W2 and IN3 are removed when the t'ac:kplane 
is used as an expansion backplane In a system 

CONNECTOR 1 CONNECTOR 2 

SLOT A SLOT B SLOT C SteT D 

~---'o O'.--~ O'-----~"'o 1 

:::: r---__ ~-_W.-l -_-_ [I . __ W_2 _+-_" II 

RQV· ... 3 il 
II ---j 
II 1.1 

ROWS ---t- ~. 
~--------+---------*--.----~-----P 

ROWS +-
ROW7 I-------+------!I ------+----.-~ 

-r-- ~j 
I-------~--____ +II--I, 

il 
~ ~ ~--------~--------

ROW4 

ROW 8 

RCW9 

VIEW IS FROM r".i':)DULE SIDE OF CONNECTORS 

Figure 4-8 H9273-A Backplane Connectors 
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4.2.3 H9281 Backplane 
The H9281 backplanes are designed to accept double··height modules 
only The H9281 2-slot backr:lane is available in six options as listed 
below These backplanes allow the user to configure compact LSI-11 
bus systems that most efficiently utilize available system spacE'. 

Backplane 
Option 
Designation 

H9281-AA 
H9281-AB 
H9281-AC 
H9281-BA 
H9281-BB 
H9281-BC 

Description 

4-module backplane 
8-module backplane 
12-module backplane 
4-module backplane and card cage assembly 
8-module backplane and card cage assembly 
12-module backplane and card cage assembly 

The following list presents quad-height options that are too tarqe to be 
Installed in an H9281 backplane. 

Backplane 
Option 
Designation 

AAV11·A 
ADV11-A 
DRV11B 
DUV11-A 
DZV11-A 
KWV11-A 
MMV11-A 
MSV11-CD 
RLV11 

Installation 

Module 
Number 

A6001 
A0121 
M7950 
M7951 
M7957 
M7952 
H223.G653 

{ 
M7955-YD 
M8013 
M8014 

Descripltion 

4-chan!1<e1 12-bit D/A converter 
16-channel 12-bit A,'D converter 
DMA interface 
Line interface 
Asynchronous multiplexer 
Programmable tine-time clock 
Core memory 
16K MOS memory 
R LO 1 controller 

Mounting dimensions for H928 1 backplanes are shown In Figures 4-10 
and 4-11. The H9281 backplanes can be mounted in any plane. The 
enclosure in which the backplane is mounted. available system space. 
and cooling air flow will determine an acceptable backplane position in a 
particular system. 
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Figure 4-10 H9281-AA. AB. AC Mounting Dimensions 
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Connecting System Power 
Seven screw terminals are provided on the slot 1 end of the backplane 
for power connections. Connect ~,vstem power (and optional battery 
backup power) as shown In Figure 4-12. Power wiring should be done 
with a wire gauge appropriate for the total power requirements for op
tions installed in the backplane. The recommended wire size for H9281-
AC am' -Be backpianes is 12 gauge: .~ 4 gauge is suffiCient fer other 
H9281 models. 

SYSTEM {+12 V 
POWER +5V 
SOURCE 

GND -------, 

::~:~:y r +5 v ---------' H9281 

POV'ifR ~ GNO o +12 (PIN SIDE! 
SOURCE l 
IOPT'ONAl) +12V ------. +12 B 

J2 

MR 0461 

Figure 4-12 H9281 Power Connections 

Select a power supply that will meet LSI-11 system power specifica
tions and supply sufficient current for the options comprising the system. 
The H780 power supply is recommended. 

Connecting Externally Generated Bus Signals 
Externally generated bus signals can be connected to the H9281 back
plane via connector J2. These signals include power sequence signals 
BPOK H. BDCOK H. BHALT L. and BEVNT L. In addition. the processor
generated SRUN L signal is available via J2 for driving a RUN indicator 
circuit. J2 connector pins are fully compatible with the H780 model 
series power supply or the KPV 11-A power-fail/line-time clock. Signal 
connector J2 pinning and signal names are identified in Figure 4-13. 
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BOCOKH--

NOT {CS3 L---

USED CL3 l __ _ 

KEY (NO PINj----,- --1:. 
BEVNTL---

---BHAlTL 

-- jI\JOT CONNECTED) 

---GND 

---SRUN L 

---BPOKH 

MR 0462 

Figure 4-13 H 9281 Signal Connections (J2) 

Device Priority 
All LSI-11 bus backplanes are priority structured. Daisy-chained grant 
signals for DMA and interrupt requests propagate away from the proces
sor from the first (highest priority device) to successively lower Priority 
devices. Processor module locations and dlwice (option) priorities are 
shown in Figure 4-14. 

Bus Terminations 
Backplane models H9281-AB, -BB. -AC, and -Be include 120 n bus 
termination resistors at the electrical end of the bus; therefore, it IS not 
necessary to install a separate 120 n bus terminator module In these 
backplanes. 
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4·SLo-r BACKPLANE 

H9281 AB, -BB 
8--Sl0T BACKPLANE 

H9281·JIC, -Be 
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Figure 4-14 
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4.2.4 DDV11-B Backplane 
The 0 OV 11 - B is an optional LSI-1! bus expansion backplane for use 
when additional logic space is required. The DDV11-8 IS a 9 X 6,54-
slot backplane with a 9 X 4 slot section (18 individual double-h'3Ignt or 
9 quad-height module slots) prebused specifically for LSI-l1 bu:; signal 
and power and qround connections The remaining 9 X 2 slot sectiun IS 

provided with + 5 Vdc, GNO, and --12 Vdc power connections only; thiS 
leaves the remaining pins free for Lise with any special double-height 
log'c modules to be used in conjunction with the LSi-l1 family of mod
ules and bus requirements 

The DOVll-B consists of an H03L, system unit mounting frame, SIX 
H863 and three H8030 connector blocks, and the etched board bus 
structure necessary for signal routing. The etched board completely 
overlays the entire pin side of all connector blocks and is recessed suf
ficiently to allow wire-wrapping on those same pins with 30 AWe Wire 

An optional card cage, type H 0341, IS also available to provide pro
tection against physical damaDe to modules and to serve as a card 
guide. ThiS card cage completely surrounds the slot side of the system 
unit and is shown in Figure 4-15. The OOVI '1-0 can be mounted III the 
H 909-C enclosure. 

NOH 
The H909-C includes the H0341 card gUide. 

Figure 4-15 0 OV 11 -B With H0341 Card Assembly 
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Module Slot Assignments 
Figure 4-16 shows the slot location assignments of the DDV11-B. Rows 
A. B. C. and D are dedicated to the LSI-11 bus. Any module which 
conforms to the LSI-11 bus specifications may be used in this portion of 
the DDV11-B. The position numbers indicate the bus grant wiring 
scheme with respect to the processor module. The bus grant signals 
propagate through the slot locations in the position order shown in Fig
ure 4-16 until they reach the requestin~J device. Any unused slots must 
be jumoered to provide bus grant signal continuity or it is recommended 
that unused locations occur only in the highest position numbered loca
tions. 

Rows E and F contain the 18 user-defined slots with power and ground 
connections provided. 

Equipment Supplied 
The DDV11-B option is supplied with the following items 

Six H 863 connector blocks 
Three H8030 connector blocks 
Etched board bus structure 

Installation 
The DDV11-B can be easily mounted on panels or chassis using stand
ard hardware. The overall dimensions of the unit are shown in Figure 4-
1 7. The H 034 mounting frame of the D IDV 11-B is provided with tapped 
holes and clearance holes to enable the attachment of the system unit. 

H0341 Card Assembly Mountin~1 
The H0341 card assembly is supplied with the hardware necessary to 
mount to the H034 mounting frame. Figure 4-18 shows the method of 
assembly. Two screws (item 2) and two washers (item 1) are inserted 
through the clearance holes of the PC board and H034 mounting frame 
and into the two threaded inserts on each bracket of the card assembly. 
The card assembly provides nylon guides which help to guide and sup
port the modules installed in the system unit. 

DC Power and Power Signal Connections 
DC power is supplied to the modules in the DDV11-B through the back
plane PC board. The power and ground leads from the external source 
connect to the 7 -position terminal board mounted on the edge of the PC 
board as shown in Figure 4-17. Any suitable connector terminals. solder 
or crimp type. may be attached to the power supply leads and inserted 
under t he terminal strip screws. A jumper tab is mounted between the 
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Figure 4-16 DDV11-B Module :'nstallation and Slot Assignments 
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DDV11-B 

INSERTS 
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/ 
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!!~~, 
V, 

01)1 lV B S,YSTEM UNIT 

Figure 4-18 H0341 Card Assembly Installation 

two + 5 V screws and between thH two ground (GN D) screws on the 
terminal board. The total current capability of the DDV 11-8 and the wire 
sizes required are as follows: 

Current Wire Size 
Terminal (Max) (AWG) 

+12 V :20 A 14 
+5V Jumped 40A 14 
+5V 
+58 .20 A 
GND Jumped 40A 14 
GND 
-12 V .20 A 

Figure 4-17 identifies the power signal pins which are located at the 
opposite end of the backplane PC board from the power terminal strip. A 
mating female connector (DIGITAL PIN 12-11206-02 or 3M PIN 
3473-3) can be inserted over the pins and used to connect the external 
signals to the backplane. 

Backplane Pin Assignments 
Table 4-3 lists the backplane pin assignments for the LSI-11 bus signals 
and dc power and ground connections on the DDV 11-8 backpane. 
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Table 4-3 DDV11-B Backplitilt.i Pin Assignrnenis 
-----------_ .. ,------ ----
Side 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
Row A&C A&C B&D B&D E E F F 

A +5V BSPAREI +5V BOCOK H +5V BLANK +5V BLANK 
B 12V BSPARE2 -12V BPOK H -12V BLANK -12V BLANK 
C GND BOAL 17 L GND SSPARE 4 GND BLANK GNO BLANK 
n -t-12V BDAL 16 L 1""'\' SSPARE 5 BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK LJ T ILV 

E BOOUT l. SSPARE 1 BDAL2 L SSPARE 6 BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 
F BRPL Y L SSPARE 2 BOAL 3 L SSPARE 7 BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 

f' H BDIN L SSPARE 3 BDAL 4 L SSPARE 8 BLANK BLANK BI ANK BLANK 
N .J BSYNC L GNO BOAL 5 L GND BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 
w K BWTBT L MSPARE A BOAL 6 L MSPARE B BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 

L BIRG L MSPARE A BOAL 7 L MSPARE B BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 
M BIAK I L (,NO BOAL 8 L GNO BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 
N BIAK 0 L BOMR L BOAL 9 L BSACK L BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 
P BBS 7 L BHALT L BOAL 10 L BSPARE 6 BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 
R BOMG 1 L BREF L BOALllL BEVNT L BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 
S BOMG 0 L PSPARE 3 BOAL 12 L PSPARE 4 BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK 
T BINIT L GNO BOAL 13 L GNO BLANK GNO BLANK GNO 
U BOAL 0 L +128 BOAL14L PSPARE 2 BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK C 
V BDAL 1 L +5B BOAL 15 L +5 BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK C 

< 
~ 

~ 

I 
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H909-C 

4.3 ENCLOSURES 
Three basic enclosures are avaHable: the H909-C enclosure. the BA 11-
M expansion box. and the BA 11-N mounting box. A detailed description 
of each. including application and configuration information. is presented 
in the following paragraphs. ThH various options available are listed be
low. 

Voltage 
Options (V) Bezel" Includes Mounting 

H909-C No Fan and H0341 
card guide 

PO P-ll 103-XA 115 Yes X=E:KOll-F BAll-MCor 
BAll-MD 

PDP-ll/03-XB 230 Yes X=K KDll-R BAll-MC 
or BAll-MD 

PDP-ll/03-LC 115 Yes KDll-R and BDVll-A BA11-NC or 
BAll-ND 

POP-ll/03-LD 230 Yes KDll-R and BDV11-A BA11-NC or 
BAll-ND 

BAll-ME 115 No Cable to daisy chain 
BAll-MF 230 No Power supply 
BAll-NE 115 No 
BAll-NF 230 No 

'Including switches. 

4.3.1 H909-C General Purpose Logic Enclosure 
The H909-C is a general purpose logic box designed to accommodate 
the DDV11-B backplane or anyone of several different standard logic 
subsystems (Figure 4-19). In addition. with the use of compatible logic 
frames and connector blocks. it can house custom configured sub
assemblies. The box features a distinctive front panel that can be drilled 
for lights and switches as desired by the user. A fan is provided for 
cooling capability and ample room is reserved for power supply installa
tion. 

Specifications 
Width 
Height 
Depth 

Weight 

Mounting Space for 
Power Supplies 

48.25 em (19 in) 
1 :1.33 em (525 in) 
62.86 em (24.75 in) 
70.48 em (27.50 in) including beze 

27.21 kg (60 Ib.1 

12.7 crn X 15.8 cm X 50.8 cm 
(5 X 6.25 X 20 in) 
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H909-C 

Figure 4-19 H!W9-C Enclosure 
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BA11-M 

4.3.2 BA11-M Expansion Boxes 
The BA 11-M expansion box provides a convenient means for expanding 
LSI-11 bus systems. Each expansion box Includes an H9270 LSI-11 
bus-structured backplane and an H 780 power supply system rl0unted 
in an enclosure with a blank front panel. 

The BA 11-M is shown in Figure 4-20. Mechanical and mountinq details 
are shown in Figures 4-21 and 4-22. 

Specifications 
Table 4-4 lists significant BA 11-M specifications. Refer to Paragraph 
4.6 for specifications of the H780 power supply. 

Installation 
When installing an expansion box to expand from a single to a dual 
backplane system, the BCV 1 B bus expansion option and TEV 11 bus 
terminator option (or equivalent) must be used. Install the BeV1 B mod
ules and cables as shown in Figure 4-23. The terminator must be in
stalled in the option location in the last box When installing the BeV 1 B 
cable set. disregard any "This sode up" labels that may be on the BC05L 
cables. Ensure that the red line on each cable is toward the center of 
both modules and that J 1 on each board is connected to J 1 on the 
second board and similarly for J2 on both boards. Ensure that the cables 
have no twists. Carefully fold excess cable as shown in Figura 4-23. 
Figure 4-24 illustrates proper installation of the BCV 1 Band TEV 1 1 op
tions. 

When expanding from a second to a third backplane, the BeV 1 A bus 
expansion option is required, in addition to the items required fa:' expan
sion to the second backplane. 

NOTE 
BCV1 A and BCV1 B cables must differ in length 
by 121.92 cm (4 tt) (minimum) 

The completed installation for a 3-backp!ane system using the BeV 1 A 
option is' shown in Figure 4-24. In addition to this option, the BCV' B 
option is required to connect the f:rst backplane to the second back
plane; a 120 n bus termination is required in the last option slot i'1 the 
third backplane. 
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Figure 4-20 . n Box BA 11 -M Expanslo 
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BA11-M 
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BA 11-M 

Figure 4-23 BA 11 -M Expansion Box Interconnections 
(two-backpla ne svstem) 

Table 4-4 

Item 

DimenSions (including bezel} 
Width 
Height 
Depth 

Without mounting brackets 
With mounting brackets 

Shlpplnq weight 

Operating temperature' 

Operating hu mldlty 

AC Input power 

BA 11-M Specifications 

Specification 

48.3 cm (19 in) 
8.9 cm (35 in) 

34.3 cm (13.5 in) 
38.1 cm (15.0 in) 

18.1 kg (40 Ib) 

5° to 50° C (41 ° to 122 ° F) 

10% to 95%. with a maximum wet 
bulb temperature of 32° C (90° F) 
and i3 minimum dew point of 2 0 C 
(36° F) 

100-127 Vrms. 50 ± 1 Hz or 60 ± 
1 Hz. 400 W maximum or 
200-254 Vrms. 50 ± 1 Hz or 60 ± 
1 Hz, 400 W maximum 

• The maximum allowable operating temperature IS based on operation at sea 
level. I e, at 760 mmHg (2992 inHg); maximum allowable operating temper
ature will be reduced by a factor of 1.BO ell 000 m (100 F/1000 ft) for oper
ation al higher a Ilitude sites 
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BA11-M 
Table 4-4 BA 11-M Specifications (Cont) ---------------------

Item 

DC output power 

Recommended circuit 
breaker rating 

Specification 

+ 5 Vdc ± 3%, 0-18 A load (static 
and dynamic) 
+ 12 Vdc ± 3%, 0-3.5 A load 
(static and dynamic) 
Maximum output power: 120 W 
(total) 

15 A at 115 Vac or at 230 Vac 

o"~~~~ {ff !------=--1: :::=~ " 00 

2 BOX 
SYSTE M 

3BOX 
SYSTEM 

NOTES 

r ~-
3 

IBCV1B061 

8 

9 

12 

2 

3 

IBCV18061 

8 

9 

jBCV1A10j 

14 

15 

18 

:-----l" CPL 

-f 

CPL 

1 I 

4 

1 'i 

13 

7 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

~ 
Bt.11 ME, MF 
EXPANDER BOX 
fTt::RMINATOR 

REQUIRED 
TEV11, 
REV11A,ORBDJ11A"' 

BA11-ME,MF 
EXPANDER SOXE'; 
iTERMINATOR 
REOUI RED 
TEV11 
REV11 A,OR BD\11AAI 

1 INCLUDED IN BCV1B BUS EXPANSION OPT IO~. ICABLES ARE AVAILABLE IN 2,4 6, OR 

12FT LENGTHS I 

INCLUDED IN BCV1A BUS EXPANSIO~J OPTION, (CABL_ES /l.RE AVAILABLE IN 2,46, OR 

12 FT LENGTHS I 

INCLUDED IN TEV11 BUS TERMINATOR OPTION 

THE LSI-11 BUS IN RESTRICTED TO l!,OPTIOI\JS, MAXIMUM. THESE OPTION SLOTSWOU~D 
ONLY BE USED WHEN PREVIOUS OPTION!SI OCCUpy MORE THAN 1 OPTION LOC,UION 

5. BCV1A AND BCV1B EXPANSION CABLES r-lUST DIFFER IN LENGTH BY 4 FT (\!IINi 

Figure 4-24 BCV 1 A Installation 
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BA11-N 

Table 4-5 BA "I-N Specifications 

Item Specification 

DimensIOns (including bezl3l) 
Width 
Height 
Depth 

Without mounting brackets 
With mounting brackets 

Wei9ht (without modules) 

Operating temperature' 

Operating hu mldity 

I nput va Itage 
BAll-NC/NE 
BAll-ND/NF 

Input cu rrentt 
BAll-NC/NE 
BAll-ND/NF 

Circuit breaker rating 

,------------------
48,3 cm (19 inch) 
13.2 cm (5.19 inch) 

57.8 cm (22.7 inch) 
67.96 cm (26.75 in) 
20 kg (44Ib) 

5" to 50 0 C (41 0 to 122 0 F) 

10 to 95%, with a maximum wet 
bulb temperature of 32 0 C (90 0 F) 
and ,I minimum dew point of 2 0 C 
{36° F) 

115 Vac 
nOVac 

12 A max 
15 A max 

15 A at 115 Vac or 230 Vac 

• The maximum allowable operating temperature is based on operation at sea 
level. i.E' , at 760 mmHg (2992 mHg); maximum allowable operating temper
ature will be reduced by a factor of 1.8 0 C/l000 m (1.0 0 F/l000 tt) for oper
ation at higher altitude sites. 

tlnput current consists of that used by the SA ll-N, itself, plus whatever current 
is supplied via the convenience ac outlet (,13) to an expander box; the total 
current must be less than the maximum spEtcified. 
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BA11-N 

Table 4-6 BA 11-N Power Supply Specifications 

Item Specification 

Current rating 5.5 A at 115 Vrms 
2.7 A at 230 Vrms 

Inrush current 100 A peak. for 112 cycle at 128 Vrms or 
256 Vrms 

Apparent power 630 VA 

Power factor The ratio of input power to apparent 
power shall be greater than 0.6 at full load 
and low input voltage. 

Output power +5 Vdc. ±250 mV at 22 A 
(A minimum of 2 A of +5 Vdc power 
must be drawn to ensure that the + 12 
Vdc supply regulates properly.) 
+12 Vdc. ±600 mV at 11 A 

Power-up/power-down characteristics 
Static performance 

Power-up 

Power-down 

Dynamic performance 
Power-up 

Power-down 

BDCOK H goes high: 75 Vac 
BPOK H goes high: 90 Vac 
BPOK H goes low: 80 Vac 
BDCOK H goes low: 75 Vac 

3 ms (min) from dc power within specifi
cation or to BDCOK H asserted. 
70 ms (min) from BDCOK H asserted to 
BPOK H asserted. 
4 ms (min) from ac power off to BPOK H 
negated. 
4 ms (min) from BPOK H negated to 
BDCOK H negated. 
5 f.Ls (min) from BDCOK H negated to dc 
power as of specifications. 
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Figure 4-27 BAll-NE and BAll-NF Cover Mounting Dimensions 

4. Mount the cover to the front cabinet uprights using four pan head 
screws (10-32 X 0.62 Ig) and four No.8 lockwashers. 

5. Attach the two support brackets to the cover using four Phillips pan 
head screws (8.32 X 0.38 Ig) and four No.8 lockwashers. 

6. Attach tre support brackets to the rear cabinet uprights using four 
Phillips pan head screws (10-32 X 0.62 Ig) and four No. 10 flat 
washers. 

7. Slide the unit into the cover. It will be held in place by the spring
button assembly. To slide the unit forward again it will be necessary 
to release this spring button. 

8. If the system is to be moved or shipped. the shipping screw must be 
replaced 
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BA11-N 

Installing the Logic Box Base in the Cover - Set the real of the loqic 
box base on the support flanges of the cover and slide the base Hl unt:1 
the spring-button assembly engages in the extended positicn. Take care 
not to pinch the cables while sliding the base in. Release the spring 
button and push the base all the way in until it engages 11 the closed 
position. Take the followHlg steps to complete the Hlstallalion. 

NOTE 
The base being installed is either the main base 
Ie, the one containing the CPU or an expander 
base (two expander boxes can be added) Mod 
ify the following instructions to suit the kind of 
base you are Hlstalling, e,g, if there is a blan~ 
front panel, skip the first half of step 1. 

1. Put the AUX switch on the front panel in the OFF posl:ion put the 
ON/OFF switch on the ac input box in the OFF positior. 

2. When the AUX sWitch on the front panel is in the ON Josition, the 
two wires of the power controller cable are common. Connect the 
free end of the cable to the input circuit of the power :ontroller so 
that the A UX switch controls the application of primary Dower to the 
controller. Keep the AUX switch in the 0 FF position 

3. Loosen the cable strain reliefs and open the rear door of the box to 
install the LSI-11 bus expansion cable assemblies. Two cable assem
blies are used. Table 4-7 describes the assemblies and tells where tu 
insert the assembly modules. (Figure 4-28 illustrates module place
ment) When inserting the modules, make sure the connectors are on 
top 

4. Close the rear door; bring the bus cables out under the left strain 
relief and the communication cables out under the right strain relief 
Adjust the strain reliefs so that the cables are held firm Iv but are not 
pinched or crushed. Secure the strain reliefs and the rew door. Make 
sure the cables will not bind when the base IS pulled out to the ex
tended position. 
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Table 4-7 LSI-11 Bus Expansion Cable Assemblies 

Assembly 

BCV1 BXX 

BCV1A-XX 

Assembly Composition Insert Modules In 

Two BC05L-XX cables 

One M9400-YE module Slots A and B of the first 
open row after all other 
LSI-11 bus options have 
been installed in the main 
box. 

One M9401 module Slots A and B of row 1 of 
expander box 1. 

Two BC05L-XX cables 

One M9400-YD mod
ule 

One M9401 module 

NOTE 

Slots A and B of the first 
open row after all other 
LSI-11 bus options have 
been installed in expander 
box 1. 

Slots A and B of row 1 of 
expander box 2. 

"-X" in the cable assembly number denotes 
length. which can be 60. 96. 121.92. 182.88. or 
304.80 cm (2. 4. 6. or 10 ftl. (Each cable of an 
assembly is the same length.) When both 
assemblies are Llsed in a system (boxes). the 
lengths must differ by 121.92 cm (4 ftl. To facil
itate servicing. the BCV1 B cables should be 
18288 cm (6 ftl long. while the BCV1 A cables 
should be 304.80 cm (10ft) long. 
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Figure 4-28 Configuring Large Box 
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BACKPLANE CONFIGURATION 

4.3.4 Backplane and Module Configuration 
LSi ·11 bus systems can be classified as either single-backplane or mul
t:ple-backplane systems. The electrical cha~acteristics of each system 
are different. hence, two sets of rules have been devised and must be 
otlserveci These rules have their basis in bus loading and power con
sunlptIO'"1 

Single-Eiackplane Configuration Rules 
1 The LSI-11 bus can support up to 20 ac loads, If unterminated at the 

end 

2 The termrnated bus can support up to 35 ac k)ads 

:3 The b JS can support up to 20 dc loads. 

4 The anount of current drawn from each power supply should be 70 
percent or less of the maximum rated output of the supply. 

Multiple-Backplane Configuration Rules 

1 No more than three backplanes can be connerted together. 

2 Each backplane can have no more than 20 Be loads. 

3 The tetal number of de loads cannot be more than 20. 

4. Both Ends of the termination line must be terminated with 120 ohms, 
i,e, the first backplane must have an impedance of 120 ohms, and 
the laq backplane must have a termination 01120 ohms. 

5, The cable connecting the first two backplanes (ie .. the main box and 
expander box 1) must be at least 60.96 em (2 ft) long, IA 18288 em 
(6 ftl length of cable is recommended for ease of instaliationJ 

6, The cable connecting the backplane of expander box 1 to the back
plane of expander box 2 must be at least 121,92 em (4 ft) longer or 
silorter than the cable connecting the main box and expander box 1. 
i A 304 80 m (10ft) length of cable IS recon: mended for ease of 
InstallEtion.j 

7 The combined length of both cables in a 3-backrlane system cannot 
exceed 487.68 m (16 ft) 

8 The in'erbackpiane cables must have a chara,~teristic Impedance of 
120 ohms 

9 The amount of current drawn from each power supply should be 70 
percell t or less of the maximum output of the supply 
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BACKPLANE CONFIGURATION 

To configure an LSI-ll bus system, take the following steps. 

Choose the type of memory (MOS, PROM, or combination) required 
for the specific application. 

2. Select the CPU and memory combination most suited for the appli
cation. 

3. Select additional memory, interface, and peripheral optiors required. 

4. Count the total number of module positions. 

5. Count the total number of bus positions. 

6. Choose a backplane configuration that satisfies both the rlodule posi 
tion requirement. the bus position requimment. and also prOVides suf
ficient expansion space. 

7. Enter the option names in the backplane positions of the selected 
configuration, 
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H984 

4.4 CABINETS 
Two types of low-profile cabinets are available. the H984 series and the 
H9800-A 

4.4.1 H984 Series Cabinets (Figure 4-29) 
The H984· BA (115 VaG) and the H984-BB (230 Vac) are low-profile 
cabinets equipped with a walnut-grained, plastic laminate top surface 
and four ball-type casters mounted on a supporting frame for ease of 
positioning on solid or carpeted surfaces. The cabinets are a light gray 
steel ellclo"ure trimmed in flat black to make them compatible with the 
decor of the modern office or laboratory. 

Figure 4-29 H984 Series Cabinet 

Each H984 provides mounting space for standard 48.3 cm (19 in) pan
els or racks at both the front and rear of the unit. Two vertical angles at 
the front and rear opening of the enclosure contain predrilled holes at 
EIA spacinfl. The angles can be laterally positioned within the cabinet to 
adjust for mounting units with varying depths. Both sides of the steel 
enclosure contain ventilation ports to allow cooling of the internal com
ponents 

A service leg With caster is located beneath the center of the unit and 
can be easily extended and retracted. The service leg provides stability to 
the cabinet when slide-mounted chassis are withdrawn from the front of 
the cabinet When not in use. the leg retracts into the channel. 
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H984 

A 115 Vac 0, 230 Vac power distribution panel is suppiied with the 
cabinet and is mounted at the top of the rear opening of the cabinet. The 
panel can be easily repositioned to accommodate internal chassis when 
required. 

Optional Equipment 

Fan Panel Assembly - A fan panel assembly with two enclosed rotary 
fans is available as a n option and provides additional cooling for the 
electrical components in the cabinet. The assembly IS prewired with a 
cord and male connector which can be inserted into one of the outlets on 
the power control panel (part af the H984 cabinet). The fan assembiy 's 
available for 115 Vac or 230 Vac. The panel is slJPplied with hardware 
for mounting. 

Black Plastic Front Cover - A flat black, plastic louvered cover panel. 
4.45 em (1.75 in) high. can be used to complete the covering at the front 
of the H984. The panel slots. allow increased air flow through the cabi
net. 

Blank Connector Panel - The blank connector panel is designed to 
completely enclose the rear opening of the H984 when the blower fan 
assembly option is included. This provides a surface for mounti'lg inter
face cable connectors or cable openings. The panel is sJPplled with 
hardware for mounting. 

Blank Metal Panel - A light gray blank metal cover panel. 8.9 cm (3.5 
in) high. can be ordered to complete the covering at the front of the 
cabinet. The color is the same as PO P-l1 103 front panEl and H 984 
cabinet. 

Connector Panel Assembly - A hinged connector, prefor'l1ed for 
mounting up to eight cable connectors, encloses the remainder of the 
H984 rear opening when the fan assembly is included. 

Specifications 

Dimensions 
Width 
Depth 
Height 

Module enclosure 
mounting space 

Usable height 
Usable depth 

Color 

59.7 cm (23.50 in) 
71.3 cm (28.06 in) 
54.6 cm (2150 in) 

Standard 48.3 cm (19 in) EIA 

61.7 cm (24.28 in) 
44.6 cm (17.56 in) 

Walnut-grained top surface. light gray 
side panels, chrome and flat IJlack trim 
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Description 

Low- Profile Cabinet (115 Vac) 
Low-ProfiIE~ Cabinet (230 Vac) 

Optional Hardware 
Blower Far (115 Vac) 
Blower Far (230 Vac) 
Blank Connector Panel (back) 
Louvered Cover Panel (front) 
Blank Metcil Cover (front) 
Connector Panel Frame (back) 
Connector Panel Assembly (back) 

Part No. 

H984-8A 
H984-88 

70-12438-0 
70-12438-1 
74-17440 
12-11474-0 
H950-NC 
74-16743 
70-12871 
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Shipping Weight 

31.8 kg (70 Ib) 
31.8 kg (70 Ib) 

3.6 kg (8 Ib) 
3.6 kg (8 Ib) 
2.3 kg (5 Ib) 
0.45 kg (lib) 
1.8 kg (4 Ib) 



H9800A 

4.4.2 H9800-A Cabinets (Figure 4-30) 
The H9800-A is a low-profile systems desk equipped with a walnut
grained plastic laminate top and color coordinated to fit into the modern 
office decor. The unit is equipped with six ball casters as standard equip
ment for easy positioning on carpeted surfaces. Also included is a 115 
Vac power distribution panel. 

Figure 4-30 H9800-A. Cabinet 

The H9800-A is constructed of quality materials includinq a top con
structed of 24.9 kg (55 Ib) particle board with a dark-walnut plastic 
laminate. The "module" itself is constructed of 11 and 18 gauge steel 
with a maximum loading capacity of 181.44 kg (400 Ib). 

The H9800-A consists of a left-mounted rack enclosure offering 53.3 
cm (21 in) of usable height and 73.7 cm (29 in) of usabl·e depth in a 
standard 48.3 cm (19 in) EIA mount format. The right sidE! offers knee 
space, a modesty panel. and a convenient work surface ideal for using 
terminals or typewriters. 

Specifications 

Dimensions 
Width 
Depth 
Height 
Shipping weight 

Module enclosure 
mounting space 

Usable height 
Usable depth (variable) 

Color 

121.92 cm (48 in) 
81.28 cm (32 in) 
70.1 cm (27.6 in) 
45.36 kg (100 Ib) 

Standard 48.3 cm (19 in) EIA 

53.3 cm (21 in) 
73.7 cm (29 in) 

Walnut-grained top surface. beige side 
panels. chrome trim 
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4.5 LSI-11 BUS-COMPATIBLE. WIRE-WRAPPABLE MODULES 
(W9511. W9512. W9514 AN D W9515) 
The LSI-1', bus-compatible wire-wrappable modules consist of quad
height and double-height modules (Table 4-8). Two LSI-11 bus-com
patible modules are available without DIP sockets. The total IC com
piement of DIPs that can be installed is listed in Table 4-9. This table 
al!ows one pair of holes between each IC package for mounting addi
tional decoupling capacitors. Since the DIPs listed in Table 4-9 are of 
standard Size, additional pairs of holes may be required to allow for 
mOll nting (,verslzed ICs. 

Module 

W9511 

W9514 

W9512 

W9515 

Table 4-8 LSI-11 Bus-Compatible Modules 

Power and 
Ground 

Description Connections 

Quad-height. extended-length, single- Vee - AA2, BA2, 
width module with extractor handle. CA2, DA2 
No DIP sockets included One 40-pin GND - AT1, BT1, 
male cable connector premounted on CT1, DT1, AC2, 
board and space for additional 40-pin BC2, CC2, DC2 
connector provided. 

Same as W9511 except with 58 pre- Same as W9511 
mounted DIP sockets. 

Double-height, extended-length, GND - AT1, BT1, 
single-width module with Flip-Chip AC2, BC2 
handle No DIP sockets included. One 
40-pin male connector premounted on 
board. 

Same as W9512 except with 25 pre- Same as W9512 
mounted DIP sockets. 
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Table 4-9 LSI-11 Bus-Compatible Modules (No Sockets) 

Modules 

W9511 
W9512 

6-Pin 8-Pin 

152 
63 

119 
53 

IC Capacity (Total) * 

14-Pin 16-Pin 24-Pin ,40-Pin 

72 
32 

61 
27 

5 
5 

3 
3 

• Standard size ICs (not oversized) Most schemes for mounting decoupllng ca 
pacitors will reduce the capacity slightly. 

Two LSI-11 bus-compatible modules are available with premounted 
16-pin DIP sockets. One pair of holes is provided between each DIP 
socket for mounting additional decoupling capacitors. The total number 
of sockets mounted on the boards is listed In Table 4-10. 

Table 4-10 LSI-11 Bus Compatible 
Modules (with Sockets) 

Module 

W9514 
W9515 

16-Pin 
DIP Sockets 

58 
25 

The LSI bus-compatible, wlre-wrappable modules will accept a variety of 
Ie package types and discrete components. The printed circuit on each 
board connects the appropriate edge connector pins to the VCC plane on 
side 2 of the board and the ground plane (GN D) on side 1. The remaining 
edge connector pins terminate to a double row of wire-w'ap pinS for 
user-designated functions. The electrical interconnection of the wire
wrap pins can be performed manually or by using automated wire-wrap
ping techniques. Each of the modules also includes a 40-pir' male cable 
connector to allow an interface cable to be attached to the module logic 
The pins of the cable connector are also terminated to a double row of 
wire-wrap pins. The quad-height module is provided with a space where 
a 4()-pin cable connector (labeled J2) can be inserted by the user. When 
a connector is not required, additional Ie packages can be in~,talled. Each 
board contains insulated standoffs to maintain the required clearance 
between adjacent modules and prevent shorting of wire-wrap pins. 

IC Package Mounting Area 
The total number of Ie packages that can be Installed on the LSI-11 bus
compatible modules is included in Tables 4-9 and 4-10 Each board 
without premounted DIP sockets contains a universal area that will ac
cept Ie packages with pin centers on 0.76 cm (03 in), 1.01 cm (0.4 In) 
and 1.52 cm (0.6 in). The remaining areas will accept packages with 
0.76 cm (03 in) pin centers only, except where indicated. 
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The v\lIre-wrap pins and components are mounted on side 1 of each 
module. Rows of predriliecl holes accept Ie packages with pin spacings 
of Cl 76 Cl e , (03 In', 1.01 ern (04 in). and 1.52 em (06 in). Universal 
areas on the W9500 senes modules are the areas which accept Ie pack
ag8s with standard Pin soaeings. These a'eas have four rows of pre
dril:ed hol"s spaced at 0 76 1.01, and 1.52 cm (0.3, 04, and 0.6 in) 

The universal area Will accept a mixture of 6-, 8-, 14-, 16-, 24-and 40-
pin Ie packages The number of pairs of terminals required for each Ie 
package is listed In Table 4-1 '1 and noted in Figures 4-31 and 4-32. This 
Infc'rrratlo'l is used to determine the best configuration when using dif
ferent SIZE packages in anyone universal area. An additional pair of 
terrnlnals ,s required whe'l a decouplrng capacitor is used. 

NOTE 
AI!ow an additional pair of terminals to com 
pensate for the differences in Ie package sizes 
bv varrous manufacturers 

Table 4-11 Terminal Space Requirements 

Ie Packag,es 6-Pin 8-Pin 14-Pin 16-Pin 24-Pin 

ReqUired 3 4 7 8 12 
pal, of 
terminals 

With 4 5 8 9 13 
dec()uplin~ 

capacitor 

Oversized r 5-6 6-7 9-10 10-11 14-15 " ----
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4.6 H780 POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS 
Six H780 power supply options are available for use in LS'·11 bus sys
tems. Individual model numbers determine combinations of 115 or 230 
Vac (nominal) primary power and selection of master console, slave COI)

sale, or no console. Models are listed below. 

H780 Console 
Model No. Input Power Description Figure 

H780-C 115 V None 4-33 
H780-0 230 V None 4-33 
H780-H 115 V Master 4-34 
H780-J 230V Master 4-34 
H780-K 115 V Slave 4-35 
H780-L 230V Slave 4-35 

The H 780 master console contains RU N and DC ON ind!ca":ors for mon
itOring the processor states, as well as DC ON/DC OFF, LTC ON/OFF, 
and ENABLE/HALT switches for controlling the processor. The slave 
console contains only a DC ON indicator for monitoring the stat'JS of the 
slave power supply 

In addition to pmducing dc operating voltages (+ 5 V, 18 A and + 12 V. 
3.5 A) for system components, the H780 power supply automatically 
sequences BPOK and BOCOK bus signals for proper power-up/power
down operation. The power supply can be used as a stand-310ne unit or 
it can be used with a backplane. Built-in cooling fans provide forced a'; 
cooling for the H780, and, when mounted to an H9270 ba.;kplane, also 
provide cooling for the system modules mounted in the backplane Higl-
frequency, low-voltage switching regulators and a multiplexing scheme 
provide control of overcurrent. overvoltage slow voltage buildup, low 
line voltage, and short-circuit protection. 

4,6,1 General 
Six H 780 power suppply options are available for use in system i1ppli· 
cations. The six models provide for a choice of input vcltage (115 \,ac or 
230 Vac, nominal), and master console, slave console, or no console. 
The various models are defined and illustrated In Paragrapr 46. 

Ali models are used for supplYing dc operating voltages to a1 LSI 11 bus 
backplane. I n addition, each model generates a proper power-upl PQwe·
down sequence of BOCOK Hand BPOK H LSI-11 bus sl9nals. Master 
console-equipped and slave console-eqUipped models C3n be inter
connected to allow control of both supplies from the mas1er con~;oie. 
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Figure 4-33 H780-C and -0 Power Supplies 

Figure 4-34 H780-H and -J Power Supplies 

Figure 4-35 H780-K and -L Power Supplies 
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All H780 models feature 

• + 5 V ± 3%, 18 A (maximLim) and + 12 V ± 3%, 3.5 A (mclXimum' 
combinerl dc power must not exceed 1; 0 W. 

• Overcurrentlshort-circuit protection -- Output voltages r'"tun1 .~ por 
mal after removal of overload or short Current limited to dP;Jro~ 
Imately 1.2 times the required maximum rating 

• Overvoltage protection - + 5 V limited 10 + 63 V lapprox) + 12 '/ 
limited to + 1 5 V (approx) 

• Line-time clock -- A bus-compatible Signal IS generated hv the power 
supply for the event (line-time clock) interrupt input to the processo' 
This signal is either 50 or 60 Hz, depending on primary power line 
frequency input to the power supply 

• Power-fail/automatic restart -- Fault detection and status Circuits 
monitor ac and de voltages and generate bus-compatiJle I3POK H 
and BDCOK H signals (respectively) to inform the LSI-' 1 bus moe
ules of power supply status 

• Fans - Built-in fans provide cooling for the power supply 3nd 'llodules 
contained in the system backplane 

4.6.2 Specifications 

Input Voltage (Continuously - see Note 1) 
100-127 Vac (H780-C, -H, -K) 
200-254 Vac (H780-D, -J, -L) 

Temporary Line Dips Allowed 
100% of voltage, 20 ms max 

I\C Inrush Current 
70 A at 127 V. 60 Hz (833 ms) 
25 A at 254 V. 50 Hz (10 ms) 

Input Power (fans included 
340 W at full load max 
290 W at full load typical 

EMI (EmiSSion and Susceptibility) 
Per DEC STD 102.7 and VDE N-12 Limits 

Input Protection 
H780-C. -H. -K (100-127 Vac) fast blow. 5 A fuse 
H780-D, -J. -L (200-254 Vac) fast blow. 2.5 A fuse 
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HI-Pot 
2 k\/ fo 60 seconds from input to output or input to chassIs 

Output Power (combinations not to exceed 110 W) 
+5 V, 5 A - 18 A 
+ 12 V, 0.25 A - 3.5 A 

Maximum DC Current Under Fault Conditions 
+5 V bus = 28 A 
+12Vbus=9.5A 

+ 5 \I Output 
Total Regulation 
Line Re(Julatlon 
Load Regulation 
Stability 
Thermal Drift 
Ripple 
Dynamic Load Regulation 

NOise 

Interaction due to + 12 V 

+ 12 V Output 
Total Regulation 
Line Re(lUlatlon 
Load Regulation 
Stability 
(See 
Thermal Drift 
Note 2) 
Ripple 
Dynamic Load Regulation 

InteractlJn due to + 5 V 

Overvoltage Protection 
+5V 

+ 12 V 

5V ± 3% 
±0.5% 
±1.0% 
a 1 %/1 000 hours (S N 2) 
0.025%/oC ee ote 

150 mV p-p (1 % for f < 3 kHz) 
±1.2% 
di/dt = 0.5 A/-ls 
~I = 5A 
1 % peak at f > 100 kHz (noise is su
perimposed on ripple) 
± O.OEi% 

12 V ± 3% 
±0.25'% 
±0.5% 
0.1 %/1 000 hours 

350 mV p-p (1% for f <3 kHz) 
±0.8% 
di/dt = 0.5 AI/-lS 
f <500 Hz 
~I = 3A 
1 % peak f > 100 kHz (noise is super
imposed on ripple) 
±0.2% 

6.3 V nominal 
5.65 V min 
6.8 V max 

15 V nominal 
13.6 V min 
16.5 V max 
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Adjustments 
+5 V Output 

+ 12 V Output 

Controls 
Rear Panel 

Front Console 

(Master only) 

Console Indicators 

Backplane Signals 

BPOK H } 
BDCOK H 
BEVNT L 
BHALT L 
SRUN L 

Mechanical 
Cooling 

4.05 V-6.8 V 
Guarantee range 455-5.6!) V 

10.6 V-16.5 V 
Guarantee range 11.7-13.13 V 

AC ON/OFF switch 

DC ON/OFF switch 
HAL TlENABLE switch 

LTC ON/OFF switch 

DCON 
RUN (Master) 
Spare (Master only) 

Transmitted 

Received (Master only) 

Two self-contained fans provide (30 ft 3/min) 0.7140 m 3/min air flow. 

Size 
13.97 cm w X 8.43 cm h X 37.15 cm I 
(5-112 in w X 3-1/3 in h X 14-5/8 in I) 

Weight 
590 kg (13 Ib) 

Environ mental 
Temperature 

Ambient 
Storage 

50 to 50 0 C (41 0 to 1220 F) 
-400 to + 70 0 C (-400 to + 1580 F) 

Humidity 
90% maximum without condensation 

NOTES 
1. Operation from ac lines below 100 V may 

cause the power supply to overheat because 
of decreased air flow from the cooling fans. 

2. These parameters apply after 5 minutes of 
warmup and are measured with an averaging 
meter at the processor backplane terminal 
block under system loading. 
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4,6,3 FUi1ctionai Description 

4.6,3,1 General Figure 4-36 IS a block diagram of the H780 power 
Sl!ppll' AC line voltage is applied to the two cooling fans and to the 
pOll\:er tran ;former The transformer has duai primary windings to meet 
US and turopeLlf"1 powe e requirements A single secondary winding 
gen:.crates " stepped-down ac voltage which IS rectified and filtered to 
pro(~uc;~ 21) Vdc (noli1ina i ) .JnregulaterJ. The unregulated 26 Vdc is 
aopiled to l\VO 3terr1":nal regulators wh'ch produce --15 V and + 5 \j for 
the d 780· 1ternai CirCUits Unregulated 26 Vdc IS also applied to +5 \j 
011<1 - 12 ! hlgh-frequenC'/, high-efficiency switching regulators The 
outputs of 'he + 5 V and + 12 V switching regu lators supply operating 
povlIsr to 11,e backplane Each SWitching regulator circuit is deSigned for 
gOO,-l frequ?nry stability, high noise rejection levels. and excellent load 
and line 'e;uiat!on An L-C output frlter and a fast-recovery diode are 
used 'n each SWitching re!Julator circuit The + 5 V switching regulator 
operates at a frequency from 7 kHz to 12kHz, while the + 12 V switch
Ing :egu!aLlf operates from 8 kHz to 14 kHz Both SWitching regulator 
c,rclliis arp protected frorn overvoltage, overcurrent, and short-circuit 
outpUts. In addlt!or' failsafe short-circuit startup is provided, along with 

J i 
L ___ ....J 

'--r---"""""""l [J","' 

I Oc "~ 

~! c' . 
·LJ-g:~-

FI;:Jure 4-36 H7BO Power Supply Block Diagram 
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protection against a short between the + 5 V and + 12 V outputs. Logic 
signal generation circuits within the H780 provide for proper power se
quencing of the processor. as well as the generation of the line-time 
clock (BEVNT L) and power supply status signals. H780-H and -J op
tions are supplied with a console which contains RUN and DC ON In
dicators for monitoring the processor and power supply states. as well as 
DC ON/DC OFF. LTC ON/OFF. and ENABLE/HALT switches for con
trolling the system. The H780-K and -L options have a console which 
contains only a DC ON indicator. H780-C and -D options have no con
sole panel. 

4.6.3.2 Unregulated Voltage and Local Power Circuits - Unregu
lated voltage and local power circuits provide operating dc power for 
power supply logic and control circuits. and dc power for the +5 V and 
+ 12 V regulator circuits. These circuits are shown in Figure 4-37. AC 
power is supplied to the H780 via an ac input plug and cable. A toggle 
switch mounted on the rear of the H780 applies ac power to the power 
supply. Normally. this switch remains in the ON position. allowing ac 
power to be controlled by power distribution and control circuits external 
to the H780. Primary circuit overload protection is provided by a fuse 
mounted on the rear of the H780. 

Figure 4-37 Unregulated Voltage and Local DC Power Circuits 

Primary power circuits are factory-wired for 115 Vac (H780-C. -H -K) or 
230 Vac (H780-D. -J. -L) operation. Power transformer primary Wlncl

ings and the two fans operate directly from the switched ac power 
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A stngle cbnter-tapped secondary winding supplies power for regulator 
Circuits and internal circuit operation. Conventional full-wave rectifiers 
and a --15 \/. 3-terminal requlator IC provide regulated voltage for inter
nal distribution The rectifiers also provide unregulated +30 V (+V UN
REG) for Internal distribution and regulator operation. A 3-terminal 
regulator inTegrated circuit provides 5 V "+5 A" power for H780 logic 
and control circuits. The + 5 V and + 12 V regulators use the same V 
UNREG voltage for regulation and distribution to the processor modules. 
AC voltage from one side of the transformer secondary is also routed to 
the lille-time clock (LTC) circuit, which generates a BEVNT L bus signal 
for a line-time clock processor interrupt When used with a 60 Hz line 
frequency. 1he interrupt occurs at 16.667 ms intervals; a 50 Hz line 
frequency vvill produce interrupts at 20 ms intervals. 

4.6.3.3 + 5 V and + 12 V Switching Regulator Circuits - Both + 5 V 
and + 12 V regulator cirCUits receive the +V UNREG input power. The 
+ 5 V and -I- 12 V regulator circuits are Identical except for component 
values HenGe. only the basic + 5 V regulator is described in detail. 

The baSIC regulator is a switching regulator which operates at approx
Imately 10kHz. The main controlling element is a 3-terminal regulator 
which oper3tes at approxi mately the regulated output voltage level. 
Basic regulcltor circuits are shown in Figure 4-38. Note that the ground 
terminal of "he 3-terminal regulator is connected to a circuit that allows 
adjustment of the terminal voltage over a -0.7 V to + 1.5 V range. 
Hence. the 3-terminal regulator output in the + 5 V regulator circuit can 
range from 4.3 V to 6.8 V (approx). 

~- V UN REG -v\...O--r-~ 

Figure 4-38 Basic Regulator Circuit 
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Figure 4-41 Logic Signal Generation Circuits 
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AC voltage monitor circuits include an ac low comparator, a 16.5 ms 
delay, and a BPOK H bus driver circuit. which is enabled only when 
BOCOK H is in the active (dc voltage normal) state Rectifiers 02 and D3 
produce positive-going dc voltage pulses at twice the ac line frequency. 
R32, R 12, and C1 produce nominal +3.9 V (peak) normal line voltage 
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pulses which are coupled to the noninverting input of the ac low com
para!,)r via H4B. RB and R9 produce a +2.5 V reference for the Gom
parator s inv ~rting input The comparators normal output IS a series of 
;culses OccuiTing at tVI/Ice the ac power line frequency. Each positive
gOing leadi'l'] edge retriggers the 16.5 ms one-shot. keeping it in the set 
state '-he 16.5 ms one-shot output is diode-ORed with OCOK L via 
diodes 025 and D23 and PWR OFF H via 024. Normally, the three 
Signals are low and Q 11 remains cut off. In this condition, C4 charges to 
-'- 3.125 V via R36 and R38 This signal 15 then applied to the power OK 
comparators inverting input via R24, Since the noninverting input is 
refe!enced te) +25 V by voltage divider R5 and R6, the comparator's 
output tloes low, biasing off FET Q5, 05's source voltage then rises 
toward + 5 V via R46, producing the active B PO K H signal. Power
up/power-down sequence timing is shown in Figure 4-42, 

~'--
6f'GK '. _________ J 

t-- lOms (M!Nl-----1 

i------<i'----
eO:JK'""1 __ ----.J 

1.-, ,m, 

Jr ~L". ;--

'-,0£ ___ ~ 
~aWf.R J;.o -- ----~-- "OWER DOWN --~-- .• ---~~ 

Flpure 4-42 Power-Up/Power-Oown Sequence 

A power fad,He is first detected when the pulsating dc voltage at the ac 
low campa, Hor's noninverting input is less than + 2,5 V (peak). The 
comparator'~; output then remains low, allowing the 16.5 ms one-shot to 
go out of tre retrigger mode. The one-shot resets 16.5 ms after the 
leading edge of the last valid ac voltage a !ternation; the 16.5 ms delay IS 

eqL:ival"'il TC a fLi11 Ime CYCle (two-alternate) failure. The high one-shot 
outpt;t s ;he·' coupled via 023 to the base of Q 11, forward-biasing it. 

Q 11 conducts and rapidly discharges C4; R36 limits peak discharge 
current 

The low voltage thus produced is less than the +2.5 V reference at the 
power OK c.Jmparatoc's input. and its output goes high, Q5 then con
ducts and G,serts the B PO K H signal low (power fail), The .AC LO H 
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signal produced by the 16.5 ms one-shot is coupled via 034 to C39 on 
the inverting input of AC OK comparator E5. When C39's voltage rises 
above 2.5 V, the comparators output gOl9S low, turning eff the DC ON 
indicator, negating BDCOK via the dc voltage monitor circuit. and turn
ing off the regulator circuits by asserting POWER OFF L via D27 

When normal power is restored, the 16.5 ms one-shot returns to the 
retrigger (set) mode. AC La H goes low and enables the dc voltage 
monitor and regulator circuits. The low ;~c La H signal also removes 
forward bias from the base of Q 11, cutting it off. Its col!ector voltage 
then rises as C4 charges at a relatively slow rate. R 38 controls the 
charging rate of C4 and ensures that ac voltage and dc output voltages 
are normal for approximately 100 ms (70 ms minimum) before BPOK H 
goes high. 

The DC ON/OFF switch simulates a power failure when It is placed In 
the a FF position. Cross-coupled inverters provide switch debounce pro
tect on and a low (false) DC ON H signal is produced. This signal is 
inverted to produce a high PWR OFF H si9nal that is coupled via 026 to 
the "pseudo delay" circuit. causing a power-fail sequence to occur, and 
to Q 11 via R53 and 024, causing BPOK H to go low (power-fail 
indication) After a 5-10 ms (approx) "pseudo delay," C13's voltage 
rises above the dc off voltage comparator's +2.5 V reference (non
inverting) input. The comparator's output goes low, asse'ting POWER 
OFF L low and turning off the switchin!~ regulators. Wher, the DC 
ON/OFF switch is returned to the ON position, PWR OFF H goes low, 
rapidly discharging C13. POWER OFF L then goes high and switchi:lg 
regulator operation resu meso Approximately 100 ms later, B PO K H goes 
high and normal processor operation is enabled DC ON/OI:F circuit tim
ing is shown in Figure 4-43. 

BPOK H ~-+\ --r------7J~-"c,,-_.r 
8DCOK H I I 

f----·----DCOI'F-~-- -~+--- ------)CON --1 

Figure 4-43 DC ON/OFF Circuit Timing 
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BEVNT L is the bused EVENT line which is normally used for line-time 
clock interrupts. Q4 is cut off and Q 1 is forward-biased during negative 
alternations of the ac line. producing low-active BEVNT L signals. 01 
clips negative alternations and limits Q4's reverse-bias to emitter volt
age. The LTC ON/OFF switch must be in the ON position for BEVNT L 
signal generation. When the LTC function is not desired. the LTC switch 
is set to the OFF position: CSPARE2 goes low. Q1 remains cut off. and 
BEVNT L re'llains passive (high). 

The RUN indicator is illuminated whenever the processor is executing 
programs. SRUN L. a nonbused backplane signal. is a series of pulses 
which occur at 3-5 J.lS intervals whenever the processor is in the Run 
mode. The pulses trigger a 200 ms one-shot on each SRUN L pulse 
leading edge. keeping it in the retrigger mode. Its high RUN H output 
signal is then inverted. producing a low signal that turns on the RUN 
indicator. When the processor IS in the Halt mode. SRUN L pulses cease 
and the 200 ms one-shot resets after the 200 ms delay The RUN 
indicator turns off. indicating the Halt mode. 

The HALT/ENABLE switch allows the operator to manually assert the 
BHALT L signal low. causing the processor to execute console OOT 
microcode. When in the ENABLE position. BHALT L is not asserted. and 
the Run mode is enabled. Cross-coupled inverters provide a switch 
debounce function. 

4.6.4 H7S0-C. -D. -H. -J. -K. -L Installation 
Installation of an H780 power supply consists of inspecting the unit. 
connecting a suitable dc power cord. setting up the + 5 and + 12 Vdc 
outputs. and connecting the power supply to the system. 

4.6.4.1 Differences Between 115 Vac and 230 Vac Power Sup
plies - The main differences between the 115 Vac H780 power supplies 
(H780-C. -H. and -K) and the 230 Vac H780 power supplies (H780-0. 
-J. and·L) are the ac input jumper configuration on the power supply 
terminal block (TB 1). the fuse rating (115 Vac supplies are equipped 
with a 5 A fast-blow fuse: the 230 Vac supplies have a 2.5 A fast-blow 
fusel. and tre power line RFI filter which is used only on the 230 Vac 
supplies. Power supplies factory-wired for 115 Vac operation (H780-C. 
-H. and -K) can be rewired for 230 Vac operation by reconfiguring the 
jumpers on TB 1. However. European users of 115 Vac supplies should 
not rewire the H 780-C. -H or -K for 230 Vac operation as these supplies 
will not meer the EM I requirements of VOE N-12. On the other hand. the 
230 Vac supplies (H780-0. -J. and -L) can be rewired for 115 Vac and 
used In European countries as well as the U.S. AC wiring configurations 
for the H780 power supplies are detailed in Paragraph 4.6.4.5. 
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4.6.4.2 Space Requirements - The H780 power supply occupies a 
space 13.97 cm wide X 8.43 cm high X 3715 cm long! 5-1/2 in wide 
X 3-1/3 in high X 14- 5/8 in long). Space should be available to the rear 
of the supply to gain access to the AC ON/OFF toggle sWI~ch. H780-H 
-J, -K and -L options should be installed to allow for unob"tructed view 
ing and use of the power supply console. 

4.6.4.3 Input Power Requirements - The user's ac power source 
must be capable of providing 340 W (fu!1 load) of ae power at 50 ± 1 rlz 
or 60 ± 1 Hz. No ac power cord is supplied with the H780 options. It is 
the user's responsibility to provide the proper line cord and ac plug for 
his particular appl!cation. AC power connections to the H780 are 
detailed in Paragraph 4.6.4.5. 

4.6.4.4 Cable Requirements - Three interface cables are supplied 
with the H780 options to connect the H780 console to the power supply 
and to connect the H780 to the system backplane. These cables are 
listed below by type and part number. 

Cable Digital Part No. 

DC output cable (connects dc to 70-11584-0-0 
backplane) 

Power supply status cable (logic cable) 70-11411-0K-O 
(connects logic Signals to backplane) 

Power supply console cable (connects console 70-08612-0M-O 
to H780) 

Refer to the SA l1-N description (Paragraph 4.33) for rlultip!e back
plane interconnection information. 

In addition, if the user is controlling an H780 slave power supply (H780-
K or -L) from an H780 master (H780-H or -J). the interface cabie be
tween the master and slave is the user's responsib!lity. Thi~ cable can be 
constructed from 12-conductor ribbon cable and two 1 f-pin, Ie-type 
male connectors (3 M part number 3416). The master/slave cable can be 
ordered from the nearest Digital Equipment Corporation Sales Office 
Cable lengths and pan numbers are listed in Table 4-12. 

4.6.4.5 Installation Procedure - After unpacking the H 780 from the 
shipping container, inspect the unit and report any damagE' to the near
est Digital Equipment Corporation Sales Office. inspect for the follow
ing: 

1. Damage to the chassis or printed circuit boards 
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Table 4-12 Master/Slave Interface Cables 

Length 

10.2 cm (4 in) 
15cm(6111) 
22.9 cm (9 in) 
275cm(11in) 
35.6 cm (14 in) 
45.7 cm (18 in) 
124 cm (49 in) 
610cm(2ft) 
1.83m(6ft) 
3.05m (10ft) 

2. Loose or broken components 

DIGITAL 
Part No. 

70-08612-00 
70-08612-0F 
70-08612-0K 
70-08612-0M 
70-08612-1B 
70-08612-1F 
70-08612-4A 
70-08612-02 
70-08612-6A 
70-08612-10 

3 Oamage to the console on the H780-H, -J, -K, or -L 

4. Free rotation of the blades on the cooling fans 

H780 

f) Proper amperage fuse (25 A fast-blow for H780-0, -J, and -L: 5 A 
fast blow for H780-C, -H, and -K) 

6 Proper seating of the fuse 

7 Proper seating of the console cable connectors (H780-H, -J, -K, and 
-u 

8 The presence of the shield covering the terminal block at the rear of 
the H780. 

Connecting AC Line Cord -- The H780 power supplies are equipped 
with a termi'lal block (Figure 4-44) at the rear_ Jumpers on this terminal 
block configure the supply for 115 Vac or 230 Vac operation (Paragraph 
4.643) while two of the terminal block screws provide a means of 
connectlllg ,lC IIlput power to the H780. A suitable length of No. 16 
AWG. 3-conductor, stranded power cord is to be connected to the termi
nal block as shown In Figure 4-44 (for H780-C, -H, and -K supplies), or 
Figure 4-46 (for H780-0, -J, and -L supplies). The jumpers shown in 
Figures 4-4!; and 4-46 are factory-installed. However, the jumper con
figuration can be altered by the user to change the ac input from 115 V 
to 230 V fo the H780-C, -H, and -K, or from 230 V to 115 V for the 
H780-0. -J, and -L. European users are advised not to operate an H780-
C, -H. or - K power supply on a 230 Vac line as these supplies are not 
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AC TERMINAL 
BLOCK 
(TB1) 

AC POWER CORD CAglE CLAMP 

\ 

\ 

CHASSIS GROUND 
SCREW 

I 
I 

AC LINE 
FUSE (F1) 

Figure 4-44 AC Terminal Block at Rear of H780 

BLACK 

GREEN 

r-Ih .... h-.. """r1.rlh .... h 1 CHASSIS 

GROUND 

,.-______ -"W'"-H'-!I.l.T.=.E_ } l' 5 VAC 

TERMINAL BLOCK 
(TBII 

Figure 4-45 H780-C, -H, and -K (115 Vac) 
AC Terminal Block Wiring Configuration 
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r-____ --::::::=BL""U"'E':-::" 230 VAC 
BROWN } 

GREEN/YELi..CM' 

C 
~ GROUND 

TERMINAL BLOCK 
(TBll 

(p·24C8 

Figure 4-46 H780-D. -J. and -L (230 Vac) AC Terminal 
Block Wiring Configuration 

equipped with a RFI line filter. When installing the ac line cord. remove 
the plastic shield covering the terminal block (Figure 4-44). Terminals 
should be crimped or soldered to the power cord wires. Connect the ac 
phase wires to the terminal block (Figures 4-45 and 4-46) and connect 
the ac ground wire to the H780 chassis using the Phillips head screw to 
the right of the terminal block (Figure 4-44). This screw also provides a 
ground for the RFI filter in the H780-D. -J. and -L supplies by means of a 
green/yellow wire. Make sure this wire is reconnected to ground when 
replacing thll screw. Be sure to replace the plastic shield over the termi
nal block after completing the wiring. Route the power cord to the top of 
the H780 c~assis and secure it to the chassis with a suitable strain relief. 
as shown in Figure 4-44. The upper right screw at the rear of the H780 
chassis can be used to anchor a cable clamp. The free end of the power 
cord should be terminated with a connector which is suitable for the 
user's requirements. 

H780-C and H780-0 Stand-Alone Operation - If an H780-C or -D 
power supp y is to be used as a stand-alone supply. a 510 n. 1/4 W 
resistor must be installed between J2-2 and J2-9 on the power supply 
printed cirCUit board (Figure 4-47). The 510 n resistor provides a pull-up 
level to an internal power supply gate. thus enabling the + 5 V and + 12 
V outputs. This resistor is not required for the H780-K or -L slave sup
plies. nor is the resistor required for the H780-H and -J supplies. The 
resistor can be installed by bending its leads and inserting them into 
socket J2. or by soldering the resistor across pins 2 and 9 of a 16-pin 
DIP. IC-type male connector. Pinning for the J2 enable plug is shown in 
Figure 4-48 
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J1 J2 

Figure 4-47 Locations of J 1 and J2 on Power Supply Board 

510.0. 1/4 W 
RESISTOR 

Figure 4-48 H780-C and -0 Enable Plug 

I nitial Power Turn-On - Before connecting the dc output of the H 780 
to a system, verify the dc output voltages by performing the following 
procedure. 

1. If the H780 is a slave supply (or an H780-C, -OJ. either connect cable 
J2 REMOTE of the slave H 780 (or J2 on the power supply PC board 
of H780-C, -0) to the J2 REMOTE connector on the H780 master 
supply or install a 510 Q 114 W resistor into the slave (Paragraph 
4.6.45) 
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2. Connect the H780 to a sUitable ac power source. 

3. Set the-l780 AC ON/OFF switch (Figure 4-44) to ON. The fans in 
the H781) should operate. 

4. 0'1 H780-H and -J options. set the console DC ON/OFF switch (Fig
ure 4-57: to ON The DC ON indicator should light (For master-slave 
operatlof'. the DC ON/OFF switch and DC ON indicator are located 
on 1 he u~ er's master supply. The DC ON indicator on the slave should 
also lighl ) 

5 USli1g a DVM. measure the +5 and + 12 Vdc outputs at J4 (Figures 
4 52 and 4-53) on the H780 PC board (side 2). The + 5 V output 
should not be greater than + 5.15 V and the + 12 V output should not 
exceed + 12.36 V. Perform the adjustment procedure in Paragraph 
4.64.7 11 the outputs are out of tolerance. 

6. Set the r'laster console DC ON/OFF switch to the OFF position. 

7. Set the il.C ON/OFF sWitch to the OFF position. 

8. Unplug tle ac power cord and connect the H780 system. 

Mounting an H780 to an H9270 Backplane - The H780 power supply 
is designed to be mounted to the LSI-11 H9270 backplane. Four holes 
on the left side of the H780 are equipped with No. 8-32 threaded bosses 
(Figure 4-49) These holes mate with four holes in the right side of the 
H9270 backplane frame. Four No. 8-32 X 112 inch screws are inserted 
through the H9270 backplane holes and are threaded into the H780 
power SUppiy. The H9270 backplane and the H780 power supply thus 
become one assembly (Figure 4-50). Figure 4-49 shows the location of 
the four mounting holes in the H780. The two screws securing the front
chassis partition must be removed. These screws are to be replaced with 
longer screws (112 in) when attaching the H780 to the H9270. 

Connecting an H780 to an H9270 Backplane - The H780 power 
supply is connected to the H9270 by means of two cables. These cables 
are supplied with the H780. One of these cables is a 25.4 cm (10 in) 
logic signal :able (DIGITAL part number 70-11411-0K-0). which con
nects from, 1 on the power supply board (Figure 4-47) to connector 
pins on the H 92 70 pnnted circuit board (Figure 4-51). Either end of this 
cable can be connected to the power supply or the backplane. The other 
cable IS a 30 5 cm (12 in) dc output cable (part number 70-11584-0-0). 
This cable is terminated at one end with a keyed. 12-pin connector 
which mates with J4 on side 2 of the H780 power supply board. Figure 
4-52 shows the location of J4; Figure 4-53 shows J4 pinning. The 
remalfling end of the dc output cable is terminated with a 6-lug con
nector strip which is connected to the H9270 backplane terminal block. 
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832 THf"tfADED HenES 

FOR MOUNTING H9Z70 

Figure 4-49 Left Side of H780 Showing H9270 Mounting Holes 

Figure 4-50 H780 Mounted to H9270 Backplane 
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Figure 4- 51 H 780 to H9270 Backplane Connections 

Figure 4-52 Location of H780 DC Output Connector (J4) 
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CONNECTOR -_.-
KEY WAYS (ol 

NOTE 

J4 

VIEWED FROM BOTTOM OF 

POWER SUPPLY PC BOARD 

12 ------- +l,V R::TUP~ 

10 --------, 

I 
! 

8 ... 5V RETL.:~"J 

7 \ 
6 ___ -.l 

_._----, 

4 i 
i 

+5V OUTF.JT 

Figure 4-53 Pinning for H780 DC Output Connect'')r (J4) 

as shown in Figure 4-51. When connecting the 6-lug connector strip '0 

the H9270 backplane. make sure that the spade lug connectors are 
facing up. Figure 4-54 shows the dc output cable connected to J4 of the 
H780. The H780 logic signal and dc output cables are routed toward the 
rear of the power supply and eXit from the supply chaSSIS next to the 
H9270 backpiane terminal block. 

H780-H. -J. -K. and -L power supplies have a console that s attached '0 

the H780 and connected to the supply by means (If a console 
signal/power cable (part number 70-08612-0M-O) This cable's fac
tory-installed from J2 on the power supply board (Figure 4-4 Ii to J 1 on 
the console PC board (Figures 4-51 and 4-55) 

H780 M aster-Slave Connection -- An H 780- H or -J power supply can 
be used as a master supply to control an H780-K or -L slave supply. Ths 
master-slave arrangement allows the user to power up/power down sys
tem expander backplane iogic from the master supply cons:lie The s!ave 
supply is connected to the master supply by means of the .12 \iiEMOTE) 
connector on the master supply console printed circuit board, and J2 
(REMOTE) or J3 on the slave power supply console printed cire']lt board 
The interconnecting cable is the user's responsIbility. Two J 6-pin, 1':
type male connectors and a suitable length of 16-conductor cable (pref

erably ribbon type) can be used to construct the interconnecting cable. 
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Figure 4-5b shows the console printed circuit boards and the locations 
of the J 1 (SU PPL Y) J2 (R EMOTE). and J3 connectors. J 1 is always 
connected 10 J2 of the power supply printed circuit board (Figure 4-51) 
by the console signal/power cable (part number 70-08612-0M-0) which 
IS factory-irstalled. Pinning for J2 (REMOTE) on the console printed cir
cuit board is shown In Figure 4-56 Pinning for J2 on the power supply 
printed circuit board is indicated in Figure 4-51. 

Connector J3 (Figure 4-55) provides the means of interconnecting boxes 
In a multiple backplane system. This connector parallels connector J2, so 
a user can connect J2 on the slave BA 11-M to J2 on the master 
PO P 11 103 using the cable supplied with the first BA 11-M expansion 
box. and can connect J3 on the first slave BA 11-M to J2 on the second 
slave B/:"11 M using the cable supplied with the second BA 11-M. 

The slave console boards In the early model power supplies did not 
contain connector J3. Therefore, a single cable containing three DIP 
plugs (B C03Y -16) should be purchased to interconnect boxes in a mul
tiple backplane system. Each DIP plug is inserted into connector J2 on 
each box. 

Fi;Jure 4-54 H780 DC Output Connector (J4) 
with Mating DC Output Cable (70-11584-0-0) 
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Jl (SUPPL VI CONNECTED TO J2 ON 
POWER SUPPl Y P.C. BOARD OF MASTER 

J2 (REMOTE) CONNECTED TO J2 (REMOTE) 
ON SLAVE SUPPl Y INDICATOR P,C. BOARD 

a. H780-H and -J (Master) 

b. H780-K and -L (Slave) 

• 

• 

Figure 4-55 H 780 M aster-Slave Connections 
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Figure 4-56 Pinning for J2 (REMOTE) on 
Console Printed Circuit Board 
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4.6.4.6 Console Controls and Indicators - The H780-H or -J master 
console has three LED indicators and three 2-position toggle switches. 
One of the LED indicators is a spare indicator. Circuitry to drive this 
indicator is included on the console printed circuit board for user appli
cation. The console on the H780-K and -L slave supplies has only one 
LED indicator. DC ON. Figure 4-57 shows the H780 console controls 
and indicators; they are described in Table 4-13. Additionally. the rear 
panel of the H780 contains an AC ON/OFF toggle switch and an ac line 
fuse (Figure 4-44). 

4.6.4.7 +12 V and +5 V Adjustment Procedure - The H780 power 
supply is factory-adjusted to produce + 12 V and + 5 V outputs within 
the operating tolerance of the system. The adjustment procedures pre
sented allow the user to trim the dc outputs of the H780 to meet his 
particular needs. One adjustment is provided for the + 12 V output. 
while two adjustments (one for the output voltage and one for the 
switching r'3gulator frequency) are provided for the +5 V. Figure 4-58 
shows the location of the adjustments. A DVM. an oscilloscope. and a 
small screwdriver are required. Power supply loading is provided by the 
LSI-11 bus or processor. 
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Table 4-13 H780 Controls and Indicators 

Control! 
Indicator 

DC ON 

RUN 

SPARE 

DC ON/OFF 

Type 

LED indicator 

LED indicator 

LED indicator 

Two-position 
toggle switch 

Function 

Illuminates whel1 the DC 
ON/OFF toggle switch is set to 
ON and proper dc output volt
ages are being produced by the 
H780. 

If either the + 5 or + 12 V output 
from the H780 is faulty, the DC 
ON indicator will not illuminate. 
This is the only indicator on the 
H780-K and -L slave supplies. 

Illuminates when the processor 
is in the run state (see EN
ABLE/HALT). 

Not used by the H780 or proces
sor. The H780 contains circuitry 
for driving this indicator for user 
applications. 

When set to ON, enables the dc 
outputs of the H780. The DC ON 
indicator will illuminate if the 
H780 dc output voltages are of 
proper values. If a slewe supply is 
connected to a master, the slave 
DC ON indicator will light if the 
slave dc output voltages are of 
proper value. 

When set to OFF, the dc outputs 
from the H780 are disabled and 
the DC ON indicator is ex
tinguished. If a slave supply is 
connected to a mastl3r, the slave 
DC ON indicator will also ex
tinguish. 
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Table 4-13 H780 Controls and Indicators (Cant) 

Control! 
Indicator 

ENABLE/f-IAL T 

LTC ON/O=F 

AC Of',J/OF!~ 

(rear" panei' 

Type 

Two-position 
toggle switch 

Two-position 
toggle switch 

1 wo-positlOn 
toggle switch 

FUSE (rear panel) 5 A or 2.5 A 
fast-blow 

Function 

When set to ENABLE, the B 
HALT L line from the H 780 to 
the processor is not asserted and -
the processor is in the Run mode 
(RUN indicator illuminated) 

When set to HALT, the B HALT L 
line is asserted, allowing the pro
cessor to execute console OOT 
microcode (RUN indicaor ex
tinguished). 

When set to ON, enables the 
generation of the line-time clock 
( LTC) B EVNT L signal by the 
H780 

When set to OFF, disables the 
H780 line time clock. 

When set to ON, applies ac 
power to the H780. 

When set to OFF, removes ac 
power from the H780. 

Protects H780 from excessive 
current. H780-C, -H, and -K use 
a 5 A fuse, H780-0, -J, and -L 
use a 2.5 A fuse. 
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SPARE INDW:"T(JP 

Figure 4-57 Console Controls and Indicators 
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+12 V OUfPUT 
AD.IUST I R871 
CCW - INCREASE 
ON - DECREASE 

.' 

+5V FREQUENCY 
/IDJUST IR69) 
CW· DECREASE 
CCW INCREASE 

+5 V OUTPUT 
ADJUST IRSB) 

CON - INCREASE 
ON - DECREASE 

Figure 4-58 Locations of H780 Adjustments 
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+12 V Adjustment - Perform the followln9 procedure wt·," ' adjUstin,J 
the + 12 Vdc output 

Apply power to the system and allow a 5-mmute warmup perlCld 

2 USlflg a DVM. measure the + 12 V (utDut at the s,y'sterr, backD:an0 
termlflal block (Figure 4·51) 

3 USing a small screwdriver. adjust R87 (r:l\jure 4·58) urt!! tile DVM 
Indicates + 12.0 V (+ 11.64 V to + 1 236 V acceptable range' TL;rn
II1g R87 clockwise decreases the + '12 V output \I\hde turninc 
counterclockwise Iflcreases the output 

NOTE 
If R87 IS turned too far counterclockwise. thE' 
+ 12 V output wrll crowbar and drop to approx 
rmately 0 V This wi!1 occur between + 130 \ 
and + 16.5 V Do not allow the supply to crow 
bar as this may blow the internal fuse !.Fl) wo 
tecting the + 12 V regulator 

4 Using an oscilloscope. IlleaSUre the r,ppie on the + 12 V Jutput at th" 
backplane terminal block The ripple shouid not be greaer than 350 
mV peak-To-peak. 

5. USing an oscilloscope. measure the amplitude and f:eqienC\ of Ul'l 

rrpp!e on the + 12 V output at the LJackplan2 tern<n,l bluck ;118 

ripple should not be greater than 350 mV peakto-peilk ·.vith <3 pefic;j 
frorn 65140 fJs If the riPr.;,!e pericd IS not wlth,n 80-1,·~J /.is. ad)u~.i 
R37 to +12 V 

+ 5 V Adjustment - Perfarm the following proce,jure when adJtist n] 
the + 5 Vdc Olltput 

1. Apply power to the system and allow CI 5-mmute warn-'up per:c(i 

2. USiflg a DVM. measure the + 5 V output at the systen badpldf1u 
termiflal block (Figure 4-50) 

3 USiflg a small screwdriver, adjust R88 (Figure 458' until the DVM 
indicates +5.0 V (+485 V to +5.15 V acceptable range). TUrrliflg 
R88 clockwise decreases the + 5 V output. while turr,lng counter
clockwise increases the output. 

NOTE 
If R88 is turned too far counterclockwise. the 
+ 5 V output will crowbar and drop to approx
imate�y 0 V. This will occur between + 5.6 Vand 
+ 6.8 V. Do not allow the supply to crowbar as 
this may blow the internal fuse (F2) protectinq 
the + 5 V regulator. 
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4. Using c'n oscilloscope, measure the amplitude and frequency of the 
ripple on the + 5 V output at the backplane terminal block. The ripple 
should 'lot be greater than 150 mV peak-to-peak with a period from 
80--140 I1S If the ripple period is not within 80-140 I1S, adjust R96 
(Figure 4-58) Turning R96 clockwise decreases the ripple period, 
while turning counterclockwise increases the period After adjusting 
the ripple period, recheck the + 5 V output (steps 2 and 3) 
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4.7 CABLES AND CONNECTORS 
Preassembled cables are available in a variety of lengths end types as 
listed In Table 4-14. The H854 and H856 connectors are shown in Fig
ure 4-59 

H854 
CONNECTOR 

Figure 4-59 J 1 or.J2 Connector Pin Locations 
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Table 4-14 Preassembled Cables 

Cable 
Length 

Part No cm (ft) Used On Connector Cable Material 

BC04Z-10 3.05 m (10ft) General purpose HS56 Flat. 40-cond Mylar 
BC070-1O 3.05 m (10ft) General purpose HS56 Ribbon,20-conductor 
BC070-15 46m(15ft) General purpose HS56 Ribbon,20-conductor 
BC070-25 7.6 m (25 ft) General purpose HS56 Ribbon, 20 conductor 
BCOSR-Ol 0.3 m (1 ft) General purpose HS56 Flat. 40-conductor 
BCOSR-XX XX General purpose HS56 Flat 40-cond Mylar 
BC05M-02 0.61 m (2 ft) Multi-use H856 Round, shielded 

leads,2-conductor 
BC05C-25 7.6 m (25 ft) EIA interface HS56 Round,25-conductor 

Multi-use 
BC05L-XX' XX Backplane expansion HS56 Flat. 40-conductor 
BCll V-X X Signal HS56 Flat-twisted pair 

40-conductor 

"The BC05L-XX is contained in the BCV1A and BCV1B options. 

Connector 

Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 
MS56 
HS56 
12-0934-00 

RS232 (Male) 

HS56 
Open 
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Dl 
r 
m 
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4.7.1 Using the BCV1 B 
The BCV1 B option includes two BC05L cables, one M9400-YE module. 
and one M9401 module. This option is always used to connect the first 
backplane to a second backplane in multiple, backplane systems. Refer to 
Figures 4-60 and 4-61. 

HIGHEST , ----
PRIORITY 

, 
, 

i-E-, 
LOWEST :-PRIORITY 

Note 
Arrow rndlcdtes BDMG and BIAK ddl~Y cham ~!9nal routing from 

highest priority dey Ice slot to lowest priority deVice slot on the 

backplane 

~-----+-~ 
-f--J 

1-------------- , 

~-

4_----- PROCESSOR MODULE -----------... 

~---------------~-------------------

NOles 

OPTION 2 

QPTlQN3 

250 I, TERMINATOR,' 

CABLE CONNECTOR (11 

EXPANS'ONr
1

r
1 

CABLES'" ~ ~ 

A Y y B 

CABLE CONNECTOR ill 

OPTION 8 

OPTION9 

120,! TERMINATOR, 

CABLE CONNECTOR 12) 

, Included In BCVl B bus e~pam\On option. (Cables are available 

In 2, 4, 6, or 12 It lengths) 
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BCV1A 

4.7.2 Using the BCV1A 
The BCV 1 A option includes two BC05L cables. one M9400- YD module. 
and one M9401 module. This option is always used to connect the sec
ond backplane to the third backplane in a 3-backplane system as shown 
in Figure 4-62 
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PROCESSOR 
MODULE 

OPTION 3 

OPTION 4 

250 n TERMINATORI 
CABLE CONNECTOR!' I 

~~ l-
EXPANSION T 
CABLES(1~ 

A Y Y B 

CABLE CONNECTOR {ll 

OPTION 9 

OPTION 10 

CABLE CONNECTOR (2) 

J. 1 
EXPANSION I I 
CABLES (2) 

A Y Y B 

CABLE CONNECTOR (2) 

OPTION 15 

OPTION 16 

120U TERMINATION (3) 

Notes. 
1. Included in BeV 1 B bus expansion optIOn. (Cables are available 

In 2. 4, 6, or 12 ft. lengths.) 

2. Included In BCV1A bus expansIon optIOn (Cables are aVddable 

In 2, 4, 6, or 12 ft lengths) 

3. Included In lEV11 bus terminator option. 

Figure 4-62 
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CHAPTER 6 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

This chapter contains descriptions. specifications. and circuit diagrams 
for five Integrated circuits available from DIGITAL for use in LSI-ll bus 
systems. A 0 MA application design is presented using a combination of 
these integrated circuits as an illustration of a specific design approach. 

5.1 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

5.1.1 Bus Receivers and Bus Drivers 
The equivalent circuits of LSI-ll bus-compatible drivers and receivers 
are shown in Figure 5-1. To perform the receiver and driver functions. 
Digital Equipment Corporation uses two monolithic integrated circuits 
with the characteristics listed in Table 5-1. A typical bus driver circuit is 
shown in Figure 5-2. Note that 8641 quad transceivers can be used. 
combining LSI-ll bus receiver and driver functions in a single package. 
Bus receiver (8640). bus driver (8881). and bus transceivers (8641) are 
shown In Figures 5-3. 5-4. and 5-5. respectively. 

Rl'" 120K MIN 

R2 =- 20K. MIN 
C1 :. 10pF MAX 

ou- -. 

Ef 
TRANSMITTER OFF (LOGICAL Q) 

R3 = 120K MIN 
C2 -= 10 pF, MAX 

TRANSMITTER ON (LOGICAL 1) 
R3 0:: , 1 OHMS. MAX 
C2 = 10pF MAX 

Figure 5-1 Bus Driver and Receiver Equivalent Circuits 

'5V 

TYPICAL BUS DRIVER 
11-3307 

Figure 5-2 Typical Bus Driver Circuit 
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14 12 11 10 9 

1 4 
GNO 

Figure 5-3 8640 Quad 2-lnput NOR Gates 
(Bus Receiver) 

o 
4 

Figure 5-4 8881 Quad 2-lnput NAND Gate 
(Bus Driver) 

",-'~. 
,?~" 

Figure 5-5 8641 Quad Unified Bus Transce!\ler 
(Bus Receiver:Driv8i) 
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Table 5-1 LSI-' 'I Bus Driver. Receiver. Transceiver 
Characteristics 

Device Characteristic Syrn Specifications Notes 

Receiver Input high volta~le VIH 1.7 V min 1 
(8640) Input low voltage VIL 1.3 V max 1 
(8641) Input current at 3.8 V IIH 80 /lA max 1,3 

Input current at 0 V IlL 10/lA max 1.3 
Output high voltage VOH 2.4 V min 2 
Output high cu rrent VOH (16 TIL loads) 2,3 
Output low voltage VOL 0.4 V max 2 
Output low current 10L (16 TIL loads) 2.3 
Propagation delay to TPDH 10 ns min 4. 5 

high state 35 ns max 
Propagation delay to TPDL 10nsmin 1.5 

low state 35 ns max 
Driver I nput high voltage VIH 2.0 V min 
(8881 ) Input low voltage VIL 0.8 V max 
(8641 ) Input high current IIH 60 /lA max 6 

Input low current IlL -2.0 mA max 6 
Output low voltage VOL 0.8 V max 1 

70 mA sink 
Output high leakage 10H 25 /lA max 1,3 

current at 3.5 V 
Propagation delay to TPDL 25 ns max 1,5 

low state 
Propagation de lay to TPDH 35 ns max 1. 5 

high state 

NOTES 
1. ThiS IS a critical parameter for use on the 1/0 bus. 

All other parameters are shown for reference only. 
2. This is equivalent to being capable of driving 16 

unit loads of standard 7400 series TIL integrated 
circuits. 

3. Current flow IS defined as positive jf into the termi-
nal. 

4. Conditions of load are 390 n to + 5 V and 1.6 kll 
In parallel with 15 pF to ground for 10 ns min and 
50 pF for 35 ns max. 

5. Times are measured from 1.5 V level on input to 
1.5 V level on output. 

6. This IS equivalent to 1.25 standard TIL unit load-
ing of input. 

Bus receivers and drivers should be well grounded and use VCC to 
ground bypass capacitors. These gates should be located as close as 
practical to the module fingers which plug into the backplane and all 
etch runs to the bus should be kept as short as possible. Attention to 
these cautions should yield a module design with minimum bus loading 
(capacitance) 
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5.1.2 DC003 Interrupt Logic 
The interrupt chip is an 1 8-pin. 0.762 cm center X 2.349 em long (max) 
(03 in center X 0.925 in long) dual-in-line-package (DIP) device that 
provides the circuits to perform an interrupt transaction in a computer 
system that uses a daisy-chain type of arbitration scheme. The device is 
used ill peripheral interfaces to provide two interrupt channels labeled 
"A" and" B," with the A section at a higher priority than the B section. 
Bus signals use high-impedance input circuits or high-current open col
lector outputs, which allow the device to directly attach to the computer 
system bus. Maximum current required from the Vee supply is 140 mAo 

Figure 5-6 is a simplified 10~lic diagram of the OC003 IC. Figure 5-7 
shows the timing for the "A" interrupt section, while Figure 5-8 shows 
the timing for both" A" and" B" interrupt sections. Table !5-2 describes 
the signals and pins of the OC003 by pin and signal name. 

5.1.3 DC004 Protocol Logic 
The protocol chip is in a 20-pin, 0.762 cm center X 2.74 cm long (0.3 in 
center X 1.08 in long) DIP device that functions as a register selector. 
providing the signals to control data flow into and out of up to four word 
registers (eight bytes). Bus signals can directly attach to the device be
cause receivers and drivers are provided on the chip. An RC delay circuit 
is provided to slow the response of the peripheral interface to data trans
fer requests. The circuit is designed such that if tight tol,erance is not 
required, then only an external 1 K ± 20 percent resistor is necessary. 
External RCs can be added to vary the delay. Maximum current required 
from the Vee supply is 120 mA. 

Figure 5-9 is a simplified logic diagram of the DC004 IC. Signal timing 
with respect to different loads is shown in Table 5-3 and in Figure 5-10 
Figure 5-11 shows the loading for the test conditions in Table 5-3 Sig
nal and pin definitions for the DC004 are presented in Table 5-4. 

5.1.4 DC005 Transceiver Logic 
The 4-bit transceiver is a 20-pin, 0.762 cm center X 2.74 cm long (03 
in center X 1.08 in long) DI p, low-power Schottky device; its primary 
use is in peripheral device interfaces to function as a bidirectional buffer 
between a data bus and peripheral devioe logic bus. It also includes a 
comparison circuit for device address selection and a constant generator 
for interrupt vector address generation. The bus 1/0 port provides high
impedance inputs and high-drive (70 mAl open collector outputs to 
allow direct connection to a computer data bus structure. On the periph
eral device side, a bidirectional port is also provided. with standard TTL 
inputs and 20 mA, tri-state drivers. Data on this port is 1 he logical in
version of the data on the bus side. 
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Figure 5-6 DC003 Simplified Logic Diagram 
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NOTE 

Times are In nanoseconds 

Figure 5-7 DC003 "A" Interrupt Section Timing Diagram 

Pin 

2 

3 

Table 5-2 DC003 Pin/Signal Descriptions 

Signal 

VECTOR H 

VEC ROSTB H 

BDIN L 

Description 

Interrupt Vector Gating. This signal should 
be used to gate the appropriate vector ad
dress onto the bus and to form the bus 
signal called BRPLY L. 

Vector Request "B." When asserted, in
dicates ROST "B" service vl3ctor address 
is required. When unasserted, indicates 
ROST "A" service vector address is re
quired, VECTOR H is the gating signal for 
the entire vector address: VEC ROST B H 
is normally bit 2 of the vector address. 

Bus Data In. This signal. generated by the 
processor BDIN, always precedes a BIAK 
signal. 
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Pill 

4 

5 

6 

-" 

3 

n 
1 7 

1 1 
16 

Tab,e 5-2 DC003 Pin/Signal Descriptions (Cont) 

SigLal 

'NITO L 

BIN T L 

BIA<O L 

BIAi<1 L 

REOSTB H 
RECSTA H 

ENE ST H 
EN,Il" 5T H 

Description 

Initialize Out, This is the buffered BINIT l 
signal used In the deVice interface for gen
eral initialization 

Bus Initialize, When asserted, this signal 
brings all driven lines to their unasserted 
state (except 1 NITa L) 

Bus Interrupt Acknowledge (Out) This 
signal is the daisy-chained signal that is 
passed by all devices not requesting inter
rupt service (see BIAKI U. Once passed 
by a device, it must remain passed until a 
new BIAI<I L IS generated. 

Bus Interrupt Acknowiedge (In). This sig
nal is the processor's response to BIRQ l 
true. ThiS signal IS daisy-chained such that 
the first requesting device blocks the sig
nal propagation while non·requesting de
Vices pass the Signal on as BIAKO L to the 
next deVice In the chain. The leading edge 
0' BIAKI L causes BiRQ L to be tmas
serted bv the reqClestinq deVice. 

Asynchronous Bus Interrupt Request. This 
Signal is from a device needing interrupt 
service. The request is generated by a 
felse to true transition of the RQST signal 
aong with the associated true interrupt 
e:,able signa!. F;e request IS removed af
ter the acceptance of the BDIN L signal 
a"d on the leadirg edge of the BIAKI L 
Signal or the removal of the associated in
terrupt enable or the removal of the asso
cated request S!gn<i I 

Device Interrupt Request. When asserted 
V\ith the enable "A" flip-flop asserted. will 
cause the assertion of BIRO L on the bus. 
TillS signal line normally remains asserted 
uiltil the request IS serviced 

Interrupt Enable "A" Status. This signal 
indicates the state of the interrupt enable 
"A" internal flip-flop which is controlled 
by the signal line ENA DATA H and the 
ENA ClK H clock line. 
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Pin 

12 
15 

13 
14 

Table 5-2 DC003 Pin/Signal Descriptions (Cont) 

Signal 

ENB DATA H 
ENA DATA H 

ENB ClK H 
ENA ClK H 

Description 

Interrupt Enable "A" Data. The level on 
this line. in conjunction with the ENA ClK 
H signal. determines the state of the inter
nal interrupt enable "A" flip-flop. The out
put of this flip-flop is monitored by the 
ENA ST H signal. 

Interrupt Enable "A" Clock. When as
serted (on the positive edgel. interrupt en·· 
able "A" flip-flop assumes the state of the 
ENA DATA H signal line. 

I~~;~~-
"i~~'~ L. ~ MI'J ! 

I 

3:) ·t,·, -·-....:1 flL---------
7-3J __ F 

r:~.", )..'1 T {" ,.. 

---------
-_._---c=. __________ . 

f',·' C '" ______ '"_M_,_'._.:....JFlL ___ . _____ _ 

fr"l. ·'1 I 

--------~ 

R~~To'.. f1 I 

==========---': ~ :' r-----ti[,,'.L. L-J ~J 

vfCTJR H 

" "J -~ lJ----· 
1C _4s=,fi:J " ,)- 45 1 ,'.45:-.j'----:J 1:)··1" ___________ --1:::J..J:I L. _____ -+-:! :--c __ _ 

, 
I 

VECRQST8 H '5.6'j~ ~ 
------------------~ 

NOT[ 

T,me$ are ,~ nonoseconds 

Figure 5-8 DC003 "A" and "B" Interrupt Sections 
Timing Diagrams 
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Table 5-3 OC004 Signal Timing vs Output loading 

With Output Being Output Beil1g 
Respect Asserted (ns) Negated (ns) Fig.5-10 

Signal to Signal Min Max Min Max Reference 

SEL (0.2.4.6) L BSYNC L 15 40 5 30 T5,T6 
(Load B) (Load B) 

OUTLB L BOOUT L 5 30 5 30 T9, T10 
(Load B) (Load B) 

OUTHB L OBOUT L 5 30 5 20 T9. T10 
(Load B) (Load B) 

U1 

cD INWO L BOIN L 5 30 5 30 T11.T12 
(Load A) (Load B) 

Pin 18 BRPLY L OUTLB L 20 60 -10 45 T13,T14 
Connection (Load A) (Load B) 
RX = 1 K ± 5% 

BRPLY L OUTHB L 20 60 -10 45 T13,T14 
330 n ± 5% (Load A) (Load B) 
15 pF ± 5% 

BRPLYL INWO L 20 60 -10 45 T13, T14 
(Load A) (Load B) 

BRPLYL VECTOR H 30 70 0 45 T13.T14 
(Load A) 



Table 5-3 DC004 Signal Timing vs Output loading (Cont) 

With Output Being Output Being 
Respect Asserted (ns) Negated Ins) Fig.5-10 

Signal to Signal Min Max Min Max Reference 

Pin 18 BRPL Y L GUlLB L 300 400 -10 45 T13, T14 
Connection (Load A) (Load B) 

RX = 4.64K ± 1% BRPLY L OUTHB L 300 400 -10 45 T13,T14 
(LOilrl A) (Load B) 

(J1 CX = 220pF ± 1% BRPLY L INWD L 300 400 -10 45 T13. T14 
~ 

(Load A) (Load B) 0 

BRPLYL VECTOIl H 330 430 0 45 T13. T14 
(LoJdA; 

Pin 18 RXCX H aUTLB L 10 50 10 50 T15. T16 
Connection 
RX = 330 ~! ± 5% RXCX H au fHB L 10 50 10 50 T15. T16 

C=15pF±5% RXCX H INWDI 10 50 10 110 Tl r; T1 Po 

Rxe/{ H VECTOR H 10 50 10 50 T15.T16 
"-~----.-----~-.------.~--~---,~ .. --.----- --------



Pin 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 
13 

Table 5-4 DC004 Pin/Signal Descriptions 

Signal 

VECTOR H 

BDAL2 L 
BDAL 1 L 
BDALO L 

BWTBT L 

BSYNC L 

BD!N L 

BRPLY L 

BDOUT L 

INWD L 

OUTLB L 
OUTHB L 

Description 

Vector. This input causes B R PLY L to be 
generated through the delay circuit. Inde
pendent of BSYNC Land ENB H. 

Bus Data Address Lines. These signals are 
latched at the assert edge of BSYNC L. 
Lines 2 and 1 are decoded for the select 
outputs; line 0 is used for byte selection. 

Bus Write/Byte. While the BDOUT L input 
is asserted. this signal indicates a byte or 
word operation: Asserted = byte. unas
serted = word. Decoded with BDOUT L 
and latched BDALO L to form OUTLB L 
and OUTHB L. 

Bus Synchronize. At the assert edge of 
this signal. address information is trapped 
in four latches. While unasserted. disables 
all outputs except the vector term of 
BRPLY L. 

Bus Data In. This is a strobing signal to 
effect a data input transaction. Generates 
INWD Land BRPLY L through the delay 
circuit and INWD L. 

Bus Reply. This signal is generated 
through an RC delay by VECTOR H. and 
strobed by BDIN L or BDOUT L. and 
BSYNC L and latched ENB H. 

Bus Data Out. This is a strobing signal to 
effect a data output transaction. Decoded 
with BWTBT Land BDALO to form 
OUTLB Land OUTHB L. Generates 
BRPLY L through the delay circuit. 

In Word. Used to gate (read) data from a 
selected register onto the data bus. En
abled by BSYNC L and strobed by BDIN l.. 

Out Low Byte. Out High Byte. Used to 
load (write) data into the lower. higher. or 
both bytes of a selected register. Enabled 
by BSYNC L and decode of BWTBT Land 
latched BDALO L. and strobed by BDOUT 
L. 
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Table 5-4 

Pin Signal 

14 SELO L 
15 SEL2 L 
16 SEL4 L 
17 SEL6 L 

18 RXCX 

19 ENB H 

DC004 Pin/Signal Descriptions (Cont) ._--
Description 

Select Lines One of these four signals IS 

true as a function of BDAL2 Land BDAL 1 
L if EN B H is asserted at thE' assert edge 
of BSYNC L They indicate that a word 
register has been selected for a data 
transaction. These signals nEwer become 
asserted except at the assertion of BSYNC 
L (then only if EN B H is asserted at that 
time) and once asserted, are not unas
serted until BSYNC L becomes unas
serted. 

External Resistor Capacitor Node. This 
node is provided to vary the delay be
tween the BDIN L. BDOUT L. and VEC
TOR H inputs and BRPLY L output The 
external resistor should be tied to Vee and 
the capacitor to ground. As an output. it IS 

the logical inversion of BRPLY L. 

Enable. This signal is latched a1 the as
serted edge of BSYNC L and is used to 
enable the select outputs and the address 
term of BRPLY L. 

VECTOR H 

aWTBT L 

\iCC 
ENS H 

RXCX H 

SEL4 L 

SEl2 L 

BOIN L 7 SELO l 
BRPL Y L 8 OUTHB _ 

ENS H ~----i 3= BDOUT l 9 12 OUTLS '-
GND 10 II INWDl 

1------ -======-==--=-L- .- -
I I 

I 'L 
1_~ ____ I~_=D2 BOAL2 L ----+--1 

-I 
I 
L.-__ SEL f L 

DE.C08f R f f>--- -SEL 4 l r- --SEL' C 

----t-----------~~--~ --.r- -- -Sf L ( l 

SDALD L --- --t---=V-----------=D--- _ ----("T~.3l 
'>---+--__ +p---------~fb- ----- -c.n 8, 

BOAl! l ---

BSYNC l 

aWTST L 

'---~-D_+_--~-----------.J - - -- -- -PX(X rl 

--~-~b-B"PL 
>------.L+--1" ..... ..J L-________ ._. _____ _ 

- \ECTJR '1 
SDOUT L 

--- -- --I"'W/' L 

Figure 5-9 DC004 Simplified Logic Diagram 
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Figure 5-10 DC004 Timing Diagram 
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Figure 5-11 DC004 Loading Configurations for Table 5-3 
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Three address "jumper" inputs are used to compare against three bus 
inputs to generate the signal MATCH. The MATCH output is open col
lector, which allows the output of several transceivers to be wire-AN Oed 
to form a composite address match signal. The address jumpers can also 
be put into a third logical state that disables jumpers for "don't care" 
address bits. In addition to the three address jumper inputs, a fourth 
high-impedance input line is used to enable/disable the MATCH output 

Three vector jumper inputs are used to generate a constant that can be 
passed to the computer bus. The three inputs directly drive three of the 
bus lines, overriding the action of the control lines. 

Two control signals are decoded to give three optional states receive 
data, transmit data, and disable. 

Maximum current required from the Vee supply is 120 m.tl 

Figure 5-12 is a simplified logic diagram of the DC005 IC. Timing for the 
various functions is shown in Figure 5-13. Signal and pin dHfinitions for 
the DC005 are presented in Table 5-5. 

Pin 

14 
15 
16 

13 

3 

Table 5-5 DeDD5 Pin/Signal Descriptions 

Signal 

JV(3: 1) H 
JV1 
JV2 
JV3 

MENB L 

MATCH H 

Description 

Vector Jumpers. These inputs, with inter
nal pull-down resistors, directly drive BUS 
(3: 1). A low or open on the jumper pin will 
cause an open condition on the corre
sponding bus pin if XMIT H is low A high 
will cause a one (low) to be transmitted on 
the bus pin. Note that BUSO L is not con
trolled by any jumper input. 

Match Enable. A low on this line will en
able the Match output. A high will force 
Match low, overriding the match circuit. 

Address Match. When BUS (3: 1) match 
with the state of JA (3: 1) and MEN B L is 
low, this output is open: otherwise it is 
low. 
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Pin 

1 
2 

'9 

5 
4 

12 
11 

9 
8 

18 
17 

'1 
6 

T2ble 5-5 DC005 Pin/Signal Descriptions (Cont) 

JA(3.1) L 
JA i L 
J,:\.~ L 
JA::i L 

X~J1IT H 
REC H 

BUS(3:0) l 

BUSO 
BUS1 
BUS2 
BUS3 

DAT(3'0) H 
DiHO 
D/~T1 

DAT2 
D/1T3 

Description 

,·:\ddress Jumpers. A strap to ground on 
'.hese Inputs will al:o'N a matcl-} to occur 
witI-} a onlB (!ow) on the corresponding 
SUS line: an open wil: allow a match with 
oJ zero (high); a St:i~p to VCC will dis
r.onnect the corresponding address bit 
trom the comparison. 

Control Inputs. These lines control the op
eration of the transceiver a 5 follows. 

REC XMIT 
() 0 
o 

DISABLE BUS. OAT open 
XMIT DATA OAT -> BUS 

o RECE:VE: BUS ... DAT 
RECE'VE: BUS ... DAT 

1'0 avoid tri-state sl~~nal overlap condi
tions. an internal cirCUIt delays the change 
of modes between XM IT DATA and R E
CEIVE mode and dCI"'/s tri-state drivers 
on the DAT lines fIG!!! enabling. This ac
tion is Independent of 'he DISABLE mode. 

Bus Data. This set of f~'ur ilngs corstitutes 
the bus side of the tr"'isceiver. Open col
lector outputs; high 'mpeda'1ce inputs. 
Low"" 1, 

Peripheral DeVice u;Ha These four tri
state lines carry the :"/'Htec recei'Jee dati' 
from BUS (3:0, \!Vhf<' ;'1e tr3~:sceiver is in 
the receive mode When in transmit data 
,"ode. lhe data ciw:ed on these lines is 
::Jassed invertea to 8: is (3:0). When In the 
jisabled mode. thes'J lines go open (HI-Z). 
f~,gh :::: 1. 

---------.----------------------------------------------
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JA1 L 20 Vco 

JA2 L I. JA3 l 

MATCH H 3 18 DATO H 

REC H 17 DATl H 

XMIT H De005 16 JV3 H 

DAT3 H ,. JV2 H 

DAT2 H 
" 

JVl H 

BUS3 L f3 MENB L 

BUS2 L 12 BUSO L 

GND 10 11 BUSl l 

BUSO , ~---+----' DATO H 

JVl H 

BUS1 DAn 

JAI 

JV2 H 

BUS2 DAT2 H 

JA2 

JV3 H 

BUS3 DATJ H 

JA3 

MATCH H 

MENB 

XM1T H -r--------r"'"'l 

REC H -,-..J....----------------L..J 

Ie ,)C005 

Figure 5-12 De005 Simplied Logic Diagram 
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TRANSMIT DATA TO BUS 

'O~ I T I'-< I 
------' 

REC "" \GR(lljND -I ~5 T:) 30n5 r- 5 TO 30n5 

I I 
5 TO 25",~ I+_ _.j 1+_5 TO 25", 

I rl ~------~c===---
'--------' 

RECEIVE DATA FROM BUS (BUS INiTiALLY HIGH) 

D.\r t' - )L;TPUT 

Rce " ____ ~I 1 
-.j -- a TO 30n5 r ______ ~.:.L _ _i1+-._.:0_T~0~3~0...:" 

r-< -; -----,L.--.------11 I HZ 
_.j I- B TO 30" 

fjUS l - "JPUT I 

RECEIVE DATA 'ROM BUS (BUS INiTIALLY LOW) 

'MIT"" (GROUND, 

REC H I 
-------I~ I+_ a TO 30" 

H z---.J 
-..j 1+-0 TO 30n$ 

_.j f-~--::-B ""TO=-=-30=-,-,---.r--
H1Z 

__ ===:J __ ~ ____ ~rl ~-----------rc===---BUS L - INPUT 

VECTOR TRANSFER TO BUS 

1 I 

BuS - JL TPUT 
______ -1~~L.r__2)_"_'_M_A_X _______ -.j __ _"~20,'MAX 

ADDRESS DECODING 

BUS L - ~PUT 

MALH H 

______________ --Jx~ __ ~~~----------
_.j 1-- 10 TO 40", 

--------,-~~I~--;_-~-----~~X~----_.--Ir_ __ -
_.j I+_ 5 TO 40", -I 1-10 TO 40", 

MENS l I 1 

RECEIVE MODE LOGIC DELAY 

XMIT ,. 

REC H 

~ 40 TO 90ns 

J,AT(;3"Q) H fOUTPU:; __________ --'1 

Figure 5-13 DC005 Timing Diagram 
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5.1.5 DC006 Word Count/Bus Address Logic 
The word count/bus address (WC/SA) chip is a 20-pin. 0 762 cm cente~ 
X 2.74 cm long (0.3 in center X 1.08 i" long) DIP.low-p,)wer Schot~kv 
device. Its primary use is in DMA peripheral device interfaces. This Ie is 
designed to connect to the tri-state side of the DC005 transceiver. The 
DC006 has two 8-bit binary up-counters. one for the word (byte) count 
and another for bus address. Two DC006 les may bE' cascaded to 
increase register implementation. 

The chip is controlled by the address iatch protocol chip (oC004). the 
DMA chip (DCOlO), and a minimum of ancillary logic. !3oth counters 
may be cleared simultaneously. Each counter is separately loaded by l..D 
and the corresponding select line from the protocol chip. tach counter is 
incremented separately. The WC counter (word byte count) is always 
incremented by one: the A counter (bus address) may be ircremented by 
one or two for byte or word addressing, respectively. 

Data from the DC006 IC is placed on the tri-state bus v'a internal tri
state drivers. Each counter is separately read by R D and the correspond
ing select line. 

Figure 5-14 is a block diagram of the DC006 IC while Figure 5-15 illi~s 
trates a simplified logic diagram. Figures 5-16 and 5-17 ,i!ustrate input 
and output voltage waveforms. Figure 5-18 shows the timing diagram of 
the DC006 while the setup time and pulse width switch ng character
istics are presented in Tables 5-6 and 5-7. The DC006 Jin/signal de
scription is presented in Table 5-8. 

Table 5-6 Setup Time and Pulse Width Switching Characteristics' 

Time Description Signal Min 

t3 Pulse width (min) SoC to S-A 50 ns 
t5 Setup time D/F (7.0) to LD 1C'15 
t6 Setup time SoC to LD 10 !"'IS 

t7 Pulse width (min) LD 90 '1S 
t8 Setup time SoC to RD 20 ns 
tIl Clock pulse width (min) CLK-C (HI) 40 '1S 
t14 Setup time SoC to S-A 20 ns 

t'5 Setup time S-A to RD 10'15 
t16 Clock pulse width (min) CLK-·A (HI) 40 ns 
t18 Setup time CNTl A to CLK-A 4511S 
t71 Setup time RD to RD-A 15 ns 
t24 Clock off time (min) '::LK-A, CLK-C 40 ns 
t25 Data hold time LD to DATA IN 20 '15 

'Vee = 5.0 ± 0.25 V. 
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TRUTH "!"";'i·LES 

WHEFI~ 

INPUTS 

'" TTL ... OW 
== TTL HIGH 
== DON T CARE 
= HIGH IMPEOAI\lCE 
= HISH TO lOW TRANSITION 

READ CONTROL 

OUTPUTS 

CD H S-A SoC D/F<70> 
AD·A R) 

L l L L CLEAR A&C AND READ C 

L l L H A<70> 

L l H L C<70> 

L L H H Z 
L r X X Z 
H L I L L CLEAR A&CAND READ A 

H L 

I 
L H A<70> 

H L H L A<70> 
H L H H A<70> 
H r L L CLEAR A&C AND REAC A 
H r L H A<70> 
H r H L A<70> 
H r H H A<70> 

WAITE CONTROL 

INPUTS 

RD A- L, Rt '" H 
S-A 

FUNCTION 
SoC 

r- LD 

I L L 'ILLEGAL 
L H LOAD A<7 0> 

, H L LOAD C<7 0> 
X H H we/BA NOT SElECTED 
H L L CLEAR BOTH COUNTERS 
H L H LOADING DISABLED 
H H L LOADING DISABLED 

• ILLEGAL CONDITION BECAUSE A LOAD OPERATION AND A CLEAA 
OPERATION 13 ATIEMPTED SIMULTANEOUSLY 

CNTlA 

CLK A 

,0 

SA 

S C 

READ 
CONTROL 
LOGIC 

RD A 

RD 

RO 

CNTlA 

Figure 5-14 De006 Truth Table. Logic Diagram. and 
Simplified Block Diagram 
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Cf 
N 
a 

CNT1A L ~CNT1A H MAXAo~[ 
01 I ) 02 I 

CLK-A L 'f 1CLKA L g; \ A (07) 

I SL009A CLA H g~ \ 
s·c L -,----------,---<a:---"\ A COUNTER 07 

MAX-A H 

12BD/F H 

8 BIT BINARY 64DIF H 
UP COUNTER 

S-A L 

32D/F H 

RD L 

16D/F H 

RO-A H 

BO/F H 

II 
40/r H 

II 
C COUNTER 20/F H 

8 BIT BINARY 

"C""""ll LD L I' Q 
g; I 

'I ILOC H 03 I 
04! C(O 7\ 

CLK-C H ~CLKC l g~ I 
07 I 

1 OfF H 

reM n MAXC L I L(JaooA 

~ {>--MAXCH 

Figure 5-15 

~ 
D/F(O 7J 

DC006 Simplified Logic Diagram 



C JTPLTVOLTAGE 
If AVUQRM IN 

P'-lASE 

CUTPUTVOLTAGE : ~ 
I 

V,AVEFQRMQGTOF H-L f.-----
P"'ASE 

PULSE COI';DITIQNS ~CR DELAY ME-ASUREt\~ENrs 

15\1 

Figure 5-16 Input Voltage Waveform 

Vee 

120011 

51 

50 pI DIODE 

WA\ EFOFIM 1 

:SEE,'WTf-l\ 

_+-_'Z_""",~ ___ ~4 5V 

S: CLOSED 
S2 OPEN 13V 

::OO:;To 

t~r'" ~ 'ZH 

----l-- VO [ 

tHZt- 05V 
a 5V 

r-------, --£VOH 

!+-
! 

~\AvEF(JRM 2 
ISEE ~OTE 2) 

S1 OPEN Ii 13V \=-.-- ~ 1 5V 
52 CLOSED I 

LOAD A 

NOTE.S 

Ch 51 AND 

52 CLOSED 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
TAl STATE OUTPUTS 

NAVEF lRM 1 IS FOR AN OUTPUT WIT>1 INTERNAL CONJITION5 SUCH THAT THE 

)UTPU IS LOW EXCEPT WHEN DISABLED BY THE OUTPUT CONTROL 

NAVFF )~M 2 IS FOR AN OUTPUT V\'ITH INTERNAL CON'JITIONS SUCH THAT THE 

'JUTP:) IS HIGH EXCEPT WHEN DISABLED BY THE OUTPUT CONTROL 

Figure 5-17 Outputs Voltage Waveforms (Tri-Statel 
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Table 5-7 Switching Characteristics' 

Propagation 
Input Signal Output Signal Test Delay (ns) 

Time Name Polarity Name Polarity Conditions Min Max 

t, S-C H-L OIF (7:0) X-L Load A 15 80 
S-A H-L RO-A=4 V 

(C Counter) 

t2 S-C H-L OIF (7:0) X-L Load A 15 80 
9" S-A H-L RO-A=4 V 
N (A Counter) N 

t4 RO L-H OIF (7:0) OIF (7:0)-Z Load A 10 30 

t9 RO H-L OIF (7:0) Z-O/F (7:0) Load A 34 80 

tlO CLK-C H-L OIF 1 L-H Load A 18 55 

t'2. CLK-C L-H MAX-C L-H Load B 10 30 
t'9 CLK-A MAX-A 

• Loads are presented in Figure 5-10 



Table 5-7 Switching Characteristics' (Cont) 

Propagation 
Input Signal Output Signal Test Delay (ns) 

Time Name Polarity Name Polarity Conditions Min Max 

t'3 CLK-C H-L MAX-C H-L Load B 10 30 

t'7 CLK-A H-L O/F 2 L-H Load A 18 55 
(J1 

N t20 CLK-A H-L MAX-A H-L Load B 10 30 W 

t22 RO-A L-H O/F (7:0) Z-L Load A 10 30 
Z-H Load A 10 30 

t23 RO-A H-L O/F (7:0) L-Z Load A 8 25 
H-Z Load A 8 25 

• Loads are presented in Figure 5-10. 



Table 5-8 DC006 Pin/Signal Descriptions 

Pin Signal Description 

6 CNT1A Count A Counter by 1 (TIL Input) This 
signal controls the least significant bit of 
the A counter. When CNT1 A is low, the A 
counter increments by one. When high, 
the LSB is prevented from toggling, hence 
the counter increments by two. When two 
counters are cascaded, CNT 1 A on the 
high-order counter should be grounded. 

3 CLK-A Clock A Counter (TIL Input). This clock 
signal increments the A counter on its 
negative edge. The counter is incremented 
by one or two, depending on CNT1 A. 
CNT1 A and LD must be stable while CLK-
A is high. 

16 CLK-C Clock C Counter (TIL Input). This clock 
signal increments the C counter by one on 
its negative edge. LD must be stable while 
CLK-C is high. 

2 S-A Select A Counter (TIL Input:. This signal 
allows the selection of the A counter ac-
cording to the truth tables (Figure 5-14). 

19 S-C Select C Counter (TIL Input}. This signal 
allows the selection of the C counter ac-
cording to the truth tables (Figure 5-14). 

4 RD-A Read A Counter (TIL Input). This signal 
allows the selection of the A counter ac-
cording to the truth tables (Figure 5-14). 

5 RD Read (TTL Input). This signeil allows the 
read operation to take place according to 
the truth tables (Figure 5-14) 

18 LD Load (TIL Input). When this signal goes 
through a high-to-Iow transition, the load 
operation is allowed to take place accord-
ing to the truth tables (Figure 5-14). No 
data changes permitted whilj3 LD is low. 
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Table 5-8 DC006 Pin/Signal Descriptions (Cont) 

7-9 DfF (70) 
11-15 

M;\X-A 

17 M.L\X-C 

FO 

:0 

Description 

Data Bus (Bidirectional. Tri-State Out
puts/TTL Inputs). These eight bidirectional 
lines are used to carry data in and out of 
the selected counter. 

Maximum A Count (TTL Output). This sig
nal is generated by ANDing CLK-A and 
the maximum count condition of counter 
A (count 376 when counting by 2 or 
count 377 when counting by 1). 

Maximum C Count (TTL Output). This sig
nal is generated by ANDing CLK-C and 
the maximum count conditions of counter 
C (count 377). 

I • 
-~ t., 1+-

CLKC ____ --+----'-_-'rUl _____ 1-+-' _t_"-jt _______ _ 
--+! f-t I 

CLKA _______ ~------I~i----~~~------------
I h--.ll.-.r+--+---___ _ 

C~T1 A . I I 
-----~-------~---t~,~~ 

RD-A 
~-------~-------~~~----------4-+_-----~ 

,...IAX C 
------~-----+' 

!'I.I'AX A 
-+-----

CLfAF LOAD 

Figure 5-18 DC006 Timing Diagram 
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5.1.6 DC010 Direct Memory Access l.ogic 
The direct memory access (DMA) chip is a 20-pin 0.762;m center X 
2.74 em long (0.3 in center X 1.08 in long) DIP. low-power Schottky 
device for primary use in DMA peripheral device interfaces using the 
LSI-11 bus. 

This device provides the logic to perform the handshaking operations 
required to request and to gain control of the system bls. Once bus 
mastership has been established, the DCa 1 a generates the required sig
nals to perform a DIN, DOUT, or DATIO transfer as specified bv control 
lines to the chip. The DC01 a Ie has a control iine that will a,low multiple 
transfers or only four transfers to take place before giving u~ bus master
ship. 

Figure 5-19 is a simplified logic diagram of the DC010 I C. The logic 
symbols and truth table are presented in Figure 5- 20 and the DCa 10 
voltage waveforms are shown in Figure 5-21. Table 5-9 (Iescribes the 
signals and pins of the DCa 10 by pin and signal name. Figures 5-22 
through 5-25 show the timing for the DCa 1 0 while the setup time and 
pulse width specifications are listed in Table 5-10. The switching, charac
teristics are presented in Table 5-11. 

Figure 5-19 DC010 Simplified Logic Diagram 
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Pin 

13 

16 

14 

3 

2 

Table 5-9 DC010 Pin/Signal Descriptions 

Signal 

REO H 

BDMGI L 

CNT 4 H 

TMOUT H 

DATIN L 

DATIO L 

Description' 

Request (TIL Input). A high on this signal 
initiates the bus request transaction. A 
low allows the termination of bus master
ship to take place. 

DMA Grant Input (HI-Z Input). A low on 
this signal allows bus mastership to be es
tablished if a bus request was pending 
(REO = high); otherwise. this signal is de
layed and output as BDMGO. 

Count Four (TTL Output). A high on this 
signal allows a maximum of four transfers 
to take place before giving up bus master
ship. A low disables this feature and an 
unlimited transfer will take place as long 
as REO is high. If left open. this pin will 
assume a high state. 

Time-Out (TIL InputlOpen Collector Out
put). This 1/0 pin is low while SACK H is 
high. It goes into high impedance when 
SACK H is low. When driven low it pre
vents the assertion of BDMR; when 
driven high it allows the assertion of 
BDMR to take place if BDMR has been 
negated due to the 4-maximum transfer 
condition. An RC network may be used on 
this pin to delay the assertion of BDMR. 

Data In (TIL Input). This signal allows the 
selection of the type of transfers to take 
place according to the truth table (Figure 
5-20). 

Data InlOut (TIL Input). This signal allows 
the selection of the type of transfer to take 
place according to the truth table (Figure 
5-20). During a DA TlO transfer. this sig
nal must be toggled in order to allow the 
completion of the output portion of the 
1/0 transfer. 

If left open. this pin will assume a high 
state . 

• Refer to Figures 5-22 through 5-25. 
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Pin 

12 

17 

15 

19 

11 

9 

8 

Table 5-9 DC010 Pin/Signal Descriptions (C'lnt) 

Signal 

RSYNC H 

CLK L 

RPLY H 

INIT L 

BDMR L 

MASTER H 

BDMGO L 

Description· 

Receive Synchronize (TIL Input). This sig
nal allows the device to become master 
according to the following relationship 

RSYNC L . RPLY L • StICK H 
MASTER 

Clock (TTL Input). This clock signal is used 
to generate all transfer timing sequences. 

Reply (TIL Input). This signal is used to 
enable or disable the free cloek signal ac
cording to the truth table (Figure 5-20). 
This signal also allows the dl3vice to be
come master according to the following 
relationship: 

RSYNC L . RPLY L • SACK H 
MASTER 

Initialize (TIL Input). This signal is used to 
initialize the chip to the state where REO 
is needed to start a bus requl3st transac
tion. When INIT is low. the following sig
nals are negated: BDMRL MASTER H. 
DATENL. ADRENL. SYNCH. DINH. 
DOUTH. 

DMA Request (Open Collector Output). A 
low on this signal indicates that the device 
is requesting bus mastership. This output 
may be tied directly to the bus. 

Master (TTL Output). A high on this signal 
indicates that the device has bus master
ship and a transfer sequence is in prog
ress. 

DMA Grant Output (Open Collector Out
put). This signal is the delayed version of 
BDMGI if no request is pending: other
wise. it is not asserted. This output may 
be tied directly to the bus . 

• Refer to Figures 5-22 through 5-25 
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Pin 

7 

18 

4 

6 

5 

Table 5-9 DC010 Pin/Signal Descriptions (Cont) 

Signal 

TSYNC H 

DATEN L 

ADREN H 

DII\I H 

DOUT H 

Description· 

Transmit Synchronize (TTL Output). This 
signal is asserted by the device to indicate 
that a transfer is in progress. 

Data Enable (TTL Output). This signal is 
asserted to indicate that data may be 
placed on the bus. 

Address Enable (TTL Output). This signal 
is asserted to indicate that an address 
may be placed on the bus. 

Data In (TTL Output). This signal is as
serted to indicate that the bus master de
vice is ready to accept data. 

Data Out (TTL Output). This signal is as
serted to indicate that the bus master de
vice has output valid data . 

• Refer to Figures 5-22 through 5-25. 

Table 5-10 Setup Time and Pulse Width 
Switching Characteristics· 

Time Description Signal Min Max 

tl Pulse width (min) INIT 35 ns 
t4 Setup time INIT to REO. 25 ns 
ts Setup time BDMR to BDMGI 35 ns 
t9 Setup time BDMR to BDMGI Ons 
t12 Pulse width (min) CLK (low) 60ns 
t13 Pulse width (min) CLK (high) 60ns 
t14 Setup time REO to CLK 35 ns 
tlB Setup time DIN to RPLY o ns 
t22 Setup time DATIN. DATIO to CLK 60ns 
t24 Setup time RPLYto CLK 30ns 
t2B Setup time RPLYto DATIO 35 ns 
t29 Pulse width DATIO 30 ns 1 clock 

period 
t30 Setup time DATIO to CLK 65 ns 
t32 Pulse width (min) REO 35 ns 

'Vee = 5.0 ± 0.25 V 
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Figure 5-21 DCO 10 Voltage Waveforms 
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Figure 5-22 DC010 Timmg Diagram, DMA Request/Grant 
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Figu'e 5-23 DCQl Q Timing Diagram (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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NOTE 1, OCCURS ONE CLOCK CYCLE AFTER N::GATION OF DOW 

Figure 5-24 Dca1a Timing Diagram (DATIO-Muitiple Transfer) 

END OF 4TH 

TRANSFER 
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elK .JLfLJ1J1JLSUl.JUl~n..JL 
REO H 

______ ~1------~1~)---------41~--------------
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DATENl ------~-------4I)~--------~II~)--------------------------------

I 
END e ye L.~,>-) -----------111--------------------- _______ _ 

1 

MASTER H~'( t~~~ ____________ _ 

________ ~1----~1~'" -~ r~~l,_. __________________ _ 
8DMR L I I L.......i) I 

I .. __ ~,!__.---
________ I/Re[~E~~ y \. lL.. ____________________ __ 

IH 

TMOUT L 

eLK ~JLrLf1~51SL 
REO H ----------------i".~--------~I,i________----------------

CNT4 H 
----------------11>-)----------41>-----------------------
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MASTER H~' H---~ 

1>-------, .J BOMRL L-.....,_ 

TMOUT L _____ ----- -- -, ~~'-____________ _ 

8DMGI L L--.r--

ly, 
tTMDUT L 

lex 

Figure 5-25 Dca 1 a Timing Diagram (Time-Out) 
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Table 5-11 Switching Characteristics 

Propagation 
Input Signal Output Signal 

Test 
Delay (ns) 

Time Name Polarity Name Polarity Conditions Min Max 

t2 BDMGI H-l BDMGO H-l load A 95 220 
t3 BDMGI l-H BDMGO l-H load A 20 60 
t5 REO l-H BDMR H-l load A 25 70 
t7 BDMGI H-l TMOUT H-l load A 85 230 
ta BDMGI H-l BDMR l-H load A 117 306 
t" 
. ClK H-l ADREN l-H load B 15 60 

t'5 ClK H-l SYNC l-H load B 18 60t 
U1 t'6 ClK H-l ADREN H-l load B 20 65t , 

t17 ClK H-l DIN l-H load B 18 60t w 
w 

t'9 ClK H-l DIN H-l load B 18 60 
t20 ClK H-l SYNC H-l load B 18 60 
t2' ClK H-l TMOUT l-H load B 30 90 
t23 ClK H-l DOUT l-H load B 60 175 
t25 ClK H-l DOUT H-l load B 20 65t 
t26 ClK H-l DATEN H-l load B 20 65t 

T" represents the first time ADREN is asserted. 
t33 represents the subsequent times that ADREN is asserted. 

tThese propagation delays meet the following requirements. 

t'5-t'6 '" 10 ns t25-t27 '" 20 ns 
t'5-t17 '" 10 ns t23-t26 '" 45 ns 
t'6-t26'" 10 ns ta-t36 ;;. 27 ns 



Cf 
W 
-t> 

Table 5-11 Switching Characteristics (Cont) 

Input Signal Output Signal 
Time Name Polarity Name Polarity 

b, RPLY H-L DATEN H-l 
t27 ClK H-l DATEN LH 
tn 

. elK H-l ADREN L-H 
t35 TMOUT l-H SOMR H-l 
t36 BOMGI H-L MASTER l-H 
t17 ClK H-l MASTER H-l 
t38 R SYNC H-l MASTER L-H 

or REPLY 

• 111 represents the first lime ADf-1EfIi is asserted 
t:n represents the subsequent times that ADREN is asserted, 

'tThese prOpa(latlon delays meet th" following requiwments 

" ~ 10 ns t", t27 ~ 20 ns 
Ii, ~ 10 ns 
t", ~ 10 ns 

ti3 t Lb ~ 45 ns 
tw--t- l .; ~ 77 ns 

Test 
Conditions 

load B 
Load B 
Load B 
load 8 
Load B 
Load B 
Load B 

Propagation 
Delay (ns) 
Min Max 

20 65 
20 65t 
18 60 
20 75 
90 242 
18 66 
10 58 



5.1.7 Specifications 

DC003 Electrical Characteristics 

DCOO3 TTL (Non-Bus) Interface 
(Specification Group I - TIL Input and Output Pins) 

(Pins 1,2,4,11,12,13,14,15,16) 

Parameter Requirements 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max Unit 

High-level input VIH 2.0 V 
voltage 

Low-level input VIL 0.8 V 
voltage 

Input clamp volt- VI Vee = 4.75 V -1.2 V 
age II = -18 mA 

High-level output VOH Vee = 4.75 V 2.7 V 
voltage 10 = -1 mA 

Low-level output VOL Vee = 4.75 V 05 V 
voltage 10 = 20 mA 

Input curr·ent: at II Vee = 5.25 V mA 
maximum input VI = 5.5 V 
voltage 

High-level input IIH Vee = 5.25 V 50 J.l.A 
current VI = 2.7 V2 

Low-level input IlL Vee = 5.25 V -0.55 mA 
current VI = 05 V3 

Short-circuit out- lOS Vee -40 -100 rnA 
put current 5.25 V4.S 

Supply current lee Vee = 5.25 V 140 rnA 

1 Ambient opel ating temperaturE! (T A) 0° to + 70° e unless otherwise 
specified 

211H = 100 /lA. at pins 12 and 15. 

311L = -2.0 mA at pins 12 and 115. 

4Not more than one output shall be shorted at a time and duration shall 
not exceed 1 second. 

5Does not apply to pin 4. 
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o CO03 Bus Driver 
(Specification Group II - Open Collectorl 

(Pins 6 and 81 

Parameter Requinlments 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max Unit 

Output reverse lOR Vee = 4.75 V 25 itA 
current VOH = 3.5 V 

Low-level output VOL Vee = 4.75 V 
voltage ISINK = 70 mA 0.8 V 

ISINK = 16 mA 0.5 V 

1 Ambient operating temperature (TAl = 00 to +700 e unless otherwise 
specified. 

OC003 Bus Receiver 
(Specification Group III - High Input ZI 

(Pins 3, 5, 7, 10, 171 

Parameters Requirements 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max Unit 

High-level input VIH Vee = 4.75 V 1.53 V 
voltage Vee = 5.25 V 1.70 V 

Low-level input VIL Vee = 4.75 V 1.30 V 
voltage Vee = 5.25 V 1.47 V 

Input clamp VI Vee = 4.75 V 
voltage II = -18 mA -1.2 V 

II = +18 mA 6.25 V 
(pins 10 and 
17 only) 

High-level input IIH VI = 3.8 V 
current Vee = 0 V 40 itA 

(Do not do for 
pins 10 and 17) 
Vee = 5.25 V 40 itA 

Low-level input IlL VI = 0 V 
current Vee = 0 V -10 itA 

(Do not do for 
pins 10 and 17) 
Vee = 5.25 V -10 itA 

1 Ambient operating temperature (TA) = 0 0 to +700 e unless otherwise 
specified. 
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DCOO4 Elec:trical Characteristics 

DCOO4 TTL (Non-Busllnterface 
(Specification Group I - TTL Input and Output Pinsl 

(Pins 1. 11.12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17.191 

Parameter Requirements 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max Unit 

HIgh-level input VIH 2.0 V 
voltage 

Low-level input VIL 0.8 V 
voltage 

Input clamp VI Vee = 4.75 V -1.2 V 
voltage II = -18 mA 

High-level output VOH Vee = 4.75 V 2.7 V 
voltage 10 = -1 mA 

Low-level output VOL Vee = 4.75 V 0.5 V 
voltage 10 = 20 mA 

Input current at II Vee = 5.25 V mA 
maximum input VI = 5.5 V2 
voltage 

High-level input IIH Vee = 5.25 V 50 J.l.A 
current VI = 2.7 V2 

Low-level input IlL Vee = 5.25 V -0.70 mA 
current VI = 0.5 V 

Short-circuit lOS Vee = 5.25 V3 -40 -100 mA 
output currer,t 

Supply current ICC Vee = 5.25 V 120 mA 

, Ambient operating temperature (TAl = 0° to + 70° e unless otherwise 
specified. 

2Limits for pin 19 are: 
II = 1 40 mA; IIH = -2.25 mA min. -3.85 mA max. 
IlL = -4.5 r1A min. -800 mA max. 

3Not more than one output shall be shorted at a time and the duration 
shall not excel~d 1 second. 
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DCOO4 Bus Receiver 
(Specification Group II - High Input Z) 

(Pins 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 9) 

Parameter Requinlments 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max Unit 

High-level input VIH Vee = 4.75 V 1.53 V 
voltage Vee = 5.25 V 1.70 V 

Low-level input VIL Vee = 4.75 V 1.30 V 
voltage Vee = 5.25 V 1.47 V 

Input clamp VI Vee = 475 V -1.2 V 
voltage II = -18 mA 

High-level input IIH VI = 3.8 V 
current Vee = 0 V 40 !LA 

Vee = 5.25 V 40 !LA 

Low-level input IlL VI = 0 V 
current Vee = 0 V -10 !LA 

Vee = 5.25 V -10 !LA 

'Ambient operating temperature (T A) = 0° to + 70° e unless otherwise speci
fied. 

DC004 Bus Driver 
(Specification Group III - Open Collector) 

(Pins 8 and 18) 

Parameter Requirements 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max 

Output reverse IOH Vee = 4.75 V 252 

current VOH = 3.5 V 

Low-level output VOL Vee = 4.75 V 
voltage ISINK = 70 mA3 0.8 

ISINK = 16 mA3 0.5 
ISINK = 15 mA4 0.5 

Unit 

!LA 

V 
V 
V 

'Ambient operating temperature (T A) = 0° to 70° e unless otherwise specified. 

265 !LA for pin 18 (RXeX H). 

3Pin 8 - Bus Reply only. 

4Pin 18 - RXeS only. 
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DC005 Electrical Characteristics 

DC005 TTL (Non-Bus) Interface 
Specification Group I - TTL Input and Output Pins) 

(Pins 4.5.6.7.17. 18) 

ParE meter Requirements 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max Unit 

Hlgh-Ieve! ,rput V,H 2 V 
voltage 

Low-level input VIL 08 V 
voltage 

Input clamp ',Ioitage VI Vee = 4,75 V -1,2 V 
II = -18 mA 

High-level o:Jtput VOH Vee = 4.75 V 365 V 
voltage 10 = -1 mA 

Low-level OL tput VOL Vee = 4,75 V 0,5 V 
voltage 10 = 20 mA 

Input curren1 at 'I Vee = 5,25 V mA 
maximum input VI = 5,5 V 
voltage 

High ·Ievel maut IIH Vee = 5.25 V 
current VI = 2,7 V 

REe 100 /J. A 
XMIT 50 /J. A 

Low-level Input IlL Vee = 5,25 V 
current VI = 0,5 V 

REe -2.2 mA 
XMIT -1 1 mA 

Short-CIrcuit output lOS Vee 5,25 V' -40 -100 mA 
current 
SUpply curre"t ICC Vee 5,25 V 120 mA 

Off state (hlgn- 10 (OFF) Vee = 5.25 V 
impedance statel VI = 3,65 V 100 /J. A 
output current VI = 0,5 V -0,36 mA 
IDAT pinS only) 

'Ambient operating temperature (T A) = 00 to + 700 e unless otherwise speci
fied 

'Not more thall one output shall be sj,orted at a time and the duration shall not 
exceed 1 secolld 
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DC005 Bus Receiver 
(Specification Group II - High Input Z) 

(Pins 8,9,11,12,13) 

Parameter Requirements 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max Unit 

High-level input VIH Vee = 4.75 V 1.53 V 
voltage Vee = 5.25 V 1.70 V 

Low-level input VIL Vee = 4.75 V 1.30 V 
voltage Vee = 525 V 1.47 V 

Input clamp VI II = -18 mA -12 V 
voltage Vee = 4.75 V 

High-level input IIH VI = 38 V 
current (includes 
open-collector 
leakage on bus 
pins) 

MENB Vee = 0 V 40 /lA 
Vee = 5.25 V 40 /lA 

BUS Vee = 0 V 65 /lA 
Vee = 5.25 V 65 /lA 

Low-level input IlL VI = 05 V 
current Vee = 0 V -10 /lA 

Vee = 5.25 V -10 pA 

'Ambient operating temperature (TA) = 0° to +70° e unless otherwise specI-
fied. 

DC005 Bus Driver 
(Specification Group III - Open Collector 

(Pins 3, 8,9, 11, 12) 

Parameter Requirements 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max 

High-level output IOH Vee = 4.75 V 25 
current (reverse VOH = 5.25 V 
current - match 
output only2 

Low-level output VOL Vee = 4.75 V 
voltage ISINK = 8 mA OE, 

(Match) 
ISINK = 70 mA 0.8 
(Bus) 
ISINK = 16 mA OE, 
(Bus) 

Unit 

/lA 

V 

V 

V 

'Ambient operating temperature (T A) = 0° to + 70° e unless otherwise speci
fied. 

2For bus pins. see IIH under specification group II. 
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De005 (Specification Group IV - Ternary State Inputs) 
(Pins 1, 2, 19) 

Parameter Requirements 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max 

Low-level input VIL 0.3 
volta!~e 

Hlgh·leve' input VIH 4.75 
voltage 

Open circuit Input VOP 475<Vee 2 
voltage <5.25 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

'Ambient oDerating temperature (T A) = Oc to + 70° e unless otherwise speci
fied. 

De005 (Specification Group V - TTL Input with Pull-Down) 
(Pins 14, 15, 16) 

Parameter Requirements 

Name Symbol Conditions' Min Max Unit 

High-level Input VIH 2 V 
voltage 

Low-level Input VIL 0.8 V 
voltage 

Input clamp VI Vee = 4.75 V - 1.2 V 
voltage -18 mA 

High-level Input IIH Vee = 5.25 V 12 mA 
current VI = 2.4 V 

Low-level Input VII Vee = 4.75 V 0.8 V 
voltage forGing II = 0.1 mA 
Input current 

Input currellt at IlL Vee = 5 V 50 200 !J.A 
low-level VI = 0.4 V 

'Ambient operating temperature (T A) = 0° to + 70° e unless otherwise speci
fied. 
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DC006 Electrical Characteristics 

DC006 TTL (Non-Bus) Interface 
(Specification Group I - TTL Input and Output Pins) 

Parameter 

Name 

High-level input 
voltage 

Low-level input 
voltage 

Input clamp 
voltage 

High-level output 
voltage 

Low-level output 
voltage 

Input current at 
maximum input 
voltage 

High-level input 
current 

Except tri-state 
Tri-state pin 

Low-level input 
current 

eLKA, eLKe 
eTNTIA 
D/F(70)LD,RD, 
Se,SA 
RD-A 

Off-state high 
impedance state -
output current 
tri-state only 

Short-circuit 
output cu rrent 

Supply current 

Symbol Conditions' 

Vee = Open 
II = -18 mA 

Vee = 4.75 V 
10 = -1 ~'lA 

Vee = 4.75 V 
10 = 20 mA 

Vee = 5.25 V 
VI = 5.5 V 

Vee = 5.25 V 
VI = 2.7 V 

Vee = 5.25 V 
VI = 0.5 V 

10 (OFF) Vee = 5.25 V 
Va = 3.75 V 

lOS Vee = 5.25 V2 

ICC Vee = 5.25 V 

Requirements 

Min Max Unit 

2 \i 

C.8 v 

- i 2 V 

2.7 V 

C.5 'II 

mA 

!:O pA 
55 pA 

-11 mA 
-1 7 mA 
10C pA 

200 pA 

100 pA 

-40 -100 rnA 

150 mA 

'Ambient operating temperature (T A) = 0° to + 70° e, Vee = 5.0 ± 025 
unless otherwise specified. 

2Not more than one output shall be shorted at a time and the duration 
shall not exceed 1 second. 
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DC010 Electrical Characteristics 

Pllrameter 

Nama 

High-Ilevel input 

Low-level input 
voltage 

Input clamp 
voltage 

High-level output 
voltage 

Low-level output 
voltage 

Input current at 
maxirnurn input 
voltage 

High-level input 
current 

Low-level input 
current 

Output leakage 
current 

Short-circuit 
output cUlrent2 
Supply current 

Symbol 

VIL 

VOH 

II 

IIH 

IlL 

lOS 

ICC 

Conditions' 

V.;:..;:. = 4.75 V 
Vee = 5.25 V 

Vee = 4.75 V 
Vee = 5.25 V 

Vee = open 
II = -18 mA 

Vee = 4.75 V 
10 = 1 rnA 

Vee = 4.75 V 
10 = 8 rnA 
10 = 70 mA 

Vee = 5.25 V 
VI = 5.5 V 

Vee=Oto 
5.25 V 
VI = 3.8 V 
Vee = 5.25 V3 
VI = 2.7 V 
VI = 2.7 V' 
VI = 3.8 V 
VI = 3.8 V 

VI = 0.5 V3 
Vee = 5.25 V 
Vee = 5.25 V 
Vee = 5.25 V 
Vee = 5.25 V 

Vee = 4.75 V 
Vo = 5.25 V 

Vee = 5.25 V 

Vee = 5.25 V 

Requirements 

Min Max Unit 

2.0 V 
1.53 V 
1.70 V 

0.8 V 
1.30 V 
1.47 V 

1.2 V 

2.7 V 

0.5 V 
0.8 V 

1.0 mA 

1.5 mA 
40 /-LA 
65 /-LA 

50 /-LA 
300 /-LA 
40 /-LA 
65 /-LA 

-1.4 mA 
-2.0 mA 
-10 /-LA 
-10 /-LA 

25 /-LA 

15 60 mA 

130 160 mA 

1 Ambient operating temperature (T A) = 0° to + 70° e unless otherwise 
specified 

2Not more than one output shall be shorted at a time and the duration 
shall not exceed 1 second. 

3Except eNT 4. DATIO. 
'eNT4. DA TIO. 
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5.2 TYPICAL APPLICATION 
Figures 5-26, 5-29, and 5-30 show a typical application for the DC003, 
DC004, DC005, DC006, and DC010 integrated circuits. Figure 5-26 
shows the LSI-11 bus interface circuits; Figure 5-29 depicts the DMA 
control, word count/bus address registers, and the output bu ffers; Figure 
5-30 shows miscellaneous logic. 

5.2,1 DC003. DC004. DC005 Application 
Referring to Figure 5-26, four DC005 transceivers are used to handle 
the first 16 BDAL lines (BDAL O-BDAL 15) from the LSI-11 bus and to 
provide the interface to the internal tri-state bus, The transceivers are 
enabled to receive data from the LSI-11 bus when the REC H line is 
driven high. Similarly, the transceivers transmit data to the LSI·11 bus 
when the XMIT H line is driven high. Normally, the DC005s are in the 
receive state (REC H line asserted) and allow the transceivers to monitor 
the LSI-11 bus for device addresses. 

Device address and vector switch inputs to the transceivers provide con
venient address and vector selection. 

Switches A3 through A 12 are the device address selection switches, 
and switches V3 through V8 are for vector selection. Switches are ON 
(closed) for a 1 bit and are OFF (open) for a 0 bit The switch settings for 
the device addresses and vector are shown in Figures 5-27 and 5-28 
respectively. The addressable registers are: 

Register 

Bus Address Register 
Word Count Register 
Control/Status Register 
Output Buffers 

Bank 7 
Octal Address 

1XXXXO 
1XXXX2 
1XXXX4 
1XXXX6 

The user selects a base address for the bus address register and sets the 
device address selection switches to decode this address. The remaining 
register addresses are then properly decoded as sequential addresses 
beyond the bus address register. 

The DC004 is the internal register selector. This integrated circuit mon
itors BOA L lines 0, 1, and 2 to determine which register address has 
been placed on the LSI-11 bus. The states of BDOUT and BDIN are also 
monitored to determine the type of transfer (DATO or DATI) When an 
address for an internal register is placed on the LSI-11 bus, one of the 
SEL outputs from the DC004 is driven low. This selects that particular 
register for the transfer of data. The direction of transfer (irto or out of 
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Typical Application (DC003. DC004. DC005) 
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D COOED ;::()i-l 

1 OF 4 
DECODED BY BBS7 SELECTED BY SWITCHE:S -'1[=GI5TERS 

r_------~.------~r_---------------~ ----------~'(~_, 
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~~~~~~~~~~ 
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A 12 

(52-21 
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:51 - 8) 

A8 
(51 -61 

A6 
,Sl 4) 

A4 
(::, 1- 21 

Figure 5-27 Device Address Select Format 

3RDOCTAL 

1ST n.D 
OCT AL OCT AL 

1:;T:-81.......,r-'--,-~-.--'-.,-''-----,-'----'----' 
VB v6 

(52--81 (52 --6) 

NOTE5 

\,4 

(52- 41 

\'2 

V2 ~ 1 FOR TRANSFER COMPLETE IrrEFRUPT 

V2""" 0 FOR TIME OUT INTERRUPT 

Figure 5-28 Interrupt Vector Select Format 

BYTE 
(ONT R()L 

the master device) is determined by the state of the OUTH B L. OUTLB L. 
or INWD L lines. Internal register selection is summarized as follows: 

Control Line Select Register 

INWD L (Read) SEL 0 L Bus Address Re1gister 
INWD L (Read) SEL 2 L Word Count Register 
OUTHB L (Write High Byte) SELO L Bus Address Register 
OUTHB L (Write High Byte) SEL 2 L Word Count Re·gister 
OUTLB L (Write Low Byte) SELO L Bus Address Re1gister 
OUTLB L (Write Low Byte) SEL2 L Word Count Register 
INWD L (Read) SEL4 L Control/Status Register 
OUTHB Land MRPLY L SEL4 L Control/Status Register 
(Write CSR High Byte) 
OUTLB Land MRPLY L SEL4 L Control/Status Register 
(Write CSR low Byte) 
OUTHB Land MRPLY L SEL 6 L Output Buffer 
(Write High Byte) 
OUTLB Land RMPLY L SEL 6 L Output Buffer 
(Write Low Byte) 
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No:e ~r,a: vlRPLY L 'S the BRPLY L output of the DC004 and is used 
alo:g with OLITHB Land DurlB l to write either the high or low byte in 
the Goptroistatus register or the output buffers. Write byte selection for 
the bus ad Jress register and the word count register's controlled only by 
the CUTH 3 L. and :J UTLB L lines Words can be written to the con
troi status register or the output buffer registers by driving both GUTHB 
L ciild OUT LB l to the 10\1>/ s:ate at the same time. 

The DC004 integrated circuit is designed to operate directly from the 
LSi 11 bus. However, since the introduction of the DC005, the DC004 
IS USL:21Iv I;lterfaced to the LSI-l1 bus through the DC005 B'JS signals 
(BD!l.L lines) passing throU(lh the DC005 are inverted. Therefore. BDAL 
O. 'I. and: signals applied to the OC004 are il1velted. Because of this 
invErsiun. I IS necessary to ci-,ange the nornenclature on pins 12 through 
17:)11 the DC004. The difference in nomenclature between DC004s 
ope-aled ''J:rect'y f'orn th"} LSI-11 bus and through a DC005 are as 
foi!c'\/v~, 

From Bus :Non-inverted 
BDALO.1.2) 

Pin Signal 

12 GUTLB l, 
13 OUTHB L 
14 SEL 0 L 
15 SEL 2 L 
16 SEL 4 L 
17 SEL 6 L 

From DC005 (Inverted 
BDAL 0.1. 2) 

Pin Sign.al 

12 OUTHB l 
13 GUTlS L 
14 SEL 6 L 
15 SEL 4 L 
16 S~l2 L 
17 SEL 0 L 

It is rec:ornl'lended that when a DC005 is used, the OC004 be Interfaced 
to the LSi : 1 bus through ,he DC005 to avoid CJnr'ecessary bus loading. 

The DC003 Ie performs an interrupt transaction that uses the daisy
chain type arbitration scheme to assign priorities to peripheral devices. 
The DC003 has two channe!s (A and B) for generating two interrupt 
requests. C1annei /\ has higher priority than channel B. if a user's device 
want~ caM'ol of the LSI-l1 tus, the interrupt enable flip-fiop within the 
oeoo::: must be set. This is accomplished by asserr1ng (logic 1) the ENS 
O,L\ i,L\ I Ina to the OC003 (11\ ritlng bit 14 or bit 6 to a one) and then 
cioO~:'lg th" enable flip-flo;:; b/ asserting (pOSitive transition) the OC003 
ENG ClK I,ne Wi~h the Interrupt enable flip,flop set. the user's device 
may tf]en r-,ake a bus request by asserting (logic ':) RQST. RQST must 
be ",elj 8fserted until the ir,terrupt is serviced. When the RQST is 
assHwd 3"d the interrupt enable flip-flop is set. the DC003 asserts 
(Iog·c]) E·IRQ L, thus ncaktng a bus request. When the request is 
granted, tn,; processor asserts (logiC 0) BOIN L. This causes the DC003 
to assert !!ogic 1) VECTOR H, which is applied to the DC005. VECTOR H 
at the DC005 causes the device vector to be placed on the BOAL lines 
to the proc%sor Interrupts are produced for bus time-outs (CSR bits 15 
and 14; and at the completion of a block transfer (CSR bits 7 and 6). 
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5.2.2 DMA Application 
Figure 5-29 shows the DMA control (DCa 1 0)' the word count/bus ad· 
dress registers (both DCaa6), the output buffers (both 74LS273s), and 
the input drivers (74LS367s). 

The DCa 1 a performs handshaking operations required to ,"equest and 
gain control of the LSI-11 bus for DMA non-processor request (NPR) 
data transfers. After becoming bus master. the DCa 1 a produces the 
signals necessary to perform a DIN. DOUT. or DATIO bus cycle as speci
fied by the control lines. An 8-MHz free-running clock is provided by E8. 
This clock is used by the DCa 1 a to generate all transfer timing se
quences. The actual clock frequency is not critical and can be any fre
quency up to 8.3 M Hz. An RC time constant provided by resistor R 14 
and capacitor C2 provides a delay for the reassertion of BDMR to the 
LSI-11 bus. This allows other direct memory access devices to obtain 
the bus during the time the CNT4 logic releases the bus and re-requests 
the bus. 

JI 
pp USE'1 Fno L 

[lATA8 0 

t 15 
7474 

CSRWHB 3 C 

'WCfl,TOH~ E 1 0 1 

(TOS-+-i!<..ITIH 3 7402 

5 \ de 

5 VDe 

AR2iBDMGI L ~
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13 
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13DMGO I. 
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MASTE R H 
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II 
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TDOUl H DOUT E 18 
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Figure 5-29 Typical Application 
(DCaa6. OCala. Output Delay. and Input Drives) 
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Figure 5-29 Typical Application 
(DC006, DCa 1 0, Output Delay, and Input Drives) 
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User devices initiate bus requests by driving the set input of the request 
flip-flop (E15) low. This asserts REQ to the DC010 and ger'erates BDMR 
L to the LSI-ll bus. When the DCO 1 0 becomes bus master, it asserts 
AD R EN H to the DCa lObus address registers, AD R E N Hallows the bu::, 
address registers to place the address of the slave (memory) onto the 
internal bus and, via the DC005 transceivers, onto the LS 1-11 bus. The 
request flip-flop (E15) remains set until the DC006 wad count over
flows to zero (WCNTO), WCNTO then resets the request flip-flop. 

Two DC006 word count/bus address register ICs are used to provide i 6 
bits each of word count and bus address. The least significant bits of the 
word count and bus address are provided by DC006/E23, the most 
significant bits are provided by DC006/E2 7. Register A is. the bus 
address register and register C is the word count register. Both registers 
can be read or written under program control from the LSI-l1 bus. Reg
isters are selected by: 

• Read bus address register 

• Write high byte of bus address register 

• Write low byte of bus address register 

• Read word count register 

• Write high byte of word cou nt register 

• Write low byte of word count register 

SEL 0 L 
INWD L 

SEL 0 L 
OUTHB L 

SEL 0 L 
OUTLB L 

SEL 2 L 
INVVD L 

SEL 2 L 
ou-rHBL 

SEL 2 L 
OUIHBL 

The bus address register IS incremented by two tor word transfers TO 

accomplish the increment by two, the CNT 1 A input to thE. least signifi
cant DC006 (E23) must be high, and the CNT1 A Input to the most 
significant DC006 (E27) must be grounded. Clocking for [lC006 E23 IS 
provided by the transition of the ADREN H line from the DCOl O. When 
bus address register DC006 E23 overflows, MAX-A gaOlS high, thus 
clocking the DC006 E27 bus address register, 

The word count register IS Incremented by one each tiiTH:l a word IS 
transferred. Initially, the word count register is loaded under program 
control, with the 2's complement of the number of words to be trans
ferred. As words are transferred, the word count register I:; incremented 
toward zero. When DC006 E23 overflows, MAX-C goes high MAXC 
clocks the DC006 E27 word count register until DC006 E27 overflows 
When E27 overflows, WCNTO H is generated; WeNTO H t!len ,-esets the 
request flip-flop (E15), thus terminating data transfers 

During DMA data transactions, input data from the DIN bus cycle is 
placed on the internal tri-state bus via the DC005 transceivers and is 
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applied to the 7 4LS2 73 (E28 and E24) output buffers. These buffers are 
then clocked by CHAN H B and CHAN LB, thus placing the data on the 16 
OUT lines to the user's device. 

For output data transfers (DOUT), the user's device places data on the 
16 IN lines to the 74LS367 tri-state drivers. The drivers are enabled by 
DATEN L, which is asserted during a DOUT cycle. The data passes 
through the drivers, is applied to the internal tri-state bus and, via the 
DC005 transceivers, to the LSI-11 bus. 

5,2,3 Miscellaneous Logic 
Miscellaneous logic is shown in Figure 5-30. This logic includes CSR, 
output buffer and input driver control, non-existent address time-out, 
DC005 transceiver receive/transmit control, the control/status register 
(CSR)' additional transceivers (8641 s), and the "B" request flip-flop. 

The CSR, output buffers, and input driver control receive INWD L, 
OUTHB l, OUTLB L, SEL 4 L, SEL 6 L, DATN H, and DIN H. These 
signals are gated to produce enable signals for the CSR, the output 
buffers, and the input drivers. CSR RD is produced by INWD Land SEL 4 
L to enable the CSR data (DATA 5 through DATA 14) (Figure 5-29, 
sheet 2) to pass through the 74LS367 tri-state drivers and onto the LSI-
11 bus via the DC005 transceivers. OUTHB L, OUTLB L, SEL 4 l, and 
MRPLY L produce either CSRWHB Lor CRSWLB L for writing bit 8 of 
the CSR (7474 E15 on Figure 5-29, sheet 1), or for clocking the "B" 
request flip-flop. DATEN L is generated either by DATN H or by INWDL 
and SEl. 6 L. DATEN L enables the 74LS367 tri-state input drivers (Fig
ure 5-29 sheet 1) during an IN cycle. The CHANHB and CHANLB sig
nals clock the 74LS273 output buffers during an OUT cycle. When bytes 
are transferred, OUTHB l, MRPLY Land SEL 6 L enable the high byte 
(CHANHB L asserted)' while OUTLB L MRPLY and SEL 6 L enable the 
low byte (CHANLB L). Both bytes are simultaneously transferred (word 
transfer) when 01 N H is negated. 

The non-ex,stent address time-out provides a 10 Jls time-out in the 
event that a non-existent address is requested on the LSI-11 bus during 
a DMA operation. This prevents hanging-up the LSI-ll bus for periods 
longer than 10 JlS. When the DC010 becomes bus master, ADREN His 
asserted and clocks the 10 JlS one-shot (E 11). Normally, R PLY from the 
LSI-ll bus goes low and the one-shot is cleared. However, if R PLY is 
high (no response from slave), the one-shot times out and clocks the 
7 4LS7 4 flip-flop (E 12). The flip-flop is set, generating (TOS + IN IT) L; 
this signal is applied to the DC010 (Figure 5-29, sheet 1) clearing the 
internal synchronization circuit and releasing the LSI-ll bus. (TOS + 
INIT) H resets the request flip-flop (E15). The 74LS74 flip-flop (E12) can 
be set and reset with CSRW HB and DATA 15 (CSR bus time-out). This 
flip-flop is automatically reset during power-up. 
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Figure 5-30 Typical Application (Miscellaneous Logic) 
(Sheet 1 of 3) 
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r-----------
I DCOD5 TRlINSCEIVERS REC/XMIT CONTROL 

DlIHN:ji...! 

I ADREN H--1 
13 
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I TDOl:TH J 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

TRPlY H --' 

INWD '1 --~' 

r-------
NON~EXISTENT lIDDRESS TIME~OUT 

CSRWHB 

l['liT L 

[f\1T I-' 
I 

E19~~------~ 

741504 

11PLY H ~O-,,-8_---,-___ ---"-i 

74L ';04 

CSHWHB 

DATA 15 

INIT H 

+5 V f16 

·3 V 

R15 

-1 

ITOS+INITIH 

L ________________ ~ 

Figurl3 5-30 Typical Application (Miscellaneous Logic) 
(Sheet 2 of 3) 
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Figure 5-30 Typical Application (Miscellaneous Logic) 
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The DeOO 5 transceiver receive/transmit control determines the state of 
the DCOm':1 transceivers on Figure 5-26. Normally, the transceivers are in 
the receivE' state to accept device addresses from the LSI-11 bus. When 
REC H is asserted (high). XMIT is negated (low). XMIT is asserted (high) 
when transferring data to the LSI-11 bus (T DOUT, DATEN, and ADREN 
are high: TRPLY, INWD are low). REC is asserted (high) when receiving 
data from the LSI-11 bus (TDOUT, DATEN, and ADREN are low: 
TRPLY, INWD are high). 

The control/status register (CSR) (Figure 5-29, sheet 2) has six active 
bits and is a read/write register comprised of 74LS367 tri-state drivers 
and flip-flops which are part of other logic circuits shown on Figure 5-
29, sheet 1, and Figure 5-30, sheet 3. Figure 5-31 shows the CSR 
format. The CSR bits are described in Table 5-12. 

LNUSED Ur\iUSEO 

i~~'~3~--r--,--~O~9'-~.~~.~'-~~~~--~--r--r~OO~ 

~ T USIER "-ERRUPT 
1 EI\JA8d 1 RAr'\JSFER E'\JABLE 
I fOH BIT 5 :HOUEST FCR SIT 7 

i 
BUS T ~11F UL T 

{N[)\ f XiST[i\JT 
;;'O[lRES~; 

BLOCK TRANSFER 
COMPLETE 

(WQAl) COuNT 
OVERF LO'Nl I 

DOdT,DI~. 

10 

Figure 5-31 Control/Status Register (CSR) Format 

The quad transceivers (8641) supplement the DC005 transceivers for 
interfacing to the LSI-11 bus. In this particular application, the 8641 s 
are permanently enabled by grounding pins 7 and 9. 

Bit 

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 

05 

Table 5-12 CSR Bit Descriptions 

N21me 

} U,"~d 
DOUT/DIN 

Description 

When on a 1, indicate a DOUT 
cycle: when on a 0, indicate a DIN 
cycle. 
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Bit 

06 

Table 5-12 CSR Bit Descriptions (Cont) 

Name 

Interrupt enable for bit 
7 

Description 

This bit must be set (1) to enable 
the word count overflow; interrupt 
at the end of a block transfer. When 
on a 0, the interrupt is inhibited. 

07 Block transfer complete This bit sets (1) when the word 
count register overflows, providing 
bit 06 is set 

08 User transfer request The user's device must set (1) this 
bit to make a bus request and trans
fer data. User REQ L (J 1- P P) must 
be driven low (0) to set bit 08. This 
bit is always read as a zero. This is 
an example for test purposes. 

10 09 } 
11 Unused 
12 
13 

14 

15 

Interrupt enable for bit 
15 

Bus time-out 

This bit must be set (1) to enable 
the bus time-out interrupt. When on 
a 0, the interrupt is inhibited. 

This bit sets (1 ) when a slave on the 
LSI-11 bus does not respond with 
BRPLY within 10 ~s after being ad
dressed Bit 14 must be set (1) to 
enable the bus time-out interrupt. 
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APPENDIX A 

ASSIGNMENT OF ADDRESSES 
AND VECTORS 

A.1 ADDRESS MAP 

2K 
WORDS 

lK 
WORDS 

lK 
WORDS 

80 
VECTORS 

48 
VECTORS 

FIXED ADDRESS AREA 
FlESERVED FOR USE BY 
DIC3ITAL EQUIPMENT 
CORPORATION , 
USER ADDRESSES AREA , 

FLOATING ADDRESSES AREA 

f;:ESERVED FOR USE BY 
DIGITAL EQUIP CORP 

, 
FLOATING VECTOR AREA 

TRAP & INTERRUPT 
VECTOR AREA 

A.2 FLOATING VECTORS 

777 777 

770000 

767 777 

764000 

763777 

760010 

760006 

760000 

757777 

001 DOC 

000777 

000300 

000277 

000000 

The conventions for the assignments of floating vectors for modules on 
the LSI-11 bus will adhere to those established for Unibus devices 
Unibus devices are used to explain the priority ranking for floating vec
tors and arE! included in the subsequent table of trap and interrupt vec
tors as a gUIde to the user 

The floatin~1 vector convention used for communications and other de
vices that Interface with the PO P-ll series of products assigns vectors 
In order starting at 300 and proceeding upward to 777. (Some LSI-ll 
bus modules. such as the 0 l.V 11 and 0 RV 11, have an upper vector limit 
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of 377.) The following table shows the sequence for assigning vectors to 
modules. It can be seen that the first vector address, 300, is. assigned to 
the first OLVll in the system. If another OLVll is used. it would then be 
assigned vector address 310. etc. When the vector addresses have been 
assigned for all the OLVll s (up to a maximum of 32), addresses are 
then assigned consecutively to each unit of the next highest ranked de
vice (ORVll or OLVll-E. etc.). then to the other devices ir accordance 
with the ranking. 

Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Ranking for Floating Vectors 
(Start at 300 and proceed upward. I 

Unibus 

OCll 
KLll. OLll-A.-8 
OPll 
OMll-A 
ONll 
OMll-88 
DR ll-A 
ORll-C 
PA611 Reader 
PA611 Punch 
OTll 
OXll 
OLll-C.-O.-E 
OJll 
OHll 
GT40 
LPSll 
DQ11 
KWll-W 
DUll 

LSI-" Bus 

OLVll, -F.-J 

ORVll-R 
ORVll 

OLVll-E 

KWV11 
OUVll 

----'--------------'-----_._-

A.3 INTERRUPT AND TRAP VECTORS 

Vector Unibus 

000 
004 

010 

DEC reserved 
CPU errors 

Illegal and reserved instruc-
tions 

014 8PT. breakpoint trap 

LSI-" Bus 

DEC reserved 
8us time-out and illegal in
structions (e.g., JMP RO) (odd 
address and stack overflow 
traps not implemented on 
LSI-11 ) 
Illegal and reserved Instruc
tions 
8 PT instruction and T bit 

020 lOT, input/output trap lOT instruction 
~~~~~~~~_~~ __ L_. _____________ _ 
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Vector I U_n_ib_u_S _________ -+_L_S_I-_'_'_B_U_S ______ _ 

024 Power-fail Power-fail 
030 EMT, emulator trap EMT instruction 
034 TRAP Instruction TRAP instruction 
040 System software 
044 System software 
050 System software 
054 System software 
060 Console terminal, key

board/reader 
Console terminal, input 

064 Console terminal, Console terminal, output 
winter/punch 

070 PC 11, paper tape reader 
074 PC 11, paper tape punch 
100 KWll-l, line clock External event line interrupt 
104 KW 1 1- p, programmable clock 
110 
114 M emory system errors 
120 XY plotter 
124 DRll-8 DMA interface; DRVll-8 

(DAll-8) 
130 AD01, A/D subsystem 
134 AFCll,analogsubsystem 
140 AA 11, display 
144 Ai::", 11, light pen 
150 
154 
160 RLll RLV11 
164 
170 User reserved 
174 User reserved 
200 LPll /LS 11, line printer; LAVll, LPVll 

U\ 180 
204 RS04/RF11, fixed head disk 
210 RCll,disk 
214 Tell, DECtape 
220 RK11,disk RKVll 
224 TU 16/TM 1 1/TS03, magnetic 

tape 
230 CDll-CMll-CRll, card 

reader 
234 U DC 11, digital control sub

sY:3tem 
240 PI RO, program Interrupt 

request (11/45) 
244 Floating-point error FIS (optional) 
250 Memory management 
254 RP04/RPll disk pack 
260 TAll, cassette 
264 RX 11, flo disk RXVll 
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Vector Unibus LSI-11 Bus 
270 User reserved 

} 274 User reserved 
300 (Start of floating vectors) User reserved 

374 
400 

{ 404 
ADVll-A 410 

414 
420 
424 
430 >- IBVll-A 

434 -< 
440 

>- KWV11 A 444 
450 -< 

> User reserved 

777 (End of floating vectors) 

A.4 FLOATING ADDRESSES 
The conventions for the assignment of floating addresses for modules on 
the LSI-11 bus will adhere to those established for Unibus devices 
Unibus devices are used to explain the ranking sequence and are 
included in the subsequent table of device addresses as a quide to the 
user. 

The floating address convention used for communications (and other) 
devices that interface with the PDP-11 series of products assigns 
addresses in order starting at 760 010 (or 160 010) and proceeds up
wards to 763 776 (or '163 776). For compatibility with Unibus conven
tion. addresses are expressed as consisting of 18 bits (7XX XXX) rather 
than 16 bits (1 XX XXX) 

Floating addresses are assigned in the following sequence. 

Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Unibus 
Device 

DJ 11 
DH11 
DQll 
DUll 
DUP11 
LK11A 
DMCll 
DZ11 
KMC11 
RL 11 (extras) 

A-4 

LSI-11 
Device 

DUV11 

DZV11 

R LV 11 (extras) 



A.5 DEVICE ADDRESSES 

Address 

777776 
777774 
777 772 

777 770 } 

777 720 . 

7777'6'} 

777710_ 
777 707 
777 706 
777 705 
777 704 
777 703 
777702 
777 701 
777 700 

777 676 '} 

777 600 

777576 :.} 
777574 
777 572 
777570 
777 566 
777 564 
7775Ei2 
777560 

777 556 "'} 777 554 
777 552 
777 550 ~ 
777546 

777 544 ~~ 

777 530 ., 

Unibus 

Processor status word (PS) 
Stack limit 
Program interrupt request (PIRQ) 

DEC reserved 

CPU registers 

R7 (PC) ""I 
R6 (SP) 
R5 
R4 General 
R3 ). Registers 
R2 
R1 
RO ~ 

Memory management 

(SR2) 
Memory mgt status reg (SR1) 

(SRO) 
Console switch and display register 

(XBUF) } 
(XCSR) Console 
(RBUF) Terminal 
(RCSR) 

PC11/PR11 

KW11-L.DL11-W 

XV11 

777 526 Unassigned 

A-5 

LSI-11 Bus 

} 
Console 
Terminal 

(LTC) KPV11, 
BDV11 



Address Unibus 

777 524 } 
777 522 Unassigned 
777 520 
777 516 } LA180. LPll 
777514 LS11.LVll 
777 512 
777 510 

777 506 } 

777 500 TAll 

777 476 } 

777 460 RFll 

777456 } 

777 440 RCll 

777 436 I "'I 

777434 
777 432 
77 7 430 DT 11. bus switch 
777426 
777 424 
777 422 
777 420 , .... 

777 416 } 

RK 11 

777 400 

777 376 J}' DC14-D 

777 360 

777 356 } TC11 

777 340 

777 336 } 

KEll-A. EAE #2 

777 320 

A-6 

#8 
#7 
#6 
#5 
#4 
#3 
#2 
# 1 

LSI-11 Bus 

BDV11 

} lAVl UPVll 



Address Unibus LSI-11 Bus 

777316 arithmetic shift 
777314 logical shift 
777 312 normalize 
777310 KE11-A, EAE #1 step count/status register 
777306 multiply I 
777 304 multiplier quotient 
777 302 accumulator 
777 300 divide 
777 276 

10 EC """.d 
777 200 ./ 
777 176 

}X11 } RXV11 
777 174 
777 172 
777 170 
77 7 166 

I}CR' 1. CM11 777 164 
77 7 162 CD11 
777 160 
777 156 1 

~D EC reserved 

777 000 ) 
776 776 

776 770 

~ADOI 
) 

776 766 

I~A" #1 

776 750 

~ . 

776 746 

, Unassigned 

776 740 
776 7.36 

~P11 
776 700 

I 
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Address 

776 676 

176 530 
176 526 
176524 
176 522 
176 520 
176 516 
176514 
176 512 
176 510 
176 506 
176 504 
176 502 
176 500 
- -
776476 

776400 
776 376 

776200 

Unibus 

} DL11-A. -B. 
#4-#16 

} DL11-A.-B#3 

} DL11-A.-B#2 

} DL11-A.-B#l 

JAA~ 
-

#5 

#2 

}DX11 

A-a 

LSI-11 Bus 

1 
This area reserved 
for 16 serial line 
units without 
modern control 
capability. 



Address 1- unib~ LSI-11 Bus 
-- -- -'- - - - --

776 176 

}6-#31 
775 660 
775 656 

}#5 775654 
775 652 
775 650 
775 646 }4 This area reserved 
775644 for 31 serial line 
775 642 units with modem 
775640 DL 11-C, -D, -E control capability. 
775.636 }3 775634 
775 632 
775 630 
775 626 }, 775624 
775 622 
775 620 
775 616 

}' 775614 
775612 
775 610 

- - - - - -
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Address I Unibus 

775606 } 
775604 
775 602 DEC reserved 

775600 

775576 .} 

OS11, 
775400 
775376 

ON 11, 

775200 
775 176 

OM11 

775000 
774776 

OP11 

774 410 
774406 
774404 } DP11 
774402 RL01 
774400 
774376 

#4 

#1 
#16 

#1 
#16 

#1 
in 

#32 
#32 

} 
I 

I }DC11 
774000 #1 t. 773 776 r M,'"""'"cc lo,d., 1 
773 700 

I 773 676 I I 
M792 diode ROM I . . 

773400 I 
773376 } 

I 
I II BM79'-YH "".tte I 

773300 -- ------

A-10 

LSI-11 Bus 

RLV11 

- -- -

- - --



AddreSSd_U_ni_b_u_S ________ -+-___ L_S_I_-_1_1_B_U_S __ 

773276 l- - -- -- -, -)-
773 200 

773 176 

773 100 
773 076 

113 000 
772 776 

772 700 
772 676 

772 600 
772 576 
772574 
772 572 
772 570 
772 566 

772 560 
772 556 

772 550 

J>-- BM792-YC card 

MR11-DB 

BM792-YA paper tape 

• PA611 typeset punch 

- PA611 typeset reader 

AFC11 

DEC reserved 

. DEC reserved 

;;~ ;1: I}. KW11-P 
772 542 
772 540 ---. 

A-ll 

REV11, BDV11 
MRV11-AA 

256-word ROM 
space 

___ 1 __ _ 



Address 

772 536 ..... 
772534 

Unibus 

772532 TM11 
772 530 ~ 
772 526 
772 524 
772 522 
772 520 I ..... 
772 516 Memory mgt status reg (SR3) 
772514h 

~ OST 

772 500 ,.) 
772 456 ."" 

~DR11-8#3 

772 450 

}TJUI6 
772 446 

772 440 
772436 

} DRll·. #2 
772 434 
772432 
772430 
772426 

} DEC 'e,e"ed 
772424 
772 422 
772420 
772 416 

}DRll .•. ·CUI 772414 
772 412 
772 410 
772406 

}KWllW 

772 400 
772 376 

} Memo', m,n'gemeot 

772 200 

A-12 

lSI-" Bus 

} DR\l11-8 #3 

} DRV11-8 #2 

} DR\l11-8 #1 



----
Address Unibus LSI-" Bus 

772 176 

} FPll 

772 160 
772 156 

} Uo"'i900d 

772 140 
772 136 

} Memo,y p"itv 

772 110 
772 106 

} UO""90ed 

772 102 
772 100 MSll-K, -LP, MMll-LP 
772076 

} RL11 
772 070 
772 066 

}RJS~ 
772 040 
772 036 

• DEC reserved 

772 020 
772 016 

. GT40, VT48 

772 000 
771 776 

} U DC functional 1/0 modules 

771 000 
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Address Unibus LSI·" Bus 

770776 

} KG" 

#8 

770700 #1 
770676 F. #16 

>- DM11·BB, 

770500 K #1 
770476 

>- ADF11 

770460 f.< 
770456 

). Unassigned 

770450 I< 
770446 

} 770444 
AAV11-A 770442 

770440-
770436 

~ LPS11 

770424 
770422 } KWV11-A 770420 1-' 
770416 h 

> AR11. LPS11 
770404 

} 770402 ADV11-A 
770400 I"" 
770376 ~ 

). DEC reserved 

770000 0 
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Address Unibus LSI-" Bus 

767774 DR11-C #1 
767 776 -} 

767 772 ' 
DRV11 #1 

767 770 _ 

767764 DR11-C#2 
767 766 "} 

767 762 
DRV11 #2 

767 760 

767754 DR11-C #3 
767 756 ~} 

DRV11 #3 
767 752 
767 750 ~ 

767 746 } 

766 000 _ 

::: ::: } 
764 776 

764000 
763776 

760 154 
760 152 
760 150 
760 146 

760 010 
760 006 

760 000 

User 
Reserved 
Area 

User 
Reserved 
Area 

} 
REV11 256 Lord 
ROM space 

(start here and assign upwards to 767 776) 

Trop fflO"i 097dd'''''''-l- - 1--
~I~~~~~~es I } IBV11-A Floating 

I Addresses 

• _L_ 
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APPENDIX B 

LSI-11 BUS SIGNALS 

B.1 MODULE CONTACT FINGER IDENTIFICATION 
DIGITAL interface modules all use the same contact finger (pin) identi
fication system. The LSI-11 1/0 bus is based on the use of double-height 
modules. These modules plug into a 2-slot bus connector. each contain
Ing 36 lines per slot (18 each on component and solder sides of the 
circuit board). Although the LSI-11 processor module and core memory 
module are quad-height modules that plug into four connector slots. only 
two slots (A and B) are used for interface purposes on the processor 
module. Etched circuit jumpers on the unused portion of the module 
maintain continuity of grant signals BIAKI L to BIAKO Land BDMGI L to 
BDMGO L. These daisy-chained signals are described later. 

Slots. shown as ROW A and ROW B in Figure B-1. include a numeric 
identifier for the side of the module. The component side is designated 
side "'" and the solder side is designated side "2." Letters ranging from 
A through V (excluding G. I. O. and Q) identify a particular pin on a side 
of a slot. HEmce. a typical pin is designated as: 

BE2 

Slot (Row) ______ --Jt 1 L Module Side Identifier 
Identifier "solder side" 
"Slot B" Pin Identifier 

"Pin E" 

Note that the positioning notch between the two rows of pins mates 
with a protrusion on the connector block for correct module positioning. 

Quad-height modules are similarly pin numbered. They are identified in 
Figure 8-2. 

Individual connector pins. viewed from the underside (wiring side) of a 
backplane. are identified as shown in Figure B-3. Only the pins for one 
bus location (two slots) are shown in detail. This pattern of pins is re
peated eight times on the H9270 backplane, allowing the user to install 
one LSI-" microcomputer module (four slots) and up to six additional 
2-slot modules. 
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rigure B-1 Dual Module Contact Finger Identification 

Figure 8-2 Quad Module Contact Finger identlficiit!Or 
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TYPICAL MOOULE MODULE SIDE IOE~TIFIER 
H9270 POWER AND ROW IDENTIFIER LOCAT,ON I = COMPONENT SIDE 

WIRE-WRAP PINS 
PASS THROUGH 
H9270 PC. BOARD SIGNAL CONNECTIOf'IS (SLOTS A 1-81 J 2 = SOLDER SIDE 

1 
1 MODULE SIDE 

2 

2 + 

Figure B-3 LSI-11 Backplane Module Pin Identification 

B.2 BUS SIGNALS 
H9270 backplane pin assignments are listed and described in Table B-1. 
Only slots A and B are listed. However. they are identical to slots C and 
D. respectively. Table B-2 alphanumerically lists the LSI-11 bus pin 
assignments. 

Bus 
Pin 

AA1 
AB1 

AC1 
AD1 

AE1 
AF1 
AH1 

AJ1 

AK1 
AL 1 

AM1 

Table B-1 Backplane Pin Assignments 

Mnemonic 

BSPARE1 
BSPARE2 

BDAL16 
BDAL 17 

SSPARE1 
SSPARE2 
SSPARE3 

GND 

MSPAREA 
MSPAREA 

GND 

Description 

Bus Spare (Not assigned. reserved for 
DIGITAL use.) 

Extended address bits. 

Special Spare (Not assigned. not bused. 
Available for user interconnections.) 

Ground - System signal ground and dc re
turn. 

Maintenance Spare - Normally connected 
together on the backplane at each option lo
cation (not bused connection). 

Ground - System signal ground and dc re
turn. 
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Bus 
Pin 

AN1 

AP1 

AR1 

AS1 

AT1 

Table B-1 Backplane Pin Assignments (Cont) 

Mnemonic 

BDMR L 

BHALT L 

BREF L 

+12B 

GNO 

Description 

Direct Memory Access (OM ,A.) Request - A 
device asserts this signal to request bus mas
tership. The processor arbitrates bus master
ship between itself and all OMA devices on 
the bus. If the processor is not bus master (it 
has completed a bus cycle and BSYNC L is 
not being asserted by the processor), it 
grants bus mastership to the requesting 
device by asserting BOMGO L, The device re
sponds by negating BOMR L and asserting 
BSACK L. 

Processor Halt - When BHALT L is asserted, 
the processor responds by haiti ng normal 
program execution, External interrupts are 
ignored but memory refresh interrupts (en
abled if W4 on the processor module is re
moved) and OMA request/grant sequences 
are enabled. When In the halt state, the pro
cessor executes the OOT microcode and the 
console device operation is invoked. 

Memory Refresh - Asserted by a processor 
microcode-generated refresh interrupt 
sequence (when enabled) or by an external 
device. This signal forces all dynamic MOS 
memory units to be activated for each 
BSYNC UBOIN L bus transaction 

CAUTION 
The user must avoid multiple DMA data 
transfers (burst or "hog" mode) during a pro
cessor-generated refresh operation so that a 
complete refresh cycle can occur once every 
1.6 ms. 

+ 12 V Battery Power - Secondary + 12 V 
power connection. Battery power can be 
used with certain devices. 

Ground - System signal ground BInd dc re
turn. 
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Bus 
Pin 

AU1 

AVl 

BAl 

BBl 

BC1 
BD1 
BE1 
BF1 
BH1 

BJ1 

BKl 
BL 1 

BM1 

BNl 

BP1 

Table B-1 Backplane Pin Assignments (Cont) 

Mnemonic 

PSPARE1 

+!5B 

BDCOK H 

BPOK H 

SSPARE4 
SSPARE5 
SSPARE6 
SSPARE7 
SSPARE8 

GND 

MSPAREB 
MSPAREB 

GND 

BS/-\CK L 

BSPARE6 

Description 

Spare (Not assigned. Customer usage not 
recommended.) 

+ 5 V Battery Power - Secondary + 5 V 
power connection. Battery power can be 
used with certain devices. 

DC Power OK - Power supply-generated sig
nal that is asserted when there is sufficient 
dc voltage available to sustain reliable sys
tem operation. 

Power OK - Asserted by the power supply 
when primary power is normal. When ne
gated during processor operation, a power
fail trap sequence is initiated. 

Special Spare (Not assigned. not bused. 
Available for user interconnections.) 

Ground - System signal ground and dc re
turn. 

Maintenance Spare -- Normally connected 
together on the backplane at each option lo
cation (not a bused connection). 

Ground - System signal ground and dc re
turn. 

This signal is asserted by a DMA device in 
response to the processor's BDMGO L signal. 
indicating that the DMA device is bus mas
ter. 

Bus Spare (Not assigned. Reserved for 
DIGITAL use.) 
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Bus 
Pin 

BR1 

BS1 

BT1 

BU1 

BV1 

AA2 

AB2 

AC2 

AD2 

AE2 

Table B-1 Backplane Pin Assignments (Cont) 

Mnemonic 

BEVNT L 

PSPARE4 

GND 

PSPARE2 

+5 

+5 

-12 

GND 

+12 

BDOUT L 

Description 

External Event I nterrupt Request - When as
serted. the processor responds O'f PS bit 7 is 
0) by entering a service routine via vector ad
dress 100<. A typical use of this signal is a 
line-time clock interrupt. 

Spare (Not assigned. Customer usage not 
recommended) 

Ground - System signal ground and dc re
turn. 

Spare (Not assigned. Customer usage not 
recommended.) 

+ 5 V Power -- Normal + 5 \/dc system 
power. 

+5 V Power -- Normal +5 Vdc system 
power. 

-12 V Power - -12 Vdc (optiona I) power for 
devices requiring this voltage. 

NOTE 
LSI-11 modules which require negative volt
ages contain an inverter circuit (on each 
module) which generates the required volt
age(s); hence. -12 V power is 110t required 
with DIGITAL-supplied options. 

Ground -- System signal ground and dc re
turn. 

+ 12 V Power - + 12 Vdc system power. 

Data Output - BDOUT. when asserted. im
plies that valid data is available on 
BDALO-15 L and that an output transfer. 
with respect to the bus master device. is 
taking place. BDOUT L is deskewed with 
respect to data on the bus. The slave device 
responding to the BDOUT L signal must 
assert BRPLY L to complete the transfer. 
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Bus 
Pin 

AF2 

AH2 

AJ2 

AK2 

Table 8-1 Backplane Pin Assignments (Cont) 

Mnemonic 

BRPLY L 

BDIN L 

8SYNC L 

8WTBT L 

Description 

Reply - BRPLY L is asserted in response to 
BDIN Lor BDOUT L and during IAK transac
tion. It is generated by a slave device to in
dicate that it has placed its data on the BDAL 
bus or that it has accepted output data from 
the bus. 

Data Input - BDIN L is used for two types of 
bus operation: 

1. When asserted dUring BSYNC L time. 
BDIN L implies an input transfer with 
respect to the current bus master. and re
quires a response (BRPLY L), BDIN L is 
asserted when the master device is ready 
to accept data from a slave device. 

2. When asserted without BSYNC L. it 
Indicates that an interrupt operation is oc
curring. 

The master device must deskew input data 
from BRPLY L. 

Synchronize - BSYNC L is asserted by the 
bus master device to indicate that it has 
placed an address on BDALO-15 L. The 
transfer is in process "':ltil BSYNC L is ne
gated. 

Write/Byte - BWTBT L is used in two ways 
to control a bus cycle: 

1. it is asserted during the leading edge of 
BSYN C L to indicate that an output 
sequence is to follow (DATO or DATOB). 
rather than an input sequence. 

2. it is asserted during BDOUT L. in a 
DATOB bus cycle. for byte addressing 
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Bus 
Pin 

AL2 

AM2 
AN2 

AP2 

AR2 
AS2 

Table B-1 Backplane Pin Assignments (Cont) 

Mnemonic 

BIRO L 

BIAKI L 
BIAKO L 

BBS7 L 

BOMGI L 
BOMGO L 

Description 

Interrupt Request - A device asserts this sig
nal when its interrupt enable and interrupt 
request flip-flops are set. If the processor's 
PS word bit 7 is 0, the processor responds by 
acknowledging the request by asserting 
BOIN Land BIAKO L. 

Interrupt Acknowledge Input and Interrupt 
Acknowledge Output - This is an interrupt 
acknowledge signal which is gl3nerated by 
the processor in response to an interrupt 
request (BIRO L). The processor asserts 
BIAKO L, which is routed to the BIAKi L pin 
of the first device on the bus. If it is request
ing an interrupt. it will inhibit passing BIAKO 
L. If it is not asserting BIRO L, thi3 device will 
pass BIAKI L to the next (lower priority) de
vice via its BIAKO L pin and the lower priority 
device's BIAKI L pin. 

Bank 7 Select - The bus master asserts 
BBS7 L when an address in the upper 4K 
bank is placed on the bus. BSYNC L is then 
asserted and B BS7 L remains active for the 
duration of the addressing portion of the bus 
cycle. 

OMA Grant Input and OMA Grant Output -
This is the processor-generated daisy
chained signal which grants bus mastership 
to the highest priority OMA device along the 
bus. The processor generates B OM GO L. 
which is routed to the BOMGI 1_ pin of the 
first device on the bus. If it is requesting the 
bus, it will inhibit passing BOMGO L. If it is 
not requesting the bus, it will pass the 
BOMGI L signal to the next (lower priority) 
device via its BOMGO L pin. The device 
asserting B 0 M R L is the deviCE' requesting 
the bus, and it responds to the BIJMGI L sig
nal by negating BOMR, assertinrl BSACK L. 
assuming bus mastership, and executing the 
required bus cycle. 
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Bus 
Pin 

AT2 

AU2 
AV2 

BA2 

BB2 

BC2 

BD2 

BE2 
BF2 
BH2 
BJ2 
BK2 
BLL 
BM2 
BN2 
BP2 
BR2 
BS2 
BT2 
BU2 
BV2 

Table B-1 Backplane Pin Assignments (Cont) 

Mnemonic 

BINIT L 

BDALO L 
BDAL 1 L 

+5 

-12 

GND 

+12 

BDAL2 L 
BDAL3 L 
BDAL4 L 
BDAL5 L 
BDAL6 L 
BDAl7l 
BDAl8 L 
BDAL9 L 
BDAl10 L 
BDAL11 L 
BDAl12 l 
BDAL13 L 
BDAL14 L 
BDAL15 L 

Description 

CAUTION 
DMA device transfers must be single trans
fers and must not interfere with the memory 
refresh cycle. 

Initialize - BINIT is asserted by the processor 
to initialize or clear all devices connected to 
the I/O bus. The signal is generated in re
sponse to a power-up condition (the negated 
condition of BDCOK H). 

Data/Address Lines - These two lines are 
part of the data/address bus over which 
address and data information are commu
nicated. Address information is first placed 
on the bus by the bus master device. The 
same device then either receives input data 
from, or outputs data to, the addressed slave 
device or memory over the same bus lines. 

+ 5 V Power - Normal + 5 Vdc system 
power. 

-12 V Power - -12 Vdc (optional) power for 
devices requiring this voltage. 

Ground - System signal ground and dc re
turn. 

+ 12 V Power - + 12 V system power. 

Data/Address Lines - These 14 lines are part 
of the data/address bus previously described. 
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Table B-2 Backplane Pin Assignments (Abbreviated List) 

RowA RowB 
(Same as Row C) (Same as Row D) 

Module Side 1 (Component Side) 

AAl BSPAREl BAl BDCOK H 
ABl BSPARE2 BBl BPOK H 
ACl BDAl16 BCl SSPARE4 
ADl BDALl7 BDl SSPARE5 
AEl SSPAREl BEl SSPARE6 
AFl SSPARE2 BFl SSPARE7 
AHl SSPARE3 BHl SSPARE8 
AJl GND BJl GND 
AKl MSPAREA BKl MSPAREB 
All MSPAREA Bll MSPAREB 
AMl GND BMl GNO 
ANl BOMR l BNl BSACK l 
APl BHAlT l BPl BSPARE6 
ARl BREF l BRl BEVNT l 
ASl +12B BSl PSPARE4 
ATl GNO BTl GNO 
AUl PSPARE1 BUl PSPARE2 
AVl +5B BVl +5 

Module Side 2 (Solder Side) 

AA2 +5 BA2 +5 
AB2 -12 BB2 -12 
AC2 GNO BC2 GIIIO 
AD2 +12 B02 +12 
AE2 BDOUT l BE2 BDAl2 l 
AF2 BRPlY l BF2 BDAl3 l 
AH2 BOIN l BH2 BDAl4 l 
AJ2 BSYNC l BJ2 BOAl5 l 
AK2 BWTBT l BK2 BDAl6 l 
Al2 BIRO l BL2 BOAl7 L 
AM2 BIAKI L BM2 BDAL8 L 
AN2 BIAKO L BN2 BDAlS L 
AP2 BBS7 l BP2 BDAl 10 L 
AR2 BOMGI l BR2 BOAll1 L 
AS2 BDMGO l BS2 BDAL12l 
AT2 BINIT l BT2 BOAL13 l 
AU2 BOAlO L BU2 BDAl14l 
AV2 BDAL 1 L BV2 BDAL15 l 
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APPENDIX C 

PERIPHERAL AND OPTION DATA 

C.1 MODULE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS 

Module Option Description 

A012 ADV11-A 16-Channel. 12-Bit AID Converter 

A6001 AAV11-A 4-Channel, 12-Bit D/A Converter 

G653 MMV11-A 4K X 16-Bit Core Memory, Mother-
board 

H223 MMV11-A 4K X 16-Bit Core Memory, Core 
Stack Board 

M7269 RKV11-D RK05 Disk Drive Bus Interface 

M7940 DLV11 Serial Line Unit Interface 

M7941 DRV11 Parallel Line Unit Interface 

M7942 MRV11-AA 4K X 16-Bit Read-Only Memory 
(Less PROMs) 

M7944 MSV11-B 4K X 16- Bit Read/Write MaS 
Memory 

M7946 RXV11-A Floppy Disk Drive Bus Interface 

M7948 DRV11-P Foundation Module 

M7949 LAV11 LA 180 Line Printer Option 

M7950 DRV11-B DMA Interface 

M7951 DUV11 Synchronous Serial Line Interface 

M7952 KWV11-A Programmable Real-Time Clock 

M7954 IBV11-A Instrument Bus Interface 
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M7955-YD MSV11-CD 16K X 16-Bit Read/Wite MaS 
Memory 

M7957 DZV11-A Asynchronous Line Interface 

M8012 BDV11-AA Bootstrap, Diagnostic, and 
Terminator 

M8013 RLV11 RL01 Disk Drive Disk Control 

M8014 RLV11 RL01 Disk Drive Disk Control 

M8016 KPV11-A Power-Fail/Line-Time Clock 

M8016-YB KPV11-B Power- Fail/Line-Time Clock!120-
Ohm Terminator 

M8016-YC KPV11-C Power- Fail/Line-Time Clock!220-
Ohm Terminator 

M8017 DLV11-E Asynchronous Line Interface 

M8021 MRV11-BA UV PROMIRAM (Less 
PROMs) 

M8027 LPV11 LA 180/LP05 Printer Option 

M8028 DLV1'-F Asynchronous Line Intel1ace 

M8043 DLV11-J Four Asynchronous Lin€' Interfaces 

M8044 MSV11-D 4K, 8K, 16K, 32K MaS Memory 

M8045 MSV11-E 4K, 8K, 16K, 32K MaS Memory 
with Parity 

M9400-YA REV11-A DMA Refresh/Bootstrap ROM/120-
Ohm Terminator 

M9400-YB TEV11 120-0hm Terminator 

M9400-YC REV1'-C DMA Refresh/Bootstrap ROM 

M9400-YD BCV1A Expansion Module 

M9400-YE BCV1B Expansion Module 

M9400-YH REV11 -H Remote-11 Boot 

M9401 BCV1A,B Expansion Module 
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C.2 MODULE SPECIFICATIONS 

Option Module Power Requirements Bus loads' 
Desig. No(s). Description + 6 V ± 5% + 12 V ± 3 % AC (Max) DC Size 

AAVll-A A6001 4-channel. 12-bit 1.5 A OAA 1.9 Quad 
01 A converter 

ADVllA A012 16-channel. 12-bit 2.0 A OA5A 3.25 Quad 
AID converter 

BDVii-AA M80l2 Boot. term. 1.6A 0.07 A 2.0 Quad 
diagnostic 

DLVll M7940 Asynchronous serial 1.0A 0.18A 2.5 Double 
line interface 

DLVll-E M8017 Asynchronous line 1.0A 0.18 A 1.6 Double 
interface 

DLVll-F M8028 Asynchronous line 1.0 A 0.18A 2.2 Double 
interface 

DLVll-J M8043 4 Asynchronous 1.5 A 0.5 A Double 
serial interface 

'These ac loads figures were measured using standard TOR (time domain reflectometry) techniques. The conversion factor is 9.35 
pF/AC load. These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of com
ponents used in the manufacturing of the product. 
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Option Module Power Requirements Bus Loads' 

Desig. No(s). Description + 6 V ± 6% + 12 V ± 3 % AC(Max) DC Size 

DRVll M7941 Parallel line unit 0.9 A 1.4 Double 
interface 

DRVll-B M7950 DMA interface 1.9A 3.3 Quad 

DRVll-P M7948 Foundation 1.0A 2.1 Quad 
module + user logic 

DUVll M7951 Synchronous serial 0.86A 0.32 A 1.00 Quad 
line interface 

DZVll-A M7957 Asynchronous 1.15 A 0.39A 4.0 Quad 
line interface 

IBVll-A M7954 Instrument O.SA 1.8 Double 
bus interface 

KPVll-A M8016 Power-fail/line- 0.56 A 1.6 Double 
time clock 

KPV118 M80l6 YB Povver fail/line- 0.56.A. 1.6 Doub!e 

time clock/120 n 
bus termi nator 

'These ac loads figures were measured using standard TOR (time domain reflectometry) techniques. The conversion factor is 9.35 
pF/AC load. These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of com
ponents used in the manufacturing of the product. 
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Option 
Desig. 

KPVll-C 

KWVll-A 

LAVll 

LPVll 

MMVll-A 

Module 
No(s). Description 

M8016-YC Power-fail/line
time clockl220 II 
bus terminator 

M7952 Programmable 
real-time clock 

M7949 LA 180 line printer 
interface 

M8027 LA 180/LP05 
printer interface 

H223 4K X 16 core 
G653 memory 

(standby current) 
(operating current) 

MRV11-AA M7942 4K X 16 read-only 
memory (less 
PROM integrated 
circuits) 

Power Requirements Bus Loads' 
+ 6 V ± 5% + 12 V ± 3 % AC (Max) DC Size 

0.56A 1.6 Double 

1.75 A 0.01 A 3.4 Quad 

0.8 .f>.. 1.8 Double 

0.8 A 1.4 Double 

1.9 2 quads 

3.0A 0.2 A 
7.0A 0.6A 

0.4 A 1.8 Double 

'These ac loads figures were measured using standard TDR (time domain reflectometry) techniques. The conversion factor is 9.35 
pF/ AC load. These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of com
ponents used in the manufacturing of the product. 
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Option Module Power Requirements Bus Loads· 
Desig. No(s). Description + 5 V ± 5% + 12 V ± 3 % AC (Max) DC Size 

MRV11-AA M7948 (with 32 512 X 4 2.8 A 
(Cont) PROM integrated 

circuits) 
(MRV11-AC) 

MRV11-BA M8021 UV PROM- 0.58A 0.34A 2.8 Double 
RAM (less PROM 
integrated circuits) 

(with 81 K X 8 0.62A 0.5 A 
PROM integrated 
circuits) 
(MRV11-BC) 

MSV11-B M7944 4 K X 1 6 read/write 0.6 A 0.54A 1.9 Double 
MaS memory 

MSV11-CD M7B55-YD 1 6K X 16 read/write 1.1 A 0.54A 2.3 Quad 
MaS memory 

"These ac loads figures were measured using standard TDR (time domain reflectometry) techniques. The conversion factor is 9.35 
pF/ AC load. These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerance~ of com
ponents used in the manufacturing of the product 



Option Module Power Requirements Bus Loads' 
Desig. No(s). Description + 6 V ± 6% + 12 V ± 3 % AC (Max) DC Size 

MSVll-D M8044 4K/16K/3? K 1 .7 i'. ('\")J'l/\ 
v.u'"'?"/""\ 2.0 Double 

MaS memory 

MSVll-E M8045 4K/16K/32K 20A 0.41 A 2.0 Double 
MaS memory 

REVll-A M9400-YA 120 n terminator. 1.6 A 2.2 Double 
DMA refresh. 
bootstrap ROM 

<;"' 
-...J REVll-C M9400-YC DMA refresh. 1.6 A 2.2 Double 

bootstrap ROM 

RKVll-D M7269 LSI-ll bus control for 1.8 A 1.9 Double 
RKVll-D 

RLVll M8013 RLOl disk 5A 1.0A 3.2 2 quads 
Ma014 drive 

RXVll-A M7946 RXO 1 interface 1.5 A 18 Double 

TEVll M9400-YB 120 !l terminator 0.5 A 0 0 Double 

"These ac loads figures were measured using standard TDR (time domain reflectometry) techniques. The conversion factor is 9.35 
pF/AC load. These numbers are nominal values which will tend to vary from module to module due to normal tolerances of com-
ponent:; used in the manufacturing of the product. 



C.3 BACKPLANE SPECIFICATIONS 

Bus Loads 
Option Description AC DC 

H9270 4 X 4 Backplane 5.1 0 
H9281A 2 X 4 Backplane 1.3 0 
H9281B 2 X 8 Backplane 2.4 0 
H9281C 2 X 12 Backplane 3.6 0 
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0.1 BASIC SIGNAL NAMES 

APPENDIX D 

NOMENCLATURE FOR 

CIRCUIT SCHEMATICS 

Signal names on DIGITAL print sets are in the following form 

SOURCE (ASSERTION) SIGNAL NAME (STATE) POLARITY 

SOURCE indicates the drawing number of the print from which the sig
nal originates. The drawing number of a print is located in the lower right 
corner of the print title block (01, 02, 03, etc.) 

ASSERTION is either blank or a NOT sign (~). A blank indicates that 
reference is being made to the asserted state (the true state) of the 
signal; a NOT sign indicates reference to the negated state (the false 
state) of the signal. Signals originating from flip-flops do not use the 
NOT sign to indicate assertion, instead, they use a 1 or 0 in parentheses 
following the signal name for assertion indication. 

SIGNAL. NAME is the proper name of the signal, The names used on the 
pnnt are also used in this manual for correlation between the two. 

STATE is present when the signal source is a flip-flop: it is either (0) or 
( 1 ) 

POLARITY IS either H or L to indicate the voltage level of the signal: H 
means +3 \I; L means ground, 

For example the signal 

05 TX DONE H 

originates on sheet 5 of the drawings and is read "when TX DON E is 
true, thiS signal is at +3 \I," 

LSI-11 bus signal lines carry a dual source indicator, These signal names 
represent a bidirectional wire-ORed bus: as a result mUltiple sources for 
a particular bus Signal exist. 
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0.2 FLIP-FLOP SIGNAL NAMES 
Flip-flop signal names add an extra dimension. Although flip-flops have 
only two outputs. four signal names are possible (Figure D-1). The two 
real outputs are RX DON E (1) H on pin 5 and RX DONE (0) H on pin 6. 
The two additional outputs are simply the two real outputs reidentified. 
RX DONE (1) L is electrically the same as RX DONE (0) Hand RX DONE 
(0) L is electrically the same as RX DON E (1) H. For example. the signal 
RX DONE (0) L is read "when the RX DON E flip-flop is clear (holding a 
zero). this signal is at ground." 

D 

F/F 

RXDONEI1)H 

RX DONE (11 L 

RX DONE (0) L 

RX DONE (0) H 

II-Z236 

Figure D-1 Flip-Flop Signal Names 
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APPENDIX E 

ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL LINE UNIT 
(SLU) COMPARISONS 

The characteristics listed in Tables E-1, E-2, and E-3 compare the differ
ent membe,rs of the DLV11 (LSI-11 bus) and DL11 (Unibus) families of 
asynchronous serial line products. All modules of the DLV11 series are 
dual-height modules The DLV11-E, -F, and -J modules detect overrun 
conditions which are reported in the receiver CSR. These modules will 
not generate phantom interrupts on overrun. 

DlVll-J 
Each of the four serial ports on this module are separate and independ
ent from the others. This is not a multiplexed module. Each port has its 
own CSRs. data buffers, interrupt vectors, baud rates, UARTs, etc. The 
net effect of this module is to achieve a 4: 1 compression ratio over the 
DLV 11. The main functional difference between the ports of the DL V11 -
J and the DLV11 is that the DLV11-J provides an RS-232C-compatible 
Interface (using RS-422 and RS-423) only and requires the DLV11-KA 
module (one per port) to accommodate the 110 baud, 20 rnA current 
loop interface. 

DlVll-E 
This module is functionally equivalent to the 0 L 11-E except that it has 
programmable baud rates. This module provides one serial port that has 
full modem control. 

DlVll .. F 
This module is functionally equivalent to the DL 11-F except that it has 
programmable baud rates. This module will eventually replace the 
DLV11. 

DZVll··8 
The DZV11-B is a multiplexer interface between four asynchronous 
serial data com munication channels and the LSI-11 bus. The DZV11-B 
provides EI.I\ level conversion and full modem control suitable for sup
port of Bell series 103, 202. or equivalent modems. Program com
patibility is maintained with the Unibus option, DZ11-A. The only 
compatibility exception is the number of serial channels supported. As a 
product enhancement feature, additional modem control leads are sup
ported to allow half-duplex operation on switched network type lines. 
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Table E-1 Comparison of Hardware Features 

Unibus LSI-11 Bus 

CD 
w ~ -, :.:: CD 

~ CD U 0 w , , ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ~ > > > > > > 
..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J N 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No. of ports per module 4 4 

EIA RS-232C 
Full modem control X X X m 
Limited modem interface X X X X X N 

EIA RS-423, RS-422 
Data leads only X 

20 mA current loop 
RCVR active or passive X X X 
XM IT active or passive X X X 
XMIT active only X X X X 

~The exterrldl 20 rnA u~iiull (DLV11-KB)i!:. required to irf,pien-,ent this fun~tiofl. 

tOptional feature 

:j:Applies only to the port assigned to the console device. 

§The loop-back cable is required to implement this function. 

11110 baud only 



Table E-1 Comparison of Hardware Features (Cont) 

Unibus LSI-11 Bus 
In 

w I.L 7 :It! til 
<{ m () C w 0 

0 0 .- .- .- .-
.- .- .- .- ... .- .- .... .... ... .- ... ... ... > > > > > > 

....J ....J ....J ....J ....J ....J ....J ....J ....J ....J N 
C C 0 C C C C C C C C 

CCITT X X X X 

Halt on framing errort X X t 
r;n Boot on framing errort X X t w 

Baud rates (Table E-3) 
Programmable X X X 
On-board clocks for split speed X X X X X X X X 

Reader run control X X X X 

Error flags X X X X 'X X X X 

'The external 20 mA option (DLV ll-KB)is required to implement this function. 

tOptional feature 

:j:Applies only to the port assigned to the console device. 

9 The loop-back cable is required to implement this function. 

11110 baud only. 



Table E-1 Comparison of Hardware Features (Cont) 

Unibus LSI-11 Bus 

III 
W u. 7 ~ III 

'f III (J C w , , , , 
, ..... .... ..... ..... .... .... 

..... .... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... .... ..... .... .... 

..... .... ..... ..... ..... > > > > > > .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... N 
C C C C C C C C C C C 

Break generation bit X X X X X X X X X X 

Receiver active bit X X X X X X X 

m 
~ Maintenance bit X X X X X § X X § X 

UART cleared by INIT X X X X X X X 

UART cleared by DeOK X X 

No trap on write to input buffer X X X X X X X 

"The external 20 rnA option {DLV11KB)is required to implement this function. 

tOptional feature. 

:j:Applies only to the port assigned to the console device 

§The loop-back cable is required to implement this function. 

II' '0 baud only. 



Table E-1 Comparison of Hardware Features (Cont) 

Unibus LSI-l1 Bus 
r:o 

w u.. 7 ~ r:o 
~ r:o to? Q w . . . . . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... po po ~ > > > > > ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... N 
Q 0 Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 

Easy configuration using wire-wrap X X X 
jumpers 

m , 
(11 

Stop bits 
1 X X X X X X X X 
1.5 X X X X X 
2 X X X X X X II II X X 

"The external 20 rnA option (DLVll-KB)is required to implement this function. 

tOptional feature. 

:j:Applies only to the port assigned to the console device. 

§ The loop-back cable is required to implement this function. 

11110 baud only. 



Table E-2 Baud Rates 

Unibus LSI-11 Bus 

1%1 
w ~ 7 ~ 1%1 

<I: 1%1 U 0 w 0 0 0 

0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... ... .... .... .... .... 
Baud .... .... ... .... .... > > > > > > 

...J ...J ...J ...J ...J ...J ...J ...J ...J ...J N 
Rate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 X X X X X X X X X 
75 X X X X X X X X X 

110 X X X X X X X X X X 

~ 1345 X X X X X X X 
0> 150 X X X X X X X X X X 

200 X X X X 
300 X X X X X X X X X X 
600 X X X X X X X X X X 

1200 X X X X X X X X X X 
1800 X X X X X X X X X 
2000 X X X 
2400 X X X X X X X X X X 
3600 X X X 
4800 X X X X X X X X 
7200 X X X X X X 
9600 X X X X X X X X 

19200 X X X 

"The external 20 mA option (DLV11 KBi is required to implement this function 



Table E-3 Comparison of Software Features 

Unibus LSI-11 

w u.. -, 
~ a:I () C w , 

, .... .... .... .... 
.... .... ... .... ... .... ... .... 
.... .... ... .... .... > > > > 
...J ...J ...J ...J ...J ...J ...J ...J ...J 

Register Bit Name C C C C C C C C C 

RCSR 15 Da ta set sta tus/ 
interrupt X 

14 Ring X X 
13 CTS X X 

'J1 12 CD X X 
--.J 11 ReceIver active X X X X X X X 

10 2d receive X X 
9,8.4 Unused X X X X X X X X X 
7 Receive done X X X X X X X X X 
6 Receive into enbl. X X X X X X X X X 
5 Data set int. enbl. X X 
3 2dXMT X X 
2 RTS X X 
1 PTR X X 
0 Rdrenable X X X X 

• The external 20 mA option (DLV ll-KBI is required to implement this function. 



r;n 
co 

Table E-3 Comparison of Software Features (Cont) 

Register 

RBUF 

XCSR 

XtlUr 

Bit 

15 
14 
13 
12 
11-8 
7-0 

15-8 
7 
6 
5-3,1 
2 
0 

1:J-tI 

7-0 

Name 

Error 
OE 
FE 
PE 
Unused 
Receive data 

Unused 
XMT ready 
XMT int. enbl. 
Unused 
Maintenance 
XMT break 

unusea 
XMT BUF 

~ , 
.-
.-
~ 

C 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

'" X 

"The loop-back cable is required to implement this function. 

10 , .... .... 
..J 
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'" X 

Unibus 

U 
.... .... 
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C 

X 
X 
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X 
X 
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X 
X 
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'" X 
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X 
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x 
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X 
X 
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x 
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X 
X 
X 
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APPENDIX F 

COMPARISON OF DATA 
TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES 

Frequently, the application arises where a data transmission path has to 
be established between two devices. Usually the distance between the 
devices is known, and also the rate of data transmission is known. The 
problem is deciding which is the best communication technique to use 
to interconnect the devices 

Figure F-1 is a graph of data rate versus distance for the various stand
ard transmission techniques. Parallel data transmission techniques 
iPLUs and DMA) give the highest data rate; however, they are only good 
for relative"i short distances. The serial techniques (RS-232C, RS-422 
and current loops) are good for longer distances but at limited data rates. 

While analyzing Figure F-1, remember that the axes are logarithmic and 
that the data rate is in words per second rather than baud rate. The limits 
established For distance and data rate are a function of both the inherent 
limitations of the transmision technique and of the DIGITAL device used 
to do the interconnection. As an example, look at the 422 section of the 
graph. Maximum distance is 4000 feet as established by EIA standard 
RS-422, but the maximum data rate of 1920 words per second is based 
on the maximum baud rate of the DLV11-J which is 38.4K baud. 

Table F-1 is a summary of the LSI-11 bus and Unibus devices which can 
be used! with each communication technique. Currently, there is no 
Unibus device for EIA RS-422. 

NOTES AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR FIGURE F-1 

1. Data Raw Definition 

a. One word equals 16 bits. 

b. For sedal techniques, one word equals two characters formatted 
with one start bit, eight data bits, and one stop bit. Asynchronous 
serial transmission is assumed. 

F-1 
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Figure F-1 Data Rate vs Distance with 01 GIT AL Devices 

Table F-1 Communication Techniques 

Loop 
EIA (RS-232C) 
EIA with Modem 
RS422, RS423 
PLU 
DMA 

LSI-11 

DLV11 
DLV11 
DLV11-E 
DLV11-J 
DRV11 
DRV11-B 

F-2 

Unibus 

DL11-C 
DL 11-0 
DL11-E 

DR11-C 
DR11-B 



2. Serial Line Maximum Data Rate 

a. Moderns were limited to 120 words/s (2400 baud) because 
modems with higher rates cost more than LSI-11 systems usually 
warrant. Higher data rate modems are generally synchronous 
rather than asynchronous. 

b. 480 words/s is equal to 9600 baud, the limit of the DLV11 SLU. 

c. 1920 words/s is equal to 38.4 baud, the limit of DLV11-J SLU. 

3. PLU (Parallel Line Unit) Limits 

a. The TTL inputs/outputs of the DRV11 limit the distance to 15 feet. 

b. 46K words/s assumes non-interrupt-driven program servicing 
with bit testing (TSTB, BMI. MOV and SOB). 97K words/s is max
imum rate with program servicing without bit testing (MOV and 
BR). With interrupt-driven servicing, the maximum limit is 20K 
words/s assuming 50 liS for interrupt latency and software ser
vicing of interrupt. 

4. DMA (Direct Memory Access) Limits 

a. The D RV 11 -B can be used up to 50 feet because it has tri-state 
drivers and receivers. The distance is limited to 15 feet with TTL 
devices like the DR 11 -B. 

b. DMA transfers with the DRV11-B and the DR 11-B are limited to 
500K words/s in burst mode operation; 250K words/s is the limit 
for sin~lle-cycle mode operation with either device. These limits are 
device dependent; they are not LSI-11 bus limits (which is 833K 
words/s). Remember that burst mode can disrupt memory refresh
ing if bus refreshing (DMA or microcode) is used. Self-refreshing 
memories (MSV11-CD or MSV11-D) eliminate this problem. 
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